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PREFACE 

In the commentary it has been my endeavour to collect, fust and 
foremost, all that might be of use to a right understanding of Kausika's 
sütras as weIl as the mantras ; references to parallel texts which might 
shed any light on the texts under consideration, their grammatical 
expression, stylistic form, their purport or ritual significance; other con
textual uses of the mantras illustrating their function or traditional 
applications; cross-references; quotations from, and references to, the 
works of my predecessors as far as these might elucidate the text or my 
commentary, without however aiming at bibliographical completeness
even famous scholars sometimes publish their work in inaccessible peri
odicals, and even their work may become antiquated - ; explications of 
names, technical terms and religious practices whlch might make these 
texts more accessible to those Indologists who have not specialized in 
the study of Vedic ritual, to prospective Sanskrit scholars who should 
leam to study mantras and sütras together, and to those students of 
the general and comparative history of religions who might be interested 
in the subject. I have on the other hand deliberately omitted almost all 
text-critical notes, observations on the metrical form of the mantras, 
etc. because it would have been of no use to repeat what has been so 
meritoriously collected by Whitney, in hls Atharvaveda translation, and 
by BIoomfield, in hls edition of the Kausikasütra. It is exactly because 
the former's commentary is mainly text-critical and hls translation too 
literal and in places antiquated that I have translated almost all the 
mantras in full and supplied them with copious adnotations. 

References to the so-called Kashmirian Paippalada text have, however, 
as a rule been inserted, fust because Whitney's work whlch was published 
before the critical edition of the text by Barret (and Edgerton, J. A. O. S. 
1906 etc.) is in thls respect not always exact and complete, but also 
because its readings, though of ten - but not always - "useless for philo
logical purposes" (cf. P. Thieme, Pa~ni and the Veda, Allahabad 1935, 
p. 66) are sometimes instructive from the point of view of textual cor
ruption and in some other cases may put us in a fair way to a better under
standing of a difficult passage. Unfortunately, the new edition of the 
hooks 16 etc. of the Paippalada sakha, whlch is based on the manuscripts 
discovered by Professor Durgamohan Bhattacharyya in some villages of 
Orissa, will probably not be published within two or three years, so that 
for the time being I am not in a position to consult its readings. As the 
Orissa palm-Ieaf manuscripts are a great help in determining the genuine 
readings of the Atharvaveda-see D. Bhattacharyya, in the Adyar 
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Library Bulletin, 25 (1961), p. 203 fr., and the same, Paippalada SaIphita 
ofthe Atharvaveda, I, Calcutta 1964 (the edition of Book I which reached 
me a few days before the present volume was sent to the printers)
and as the Paippalada edition based on them may be expected to be 
of considerable importance from a text-critical point of view, I hope, 
in due time in another publication, to revert to those places which may 
be elucidated by the new discoveries. 

Of the imperfections of this translation and commentary I am fully 
aware. Many Gordian knots in the texts could have been cut along other 
lines and many notes could have been added, omitted or drawn up other
wise; many books or papers written by my predecessors might have been 
quoted in addition to the references given. What however I wish to 
emphasize is that I have written this book like other publications, fust 
and foremost to provide the younger generation with a useful instrument 
and in the second place, because it has again given me great pleasure. 
It has not been my intention to please those eminent steersmen who
as the Dutch proverb has it -live ashore and who might for instance 
raise objection to a certain inconsistency in writing the Vedic accent, to 
some seemingly useless references and repetitions, to some deviations 
from the usual abbreviations in quoting books and articles, to the length 
of the introduction, to the insertion of references to Hinduism or to other 
religions or of explications of technical terms - oddities for my part, but, 
I am convinced, useful for certain categories of readers who will open 
the book occasionally for reference or information and do not possess 
a Vedic library of their own. 

J. GONDA. 



INTRO DUCTION 

I 

The only seholar to whom we owe a thorough study of the Kausikasütra 1) 
has been my guru and predeeessor Willem Caland 2). Almost all that has 
been written or observed on the eontents of this work is founded on his 
translation of, and eommentary on, the fust half of this AtharvaI).Îe sütra. 
However grateful we may be for this important pioneer work, it is mueh 
to be regretted that no other monographs on the same Vedie ritual handbook 
have, as far as I know, eontinued these studies from where Caland left 
off and followed up the results reaehed over sixty years ago by this savant. 
This deplorable state of affairs is on the one hand no doubt due to the 
eharaeter of the sütra-text itself whieh is as diffieult to understand as 
it is valuable from various points of view, but on the other hand perhaps 
also to the pioneer who, in the introduction to his Zauberritual made 
some remarks whieh may have led some of his readers astray. On p. V 
Caland expressly states that he has limited himself to seetions 7-52 whieh 
deal with 'magie', beeause the seeond half of the work (seetions 53-141) 
is less interesting, as its eontents are mutatis mutandis also found in the 
grhyasütras. This is not absolutely true. Among the topics whieh are 
not diseussed in the grhyasütras are the so-ealled savayajiias (adhyaya 
VIII, seetion 60-68), and it is this eolleetion of eurious rites to whieh I, 
in this publieation, invite the readers' attention. 

Most of the general remarks made by Caland on the ehapters and 
seetions on magie hold good with regard to adhyaya VIII. "Dass man 
um aueh nur eine einzige Stelle zu begreifen, das ganze Werk dureh
arbeiten muss" (Caland, o.c., p. IV), and that even then many partieulars 
remain more or less uneertain, all who study a few lines will agree. We 
may even go further. From the outset it has been eompletely elear to me 
that all the mantras quoted in the Kausikasütra should be translated 
in full, not only beeause most pratilms are not intelligible by themselves, 
but also to bring on every page the truth home to the reader that mantras 

1) The Kauáika-sütra of the Atharva-Veda with extracts from the commentaries 
of Därila and Keáava, edited by M. Bloomfield, J. A. O. S. 14, New Haven 1890. 
I have not been able to consult the Atharvavediyakauáikagrhyasütra, ed. by Udaiya 
Narayan Singh, Madhurpur 1942. 

2) W. Caland, Altindisches Zauberritual, Amsterdam Academy 1900. Compare 
also his critical and exegetical notes in W. Z. K. M. 8, p. 367; Z. D. M. G. vol. 53, 
54 and 56. 
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and sütras belong together and are only intelligible when studied together. 
A considerable part of the misconceptions and mistranslations in the 
former translations of these sections and süktas of the Atharvaveda are 
due to an imperfect familiarity on the part of the authors with the subject 
dealt with in the sütras. Many sütras remain, on the other hand, obscure 
without a thorough knowledge of the tenor and purport of the mantras, 
which prove to be almost always in perfect harmony with the ritual acts 
which they are to accompany and consecrate. It has been my endeavour 
to throw the interdependence of mantras and sütras into relief and to 
demonstrate, wherever necessary, how much the interpretation of the 
'poems' of the Atharvaveda may gain by continuous references to their 
ritual applications. With this end in view I have prepared, not only new 
interpretations even of those mantras which had already translated three 
or more times into a European language, but also given copious explanations 
of the said interrelations. 

That this is no labour lost will be clear to anyone who realizes that 
af ter the hey-day of Atharvaveda interpretation (Henry 1891-96; Griffith 
1895-96 3); BIoomfield 1897 4); Whitney-Lanman 1905 5)) this inter
pretative activity also has almost come to a standstill. Whitney's monu
mental achievement should not however become regarded as final, the 
less so as "this reproduction of the scripture in Western guise" can 
generally speaking hardly be called a translation. The author himself 
who fully recognized its provisional character 6) may have over-estimated 
its value as "a basis whereon could afterwards be built such fabric of 
philosophic interpretation as should be called for". Whatever its merit 
"as a touchstone to which could be brought for due testing anything 
that claimed to be an interpretation", the disadvantages of a 'translation' 
the maker of which "need not pretend to penetrate to the hidden sense 
of the dark sayings that pass under his pen, to comprehend it and set 
it forth" are enormous. The belief that students of the history of religion, 
philosophy or literature could be able to fill the skeleton created by the 
'Sanskrit scholar' with flesh and blood and inspire it with life is as great 
a misconception as the view that such "a reproduction in Western guise" 
would be possible at all, because almost every term of real interest is 

8) 1 do not mention the meritorious studies by M. Lindenau, H. Beckh, H. Lommel 
and others which have no bearing on chapter VIII. 

4) For bibliograpbica.l particulars see the commentary and L. Renou, Biblio
grapbie védique, Paris 1931, p. 59 ff.-Not all previous attempts at translating the 
relevant texts have been consulted, or taken into account, partly because they 
were inaccessibIe, partly because it did not seem worth the trouble. It is needless 
to say that views pronounced by these authors are of ten antiquated. 

5) W. D. Whitney, Atharva-veda Sarphitä, translated ... , revised by C. R. 
Lanman, Harvard Oriental Series Vil and VIII, Cambridge Maas. 1905. 

8) Cf. Whitney's remarks in Am. J. of Pbil. 7, p. 2 ff. See aIso Whitney-Lanman, 
o.c., p. XIX f. 
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untranslatable in any modern language 7). A 'Sanskrit philologist' should 
not limit himself to mechanical word-for-word translation, to text-critical 
notes and the careful observation of parallel passages and correspondences 
in phraseology, he should try to make himself familiar with all branches 
of knowledge which are indispensable for a right understanding of the 
texts. The translation should be the result of a process of integration 
of a formal (text-critical and 'linguistic') and a material approach to an 
interpretation of the text. A 'literal' rendering which does not attempt 
to "penetrate into the hidden sense" is just as unsatisfactory as a 'philo
sophical interpretation' which does not take full account of the elementary 
facts of grammar. That is not to say that nowadays, sixty years af ter the 
publication of Whitney's great achievement, we could pretend to write 
a definitive translation. Since Caland - who was one of the first indologists 
to understand the value of the results of 'ethnological' studies for the 
interpretation of the Veda - wrote his Zauberritual our knowledge of, and 
insight into, the history and phenomenology of religion in general and of 
lndian thought and religion in particular has much increased. While trying 
to make this knowledge fruitful for an understanding of these Vedic texts 
we should however be aware, first that the future generations will not 
only deepen and extend their knowledge but also develop other methods 
and emphasize other facts and connections, and in the second place that 
any interpretation is made by an individual accustomed to look at things 
through his special spectacles. 

A few words remain to be said on the lndian commentaries. As is weIl 
known the opinions of scholars with regard to their value and the use 
to be derived from them have differed greatly. Whereas some of them 
have put themselves to a large extent under the guidance of the ancient 
lndian interpreters, others have been very reluctant to adopt their para
phrases and explanations. The best way seems to be to read them critically, 
to reject what we know to be impossible, to adopt that which is consistent 
with knowledge gathered from other sources and to note for reconsideration 
the information which might be correct or valuable but cannot for the 
moment be checked. As will appear from my commentary I have not 
rarely quoted passages from the ancient commentators even in those cases 
in which I found myself unable to follow them. The value of Kesava's 
work has been duly recognized by Caland 8). Notwithstanding its imper
fections it has proved to be of great use. Caland's favourable judgement 
(o.c., p. V) of this commentary should also in regard to chapter VIII be 
accepted without reserve. Not rarely this paddhati guides us to a solution 

7) See my article 'Some notes on the study of Ancient-Indian religious termi
nology',' in History of religions, 1 (Chicago 1961), p. 244 ff. For some definitions of 
proper translating see E. A. Nida, Toward a science of translating, Leiden 1964, 
p. 161 ff., from which it appears that many authorities rightly take a full under
standing of the original and truth to its spirit as a matter of course. 

8) Caland, Zauberritual, p. V. 
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of the problems propounded by the author of the text 9). As Kesava's 
explanations aim at the interpretation of the rites rather than the expli
cation of words and as he seems to have had access of a wide range of 
authorities, especially of those within the limits of the Atharvaveda 10), 
his notes could, in the present publication, be used with profit. I had 
no objection to consulting also, wherever possible, the commentary 
attributed to SäyaI,la on the Atharvaveda 11). lt has already been noticed 
by Caland that the quotations from Kausika contained in it are "von 
nicht geringer Rilfe zur Bestimmung der richtigen Lesart" . This is however 
not the only use to be derived from that work. lts value has at the time 
been somewhat underrated by Whitney 12): "the scholar who expects the 
least from it will be least disappointed" 13). lt is of course not difficult to 
collect a mass of etymological and other nonsense, worthless 'variants', 
false constructions and shortcomings from this 'SäyaI,la' 14); it is true that 
he very of ten fails the modern reader, that his critical insight is far from 
sufficiently developed, that his mistakes are serious and numerous. Some
times however, he mayalso put us, even by a not completely correct 
interpretation, in a fair way to a better understanding of a text. Especially 
his introductory notes on the ritual applications of the süktas and their 
numerous references to Kausika are not devoid of sense and value, however 
much they derive and report from the auxiliary literature to which we 
also have access. Ris explanations of the text may incidently furnish us 
with val ua bIe suggestions or confirmations of our own suppositions. 

The explanations given by Indian commentators are not rarely anachro
nistic in that they ascribe to the authors of Vedic texts beliefs and opinions 
which we know to have arisen in, or to have been adhered to, only in 
later times. Such passages are not in any case to be stigmatized as in
dicative of the author's ignorance. In some cases I have deliberately 
quoted them, because they may illustrate the development of the ideas 
expressed in the Vedic texts. 

Another source of information which has, in the past, not always been 
exhausted resides in the comparative contextual study of parallel places, 

9) See Bloomfield, edition, p . XVI: "Though a hasty copy of an apparently 
far from faultless original, the extracts given, it is believed, exhaust pretty weIl 
the contributions to the exegesis of the sütra, to be derived from this source ... 
The comments become shorter and shorter as the work advances ... ". 

10) I refer to Bloomfield, edition, p. XVII. 
11) Atharvaveda-Saxphitä with the commentary of SäyaJ)äcärya, ed. by Shankar 

Pändurang Pandit, Bombay 1895-98, 4 volumes and by Vishva Bandhu and others, 
Hoshiarpur 1960--62, 4 volumes. 

12) W. D. Whitney, The native commentary to the Atharva-Veda, in Festgruss 
R. v . Roth, Stuttgart 1893, p. 89 ff., esp. p. 96. 

13) Whitney, o.c., p. 96. 
14) "L'ouvrage (I'AV.) a été commenté par SäyaJ)a, de manière lacunaire et 

plutöt médiocre (L. Renou, in L. R. et J_ Filliozat, L'Inde classique, !, Paris 
1947, p. 285) 
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that is to say in an examination of the meaning, function and contexts 
of the other occurrences of the mantras. In doing so it might of ten he 
useful to trace primary and secondary uses, to estahlish as far as possihle, 
(more) 'original' and 'derived' applications, or adaptations hut even in 
those cases in which these investigations are not crowned with success, 
a comparative study of the other occurrences of a mantra may he greatly 
helpful in detecting or clarifying its meaning, function and applicahility. 
That is why it has in many notes heen my endeavour to quote parallel 
passages not only for complete stanzas, hut also for parts of stanzas and 
word groups 15). 

IJ 

Chapter VnI of the Kausikasiitra deals with the savayajfiiiJp, i.e. "the 
sacrifices or acts of worship called sava-". These rites were, under the 
heading: "Prayers and imprecations in the interest of hrahmans", pro
visionally and superficially, descrihed hy Bloomfield 1), to whose opinions 
we will have to revert. They of course attracted also the attention of the 
lndian scholar N. J. Shende, who dealt with them, from the point of 
view of 'mythology' in his Foundations 2) and, from the point of view 
of the sacrificial procedure in his Religion and Philosophy 3), limiting 
however himself mainly to a not always complete survey of the contents 
of the relevant texts. 

It may he recalled that lexicographers are at variance with regard to 
the explication of the term sava- 4). Whereas for instance Apte's 5) diction
ary enumerates all meanings of sava- ("extraction of soma juice; offering, 
lihation; sacrifice; sun; moon; progeny; generator; ... " in one article, 
others distinguish at least two words: "sava- pressing out (the soma juice); 

15) The question as to how far this 'Wiederverwendung' "in sorgfältig überlegter 
Weise geschieht" (B. Schlerath, Das Königtum im Rig. und Atharvaveda, Wies· 
baden 1960, p. 2) need not detain us here. Cf. also my Epithets in the J;tgveda, 
The Hague 1959, p. 28 ff. 

1) M. Bloomfield, The Atharva·Veda and the Gopatha.Brähma.I).a, Strassburg 
1899, p. 78 f. 

S) N. J. Shende, The foundations of the AtharvaI).ic religion, Bulletin Decca.n 
College Research Institute, 9, Poona (also issued in book·form), p. 195 ff. 

3) The same, The religion and philosophy of the Atharvaveda, Bhandarkar 
Oriental Research Institute, Poona 1952. 

') We should not, with Bloomfield (AV. and GB., p. 78) draw from the phrase 
savän 00· literally "to give savas" which is used by Kauáika. 68, 37 (see the note; 
cf. also savadänam in KeSava on Kauá. 63) the conclusion that sava- and da~r.u'i· 
are synonyms. (See also section III). Nor is it advisable to adduce, in substantiation 
of this view, J;tV. 1, 126, 1. Here Grassma.nn's (Wtb. zum J;tV. 1491) translation 
("der gepresste Somatrank" has not unconvincingly be adopted by Geldner (J;tV. 
übersetzt, 12, p. 174; cf. J;tV. 3, 53, 7; 4, 26, 7). 

5) V. S. Apte, The practical Sanskrit-English dictionary, rev. ed. by P. K. Gode 
and C. G. Karve, lIl, Poona 1959, p. 1658. 
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moon" and "impure, instigation ... ; sun; a particular class of initiatory 
rites, inauguration, consecration; sacrifice etc." 6). Leaving some uses 
which have no bearing on our subject on one side it must be said that 
whereas a consistent distinction between the 'pressing sava-' and the 
'instigation sava-' seems not only from an etymological point of view 
desirabie, the mutual relations between the different uses of the latter 
as weIl as its, or their, associations with the roots su- suvati "to impel, 
to consecrate" and su- sute "to procreate" are not made completely clear. 
The ancient Indians themselves, moreover, 'took advantage' of this 
polysemy or homonymy in order to gratify their desire to conneet and 
identify different notions 7). There is on the other hand no denying that 
the ideas of "impelling, impulse" and "engendering, procreation" not 
rarely coincide. Thus TB. 1, 6, 2, 2, Savitar, the impeIler, is said to cause 
the creatures, offspring, to be bom (savitä präjanayat). In connection 
with the pläSuka seed used for Savitar's cake it reads SB. 5, 3, 3, 2 k~ipre 
mä (the sacrifieer) prasuvän "may they speedily impel or quicken me". 
These words recall the k~ipraprasavana- ceremony intended to secure a 
speedy parturition (RGS. 2, 2, 8; GobhGS. 2, 7, 13 ff.). 

Many years ago I arrived, in a study of the term utsava- "festival" 8), 
at the conclusion that the same root su- expresses not only such conceptions 
as "impelling, quickening, instigating, exciting" and "imparting, creating", 
but also su eh as "setting power in motion, making power active", and 
hence, "stimulating, influencing in general" . From AiB. 8, 5, 2 suyate 
ha vä asya k~atra'rfL yo dik~ate k~atriya1y, san "his lordly power rises who 
being a k~atriya undertakes the consecration" 9) it may be seen how "to 
set in motion power or powerful (strengthening) influence" may imply, 
or lead to, a higher status. TB. 2, 7, 5, 1 yo vai smnena suyate is accordingly 
explained in the commentary by ... ni~padyate "ripens, is accomplished". 
One might also compare the use of the verb in a context such as AV. 
14, 1, 43: the river designated as sindhu- has made active and effective 
(su~uve) the supremacy of the streams in its own interest 10). That in the 

6) M. Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English dictionary, Oxford 1899, p. 1190 
following the Petr. Dict., VII, 841, where a munber of compounds (anial),sava-, 
aptJava-) etc. is however attributed indiscriminately to 8ava- land 2. 

7) For particulars see J. C. Heesterman, The ancient Indian royal consecration, 
Thesis Utrecht 1957, p. 72 ff. 

8) J. Gonda, Skt. utBava-, in India antiqua, Festschrift-J. Ph. Vogel, Leiden 
1947, p. 146 ff., esp. p. 153. Among the texts studied there in substantiation of this 
conclusion are ~V. 7, 40, 1 where Savitar's impelling activity (8avitä BUväti) is a 
creating and a granting one; 4, 54, 4 "what (S.) ... influences (BUvati) by his 
stimulating a.ctivity that becomes reality for him"; I, 164, 26 "S. will in the best 
way set in motion his influencing power (8ava1!t 8avitä 8ävi{lat) for us"; 1;tV. 4, 54, 2 
the same god imparts (BUvaai) 'immortality' to the gods; 5, 42, 3 wealth to men; 
AV. 7, 14, 3 he is implored to 'impel' to men desirabie things; 14, 1, 33. The same 
use is met with in the Avesta: Y. 31, 15; 35, 5. 

9) For particulars, Utsava, p. 154. 
10) Cf. also MaitrU. 6, 16; Käth. 13, 2. 
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conception expressed by the verb su- was implied the idea of "to enable 
(oneself) to obtain something by rousing power" appears e.g. from SB. 
5,2,3,9 anamïvii akilvi~ii o~adhïr abhi süyai "may I be impelled, instigated, 
'consecrated' for (the obtainment of) healthy and faultless plants". 

The etymological connection with sava- is in TS. 5, 6, 3, 2 perfectly 
clear: asmai saviin pra yacchanti, ta enarp, suvante "they confer stimulations 
of power, creative instigations, (or for the sake of brevity) 'consecrations' 
upon him; they 'stimulate' him (unto a higher status 11), i.e.) they 'con
secrate' him". This use is not rare in the brähmaI).as: TS. 5, 6, 3, 1; SB. 
5, 3, 1, 3; 5, 4, 3, 23 etc.; SB. 5, 3, 3, 2 the words savitrprasütalJ, süyai 
are translated by Eggeling: "May I be quickened (or, consecrated, 
impelled) by S." 12). Thus a sava- may be described as a "solemn conse
cration" (abhi~eka-) for special ceremonies of considerable variety 13): 
süyata ï8varatveniibhi~icyata ~v iti savii ekiihavi8~iilJ, (see further on) "sava
is the .name of special religious ceremonies of one day because in them 
one undergoes the process su-, i.e. is anointed (consecrated) with lordship 
(supremacy)". Accordingly, Caland remarked "Die Savas sind eigentlich 
'Weihungen zu .. .' " 14), elsewhere 15) adding that they implied "die Er
füllung eines Wunsches". More literally however they are "occasions on 
which power is stimulated, set in motion ; influence is exerted; quickening, 
impulse or generation takes place". In ritual practice a sava- is a term 
for a sacrifice generally following the paradigma of the one-day Soma 
sacrifice, characterized by the insertion of an unction and of ten clearly 
aiming at the acquisition of a higher status by the sacrifieer. Thus the 
Väjapeya and other sacrificial ceremonies may be called savas 16). 

It seems to be interesting here to give a succinct account of a number 
of savas which are dealt with in Taitt. Br. 2, 7, Apast. Sr. S. 22, 25-28 
and elsewhere. With regard to the fust TB. 2, 7, 1, 2 informs us that 
Brhaspati who wished to become the purohita of the gods (devaniirp, 
purodhiirp, gaccheyam) 'saw' the brhaspatisava-; he "fetched" it and wor
shipped with it and so became the purohita of the gods. The man who 
wishes to be a purohita should worship with the brhaspatisava. With 
reference to this the commentary (I, p. 756, B. 1.) observes: süyate 
ï8varatveniibhi~icyate ~v iti saviilJ, ekiihavi8~iilJ, (see above). According to 

11) Cf. also Caland's translation of the formula VS. 9, 39; ApSS. ]8, 12, 6 etc. 
savitä tvä savänä1J1- suvatäm "S. solI dich zur Herrschaft über die Geheisse ... er
mächtigen" (Caland, Das Srautasiitra des Apastamba, lIl, Amsterdam Acad. 
1928, p. 137). 

12) J. Eggeling, SB. transl. lIl, in Sacred Books of the East, 41, p. 69. 
18) Cf. also O. Boehtlingk and R. Roth, Petrograd Dict. VII, 841. 
14) Caland, Srautasiitra des Apastamba, lIl, p. 318. 
15) Caland, ibidem, lIl, p. 351. 
16) The reader may also be referred to Heesterman, o.c., p. 71 ff., who in this 

connection emphasizes the idea of ritual rebirth "which in a sava is conceived of 
under the form of the unction". 
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ApSS. 22, 7, 6 the rite may be also successfully performed by a brahman 
who aspires to sacerdotal illustriousness or social consideration as a 
learned priest (brahmavarcasa-) or by someone who wishes to hold a 
certain high office. The sacrificer is anointed with ghee or with the residue 
of definite oblations (ApSS. 22, 7, ll; TB. comm. p. 759 sava-abhi~eka-). 
This rite is (TB. 2, 7,1,3) characterized by the immolation oftwo he-goats 
(the normal victim and a special one for Brhaspati: ApSS. 22, 7, 9), and 
by the presence of three times eleven dak!;liI)äs (eleven at the morning
service etc.), by which the sacrifice "gains" the gods, and of a horse as 
the thirty-fourth, which belongs to Prajäpati, who is the thirty-fourth 
of the gods 17). 

The second rite is the vaisyasava-. The vaisya belongs to the All-gods 
(Visve deviiM and to the Maruts. The vaisyasava is characterized by seven 
oblations, because the Maruts consist of seven troops (TB. 2, 7, 2, 2). 
According to the commentary it is recommended to a member of the 
third estate who is desirous of prosperity (a well-nourished condition : 
p~tikiima-): this appears also from one of the relative formulas in which 
the idea of ~ti- is brought into connection with the god PÜ!;lan, the 
keeper of herds and flocks and bringer of prosperity 18). The sacrificer, 
being seated on the hide of a bull, is anointed with sour milko 

The third sacrifice, the briihma1fasava-, is specially intended for a 
brahman who is desirous of that special 'lustre' and energy, which is 
called "pre-eminence in holiness and sacred knowiedge" (brahmavarcasa-). 
It is characterized by the pouring out of eight oblations; this is the number 
of the syllables of the gäyatri metre which represents brahmavarcas 
(TB. 2, 7, 3, 3). The sacrificer is to be anointed with ghee which has been 
purified by means of a small golden bar. 

The next rite, the somasava-, is remarkable in that, according to TB. 
2, 7, 4, 1 and the commentary, it has not the character of a soma sacrifice, 
but represents an animal sacrifice (na vai somena somasya savo 'sti TB. ; 
tasya somay(J,garüpatva1Jt ni~idhya paSurüpatva1Jt vidhatte, comm., I, p. 
759 B. 1.). One sacrifices a cow, dedicated to Soma, which has remained 
barren af ter her first calf (sütava8(J,-) , because Soma is an impregnator 
(retodhii-). The rite is to provide the sacrificer-who is anointed according 
to the räjasüya rite-with semen (reta eviismin dadhiiti). One might also 
perform a rajasüya (royal consecration) with the exception of all the 
soma-rites which it usually involves (see also ApSS. 22, 25, 10) 19). Upon 
this point the commentary expatiates as follows (p. 760): ... sapta 
somayiigiily" tiin varjayitvii yatkirJtCid anumatyiidika1Jt sautrama1fyam ta1Jt 
prayogajiita1Jt 'tat sarvam' asmin somasave an~theyam, i.e. one has, from 

17) For this conception see e.g. SB. 5, 1, 2, 15; 5, 3, 4, 23. 
18) Cf. S. D. Atkins, P~n in the Rig-veda, Princeton 1941, p. 18 ff. 
19) That is to say, the following elements are omitted: the introductory pavitra 

or abhyärohal).iya, the abh~ecaniya, the daáapeya, the keáa.vapa.niya, the vyut;lti, 
the k~trasya dhrti. 
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the oblations to Anumati onwards, to perform the whole aggregate of 
rites of the sautramaJ).i 20), a sacrifice in which in addition to sacrificial 
cakes, not soma, but sura, a sort of beer, and some animals are offered 
and which is to be performed af ter the rajasüya and other royal sacrifices 21). 
The above animal is to be immolated between the so-called ratnin offerings 
and the sa~srp offerings 22). 

The fifth ceremony is a still more simplified rajasüya. It is called 
prthisava- and recommended to the man who desires to possess cattIe 
(ApSS. 22, 25, 14). In contradistinction to the brhaspatisava-which is 
"produced" 23) with soma - and the animal sacrifice, which are proper 
for the gods (devasava-) , this rite is a "man-sacrifice" (man~yayajna-). 
It was "given" by the gods to a certain king, Prthi, the son of Vena 24), 
who in consequence became the consecrated lord of the animals (thus 
the commentator explains the words tato vai so 'py ära'l'}yänlJ,rp, pa8ünäm 
asüyata). The man who performs this rite wiIl likewise rule the animal 
kingdom (TB. 2, 7, 5, 1 and the comm.). The sacrificer is sprinkled with 
water. 

The next ceremony, the gosava- (ApSS. 22, 12, 17-13, 3), is superior 
to the vajapeya, which is a sarp,rätsava-, i.e. "a 'sava-' 25) for a. sovereign 
ruler" , that is a consecration to the dignity of a paramount sovereign, 
and the rajasüya, which is caIled a varu'I'}asava-, i.e. a consecration to the 
universal sway wielded by VarUJ).a (TB. 2, 7, 6, 1, comm., p. 763 : 
varu'I'}aisvaryapräptihetul} 26)). The gosava raises a sacrificer who is desirous 
of unlimited power to the highest rank of a Supreme Being (parame§thin-), 
of Prajapati. He enjoys supreme sovereignty (sväräjyam) and is in the 
world of brahman as free and independent as a cow (gaul}, hence go-sava-) 
in the wilderness (comm.). The dakfiJiJ).a consists of ten thousand cows, 
because that is supreme sovereignty. The sacrificer has to be sprinkled 
with fresh milk: "now his strength increases . . . I anoint you with the 
unlimited sovereignty of Prajapati". According to Apastamba (SS. 22, 
13, 1) he has however to lead, for a year or for twelve days, the life of cattIe. 

20) I refer to J. Gonda, Die Religionen lndiens, I, Stuttgart 1960, p. 173; 
A. Hillebrandt, Rituailiteratur, Strassburg 1897, p. 159 fI. 

21) See e.g. P. E. Dumont, L'A8vamedha, Louvain 1927, p. 232 fI. 
22) See H eesterman, O.c., p. 49 fI.; 179. 
23) Thus I translate myate, the passive of m· "to inlpel, urge, set in motion, 

create, produce" (nil!pädyate "is performed, accomplished", comm.), and at the 
same tinle the passive of m· "to beget, procreate, produce" . 

24) This mythical personage-aIso known as Prthu-is mentioned as the inventor 
of agriculture and the lord of men and aninlals. See e.g. A. A. Macdonell and A. B. 
Keith, Vedic names and subjects, II, 2Benares 1958, p. 16. He is aIso weil known 
from epic and puräJ.lic mythology; see e.g. S. S0rensen, An index to the names in 
theMahäbhärata (1904), p. 564 f. 

25) Notice this use of aava-. 
26) Not "VaruI).a's Förderung,-Gutheissen" (Petr. Dict. VI, 726). The verm 

occurs aIso TB. 1, 7, 4, 3; 1, 7, 6, 4; SB. 5, 3, 4, 12; 5,4, 3, 2, providing us with 
an explanation. See aIso J. Eggeling, in S. B. E. 41, p. XXV. 
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The last rite is the odanasava-, thesava of a rice-dish, which is described 
by Apastambha at greater length and with which we shall be occupied 
with special interest, because it is of greater relevance to the main theme 
of this introduction. A man who is desirous of food etc. (annlldyakiima-) 
should according to ApSS. 22, 25, 19 (quoted also in TB. comm., p. 766) 
worship with this rite on the lunar day belonging to the asterism RohÎ1).Ï. 
He has the rice cooked about dawn (cf. e.g. KätySS. 21, 3, 13). It becomes 
a darvihoma (a simple type of oblation of boiled rice made with a ladle 27). 
When the sun has risen he should offer, from the rice-dish, four oblations 
into the fue, to the accompaniment of the four stanzas of A V. 6, 38, 
in the order 1, 4, 2, 3. This curious sükta, while enumerating a number 
of animals, objects (sun, chariot, dice, gold, drum), phenomena (fue, rain), 
men (brahman) in which there is tvi#- "brilliance, or brillant impetuous 
energy" (in French "éclat" 28) , implores by way of refrain "the fortunate 
goddess who has given birth to lndra . . . to come to us, in union with 
prestige (varcas-)". This goddess apparently is either Tvi~i herself 29) or 
a female deity of her nature or character 30). This little text is Kaus. 
13, 4 ff. used in rites for obtaining vital power. Mter the above recitation 
four representatives of the four social orders prepare 31) each a different 
mixed beverage (ApSS. 22, 26, 1 manthän kalpayanti) 32) which is consumed 
by the sacrificer while pronouncing the formula "My mouth must be 
filled with splendour-and-energy (tejalL: tejasvad astu me mukham, ApSS. 
22, 26, 3), my hands must he filled with splendour-and-energy; being full 
of tejalL . . . unite me with tejalL" in the case of the fust draught which 
is prepared by a brahman, and replacing the term tejalL by ojalL "creative 
and inaugurative power" when consuming the drink prepared by the 
k~atriya, by payalL "milk" when drinking the third and by äyulL "a full 
life-time" when consuming the fourth drink. Mter the sacrificer has 
presented the four representatives of the social orders with suitable gifts, 
the brahman with gold, the k~atriya with a bow and three arrows, etc., 
he consumes the rest of the rice-mess, i.e. that which was left af ter the 
four ohlations were made, the adhvaryu pronouncing a formula in which 
Agni is implored to grant the sacrificer a fulllife-time, VaruI).a and Soma 

27) For a description see ApSS. 24, 3 ("es ist offenbar eine Weise der Opfenmg, 
die dem häuslichen Ritus, dem Grhyakarman, entlehnt ist", Caland, Sr. d. Apast. 
lIl, p. 392 and Eggeling, SB. trans!. I, in S. B. E. 12, p. 415, n. 3. 

28) Thus L. Renou, Études védiques et päl}.inéennes, 1I, Paris 1956, p. 64 (with 
n. 2) who rightly observes that terms such as vareas· "prestige" and t~· "éclat" 
"nous orientent vers la domaine ~atriya". 

29) Compare ona of the anukramal}.is: brhaspatidevatyam uta t~evatyam. See 
also KS. 36, 15: 82, 10. 

30) The commentary on AV. 6, 38, 1. 
31) ApSS. 22, 26, 2 indräya tvä teiasvate teiasvanta'YflSrirtämïti brähmar.u:tlJ, 8aktubhir 

äiya'Yfl Sritvä teio 'sity abhimantrya tat te prayacchämiti yaiamänäya prayacchati. 
32) and (22, 26, 1) äiyamantha'Yfl brähmar.u:tlJ, payomantha'Yfl räianyo dadhimantha'Yfl 

vaiáya udamantha'T[t BUdralJ,. 
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to give him "dear seed" (priyarp, retaM, Aditi to favour him with her material 
protection. He covers the sacrificer's chest with a golden ornament: "A 
complete life-time art thou!". The above four persons draw, each of them 
individually and to the accompaniment of parallel formulas, water which 
is mixed by the adhvaryu who sprinkies the sacrificer with it. Finally 
the sacrificer mounts a war-chariot, in order to prove - as the accompanying 
formulas have it - a hero, a destroyer of rivals, a promoter of friends, 
honoured by the gods, "clad in esteem", entering the eternal space, 
cheered by Indra, Brhaspati, Soma, Agni and other gods, protected by 
Heaven, Earth, The Dak!?iJ).ä (sacrificial gift) etc. and filling up heaven, 
earth and atmosphere. According to the experts the man who performs 
this sacrifice becomes attractive and good-looking. What strikes us is that 
this rite is on the one hand to be undertaken for the satisfaction of a 
worldly desire (food), but on the other hand considered to enable the 
successful performer to enter eternal space and to fill the tripartite 
universe 33). 

There are other savas, mentioned in other chapters of Apastambha's 
Srautasütra. The Agni!?~ut (22, 6, 5 ff.) is a rite for a person who being
e.g. because of a murder committed - impure wishes to become pure. A 
variant of this ceremony may be performed by a learned brahman who 
has got into difficulties because of women, gambling etc. The Indrastut
Indrastoma (22, 17, 13 ff.) bestows power or courage upon the sacrificer. 
There is also a räjäbhi~eka-, the consecration of a king (22, 28, 1 ff.), 
which is to confer upon him royal dignity, long life, vital power, wealth, 
health, courage, etc. 

III 

Proceeding now to discuss the 'atharvaJ).ic' rites known as 8ava- it 
may fust be observed that already in the XIXth centuryauthors disagreed 
in regard to their identity and interrelations. Whereas Roth, in the 
Petrograd Dictionary, decidedly distinguished between the savas enumer
ated in TB. 2, 7 1) and those which conatitute the subject of Kausika, 
adhyäya VIII - describing the former as "Einweisung, Einsetzung, Be
stallung, Inauguration", the latter as "gewisse Darbringungen", Bloom-

33) This is a convenient place to quote the stanzas with which the commentator 
('Sä.yal}.a') on TB. 2, 7, 7 concludes his explanations of the odana-sava (Bib!. Ind. 
p. 772): atra viniyogasa'Tfl1JrahalJ,: syäd odanasave homalJ, si'f!lhe mantracatUlllayät I 
rá(caturbhiS catur mantrán kalpayed bráhma1}ii.dayalJ, 11 áiya'f!l ~ra'f!l dadhi iala'f!l 
dravyár.ty e:já'f!l kramäd iha I .mr.tanti saktubhir mantoon indráyeti catUlllayán 11 teio 
'sity äiyamanthasya mantrar.ta'f!l tatra ity atalJ, I ta'f!l mantha'f!l soomine dadyät teio 
'tyanta'f!l sa lakl!ayet 11 kl!ïrädimanthe ' py oio 'sityädimanträs tathaiva hi I khádanta'f!l 
mantrayetemam äyus tu svämino tayä 11 yato 'bhil!icyäbhil!ikta'f!l samudro mantrayeta 
hi I apäm ity abhil!ekäya grhr.tämïti iala'f!l groot I ... 

1) See aLove. 
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field 2), while referring to the Petrograd Dictionary, considers the latter 
as "a specialization (of the former) in the direction of the bestowal of the 
da~iI.lä" 3). Hillebrandt 4), though likewise quoting the same dictionary, 
does not seem to have made any distinction at all: "Eine Gruppe von 
Ekäha's wird unter dem Namen sava's zusammengefasst, von denen TB. 
2, 7 Komm. sieben aufzählt ... (nach Kesava zu Kausika sind es zwei
undzwanzig ... )". 

While there is no point in pursuing the opinions of Bloomfield's pre
decessors any further 5), the page devoted by the latter 6) to the savas 
must detain us here because, despite some serious disadvantages, it has 
long been the only attempt to provide those interested in the Atharvaveda 
and its siitras with a succinct survey of the relative facts. As has been 
stated above this page forms part of a section entitled "prayers and 
imprecations in the interest of brahmans" and the author is, accordingly, 
strongly inclined to emphasize the element of dak~iJ.1ä in these rites: "the 
brunt of the Atharvan's activity in this line is directed towards the 
composition of elaborate hymns which are obviously intended to accompany 
the bestowal of substantial dak~iI.läs, and, what is more singular, to elevate 
the ceremonies connected therewith to the position of independent sacral 
acts of great formality and dignity. The dak~iJ.1äs are designated by 
Kausika as sava- (savan da- 'to give savas') ... ". 

Here, it would appear to me, the American author has gravely mis
understood the character of these rites and of the texts accompanying 
them. Although it must readily be conceded that the officiating priest 
did not return empty-handed-remember for instance AV. 12, 4, "re
counting in picturesque language, accompanied by fierce threats, urgent 
reasons for passing a sterile cow on to the brahmans whom nothing 
hurts" -, it cannot be maintained that in these rites, generally speaking, 
"the interest of the brahmans" is the dominant element. One of the 
characteristics of the mantras required is, on the contrary, the absence 
of anything like a clear and consistent distinction between offering(s) and 
dak~iI.lä(s) as is usual in the description of the srauta rites 7). From 
Kausika's siitras it is however clear that these offerings were at least in 

2) Bloomfield, The Atharva-Veda. and the Gopatha-BrähmaI).S, p. 78 f. 
3) For the significance of a dak~iI}.ä see further on. 
4) Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, p. 140. 
5) Some particulars will be brought up for discussion in the commentary. 
6) Bloomfield, A V. and GB., p. 78 f. 
7) The reader might e.g. in Apast. Sr. S. find many instances of descriptions 

of rites which are concluded by the statement "a cow, or a white horse, gold, or ... 
is the da~iI}.ä (to be given to the brahman, etc.)", the da~iI}.ä being distinct from 
the victim( s) or sscrificial matter. I cannot enter here into a discussion of the historical 
relation between dak~iI}.ä and oblation and the correctness of the view tentatively 
pronounced by A. B. Keith, The religion and philosophy of the Veda and Upanishads, 
Cambridge Mass. 1925, p. 299: " ... to what extent we may not see in the da~iI}.äs 
the alteration of the older practice of offering the things given at the sacrifice : the 
priests determined to keep them, and converted the sacrifice into gifts to themselves". 
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the view of some ritualists not intended to he dak~il).äs in the proper 
sense of the term because in 63, 26 f., at the end of the description in 
the basic pattern of these rites, we are informed that according to certain 
authorities who remain anonymous a cow with gold, according to another 
expert a cow, is to be presented as a dak~il).ä 8). It seems nevertheless 
warranted to infer from this passage that not all experts were agreed 
on this point. One should on the other hand distinguish between a da~il).ä 
given to the officiant and (in the rites under discussion) the oblations 
offered in the persons of a number of brahmans. It is contrary to fact 
and to the contents of these texts to hold that, for instance the two 
'hymns' (süktas) AV. ll, 1 and 12, 3, were to be "chanted at a solemn 
combination of a soma-sacrifice with the preparation of porridge for the 
brahmans' dak~il).ä". One runs the risk of creating a false impression and 
omits what is essential in contending that the house which is the subject 
of AV. 9, 3 (Kaus. 66, 22 ff.) and which is made over to the brahman, is 
received by the latter "for his own future well-being in it." 

It is, if I am not mistaken, sometimes-or, at fust sight-very difficult 
to make out whether the victims or objects regarded as 'victims' mentioned 
in these rites are primarily presented as 'offerings' or as 'gifts'. One may 
in this connection for instance compare AV. 9, 4, 9 used in Kaus. 66, 18. 
This stanza which seems to interrupt an enumeration of the parts of the 
animal's body impresses us as dealing, in anticipation of st. 19 (cf. also 
18), with a da~il).ä animal, not with a bull which is to be immolated as 
the sacrificial victim. In reality however it is the identical animal which 
is offered in both meanings of this English term. The animal is immolated 
and (part of it is) together with the rice-mess consumed, and (the other 
parts are) presented to a brahman or to brahmans. Hence the use of 
the verb a-hu- "to sacrifice, to offer as an oblation" in AV. 9, 4, 9 y6 
brahma1Já r~abhám ajuh6ti "who makes an offering of a bull to a brahman". 
In 12, 4, 48 it reads, in connection with the barren cow which is the object 
of the ritual acts: "0 brahmans, this cow is your oblation (haviM". 

On second thoughts, however, this apparent vagueness should be no 
matter of great surprise, the time-honoured translation of da~i1Ja- "fee 
offered to the officiating priest(s)" ("Bezeichnung für jeden den dienst
tuenden Priestern gereichten Lohn", Petr. Dict. lIl, 485; "honoraires 
rituels") is not only incorrect, but even 9) deceptive. A dak~iQ.ä 10) is an 
offering-a cow, another animal or almost any other valuables, including 
rice 11 ) - presented to the officiant( s) 12) by which the sacrifice is "fortified 

8) Indirect l'eferences to sacrificial gifts are moreover made at 67, 2 and 3. 
9) -at least as far as the ancient use of the term ia regarded. 
10) Cf. Heesterman, in Indo-Iranian Journal 3, p. 241 ff. 
11) See also W. Caland-V. Henry, L'Agn~toma, Description complète de la forme 

normale du sacrifice de Soma ... , Paria 1906, p. 290. 
12) Strictly speaking a dak!;!ÏI).ä mayalso be presented to those brahma.ns who 

do not belong to the body of officiants (see e.g. ApSS. 13, 7, 1 ff.; LätySS. 9, 6, 13), 
a practice implicitly rejected in SB. 4, 3, 4, 5. 
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and made perfect" (SBK. 1, 2, 2, 1). It is not the receiver, but the giver 
who derives most reward and benefit from it 13). The brief information 
given by two places in the SB. leaves nothing to be desired: SB. 4, 3, 4, 4 
"there are two kinds of gods, viz. the gods and the learned brahmans, 
versed in sacred lore, who are the human gods. And the sacrifice to them 
is twofold, oblations (ähutayaJ;,) being the sacrifice to the gods, and gifts 
to the priests (dak~i1JäJ;,) being that to the human gods, to the learned 
brahmans versed in sacred lore. With oblations (ähutibhiJ;,) one gratifies 
the gods, and with dak~iI).äs the human gods ... These two kinds of 
gods, when gratified, convey one to the heavenly world" and 1, 9, 3, 1 
"He who sacrifices, doubtless, sacrifices with a desire that he also may 
obtain a place in the world of the gods. That sacrifice of his then goes 
forth towards the world of the gods; af ter it follows the dak~ÏI).ä which 
he gives (to the priests), and holding on to the dak~iI).ä (follows) the 
sacrifieer". Or, still more succinctly: "the sacrifices involving dak~ÏI).äs 
are offered in order to gain the world of heaven" (TS. 6, 6, 1, 1 suvargäya 
vä etäni Zokäya hüyante vad da~i1JÜni). These gifts to the priests are 
indeed a bridge to heaven (MS. 4, 8, 3: 109, 12 svargasya Zokasyäkräntyai). 
Hence the incorporation of the presentation of the da~ÏI).ä, which is a 
rite in itself, into the whole complex of a sacrificial ceremony. The da~ÏI).äs 
are not presented at the end of the soma sacrifice, but somewhere in the 
middle 14), at the midday-service and their presentation forms part of a 
special rite, consisting of a number of elements. a) The dak~ÏI).ähoma or 
"libation connected with the dak~ÏI).ä": sacrificial butter is poured into 
the fire and Agni is implored to guide those concerned by a fair path to 
'wealth' (räye) 15) driving away the sin (enas-) that leads them astray 
(TB. 1, 4, 43 c), the purpose being, according to TS. 6, 6, 1, 2, to make 
the sacrifieer enter the world of heaven 16); b) the da~ÏI).äs (as a rule, 
cows) are led near "to be distributed in the highest firmament (näke)" 
(TS. 1, 4, 43 f.); and c) presented to the officiants. While looking at the 
dak~iI).ä(s) the sacrifieer has to pronounee, inter alia, the mantra TS. 1, 
4, 43n: "given by us go to the gods ... , enter the giver; without leaving 
us fare by the path leading to the gods (devayänena pathä); sit in the world 
of those who have earned religious merit (sukrtärp, Zoke)". Among the 
formulas to accompany, i.e. to consecrate 17), the receipt of the dak~ÏI).äs 
(da~i1JÜpratigraha-) is VS. 7, 47 "be thou (the dak~ÏI).ä) a complete life
time (life breath, a covering skin etc.) to him who gives thee, and comfort 

13) See aIso Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 43. 
14) For particulars Caland-Henry, L'Agn~toma, p. 289 ff. Cf. e.g. aIso SB. ll, 

7, 2, 5 (see further on) and Heesterman, Consecration, p. 162. 
15) A rather vague term; see Renou, Et. véd. et päJ).., In, Paria 1957, p. 16. 
16) For a detailed exposition of the significanee of every act and formula see 

TS. 6, 6, 1 f. (translated by A. B. Keith, The Veda of the Black Yajus School, 
Ca.mbridge Maas. 1914, p. 5(7). 

17) For the function of mantraa in general see my paper The Indian Mantra, 
Oriens 16 (Leiden-Istanbul 1933), p. 244 ff. 
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unto me, the receiver of the gift" (äyur diitra edhi maya mahya'Tfl- prati
grahïtre ... priir.w dätra edhi vaya mahya'Tfl- pratigrahitre ... tvag dätra edhi 
maya mahya'Tfl- pratigrahitre ... ) 18). 

The importance of the dakl?ll:tas for the sacrificer, i.e. for the Aryan 
who gives them, is also illustrated by passages such as SB. ll, 7, 2, 4 f. 
which while discussing the rites of the animal sacrifice criticizes those 
who bring up the dakl?ll:tas when the omentum has been offered, i.e. prior 
to the offering of the 'animal cake', because in doing so "one brings the 
dakl?iJ}.as outside the vital airs (life breath), that is to say, one does not 
strengthen one's vital airs and will become either blind, or lame, or 
deaf ... ". One should present the dakl?ll:tas at a later moment, in the 
centre of the sacrifice - the text refers to the soma sacrifice, in which 
the dakl?ll:tas are brought up at the midday-service, "because that centre 
as weIl as the vital air in the centre of the body belongs to Indra, and 
thus one strengthens the vital air in the centre" . 

Attention must in this connection be invited to the anvähiirya- "(a 
rice-mess) which is to be prepared as a supplement" 19). This consists of 
boiled rice prepared from the rice-grains which remain af ter the sacrificial 
cakes have been prepared. It is put on the dakl?ll:ta (southern) fire 20) 

by the adhvaryu for cooking af ter covering the cakes and pouring out 
the water (see KatySS. 2, 5, 27). Then it is placed on the vedi (the sacrificial 
bed) and while it is standing there the sacrificer gives the dakl?ll:tas which 
usually consist of a cow, a bull, gold, a garment, a horse, a goat, a ram etc., 
in any case, strictly speaking, not of the cooked sacrificial food itself. 
"This is the occasion when in all the il?tis the sacrificial gift is given" 
(SaSS. 1, 12, 10 ~a dak§i'T}iikiilaly, sarväsäm i§tinäm). See e.g. also BaudhSS. 
2, 21 etc. in connection with the setting up of the sacred fires; 14, 25 in 
connection with the Agnihotra ceremony: "having deposited the anvaharya 
cooked rice, he should give away a draught-ox as dakl?iJ}.a". 

There are, however, cases in which the authorities intimate that the 
anvaharya mess must, or may, be given with the dakl?iJ}.a 21). Mentioning 
the general rules regarding the optional sacrifices BaudhSS. 13, 1 teaches 
that those rites, in respect of which the dakl?ll:ta is not specially prescribed 
should have garments as a sacrificial gift. The anvaharya should however 
be regarded as (an) obligatory (part ofthe objects offered to the officiants). 
A similar rule obtains in the case of the caturmasyas (the sacrifices 

18) For the significance of the da~Ïl}.ä in general see aIso Heesterman, in Indo
Iran. Journ. 3 ('s-Gravenhage 1959), 3, p. 24l. 

19) "Der hinterher herbeizubringende", Caland, Das Srautasutra des Apastamba, 
I, Göttingen-Leipzig 1921, p. 80 (Ap. 3, 4, 12 "eine grosze Portion Reisbrei von 
unbestimmter Quantität"). 

20) For ritual practice and technicalities see e.g. Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur; 
Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and Upanishads, Cambridge (Mass.) 
1925, p. 313 ff.; Gonda, Die Religionen Indiens, I, ch. III; L. Renou, Vocabulaire 
du rituel védique, Paris 1954 and see KätySS. 3, 4, 30 and comm. 

11) Cf. Caland, Srautas. des Apast., I, p. 80. 
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performed at the beginning of the three seasons of four months each): 
BaudhSS. 5, 4 "He should give away (as dak~ÏI).ä), in addition to the 
anvähärya, cooked rice, a male-calf first bom to a cow". Compare also 
5, 9 "(The sacrificer) should ask for the anvähärya cooked rice, along with 
it he should give away (a dak~ÏI).ä to the officiating priest) according to 
his confidence". According to Kätyäyana (SrS. 4, 4, 28) the performer 
of the däk~äyaJ.la rite (a modification of the Full and New moon sacrifice 
to be performed by a man who wishes to gain access to heaven 22)) should 
give either the anvähärya cooked rice or gold as a sacrificial gift to the 
officiants. 

Special mention should be made of the anvähärya in the Full and 
New Moon rites, on which occasion it is a gift of food prepared with rice 
and presented to the rtvijalJ (the officiants) 23). Säilkhäyana informs us 
(SS. 1, 12, 9): "When the brahman's portion has been brought to him, 
they bring the anvähärya" (parimite brahmabhage 'nvahäryam aharanti). 
That is the moment for giving the dak~iJ.lä (see above). (s. 11) "In the 
case of i~tis for which the dak~iJ.lä is expressly prescribed, there is no 
anvähärya-mess" (nanvahäryo 'sty iidi~tadak~i~asu). 

Bhäradväja (SrS. 3, 3; 4; 4, 16) is quite explicit. The adhvaryu should 
co ok rice over the dak~iJ.la fire, pouring out clarified butter over it, or 
omitting this act. He should then place it on the vedi. The sacrificer who 
touches it should follow it with mantras stating that "this cooking-vessel 
is full of amrta, i.e. (draught of) 'immortality' ... ; this porridge or rice
mess (odana-) supports heaven, earth and atmosphere. r hope (wish, 
intend) to escape death by it" and the formulas beginning with "Thou 
art the share of Prajäpati". He mayalso follow it with the last formula 
only. The brahman priest should touch the anvähärya with the mantra 
"0 brahman, thou art brahman" (cf. ApSS. 3, 20, 7). Mter the sacrificer 
has caused the officiating priests who are seated towards the north to 
sit down towards the south, he should make over the cooked rice to them 
as a dak~iJ.lä: "This (is) your cooked rice (odana- cf. ApSS. 3, 4, 3)". 
Then they should go round in a northem direction and the adhvaryu 
should place the remnant of the oblations outside the vedi. With this 
description other authorities are, generally speaking, in substantial 
agreement: ApSS. 3, 3,12 ff.; 3, 4,1 ff.; 4,11,3 f.; Varäha (SrS. 1,3,5; 
1, 1, 3); Mänava (SrS. 1, 3, 3, 25; 1, 4, 2, 12: "Thou art the share of 
Prajäpati ... Thou art imperishableness; (I perform this act) for im
perishableness; mayest thou not perish for me over there in yonder world 
and here; may I, (being) Prajäpati, personally thrive by thee") ; Kätyäyana 
(SrS. 3, 4, 30 f.: the anvähärya itself constitutes the dak~ÏI).ä. It should 
af ter it has been presented, together with the remnant of the oblations, 

22) See Ap~S. 3, 17, 4 and Caland, ~rautas. des Apast., I, p. 98. 
28) For a collection of relevant text-places (in translations which are not always 

exact) see ~rautakoSa, Encyclopaedia of Vedic sacrmcial ritual, English section, I, 
Poona. 1958, p. 389 ff. Cf. esp. BhärSS. 3, 4, 3 anväharyarp, daksitlärp, dadäti 
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be placed towards the north, near the rubbish heap); Asvaläyana (SrS. 
1, 13, 4 f.: the brahman should look at the anvähärya with the formula 
"Thou art the share of Prajäpati ... " and smell at it without touching 
it); Sänkhäyana (SrS. 4, 7, 15 and 4, 9, 4: the sacrifieer should touch 
the anvähärya with the above mantra and the brahman should receive 
it with the well-known formula "Who has given it to whom 1 Desire has 
given it to Desire ... ", which is elsewhere 24) pronounced on the receipt 
of any additional gift); Lätyäyana (SrS. 4, 11, 19 ff .. ,. (22) tatraiva 
yajamana'f!l- väcayet prajäpati'f!l- tvayä 8amak~äd adhyäsamägamyä anvähä
rya'f!l- dadäni brahman brahmäsi brahma1fe tvä hutäd adhy ä ma ma hi'Tfl-Sir 
ahuto mahya'f!l- sivä bhaveti); DrähyäyaJ.la (SrS. 12, 4, 19 ff.) and the 
atharvaJ.lic VaitänaS. (3, 19 ff.: the brahman should recite over the 
anvähärya which is placed on the vedi the above Prajäpati mantra, and 
then give it away to all the officiants as a daklllÏI.1ä; these should receive 
it with "who has given ... "). 

This ritual practice is in TS. 1, 7, 3, 1 f. commented upon as follows: 
"Secretly offering is made to one group of gods, openly to another. To 
the gods who receive offering secretly, he thus offers in sacrifice. In that 
he brings the anvähärya mess - the brahmans are the gods openly - them 
he verily delights. This is his daklllÏI.1ä: verily he mends the rent (chidram) 
in the sacrifice; whatever in the sacrifice is hurt (and hence inauspicious, 
disagreeable: kruram) or is broken off (disarranged, rent, injured : vili~tam), 
that (these deficiences) he supplies (anväharati) with the anvähärya mess, 
and that is why it has its name. Now the officiants are the messengers 
of the gods. In that he brings (äharati) the anvähärya mess, he delights 
the messen gers of the gods. Prajäpati distributed the sacrifice to the gods; 
he reflected that he was empty; he perceived this anvähärya mess un
allotted; he conferred it upon himself. Thus the anvähärya is connected 
with Prajäpati" 25). The text further argues that bringing the anvähärya, 
with knowledge of the meaning of the rite, enables a sacrifieer to prosper 
himself and to defeat his enemy. By the sacrifice there is offering, by 
the cooked food satisfying. So the anvähärya accomplishes at once sacrifice 
and satisfaction (of the priests). Another explication is furnished by the 
Satapatha BrähmaJ.la, 1, 2, 3, 4 f.: One must not make an offering without 
a dakllliJ.lä. The gods ordained the anvähärya mess of rice to be the da~iJ.lä 
at the Full and New moon sacrifices, lest (they considered) the oblation 
should be without a daklllÏI.1ä. Returning in 11, 1 to the same sacrifices 
this brähmaJ.la expresses itself in 11, 1, 3, 7 as follows: "If one offers an 

24) Cf. VS. 7, 48; SB. 4,3,4,32; AV. 3,29,7 etc. For Desire see aIso AV. 19, 52 
quoted Kauá. 68, 29. For the use of the formula in accepting da~iI;täs in general, 
for avoiding or expiating what may be improper in connection with the acceptance 
of these sacrificial gifts see Whitney-Lanman, o.c., p. 137, and ApSS. 14, ll. 

26) The GopathabrähmaI;1a (2, 1, 7) likewise describes the anvähärya-, calling 
it an odana-, as Prajäpati's share. When the asuras sacrified in one another's mouths 
(Vait. 3, 20; TS. 1, 7, 3, 4; TB. 2, 7, 9,1; 3) the gods "saw" this odana- and sacrified 
with it to Prajäpati. 
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additional oblation (anunirvapet) let him give a dakt;lir).ä; for no oblation 
(haviM, they say, should be without a dakt;lll:tä; and for the Full and New 
Moon sacrifices there is the anvähärya which istheir dakt;li:r).ä". According 
to the same brähmaI).a 11, 1, 8, 6 the function of this rice-dish is the 
following. The sacrifice is like a tree with its top broken off. The oblation 
(ähuti-) should be "redeemed" (ni~-krï-). One redeems it by that mess 
of rice, and thus the whole sacrifice (yajiia-) is redeemed. Being redeemed, 
the sacrifice (yajiia-) becomes the sacrificer' s self in the hereafter. The 
sacrificer who, knowing this, performs that (offering of) redemption comes 
into existence (sambhavati) in the hereafter with a complete body. Likewise 
in a discussion of the darsapiirI).amäsa rites the atharvaI).ic Gopatha
BrähmaI).a (1, 2, 5 ff.) furnishes us with additional information: "on the 
days of full and new moon no dakt;liI).äs are given. The rice-mess (odana-) 
which is cooked is given as a dakt;liI).ä for the sake of the success of the 
sacrifice (yajiiasyarddhyai)" adding particulars which we know aIready 
from the other texts. Cf. also KS. 8, 13: 97, 2 ff. dak~i1fävadbhyärp, ha 
sma vai purä darsapür1famäsäbhyärp, yajante. ya e~a odanal; pacyate dak~i1fäm 
evaitärp, dadäti. 

It may in conclusion be repeated that the anvähärya food which thus 
may be given as a gift to the officiants has been prepared from the riee
grains which remain af ter the sacrificial eakes have been prepared, that 
is from grain which had been destined for saerifieial material. That means 
that here there is no hard-and-fast line between sacrifieial matter and 
sacrificial gift. 

A more complicated case in which a riee-mess whieh is an element in 
the ritual proceedings serves as a dakt;liI).ä may be studied in conneetion 
with the räjasuya, the royal consecration. The enthronement of the ruler 
combines with a game of dice - from whieh the king is to "burst forth" 26) -, 

both acts forming part of the eonsecration rites. Four qualified persons, 
viz. a brahman, a kt;latriya, a vaisya and a sudra play for the parts of a 
four-year-old eow 27). Having won the portions of the rice-mess (odana-) 
which substitutes the cow, five dice are handed to the sacrificer with the 
words: "This (man) has become king ofthe regions" (ApSS. 18, 19, 1 ff.; 
HirSS. 13, 6, 17 ff.; BaudhSS. 12, 14 f.). It seems that the players proclaim 
parts of a rice-mess (odanam udbruvate, Ap.) as their stakes in the game, 
which clearly substitute parts of the cow. ("Sie erk1ären als Ersatz dieser 
Kuh einen Reisbrei" 28)). It may be noticed that, as Caland 29) plausibly 
supposed, "die Kuh nicht geschlachtet wird, sondern ihre Stüeke nur aus
gespielt und dann durch die den ausgespielten Stücken entsprechenden 
Teile des Odana ersetzt werden". In favour of this interpretation ApSS. 
5,19,4 may be adduced: "gamble the eow away for rice; dissect (immolate) 

26) Heesterman, Consecration, p. 154. 
27) For particulars see Heesterman, Consecration, p. 143 ff. 
28) Thus tentatively Caland, Srautas. des Apast., lIl, p. 152. 
29) Caland, l.c. 
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(her) joints without injuring (her)" (vrihibhyo garp, divyatahi1ft8antal), 
parü'YMi visasata; cf. MS. I, 6, Il: 104, 6). "Die Absicht ist scheinbar, 
dasz durch das Würfelspiel bestimmte Teile der Kuh den Mitspielenden 
zufallen, die dann durch die den Teilen der Kuh entsprechenden Reis
portionen ersetzt werden". 30) According to Baudhäyana (SrS. 12, 15) the 
brahman priest and the sacrificer receive, fust different portions of the 
rice-dish (p. 109, 1. 3 athaitam odanam udbruvate, niiniirp,Sinau brahma ca 
yajamanaS ca), and afterwards, af ter another 'proclamation ofthe portions' 
one portion in common (p. 109, 1. 8 samaniirp,Sinau). The other portions 
go to officials, not to priests. It is worth noticing that the dakllliI).ä for 
this ritual act is explicitly stated to be two oxen (ApSS. 18, 19, 4; cf. 
KätySS. 15, 7, 21). However, according to BaudhSS. 12, 16: IlO, 2 the 
rice-dish, which formed the stake in this game of dice, is not eaten by 
the gamblers, but goes, as a dakllliI).ä, to the brahman priest (yadai{Ja 
odanal), pakvo bhavaty athainam ekadhoddhrtya brahmafJa upaharati). 

In illustration of the ritual prescription to give an animal which has 
had a function in the performance of a rite as dakllliI).ä gift mention may 
be made of the Säkamedha rite 31). On the principal day of this ceremony 
the sacrificer offers an oblation af ter having taken a portion of the boiled 
rice sticking to the bot tom of the pot which has been cooked for the 
offering to the Maruts. Thereupon the adhvaryu directs the sacrificer to 
fetch a bull and make it bellow. When the animal bellows, the rice is poured 
into the fÎ.re. The same bull is given as a da~iI).ä to the adhvaryu. 

A few words may, in explanation and in anticipation of the commentary 
to the texts, be added here. The game at dice 32) being connected with 
the ideas of rebirth and integration 33), the cow which is staked is, as will 
be seen elsewhere, closely related to, if not identical with, the cosmogonical 
Cow, the universal mother. That the rice-mess which substitutes this 
animal was believed to have a similar function is clear from the mytho
logical tale of Aditi's preparing an odana, and by her becoming pregnant 
af ter eating the remainder of it, a myth to which we will have to revert 
in section V of this chapter. No less interesting is the identification of the 
ritual cooked rice with semen (TB. 3, 8, 2, 4; SB. 13, I, I, 4) and with 
the creator god and lord of creatures Prajäpati (TB. 3, 8, 2, 3; 3, 9, 18, 2; 
SB. 13, 3, 6, 7). That is to say, cooked rice is identical with, or a mani
festation of, the creator god Prajäpati: SB. 13, 3, 6, 7 "cooked rice is 
Prajäpati, and Prajäpati is the year 34), Prajäpati is the sacrifice: "he 

80) Caland, O.C., I, p. 161. 
31) Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, p. 117 f.-According to Väd.büla even looted 

valuables may, in the aSvamedha, serve as da~iI}.äs (see Caland, in Acta Orientalia, 
4, p. 172; 186). 

82) See also Heesterman, O.c., p. 154 f. 
33) Cf. M. Eliade, Birth and rebirth. The religioUB meanings of initiation in 

human culture, New Vork 1958. 
34) See Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 187 ff. and compare section IV, p. 38 

of this introduction. 
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thus gains the year and the sacrifice, and the sacrifice becomes ready to 
incline towards him, and he does not become the worse for it". This 
statement is made in motivation of the direction that, in performing the 
asvamedha, twelve messes of cooked rice are to be prepared for the priests 
(brahmaudanan: 13, 3, 6, 6) ; although, instead ofthese twelve ifil~is (oblations 
consisting of butter etc., opposed to animal or soma sacrifices) might be 
performed, the author decidedly pref ers the former line of action because, 
for reasons which need not detain us here, it is to the sacrificer's interest. 

Some importanee mayalso be attached to the fact that a rice-dish is 
also on other occasions a usual article to be given as a dakfiliJ)ä. Although 
cows are very of ten set apart for this purpose, a great variety of other 
beings and objects may, as already remarked, serve also 35). Among these 
is cooked rice. Thus, if the sacrifieer who wishes to set up his sacred fires 
cannot procure cows or, instead of these, garments, he should give as many 
balls of parched barley meal or as many (balls of) cooked rice. "By means 
of it, indeed, does he have his desire fulfilled". A similar precept is given 
in case a sacrifieer has, at the beginning of one of the seasons, a cäturmäsya 
rite performed (BhärSS. 21, 6). A kfilatriya sacrifieer who performs the 
agnihotra should always give cooked rice (bhaktam) to the officiating 
priest (MSS. 1, 6, 1, 54) 36). 

It is worthy of attention that the brahmaudana for four persons is 
sometimes considered a dakfiliJ)ä, sometimes not. For the former practice 
SB. 2, 4, 3, 13 could be quoted 37), for the other view KätySS. 4, 6, 10: 
the man who desires to perform the Full and New moon rites should 
satisfy the appetite of brahmans with a catU§pra,Bya- 38) and present them 
something as a dakfiliJ)ä (darsapür1}amiisan ijano ... catU§pra,Byarp, brahma-
1}iin (trptiparyantam, comm.) bhojayet, kirp,cid dadyat (tebhyo bhaktavadbhyo 
yatha,Bakti kirp,cid dak~i1}iirp, dadyat, comm.). "Then" , the commentator 
adds, "his oblation of the first fruits will by the mere eating of the brahmans 
be successful". 

It is time now to return to the savas as described in the Kausikasütra 
and to notice that they involve "the preparation of porridge" 39). An 
interesting difference between these and the non-atharvaJ)Ïc savas is that 
the former do not include an abhi~eka-, i.e. an anointment of the sacrifieer 
with ghee or with the residue of the oblations. Whereas, further, Bloomfield 
is right in observing that "both the sacrifieer and his wife (patni-) participate 
in the ceremonious details of these performances as kartarau ("per
formers") 40) - adding that "there is something real and homely about 

35) See the list in Srautakosa, Eng!. section, p. 1171 ff. 
36) I also refer to section V. 
37) This place will be discUBsed further on (section V). 
38) See section V. 
39) Cf. Bloomfield, Atharva-veda and Gopatha-brähmal}.a, p. 78. 
40) They do not however partake of the oblations; cf. e.g. Caland-Henry, o.c., 

p. 216; P. E. Dumont, L'Asvamedha, Paris·Louvain 1927, p. 116. 
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these performances in which the wife takes part" - he is mistaken in 
contending that the texts AV. 11, 1 and 12, 3 which Kesava designates 
respectively as brahmaudana- and 8vargaudana- together with the relevant 
sütras represent "a solemn combination of a soma-sacrifice with the 
preparation of porridge for the brahmans' dak~iI).ä" 41). In reality the 
preparation of the rice-dish is dealt with as if it were the ritual preparation 
of the soma-draught 42), the rite being evidently regarded as a sort of 
substitute for that preparation (cf. AV. 1, 11, 18), or rather as something 
equivalent, and the qualification of the odana as a dak~iI).ä is for reasons 
which have already been stated, incorrect. 

Besides, the rite is no combination of two other rites, but constitutes 
a homogeneous ceremony. It is no soma sacrifice at all, but the preparation 
of the rice dish is, in the texts, described as if it were one. That is to say, 
the sava is represented as a 'symbolical soma sacrifice'. The rice is the 
substitute for the soma; the grains are referred to as arpiJaval), "filament 
(ofthe somaplant)" (AV. 11, 1,9). Thus the mortar and pestle are likewise 
in 11, 1, 9 (quoted Kaus. 61, 18) designated as the two pressing-stones 
used in preparing the soma 43); the pressing-stone in AV. 12, 3, 14 is 
again the pestle. This utensil is thrust down to the accompaniment of 
the verse (AV. 11, 1, 9 b) "split asunder the soma-stalks". And AV. 12, 
3, 20 used at Kaus. 61, 27 is quite explicit in identifying the rice grains 
with soma-stalks: "Having seized the soma-stalks, take you two hold 
(of them) from behind. Let them swell; let them come again to the win
nowing-basket"; while these words are pronounced the sacrificer and his 
wife touch the husked rice-grains. It is Soma who is implored to infuse 
harmony in those present 44). That "the grains of rice and barley which 
are scattered out (as sacrificial material) are soma-shoots", that "the 
mortar and pestles are the pressing stones" is also the opinion of the 
author of AV. 9, 6, 14 f., a text which has not been noticed by Kausika. 

That cooked rice might be considered a substitute for soma may in a 
way also be inferred from SB. 4, 4, 2, 1 where in connection with the caru
(an oblation of rice, barley and pulse boiled with butter and milk) for 
soma 45) it reads: "Soma is the sacrificial food of the gods, and here now 
sacrificial food is prepared for Soma (the god) on his part ... It is a caru, 
for a caru is food for the gods, since a caru is boiled rice (odana-) and an 
odana is clearly food; therefore it is a caru" 46). 

41) This erroneOllS view is subscribed to by Keith, Religion and philosophy, 
p. 401. 

42) For particulars see the commentary. 
43) For particulars the notes may be consulted. 
44) See also Shende, p. 191 f. 
45) Caland-Henry, O.C., p. 362 ff. 
48) These relations with the soma do not exclude cases of casual parallelism 

with e.g. the agnihotra (see the note on 61, 42 ~nd compare e.g. MSS. 1, 6, 1, 21; 
P. E. Dumont, L'Agnihotra, Baltimore 1939). 
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It is in this connection worth mentioning that a 'causa!' connection 
was assumed to exist between rice and soma. In discussing the aauträmaI)i 
rite, the SB. 12, 7, 1 informs us that from Indra, when he had by force 
drunk the "soma-juice exposed to witchery" -which meant a desecration 
of the sacrifice -, a large number of animaIs, plants, metals etc. flowed 
forth. Among these is rice (9): "from his marrow his drink, the soma
juice, flowed and became rice (vrihayal,L)" 47). 

The 'rice-dish' is an essential element in a1l 48) the twenty-two savas 
which are with greater or less fulness of detail dealt with in Kausika, 
chapter VIII, not only in the brahmaudana and svargaudana rites, which 
constitute the standard type 49) and therefore take up the lion's share 
of the room devoted to this subject (especially ch. 61-63). The ritual 
preparation of this odana which is a ritual replica of Aditi's rice-cooking, 
the sacrificer repeating the mythical act of power (AV. 11, 1, 1; 24) 50), 
is also praised and exalted as a means by which the sacrificer will be 
enabled to ascend to the heavenly regions 51). In this process, as in other 
sacrificial rites, Agni will play an important part (AV. 11, 1, 2 ff.; 16). 
As he is in other sacrifices supposed to convey the oblations of men to 
the gods and to invite and conduct the latter to the sacrificial place; so 
he is here said to have been bom in order to cook the brahman rice-dish 
(AV. 11, 1, 3) which is intended to be an oblation for the gods (st. 4) 
and to make ready the paths which are leading to these divine powers 
(st. 36). Thus the gods are requested to sit by "the cooked oblation" 
which "sitting in the stomach of the brahmans" may be expected to 
protect these against every harm (cf. st. 25). For in this rite also the 
sacrificer has secondary ends in view: by performing the rite he will also 
be able to overcome his rivals and enemies (st. 6), to ward off the demons 
(st. 21) and to surpass his equals (st. 12); and he may hope for the fulfilment 
of other wishes (st. 27). Ris wife will bear children (11, 1, 21 and especially 
11, 1, 1 which explicitly refers to Aditi's rice-cooking with a view to 
having sons 52). It is however the cooked rice which is explicitly stated 
to go to the world of those who have acquired religious merit (st. 18 f.; 
35; 12, 3, 5), to heaven (11, 1, 20) and to conduct the sacrificer to that 
celestial world (12, 3, 17). By preparing the rice-dish which is a granter 
of desires and by depositing it in the brahmans the sacrificer secures a 
"heaven-going road" (11, 1, 28). That means that by preparing the 

41) Cf. however sIso KB. 13, 4 "Now we have called the victim soma, and so 
the cakes. Ten are they, shoots of soms; the old shoot, which they press here ... ; 
the essence shoot, rice ... ". 

48) It is not slways explicitly mentioned, e.g. 66, 17 (urvarä8ava-); 66, 15 
(paunaQ.áila-) a honey-dish seerns to replace the rice. 

49) See especislly Kauá. 63, 23 and 68, 4 and the relevant notes. 
10) Cf. e.g. G. van der Leeuw, Religion in essence and ma.nifestation, London 

1938, p. 342. 
61) Cf. e.g. aIso AV. 4, 35; 4, 14, 5 (Kauá. 63, 9). 
52) See section V of this introduction. 
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cooked rice and by presenting it to brahmans who partake of it he performs 
a sacrificial rite and offers an oblation which will bring about the fulfilment 
of his desires including a long life-time, continuanee of life through off
spring (st. 34) and especially that eagerly pursued object, survival in 
heaven, where he hopes "to attain to superior vigour" (st. 30) and to take 
possession of "streams of wealth" (12, 3, 41). It is however (in a stanza 
which is curiously enough not used in Kausika's text, AV. 12, 3, 2) 
emphasized that "the paired ones", i.e. the sacrifieer and his wife, will 
come into being, i.e. will be reborn, from what is cooked, i.e. from the 
preparation and oblation of the odana. The closing words of AV. 11, 1, 37 
also admit of no doubt whatever with regard to the purpose of the rite 
and its foundation in mythic reality: "With the light with which the gods, 
af ter having cooked the brahmaudana, went up to heaven, the world 
of religious merit, we would go to the world of religious merit, ascending 
heaven, unto the highest firmament". 

In defining the atharvaQio savas a formulation like that chosen by 
Keith 53) is therefore likely to create serious misunderstanding : "In the 
sacrificial ritual ... the most interesting of the innovations of the Athar
vavedins is the introduction of rites (rather, the establishment of inde
pendent rites) regarding the presentation of the presents claimed by the 
priests (rather, the pursuit of the sacrificer's supreme goal by means of 
offerings which are given to or divided among brahmans). Instead of mere 
appendices to the actual offering (this is an underestimation of the 
signification of the offerings presented as part of the ritual art to priests 
and other brahmans), these become in themselves offerings of the highest 
importanee and value ... " 53). One might add that they are an instanoe 
of the tendency to exalt the efficacy of a special rite or type of rite - which 
in these cases is comparatively simple 54) - and to make it take the place 
of other important rites or even of a complex of other ceremonies. Other 
cases illustrating the same tendency are the agnicayana, and the vasor 
dhära, the latter being considered a kind of superior consecration for the 
royal sacrifieer 55). 

Attention may finally be invited to the fact that not only in these rites 
a sacrifieer who is affiliated to the Atharvaveda has to use special texts 
taken from that corpus. The siikta 4, 21 ("praise of kine") and the stanzas 
3, 14, 2 and 3 are cases in point. AV. 4,21 is in this connection remarkable 
in that it alludes to a certain community of interests of sacrifieer and 
officiants : (st. 2) "Indra gives further to the sacrifieer, the reciter and 
to him who is desirous of accomplishing (the ritual acts)" 56); further, 
that it emphasizes that the lord of cattie (the same term is repeatedly 

58) Keith, Religion and philosophy, p. 400. 
54) Compare e.g. Kauá. 62, 21 with the complicated milking of the agnihotra 

cow. These savas are much less complicated than the elaborate srauta sacrifices. 
55) I refer to Eggeling, in S. B. E . 43, p. 213 f. 
56) For Aikllat. cf. AV. 6, 114, 2 and 3 (Kauá. 67, 19). 
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used in the sava text 12, 4 57)) will go long in company of those cows 
with which he both sacrifices to the gods and gives (to the officiants): 
devá'f!/,8 ca yábhir yájate dádati ca jyóg tábhil} sacate gópatil} saM. What 
strikes us is the close association of the oblation and the dak~it:tä which 
so to say form a duality. The cows which are given to the officiants are 
not to be slaughtered, but will roam over "fearlessness (i.e. "safety") 
of wide space" (st. 4). That is to say, whatever the use the priests who 
receive them will make of them, they are in this connection to be regarded 
as going to heaven and as conducing the sacrificer to the same celestial 
regions. That is their ritual function and that is what matters from the 
point of view of these texts, not the profit of the priests however important 
in the practice of daily life. This text constituted a fixed element in the 
ritual of the "Atharvavedins" 58) : Vaitänasütra 21, 24 prescribes its 
use, when the sacrificer rises to salute the dak~it:tä cows 59), and 21, 26 
the stanzas 3, 14, 2 and 3 are used to bless these animais. 

IV 

BIoomfield 1) was at the time no doubt quite right in stating that AV. 
11, 3, "an allegoric liturgic exaltation of the odana, in brähmat:ta-prose", 
which is not quoted in Kausika, chapter VIII 2), is as to its contents 
allied to AV. 11, 1 and 12, 3. A similar opinion was expressed by Henry 3): 
"développement ou commentaire liturgique de l'hymne 11, 1 consacré à 
la glorification du Saint Brouet", whose detailed characterization of 
contents and purpose is however in its last lines beside the mark: "Ce 
symbole du soleil, chaud, jaune et nourricier, est ici assimilé à l'univers, 
et les éléments qui Ie composent, ainsi que les instruments qui concourent 
à la préparation, respectivement à toute espèce de divinités ou d'entités 
naturelles, non sans allégories inintelligibles et verbiage grotesque qu'il 
faut se borner à traduire dans la mesure du possible sans espérer en rien 
tirer" 3). Whitney 4) also did not succeed in penetrating into the purport 
of the document: "its ingredients and the utensils used in making it are 
identified with all sorts of things in the most grotesque manner of the 
brähmat:tas" . 

57) Kauá. 66, 20. 
58) That is to say, "das Vaitänasütra gibt die Beschreibung derjenigen Kult· 

handlungen, die dem Brahman und seinen Gehilfen... während eines Srauta. 
Opfers obliegen" (W. Cala.nd, Das Vaitänasütra des Atharvaveda, Amsterdam 1910, 
p. IV). 

59) The other uses of AV. 4, 21, for which see Whitney.Lanman, o.c., p. 186 
and for which there are starting-points in the text, need not detain us here. 

1) Bloomfield, Atharva-veda and Gopatha-brähmal}.a, p. 78. 
2) See further on. 
3) V. Henry, Les livres X, XI et XII de l'Atharva-véda, Paris 1896, p. 145. 
4) Whitney-Lanman, o.c., p. 625. 
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A brief survey ofthe contents of AV. 11,3 5) and some words ofcomment 
will not be out of place here. The stanzas 1-18 are indeed concerned with 
identifications of the type that is well-known to every student of the 
Atharvaveda and which we also find in other texts prescribed by Kausika 
in connection with the sava-rites. The rice-dish is conceived of as a potency 
of world-wide and fundamental significance. "Heaven and earth are its 
ears, sun and moon its eyes" (§ 2) -this 'personification' and 'deification' 
will arrest our attention further on - 6); "this very earth is the earthen 
cooking vessel of the rice-dish when it is being prepared, heaven the 
cover" (§ 11). That means that the odana is a cosmic entity which is 
commensurate with the universe. It is, the commentary (on st. 2) observes, 
to be conceived as being viriit in nature, i.e. the hypostatization of the 
universe as a whoIe. 

This is no grotesque phantasy but in the view of the world and the 
ritual theories of the Vedic lndians a logical necessity resulting from 
their conviction that the sacrificer may transcend the limitations of the 
normal, finite human condition by means of an adequate ritual technique 
with the esoteric significance of which the performer has identified himself 
and th at in order to transcend phenomenal reality one should endeavour 
to "gain the universe" , i.e. to merge in the divisible and qualifiabIe total 
of existences from whence to gain access to heaven. As a case in point 
attention may be invited to the cäturmäsya sacrifices. "By means of the 
three four-monthly sacrifices (ciiturmiisyiini) the officiating priest gives 
the sacrificer a firm stand in the terrestrial world, the atmosphere and 
the heavenly world; he who knowing thus performs the cäturmäsyas 
becomes the universe (tat 8arvam, the universe viewed as an integral)" 
(TB. 1, 4, 9, 5). These sacrifices, which may be regarded as the ritual 
evocation of the universal process of maturing in nature through the 
year, enable the sacrificer by ritually imitating this process and identifying 
himself successively with the provinces of the universe to encompass and 
even to become the whole of the universe 7). Hence also the conception 
of the march through the universe, in which the sacrifieer is supposed 
to complete the round of its constituting elements, encompassing and 
so to say tying up in himself the disintegrated universe, integrating it 
anew in himself and reaching completion himself, an idea which is for 
instanee expressed in the so-called saIp.s!"p offerings 8). By "winning the 

6) See also Shende, Foundations, p. 209 f. 
6) In § 2 the seven great seers (Nis) of yore are said to be the inhalations and 

exhalations of the odana: cf. e.g. SB. 6, 1, 1, 1; 7, 2, 3, 5; 8, 4, 1,5 etc. 
7) Cf. also the brief discussion of these sacrifices by Heesterman, o.c., p. 27 ff. 
8) See e.g. Keith, Religion and philosophy, p. 342; Heesterman, o.c., p. 173 ff. 

Generally speaking, "ist es der Zweck des (vedischen) Ritus ... die verlorengegangene 
Einheit oder Totalität wiederherzustellen (SB. 6, 2, 2, 21), das Auseinandergelegte 
wieder zu integrieren, die nicht·koordinierten Phänomene zu sammeln und, wenn 
auch nur zeitweise und in Beziehung auf eine bestimmte Person, zu einem soliden 
und organischen Ganzen zu verbinden" (Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 191). 
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quarters of space or the seasons, the divisions of time" - time and space 
being in these respects not differentiated in Vedic thought -, and thus 
"mastering the universe" the sacrificer succeeds in coming into such a 
condition that "all lies beneath him" (SB. 5, 4, 1, 8), or that he goes to 
the heavenly world (MS. 4, 4, 4: 54, 3 digbhyo 'dhi 8varga'Yfo lokam eti). 
Becoming commensurate with the universe, appropriating it, becoming it; 
identifying oneself with the highest and most comprehensive categories 
of space or time is a preliminary for those who leave this all beneath 
themselves and transcend mundane existence. "Beyond the year lies the 
wish-granting world which is 'immortality'" (SB. 10, 2, 6, 4); "only 
when they had gained the year the gods were immortal" (11, 1, 2, 12). 
"The goal, the saferefuge" may be reached by imitating the mythic 
example given before the beginning of phenomenal time by a god, as 
is for instance the case when the sacrificer makes the Vi~J).u-strides 9) 
by which the god gained the earth, the aerial expanse and the celestial 
regions, and which the gods hic et nunc obtain for the sacrificer who 
makes these strides (SB. 1, 9, 3, 9). "By making the Vi~J).u-strides the 
sacrificer becoming Vi~J).u wins these worlds" (TS. 1, 7, 5, 4). 

The same goal can however be reached also by sacrificing, while knowing 
the meaning of the rite, an entity which is believed to be commensurate 
with the universe, because whatever offering the sacrificer, who is really 
intended to be bom in heaven (SB. 7, 3, 1, 12), performs, "it becomes 
his body in yonder world" (SB. 11, 2, 2, 6), and also because the per
formance of a rite was generally speaking a process of development of 
the individual sacrificer which according to the Vedic belief could ever 
lead to a "new birth", a transformation of personality or divine existence 10). 

The fundamental, primordial, cosmic, universal character of the rice
dish is also indicated by means of other identifications. Brhaspati, the 
divine representative of priesthood and Lord of bráhman 11), and the 
basic power bráhman itself are said to be its head and face (or mouth), 
i.e. its most important and eminent parts (AV. 11, 3, 1). Horses and 
cows elsewhere described as respectively representatives of the solar and 
the terrestrial worlds are said to be the corn and the grain from which 
the odana is prepared (§ 5) 12). The important cosmic and psychological 
power Desire 13) is the mortar in which these are pounded, the visual 
faculty (cak~U8-) , i.e. at the same time attention, interest and inspiration 14), 
the pestle ( § 3). Väta, the god of wind, took personal charge of the 

9) Cf. e.g. ApSS. 4, 14, 6 (Caland, Srautss. d. Apsst. I, p. 124 f.). 
10) Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 193 f.; S. Lévi, La doctrine du sa.crifice dans 

les brähmal).as, Paris 1898. 
11) Cf. O. Strauss, Brhaspati im Veda, Thesis Kiel 1905; Gonda, Brahman, 

Utrecht 1950 p. 66 ff.; Die Religiorien Indiens, I, p. 72 f. 
12) Flies (and other small animale) are significantly enough said to represent 

the husks of the rice-grains. 
13) Cf. A V. 19, 52, 1; Kaua. 68, 29. 
14) J . Gonda, The vision of the Vedic poets, The Hague 1963, p. 30. 
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winnowing 15), Aditi, the divine instituter of the rite, is the basket holder 
and her counterpart Diti 16) the winnowing basket (11, 3, 4). That means 
that the woman who reiterating the process instituted by Aditi winnows 
the grains of rice imitates and activates cosmic powers, which - to express 
myself otherwise - are active in herself and the process performed by her 17). 

In the cooking of the rice-dish high potencies have part. I;tta, the 
fundamental power of order and truth is the ritual hand-washing (at 
the beginning of a rite: ApSS. 1, 15, 4; 8, 9, 13); the cooking-vessel is 
put on the fire with the co-operation of the collection of the rc-verses, 
i.e. the I;tgveda, and urged on or set in motion through the function of 
the sacrificial priests, which in this contextual connection must mean 
the office of the adhvaryu priest 18) and his text, the Yajurveda, because 
in § 15 brahman by which the odana is said to be accepted by bráhman 
is the Brahman- or Atharvaveda and in the same sentence it is said that 
it is carried round 19) by or with the Sämaveda 20). That means that it 
is the fourfold Veda through which the dish is prepared, the fourfold 
Veda, i.e. -the eternal truth in the form of the Veda-word and the tasks 
incumbent upon the priests enjoined in these corpora, manifesting itself 
in the ritual acts to be performed and texts to be recited. This is from the 
point of view of the Vedic worshipper quite true because otherwise what 
was cooked by the sacrificer would be only ordinary porridge. The state
ment that it is the seasons which do the cooking (§ 17) and the sections 
of the year which kindie the fire should be understood in a similar way. 
Cooking is a process which as such occurs in time. On the cosmic level 
it is the seasons which are substituted for the phenomenal hours 21); the 
seasons, that is the continuous and uninterrupted series of the great 
divisions of time (SB. 12, 8, 2, 35) which are elsewhere believed to pass 
the sacrificer on to each other till he reaches "the highest place, the 
supreme goal" (SB. 2, 6, 4, 9). The warmth of the sun, Aditya itself 
(gharma-) , is (§ 18) related to heat the cooking-vesseI 22), and the com
mentator is no doubt right in observing that this is of the nature of the 
heat of the pravargya rite 23), gharma- being also the cauldron in which 
the milk-offering is boiled 24). This rite which is to provide the sacrificer 

15) Cf. TS. I, I, 5, 2 väyur vo vivinaktu. 
16) A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, Strassburg 1897, p. 123. 
17) Cf. comm. on AV. Il, 3, 4 yä áürpetm paräpunäti sä adityätmanä bhävanïyety 

artha"'. 
18) Similarly the commentary: ärtvijyena: yajurvedena. 
19) Probably to the brahmans who are to rec!eive it. 
20) § 16 adds: "the brha.t(säman) is the stirring-stick, the rathantara the spoon". 

-For upasecana- in st. 13 cf. KaU. I, 2, 25; PäáupU. 39. 
21) sarvajagadätmakaudanapäkasya kälädhïnatvät, nänya'" paktu'Y(t saknotïty artha'" 

(comm. AV.). 
22) For pancabila- see also Renou, Vocabulaire, p. 66, s.v. caru. 
23) Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 153. 
24) For the five openings mentioned in the text compa.re SB. 5, 5, 1, 1; ApSS. 

20, 25, 2. 
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with a new body (AiB. 1, 22, 14), will arrest our attention in discussing 
one of the sava rites 25). It is therefore not surprising that, in illustration 
of the greatness of the odana, it reads in st. 20 that in this rice-dish are 
contained, one above the other, sea 26), sky, earth, and that in its remnant 
(ucchi~ta-) 27) took shape six times eighty gods (st. 21). That means, the 
commentator says, that it may be considered the "pi ace" where the whole 
world is fashioned and disposed. It is quite intelligible that the man 
who sacrifices with the odana 28) is in st. 19 explicitly stated to "obtain 
all words altogether", that is, that he also becomes commensurate with 
"earth, atmosphere, heaven, etcetera" (commentary), the rice-dish being 
"a means of gaining all worlds". 

From other paragraphs of the fust section of this siikta it is evident 
that the rice-dish which as already observed was believed to be com
mensurate with the universe was at the same time conceived of as a 
living being, as a divine person, a cosmic giant. This idea, which was 
current in Vedic literature, found for instance expression in the famous 
siikta 1;tV. 10, 90 29) proclaiming the doctrine that the material out of 
which the world is made is the body of a primaeval giant named Purullla, 
who is said to be all this world, what has been and will be (~V. 10, 90, 2). 
The act of creation is here regarded as a sacrifice in which this Puruilla 
is the victim, whose parts when cut up become parts of the universe 30). 
The odana is in the siikta under examination likewise regarded as having 
a body and limbs and these limbs are constituted by highly important 
powers and entities: § 7 "Dark metal (iron) (is) its :flesh, red (copper) 
its blood" 31), § 12 "The furrows are (its) ribs, gravel the contents of 
(its) bowels". Whereas furrows may in a way be considered to be actually 
connected with growing grain, it is not clear what iron and copper have 
to do with a rice-mess unless this has, in the mind ofthe author, completely 
assumed the character of a universal entity representing the whole of 
nature and comprising in itself all its components. The Paippaläda version 
of this text 32) - which is considerably different in detail exhibiting many 

25) See AV. 4, 11, 3 quoted Kaua. 66, 12 and the relative note. 
26) The heavenly ocean must be meant, on which soo H. Lüders, VaruQ.a, 

Göttingen 1951-1959, p. 111 ff. 
27) The extollation of which forms the subject of A V. 11, 7. See aIso Bloomfield, 

Atharva-veda and Gopatha-brähmaQ.a, p. 87; 90. It is my intention to discuss this 
text and the controversies to which it has given occasion in a separate publication. 

28) Cf. AVPpp. 16, 54, 12. 
29) See e.g. Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 186; W. Norman Brown, in Journal 

Amer. Or. Soc. 51, (1931), p. 108 (with a bibliography); S. Radhakrishnan, Indian 
Philosophy, I, London 1927 (1948), p. 41; 104 etc. 

30) We shall meet the same idea in connection with the animaIs immolated in 
the sava rites. 

31) However, tin is said to be identical with the ashes which remain af ter cooking 
the rice. 

32) That is, that published by L. C. Barret, The Kashmirian Atharva Veda, 
books sixteen and seventeen, New Haven Conn. 1936, p. 53 ff. 
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variations in arrangement as weIl as words - while dwelling on the personal 
representation of the odana adds that "Fire is his mouth, lightning his 
tongue" (16, 53, 3), a statement which in view of Agni's function as the 
mouth of the gods 33) and the tongue-like form of lightning 34) is in itself 
quite intelligible, and suits the context weIl on the understanding, again, 
that the universal odana is asbtracted from its material substratum. 
Thus the Maruts, gods of storm etc., are said to be the teeth of the cosmic 
odana and the wind its breath (AVPpp. st. 4), the herbs the hairs of its 
body and the trees the hairs of its head (AVPpp. st. 5), etc. lts bones are 
silver (AVPpp. st. 13), the point of its feet the Asvins, the regions of 
the universe are its flanks, the ocean its urine (A VPpp. 53, 6; 54, 4). 
lts scent is like the blue lotus (AVS. st. 8), its complexion is yeIlowish. 
Once afoot, 'anthropomorphism' cannot be kept within bounds 35). This 
odana which is cooked by the divisions of time, is eaten by Agni, but 
received by the brahmans (A VPpp. 53, 18 ärtaval], paktäro agnil], prMitä 
brähma'1'}al], pratigrahitä). 

The paragraphs 22-31 are at fust sight obscure. However, 22-24 may 
be taken to be a serious admonition directed against those who while 
knowing the greatness and majesty of the odana would - for instance as 
teachers 36) - detract from its importance. They should not say: "it is 
little", or "it is this (or that) thing whatsoever". Destructive criticism 
is - not only in ancient India - dangerous 37) because it is the reverse 
of that 'praise' and confIrmation by which the power with which man 
finds himself confronted is consolidated. One should on the other hand 
avoid excessive statements with regard to the odana, i.e. going beyond 
that which the performer of the rite has in view and ascribing excessive 
fruits to it. In § 27 the question is posed: "Have you eaten the rice-dish, 
or the rice-dish you?" The answer is given in 30 and 31: "Not I, indeed, 
(have eaten) the rice-dish, nor the rice-dish me. The rice-dish itself has 
eaten the rice-dish". This passage which was at the time misunderstood 
by Henry 38), is no doubt to make clear that it is not an ordinary rice
mess which has been cooked and which is consumed by an ordinary 

33) Cf. e.g. SB. 7, I, 2, 4. 
34) Similar identifications will recur in connection with some of the sacrificial 

animaIs which play a part in the sava rites. 
36) Not all identifications mentioned in the texts are repeated here. 
36) Comm. AV. on § 23 and 24. 
37) Cf. e.g. Manu 3, 161; 4, 163; 1I, 57. "Der Glaube ÏBt das Astikya, die Be

jahung .... Da dieser Glaube ... deutlich eine Zweckursache hat, gilt Unglaube 
oder faIscher Glaube-d.h. die Haltung der "Verneiner" (Nästika)-weniger des
wegen als verwerflich, weil er die ExÏBtenz einer Gottheit anzweifeln würde, viehnehr 
deshalb, weil er die Ordnung bedroht, die durch die bejahende Haltung gesichert 
wird (Räm. 3, 43, 38 "durch Glauben gedeiht der Dharma")" (Die Religionen 
Indiens, II, p. 62; cf. aIso I, p. 313). - Cf. e.g. aIso ChU. 2, 17, 14 fr. 

38) Henry, o.c., p. 146 f.: " ... ce n'est plus Ie brahmane qui est censé Ie manger, 
mais Ie soleillui-même dont au surplus Ie brouet est une incarnation, d'ou l'amphi
gouri final." 
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eater, and to emphasize that there cannot be question of a relation of 
subject and object and not even of the reverse ("has the rice-dish eaten 
you1"). The rice-dish really is subject and object at thesametime, because 
it is the totality of all existence and hence no process can take place outside 
of it. Likewise it is in other texts Prajäpati, "the whole brahman" (SB. 
7, 3, 1, 42), who is composed of all existing things (10, 4, 2, 27) and whose 
dismemberment means the creation of the universe 39), who is not only 
the sacrifieer, and even the arch-sacrificer 39), but also the sacrificial 
animals (10, 2, 1, 1) the food of the gods (5, 1, 1, 2; cf. 7, 1, 2, 4), the 
only victim meet for the sacrifice (10, 2, 2, 1), and sacrifice (5, 2, 1, 2; 
11, 1, 1, 1). 

The contents of the second section of AV. 11, 3 (32-49) may be sum
marized in a few words. They constitute, in the form of a long series 
of variations on the same theme, part of which has already commenced 
in §§ 26, 28 and 29, an energetic warning against deviating, in eating the 
rice-dish, from the time-honoured traditions established by the seers of 
yore. Like all religious truth and all ritual practices in the Veda, the 
ultimate fundament of this rite and of the theory underlying it, and the 
warrant for their truth and efficacy He in the inspiration of the ancient 
rillis whose 'eye' and 'heart' had access to eternal truth behind the phe
nomenal world 40). "lf thou hast eaten it with other ears (eyes; see § 2) 
than those with which the ancient seers (pUrva r§ayalJ,) ate this, thou 
wilt become deaf (blind): thus one says to him. I (have) not (eaten) it 
(when it was) coming hither, nor (when it was) retiring or coming on. 
With heaven and earth (sun and moon) as ears (eyes), with them I have 
eaten it, with them I have made it go (viz. to the region to which it should 
go, comm., i.e. to heaven). This rice-dish, verily, is complete (sarva-) as 
to its limbs, its joints, its body; complete as to limbs, joints and body 
(viz. in the celestial world, comm.) becomes he who knows thus" 41). In 
a similar way one should not eat it with another head than that with 
which the seers of yore ate it lest one's progeny should die 42); one should 
eat it with Brhaspati as head (§ 32; see § 1). One should eat it with brahman 
as mouth (35; see st. 1), with Agni's tongue (§ 36), with the seasons as 
teeth (§ 37), with the seven seers as inspirations and expirations (§ 38; 
see st. 2); with the atmosphere as bulk (vyacas-; § 39), the sky as back 
(§ 40), earth as breast (41), truth (satya-) as belly (§ 42); the ocean as 

39) See Eggeling, in S.B.E. 43, p. 15 ff. 
40) Vision, passim. 
41) The structure of the corresponding part of the relative sections of A VPpp. 

16 is different, 16, 55 containing introductory questions: "have you eaten it while 
coming hither ... , with whose hood have you eaten it?", 16, 56 enumerating the 
evil consequences of the incorrect eating, 57 containing the statement that one 
has not eaten it while it was coming hither, the short section 58 the affirmation 
that the odana is complete as to its limbs etc. 

42) In Ppp. 16, 56, 1 the punishment more intelligibly is: one's own hood will 
Falldown. 
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bladder (§ 43); with the thighs of Mitra and VaruI).a (§ 44); with Tvalt!~ar's 
knees (§ 45); with the feet of the two Asvins (§ 46); with Savitar's front 
feet (§ 47), with the hands of rta 43) (§ 48), and with standing firm in 
truth (§ 49). It is clear that the identification of parts of the cosmic person 
representing, in the author's mind, the rice-dish begun in the first section 
of the sükta is here continued and brought to completion. One cannot 
eat the rice-dish successfully if one does not knowand understand that 
it is an all-important universal power which, conceived of as a cosmic 
giant, has brahman as its head and a large number of outstanding divine 
potencies and principles as its limbs, etc. It may be observed that the 
evil consequences of eating the rice-mess in the wrong - i.e. not in the right 
ritual- way will, all of them, fall upon the person concerned in this world 
and in this life. A transgression of the prescript implied in § 35 would 
entail the death of one's progeny; of § 36 "death of one's tongue"; of 
§ 37 falling out of one's teeth; breath will quit the man who contravenes 
the injunction of § 38; the illness called räjayak~ma 44) will fall upon him 
who acts contrary to § 39; lightning slays the sacrificer who does not 
observe the injunction contained in § 40; the ploughing of the man who 
acts contrary to § 41 will not prosper, etc.; the relation between the 
calamities and the transgression is also in the other cases clear. 

The repeated assertion that the rice-dish is complete as to limbs, joints 
and body is no doubt to argue that it is complete in itself - A VPpp. 16, 
58, 1 adds: it is sarvätman- "entire or complete in person or nature"
and that as such it is the universe or Totality. 

The short but important third section begins by stating that the rice
dish is indeed "the summit ofthe yellowish one" (§ 50) etád vai bradhnásya 
vi~táparp, yád odanálJ 45), a statement of some importance it is true but 
which has been onesidedly over-estimated by Bloomfield and Whitney 46) : 

"the porridge is assimilated to the sun"; "it is a symbol of the sun". 
That the hot and yellowish rice-mess should be identified with the sun 
is no more a matter of great surprise than the commentary's attempt 
anachronistically to expound these words: the rice-dish has, or consists 
of, the nature or character of the orb of the sun, the expression referring 
to the residence, firmly placed in the atmosphere, of the Lord (Ïsvara) 
who is in the middle of the orb of the sun and who by his greatness creates 
(emanates) the whole world 47). The great practical significance of this 
identification is stated in the next paragraph (51): "He comes to have 
the yellowish one for his world ; he resorts to the summit of the yellowish 
one who knows thus: (bradhnáloko bhavati bradhnásya vi~tápi sráyate yá 
evárp, véda) . One might compare here AV. 10, 10, 31-one of the texts 

48) For which see Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 40 f. ; 77 ff. etc. (with a bibliography). 
44) Cachexy, atrophy, phthisis. 
45) See the note on AV. 10, 10, 31, quoted Kauá. 66, 20. 
48) I.l.c.c. 
47) Shende's interpretation (Foundations, p. 210) cannot be read in the AV. ten. 
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prescribed to accompany a sava rite -: "the Sädhyas and the Vasus 
(two groups of divinities) worship the milk of (the cow whose róleis similar 
to that of the rice-dish) at the summit of the yellowish one", and ~V. 
8, 69, 7 "when I (probably Vitrou) and lndra go upwards to (our) home, 
to the summit of the yellowish one, we will drink the sweet drink ... "; 
J;tV. 9, 113, 10 this place is where desires are fulfilled and where Soma is 
expected to make a worshipper 'immortal' . The thoughts expressed in 
these paragraphs cannot be disconnected from the belief that the sun
which, or the orb of which is brahman (SB. 14, 1, 3, 3; 8, 5, 3, 7), which 
is also said to be the goal or resting-place (SB. 11, 2, 6, 11) and "the 
foundation of Prajäpati and the sacrificer" (SB. 10, 4, 2, 28; 31) - is a 
gate to heaven (cf. e.g. MaitrU. 6, 30) 48). These ideas obviously were 
not inconsistent with those expressed in the preceding parts of the sükta, 
viz. the odana's being commensurate and identical with the universe. 
The odana on the other hand is also the material out of which Prajäpati, 
the creator god, fashioned, as taught in § 52, thirty-three 49) (heavenly) 
worlds. As mayalso be seen in other texts the introduction of this great 
divine figure need not be fully harmonized with conceptions about the 
universe in which he does not play a part. The rice-dish is commensurate 
with the universe ; the latter was believed to have been fashioned by 
Prajäpati-cf. SB. 9, 4, 1, 12 "Prajäpati is the maker of all, for he has 
wrought all this (universe)" ; 10, 4, 2, 2 "This Prajäpati, the year, has 
created all existing things" - ; therefore it obviously is the rice-dish out 
of which this great figure fashioned the (heavenly) worlds. Prajäpati 
however did more. He created the sacrifice (§ 53), a statement which is 
in full agreement with the conviction expressed in the Satapatha-brähmaI).a 
that Prajäpati, "the arch-sacrificer" 50), who is the sacrifice (11, 1, 1, 1), 
created as a counterpart of himself the sacrifice (11, 1, 8, 3). He created it, 
AV. 11, 3, 53 adds, in order to, or for the sake of, knowledge or wisdom 
(prajnaniiya) of them, i.e. according to the commentary, "in order to 
distinguish, to realize the happiness (beatitude) to be enjoyed in those 
different worlds". 

I fail to see why these thoughts are grotesque. They all come to this 
simple idea : the sacrificial matter is, in ritual theory, asserted to be 
commensurate or identical with the universe ; by sacrificing it the sacrificer 
will be able to transcend mundane existence. It is the sacrificial oblation 
which has by the Creator-god himself been transformed into the heavenly 
abodes in which the fruits of the ritual merits are enjoyed. One might 
with the commentary on § 54 draw the conclusion that the odana also 
is the material cause of the universe and may be regarded as identical 

48) See my Aspects of ea.rly V~I.1uism, Utrecht 1954, p. 93 f. 
49) According to the commentary this number is in agreement with that of 

the gods, as enumerated in AiB. 1, 10, 7: "eight Vasus, eleven Rudras, twelve 
Adityas, Prajii.pati and the val;!at ca11". 

50) See above. 
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with the Golden Germ which in other documents (~V. 10, 121, I etc.) 
is considered the First Principle. 

In the last part of this section the author is concerned with the witness 
of the one who knows thus. "He who becomes the spectator (witness) 
of one (who) knowing thus (performs the rite) holds his breath. If he does 
not hold his breath, he suffers (the) complete loss (of all his property). 
If he does not suffer (such a complete loss, breath quits him before old 
age (i.e. he will die untimely)" (§§ 54-56). The parallel passage in A VPpp. 
is not devoid of interest: 16, 58, 3-5 "If one becomes the spectator of 
one (who) knowing thus (performs the rite) -, the spectator holds his 
breath. If he does not hold his breath then he is completely defeated 
(sarva~ sarp, jiyate) , and then one says to him: 'without asolid ground, 
without a resting-place 51) you will die'. Without asolid ground, without 
a resting-place (is he) who is the spectator of him (who) knowing thus 
(performs the rite)". 

I have my doubts about the correctness of Whitney's view that "on
looker" (upadra§tar- "a witness who sees") "ought to have here some 
special and offensive sense", which it does not convey in other contexts 52). 
The word may denote the spectator at the performance of a ritual cere
mony: JB. I, 138 prävrto 'nejann udgäyen nen mopadra§tänuvyäharäd iti 
"er solI es bedeckt (d.h. mit über den Kopf gezogenem Obergewand, 
sich nicht regend, absingen, damit nicht ein Zuschauer eine Verwünschung 
über ihn ausspreche" (Caland 53)). Holding one's breath was, on the other 
hand, a precautionary measure which was for instance obligatory on 
performing rites for the benefit of the dead. Cf. Gobhila GS. 4, 3, 12 
describing the a~takä rites 54) : "he turns away (from the oblations for the 
dead which he has deposited) and when he turns again towards (them) 
he should before breathing out - i.e. while holding his breath - mutter 
... ": "gewiss ... um sich selbst gegen die Gefahren der unheimlichen 
Nähe zu schützen" 55). Cf. also MSS. I, I, 2, 25: "he should (in performing 
the piI).Çl.apitryajfia (i.e. the oblation to the deceased ancestors on the 
evening of New moon) hold his breath as long as possible and remain 

51) For apratÏlJlha- and anäyatana- "without firm basis and without support", 
which occur aIso in AV. 11, 3, 49 S., see St. Schayer, in Zs. f. Buddhismus 6, p. 279 f., 
and my article Prat~thä, in Studia indol. internationalia, Poona-Paris 1954, p. 10. 

52) For the use of this term cf. e.g. TS. 3, 3, 8, 5; 7, 5, 8, 1; AiB. 7, 24, 3; TB. 
1,6,9,8; 2, 2, 1, 3; 5; 3, 7, 5, 4 (and see 1;tV. 8, 26, 4); SB. 3,4,2,5; GB. 2, 2,19; 
2, 4, 9; ÄávSS. 1, 2, 1. 

53) Caland, Das Jaiminiya-brähma~a in Auswahl, Amsterdam Acad. 1910, p. 41. 
54) Which were to be performed in the winter months on the eighth day after 

Full moon. 
55) H. Oldenberg, Die Religion des Veda, Stuttgart-Berlin, 41923, p. 551, n. 3. 

There are paralleIs in other parts of the world. When, in Silesia, a lying-in-woman 
was to cross the threshold, she had to hold her breath (P. Drechsler, Sitte, Brauch 
und Volksglaube in Schlesien, Leipzig 1903-06, !, p_ 205); in leading cattie over an 
axe under a threshold one should observe the same custom (J. W. Wolf, Beiträge 
zur deutschen Mythologie, Göttingen-Leipzig 1852-57, !, p. 219). 
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gazing at the dak!;!iJ)a fire". Breath was, like the kiss, saliva, the voice, 
the look of the eye, a contact, i.e. a means of power-transfer from some 
agent or object to another and as such it could involve contagion 56). 
Holding the breath was therefore a technique to avoid any contact with 
the saored or the dangerous. Hence also a prescription such as Lä~yäyana 
SrS. 5, 3, 12 "at the very place where the adhvaryu would hang those 
cakes (which have been baked for Rudra Tryambaka 57)) all those present 
should ask Rudra 'to go far away, . . . his bow unbent', holding their 
breath as long as possible. Then they should ... touch water (in order to 
purify themselves). They should return home without looking back" 58)). 
The above explanation is, to wind up with, not incompatible with the 
Paippaläda version, according to which the spectator who contravenes 
the injunction will be without a firm ground and without a support. A 
comparable place is AV. 15, 12, 7 and 11 where a person who ritually 
speaking behaves weIl is said to have a "support" (iiyatana-) in the world. 
The man who is established on his own support or in his own resort 
(sva iiyatane prati~thita7y,) suffers no harm (SB. 9, 3, 4, 13; 13, 4, 2, 15 59)). 

It may in this connection be recalled that the identification of the 
odana with the highest principle was not unknown to other authorities. 

56) Cf. e.g. J. Wellhausen, in Archiv f. Religionswiss. 7 (1904), p. 38 f.; X. F. M. G. 
Wolters, Notes on antique folklore, Thesis Utrecht 1935, p. 45; 76; Van der Leeuw, 
Religion, p. 277. 

57) Die Religionen lndiens, l, p. 146; E. Arbman, Rudra, Uppsala 1922, p. 48 ff. 
58) For the last injunction see the note on Kaué. 68, 39.-The above explanation 

is not completely in agreement with the explication of the term upadralJtar- given 
in the commentary on § 54: yalp kaScana purutjalp uktaprakäre'!W upá8akasya upa 
samïpe tatkrtasya akärrwpanatasya dral!ta säkl!ätkartä bhavati. tasya manasi uparodharp, 
janayatity arthalp. sa uparodhakalp sVaBarïre vartamänarp, prä'!Wm ä'IJf!Wti nirud
dhagatirp, karoti. präfLopá8akasya anil!tacarafLäd ity arthalp, i.e. "The man who 
witnesses the ritual action of a worshipper which he had unintentionally approa.ched 
causes trouble (impediment) in the mind (of the worshipper). He holds his brea.th 
because the conduct of him who continues breathing is undesirable". Similar 
explications tending to ascribe the rules of behaviour of worshippers or spectators 
to the disturbance or inconvenience which they might cause to the worshipper or 
to those worshipped are also given elsewhere. Cf. e.g. TB. 1, 3, 10, 6 "when the 
Fathers partake of the oblations the sacrificer has to turn aside, because the Fathers 
are bashful (hlïkälp)"; see Caland, Altindischer Ahnenkult, Leiden 1893, p. 180; 
Oldenberg, Rel. d. Veda, p. 551, n. 2, who is probably right in attributing to this 
explication a secondary character. In Bengal one should not look round when a 
'ghost' is supposed to speak or to manifest its presence (B. Bonnerjea, Dict. of super
stitions, London 1927, p. 154). In his note on § 56 the commentator moreover 
observes that the man who witnesses a mistake made by a person (a sacrificer) 
who knows and blames him for it will fust suffer suppression of braath, then loss 
of all his property, then die untimely. It is however difficult to raad this in the text 
of the AV. Similar explications may on the other hand underlie the use probably 
made of AV. 11, 3, 50 ff. in Kausika 49, 17 (see Caland, Zauberritual, p. 173), which 
will be discussed further on. 

59) For further places exhibiting these terms see Prat~thä, p. 10 f. 
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Among the formulas to be pronounced in accepting a dak~il).ä is, if this 
offering consists of gold, "the gold to Agni" - i.e. the gift is assigned to 
the god of whose essence it is a manifestation - ; if it is water: "the water 
to the ocean" etc.; but if it consists of a rice-dish: "The rice-dish to 
brahman" (see ApSS. 14, ll, 3; TA. 3, 10, 3). The conclusion cannot be 
avoided that here a rice-dish is considered a manifestation of brahman, 
a view also pronounced e.g. by the commentator on A V. 4, 35, 4 brahmiU
makam odanam. Elsewhere (TB. 1, 7, 10, 6) the odana is quite consistently 
identified with the Supreme Being, parame§thin-, a name accorded to 
any god of highest rank, but especially to Prajäpati (parame§thï vä e§al}, 
yad odanaM. Extolling the odana is in a definite ritual framework a 
means of conferring the highest prosperity on a person. In a rite discussed 
SB. 13, 3, 6, 7 6°) twelve messes of rice should be prepared for the priests 
(brahmaudanän); "for cooked rice (odana-) is Prajäpati ... ". The same 
identification recurs TB. 3, 9, 18, 2. 

As pointed out earlier Kausika makes in chapter VIII no use of A V. 
ll, 3. It is however worth recalling that his commentator, Kesava 61), 
and the commentary on the AV. attributed to Säyal).a, both quote it for 
use in the Brhaspatisava, a rite which being the last in the series enumerated 
by Kesava may have the character of an addendum. The latter com
mentary being quite explicit, says: tena (i.e. this siikta) brhaspatisaväkhye 
savayajiie havirabhimarsanasa'Y(/,pätadätrväcanadänädïni karmä1Ji kuryät, 
i.e. the mantras contained in the siikta are, in the act of worship of the 
sava category, called brhaspatisava, to be recited in order to consecrate 
the ritual acts connected with the touching of the oblations, the remnants, 
the recitations by the giver (sacrificer) and the gifts. He moreover dis
tinguishes it from another use, viz. in a ritual performance for a malevolent 
purpose (abhicärakarman-) -to which we shall have to direct our attention 
presently-, whereas Kesava creates the impression that this sava which 
is not dealt with by Kausika exists for the benefit of a person who is 
desirous ofincantation, exorcism or malevolent aims (abhicärakämasya) 62). 
Whereas the relation to the brhaspatisava dealt with in TB. and ApSs. 63) 

is not clear the identity of the names should be noticed. 
Kesava observing that the 'brhaspatisava' performed with AV. 11, 3 

is for the benefit of a sacrificer who desires to exorcise evil influences 
or to pursue malevolent aims leaves us in the dark about the character 
of this abhicära. He obviously reckons with the possibility of performing 
a rite in a somewhat different form or of inserting a ritual act by which 
some form of evil is transferred to an enemy. Cf. e.g. SB. 9, 1, 2, 9 con
taining prescriptions for consigning physical and mental suffering to 

60) This place has already been mentioned in section 111, p. 25f. of r,his introduction. 
61) Kesava, in Bloomfield's edition of the Kausikasütra, p. 365, 1. 2 f. 
62) Shende, Religion and philosophy, p. 198, saying that "rice grains are cooked 

a.nd given to one's ha.ter, to kill him" may easily give rise to misunderstanding. 
63) See above, p. 13f. 
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Niqti's region (the S.W.), 12 to make this suffering enter an enemy, etc.64). 

Before leaving this subject, viz. the preparation of odanas, a word 
should be said about their use in counteracting inimical influences, which 
is however in view of the atharvaJ)ic character of the rite no great surprise. 
According to a rather obscure passage in Kauéika, 49, 15 ff., one may 
prepare, to the accompaniment of AV. 11, 3 a rice-dish and af ter sprinkling 
it with butter consecrate it with A V. 5, 3, a sükta which is variously 
employed in rites for protection, prosperity in connection with an amulet 
etc.65) This dish is placed close by the enemy who is 66) with the last 
sütras of 11, 3 cursed as soon as he casts a glance at it. It is no doubt 
the power inherent in the cooked rice which may- by means of AV. 5, 3 
which is "to push back the fury of our adversaries" and the stanzas 
11, 3, 50 ff. which hold out a prospect of obstruction of breath and death 
- be activated so as to strike and destroy an enemy. 

v 

Rice which is never mentioned in the ~gveda, but is frequently alluded 
to in the Atharvaveda (cf. e.g. 6, 140, 2; 8, 2, 18; 10, 6, 24; 12, 1, 42) 
and later texts (e.g. BAD. 6, 3,13; ChD. 5,10,6) 1) became of growing 
economical and ritual importance when the ancient Aryans spread over 
large parts of Northern India 2) and changed from "une civilisation 
encore indo-européenne, cavalière, pécorale et carnivore, à une civilisation 
nilotique, bovine, céréale et végétarienne" 3). It is perfectly comprehensible 
that this important food soon came to occupy a place in ritual practice 
and thought 4). It was an important ingredient of a caru-, a mess of rice 
boiled with butter, milk etc. and offered on a variety of occasions (see 
e.g. ApSS. 8, 9, 12ff.; 13, 13, 14f.). "Whenever (in preparing the sacrificial 
pap) they use whole rice-grains, then that is a caru-, this nourishment 
was taken by the gods when they were about to slay Vrtra ... and so does 
the sacrificer now ... ; the reason is that ... rice is nourishment" (SB. 2, 
5, 3, 4). Cakes as sacrificial food likewise consisted of rice-grains or fiour: 

64) For an (incidental) malevolent performance ofritual acts see e.g. sIso KätySS. 
2,3,5; 15,7,35; SB. 12,7,1,1; 12,8,3,1; ApSS. 1, 19,2; 17, 17,3 ff. See aIso 
Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, p. 123. 

65) For particulars sae Whitney.Lanman, o.c., p. 225. 
66) If I understand the text weIl. 
1) See e.g. H. Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, Berlin 1879, p. 239; H. Oldenberg, 

Religion des Veda, Stuttgart-Berlin, 41923, p. 352; Macdonell and Keith, Vedic 
Index, H, p. 345. 

2) Cf. e.g. SB. 12, 7, 2, 9. I refer to V. M. Apte, Social and religious life in the 
grihyasutras, Bombay 21954, p. 96; R. Gopal, India of Vedic Kalpasutras, Delhi 
1959, p. 163 f. 

3) A. Minard, Trois énigmes sur les cent chemins, Il, Paris 1956, p. 327. 
4) See e.g. aIso VS. 18, 12; SB. 1, 1,4,20 ff.; 10,6,3, 2; PGS. 2, 17,2; ABvSS. 

2,6, 1; ABvGS. 1,9,6; 1, 17,2; AVPsr. 23,7, 2; BAU. 6, 4,13. 
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SB. 5, 2, 3, 2; 6, 6, 1, 8; 10. There is no need here to enter into many 
details with regard to varieties of rice used for particular purposes and 
the methods of preparation adopted in different rites (cf. e.g. SB. 1, 1, 
4, 3) S). Some references may suffice to give an idea of the role of this 
cereal in the Vedic ceremonies in general in order to sketch a sort of 
background against which the rites ofthe sava ceremonies may be grouped 
and understood. 

In a discussion of the rules for the variation of the substance offered 
at a definite ceremony rice (vrihi-) belongs to the ingredients which bring 
peace or expiation (sänti - : AVPar. 70, 4, 9). Thus it is also the object of 
'ritual symbolism': AiB. 1, 1, 8 ff.: "He should offer a pap in ghee ... ; 
ghee is the milk of the woman, the rice grains that of the man; that is 
pairing ... ; thus he propagates him with offspring and cattIe ... "; cf. 
TB. 1, 1, 6, 6 "sacrificial butter is the seed of the cow, rice-grains that of 
draught-ox". Or it enters into identificatory speculations: AV. ll, 4, 13 
"inhalation and expiation are rice and barley"; TB. 3, 8, 14,3 "he worships 
with (threshed, husked and winnowed) rice-grains, for they are a mani
festation of the Vasus (a class of gods)". 

Like other materials used in sacrificing rice may therefore because of 
its characteristics or the outward form of the variety which it represents 
or as a result of a special treatment to which it was subjected be considered 
fit for particular purposes. A cake is prepared from pläsuka rice - which 
according to the commentary has sprung up again and ripens very rapidly 6) 
-for Savitar Satyaprasava. "the god of the true impulse", because he 
is the impeller of the gods; "as to the cake's consisting of fast-grown 
riee, the sacrificer thinks: 'May they quickly impel me!' " (SB. 5, 3, 3, 2; 
cf. TB. 3, 1, 4, II 7)). Quite intelligibly, the divinities Day and Night 
are to receive a sacrificial pap made of white and black rice grains (TB. 
3, 1, 6, 2). For the goddess of perdition and destruction, Nirrti, a pap 
of black rice is cooked, the grains of which have been split with the nails 
(TB. 1, 7, 3, 4; SB. 5, 3, 1, 13). Cf. also SB. 5, 3, 2, 7 f.; ll, 1, 4, 2 f. The 
refuse of the rice, which is strewn on the rice-cake potsherd is the allotted 
share of the malicious demons (VS. 2, 23). To the Adityas white rice 
should be offered (TS. 2, 3, 1, 3); Agni obtains a cake of black rice (1, 8, 
10, 1). However, by offering a cake of black rice on ten potsherds Indra 
became - and consequently the well-informed sacrificer becomes - strong 
and firm (TB. 3, 1, 5, 9)8). 

6) See e.g. V. S. Agrawala, India as known to PiiI.lini, Lucknow 1953, p. 205 ff.; 
B. N. Puri, India in the time of Pataftjali, Bombay 1957, p. 120 ff.; Apte, o.c., p. 
95 ff.; J agdish Chandra J ain, Life in ancient India as depicted in the J ain canons, 
Bombay 1947, p. 120 ff. 

6) Cf. however aIso the pseudo-etymological explication : plä8uka-prakar~er:uUu 
pacyamäne vrihau, T. Tarkavachaspati, Vachaspatyam, VI, Varanasi 1962, p. 4544. 

7) Cf_ Dumont, in Proc. Am. Philos. Soc. 98 (1954), p. 217. 
8) Cf. e.g. aIso TB. 3, 7, 1, 6 (Dumont, ibidem, 105, p. 14); 3, 7, 5, 3. 
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The economic and ritual importance of rice is for instance also apparent 
from AiB. 8, 16, 3 f. "Then should he say: 'Bring together the four things 
of the plants, in the shape of the green shoots of rice, large rice (mahä
vrïhi,!"äm) , panic seed and barley'. The rice is the lordly power (k~atram) 
of the plants ... Large rice is the overlordship (sämräjyam) of the plants 
... " or from PB. 16, 1, 10 referring to a rite "to establish a sacrificer 
firmly" in the possession of kine, horses, mules, asses, goats, sheep, rice, 
barley, sesame and beans. Cow, horse, goat, sheep, rice and barley obvi
ously were among the most valuable objects: cf. also JB. 1, 142; 333, 
and in the same brähmal).a 1, 181 where these six are called the six 'cows 
of plenty'; GB. 2, 1, 17; AV. 6, 140, 2; LätySS. 2, 10, 1, etc. Rice and 
barley are indeed "remedial, immortal sons of heaven" (AV. 8, 7, 20), 
and constitute with the brahman, the king, the milch-cow, the draught
ox and honey, "the seven honeys" (AV. 9, 1, 22), and with a brahman, 
a cow, fire, the earth, white mustard, clarified butter, sami-wood (employed 
to kindIe the sacred fire) the lucky objects which the king must see and 
worship every morning (AVPar. 4, 1, 23). 

That rice was considered to be, in a way, a substitute for a bloody 
sacrifice is apparent from AiB. 2, 8: "The gods slew man as the victim; 
when he had been slain his essence (medhal),) went out and entered the 
horse which therefore became fit for sacrifice (medhyal},). They slew the 
horse etc.; the ox etc .... ; they slew the goat ... ; it entered the earth ... 
and became rice. In that they offer also a cake in the animal sacrifice 
(it is because they think:) 'Let our sacrifice be with a victim with essence, 
let our sacrifice be with a victim which is complete in itself (kevala-)'." 
Cf. also ibidem 2, 11. The same conclusion may be drawn from other 
places which show also the high value attached to this food. In regulations 
regarding the menu for the Fathers milk and rice boiled in milk (päyasa-) 
are put on a par with beef, all three articles of food satisfying the appetite 
of the deceased for a year (Manu 3, 27l; ViEill).uS. 80, 12; Krf,yakalpataru, 
IV, p. 43) 9). That rice with barley-with which the word vrïhi- of ten 
forms a dvandva compound and is so intimately connected that in enumer
ations they may be counted as one (AVPar. 4, 1,23) -played an important 
part in the unbloody rites which in later times became prevalent in many 
circles may for instanee be concluded from places such as AVPar. 5, 5, 6. 
It may be recalled that rice dishes figure among other propitious objects 

9) Cf. L. Alsdorf, Beiträge zur Geschichte von Vegetarismus und Rinderverehrung 
in Indien, Akad. Mainz 1961, 6, p. 57 f.-The function of rice in rites and beliefs 
of modern Hinduism and of the 'ädiväsis' (formerly called 'primitives') are beyond 
the scope of this work. See e.g. E. Thurston, Omens and superstitions of Southern 
India, London 1912, passim; H. Whitehead, The village gods of South India, 
Calcutta-Oxford 1921, passim; W. Koppers, Die Bhil in Zentralindien, Horn-Wien 
1948, passim; J. H. Hutton, Die Sema Nagas, London 1921, p. 219 etc.; M. N. 
Srinivas, Religion and society among the Coorgs of South India, Oxford 1952, 
p. 113 f. etc. 
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such as flowers, lamps, incense, fragrant sub stances etc. (AVPar. 40, 1, 
10); that - at least in a later period - seeing in a dream a mess of boiled 
rice, milk etc. like eating rice forebodes the possession of money (Jagad
deva, SvapnacintämaI)Ï 1, 96; 30); that generally speaking grains of rice 
bring luck (ibidem, 1, 126) 10). The desires of a man who, in a dream, 
ascends a heap of rice, will be realized (ibidem, 1, 85) 11). 

Add to this that cooking was likewise a propitious process 12): the man 
who sees himself, in a dream, engaged in preparing food will be happy 
(Jag. Sv., 1, 90) 13). 

A word should here be said about the fa ct that the rice dish is ritually 
boiled on fire which, to quote AV. 11, 1, 3, has co me into existence "for 
great heroism, for cooking the brahmaudana". Although of course this 
process, like any similar preparation of sacrificial food, is for practical 
reasons a necessity, it can hardly be doubted that this ceremonious heating 
was also ritually significant. Many so-called primitives are accustomed 
to think of magico-religious power as "heat", or "burning" and indicate 
it by terms meaning "hot, burn, heat etc.". "Hot" or "warm" and "replete 
with 'sacred' power" are, or have been, in many parts of the world closely 
related conceptions. The presence of heat is widely believed to be an 
indication for the manifestation of power 14). The Indian idea of tapas 
is too weIl known to need illustration 15) ; it was, for instance, by becoming 
heated through austerity or 'asceticism' that Prajäpati became able to 
emanate the universe, and having done so he "heated" (tapta-) these 
three worlds so that three divine powers, fire, wind, and the sun were 
produced from them (SB. 11, 5, 8, 1 f.). In AV. 12, 3, 12 the rice-dish 
prepared by the sacrificer and hls wife is expected to know their tapalj, 
("austerity") and satyam (" truth"), 'qualities' which obviously are re
quired lest the rite would be a failure. In Tantric texts it is asserted 
that the creative awakening ofthe kundalinï is manifested by a burning 16). 

10) See also J. von Negelein, Der Traumschlüssel des Jagaddeva, Giessen 1912, 
p. 103. 

11) For rice and the goddess of Welfare and Prosperity, Sri see my Aspect!! of 
early V~l}.uism, Utrecht 1954, p. 221 f. etc. 

12) For rice in Indian life see also J. Auboyer, La vie quotidienne dans l'lnde 
ancienne, Paris 1961, p. 88 f. 

13) We need not dweIl here on the rale of abnormal rice-grains in omina (see 
e.g. AVPar. 70 b, 4, 4). 

14) See e.g. H. Webster, Magic, Stanford Cal. 1948, p. 6 etc.; M. Eliade, Puissance 
et sacralité dans l'histoire des religions, Eranos-Jahrbuch 21 (1953); the same, 
Birth and rebirth, N ew Y ork 1958, p. 85 ff.; R. H. Codrington, The Melanesians, 
Oxford 1891, p. 191 f. ; B. Bhattacharyya, The Indian Buddhist iconography, 
Calcutta 1958, p. 43; J. Abbott, The keys of power, London 1932, p. 5 f.; and my 
notes (with a succinct bibliography) in Indo-Ir. Journ., 8 (1964), p. 61 f . 

15) See Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 184 f. etc.; Oldenberg, Vorwissenschaftliche 
Wissenschaft, Göttingen 1919, p. 132 ff. etc. 

16) Die Religionen Indiens, 11, p. 38; Eliade, in Eranos-Jahrbuch, 21, p. 35; 
the same, Le Chamanisme, Paris 1951, p. 370 ff. 
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Modern Indian Muslims believe that a man in communication with God 
becomes "burning hot". Whereas anyone who performs miracles is not 
rarely called, or regarded as, "boiling", all kinds of people or acts involving 
any magico-religious power may be believed to be "burning", and "access to 
sacrality is manifested, among other things, by a prodigious increase in 
heat" 17). There existed an intimate relation between the techniques and 
mystiques of fire - in archaic civilizations the specialist in sacredness, 
magician, priest, 'physician' was of ten regarded as a master of fire -, a 
relation which, being for instance apparent from the close connections 
between smiths, shamans and warriors 18), likewise shows that he who ac
quires "heat" may vividly demonstrate that he belongs to a supranormal 
world. It would be interesting to collect, from various parts of the world, 
parallels of the German custom 19) to cook in order to avert witchcraft 
and to make inquiries into the motives of these practices 20). 

Certain shamanist traditions do not fail to recall some features which 
mutatis mutandis recur in the sava rites under examination. A shaman 
was, for instance, in his hallucinations, divided into many parts and thrown 
into a cauldron in which he was cooked for three years 21). Hearth, fireplace 
and instruments devised for heating or cooking were widely regarded as 
'sacred', their construction was a rite 22), also because they are in a sense 
a "new womb" , the activities of the 'smith-magician' which centred in 
his fire being enveloped in a 'sexual and nuptial symbolism'. We may 
recall here the parallel which in AV. 11, 1, 1 is assumed to exist between 
producing fire by friction and creating offspring 23), and places such as 
SB. 11, 1, 2, 2 "he pours it, as seed, into the fire as its womb, for the 
fire is the womb of the sacrifice, from out of which it is produced". In 
the atharvaJ).ic GopathabrähmaJ).a 1, 2, 15 the cooking of the rice-dish 
is in a comparable way stated to be the preparation of a womb (ya e§a 
odanaJ:t pacyate yonir evai~ä kriyate), the addition of the fuel to the fire 
a placing of seed (yat samidha ädhiyante retas tad dhiyate). A generative 
and initia tory function may be supposed to be attached to the soup 
which in some parts of Germany is prepared at a marriage-feast, to be 
consumed by the bridal couple 24). Fire is also believed to transfer vital 

17) Eliade, Birth and rebirth, p. 86. 
18) Eliade, Forgerons et alchimistes, Paris 1956, p. 81 ff.; 100 ff. and passim. 
19) Cf. L. Weiser·Aall, in Handwörterbuch d. deutsch. Aberglaubens, 111, 1912. 
20) The prognostic value ofboiling rice nood not detain us here; see e.g. B. Karle 

in Hdwtb. d. deutsch. Abergl., V, 57 ("wie der Reis quillt, so wird der WohIstand 
sich mehren"; Silesia). 

21) Eliade, Forgerons, p. 86 f.; for similar traditions, the same, Le Chamanisme, 
p. 48 f.; 409 f. etc. 

22) Eliade, Forgerons, p. 61 ff. 
23) Cf. aIso AVPar. 22 dealing with the 'mystic' aspects of the sticks used for 

rubbing fire. 
24) Karle, o.c., V, 50 f. 
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and generative power 25). Vedic man even was of the oplillon that his 
sacral fire was his 'vital spirits' and that it could pull a patient through 26). 
If BIoomfield had been acquainted with these and other more or less 
parallel phenomena the Vedic conviction that "the well-cooked porridge 
(of AV. 12, 3) anticipates symbolically the successful conclusion of life, 
to be followed by a happy life hereafter" 27) would not have led him 
astray. The word pakvät in 12, 3, 2 which he correctly renders "from 
the (cooked) porridge" does not harbour a double entente "from the 
cooked remains of the body, af ter it has been burned upon the funeral 
pyre". Nor is the use of the same word in st. 9 an allusion to "the cooked 
ashes of the deceased coupie" . As will be clear from much that has been 
said in this introduction and the commentary the title "cremation as a 
sacrifice" given to this sükta by Whitney-Lanman 28) does no justice to 
its contents. 

In the Vedic pravargya ceremonies 29) we are in the presence of belief 
in the significanee and efficacy of ritually generated heat 30). The centre 
of the ceremonies is the highly revered earthenwere vessel in which milk 
is heated and which probably is a ritual duplicate of the sun (cf. TA. 
4, 8, 2) 31). The aim of the performance seems to have been to endow the 
sacrifieer with the glow of that luminary. This is for instanee apparent 
from the obligation to use, during the ceremonies, boiling water wherever 
water is required (cf. e.g. SB. 14, 1, 1, 29) and the prescription that the 
sacrifieer should not cover himself with a garment while the sun shines 
(SB. 14, 1, 1, 33). While the increasing heat of the boiling milk was no 
doubt to add heat to the sun, the sacrifieer who drinks of the milk was 
to gain in sunlike energy 32). It is interesting to add that according to the 
commentator on SB. 2, 1,4,5 certain ritualists considered that the cooking 
of an odana on the occasion of the agnyädhäna took place, not with the 
view of procuring food to the priests but merely to afford an opportunity 
for putting the kindling-sticks on the fire. 

It would take too long to quote all occurrences of odana- in the ritualistic 
texts 33). For the procedure in connection with the ri ce-mess prepared as 

15) For the creative power of fire 800 e.g. aIso H. HartmaIUl, Der Totenkult 
in Irland, Heidelberg 1952, p. 41 ff. 

26) Caland, Die alt indischen Todten- und Bestattungsgebräuche, Amsterdam 
Acad. 1896. 

27) Bloomfield, in S. B. E. 42, p. 645 f. 
28) Whitney-Lanman, o.c., p. 682. 
29) Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 153 (with a bibliography). 
30) For the glow of fire and rice cooking see aIso JB. 3, 94 ff. (H. Oertel, in J. 

Am. Or. Soc. 18, p. 21 ff. and Caland, Auswahl, p. 239 ff.). 
31) See aIso Eggeling, in S. B. E. 44, p. XLVI. 
32) I shall have to revert to this point in the commentary (A V. 4, 11, 3; Kauá. 

66, 12). 
33) For a ~raudana- Ha rice-mess prepared with sweet milk" cf. SSS. 14, 16, 4; 

Kauá. 43, 13; 49, 22; SB. 2, 5, 3, 4 etc. 
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an element in the säkamedha offerings one might for instance read TS. 
1, 8,4-6; TB. 1, 6, 10; SB. 2, 5, 3 ff.; BaudhSS. 5, 10-17; ApSS. 8, 
9-19; KätySS. 5, 6, 10 ff. 34). The ritual acts relative to this ceremony 
comprise, inter alia, a caru boiled in the miIk of all the cows which belong 
to the sacrificer. If plenty of rice is cooked the priests, other brahmans 
and the sons and grandsons of the sacrificer (who must have had the 
upanayana performed) eat the food to satiety and go to sleep that night 
in the same hall without having any feeling of poverty or hunger (which 
would of course evoke these miseries). That part of the rice-dish which 
remains in the cooking vessel is however consumed only by brahmans 
(ApSS. 8, 11, 9) 35). 

We are now also in a position to understand why according to a curious 
place in the TaittBr. (3, 12, 5, 9) the man whose desires and ambitions 
are not realized by means of his ordinary rites should offer mixed beverages 
or rice-messes; then he will obtain the object of his desire for which his 
sacrificial fue was piIed up: manthän etavato dadyiid odanan va, aSnute 
tarp, kamarp, yasmai kamayagnis cïyate. 

A rice-dish was however not only offered to gods and priests. It was, 
quite naturally, also presented to guests, for instance, together with a 
goat in SB. 1, 6, 4, 3. 

An odana- is also mentioned in BaudhGS. 3, 1, 11 among those varieties 
offood with which brahmans should be feasted (apüpas, i.e. cakes, parched 
grains, odana- and saktu-, i.e. fried and ground barley) 36). A well-known 
element in Vedic as weIl as post-Vedic rites 37) is an entertainment given 
to brahmans, i.e. the feeding not only of those brahmans who have taken 
an actual part in the performances but also to others: "nicht die Opfer
priester an erster Stelle, sondern mehrere Brahmanen (acht oder zehn; 
zehn bei einem Tieropfer, tausend bei einem Somaopfer, nach Vaikhä
nasa)" 38). Thus PGS. 1, 15, 9 at the end of the sïmantonnayana- rite 
(the parting of the hair of a woman in her fust pregnancy) it reads: then 
the feeding of the brahmans (tato brahma'IJ-abhojanam). Cf. PGS. 1, 2, 10; 
2, 13, 8; 3, 1, 4; SGS. 1, 2, 1; and 1, 11, 8 the indra'IJ-ïkarman- (one of 
the marriage rites) closes with the feasting of brahmans. It is worth 
recalling that this dinner presented to brahmans at the end of, for instance 
the Full and New Moon sacrifice is , in the commentary on KätySS. 3, 8, 31 

34) Compare for instanee P. V. Kane, History of Dharmaaästra, Il, Poona 1941, 
p. 1100 ff. 

35) Cf. also the notes by Caland, Srautas. des Apast., Il, p. 38 f. 
36) 8ee also seetion lIl. 
37) 8ee e.g. J. Ph. Vogel, Indian serpent.lore, London 1926, p. 224; G<;>nda, 

Die Religionen Indiens, Il, p. 291. 
88) Caland, Srautas. des Apast., I, p. 129, on ApS8. 4, 16, 17.-8ee also the 

note on Kaua. 68, 40. The differenee between feeding brahmans and a saerifieial 
gift is also apparent from passages sueh as the post·vedie v~l).uite Käáyapajîiänakäl).Q.a, 
eh. 94 ... maha8änti'T(t hutvä vipraAata'T(t bhojayitvä da~1Jij'T(t dadyät, and ... hutvä 
sahasrabhojana'T(t ca krtvä saktito da~1Jij'T(t dadyät. 
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explicitly stated to be part of the sacrifice (krator angam) which "rejoices" 
in this act (brähmar;,atarpar;,enaiva yajnas trpto bhavati) 39). According to 
Asvaläyana (GS. 1, 1, 2) there are three varieties of oblations, viz. those 
which are poured into the fire, those which are not poured into the fire 
and those which are "offered in brahman" by giving them, as food, to 
one or more brahmans (brähmar;,abhojane brahmar;,i hum);,). The results of 
this ritual feasting which must take place at the end of a rite (SGS. 1, 2, 1; 
the preceding section deals with the kindling of the domestic fire and the 
cooked domestic sacrifices) are of special importance to the sacrificer. If 
one feeds, only once, a brahman who performs the ceremonies in the right 
manner, who is learned, thoroughly versed in the Veda and practises 
austerities, one will no longer suffer hunger (SGS. 1, 2, 6). One should offer 
the food to such a brahman "with mental reference to (the food) with 
a view to that (deity)" (devatärp, tasyä uddisya manasä, i.e. one should 
with reference to the food concentrate one's mind on that deity ... ) which 
one desires to satisfy in any rite. The oblation which is not deposited 
(nyastam) in such a worthy brahman will by no means reach this deity. 
"It is called a treasure for men (nidhir 40) ~a manu~yär;,äm) and (the 
brahman who consumes the food) a vessel (receptacle for food) for the 
gods (devänärp, pätram) 41)" (SGS. 1, 2, 7 f.). With these views the author 
of the atharval).ic Gopathabrähmal).a is in agreement, when (1, 2, 15) he 
says that in preparing an odana- a starting-point and an approach are 
made (ärambhar;,am evaitat kriyata äkramar;,am eva). The former term 
meaning "undertaking, commencement" and also "the place where some
thing begins, or an undertaking starts (cf. AiB. 2, 35, 5), basis, starting
point for producing or initiating activities" 42) (cf. also ~V. 10, 81, 2) 
seems to point to the necessity to start with the cooking, the latter 
("stepping upon, mounting, approach") to its being the mode of access 
to the goal of the sacrificer's ambitions 43). 

From $B. 5, 10, 7 it may be inferred that this dinner, to be presented 
af ter the oblations have been offered may be accompanied by gifts of 
gold 44), a garment, a horse, and land as dakltlil).äs for the officiants 
(brähmar;,abhojanarp, hirar;,yarp, ... dak~ir;,ä iti). Only then is the rite 
perfect because "not before this (act) the evil (for the annihilation of 
which the ceremony under discussion is to be performed) is appeased". 

The procedure to be adopted in performing an atharval).Îc sava is de-

39) See aIso A. Rillebrandt, Das altindische Neu· und Vollmondsopfer, Jena 
1880, p. 175. 

40) See especially AV. 12, 3, 34; 41 f.; 46 and the note on Kauá. 62, 10. 
41) Rence no doubt one of the roots of the use of pätram in the sense of "a worthy 

brahman" (see e.g. Mbh. 1, 3, 118; 123; Yäjfi. 200) and hence "a worthy man in 
generaI" ; the term means aIso "a worthy recipient for gifts etc." (Manu 4,227; 228). 

42) I refer to J. A. B. van Buitenen, in I. I. J. 2 (1958), p. 304. 
48) The text then turns to other particula.rs (the fuel to be used etc.) which, 

however interesting, may bA disregarded here. 
44) Cf. Kauá. 62, 23. 
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scribed in Kam~. 61, 8 ff. From this place it appears that the rice is divided 
into three portions, one of which is intended for the gods, one for the 
Fathers (i.e. for a áräddha), one for men, i.e. for feeding the brahmans 
(s. 10 with this "he feeds the brahmans": brähmanän bhojayati) 45). 
Curiously enough it is the first portion, i.e. that to be offered to the gods 
which is expected to "set this woman" across and "to procure him" a 
dominant social position 46). 

Nor is the practice unknown to give part of the sacrificial food to the 
officiants. At a certain point in a rite an essential element is obligatory, 
viz. the common consummation of the so-called üf,ä- 47). From this ritual 
practice also it is perfectly clear that not only the gods are qualified to 
partake of the sacrificial food, but also the brahmans, priests as weIl as 
the offerer. In doing so they should however be very cautious, because 
it is 'medecine', higher energy which it absorbed; the sacrificial food is 
filled with divine power in a visible and tangible form. Yet this common 
consumption of the i~ä, the 'Opfersegen', the essence of the offering 
consisting of preparations of sacrificial food taken from all the oblations 
was considered a necessity because the participation in the i~ä leads to 
"fullness of life" and to communion with the lord or soul of the sacrifice, 
i.e. with Prajäpati. In the agnihotra this i~ä - which is also 'personified' 
and 'invoked' 48) to transfer the power and energy inherent in the sacrifice 
to those partaking of the food - consists of the remainder of the sacrificial 
milk, in the animal sacrifices it is a portion of the victim, in the soma 
sacrifices a portion of Soma, in the Full and New Moon rites of part of 
the cakes. While I~ä is invoked the officiants and the sacrificer touch 
the food (ApSS. 3, 2, 8); then each has a part of the i~ä. The aim of most 
rites is indeed to endow the sacrificer with definite powers, qualities or 

45) For details Bee the translation and the commentary. 
46) Pas'ling mention ma.y be made of comparabie ritual customs in later times: 

the Sri-Vailill)avaS for instance take out of the offerings made to God a part which 
is kept for VÏii!vaklilena (the leader of the divine hosts, i.e. a particular manifestation 
of VÏii!l)u) and the remaining part is divided into three parts, one for the person who 
worshipping God performs the rites, one for those who do service to God and one 
part for the äcäryas (religious teachers and leaders) and the vaÏii!l)avas (the co
religionists). See K. Rangachari, The Sri-VaÏii!l)ava Brahmans, Bull. Madras Gov. 
Mus. 1931, p. 91. In South Indian villages the püjäri (non-brahmal)ic priest) presents 
rice which he has cooked to (the image of) the god; afterwards he eats it himself 
(Whitehead, o.c., p. 54 f.).-For various types of sacred meals in general ("Ie festin 
sacré; Ie repas après Ie sacrifice; Ie repas de communion; Ie repas d'initiation" see 
C. J. Bleeker, Le repas sacré, in The sacred bridge; researches into the nature and 
structure of religion, Leiden 1963, p. 225 ff. Cf. aIso F. Bammel, Das heilige Mahl 
im Glauben der Völker, Gütersloh 1950; K. Wyss, Die Milch in der Kultur der 
Griechen und Römer, Giessen 1914; Handwörterbuch d. deutschen Aberglaubens, 
H, 1022-1059 (Essen); V, 1490-1507 (Mahl) ; VIII, 156-234 (Speise). 

47) See e.g. Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 106; Hillebrandt, Neu- und Vollmonds· 
opfer, p. 125 ff.; Caland, o.c., I, p. 76 ff. 

48) Cf. e.g. SB. 1, 8, I, 18 ff. 
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abilities. Thesemay be transferred to him by partaking, in communion 
with the gods and the brahmans, of the sacrificial food. This act transfers 
the higher power to him, and causes him to reach a higher level of existence 
which may mean a successful completion of phenomenal life. Reference 
may here be made also to the parts of the sacrificial food to be eaten 
by the officiants in connection with 49) the invocation of Ic;lä. At that 
moment (see e.g. ApSS. 3, 1, 1 ff.) the brahman is given a special portion 
of every cake, the präsitra-, which is to be tasted by him before the ic;lä 
ceremony, the ägnidhra obtaining another portion, etc. The term prMana
"ritual repast" applies, to wind up with, to the consummation of the 
remainders of the sacrificial cakes by officiants and sacrifieer 50). 

Mention has already been made of the relation obviously assumed to 
exist between the odana and the soma 51). The importanee of this point 
may justify a short digression 52). Discussing under the heading 'additional 
forms of the soma-sacrifice' the a~ugraha- SB. 4, 6, 1, 1 argues that 
this graha- , i.e. a ladleful of soma, which in this case seems to consist 
of imperfectly pressed soma-plants in water 53) - is no other than Prajäpati 
and than the sacrificer's self 54), "for Prajäpati is the self". "Henee when 
they draw that (ladlefui) they produce that self of his ... and verily the 
sacrifieer is bom with his whole body in yonder world". That the person 
"who redeems the oblation by the anvähärya mess of rice" 55) causes 
the entire sacrifice to be redeemed, which then becomes the sacrificer's 
self in yonder world, so "that the sacrifieer who knows this comes into 
existence in yonder world, with a complete body", is clearly stated in 
SB. 11, 1, 8, 6 56). There can be no doubt that the same idea of corporeal 
rebirth or survival in the heavenly regions was implied, or could easily 
be read, in other texts. Thus A V. 6, 117, 3 (cf. Kaus. 67, 19) "May we be 
without guilt in this (world), in the higher world, in the third world ... " 
is explained in the commentary ... : "in the higher world i.e. 'in heaven 
etc.', i.e. 'in a place where to enjoy the fruits of (our ritual and religious) 
merits by giving up this body and receiving a celestial body' ". AV. 4, 
14, 2 which stimulates the performer of a sava rite-the text is used in 

49) See Caland on ApSS. 3, 1, 1. 
50) For particulars, Caland-Henry, L'A~~oma, Paris 1906, p. 223 f. 
51) See above, p. 27. 
52) It may however be recalled that elsewhere a simila.r parallelism was assumed 

to exist between the haviryajiias (simple offerings of clarified butter etc.) and the 
soma libations. The mortar is for instanee addressed as a. wooden stone (VS. 1, 14; 
SB. 1, 1, 4, 7), i.e. believed to represent the pressing-stones with which soma. juice 
is extracted, "for just as in the soma-sacrifice they press soma out with stones, 
thus here also he prepares the oblation by means of the mortar and pestle ... ". 

58) See Eggeling, in S. B. E. 26, p. 424, n. l. 
54) For this identity see above, p. 38; 41. 
55) See above, p. 21 f. 
56) For a similar statement in connection with the man who is consecrated by 

the sauträmaIJ.i see SB. 12, 8, 3, 31. 
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Kausika 64, 23 and 68, 27 - to go to heaven and to join the gods, and 
similar texts may of course be understood in the same way. 

Refraining from adducing abundant evidence of the Vedic belief that 
the man who accumulated ritual merit builds his own 'heaven' - cf. e.g. 
1;tV. 1, 125,4; 5; AV. 3, 28, 5; 6; 6, 120, 3; 7, 80, 4 57)-1 find that this 
idea is not foreign to those circles which handed down the texts used in 
the sava rites. The commentary on AV. 4, 14, 2 explains the words "go 
to heaven" as follows: "ascend the 'vauit of heaven' which is the fruit 
of the sava-rites which you have performed . . . ; reach that world (loka-) 
which is the result of rites, supporting yourself by the various merits 
which were produced by sacrificial ceremonies etc." 58). 

A curious passage in the Satapathabrähma1).a (11, 5, 1, 14 f.) is among 
those places from which it is warranted to infer that also outside the 
atharva1).Ïc circles the cooking of a mess of rice was considered an element 
in an esoteric ritual procedure to obtain a higher state of existence. When 
Purüravas wished to become a gandharva it appeared that there was, 
among men, not that holy form of fire by sacrificing with which one would 
become a gandharva. Therefore the gandharvas advised him to co ok for 
a whole year a mess of rice (odana-) sufficient for four persons while taking 
logs from the asvattha tree etc. which were to be consecrated with particu
lar mantras. This procedure is however called esoteric (parok§am) , so 
that another method was indicated also: make a fire by means of two 
pieces of asvattha wood. The text is silent on the function of the odana, 
and almost all attention is focussed on the fire and firewood, but this 
does not mean that the rice-dish is in the 'esoteric rite' a matter of in
difference. Mter all that has been said in the above pages it is clear that 
the first advice given to Purüravas was: "Cook a brahmaudana", because 
a brahmaudana was intended for four persons (cätulJ,{Jprasyam). The same 
term occurs SB. 2, 1, 4, 4 dealing with the establishment of the sacred 
fires: "they then cook a rice-dish sufficient for the four (priests) to eat" 
(cät~prasyam odanarp, pacanti); the commentary explains: "for the 
officiants, viz. the adhvaryu, the brahman etc."). The complete expression 
is used SB. 13, 4, 1, 5 tebhyo 'dhvaryuIJ cät~prasyarp, brahmaudanarp, 
nirvapati. It seems worth while to consider this special odana - the name 

57) It ia my intention to diacuss the relevant places elsewhere. 
58) Some of the publications of M. Eliade roay be helpful in understanding the 

significance of these rites from the point of view of phenomenology of religion: 
Le mythe de l'éternel retour. Archétypes et répétition, Paria 41949, p. 65 f. (" ... 
Dans la mesure ou il répète Ie sacrmce archétypal, Ie sacrificateur en pleine opération 
cérémonielle abandonne Ie monde profane des mortels et s'insère dans Ie monde 
divin des iroroortels"); p. 120; p. 125 etc.; Birth and rebirth. The religioUB meanings 
ofinitiation inhuroan culture, New York 1958 (the same book in French: Naiasances 
mystiques, Paria 1959); The sacred and the profane. The nature of religion, the 
significance of religioUB myth, syroboIism, and ritual within life and culture, N ew 
York 1959. 
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of which opens the list of the twenty-two sava rites discussed in Kausika, 
chapter VIII-more closely. 

In the brähmaJ.las and srautasütras the term brahmaudana- denotes 
the "rice boiled for the priests officiating at a sacrifice" 59). This cooking 
constitutes the opening ceremony of the asvamedha 60), and it is, according 
to SB. 13, I, I, I, to produce seed (seminal Huid: retaM. "Le premier 
acte des cérémonies préparatoires du sacrifice est un acte qui symbolise 
Ie désir d'obtenir la fécondité" 61). The "seed" which is to be thrown 
in the officiants is rather to fecundate the sacrificer himself; cf. 13, I, I, 4 
"when the principal priests eat the brahmaudana the sacrificer thereby 
secures for himself the greatness (mahimanam) of the sacrifice; ... he thus 
lays - whether or not through the intermediary of the victim - seed into 
him(self)" 62). The rice mess is sufficient for four persons : "four bowlfuls, 
four double handfuls, four handfuls, that is to say, it is twelvefold 63), 
and twelve months are a year, and a year is everything", so that thereby 
"the sacrificer gains and secures everything" (13, 4, I, 5) 64). 

In expounding the asvamedha TaittBr. 3, 8, 2, I ff. furnishes us with 
the following information: cat~tayya äpo bhavanti. catu7y,8apho vä aSvaly, 
präjäpatyaly, samrdhyai. tä digbhyaly, samiiJJhrtä bhavanti. dik~u vä äpaly,. 
annarp, vä äpaly,. adbhyo vä annarp, jäyate. yad evädbhyo 'nnarp, jäyate, tad 
avarundhe. täsu brahmaudanarp, pacati. reto eva tad dadhäti. (2) catu7y,8arävo 
bhavati. dik~v eva pratiti~thati . ... catväro är~eyäly, praJnanti. disäm eva 
jyoti~i juhoti. catväri hira1Jyäni dadäti. disäm eva jyotirp,sy avarundhe: "The 
waters are fourfold (rain-water, water from a weIl, stagnant and Howing 
water, comm.). The horse has four hooves, it belongs to Prajäpati, 
(Prajäpati is in § 3 identified with the odana. The congruence in this 
being fourfold between the horse and the waters which are brought near) 
is to promote prosperity. These (waters) are collected from the (four) 
regions. The waters are, indeed, in the (four) regions. The waters are food. 
Food, indeed, arises from water. He secures the food which arises from 
the water. In these (waters) he cooks a brahmaudana. (Because seed 
proceeds from the rice-dish, comm.) it is seed he thus produces. (In § 4 

69) For a description of technical particulars see P. E. Dumont, L'ASvamedha, 
Paris-Louvain 1927, p. 14 f. For an explication ofthe term: comm. on SB. 13, I, I, I 
brähma'(Wbhya rtvigbhyalJ, (deyalJ,) odanalJ, brahmodana'l],. 

60) Cf. also AsvSS. 1, 4, I agnyädheyagraha~m aAvamedhe yat brahmaudana'TJl 
tatra ("on other occasions") naioo'TJl kartavyam. 

61) Dumont, o.c., p. 14, § 28. 
62) See also further on and Dumont, o.c., p. 15, § 32. 
68) For the number 12 see aIso TB. 3, 9, 18, 1 and 2: dväda8a brahmaudanän ..• 

niroopet. dväda8abhir vetJ#bhir yaieta ••• 
64) Cf. also KätySS. 4, 8, 4, the comm. adding some particulars with regard to 

the preparation : caturbhilJ, pätraiá carmatLi pra~pta'TJl haVÜJYa'TJl clttUllpraAya'TJl caturtUi'TJl 
präáanärha'TJl trptijananasamartham odana'TJl tasmin gärhapatytJgäre sthäpite 'gnau 
pacati. 
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the odana is identified with the seminal Huid: reto vai odanal}). (2) It is 
(a dish) measuring four sarävas (this should be the amount of rice from 
which the dish is to be prepared, comm.). It is (because of the sameness 
of the numbers, comm.) established in the (four) regions ... Four de
scendants of the p;!is (chief officiants, mahartvijal;, comm.) eat it. He 
really offers the oblation in the light of the regions. He gives (to the four 
officiants) four amounts of gold. He (thereby) just secures the lights of 
the regions." Cf. also ApSS. 20, 2, 3 ff. 

That the number four-for which see also ApSS. 5, 5, 1 and 4: four 
measures of rice and water - is characteristic of the brahmaudana is also 
apparent from TS. 3, 4, 8, 7: "lf the head of a family is expelled, the 
rä~trabhrt mantras (which are part of the agnicayana, or piling of the 
great fueplace: see TS. 3, 4, 7) should be pronounced in a rite for his 
benefit; they are greatness or pre-eminence (var~man-), so that he will 
be pre-eminent among his equals. One should also cook a brahmaudana 
four sarävas (platters, plates) in size, so that he will find support in the 
four quarters. Four descendants of r~is should partake of it ... " One 
cannot help remembering the catu1;tSaräva-sava of Kaus. 64, 1 and 67, 27 
which, like the rice-dish mentioned in TS., is enriched with ghee and 
offered to the guardian dei ties of the quarters. 

The number four 65) is, fust and foremost, conditioned by the use to 
be made of this dish. Four was the number of the priests required in 
simple i~tis (rites other than soma or animal sacrifices) like the Full and 
New Moon sacrifices 66), and of the chief priests officiating at the more 
complicated srauta rites 67). Cf. e.g. KätySS. 4, 8, 12 comm. tena (i.e. 
catu~pra8yena) caturo brähma1}iin bhojayitvä. In view of the strong incli
nation of the Vedic Aryans to associate and co-ordinate entities and 
concepts belonging to different provinces of nature, earthly phenomena 
and domains of thought it was inevitable that these four priests - whatever 
the prehistory of the institution 68) - were connected with other 'fourfold 
wholes' . When, in the räjasüya ceremonies, the priests sit down in a 
circle round the king in order to do homage to him, they are seated towards 
the four points of the compass 69). Moreover, "whatever there is towards 
the middle of the kingdom ... , of that the eastern region belongs to the 
hotar, the southern to the brahman, the western to the adhvaryu, the 
northern to theudgätar" (SB. 13, 5, 4, 24; 13, 6, 2, 18; 13, 7, 1, 13). 
That means that this ritual four was brought into close connection with 
the 'cosmic number' four, the number of the regions of the universe 

65) Cf. also ApSS. 5, 5, 1 and Caland's translation. 
66) For particulars see e.g. A. B. Keith, Religion and philosophy of the Veda 

and Upanishads, Cambridge Mass. 1925, p. 294 ff.; Kane, Rist. of Dharmaáiistra, 
lI, p. 981, n. 2228. 

67) Cf. e.g. ApSS. 10, 1, 8 ff. and Caland's notes (Srautas. des Apast., lI, p. 122). 
68) Cf. Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 141 f.; Keith, o.C., p. 289 ff. 
69) See also Eggeling, in S. B. E. 41, p. 108 f. (note). 
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which together constitute a complete whole 70). As winning the four 
quarters of space, i.e. the universe, was believed to be the preliminary 
of access to heaven, we may have discovered here one of the motives 
why the brahmaudana was considered a means of conveying the sacrifieer 
to the celestial regions. Four might moreover be easily converted into 
twelve, the number of the months of the year, "which is the All (sarvam) " , 
by taking, for the mess of rice, four bowlfuls, four double handfuls, and 
four handfuls: thus one gains and secures the All (SB. 13, 4, I, 5). 

The above association between a brahmaudana, sacrificial butter, 
sarävas (platters) and the number four (four brahmans) is characteristic 
of the ritual act mentioned at TS. 5, 7, 3, 4 and ApSS. 17, 17, 10; LätySS. 
4, 9, 10 ff. Among the miscellaneous rites connected with the construction 
of the great fire-place (agnicayana-) is the cooking of a brahmaudana in 
butter (äjya-) which happens to be left over. Four brahmans should eat 
it (LätySS. 4, 10, II ... catväro mahartvijalp prMnantiti ha cätu~prä8ya
prä8anam). As the brahman is (identical with) Agni Vaisvänara and 
Vaisvänara is the form dear to Agni, one establishes this food in the god's 
dear form. Whereas the TaittSarp.h. has the sacrifieer give four cows, 
so that he will in the hereafter "milk with them the fire" (täbhir ... agnirp, 
duhe) , Ap. offers a choice : one may instead of the brahmaudana co ok 
an odana four sarävas in size, besprinkIe it with sacrificial butter and 
offer it, as food, to the brahmans (... brahmaudanarp, paktvä caturo 
brähma1}iin bhojayet, catul.t8arävarp, vaudanarp, paktvä .. . bhojayet). It is 
clear that this authority, like Kausika, distinguishes a brahmaudana- from 
a saräva- odana-. In his case these rites may be performed alternatively 71). 
The number four is still more in prominenee in the parallel text MSS. 
6, 2, 5, 27: "One shall boil in the rest of the sacrificial butter four dishfuls 
of rice of 'living' (germinant) grains 72) and give it to the chief priests, 
and to each of them four milch cows" (äjyät s~e catul.t8arävarp, jivatar.uJ,ulam 
odanam paktvä madhyatalpkäribhyo dadyät, tebhyaS catasraS catasro dhenülp). 

TS. 6, 5, 6 relates the mythical story of the goddess Aditi, who being 
desirous of offspring, cooked a brahman's rice mess for the Sädhya gods. 
They gave the remains to her, which she ate. Thereupon, she became 
pregnant and gave birth to the four Adityas. She cooked a second mess 
from which she ate fust expecting stronger ones to be born from her. 
As this design turned out a failure, she cooked a third dish for the Adityas 

70) See F. Heiler, Erscheinungsformen und Wesen der Religion, Stuttgart 1961, 
p. 166. On the importance of numbers in the Veda H. OIdenberg, Vorwissenschaft. 
liche Wissenschaft. Die Weltanschauung der Brähmaz:la-Texte, Göttingen 1919, p. 
46 ff. (p. 48: "So sind die Zahlen ein wesentlicher Faktor, der diesem mystischen 
Weltbild seinen Charakter geben hilft"). 

71) Cf. aIso Caland, o.c., li, p. 93, note on ApSS. 17, 17, 10. 
72) The expression jivatarujulam (sc. odanam) occurs aIso ApSS. 1, 7, 12. Caland 

(Das Srautasiitra des Apastamba, I, Göttingen-Leipzig 1921, p. 20), translating 
"von lebendigen Körnern", remarks : "das Mahlen, d.h. das Töten der Körner, 
findet also nicht statt. Die Körner sollen ganz bleiben" . 
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who wished that he who should be born might be one of them, etc. What 
is interesting is, fust, that eating the remains of sacrificial food offered 
to gods leads to success, not cooking for oneself, or eating fust, before 
the gods or others, and in the second place that the number of the Adityas 
which usually is seven, or eight (, or twelve) 73), here initially is four. This 
narrative of Aditi's cooking being also referred to in AV. 11, 1, 1 (quoted 
Kaus. 60, 19) and 11, 1, 11 (quoted 61, 23) constitutes so to say a bond 
between the brahmaudana of the brähmal}.as and that described in 
Kausika and the Atharvaveda 74). It no doubt was a well-known myth 
explaining the origin of the rite and basing it on a sound foundation, viz. 
on an event in the divine sphere beyond phenomenal time and reality. 

Postponing a comparison between both rites we will now look more 
closely at some variants of this narrative and its place in the ritual. In 
the above Taitt. text it serves to introduce an exposition of the ädityagraha-, 
i.e. that particular ladle-full of soma which, at the beginning of the 
afternoon(evening)-service is poured in honour of the Adityas 75). It is, 
however, no more than an introduction; the essential part of the exposition 
is concerned with the ritual significance of the ädityagraha, which is 
drawn from the remnant because the AdityaB were born from the remnant 
of the sacrificial food. It may even be absent: thus the parallel tradition 
of the Ka~has Kapi~~halas makes no mention of Aditi and her cooking 
(Kä~hS. 28, 6; KapS. 44, 6; see also MS. 4, 6, 9) 76). 

In the five texts which are to follow the theme under consideration 
forms part of a discussion of the agnyädheya rite 77) which being an i~~i 
and therefore performed by the sacrificer and his wife with the help of 
four officiants is the solemn placing of burning fuel for the generation of 
the gärhapatya and other fues, meant for all sacrificial rites 78). This rite 
comprises, inter alia, the kindling of a particular fue, the brahmaudanika- 79 ). 

To the west of that fue - which, like the porridge which is to be cooked 
on it, will be the pivot of a series of interesting ritual acts - the adhvaryu 
puts apart - he "scatters": nirvapati -, at night, on the red hide of a 
bull four dishfuls of rice with the fourfold formula (ApSS. 5, 5, 2) "I 
scatter what is pleasing to präl}.a ("expiration"; etc. 80)) which is brah
man" 81). He cooks the grains in four vessels. Part of the food is offered 

78) See the translation and the commentary and compare aIso AV. 11, 1, 24 
(Kauá. 62, 1) and 12, 3, 11 (Ka.uá. 61, 3). See aIso AV. 6, 81, 3. 

74) I fail to see why the references in the brähmaI}.a.s should be considered "an 
echo" of AV. 11, 1, 1 (Whitney.Lanma.n, o.c., p. 612). 

75) See Caland.Henry, L'Agnif?toma, p. 330. 
78) Cf. SB. 4, 3, 5, 1 ff. 
77) 1 aIso refer to Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 139. 
78) Keith, Religion and Philosophy, p. 316 ff.; Kane, o.c., II, p. 986 ff. 
79) See further on. 
80) For prätuJ.- etc. see Dumont, J. Am. Or. Soc. 77, p. 46 f. 
81) Cf. BaudhSS. 2, 13: 55, 16 "I scatter what plea.ses brahman" (brahma!1-6 

iwJ!a'f!/- nirvapämi). 
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into the brähmaudanika fire ("this is for brahman, not mine") 82). Finally 
he offers the food on the four (thus ApSS. 5, 5, 9) dishes in a peculiar way 
to the four priests. The remaining portion of the brahmaudana is enriched 
by the rest of the clarified sacrificial butter and three pieces of firewood 
which are a span in length are tumed about in it and then put on the 
brähmaudanika fire. At this moment the sacrificer gives three heifers to 
the adhvaryu and a similar number to each of the officiants who eat the 
boiled rice 83). It may be parenthetically recalled that this is not the only 
occasion on which food is distributed among the four officiants. At the 
Full and New Moon sacrifice, before the cooking of the anvähärya odana 
which is to be the dakl?il.lä for the officiants, the sacrificial cake sacred to 
Agni is divided among these functionaries: "Der Yajamäna B4) legt diese 
vier Teile in die vier Zwischengegenden ... und weist sie ... bei der Agni 
gehörigen Stelle beginnend den Priestem zu" 85). 

A shorter version of the Aditi myth is handed down in the Käthakam 
(KS. 7, 15 and the parallels KapS. 6, 5 and the atharval.lÏc GopB. 1, 2, 15): 
"Aditi who was desirous of offspring cooked an odana-. She ate the 
remnants of it. She conceived a child. Thereupon the Adityas were born". 
Leaving the different phraseology out of consideration, it may be noticed, 
first that the food is here simply an odana, not a brahmaudana, and in 
the second place that the Sädhya gods are omitted, the text being silent 
about the recipients. The author adds that cooking an odana means a 
beginning, an approach. It is, moreover, a womb and the firewood, which 
must measure a short span-that is the length ofthe ätman, corresponding 
to Prajäpati -, is the semen. Mter a year "the seed which is deposited 
(in the womb) is bom". When af ter a year one adds fuel to the fire one adds 
it to him who then has been bom. A shorter term is possible at the sacrificer's 
option. The Adityas who partake of the remainders went with the sacrifieer 
who added fuel to the fire to the world beyond, protecting the road, 
and so now also that sacrificer goes to heaven who duly performs the 
ritual acts in connection with the agnyädheya and anoints the firewood 
with the remnant. 

According to another variant of the same mythical narrative, Aditi 
conceives, af ter cooking four times, four times two sons: TB. 1, 1, 9, 1 ff. 
"Aditi was desirous of sons. She cooked a brahmaudana for the Sädhya 
gods. They gave her the remains. She ate these. She became pregnant. 
To her Dhätar and Aryaman were bom. She cooked a second time. They 
gave her the remains. She ate these. She became pregnant. To her Mitra 

82) Cf. also the comm. on AV. 11, 1, 11 (see further on, p. 71); Kane, o.c., II, 
p. 990. 

83) One might sIso refer to LätySS. 4, 12, 9 cätWlprlMya'fJ'/, ca prä8natsu dhenu'fJ'/, 
dadyäd brahma'l)e 'dhvaryave cägnipadam . .. 

84) The sacrificer. 
85) Hillebrandt, Neu- und Vollmondsopfer, p. 127 f. See e.g. TB. 3, 3, 8, 7; 

ApSS. 3, 3. 
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and VaruI).a were bom. She ... ; to her AIJlsa and Bhaga were bom. She ... ; 
to her Indra and Vivasvän were born. When one cooks a brahmaudana 
which is to be eaten by brahmans, one 'places seed' (i.e. one fecundates)". 
The fire must accordingly burn for a year because an embryo grows for 
a year: the cooking is a pregnancy 86). The ritual direction to cook a 
brahmaudana (ApSS. 5, 5, 1 ff.) is based on this text (cf. KS. 7, 15; MS. 
1, 6, 11): "der Opferveranstalter bringt dadurch den Samen in seine 
Gattin" 87). There must be room here for the observation that according 
to the commentator (SäyaI).a) on TB. 1, 1, 9 the brahmaudana is so called 
because it is a rice-dish cooked in order to be an oblation for the god 
Brahmä and food for the brahmans and officiants (brahmä'fJa'Yfo devam 
uddisya homiirtha'Yfo briihma'fJiinäm rtvijii'Yfo ca prasanärtha'Yfo ca pacyamäna 
odano brahmaudanalJ,). Some of the accompanying mantras are of special 
interest: "from the human sphere I (the sacrificer) go to the divine"; 
"kindling the fire I win conquer death" (TB. 1, 2, 1, 15). The sacrificer 
kindles a new fire by means of fire-sticks which have been heated on the 
brahmaudana fire when the latter has gone out 88). He thus propagates 
the fire, and this win in like manner propagate him in heaven. 

In the MaiträyaI).i SaIJlhitä, 1, 6, 12 the motif of the birth of four pairs 
of twins and that of Aditi's desire to eat first combine and the story is 
related in illustration of the ritual direction that the sacrificer who is in 
the morning to add fuel to his fires should in the night 89) before cook 
an odana on four sarävas and offer it to the brahmans as germinant rice 
(catuMariivam odana'Yfo paktvii briihma'fJebhyo jivatar,uf,ulam ivopaharet) 90). 

Likewise in connection with the horse-sacrifice KätyäyanaSrS. 20, 1,4 f. 
prescribes that "he should cook a brahmaudana of four bowls, four 
double handfuls, and four handfuIs, offer that to the four chief officiants 
and give then four thousand cows and four quantities of gold" (that is 
to say, the commentator observes, to each priest one thousand cows etc.) 91). 

Here our attention is caught by a remark made by Kesava on Kausika 
ch. 63: iti brahmaudanaprakrtisarvasavavidhiina'Yfo samäpta'Yfo ... atharvave
davihitii yiigii ete. iivasathyiidhiine savayajfïiin krtvii tato ' gnyiidhiina'Yfo kuryiit, 

86) TB. 1, 1, 9, 10 yathä loke 8a'l'(tvatsara'l'(t garbhe dhatte reto 'nte prajanayati 
toovat etad bhavati. 

87)Caland, Srautas. des Apast., I, p. 139. 
88) Cf. the comm. on TB. I, 1, 9, 10 (B. Ind., Il, p. 62) brähmaudanikägnisam

bandhibhasmäny apodühya ni1J,särya tasmin sthäne taptäbhyäm arartibhyäm agni1J1 
manthet. tasmin 8thäne yeya'l'(t manthanakriyä 8aiva brahmaudanikasyägner utpatsya
mäneOOgninä saha 8ä santatilJ,. 

89) See sbove, p. 56. 
90) Another reference to the same narrative which need not interest us here 

occurs in the same work 2, 1, 12: aditir vai prajäkämaudanam apaèat 80cchUjta,m 
Moot ta'l'(t vä indram antar eva garbha'l'(t 8antam ayaB'l'nayena dämnäpaumbhat so 
'pobdho 'jäyata. 

91) The pancaAaräva- odana- for Indra mentioned in TB. 3, 7, 1, 8 need not 
detsin us here. See aIso the notes on KanS. 64, 6-16 and 64, 27. 
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brahmaudanarp, vä kuryät . ... ädhäne nityarp, savadänam. From this intere 
esting note it appears that the savas-the standard form of which is the 
brahmaudana - , which are sacrificial ceremonies enjoined by the Atharva
veda, are, also according to this authority, to be performed when one 
establishes a domestic fire (cf. PGS. 1, 2, 13) and to be followed by an 
agnyädhäna (=agnyädheya) 92) ceremony or a brahmaudana; on the 
occasion of the placing of the sacred fire a sava-oblation (savadäna-) is 
obligatory. 

Yet, the difference between the atharval.lic brahmaudana and the rite 
of the same name mentioned in the brähmal.las and sütras is considerable. 
This may explain that atharval.lic scholarship even was in a state of 
uncertainty as to the meaning of the very term. The commentator on 
A V. 11, 1, 1 defines it as either brahma1Je jagatsr~tre svähäkäre1Ja deya 
odanalJ "a rice-dish to be offered to Brahmä, the creator of the world to 
the accompaniment of the consecratory utterance svähä" or (yad vä) 
brahmaudanasaväkhye 'smin karma1Ji brähma1Jänäm bhojanäya bhägatvena 
kalpita odano brahmaudanalJ "a b. is a rice-dish prepared and divided in 
parts in order to feed (the) brahmans in this rite which is called brahmau
danasava". (It is true that both purposes combine in the above definition 
given in the commentary on TB. 1, 1, 9). Whereas in the brähmal.las 
etc. a brahmaudana is, as already pointed out, a rice-dish to be eaten at 
a given moment of a sacrifice by the chief officiants (see also ApSS. 
5, 5, 1 ff.), so that the sacrificer may win "the greatness of the sacrifice" 
etc., an atharval.lic brahmaudana is indeed a central rite, in a way a 
substitute for a soma sacrifice, and essentially intended to secure for the 
sacrificer the heavenly regions ; it is the path leading to the gods (A V. 
11, 1, 20), although it secondarily increases his offspring, expels demons, 
etc. (11, 1, 21 f.). 

From the elaborate directions given by Apastamba (SrS. 5, 4, 12-5, 
7, 15) 93) it appears that this food is to be prepared on a special fire fetched 
from the domestic fire and kindled behind the gärhapatya - or according 
to some authorities on the gärhapatya fire-place-or (with or without 
some special ritual acts) in the entire domestic fire, or in a new fire. The 
atharval.lic rice is on the other hand cooked on the aupäsana fire. Unlike 
Kausika the TaittBr. and ApastSrS. dweIl on the fire on which the dish 
is to be cooked. This fire is to be maintained for a year (TB. 1, 1, 9, 7}. 
The rite is obligatory for an Aryan who wishes to establish his ritual 
fires (TB. 1, 1, 9, 10). Some ritualists even went so far as to consider that 
the cooking of the rice-dish takes place, not with the view of the latter 
being eaten by the officiants, but merely to afford an opportunity for 
putting the kindling-sticks on the fire, and thereby securing to the sacrificer 

92) Cf. Kauá. 60, 1 with tha nota. 
93) For a complete tra.n.slation with notes see Caland, Srautas. des Apast., !, 

p. 139 ff. 
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the benefits accruing to him from the mode of ignition associated with 
the brahmaudana (Säya~a on SB. 2, 1, 4, 5 samidädhäniirtha evaudano 
na prii8aniirtha iti tat prii8anarrt niidara'fJ-iyam). 

The mantras used in both rituals are different. The rice which in the 
former rite must be "alive" is in the latter pounded, a process identified 
with the pressing of the soma staiks 94). Whereas the rather concise de
scription of the srautasütras dwells mainly on the procedure to be adopted 
in offering the food to the four officiants - who, as in Kausika, must be 
descendants of the great r~is of yore - and on the remains of the odana 
(remember the Aditi myth) and the pieces of asvattha wood which are 
to be thrown into them-TB. 1, 1, 9, 4 ("this is to furnish the seed with 
bones") intimating that the brahmaudana is a fecundity rite -, Kausika 
provides us with an elaborate description of a rite intended to raise the 
sacrificer to the celestial world and, in addition to this, expected to bring 
him cattie, offspring, advancement etc. 

Despite the considerable difference bet ween the two rites there is a 
curious point of agreement in the occurrence of the characteristic number 
four. This recurs Kaus. 61, 12-in a context different from the srauta 
rite- "or (he scatters) four times with the cooking vessel". What is of 
gteater interest is that Kausika is 63, 3 quite explicit in stating that 
four descendants of r~is, who know the Atharvaveda are to sit down 
near the offering, the commentator Kesava adding that they are to be 
invited and quoting AV. 11, 1, 26 in which "the seers, descendants of the 
seers are invited to the brahmaudana" 95). 

Interestingly enough the importance of tetrads in connection with the 
brahmaudana is much emphasized in the Gopathabrähma~a, which does 
not only belong to the Atharvaveda, but in its fust part is especially 
bent on exalting the functions of the brahman priest, i.e. on glorifying 
the Atharvan officiants, their tenets and rites 96). In GB. 1, 2, 16 97) we 
are informed that Prajäpati (the Lord and creator of creatures), i.e. (cf. 
1, 1, 4) Atharvan (who here is the Primeval One), God, af ter having 
performed austerity (tapas) created the cätulJ,prii8yarrt brahmaudanam, 
which is homologized with the four worlds (earth, atmosphere, heaven, 
water), the four gods (Agni, Väyu, Sun and Moon), the four Vedas (the 
threefold Knowledge and the atharva~c corpus, called brahmaveda), and 
the four sacerdotal functions (of hotar, adhvaryu, udgätar and brahman). 
It may be remembered that to the Gopathabrähma~a in order to maintain 
the fourfold nature of Vedic tradition and to carry to the front the 
Atharvaveda and the fourth priest, the brahman, who must be a knower 

94) See also the note on Kauá. 63, 3. 
95) See the note on 63, 3. 
96) Bloomfield, A V. and GB., p. 101 f.; 107 f. 
97) GB. I, I, 15 briefly relates the familiar story of Aditi eating the Ieavings of 

the brahmaudana dilating upon the significance of Bre·sticks, Bre etc.; see above. 
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of that Veda, "every tetrad is a veritable godsend" 98), which could serve 
to prove the "need and primordiality of the fourfold Veda". As already 
observed by Bloomfield 99) this subject is not, as might be expected, 
dealt with in relation to AV. 11, 1 and 12, 3 and the atharvaI).Ïc type of 
the brahmaudana described in Kausika, but in order to show that the 
brahmaudana at the agnyädheya is an essential element in the atharvaI.lic 
system of tetrads. This view is supported by liturgic explanations of the 
mantra catväri srngä etc., which is inter alia J;tV. 4, 58, 3 glorifying soma 
as a marvellous bull, an explanation which is parallel to, yet different 
from, that presented by the ritualists belonging to other schools. Thus 
Mahidhara, on VäjSa:rp.h. 17, 91 takes the view that this bull is the genius 
of the sacrifice (yajiiapuru~a-). The two heads mentioned in the stanza 
are in GB., l.c. said to be the brahmaudana and pravargya 100) rites, an 
interpretation found also in SäyaI.la's commentary on J;tV. 4, 58, 3. That 
is to say the brahmaudana, accompanied by the mantras is the head of 
the sacrifice. The sacrifice of the man who performs a brahmaudana 
without the mantras will be headless 101). Therefore one should perform 
it with the mantras 102). 

A comparison between SB. 12, 3, 5, 3 ff. and JB. 2, 38 seems to show 
arelation between the brahmaudana with the soma and a certain inter
changeability between this rite and other offerings. In these sections the 
problem is discussed as to how to guard against the interruption of the 
obligatory sacrifices in case the sacrificer is undertaking a year-Iong 
consecration. The answer is that the fast-milk is a substitute for the 
agnihotra, the ghee and the sacrificial cake for the Full-moon sacrifice, 
etc. Whereas both texts are in the main in agreement, there are some 
striking differences, of which one is relevant to our theme. In addition 
to the agnihotra etc. JB. makes mention of the grhamedha (domestic 
sacrifice), the brahmaudana and cohabitation. Instead of these SB. 
mentions the offering of the first-fruits and the soma sacrifice. While 
SB. 12,3,5,7 presents the view that a soma caru (saumyacaru-, an oblation 
of rice, barley etc. boiled with butter and milk) 103) may serve as a substi
tute for the first-fruits rite, JB. considers it a means of precluding the 
omission of the brahmaudana. It may be interesting to mention also SB. 
2, 4, 3, 13 teaching in connection with the offering of the first-fruits that 

98) Bloomfield, O.C., p. 105. 
99) Bloomfield, O.C., p. 112. 
100) Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 153. 
101) This SOOlnB to be the author's intention; the text is corrupt. 
102) Discussing in 1, 2, 18-21 the significance of the agnyädheya the author of 

GB. relates that Agni Jätavedas exhibits his virtues in four different ways. In 
21 he explains why a cow (i.e. the cow which has yielded the milk for the brahmau
dana) and gold is presented to the brahmans at the ceremony of the cätu}yprä8ya
odana· (see Vait. 6, 6; LätySS. 4, 12, 8 f.). 

103) Caland.Henry, L'A~toma, p. 362 fT. See also JB. I, 167 (translated by 
Caland, Jaim. br. in Auswahl, no. 60). 
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the dak~ÏJ;lä (sic I) 104), as circumstances may require, is either the first
born calf, or an odana for four persons, to be eaten by the priests. In 
the same work, 2, 1, 4, 4 the opinion is pronounced that one obtains the 
same wish by entertaining brahmans with a cät~prä8ya- odana- and by 
having them in one's house as residents. 

The term brahmaudana- occurs also in the domestic ritual. AsvGS. 1, 
22, 12 has the Veda student af ter collecting his begged food cook, in the 
evening, such a dish from that food, known as "belonging to the study of 
the Veda": astam ite brahmaudanam anupravacaniyarp, srapayitväcäryäya 
vedayita. The commentator NäräyaJ}.a adds that this food is prepared in 
the manner prescribed for the (domestic) cooked sacrIDces. It is offered 
to the brahmans af ter the student's teacher, to whom the dish has been 
announced, has four times offered from it. 

It is clear that there existed not one uniform brahmaudana rite, but 
several variants (cf. also AsvSS. 1,4,1 and the comm.) 105). The agnyädheya 
and asvamedha rites of the srauta ceremonies incorporated, together with 
many other elements, a ritual cooking of a brahman rice-dish. According 
to some authorities (cf. SB. 13,3,6,6; cf. KätySS. 20, 8, 29, and the comm.: 
athavä pratyaharp, brahmaudano bhavati) the preparation of such a mess 
could, in the horse-sacrifice, even be replaced by the performance of the 
same number of i~~is, a procedure from which the followers of the Sata
pathabrähmaJ}.a are however dissuaded (13,3,6,7). Like the brahmaudana 
which might incidentally find a place in grhya-ritual this ritual act remained 
a subordinate event, an episode introduced into, or forming part of, a 
long series of ritual acts. In the atharvaJ}.Ïc ritual however it is not only 
an important rite of considerable proportions, but even - together with 
the svargaudana - the model or standard to be followed in performing 
a score of variant rites. The assumption seems warranted that this athar
vaJ}.ic complex of rites-which seems to have been a practice of long 
standing (AV. 11, 1, 19) -is the result of a particular development the 
initial stage of which must have been the establishment of the brahman 
rice-cooking as a complicated rite of considerable dimensions. In the 
preceding pages it has been my endeavour to show that soma characteristic 
aspects of ritual rice cooking and of the offering of a rice-mess to brahmans 
may have considerably tended to facilitate this development. The use 
made in the atharvan school of Vedic ritual and the underlying theory 

104) See above, section lil, p. 18ff. 
105) It is no part of my task to inquire into the later development of the ideas 

concerning the brahmaudana. The brahmaudana fire is e.g. MatsyaP. 51. 8 regarded 
as the foremost of the sacral fires, and also called bhärata· (bharata.) which is another 
name for Agni (SB. 1,4,2,2; 1,5, 1,8). Brahmauda.na. is the fundamental principle 
brahman itself, whose food (odana.) is the cosmos. The universe is as food offered 
to brahman, which is a fiery principle and the self-existent ultimate creative force 
(cf. ~V. 10,81, 1); or brahman is performing the sarvahut· sacrifice (cf. RV. 10, 90, 8). 
Other speculations tend to identify the brahmaudana with Agni Vaiávanara. (See 
also V. S. Agrawala, Matsya.Purii.I"la, Varanasi 1963, p. 158). 
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which must have formed in the brains of the atharva~ic thinkers are in 
a way the consequence of a complex of ideas widely and from of old 
accepted in connection with rice cooking 106). We must however beware 
of the conclusion that the only atharva~c use made of the brahmaudana 
rite was that which comes to the fore in Kausika VIII. From a pI ace 
such as A V. 4, 35, 7 it is sufficiently clear that it was also to make the 
sacrificer successful in worldly affairs and matters of social and practical 
religious moment: "I beat down the hater, the god-insulter, let my rivals 
be (driven) away. I cook the all-conquering brahman rice-mess. Let the 
gods hear me who am full of 'faith' ". 

The two main siiktas (AV. ll, 1 and 12, 3) are no less explicit on this 
point. Although there can be no doubt whatever that the most desired 
effect of the cooking is that the sacrificer and his wife "will come into 
existence from what is cooked" (AV. 12, 3, 2; 9)-in ll, 1, 4 Agni is 
besought to make, whiIe cooking the oblation, the sacrificer ascend the 
hlghest firmament; notice also the frequent occurrence of 8varga- "heaven" 
in these texts -,other purposes are, as already observed, by no means 
excluded: "Thls act of worship must acquire (secure) for you unimpaired 
welfare, protection, offspring, cattIe, heroes; it must be creatively powerful 
(ugraM" (ll, 1, 15). From the interesting passage Kaus. 61, 15-17 it is, 
moreover, evident that the sacrificer and hls wife might, during this rite, 
choose particular boons. As is weIl known sacrifices were generally speaking 
performed for a great variety of purposes - prosperity, superiority, freedom 
from fear or illness, victory, continuance of life etc. -, but among these 
were also special wishes or relief from distress or anxiety of almost any 
kind 107). 

VI 

As already observed by Bloomfield 1) many of the savas enumerated 
in these sections of the Kausikasiitra "centre around an animaI". Yet 
this statement also might lead the reader to draw incorrect conclusions. 
Of the twenty-two savas distinguished by Kesava2) twelve involve the 
immolation of an animal. The two rites which are considered as para
digmatic and therefore are described at fuIllength, the brahmaudana- and 
the 8vargaudana-, are bloodIess, and so are the catu~arävasava- (64, 1: 
the offerings of rice enriched with ghee are made to four gods on four 
platters or potsherds); the brahmäsyaudana- (66, 6: cooked rice is filled 

106) Remember also Indra's fivefold rice-dish in TB. 3, 7, I, 8 and Kam. 64, 6 ff. 
107) Cf. e.g. Caland, Altindische Zauberei, Amsterdam 1908; Over de wensch

offers, Amsterdam 1902; Dumont, L'Agnihotra, Baltimore 1939, p. 40 f. etc.; ApSS. 
19, 18. 

1) Bloomfield, AV. and GB., p. 78. 
2) Bloomfield's edition, p. 364. 
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up with honey, ghee, liquor, milk etc.); the sava for escaping death 
(atimrtyusava- 66, ll); the pauna"bAilasava- (66, 15: a honey-dish is offered); 
the pavitrasava- (66, 16 : a dish consisting of rice and sesame is prepared 
and presented); the urvariisava- (66, 15: the offer consists of a cultivated 
field); the sälasava- (66, 22 ff., a horse is 'offered') and the brhaspatisava-, 
Kesava, p. 365, 1. 2). In other cases however the offering of the cooked 
rice combines indeed with the offering of an animal 3). Thus there are: 
a sava with a white-footed sheep (avisava-, 64, 2), two savas with a goat 
(ajaudanasava-, 64, 23, and paficaudanasava-, 64, 6 and 27); the satau
danasava- (65, 1), in which a barren cow (va8ä-) is slaughtered and, in 
accordance with the name of the rite, offered together with a hundred 
portions of cooked rice; the anaq,uhsava- (66, 12) of which a draught-ox is 
the victim which is to be offered together with the cooked rice; the 
karkïsava- (66, 13), involving the immolation of a white calf; the pr~isava
and pr§1Jigasava- (66, 14) in which a spotted cow is sacrificed; the 
r§abhasava- (66, 18) involving the offering of a bull; the two vaSiisavä"'" 
(66, 20) in performing which a barren cow is offered; the gosava- (66, 19) 
in which a cow is killed, its parts being offered to different deities. 

What strikes us in these texts is the extollation of these victims and 
their assimilation to, or identification with, powers of high standing, and 
even with the highest powers or deities. In 4, II for instance-with regard 
to which I would not be able to substantiate the view expressed by 
BIoomfield 4) that it has been adopted secondarily-the draught-ox is 
explicitly said to be Indra, and, as to his drawing or conducting power, 
Agni, the god of fire who conveys the oblations to the gods; that he 
sustains the parts of the universe, traversing its triple ways, that such 
high divinities and powers as Prajäpati and Viräj have gone into him 
etc. The bull of AV. 9, 4 is assimilated to such celestial "bulls" as Indra 
and the "Ruddy One", i.e. the sun; he is said to be Indra's force, VaruJ).a's 
two arms etc. We may endorse what in this connection has been said by 
Bloomfield 5): "Every animal offered ... is both itself and a cosmic power 
of the first rank". Thus the gift of a goat (aja-) is accompanied by as
sertions such as "the he-goat is Agni and the goat is called light" (AV. 
9, 5, 7); "expelling darkness he is invited to ascend to the world of religious 
merit" (9, 5, 9). Instead of the thesis that the gift of this animal "finds 
in the divine Aja Ekapäd 6) a convenient peg to fasten 'theosophic' 

8) For a survey ofthe twenty-two savas soo N. J. Shende, Religion and philosophy 
of the AV., Poona 1952, p. 190 ff. 

4) Bloomfield, l.c. 
5) Bloomfield, o.c., p. 87; 90. 
6) See e.g. Keith, Religion and philosophy, p. 62 ("the one·footed goat may be 

the lightning flash that descends to earth in a single streak", cf. aIso E. W. Fay, 
The Aryan god of lightning, Am. J. of Phil. 17, p. 1 ff.; 7); H. Oldenberg, Die 
Religion des Veda, Stuttgart 8,41923, p. 70 saw in that figure the conception of a 
goat which holds apart sky and earth, 7; according to Henry, Les hymnes Rohitas, 
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disquisitions upon", I would rather suppose the divinization of the he
goat - whose name mayalso be understood as the "unborn one" i.e. "he 
who exists from all eternity" - to have been facilitated by the speculations 
on that divine being whose name, it is true, occurs in the AV. (19, 11,3), 
but not in the relevant sütras 7). These identifications are however also 
found in other sources 8). They essentially are to express the idea that, 
at least in the sacred sphere of the rite which is being performed, the 
animal represents, or simply is, the highest deity or the highest power. 
The rites and especially the consecratory stanzas accompanying it are to 
'transmute' the victim - as well as the rice-dish 9) -, to transform it into 
a 'divine' 'universal' bull or 'draught-ox', to identify it with the many 
and various aspects of the highest divine principle, with manifold ideas 
representing the last and most general concepts which had by various 
sages and thinkers been assumed to be the foundation of all phenomenal 
existence and which were at the same time supposed to be of the utmost 
importance for those who aspire to the Highest Good 10). The victims are 
means of realizing the ambitions of these sacrificers who by the proper 
ritual techniques or by identifying themselves with them by means of 
the right ritual and 'mystic' knowledge wished to gain heavenly or divine 
existence. The man who believes in the Highest (whether it is God, or a 
power), who (which) is also the sacrificial bull or ox, will, provided he 
perform the rite prescribed by Kausika, succeed and eventually gain 
celestial life, or be absorbed in God (Cülikä Upan. 20 f.). 

That is why I would object to formulations Buch as: " ... the devoted 
Va8Ü- (barren cow of AV. 10, 10) 11) provokes metaphysical disquisitions 
so fleeting, disjointed and unsteady, that it is arelief to reassure one's 
self with the aid of st. 1 that it is af ter all a cow with hoofs and a tail" 12); 

Paris 1891, p . 25, it is asolar being, ?; Dumont, J. Am. Or. Soc. 53 (1933), p. 326 
regards this goat as a representative of the sun, bis one foot being a sort of pillar 
which supports that luminary; (cf. aIso J. Przyluski, in Bull. Sch. of Or. Stud. 6 
(1930), p. 457 f.); J. W. Hauer, in R. Otto, Das Gefühl des Ûberweltlichen, München 
1932, p. 69 as the a.erial vortex conceived as a numinous being. 

7) See also the note on Kauá. 64, 23. 
8) See the relative notes and as to AV. 4, 11 aIso "A note on Atharvaveda 4,11" 

in Umesha Mishra Commem. VoL, Allahabad 1965. 
9) For the odana- and especially for its remnant see aIso section VII. 
10) To what extent a sacrifice may co-operate in bringing about important 

'technical' effects or results which cannot be attained by mere technics or non
ritual skill may appear from an important type of ritual acts studied by Eliade. 
"Pour assurer la fusion, Ie 'mariage des métaux', il faut qu'un être vivant 'anime' 
l'opération, et la meilleure voie reste Ie sacrifice, Ie transfert d'une vie. L'äme de 
la victime change d'enveloppe charnelle: elle échange son corps humain pour un 
nouveau 'corps' ... qu'elle rend 'vivant', qu'elle 'anime' ... Ie sacrifice aux fourneaux 
constitue une application du mythe cosmogonique, et les nouvelles valeurs qu'il 
développe" (Forgerons et alchimistes, Paris 1956, p. 66 ff.). 

11) Cf. aIso H. Lommel, Die alten Arier, Frankfurt a. M. 1935, p. 116 ff. 
12) Bloomfield, o.c. p. 87. 
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such judgments fail to appreciate the very character of these texts and 
ignore what is going on in sacrificial rites 13). Nor should we say that the 
reader of the Atharvaveda "will frequently encounter a transition from 
philosophy to sophistry" , and that "philosophical ideas gone to seed, half 
decomposed, mixed and coagulated, bandied about and transferred in the 
relentless desire to produce some magie effect, or to exalt some divinity 
far beyond its proper sphere" 14). Any attempt to judge the contents of 
these texts by our modern standards and definitions (of e.g. "philosophy") 
will prove to be a failure and any distinction, in this connection, between 
such 'provinces' of human activity as magie, religion, philosophy and 
mysticism a hopeless undertaking. - Heaven is, indeed, the only found
ation, the only finale to the sacrifice (SB. 8, 7, 4, 6; AiB. 2, 1, 1 "by means 
of the sacrifice the gods went upwards to the world of heaven"), which is 
the only "principle of life (ätman-) of the gods and of all beings" (SB. 
14, 3, 2, 1). 

It is according to the ritualists to whom we owe the brähmaJ).as the 
consecrated victim in which resides the medha- "the essence of the sacrifice, 
the sacrificial virtue" (AiB. 2, 8) 15) and which moreover, in its nature 
as Prajäpati, represents all the deities (SB. 10, 6, 5, 8 sarvadevatya'r(L 
prok~ita'Y{t präjäpatyam). Prajäpati indeed is the sacrifice (SB. 3, 2, 2, 4; 
5, 1, 1, 2 etc.); he is the sacrificial animals (mare, horse, bull, ram, he-goat, 
10, 2, 1, 1) as weIl as the one sacrificial animal (3, 2, 2, 1) 16). He, the 
immortal one (6,3,1,17), who is the whole brahman (7, 3,1,42), without 
whom there is no firm foundation (8, 1, 2, 2), has given himself up to 
the gods and created the sacrifice as a counterpart of himself (11, 1, 8, 2 f. ; 
PB. 7, 2, 1). This primeval sacrifice is the pattern for all sacrifices performed 
in this world. "In the same way when the sacrifieer enters upon his ob
servances he gives himself up to the gods and when he performs the 
sacrifice he redeems himself by the sacrifice from the gods, even as 
Prajäpati redeemed himselfby it" (SB. 11, 1,8,4 f.). The sacrificial essence 
and the victim are on the other hand identical (AiB. 2, 6, 4) and the latter 
is in essence the sacrifieer, who through the victim-i.e. by ritually and 
'mystically' identifying himself with it and with Prajäpati - will go to 
the world of heaven (2, 11, 5). 

13) For which see e.g. H. Hubert and M. Mauss, Essai sur la nature et la fonction 
du sacrifice, Année sociologique, 2, Paria 1897-98; Van der Leeuw, Religion, ch. 
50 ff.; F. Heiler, Erscheinungsformen und Wesen der Religion, Stuttgart 1961, 
p. 176 ff.; J. Wach, Vergleichende Religionsforschung, Stuttgart 1962, ch. IV. 

14) Bloomfield, O.C., p. 87. 
IS) See also S. Lévi, La doctrine du sacrifice dans les briihmaI}.8S, Paria 1898, 

p. 137. 
16) Lévi, o.C., p. 29. 
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VII 

As to those portions of the Atharvaveda which are quoted in Kausika 
VIII among which AV. 11, 1 and 12, 3 which belong to the brahmaudana 
and the svargaudana occupy the first place, they seem to me, generally 
speaking, to fit their ritual use very weIl. I have at least not been able 
to prove the correctness of the view expressed by BIoomfield 1): "There 
are ... many signs of a secondary and forced employment of the stanzas 
in the ritual, and the stanzas themselves exhibit occasionally secondary 
changes which arouse the suspicion that their form and their grouping 
here are not altogether primary and original". Reserving a brief discussion 
of the grouping of the stanzas to another paragraph of this section it 
may, by way of recapitulation of many relative notes in the commentary 
be emphasized here that these mantras - which are for a considerable 
part not used or quoted in connection with other rites and which may 
therefore be considered to have been exclusively intended to consecrate 
the ritual acts of the odanasavas - are extremely helpful in elucidating 
the signification of the acts mentioned in the siitras and constitute with 
the siitras a harmonious whole. In general they answer one of the purposes 
for which they were collected and recited, that is as also SäJ).çlilya quoted 
by the commentator Dhanvin or DrähSS. 1, 1, 27 puts it: "a mantra 
is to illuminate the meaning of what is to be carried out". 

The comparative study of the various occurrences of mantras, word
groups etc. in different passages which has been touched upon at the end 
of section I of this introduction, could have led me to an investigation 
into the principles underlying the structure of the relevant passages or, 
at least, of the tendencies by which the poets and diaskeuasts were, in 
this respect, led. I am however strongly convineed that these studies 
should be broached, not incidentally in connection with a rather limited 
number of hymns and parallel passages, but on a much larger scale, or 
to express myself otherwise, that they should be the subject of another 
monograph. Stray notes may however be found in the commentary on 
this point as weIl as on the question as to why stanzas or groups of stanzas 
used in the sava rites have been included in texts which are mainly 
concerned with other subjects or are prescribed in other rites or why 
they combine with other groups of stanzas with which they, at least at 
first sight, have little in common 2). 

For the same reason I have given up any attempt at penetrating, 
thoroughly and consistently, the structure of the relevant AV. hymns 
as such and their relation to the collections of quotations given by Kausika. 
Reserving this point as weIl as the relation between the Saunakiya and 
Paippaläda recensions for consideration in other publications, I must for 
the moment confine myself to the following remarks. 

1) Bloomfield, Hymns of the Atharva-veda, in S. B. E. 42, p. 610. 
2) As a case in point attention may be drawn to A V. 4, 38, 5-7. 
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Sometimes Bloomfield's notes on the mantras quoted in Kausika's 
sütras lead his readers astray. In the case of AV. 9, 5 it is perfectly true 
that the stanzas 1-6 are in the same order prescribed in Kaus. 64, 6-16; 
25 and 26 in 64, 25; and 23 is used in Kaus. 66, 31 and 32, but this does 
not mean that the other stanzas of this sükta remain unused in Kausika's 
ritual. As appears from the occurrences of the term sükta- in 64, 27 it 
is not, as suggested by Bloomfield, 9, 5, 1 that is prescribed there, but the 
whole sükta 3). However, stanza 1-6 belong together; they constitute a 
whoie. They contain injunctions, express intentions in connection with 
the performance of the rite, motivating these by references to the purpose 
of the ceremony. The stanzas 7 etc. on the other hand enlarge on the 
nature and essence of the victim, on what it is expected to achieve, i.e. 
on the transcendent effe cts of the sacrificial acts, the realization of the 
sacrificer's wishes, containing also references to mythical events, to lines 
of ritual conduct resulting from the character of the rite and the victim, 
and to mundane profit to be derived by the sacrificer from a correct 
performance of the rite. Two of the stanzas of the last type in which 
the word "five" occurs several times found a place in Kausika's description 
of this offering of a he-goat and five rice-dishes (pancaudana-). The 
Saunakiya recension however adds some references to other desirabie 
effects of the rite and, in 31-36, one of those series of parallel stanzas 
which analytically expatiate upon a truth, 'knowiedge' or identification, 
which is of special interest in connection with the matter under con
sideration. The stanzas 37 and 38 bring the sükta to its conclusion. It is 
clear that most of its stanzas are ill adapted for practical use in the 
performance of ritual ceremonies, but it is no less evident that the sükta 
in its entirety is a very suitable means of consecrating the offerings and 
of transmuting, through the power inherent in the mantras 4), the material 
oblations into potent entities credited with the power to achieve trans
cendent effects. Hence its use in connection with the residue of the 
sacrificial gifts to which in AV. 11, 7 not only are transferred the highest 
divine attributes but in which also all existence, 'immortality', "the being 
one and the non-being one", life and death are said to reside. In short, 
the residue is in this sükta, which must have arisen within the same 
sphere of conceptions, extolled as the origin of all existence in earth and 
the creator of the universe, or as the commentator on AV. 11, 7 (introd.) 
puts it: ... brahmaudanäkhye savayajne hutaAi§tasya odanasya sarvaja
gatkära1fabhütabrahmäbhedena stuti"1J, kriyate: "the rice-mess which at the 
savayajfia called brahmaudana forms the remnant of the oblations is 
praised as identical with brahman, the cause of the universe" . 

This in not to contend that all elements of the SaIphitä texts must 
have been known to Kausika or that some of them are likely to have been 

8) I a.Iso refer to the note. 
4) See my artiele on the Indian mantra. in Oriens, 16 (1963), p. 244 fT. 
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intentionally ignored by him. In particular cases one or more stanzas 
in the SaIphitä text may owe their existence to a digression, a variation 
in a thought already expressed etc. Compare for instance AV. 11, 1, 26 
and 32 which are not in Kausika and are partly made up of the same 
material, expressing complementary ideas, in relation to 25 and 31 (32 d 
moreover is identical with 25 d). AV. 12, 3, 2 ab dilates upon the subject 
broached in st. land päda d is identical with 9 d. Compare also A V. 
12,3,23. The "parenthetical verse ofpraise and prayer" (Whitney) 11, 1,20 
resumes the idea expressed in 19 (8ahasrapr~thaM. 

These considerations may give us a hint of a partial answer to the 
vexing and interesting problem touched upon by Lanman 5): the order 
in which the mantras occur in the sütras of ten differs from that in which 
they are found in the Atharvaveda-saIphitä and the "relation of the two 
groupings is a matter no less important than it is obscure: the obscurity 
is especially striking in those cases in which the naturalorder of the 
component ritual acts of a long ceremony is disregarded by the diaskeuasts 
of the SaIphitä" 6). It might however be suggested that in cases such as 
the ritual use of AV. 9, 5, that is of a sükta of which only a few stanzas 
were considered fit to accompany particular ritual acts, those stanzas 
which could serve that purpose need not necessarily occur in the ritual 
handbook in the order exhibited by the diaskeuast of the SaIphitä. In 
other cases we may imagine the order of definite ritual acts to have been 
a matter of indifference, or a mantra might have accompanied the same 
process in different stages of development. Whereas for instance Kaus. 
60, 19 ff. focuses our attention first on the fire to be produced, next (25 ff.) 
on the woman who is to go for the water in which the sacrificial rice is 
to be prepared, and then (30) on the spreading of the hide on which 
the sacrificer is to take his stand and the water is to be placed, to turn 
further on (61, 8-29) to the processes to which the rice is to be subjected 
before the cooking and what is annexed to these processes, the SaIphitä 
arranges the relative stanzas (11, 1, 1-15) as follows: kindling of the 
fire (1-4), acts in connection with the rice etc. (7; 9-12, the hide being 
referred to in st. 8), the woman going for the water etc. (13 f.). I fail to 
see why the diaskeuast might not have followed a (actual or supposed) 
ritual performance in which the order of the above elements of the 
ceremony was not the same as in Kausika. This does not however explain 
why two stanzas which address Agni (4 and 6) are separated by a mantra 
(5) which is to accompany the division of the rice into three heaps. 

AV. 12, 3, 19-21 are in Kaus. 61 prescribed in the order st. 23, 25; 
27, 28; 26. This minor variation is in itself of no consequence, because all 
stanzas and all sütras deal with the winnowing of the rice-grains 7). The 
place of st. 21 af ter st. 20 and not af ter st. 19 was perhaps conditioned 

6) Whitney-Lanman, O.C., p. LXXV f. 
6) Cf. Whitney.Lanman, O.C., in connection with AV. 18. 
7) For stanza 21 see the note on Kauá. 61, 26. 
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by the reference, in both stanzas, to the pressing of the soma; from a 
certain point of view they may be regarded as belonging together. On 
the other hand, st. 19 and 20 are in a way linked together by the occurrence 
of the winnowing basket. The common reference to "treasure-keepers" 
and to the person who goes to heaven may in a similar way have contributed 
to the order A V. 12, 3, 41 and 42, although 41 is used at Kaus. 62, 18 
and 42 at 62, 10. The insertion of 12, 3, 44 prescribed at Kaus. 62, 18 
together with 41 between 43 (Kaus. 62, 14) and 45 (62, 15) is in all 
probability due to the recurrence of the Adityas and the Aligirases (43 a) 
in 44 a. The Aligirases are also mentioned in 45 d. 

The different positions of the stanzas AV. 12, 3, 16 and 17 may perhaps 
be explained from a (partly no doubt mnemonic) tendency to combine, 
in drawing up a saIp.hitä text, stanzas of similar contents or exhibiting 
identical words or phrases. That they occur in close succession in the 
SaIp.hitä is not surprising, because the words sá naly, svargám abhi n~a 
lokám (16 d) recur (in 17 a) as svargáf!l- lokám abhi no nayiisi 8). In the 
SaIp.hitä they interrupt the proceedings in connection with the mortar 
and the pestle used to pound the sacrificial rice, but could not the acts 
which they are to accompany - and which are indicated only in a vague 
way 9) -have taken place also between the setting up of the pestle (in 15) 
and the pounding with that implement (in 18), acts whichoccurin Kausika's 
descriptions (Kaus. 61, 21 and 22)1 

Sometimes however stanzas similar in meaning and purport and identical 
in metrical structure found a place in another chapter of the ritual hand
book where they occur in immediate 'luccession to stanzas to be used in 
another rite. See e.g. AV. 12, 3, 46-48. AV. 11, 1, 28 expressing like st. 27 
the idea of depositing offerings in (the hands of) brahmans is quoted at 
Kaus. 62, 22, whereas st. 27 occurs at 63, 4 and 29 at 63, 6; however 28 b 
occurs at 63, 5. 

Elsewhere a stanza which is quite intelligible in itself is not used by 
Kausika although he might have inserted it to accompany a ritual act. 
Thus AV. 12, 3, 13 which while referring to mortar and pestle deals with 
a (ominous) black bird which has "sat upon the orifice" and with a female 
slave who has "smeared over with wet hands" is, notwithstanding Whitney
Lanman's dissentient view 10), perfectly clear : if the sacrificial implements 
have been defiled 11) they should be purified by water. The stanza is 
indeed prescribed, no doubt with a view to this purpose, in Kaus. 8, 14 12). 

One point deserves special attention, viz. the curious combination of 

8) For this procedure (ooncatenation) Bee my Stylistic repetition in the Veda, 
Amsterdam, Acad. 1959, p. 321 f.; 353 f. 

9) See the relative note. 
10) Whitney-Lanman, o.o., p. 685. 
11) Cf. V. Henry, La magie dans l'Inde antique, Paris 1904. p. 173; 176. 
12) Compare Därila (schol.) on Kaus. 2, 6 (with AV. 12, 3, 13) mantroktaprakl!ä

litäni nirväpacarma~i sthäpayet. 
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AV. 11, 1, traditionally-cf. e.g. the commentary-intended to accompany 
the brahmaudanasava and AV. 12, 3, the mantra collection for the 
svargaudanasava (svar(Jaudanavi~ayaka1Jl- süktam, comm. AV.). Both 
siiktas are used in Kausika 60-63, and in a number of cases-e.g. Kaus. 
61,18 (AV. 11, I, 9; 12, 3,14); 61, 23-25 (11, 1,9 d; 11; 12,3,19); 61, 34 
(ll, I, 17; 12, 3, 25) -even two stanzas, each taken from a different siikta, 
and quoted conjointly. An examination of the distribution of the stanzas 
belonging to each siikta shows that Kaus. 60, 19-30 require mantras 
from AV. 11, I; Kaus. 60, 31-61, 4; 61, 45-62, 14 mantras from AV. 12, 3. 
Whereas a number (a good dozen) of ritual acts are to be performed with 
two mantras (one from each siikta; see above and cf. Kaus. 61, 34-37; 
41; 62, 15; 17; 22; 63, 5), the stanzas are elsewhere and throughout a 
considerable part of the adhyayas 60-63 used, roughly speakiIig, alter
nately. The author's statement (68, 4) that the svargaudana and the 
brahmaudana constitute the basic type of all the rites described obviously 
means that the stanzas relating to both rites are to be combined. From 
63, 19 and 21 it may be inferred that he was acquainted with the mantras 
as being collected in two different siiktas. 

However, the question may be put as to which parts of the ritual 
require stanzas from AV. 11, 1 and which parts are to be performed 
with quotations from AV. 12, 3. The distribution of the mantras shows 
that mantras contained in AV. 11, I are to accompany the kindling of 
the sacral fire, the fetching etc. of the water to be used for the cooking, 
the spreading of the hide on which important ritual acts are to be carried 
out (Kaus. 60, 19-30 and 34); the distribution of the rice so as to form 
different heaps and the acts relative to it (61, 8-11); the invitation to 
choose three boons (61, 15); the scattering of the rice into the mortar 
(61, 19-20); the süting out of the grains (61, 29); the placing of the vessel 
on the fire (61,31); the taking of water (61,33); the turning ofthe cooking 
vessel etc. (61, 42; 44); with a modification of AV. 11, I, 31 ab a brahman 
who is not an adhvaryu should be addressed (62, 16); with AV. 11, I, 25 
and 27 four ar~eyas are invited to sit down and are given the rice food 
(63,3 and 4); AV. 11, 1,29 deals with the husks and the chaff (63,6 and 7); 
AV. 11, I, 36 accompanies an oblation of melted butter. The mantras 
belonging to AV. 12,3 on the other hand are prescribed when the sacrificer 
takes his stand on the hide (60, 31), lies down together with his wife (60, 
35), goes, with her, around following the vessel of water, moves in every 
direction, and performs the ceremonies requiring water (61, 1-4); when 
they touch the grains of rice and he grasps her hand (61, 13-14); when 
she sets up the pestle (61, 21); when the husks are removed, the husked 
grains are touched (by the sacrificer and his wife), the grains are thrown 
up (61, 26-28); the cooking vessel is besmeared (61,30), the fire is arranged 
around the kettie (61, 32); these mantras accompany the cutting of the 
sacred grass and the spreading of the barhis (61, 38-40), the placing of 
a dish upon the barhis (61, 43), the acts relating to the under-layer of 
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melted butter (61, 45 and 46); with AV. 12,3,34; 42; 39; 43 the rice-dish 
is placed to the west of the fue, three portions are made etc., the oblation 
is offered and fue is carried round the oblation (62, 9-14); with AV. 12, 
3, 41 and 44 the dish is sprinkled with juices (62, 18); with AV. 12, 3, 49 
a milch cow is consecrated (62, 19); with AV. 12, 3, 51 a garment with 
gold is laid down (62, 23); AV. 12, 3, 52 accompanies the dressing (63, 1); 
with AV. 12, 3, 54 chaff and small grains are scattered (63, 8). 

Stanzas from both süktas are required when mortar, pestle and 
winnowing-basket are placed on the hlde (61, 8) and these implements 
are used (61, 22-25); when the water is mixed with the rice grains and 
the porridge is made to co ok (61, 34-37); when the vessel is removed 
from the fire-place (61, 41); af ter a cavity is made in the rice-dish (62, 15); 
when melted butter is sprinkled on it (62, 17), and a piece of gold is placed 
upon it (62, 22); when an unspecified object is taken away (63, 5). Besides, 
both siiktas are consistently pres cri bed in their entirety in the passage 
63, 19 ff. where the consecration of the rice-dish with the remnant of the 
ghee and the succeeding words of the giver and the presentation of the 
food are to take place twice, each time to the accompaniment of another 
sükta. 

From the above synopsis it is clear that the mantras horrowed from 
AV. ll, I-in accordance with the title of this sükta-belong to a brah
maudana; they are mainly to consecrate the cooking proper and the 
necessary preparations for this process and the feeding of the brahmans, 
that is to say, they are used in performing those elements of the rite 
which may, mutatis mutandis, he parallelled to the non-atharva1).Ïc 
descriptions of the brahmaudana ceremonies (see e.g. ApSS. 5, 5 1 ff.). 
The study of the entire sükta as it is found in the Atharvaveda gives us 
the same impression, however numerous are the self-explanatory references 
to the manifold good results to be desired by the sacrificer and hls wife, 
in this world and that beyond, from a successful performance of the rice
cooking. The occurrenee of Aditi's name in the fust stanza, and the 
reference to the brahmans to be fed in a few stanzas which are not, or 
not separately, used by Kausika (st. 26; 32) point in the same direction. 

The much longer siikta AV. 12, 3 on the other hand furnishes a numher 
of mantras which - at least when unaccompanied by quotations from 
A V. ll, 1 - are neither concerned with the cooking proper nor with the 
feeding of the brahmans. They are mainly to consecrate various acts 
which, though-from the point of view of those who have to prepare a 
brahmaudana-of a more or less secondary character, are of special 
importance for the realization of the sacrificer's wish to secure continuance 
of life in the heavenly regions: the sükta is, as we know, said to refer .to 
a svargaudana. Part of these mantras accompany those actions of the 
sacrifieer (and hls wife) by whlch they bring themselves into contact 
with the 'sacredness' of the rite and "win the quarters of space" so as to 
be enabled to rise to the heavenly regions. Other formulas are to consecrate 
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acts in connection with the arrangement of the barhis and other preliminary 
acts culminating in the sacrificing proper (Kaus. 62, 13) and the conse
cration, followed by other acts for the benefit of the sacrificer, who through 
the rite hopes to overcome death and to go, af ter transforming his body, 
to the celestial regions. That much attention will, in the sükta, be paid to 
the sacrificer and his desire to survive in the hereafter is already apparent 
in the initial stanzas expressing the wish that the sacrificer and his wife 
will come with unimpaired faculties into existence from what is cooked. 
In other unquoted stanzas emphasis is laid on the interest the sacrificer 
and his wife have in the cooking (st. 5 f.; 26f.). Itmayfinallyberemembered 
that it is AV. 12, 3 in which the conception is brought to the fore of 
the rice-dish being the sacrificer's treasure in the heavenly regions. 

As to the (not always complete) stanzas which being borrowed from 
both süktas occur in pairs they never directly refer to the feeding of the 
brahmans and rarely dweIl on the ritual cooking of the sacred dish. Not 
infrequently they are of a 'technical' character, describing or elucidating 
what is going on, enjoining an act or enforcing obedience (i.e. causing the 
ritual elements to bring about the result desired). These results consist 
of course in, or are supposed to contribute to, the sacrificer's secular 
and celestial welfare: "the cooker of the rice-dish must go to the world 
of those who have performed meritorious work" (AV. Il, I, 17). Moreover, 
AV. Il, I, 28 and 12, 3, 50 combine to accompany at Kaus. 62, 22 the 
placing of a piece of gold, the sacrificer's "immortal light", upon the 
rice-dish. Mention of this precious metal is also made in the non-atharvar.llc 
brahmaudana rite (cf. KatySS. 4, 8, 12; 15, 17 and the comm.). As a 
matter of course they 'describe' , or refer to acts which are common and 
essential to both types of odana rites. The injunction given in 63, 17 
may apply to these cases: if there are two ritual texts which could serve 
the same purpose they may be used conjointly or one has the option. 

Only incidentally a stanza belonging to these two siiktas is mentioned 
in other chapters of Kausika's handbook. AV. Il, 1, 16-18 occur 2, 7-9 
to accompany, in the description of the Full and New Moon sacrifices, 
some ritual acts which are identical with those discussed in Kaus. 61, 31; 
34; 36; this double occurrence points to undeniable relations between 
these savayajfias and the Full and New Moon rites. AV. 12, 3, 31, 
occurring Kaus. 61, 38 and 39, is likewise required at the beginning of 
the same rites (Kaus. 1,24 and 25) and, moreover, in the section containing 
the general rules (8, Il) for a similar purpose; it no doubt was a text to 
be recited while handing over the siokle for gathering the sacred grass 
and was as suoh included in the desoription of various rites. 

The conclusion seems therefore to be that the author has skilfully 
grafted a oollection of mantras taken from a sükta (AV. 12, 3), whioh 
is mainly ooncerned with ritual acts intended to guarantee the survival 
of the sacrificer and with the latter's ritual behaviour, upon a colleotion 
of mantras belonging to a brahmaudana rite modo atharvanioo. Whereas 
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AV. 11, 1 is, as already pointed out, actually concerned with the process 
of cooking and the feeding of the brahmans, the technicalities connected 
with the cooking proper are in AV. 12, 3 almost absent (cf. however 
st. 29). It of ten, it is true, refers to the cooking and to the prepared food, 
but mainly to state that it is, or should be, cooked (st. 4; 27), that it is 
offered as an oblation (st. 7; 32), that it should be protected by divine 
powers (st. 8; 11; 24), that it permeates the universe (st. 5) and possesses 
other supranormal properties (st. 12; 48), that the sacrifieer and his wife 
will come into existence from it (st. 2; 9), that "we hope to be united 
with it" (st. 55). The amalgamation of mantras belonging to both siiktas 
in the ritual has therefore tended to throw into relief the transcendent 
qualities of the rice-dish and the celestial life the sacrifieer hopes to gain 
through its preparation, offering and presenting as food to the brahmans. 
As to the two points mentioned last, it is no doubt significant that in AV. 
12, 3 - apart from the not completely unambiguous "I give" in st. 47-
no reference is found to the presentation of the rice-dish to the brahmans, 
wheras AV. 11, 1, 4 on the other hand contains an unequivocal request 
to Agni to bring the gods and to cook for them the oblation by which the 
sacrifieer hopes to go towards Heaven (cf. also st. 36). With regard to 
AV. 12, 3 the comm. AV. provides us with some interesting introductory 
remarks. Instructing either the rice-dish or the sacrifieer and his wife, 
the inspired poet (r~i-), considering the glowing heat of the 8vargaudana
and the transcendent results to be obtained by it, holds out a prospect 
of union between the sacrifieer and his offspring in heaven. The rite will 
also preserve the sacrifieer from demoniac powers, the Adityas and the 
Ailgirasas being, in this respect, his protectors. The brahmaudana- will 
yield fruit (bring profit) af ter sixty years (cf. 12, 3, 34; 41). In the final 
part of the siikta the regions of the universe are besought to proteet the 
rice-dish from evil and danger impending from all directions and the 
hope is expressed that those performing the ritual act will be happy and 
not die prematurely. 

Thus Kaus. 60-63 do not contain quotations from other siiktas than 
AV. 11, 1 and 12, 3 with the exception however of AV. 4, 14, 5 which at 
63, 9 joins 11, 1, 36 and of some stanzas prescribed at 63, 29. AV. 4, 14, 5 
forms part of a siikta which, in its entirety, is to return 64, 23 ff. with the 
goat and rice-mess (ajaudana-). It is to accompany the pouring of the 
ghee into the fire and occurs also Kaus. 137, 27 in the rite called äjya
tantra- 13). At 63, 29 use is made of the stanzas 6, 122, 1; 6, 123, 1 and 
10, 9, 26; that is to say that the closing oblations are accompanied by 
stanzas expressing the intention to commit the oblations to divine powers 
and to express the sacrificer's wish to "cross over safely", following the 
oblations. AV. 10, 9, 26 ("let Agni as hotar make (this) well-offered"), 
which is also used Vait. 4, 9 (cf. also AV. 6, 71, 1 and 2), forms part of a 

13) See Caland, Zauberritual, p. VI f. 
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sükta which is in 65, 1 to accompany the offering of a cow and a hundred 
rice-dishes (sataudana-). 

The desire of the author to use as many mantras of AV. ll, 1 and 
12, 3 as possible and to present them and the ritual acts accompanied 
and consecrated by them in a comparatively succinct and surveyable 
exposition has no doubt been the main motive for postponing the de
scription of part of the proceedings and ceremonies belonging to the ritual 
under discussion to the end of adhyäya VIII. 

The middle part of the treatise contains a short description of the other 
savayajfias for which the combined brahmaudana and svargaudana con
stitute the pattern or basic schema. That means that those süktas are 
prescribed which were considered exclusively appropriate for the perform
ance of the other sava rites (which constitute variations on the basic 
schema or may be considered to have been grafted upon the same), and 
were particularly suited to accompany and consecrate, as the sterotyped 
phrase in the commentary on the AV. puts it, the acts of touching the 
scattered oblations, those in connection with the remnants, in connection 
with the words the giver invited by the officiant has to speak and in 
connection with the act of giving. In 63, 23 Kausika accordingly enjoins 
the substitution of (certain) mantras by others as the particular sava rite 
performed may require, and in 63, 12 he makes it a rule to adapt a mantra 
according to the sava in which it is recited. Thus the odanasava of the 
four platters or potsherds (catu~saräva-) is to be accompanied by the 
short sükta-significantly consisting offour stanzas-AV. 1, 31,1 in which 
the number four is also otherwise in prominence. It is a kämya rite, i.e. 
a rite for some special desire 14), and the text is to be recited when the 
rice is being cooked, enriched with ghee and given over to brahmans 
for some specific wish 15). 

In the two closing chapters 67 and 68-in which are contained some 
general, introductory, parallel 16) and additional rules 17) and prescriptions 
with regard to what must follow the preparation and offering of the food 
and the oblations which are characteristic of the sava-ceremonies - a 
number of other texts are prescribed, some of which are not included in 
the Atharvaveda-sarphitä. It obviously was the author's intention to 
round off bis exposition with additional acts which could not be considered 
to be typically sava rites and to lay down the schema for a complex of 
atharvaQic ritual ceremonies. Parts of the mantra material quoted recur 
in other chapters ofhis work-e.g. AV. 6, 117, 1 (67, 19) in 133,1 (omina 
:and portenta) -and sometimes stanzas which had already been prescribed 
in one of the sava rites are repeated: thus AV. ll, 1, 19 and 28 (61, 37 

14) Cf. also Shende, Religion and philosophy, p. 193, and Caland, Zauberritual, 
p. VIII. 

IS) For the other rites see the cOIrunentary. 
16) Notice 68, 18-23: 62, 2-7. 
17) There is a remarkable frequency of references to dissentient views. 
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and 62, 22) and AV. 4, 14, 2-4 (cf. 64, 23) occur 68, 27 18). AV. 12, 3, 
46-48 which are not singly used in 60-64 are prescribed at 68, 27. 

In considering the structure of adhyäya VIII it is important to repeat 
Bloomfield's observation 19) that Kesava's treatment of this chapter 
deviates materially in arrangements and subject matter from that of 
Kausika himself. The sections (ka1)çlikäs) 60-63 are in his comment 
closely interwoven with 67-68, their subject matter being treated along 
with the first four ka1)çlikäs (60-63). In consequence of thls plan passages 
of one division alternate with passages of the other. This again shows that 
it has been Kausika's endeavour to arrange hls materials primarily from 
the point ofview ofthe special sava mantras as collected in the Atharvaveda
saqlhitä. Keaava however preferred a disposition of the same material in 
which ritual practice was to a greater extent taken into account. 

From Kesava's comment it also appears that in chapter VIII part of 
the complete function is left undescribed. As was at the time seen by 
Caland most of the 'magie' rites contained in Kausika's handbook were 
to be performed within the framework of the rites ofFull and New Moon 20), 
which for that reason is dealt with in the initial sections of the work. 
Wherever a particular rite requires anointing or besmearing with the 
residue of the sacrificial substance the said sacrifice should have been 
performed up to the so-called "pre-sacrifices" (preliminary libations of 
sacrificial butter) and the libations of ghee, whlch in Kaus. 137, 42 
correspond to the libations called abhyätänäni 21) (pürvatantra). Then 
follows the offering of the principal oblations (accompanied by the text 
prescribed in the particular rite) and the above acts in connection with 
the residue, af ter which the Full and New Moon sacrifice is brought to 
a close (uttaratantra). Now Kesava's notes 22) tea eh us that, obviously 
af ter some special preliminaries, in the sava-rites also the schema of the 
above äjyatantra was to be followed. However, the sava proper did not 
begin before the uttaratantra had been brought to a close. It was to take 
place on the fourteenth day of the complete series of ceremonies. 

18) For particulars see the commentary. 
19) Bloomfield, Kauáikasütra edition, p. 362. 
20) Caland, Zauberritual, p. VI f. This sacrifice is the basic form of all bloodless 

and animal srauta sacrifices. 
2.) The abhyätäna. mantras which are enumerated in TS. 3, 4, 5 (see also PGS. 

1,5,7; 10; RGS. 1,3,8-10; ApSS. 19, 17, 18 f.; BaudhSS. 14, 16) area supplement 
to the faya. (victory) mantras of TS. 3, 4, 4; they were to be used to "aim at" or 
to feIl a rival: "Agni, overlord of creatures, must help me, Indra ... ,Yama ... ,etc." 

22) which are translated at the beginning of the commentary. 



TRANSLATION 

60, 1. He who is about to place fires on the fire-place or to perform 
sava-sacrifices kindles for a year the fire for cooking a rice-dish 
which is to be offered to brahmans. 

2. Or a day and a night. 
3. Or he does as he likes. 
4. However, (the period of) a year is considered advisable. 
5. The sava-fire and the army-fire are intended for that purpose 

or are to be produced by rubbing wood. 
6. And both aupäsana-fires are assuredly recognized (as suited to 

the purpose by the authorities). 
7. In that (fire) he (the officiant) must pour the clarified (sacrificial) 

butter with the stanzas AV. 6, 114, I ff. 
8. He must lay logs of wood on (the fire). 
9. Or chips. 

10. In that (fire) he performs sava-sacrifices, one, two, or all of them, 
as desired. 

11. Moreover, he causes the giver to recite, one by one, benedictions 
for himself, 

12. benedictions for another, the anumantraQ.a, and undefined bene
dictions. 

13. The giver and his wife perform the ritual acts. 
14. They accompany (the acts) with consecrating formulas according 

to the characteristic words. 
15. With those (words) which have "both" as characteristic both of 

them, with (those) which have "male" as characteristic the giver, 
with (those) which have "female" as characteristic his wife, 

16. with the exception of the directions to the (woman who) is to 
fetch water. 

17. Next, the place where to sacrifice to the gods. 
18. That (should be aplace) which is level, overgrown (with grass 

etc.), not bumt, firm, shelving to the east or north, which has been 
scattered over with clods from the fields in their natural shape 
(and) earth taken from an ant-hill, and with tufts of sacrificial 
grass (darbhailJ,), (and) with hairs of domestic animals (pasunäm). 

19. With (the stanza AV. 1I, I, I) "0 Agni, be thou born [Aditi 
here, seeking help, is cooking a brahman-rice-dish, desiring sons; 
let the seven seers, being-makers, churn you here together with 
progeny]" he accompanies those who rotate the stick for producing 
fire, 
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20. the wife (of the sacrifieer) adapts the mantra to the special purpose, 
21. and the sacrifieer. 
22. With (the stanza AV. 11, I, 2) "Make smoke [, 0 ye strong ones, 

companions, assisted by the sineere one (which is to move) unto 
(this) sacred word; here (is) Agni, the overpowering one in batties, 
the hero, by whom the gods overpowered their enemies ]" (he 
accompanies) the smoke. 

23. With (A V. 11, I, 3) "0 Agni, thou hast been born [unto (a deed 
of) great heroism, unto the cooking of the brahman-rice-dish, 0 
Jätavedas; the seven seers, being-makers, have given thee birth; 
do thou bestow upon this (woman) wealth consisting of unimpaired 
heroes]" (he accompanies) the birth (of the fire). 

24. With (AV. 11, I, 4) "Kindled, 0 Agni [, be thou kindled by 
means of the firewood; bring thou hither, knowingly, the worship
ful gods; while cooking for them the oblation, 0 Jätavedas, make 
thou this one to ascend to the highest firmament]" (he accompanies, 
consecrates) the fire when it sets (the wood) alight. 

25. With (AV. 11, I, 13) "Go away, woman [,come back quickly; the 
staU of the waters has ascended you for, bearing (it); seize then 
of them whichever will be worshipful; having caused (others) to 
distribute (them) wisely (or, according to AVPp., having dis
tributed (them) wisely), then leave (the others)]" he instructs 
the water-carrier who is screened and adorned. 

26. With (A V. 11, I, 14a) "These [young women] have come [looking 
beautiful]" he accompanies her coming (back). 

27. With (AV. 11, I, 14bc) "Stand up, 0 woman [, take hold of the 
strong one; happily married with (your) husband, weU-furnished 
with progeny; to you has come the sacrifice]" he caUs upon the 
wife (of the sacrificer). 

28. To the accompaniment of (AV. 11, I, 14d) "take hold of the 
vessel" she accepts it. 

29. To the accompaniment of (AV. 11, I, 15a) "[It is a] portion of 
refreshing food [which has been preserved for you of old]" she 
sets down (the jar). 

30. With (AV. 11, I, 8) "This great [goddess earth must accept the 
hide favourably; may we then go to the world of meritorious 
work]" he (the officiant) spreads a hide with the neck turned 
eastward and the hairs turned upwards. 

31. With (AV. 12, 3, I) "[Take,] a man [, your stand on the hide] 
of a man [, go; eaU there her who (of many) is dear to you; of 
what age you two fust came together in the beginning, let that 
be your same age in Yama's realm]" he causes (the sacrifieer) 
to take his stand (on the hide), 

32. who caUs his wife. 
33. On the occasion of the third (stanza) he eaUs (their) offspring. 
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34. With (AV. 11, 1, 15b-d) "Instructed by the seers [fetch these 
waters. This sacrifice must clear for you the way for unimpeded 
welfare, secure refuge and offspring, be creatively powerful, 
secure cattie and 'hero(ic' sons)s]" she places the vessel with 
water on the hide. 

35. Then ,with (AV. 12, 3, 4) "0 children, [surround] the waters 
[, 0 ye that are rich in vital power, having come together to 
this one who is alive; share the one of them which they call the 
'immortal', (viz.) the rice-dish (which your) mother cooks for you 
both]" they lie down together, accompanied by their offspring 
af ter (the vessel). 

61, 1. While (AV. 12, 3, 7) "[Seize you two] the eastern (direction) etc. 
[; in this world they who have faith participate; what cooked 
(offering) of yours is served up in the tire, unite, 0 husband and 
wife, in order to guard that]" is pronounced, (they do) what is 
said in the mantra. 

2. With four stanzas (AV. 12, 3, 7-10) they go around following the 
vessel of water. (The stanzas 8-10 run as follows:) [(8) "Reaching 
the southern quarter, turn round this vessel; in it Yama will, 
in concord with the Fathers, give abundant protection to your 
cooked (offering) ; (9) this western of the quarters verily is something 
excellent, since Soma is the overlord in it and (the god) who shows 
favour; to it resort you two; belong to the 'meritorious' (sukrtal}); 
then, 0 coupie, will you come into being from what is cooked; 
(10) the northern of the quarters will help us to a superior realm, 
which possesses superiority by progeny, the best of its kind; the 
person has become a five-fold metre; may we come into being 
with all, all our limbs"]. 

3. They move respectfully in every direction to the accompaniment 
of (AV. 12, 3, 11) "This fixed (quarter) is Viräj [; homage be 
to her; let her be propitious to (my) sons and to me; do thou 
therefore, 0 goddess Aditi, who possessest all desired objects, like 
an alert herdsman guard our cooked (offering)]". 

4. With (AV. 12, 3, 12) "[Embrace us,] as afather his sons [; let 
the winds blow propitiously for us here on the earth; let the 
rice-dish which the two deities cook here know our 'austerity' 
and 'truth']" they take (the vessel with water from the hide and 
place it) on the ground and perform with it the ceremonies requiring 
water. 

5. They consecrate themselves by sprinkling with the purifying 
(mantras). 

6. With the extremities of two tufts of sacrificial grass he sprinkles 
the hide and the oblation. 

7. She hands (the grains of rice) over to a woman who knows the 
ins and outs of the instructions. 
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8. With (AV. 11, 1, 5) "Threefold (has been set down) the portion 
[that is yours of old, of gods, of Fathers, of mortal men; know 
(plur.) (your) portions ; 1 distribute them to you (plur.); that 
(portion) which is the gods' will (1 expect) set this (woman) 
across]" he (i.e. the officiant) puts (them) down on (i.e. so as 
to form) heaps of rice. 

9. That (heap) of them which is intended for the Fathers, he sets 
apart for a sräddha. 

10. With that intended for men he feeds the brahmans. 
11. He scatters, with closed fist, the palm of the hand stretched out, 

with both hands placed side by side, the (heap intended) for the 
gods in an earthen cooking vessel with (AV. 11, 1, 6) "0 Agni, 
overwhelming one [, overpowering, thou prevailst; press down 
(our) hating rivals (so as to go) downwards. This portion (of food) , 
which is being measured out and has been measured out, must 
make (your) relatives tribute-bringers (to Agni and yourself)]"; 
(in doing so) he bends his right knee, the face directed towards 
the north-east quarter, or bowing. 

12. Or (he scatters) four times with the cooking vessel. 
13. They (the sacrificer and his wife) touch these (the grains of rice) 

together with their offspring to the accompaniment of (AV. 12, 
3, 16). "[The sacrificial animals took completely possession of] 
the seven (kinds of) sacrificial essence [, that of these which is 
luminous as weIl as that which is faint; the thirty-three deities 
associate themselves with them; do thou therefore conduct us to 
the heavenly world]". 

14. With (AV. 12, 3, 17cd) "1 grasp (her) hand, [let her come af ter 
me; let not destruction subdue us, nor envy]", (he does) what is 
stated in the mantra. 

15. With (AV. 11, 1, lOcd) "Three boons [, whichsoever you choose 
- these successes I here achieve for you]" he (the officiant says:) 
"choose three boons". 

16. With (the words): "Through this rite unchangeable ... " he (the 
giver) chooses first. 

17. His wife (chooses) the two other (boons). 

18. (He pronounces the stanzas AV. 11, 1, 9 and 12, 3, 14) "[Set to 
work, on the hide,] these two [united] stones [; split asunder 
the soma-stalks successfully for the sacrificer; thrusting down 
(the pestIe) strike down those who would attack her (it, 1), lifting 
(the pestIe) up elevate (our) offspring upwards]" (and) "[Let] 
this (, broad-based) pressing-stone [, which possesses (and bestows) 
energy, purified by purifiers, ward off the demoniac power; place 
thyself on the hide; offer great protection; let not the married 
couple incur evil in their children]" af ter placing the mortar and 
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the pestie, (as weIl as) the winnowing basket af ter cleansing, on 
the hide. 

19. With (AV. ll, 1, 10ab) "Seize [in your hand, 0 eminent man,] 
the two pressing-stones [which act jointly; the gods who are 
worthy of worship have come to your sacrifice]" she seizes both 
(utensils). 

20. With (AV. ll, 1, 7) "In company with your kinsmen [be united 
with 'milk'; rouse her to (a deed of) great heroism. Ascend upwards 
to (so as to be on) the h~ight of the firmament, which they give 
the name of the heavenly world]" she scatters the rice grains 
in the mortar. 

21. To the accompaniment of (AV. 12, 3, 15) "The forest tree [has 
come to us together with the gods, driving away the demoniac 
power, the pisäcas; he will stand erect, will raise hls voice; may 
we with him conquer all worlds]" she sets up the pestle. 

22. To the accompaniment of (A V. ll, 1, 9b and 12, 3, 18) "Split 
asunder the soma-stalks [successfully for the sacrificer]" and "The 
'seizure', evil [ -that we pass by them; having dispersed darkness 
thou wilt mise thy voice lovely; made of the forest tree, do not 
injure (when thou art) lifted up; do not crush to pieces the rice
grain which serves the gods]" she thrusts (the pestie) down. 

23. With (AV. ll , 1, llab and 12, 3, 19c) "Thls is thy ritual text 
[and this thy pi ace of birth; Aditi, of heroic (eminent) sons, must 
seize thee]" and "[Seize the] rain -increased [winnowing-basket]" 
she grasps the winnowing-basket. 

24. With (AV. ll, 1, 9dand 12, 3, 19ab) "[Lifting (thepestle) upelevate 
(our)] offspring upwards" and "[About to become] all-embracing, 
[ghee-backed, go together with your origin to that world]" (he 
accompanies) the raising (ofthe winnowingbasket) by the woman1). 

25. With (AV. ll, 1, llcd and 12, 3, 19d) "Clear away [those who 
would attack her; do thou bestow upon her wealth with unimpaired 
'heroes' (eminent men)]" and "[That must single out] the chaff, 
the husks" (he accompanies) her clearing of (the chaff). 

26. With (AV. 12, 3, 21) "[Manifoldly] diverse are the forms [of 
cattie ; as one-formed you come into being through the success 
(of the rite). That red skin, thrust that away; the pressing-stone 
shall em bellish (the grains) like a washerman (1) the clothes]" 
(he accompanies) her removing (the husks). 

27. With (AV. 12, 3, 20) "The three worlds [are commensurate with 
the brahman power (bráhma'fJ-a-) , yonder heaven, earth, atmosphere. 
Having seized the soma-stalks, take you two hold (of them) from 
behind. Let them swell; let them come again to the winnowing-

1) Quotations are not always correctly indicated in the edition (cf. 63, 25). 
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basket]", they (the sacrificer and his wife) touch husked (rice 
grains). 

28. With (a fragment of A V. 12, 3, 20d) "Let them come again to 
the winnowing-basket" he throws up (the rice-grains). 

29. With (AV. 11, 1, 12) "[Sit down] in the [wooden] winnowing 
receptacle [; be you separated, sacred ones, from the husks. May 
we surpass all equals by prosperity; 1 make haters to fall down 
underfoot]" he sifts (them) out. 

30. With (AV. 12, 3, 22) "Thee (that art) earth [1 make enter] into 
earth [; this body of thine which is identical is damaged; whatever 
of thee is spoilt by fire or scratched by fastening, do not leak 
with that. 1 strew that over with brahman]" he besmears the 
earthen cooking vessel. 

31. With (AV. 11, 1, 16) "0 Agni, the [sacred] cooking pot [has 
placed itself above you; bright, very hot, do thou heat it in
tensely. Let the descendants of the !'l?is, the divine beings, af ter 
having approached together to their share, (being) pre-eminently 
hot, heat this in harmony with the regular divisions of time]" 
he puts (the vessel) on the fire. 

32. With (AV. 12, 3, 24) "Agni, cooking [(you), must protect you 
from the East; lndra, with the Maruts, must protect you from 
the South; VaruI).a shall establish thee on firm ground from the 
West; Soma shall fix thee from the North]" he arranges (the fire) 
round about (the kettIe). 

33. With (AV. 11, 1, I5b) "1nstructed by the seers [, fetch these 
waters]" he takes out water. 

34. Mter having with (AV. 11, 1, 17 and 12, 3, 25) "Clean, pure [, let 
these sacred young women, the waters, go (splendidly) down into 
the cooking pot. They have given us abundant progeny and cattIe. 
The cooker of the rice-dish must go to the world of those who 
havf\ performed meritorious work]" and "Purified with purifiers 
[, they purify themselves, (coming) from the cloud; they go to 
heaven and to earth (as their) worlds. Let the fire surround them, 
(which are) full of life, rich in vital power, a firm foundation, 
(when they have been) poured into the vessel, with flames]" 
placed (the two 'purifiers') between, 

35. he pours the water out. 
36. With (A V. 11, 1, 18; 12, 3, 28) "Cleansed with brahman [and 

purified with ghee, are the staIks of soma, these sacred rice grains. 
Enter (plur.) the waters; let the cooking-pot receive you. Having 
cooked this go (plur.) to the world of those who have acquired 
religious merit]" and "The countable drops [attach themselves 
to the earth, being commensurate with expirations and inhalations, 
with the herbs; being thrown into (the water) in an innumerable 
multitude, the clean ones, of good colour, have permeated complete 
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cleanness]" the water-having 'washed' them therein he mixes 
the grains of rice (with it). 

37. With (AV. 11, 1, 19; 12, 3, 29) "Increase so as to become broad 
[with great greatness, with a thousand backs in the world of 
meritorious work. Grandfathers, fathers, progeny, descendants - , 
I am thy fifteenth cooker]" and "They vie with each other in 
rising to the bubbling surface [, they jump towards (the sides of 
the pot), being heated; they hurl foam and abundant drops. Like 
a woman who is in the days af ter the menses on seeing her husband, 
be united, 0 waters, with these grains of rice]", he makes (them) 
to cook. 

38. With (AV. 12, 3, 31a) "Hold out (give) the sickIe [; hasten, bring 
(the grass) eagerly]" he gives a crooked knife to the man who 
has to fetch the darbha. 

39. With (part of AV. 12,3, 31b-d) "Let them [without doing (them) 
harm] cut the herbs at the joints" he mows (the grass) on the joints. 

40. With (AV. 12, 3, 32) "[Spread (, plur.)] a new barhis [for the rice
dish; it must be dear to the heart, attractive to the eye; on it 
the gods and the female divine ones must settIe together; let 
them, af ter having sat down, eat this in the divisions of time 
regularly appointed to them]" he spreads the barhis. 

41. With (AV. 11, 1,21; 12,3,35) "Go up to the vedi [; increase her 
with progeny; remove the demoniac power; prolong her (life). 
May we surpass all equals by prosperity. I make haters to fall 
down underfoot]" and "Supporter, support thyself [on the firm 
ground of the earth; let the dei ties cause thee that art unmoved 
to move; husband and wife, alive, having sons who are alive, 
shall remove thee out of the receptacle for the sacred fire]" she 
removes (the cooking-vessel from the fire-place). 

42. With (AV. 11, 1, 22) "Turn toward [her together with cattIe; 
face her together with the divinities. Let not curse attain you, 
nor incantation; bear rule in your own land, free from disease]" 
he makes the cooking-vessel turn from left to right. 

43. With (AV. 12, 3, 33) "0 forest tree [, sit down on the barhis] 
which has been spread [, being commensurate with the agni~toma, 
with the deities. Like a form weIl made by the Fashioner with 
an axe, thus let the eager ones be seen round about in the vessel]" 
he places a vessel (dish) up on the barhis. 

44. With (AV. 11, 1, 23cd) "[Hold in readiness, 0 woman, the clean] 
portion-holder [; there place the rice-dish of (for) the divine ones]" 
she holds (the vessel which is to hold the portions) in readiness. 

45. With (AV. 12, 3, 37) "Make an under-Iayer (of melted butter) 
[, spread (it) forward, sprinkIe this vessel with ghee. As a lowing 
cow toward a young (calf) which desires the udder, do ye, 0 gods, 
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utter the sound kin toward this one]" he makes an under-Iayer 
with melted butter. 

46. (AV. 12, 3, 38) "You have made an under-Iayer [, you made 
this world; let the broad unequalled heavenly world expand. In 
it shall the bull, the eagle abide; the gods shall deliver him to 
the deities]" he pronounces as the consecrating formula when 
(the dish) has been furnished with an under-Iayer. 

62, 1. With (AV. 11, 1,24; 12,3,36) "[This ladle, the second] hand of 
Aditi [, which made the seven seers, being-makers, let the scoop 
which knows the members of the rice-dish heap it on the sacrificial 
bed (vedi-)]" and "You [have conquered, and] completely arrived 
at, all the [worlds; however many (your) desires, you have satisfied 
them wholly. Dive you two - the stirring stick and the wooden 
ladle - (into the cooking-vessel). Take (sing.) him up into one 
dish!]" (one does as) stated in the mantras. 

2 . . Thereupon he takes water and pours it into the dish, 
3. with the wooden ladle into the cooking-vessel. 
4. Exactlyon that (spot) where (a mixture) was made by the wooden 

ladle he pours (the contents of the vessel, meant in 62, 2) to it. 
5. Mter . having taken oft" the uppermost (portion of the cooked 

dish) with the wooden ladle a friend of his, who has taken a seat 
to the south of the lire, facing the North, holds (it). 

6. Then he ladles out (the rice-dish). 
7. When it has been ladled out he places that which (the friend) 

af ter having taken (it) oft" holds, on the higher (northern) part ofit. 
8. Because (Oli the surface of a rice-dish) there is no higher or lower 

(that) which is northern (is considered) higher; a rice-dish is a 
rice-dish. 

9. With (AV. 12, 3, 34) "At the end of sixty years [the guardian of 
deposits (treasures) shall long (for him); he shall reach heaven 
through this cooked food. Both Fathers and sons will be supported 
by him (it); make thou this one go to the celestial end of Fire]" 
he sets (the rice-dish) down to the west of the fire. 

10. With (AV. 12, 3, 42) "The guardian of treasures [shall long for 
the deposit (treasure), for him; others must not have power 
(over it) on both sides. Given by us, deposited ('set apart'), heaven
going, it has with three portions ascended to the three celestial 
regions ]" he makes three portions. 

H. With (AV. 12, 3, 39) "Whatever the wife [cooks without you, 
or whatever, (further), your husband, 0 wife (cooks) apart from 
you, you should 'pool' that; that must be yours in common,
providing together one world]" he (does, or causes to do) what 
is said in the mantra. 

12. She takes hold of her husband from behind. 
13. When they have hold (ofthe others) he sacrifices from this time on. 
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14. With (AV. 12, 3, 43) "[Let] Agni [consume by heat the godless] 
demoniac power [; let the Hesh-eating pisäca not begin to swallow 
here; we push him away, we repel him from us; the Adityas, 
the AIigirases must pursue him]" he carries fue round the oblation. 

15. With (AV. 11, 1, 3Iab; 12, 3, 45ab) "[Wipe off,] 0 adhvaryu, 
[this surface ] of the bearing one [; make knowingly room for the 
melted sacrificial butter]" and "1 have obtained this [highest 
division of it, the world from which the Parame~thin gained 
complete obtainment]" he makes, on the upper side, a cavity 
for Huid. 

16. To somebody who is not an adhvaryu he should say: "[Wipe off,] 
o brahman, [this face] of the bearing one [, etc." (see 62, 15; a 
modification of AV. 11, I, 3Iab)]. 

17. With (AV. 11, I, 3Icd; 12, 3,45cd) "[Wipe off] with ghee [along 
all] (its) members [. I make for myself a heaven-going path to 
the Fathers]" and "Pour on the melted butter [anoint (the vessel) 
so that it (will be) full of ghee. This is for us here the portion of 
AIigiras]" he sprinkies (the vessel) with melted butter. 

18. With (AV. 12, 3, 41; 44) "The showers of wealth [swelled with 
honey, mixed with ghee, navels of 'immortality', of all those does 
the one who goes to the celestial regions take possession. At the 
end of sixty years the guardian of deposits (treasures) shall long 
(for him)]" and "To the Adityas, to the AIigirases [I announce 
this honey mixed with ghee. With pure hands, without attempting 
a brahman('s life or possessions), go you two, 0 ye who have. 
acquired religious merit, go into this celestial world]" he sprinkies 
(the dish) with juices. 

19. With (AV. 12, 3, 49) "[We shall (or, let us) do] what is dear to 
those who are dear [. They must go to darkness who hate (us). 
Milch-cow, draught-ox, each vigour which falls to (our share) -, 
they must drive away death caused by men]" he consecrates a 
milch-cow and so on to the north. of the fue. 

20. Mter having caused her in the above-mentioned way to be 
milked with the mantra "She has run near (as the) fust" he 
sprinkles (her). 

21. "She has run near (as the) fust, in order to bemilked, supporting 
all sacrifices, sacred to all the gods. Lead (plur.) the calf near; 
the cow lows; she has discharged (miIk), well-disposed she utters 
the sound hin." 

"Bind (the cow); bridle (the calf), being of service. Having 
washed (the milking-pail), milker, sit near (to the cow), milk, 
causing the (refreshing) draught (of milk), the rice-dish, the sweet 
beverage, the ghee, the intoxicating liquor, the share of food to 
be abundant for him". 

"Let her with her calf run to those whose king is Yama, the 
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good milch-cow (1) (which) by the path (has been) given here 
(as the) first (1). Given not quickly has she come here (as the) first. 
Unite the cow of all forms (with the calf)". 

22. With (AV. 11, 1, 28; 12, 3, 50) "This [gold is] my [immortal] 
light; [cooked from the soil, this (the cow) which yields all the 
objects of my desire (like milk); I place these riches in the brahmans; 
I make a heaven-going path to the Fathers]" and "The fires are 
in [concord, one with another, those which are inherent in the 
herbs as weIl as those (which attach themselves) to the streams, 
(and) all gods that radiate heat in the sky-gold is the light of 
him who cooks]" he (the officiant) places (a piece of) gold up on 
(the rice-dish). 

23. With (AV. 12, 3, 51) "This one of coverings [has come into being 
on man; not naked are all the other creatures - you two will 
cause yourselves to be wrapped in authority -; a home-woven 
garment the surface ofthe rice-dish]" he lays down a home-woven 
garment with gold on the surface. 

63, 1. With (AV. 12, 3, 52) "What[ever untruth you speak] at dice 
[, what in company, or what (untruth) you speak from desire of 
gain-, clothing yourselves (dual.) in the same web, you shall 
put on it all pollution]" the two become dressed in the same 
garment. 

2. (They put on) a second (garment). That becomes an article of 
clothing (which carries off) evil. Some (authorities are of the 
opinion) that he should give that to the lowest of men. 

3. With (AV. 11, 1, 25) "[Let the divine ones sit near] thee (who 
art) a cooked offering. [Raving moved gently from the fire become 
again placid with regard to them. Purified by soma sit in the 
stomach of the brahmans. Let not the descendants of the r!}is, 
who partake of thee, suffer harm]" he has four descendants of 
the r!}is who know the (texts of the) Bhrgus and Allgirases sit down 
near (the offering). 

4. With (AV. 11, 1, 27) "[I place these] clean, pure [sacred young 
women one by one in the hands of the brahmans. 1ndra with 
the Maruts, he shall give me that desirous of which I here sprinkle 
you]" he does what is said in the mantra. 

5. With (AV. 11, 1, 28b; 12, 3, 53) "Cooked from the soil [, this 
(cow) which yields all the objects of my desire]" and "Win thou 
rain [, go unto the gods; thou shalt make vapour fly up out of 
the skin. About to become all-embracing, ghee-backed, go together 
with your origin unto that world]" he takes away. 

6. With (AV. 11, 1,29) "[Throw] the husks into the fire [, in Jäta
vedas; wipe off (remove) the chaff far away. We have heard that 
this is the portion of the king of the house; likewise we know the 
portion due to Nirrti]" he throws the husks (into the fire). 
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7. With (AV. 11, 1, 29b) "[Wipe off (remove)) the chaff far [away]" 
he removes with his left foot the chaff (and the smallest grains 
of the rice). 

8. With (AV. 12, 3, 54) "He who goes to the celestial regions [has 
transformed] his body [in many ways, according as he finds in 
himself one of another colour. He has got rid of the black one, 
producing a shining (white) one by purification. The red one, that 
1 offer (as an oblation) to thee in the fue]" he scatters other (chaff 
and small grains). 

9. With (AV. 4, 14, 5; 11, 1, 36) "0 Agni, advance [, fust of the 
divinities, eye of the gods and of the human beings. Desiring to 
worship in harmony with the Bhrgus, let the sacrificers happily 
go to the celestial sphere]" and "Gather yourself up [, go forth 
af ter (the fire). 0 Agni, make ready the paths which lead to the 
gods. By them, weIl-made, we should like to go af ter the act of 
worship which stands upon heaven with seven 'rays'J" he must 
pour an oblation of melted butter (into the fue). 

10. This is the sacred ceremony of the savas. 
11. The suppressed elements are omitted. 
12. One adapts the mantras according to the sava. 
13. As to the 'index', one should, immediately af ter the conclusion 

of (a mantra characterized by) an 'index', find out in the regular 
order of every ritual act the (next) 'index'. 

14. Or (one should find out the order) by an 'index'. 
15. According to the regular order in which the rites occur it is con

sidered better . 
16. When things do not occur in this way, according to the 'indices'. 
17. (There is) accumulation of (ritual texts) serving the same purpose 

or (one has the) option. 
18. Next the different use(s made of) these two. 
19. He anoints (the rice-dish) with the remnants of the ghee the fust 

time to the accompaniment of the (entire) siikta (AV. 11, 1). 
20. Or with the stanzas beginning with (AV. 11, 1,30) "[Have a correct 

notion ] of the toiling [, cooking, (soma-) pressing one. Make him 
ascend the path which leads to the celestial region, by which he 
will ascend, af ter having attained to superior vigour, to the 
highest heaven, to the furthest vault". (32) "0 bearing One, strew 
demoniac power and strife to all those non-brahmans who will 
sit near thee. Let not these descendants of the f!.lis, who partake 
of thee, possessing 'a fertile soil', spreading themselves forward, 
suffer harm". (33) "1 place thee, 0 rice-dish, among the descendants 
of the rf;!is; for those who are not descendants of the rf;!is there is 
not (also) here. Let Agni, the guardian, and all the Maruts, (and) 
the All-gods protect my cooked (offering)". (34) "The sacrifice, 
yielding milk-for ever swollen up, a male milch-cow, seat of 
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goods -, continuance of life through offspring, a long life-time, -
and may we sit near thee with abundances of wealth". (35) "Thou 
art a bull which goes to heaven. Go to the r~is and to the descen
dants of the r~is. Sit down in the world of those who have gained 
religious merit; there (it) will be perfectly prepared for us both". 
(37) "We shall with the light with which the gods af ter having 
cooked the brahman-rice-dish went up to heaven, to the world 
of the religious merit, go to the world of religious merit, ascending 
the celestial region, unto the highest firmament]". Af ter he (the 
officiant) has, with the sükta, performed the consecration (of the 
rice-dish) and has pronounced the ritual injunctions with regard 
(to it) the giver, who is made to pronounce (the ritual words) 
should give (the oblation). 

21. With the chapter (AV. 12, 3) he anoints (the rice-dish) with the 
remnants of the ghee the last time. 

22. Or with (AV. 12, 3, 55 ff.) "To the eastern quarter [, to Agni as 
regent, to the black (serpent) as defender, to Aditya possessed 
of arrows we entrust thee (the rice-dish) here. Guard ye him (the 
rice-dish) for us until our coming. He must lead us on here to our 
appointed (life-time), unto old age. Let old age entrust us to death. 
Then may we be united with the cooked (offering)". (56) "To the 
southern quarter, to lndra as regent, to the cross-lined (serpent) 
as defender, to Yama possessed of arrows ... thee here etc." 
(57) "To the western quarter, to Varu:Qa as regent, to the adder 
as defender, to food possessed of arrows ... thee here etc.". 
(58) "To the northern quarter, to Soma as regent, to the vip er 
as defender, to the thunderbolt possessed of arrows ... thee here 
etc.". (59) "To the fixed (central) quarter, to Vi~:Qu as regent, 
to the (serpent) with the spotted neck as defender, to the herbs 
possessed of arrows ... thee here etc.". (60) "To the upward 
quarter, to Brhaspati as regent, to the white (serpent) as defender, 
to rain possessed of arrows ... thee here etc.]". Mter he (the 
officiant) has with (this) section performed the consecration (of 
the rice-dish) and has pronounced the ritual injunctions with 
regard (to it) the giver, who is made to pronounce (the ritual 
words) should give (the oblations). 

23. (One must) according to the sava (performed use) other (collections 
ofmantras) or (mantras) singly or severally; this is the basic form. 

24. All (rice-dish ceremonies take place) according to their being 
mentioned by the authorities with the exception ofthe paficaudana. 

25. Those (mantras) which have been used are not used again. 
26. Some (authorities hold) a milch cow with gold to be the dak~i:Qä. 
27. Or a cow is the dak~Î:Qä (, says) Kaurupathi. 
28. Mter he (the officiant) has consecrated, with a mantra, the 

(oblations) which have been anointed with the remnants of the 
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ghee and has pronounced the ritual injunctions with regard (to it) 
the giver, who is made to pronounce (the ritual words) should 
give (the oblations). 

29. The closing oblations (take place) to the accompaniment of (AV. 
6, 122, I; 6, 123, I; and 10, 9, 26) "[I commit] this portion [to 
thee, 0 Visvakarman, fust-born of rta, knowingly. It is given 
by us, beyond old age; may we cross safely over in unbroken 
continuity]"; "This, 0 Seats, [I commit to You which Jätavedas 
shall carry (as) a treasure. The sacrificer will (no doubt) follow 
successfully. Do ye notice him in the highest heaven]", (and) 
"[What is] in the mortar [, on the pestIe, and on the hide, or the grain 
of corn which is in the winnowing-basket, or what the wind, Mätari
svan purifying shook, let Agni as hotar make that well-offered]". 

30. He inserts (insertions) , 
31. (and performs) the consecration by mantras. 

64, I. With (AV. I, 31 , I) " [To the four 'immortal' guardians] of the 
regions [, to the superintendents of what exists would we now 
pay worship with an oblation, etc.]" one (prepares a sacrificial 
cake) four platters in size. 

2. With (AV. 3, 29, I) "What the kings, yonder assessors of Yama, 
[share among themselves, the sixteenth part of (the merit obtained 
by) sacrifices and meritorious works, from that the white-footed 
ram, when given as a refreshing oblation (svadhä) , releases]" he 
looks at (the sacrificial animaI). [(The other stanzas of this sükta 
which, or part of which, are probably recited when the ritual 
acts in s. 3-5 are performed are:) (2) "It fulfils all desires, coming 
into existence, coming forth, becoming; accomplisher of intentions 
the white-footed ram, being given, is not exhausted". (3) "He 
who gives a white-footed ram which is commensurate with (his 
heavenly) world ascends unto the vault of heaven where no 
tax is paid by a weak man to a stronger one". (4) "The giver 
subsists upon the white-footed ram, (which being) accompanied 
by five cakes, (is) commensurate with (his heavenly world) (and 
is) undecaying in the world ofthe Fathers". (5) "The giver subsists 
up on the white-footed ram, (which being) accompanied by five 
cakes, is commensurate with (his heavenly) world (and is) un
decaying in sun and moon". (6) "Like refreshing drink it is not 
exhausted; like the ocean (it is) a great draught; like the two 
gods who dweIl together the white-footed one is not exhausted". (7) 
"Who has given this to whom? Desite has given (it) to desire. 
Desire is giver, desire the one who accepts; desire hàs entered 
into (and now is in) the ocean. With desire I accept thee. Desire, 
that (be) for thee". (8) "Earth must accept thee, this great atmo
sphere (must accept) thee. Let me not, having accepted, lose 
breath, my (whoIe) person (and) progeny]". 
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3. He puts down a cake on each single foot (of the animal) the feet 
of which have been washed, 

4. and the fifth on its navel, 
5. freeing (the victim) from (its) bonds af ter having (furnished it) 

with a cloth, with gold and (made it) anointed with the remnants 
of the ghee. 

6. With (AV. 9, 5, I) "Lead him hither [; take hold (of him); let 
him knowingly go unto the world of those who have earned 
religious merit. Having crossed the manifoldly great darknesses, 
let the he-goat step to the third heaven]" he consecrates a he-goat 
who is conducted from the north-eastern quarter. 

7. With (AV. 9, 5, 2 ab) "[Around] the share for Indra [I lead thee 
(the fire) , the patron for the sacrificer at this sacrifice]" (he 
accompanies) the carrying round of the (lustral) fire. 

8. With (A V. 9, 5, 2 cd) "Whoever hate us [, take hold of them; 
the (eminent) men ofthe sacrificer (must be regarded as) innocent]" 
(he accompanies) the 'quieting' (of the animai). 

9. With (AV. 9, 5, 3) "[Wash] (his) feet [, the (results ofthe) wicked
ness he practised; with clean hoofs let him knowingly go on. 
Having crossed the darknesses, looking out in different directions 
the goat must step to the third heaven]" (he accompanies the 
activity of the officiant) who washes the (victim's) feet. 

10. With (AV. 9, 5, 4) "Cut up along [this skin] with the dark [(metal), 
o slaughterer, joint af ter joint with the knife. Do not intend to 
injure him. Do not be hostile to (him). Prepare him joint-wise. 
Direct him towards the third heaven (so as to place him) in (it)]" 
(he accompanies his activity) when he dissects (the victim) joint
wise. 

11. With (AV. 9, 5, 5a) "With a sacred verse [I place] the cooking 
vessels [on the fire]" when he puts (the vessel) on (the fire). 

12. With (AV. 9, 5, 5b former fragment) "Pour on [the water]" 
when he pours on (water). 

13. With (AV. 9, 5, 5b latter fragment): "Place [him] in (it)" when 
he places (the victim) in (the water). 

14. With (AV. 9,5, 5c) "Surround [(the vessel) with fire, 0 allayers]" 
when he surrounds (the vessel with fire). 

15. With (AV. 9, 5, 5d): "When cooked, let him go [to the world 
of those who have earned religious merits]" when he removes 
(the vessel from the fire). 

16. With (A V. 9, 5, 6) "Ascend from here [, if thou hast been heated 
all round, from the heated cooking vessel on to the third heaven; 
(being) Agni, hast thou come into being out of Agni; conquer 
that luminous wOrld]" , when he takes (the boiled victim) from 
(the fire, placing it), to the west of the fire, on tufts of kusa grass. 

17. When it has been taken from (the fire) he anoints it with ghee, 
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(pronouncing the initial words of AV. 4, 14, 6 a): "I anoint the 
goat". 

18. With the stanza (AV. 4,14,7) "[Take up (from thefire)](thevictim) 
accompanied by five rice-messes [with the five fingers; with a 
ladle five-fold that rice-mess. Place the head of the goat in the 
eastern quarter; in the southern quarter place his right side]" 
[which is continued by A V. 4, 14, 8 : "In the western quarter 
place his hinder parts; in the northern quarter place his left side; 
in the upward quarter place the goat's backbone; in the fixed 
quarter pI ace the under part of his helly; in the atmosphere, midway, 
his middle]" (he hasj what is said in the mantra (performed). 

19. He puts the rice-messes, one by one, down on the feet. 
20. On the middle (of the goat's body) the fifth (portion of the rice). 
21. Mter having sprinkled the right hinder part (of the victim) with 

broth; 
22. with (AV. 4, 14, 9) "[Envelop] the cooked goat [with (his) cooked 

skin, possessed of his complete limbs, omniform. Rise up from 
here unto the highest heaven. Stand, with thy four feet, firm in 
the quarters (of the universe)]" his (the goat's) skin from which 
head and legs have not been severed; 

23. (he anoints) with the siikta (AV. 4, 14 beginning with) "Since 
the he-goat [has been born from the heat of Agni, he saw his 
generator in the beginning. By him the gods in the beginning 
attained to (their) divinity; those who are fit for sacrifice have 
through him ascended the heights]" (the oblation) with the 
remnants of the ghee as has been prescribed. 

24. From the North he lays down a (piece of home-woven cloth) with 
gold on the surface of it. 

25. With (A V. 9, 5, 26) "Five gold ornaments [become light for him; 
his garments become a defensive armour for his body, he attains 
the heavenly world, who gives a goat with five rice-dishes, with 
the dak~iJ}.ä as (his) light]" he (dedicates the offerings) as stated 
in the mantra; 

26. together with a milch cow on the north side, a coverlet with a 
cushion, a garment and gold. 

27. (He anoints the goat which constitutes the oblation) with the 
remnant of the ghee with the siikta (AV. 9, 5, 1) beginning with 
"Lead him hither" : [(For AV. 9, 5, 1-6 see above). (7) "The 
goat (is) Agni, and they call the goat light. They say that the 
goat is to be given to a brahman by one who remains alive. The 
goat, given in this world by one who has faith, wards off the 
darknesses far away". (8) "With five rice-dishes, let him traverse 
(move away) five-fold, about to move unto the three lights. Go 
thou forth to the midst of those who have worshipped, have 
earned religious merits. Do thou resort to the third heaven (to 
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stay there)on". (9) "Ascend, 0 goat, to the world of those who 
have earned religious merits. That thou, like a scared sarabha 
(locust?, Paipp.) hasten (away) across difficult places. Given, with 
five rice-dishes, to a brahman, he shall satisfy the giver greatly". 
(10) "The goat places him who has given (it) on the threefold 
heaven with threefold vault and threefold back, on the back of 
heaven (niikasya). Being given with five rice-dishes to a brahman, 
thou alone art of various forms, a mil eh cow yielding the object 
of desire". (11) "He gives this third light of yours, 0 Fathers, 
the goat with five rice-dishes to a brahman. The goat, given in 
this world by one who has faith, wards off the darknesses, far 
away". (12) "Desiring the world of those who have worshipped 
and have earned religious merits he gives a goat with five rice
dishes to a brahman. Do thou therefore acquire complete attain
ment, (viz.) that world. Be he, accepted, propitious to us". 
(13) "For the goat has been born from the heat of Agni, the seer, 
from the conquering power of the seer, (he) the inspired one. Let 
the gods at the proper time dispose (the merit of) that which has 
been offered, (the merit of) what has been bestowed (and of) 
what has been fulfilled, what has been offered with the valjlat". 
(14) "He should give a home-woven garment, also gold as a 
sacrificial gift (dak§irJij-); thus he fully obtains the heavenly as 
weIl as the earthly worlds". (15) "Unto thee, 0 goat, let these 
streams of soma go, divine, ghee-backed, overflowing with honey. 
EstabIish sky and earth upon the 'seven-rayed' back of the vault 
of heaven". (16) "Thou art eternal (or, a goat); 0 goat, thou 
art going to heaven. By thee the Aligirasas discerned (their 
heavenly) world. That holy world I come to discern". (17) "With 
which (power) thou carriest a thousand, with which, 0 Agni, 
(the offering of) one's whole possession, with that carry thou this 
offering (presented) by us to go to heaven, (to be) among the 
gods". (18) "The cooked goat, which is accompanied by five rice
dishes, which drives off perdition, pI aces (us) in the heavenly 
world. May we with it win worlds where is the Sun". (19) "The 
(he-goat) which he (one) deposited with (in) the brahman and 
which among the people (or, rather, with Paipp., in the quarters 
of the universe), the scattered drops which (there are) of the rice
dishes of the goat, all that of ours, 0 Agni, do thou then recognize 
in the world of those who have earned reIigious merit, at the 
meeting of the paths". (20) "The goat verily traversed this 
(universe) in the beginning; its breast became this (earth), its back 
the sky, its middle the atmosphere, its (two) sides the quarters, 
(the cavity of) his abdomen the (two) oceans"; (21) " 'truth' 
and 'universalorder' its eyes, the universe its form (thus Paipp.), 
'faith' its breath, the Viräj its head. This verily is an unIimited 
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sacrifice, namely the goat with five rice-dishes". (22) "He obtains 
an unlimited sacrifice, he secures an unlimited world who gives 
a goat accompanied by five rice-dishes, whose (i.e. the goat's) 
light is the sacrificial gift". (23) "He should not split its bones; 
he should not suck out its marrow. Mter having placed it together 
as a complete whole he should cause it to enter various (places)". 
(24) "These various (places become) his manifestation; with this 
he endows it. Refreshing drink, greatness, invigorating food it 
yields to him who gives a goat accompanied by five rice-dishes, 
whose light is the sacrificial gift". (25 and 26 see Kaus. 64, 25 
and the note). (27) "Whoever (fem.) having found a former husband, 
then finds another later one - if these two shall give a goat with 
five rice-dishes; they shall not be separated". (28) "The second 
husband comes to have the same world with his remarried wife, 
when he gives a goat with five rice-dishes, whose light is the 
sacrificial gift". (29) "Those (people) go to the highest heaven 
who have given a milch cow which calves regularly, a draught-ox, 
a pillow, a garment, gold". (30) "Myself, father, son, grandson, 
grandfather, wife, the mother who bore (me), those who are dear 
I call upon". (31) "Whoever knows the season "scorching" by 
name -the goat with five rice-dishes verily is the season "scorch
ing" by name - he burns out the fortune of his unfriendly rival, 
he thrives himself, who gives a goat with five rice-dishes, whose 
light is the sacrificial gift". (32) "Whoever knows the season 
"productive" by name, each' productive fortune of his unfriendly 
riyal he takes to himself. The goat ... verily is the season "pro
ductive" by name ... etc. (as in 31)". (33) "Whoever knows the 
season "meeting" by name, each meeting fortune of his unfriendly 
riyal he takes to himself. The (goat ... verily is the season) 
"meeting" by name ... etc." (34) "Whoever knows the season 
"distending" by name, each distending fortune of his unfriendly 
riyal he takes to himself. The (goat ... verily is the season) "dis
tending" by name ... etc." (35) "Whoever knows the season 
"rising" by name, each rising fortune of his unfriendly riyal he 
takes to himself. The (goat ... verily is the season) "rising" by 
name . ... etc." (36) "Whoever knows the season "superior" by 
name, each superior fortune of his unfriendly riyal he takes to 
himself. - The goat with five rice-dishes is the season "superior" 
by name - ; he burns out the fortune of his unfriendly rival, he 
thrives .himself, who gives a goat with five rice-dishes, whose light 
is the sacrificial gift". (37) "Cook ye the goat and the five rice
dishes. Let all the quarters of space, unanimous, associated, 
together with the intermediate directions accept that of thee!" 
(38) "Let them (fem.), for you, guard this of yours for you. To 
them I pour sacrificial butter, this oblation into the fire]". 
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28. As far as the ointment (the performance of the immolation of a 
cow) accompanied by a hundred rice-dishes is explained by means 
of the five rice-dishes rite. 

65, 1. With (AV. 10, 9, la) "[Close the mouths] of those who intend 
to injure" he accompanies (consecrates) the closing of the mouth 
(of the victim). 

2. With (AV. 10,9, Ib; 10, 9, 2d) "[Direct this] thunderbolt against 
(our) rivals" and "[Let] this pressing-stone [dance over you]" 
he accompanies the falling down (of the victim). 

3. With (AV. 10, 9, 2 a-c) "Thy [skin must be] the sacrificial bank 
[, thy hairs (must be) the layer of sacred grass. This strap has 
seized thee]" he spreads what is mentioned in the mantra. 

4. (Having arranged them) in rows of twenty rice-dishes (each) he 
places a hundred portions tied together by a leathem thong on 
each single rice-dish. 

5. In the fust aperture of the middle (row) he encloses curd, in the 
tenth everywhere seven cakes. 

6. In the fifteenth, two sacrificial cakes. 
7. In front, gold. 
8. With (AV. 10,9,27) "[I place] the divine waters [, rich in honey, 

dripping with ghee, in separate succession, in the hands of the 
brahmans. Let all that fall to my share desirous of which I now 
pour you on. May we be lords of possessions]" (he places) jars 
with water in front. 

9. With the (part of the) sükta (beginning with AV. 10, 9, 3) "Thy 
tail-tufts [must be the waters for sprinkling (consecrating) ; thy 
tongue must do the cleansing, 0 cow. Do thou, having become 
pure and worthy of being sacrificed, go on to heaven, 0 thou 
(who art accompanied) by the hundred rice-dishes]" he anoints 
(the cow which constitutes the oblation) with the remnants of 
the ghee. 

10. Mter the fue has been carried round about from left to right the 
sitting down, the washing and the sipping have been mentioned. 

11. Af ter having poured water into the hand. 
12. he next, af ter having twice cut off (a portion) from the middle 

and the front part of yonder rice-mess and from the portions 
and af ter having sprinkled (them) on the upper side with water 
he offers (the oblation) to the accompaniment of (A V. 11, 1, 25c; 
11, 1, 33a) "Purified by Soma sit in the belly of the brahmans" 
and "1 place thee, 0 rice-dish, among the descendants of the r~is". 

13. Next he eats (of the oblation). 
14. He consecrates the food with (the mantras) "I eat thee with the 

jaws of Agni, with the mouth of Brhaspati. I place thee in the 
belly of Indra, in the stomach of Varu:r:ta. Namely, as one might 
eat what has been offered and sacrified, being of divine self I eat 
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thee. Thou art Atman, 0 Atman, do not harm my ätman (i.e. 
my self)". 

15. He makes the giver pronounce (the following formulas): "In the 
fire which is kind to men by name which has entered the brahmans 
this rice-dish must be offered weIl. It must not harm me in the 
highest heaven. It must fall to our share in the highest heaven". 

16. As far as the looking-at (the sacrificial portion) (the performance 
of the immolation of a cow) accompanied by a hundred rice
dishes is explained by means of the morning-prayer. 

66, 1. With the formulas (AV. 19, 60, 1; 2 or rather Vait. 3, 14) "Speech 
in my mouth [, in (my) nostrils breath, sight in (my) eyes, hearing 
in (my) ears, in (my) arms strength, in (my) thighs (generative) 
power, in (my) legs speed, in (my) feet firm standing. All my 
limbs must be uninjured, (my) body (person) (united with) my 
body]" he addresses the (parts of his body) mentioned in the 
formulas with consecratory texts. 

2. He pronounces (the formulas AV. 5, 10, 8; 6, 53; 7, 67) "With 
the firm one [I invoke] 'mind' [, by Mätarisvan expiration and 
inhalation. From the sun (I call) sight, from the atmosphere 
hearing, from the earth body. Through (the help of) Sarasvati 
who is yoked by mind we invoke speech]"; (6, 53, 1) "Let both 
Sky [nowand Earth, the attentive ones, let the Bright, Firm One, 
through the sacrificial gift (dak~i1Jij), rescue me; let the Svadhä, 
Soma, Agni favour me; let Väyu, Savitar, and Bhaga protect us". 
(2) "Let breath, let the self come back into us; let sight, let life 
come back into us; let Vaisvänara, our reliable body-protector, 
stand between (us and) all difficulties". (3) "We have become 
united with lustre, with vital Huid, with bodies, with propitious 
mind. Let Tva~~ar here make for us no narrow room; let him 
smooth what of our body was injured]" ; (7, 67) "My bodily and 
psychical faculties must return into me [, re(turn) my self ('soul'), 
property, and sacred power; let the dhi~J).ya-fires again become 
practica bIe and successful just here in their respective stations]" 
in response to (the former mantras). 

3. Af ter the response has been pronounced they (plur.) eat (what 
remains of the dish of sacrificial food) af ter (portions) have been 
cut off (from it). 

4. At the (sava of the cow) accompanied by a hundred rice-dishes 
(there are) a hundred and twelve dak~iJ).äs. 

5. To him who gives a surplus accrues the fulfilment of desires. 
6. He makes, in every direction, pools in the rice-mess to the ac

companiment of (AV. 4, 34): (1) "Brahman is its [head, the brhat 
its back; the vämadevya the belly of the rice-mess; the metres 
are the (two) sides, truth is its mouth; the vi~~ärin is a sacrifice 
born out of austerity". (2) "Boneless, cleansed, purified with the 
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purifier, undefiled they go to an undefiled world. Jätavedas does 
not burn away their virile member; in the heavenly world much 
women-folk is theirs". (3) "Bad fortune never attaches to those 
who cook the vi~~ärin rice-mess. (Such a one) stays with Yama, 
goes to the gods, revels with the soma-drinking gandharvas". 
(4) "Yama does not rob of their seed those who cook the vi~~ärin 
rice-mess. Going in a chariot, (such a one) goes about upon a 
chariot-road; becoming winged, he goes all across the skies" . 
(5) "This, extended, is of sacrifices the best carrier. Having 
cooked the vil?~ärin one has entered heaven. The egg-shaped 
waterlily stretches its root-stock, (also) the esculent root; (there 
is also) the hoof-shaped (root), the fibrous root. All these streams 
must come into you, honey-like swelling in the heavenly world. 
Let lotus-ponds present themselves to you on all sides". (6) "With 
pools filled with ghee, with slopes of honey,' with liquor for water, 
filled with milk, with water, with coagulated milk, all these streams, 
etc." (7) "I offer four jars, filled with milk, with water, with 
coagulated milk, in four pI aces (i.e. in the four principal directions); 
all these streams etc." (8) "I deposit this rice-dish in the brahmans, 
the vil?~ärin that conquers the world and goes to heaven. Let it 
not perish for me, swelling by its own virtue. It must be a cow 
of all forms which milks my desires]". 

7. (He makes,) on the upper side, a cavity for Huid, 
8. and on the sides of that four canals directed to the quarters of 

the sky. 
9. He fills these with juices, 

10. af ter having placed in every quarter of the sky on the earth 
(together) with liquor and water the (objects) mentioned in the 
mantras including the egg-shaped bulbs. 

11. With (AV. 4, 35 one performs) the (sava) for escaping death (, the 
text running as follows:) (1) "The rice-dish which [Prajäpati, the 
fust bom of rta, cooked with austerity for the embodiment of 
brahman, which being a boundary-line between the worlds will 
not go wrong- , let me by that rice-dish overcome death". (2) 
"(The rice-dish) by which the being-makers overcame death; 
which they discovered by austerity, by exertion; which bráhman 
of old cooked for brahmán (the embodiment of bráhman) -, let 
me etc." (3) "(The rice-dish) which Bustains , the all-nourishing 
earth ; which filled the atmosphere with juice; which (going) 
upwards supported the heavens by (its) greatness, let me etc." 
(4) "That out of which were fashioned the months with thirty 
spokes; out of which was fashioned the year with twelve spokes; 
which the days-and-nights which recur in a cycle do not reach, 
let me etc." (5) "(That) which has become breath -giving, possesBing 
(the) breath-giving one(s); for which (the) worlds rich in ghee 
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flow (with ghee); of which are all the luminous regions of the 
sky, let me etc." (6) "From which, when cooked, 'immortality' 
has come into being; who has become the ruler of the gäyatri; 
in which are deposited the Vedas of all forms, let me ... " (7) "I 
keep off the hater, the reviler of the gods; those who are my 
rivIlols must be far away. 1 cook the all-conquering brahman-rice
dish. Let the gods hear me who am full of faith]". 

12. With (AV. 4, 11 one performs) the draught-ox (sava) : (1) "The 
draught-ox [sustains sky and earth; the draught-ox sustains the 
wide atmosphere; the draught-ox sustains the six wide directions ; 
the draught-ox has entered into all existence". (2) "The draught
ox is Indra; he looks away from the domestic animals (1). The 
mighty one traverses the triple ways; yielding the existences 
both what is and what is to be", he practises all the rules of 
functional conduct of the gods". (3) "(Being) Indra, bom among 
human beings; (being) a heated hot drink, he continues shining 
brightly. Blessed with offspring he shall not run in the mist who, 
understanding, will not partake of the draught-ox". (4) "The 
draught-ox yields milk in the world of religious merit. The one 
who purifies himself (Soma) makes him swell beforehand; Parjanya 
is his streams (of milk) , the Maruts his udder, the sacrifice is 
(his) milk, the gift to the priest(s) (dak§itLä) the milking of him". 
(5) "Of whom the lord of the sacrifice is not master, nor the 
sacrifice; not the giver is master of him, nor the recipient; who 
is all-conquering, all-supporting, all-creating-tell ye us the hot
drink which among the many is four-footed". (6) "By whom the 
gods ascended to heaven, giving up the body, to the navel of 
'immortality', by him shall we go to the world of religious merit, 
desirous of prestige, by observing the ritual usages in connection 
with the hot-drink, by austerity". (7) "Indra by form, Agni by 
his drawing (conducting) function, Prajäpati, Paramel?thin, Viräj, 
(this Highest Being) went into Visvänara, went into V aisvänara, 
went into the draught-ox. He established; he sustained". (8) 
"That is the middle of the draught-ox, where this drawing (con
ducting) function is placed; so much of him is in front as is brought 
together of him on the opposite side". (9) "Whoso knows the 
seven unfailing milkings of the draught-ox attains both progeny 
and a (celestial) world. Thus the seven seers know". (10) "With 
his feet treading down decline, with his shanks drawing out 
refreshing drink-with exertion go the draught-ox and the plough
man unto the sweet beverIloge". (11) "Twelve, indeed, they decIare 
(to be) those days of the ritual observances connected with Pra
jäpati. Who knows the brahman therein - that verily is the ritual 
observance of the draught-ox". (12) "He yields milk at evening, 
he yields milk in the morning, he yields milk about midday. The 
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milkings of him which combine, these we knowas unfailing]". 
13. He gives a white calf with a (barren) cow which is to be fastened 

(for slaughtering) to the accompaniment of (AV. 4, 38, 5 ff.) 
"[They (fem.) who go about] af ter the rays of the sun [or who go 
about with the shining motes-; whose (fem.) bull, possessing 
manifestations of generative power, from afar moves around at 
once all the worlds, protecting (these) - ; let him come unto us, 
enjoying this libation, together with the atmosphere, possessing 
manifestations of generative power". (6) "Together with the 
atmosphere, 0 thou who possessest manifestations of generative 
power, protect thou here the white calf, 0 possessor of generative 
power (väja-). Here are abundant drops for thee; come here; this 
is thy white calf; here be thy mind". (7) "Together with the 
atmosphere, 0 thou who possessest manifestations of generative 
power, protect thou here the white calf, 0 possessor of generative 
power (väja-). Here is fodder; here is the pen. Here we bind the 
calf. According to name we have power over you (plur.). Hail!]". 

14. He (gives) a dappled cow (bull) with (AV. 6, 31; 7, 22), (the 
süktas running as follows): (6, 31, I) "This dappled bull [has 
approached, has sat in front upon his mother and father, going 
to the sun". (2) "He moves in the middle of the luminous spheres 
through his own breath when he is (lit. the breath of himself 
who is) inhaling. The buffalo has looked at the sun". (3) "He is 
illustrious through thirty places. Speech, the bird, sat down upon 
the day with the lights of morning]". (7, 22, I) "This one [must 
for a] thousand [(years be) near to us to be seen (by us), (being) 
inspired thought of the sages, light so as to diffuse itself, (2) the 
yellowish red one causing the dawns to make, all together, their 
appearance, the spotiess, unanimous, most spirited ones in the 
constructed 'pen' of the 'cow']". 

15. (One presents a sava called) paunaMila (and consisting of a) 
honey-drink with gold (and anointed) with the residue (of the 
ghee while reciting AV. 6, 30, I:) "The gods [obtained by 
ploughing, on account of a 'jewel' (1),] this barley combined with 
honey [on the Sarasvati. lndra was the lord of the furrow, the 
hundredfold resourceful (one); the Maruts who bestow abundantly 
were the ploughmen]". 

16. With (AV. 6, 19): (I) "The divine people must purify me [; men 
must purify me with inspired verses. All beings must purify me; 
the purifying One must purify me". (2) "The purifying One must 
purify me in order to (enable me to acquire) inventiveness, ability, 
life and, moreover, uninjured preservation", (3) "With both, 0 
divine impeller, with purifier and with impulse, do thou purify 
us that we may see]" a purificatory (sava, consisting of) a krSara
dish. 
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17. With (AV. 7, 104) "Who [enjoying companionship with Brhaspati 
shall shape (to be his) body at his will] the spotted [milch cow 
which yields much, always possesses a calf, (and is) given by 
Varu1).a to Atharvan]" (one offers) a cultivated field (as a sava). 

18. With AV. 9, 4 (one offers) a bull: (1) "[The impetuous bull] who 
is worth a thousand (1), [who is rich in semen, bearing all forms 
in his belly, endeavouring to effect for (his) giver, the sacrificer, 
what is excellent, the reddish one of Brhaspati has extended his 
line (i.e. propagated his species)". (2) "He who in the beginning 
has become (and now is) the counterpart of the waters, a match 
for everything like the goddess earth, father of calves, husband 
of cows, he must arrange us in thousandfold prosperity". (3) "A 
male, (yet) pregnant, strong, rich in semen, the bull bears a trunk 
of wealth. Let Agni Jätavedas him, sacrificed to lndra, convey 
by the roads which lead to the gods". (4) "Father of calves, 
husband of cows, and also father of great churns; calf, afterbirth, 
fresh milk, beestings, curd, ghee, that is his seed". (5) "This 
bundie is the portion of the gods, the juice of the waters, of the 
herbs, of the ghee. The mighty one chose a drink of soma. A firm 
stone became (his) body". (6) "Thou bearest a jar full of soma, 
shaper of forms, generator of cattie. These pudenda here must 
be propitious to thee. Procure us, 0 knife, those (pudenda) which 
are yonder". (7) "He bears sacrificial butter ; ghee is his seed. 
Thousandfold prosperity-that, they say, is the sacrifice. The 
bull, clothing himself in lndra's form-Iet him, 0 gods, come 
propitious to us, when given". (8) "Indra's creative-and
inaugurative power, VarU1).a's two arms, the ASvins' two shoulders, 
of the Maruts this hump. They who have received inspiration, 
the sage poets who possess immediate insight into the essence 
of things call him the 'composed' Brhaspati". (9) "Rich in milk, 
thou stretchest unto the celestial tribes. They call thee lndra 
and Sarasvant. He who offers a bull as an oblation into a brahman 
gives a thousand (head of cattie) facing the same direction". 
(10) "Brhaspati, Savitar bestowed on thee (youthful) energy; from 
Tva~~ar, from Väyu was brought hither thy 'self'. I sacrifice thee 
with (my) mind in the atmosphere. Let both heaven and earth 
be thy barhis". (11) "He who like lndra among the gods goes, 
roaring here and there, among the cows -, the brahman must of 
that bull praise the limbs properly in an auspicious manner". 
(12) "(His) sides were Anumati's, (his) flanks(1) were Bhoga's; 
with regard to (his) knees Mitra said: 'These are exclusively 
mine' ". (13) "(His) hinder and secret parts were the Adityas'; 
(his) buttocks were Brhaspati's. (His) tail (was) of the divine 
Wind; with that he shakes the herbs". (14) "(His) intestines 
were Siniväli's; they called (his) skin Süryä's; they called his 
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feet (plur.) the Riser's, when they prepared the bull". (15) "(His) 
breast was Jämisarp.sa's; (his) rumen (1) held to be Soma's, when all 
the gods, coming together, divided the bull into portions". (16) 
"They assigned the dew-claws to Saramä, the hooves to the 
tortoises; for the worms (and) the carrion-insects( 1) they destined 
the content of his bowels". (17) "With his (two) horns he pounces 
upon the demoniac power, with his eye he slays bad fortune; 
with his ears he hears what is auspicious, (he,) the inviolable 
lord of cattIe" . (18) "He who sacrifices a bull into (sic) a brahman 
performs an act of worship which is equivalent to a hundred 
such acts, the fires do not consume him; all the gods animate 
him". (19) "Having given a bull to brahmans one makes oneself 
greatly free from care. He beholds prosperity of the inviolable 
(cows) in his own stabIe". (20) "Let there be cows, let there be 
children, let there likewise be physical strength; let the gods 
accord all that to the giver of a bull". (21) "Let this burlyO) 
(bull), (who is) indeed lndra, bestow conspicuous wealth. Let this 
one milk the well-milking cow, which is always possessed of a 
calf, the inspired one, according to wish, on the other side of the 
heavens". (22) "Of reddish-brown colour, of the nature of clouds, 
possessing (and bestowing) energy, lndra's valour, omniform, he 
has come to us, assigning to us a complete lifetime and progeny. 
Let him attach himself to us with abundances of wealth". (23) 
"Near to us here, 0 thou who effectst (sexual) partnership, come 
near (as a partner of the cows) in this cow-pen; near the semen 
of the bull, near, 0 lndra, thy virility". (24) "We place this 
young male near you here. Keep on playing with him according 
to wish. Do not fail us, 0 fortunate ones, with regard to birth, 
and attach yourselves to us with abundances (sic) of wealth]". 

19. With AV. 9, 7 one offers an ox: (1) "Prajäpati as weIl [as the 
Supreme Being (parame{Jthin-) (are his) two horns; lndra (his) 
head, Agni (his) forehead, Yama the joint of (his) neck". (2) 
"King Soma (his) brain, the sky (his) upper jaw, the earth (his) 
lower jaw". (3) "Lightning (his) tongue, the Maruts (his) teeth, 
the Revatis (his) neck, the Pleiads (his) shoulders, the Gharma 
(his) withers". (4) "Väyu (is his) 'all', the heavenly world (his) 
lq~:r;tadra, the whirlwind (his) vidhära:r;tï". (5) "The eagle (his) 
breast, the atmosphere the underpart of (his) belly, Brhaspati 
(his) hump, the brhati1;t (his) vertebrae". (6) "The spouses of the 
gods (the part of) his ribs (called P'f§ti-) , the upasads (the part 
of) his ribs (called parsu-)". (7) "Both Mitra and VarU:r;ta (his 
two) shoulders, both Tva~tar and Aryaman (his two) shanks; 
Mahädeva the upper parts of (his) two fore-feet". (8) "Indrä:r;ti 
(his) hinder and secret parts, Väyu (his) tail, (Soma) which is 
being purified the hairs of (his) tail". (9) "Both the brahman-
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order and the k~atriya-order hls two buttocks, force (hls) two 
thlghs", (10) "Dhätar and Savitar (are his) knees, the gandharvas 
(his) shanks, the apsarases (his) dew-claws, Aditi (his) hooves", 
(11) "Thought (hls) heart, wisdom (his) liver, religious observance 
(hls) pericardium(?)", (12) "Hunger (hls) abdomen, refreshing food 
(his) rectum, the mountains (his) vessel of excreta", (13) "Anger 
(his) kidneys, passion (hls) testicles, progeny (hls) virile mem ber" , 
(14) "The river (his) womb, the lords of rain (his) teats, the 
thunder-cloud (his) udder" , (15) "The one who encompasses all 
things (his) hide, the herbs (the) hairs (of hls body), the con
stellations (hls beautiful) form", (16) "The host ofthe divine beings 
(i.e, the snakes his) intestines, human beings (hls) entrails, 
'devourers' (his) belly", (17) "The demoniac beings (his) blood, 
the Other Folk the contents of (his) bowels", (18) "The cloud 
(his) fat, the finale (his) marrow", (19) "(He is) Agni when sitting, 
when arisen the (two) ASvins"; (20) "Indra when standing east
ward, when standing southward Yama"; (21) "when standing 
westward Dhätar, when standing northward Savitar"; (22) "when 
having obtained graas King Soma"; (23) "Mitra when looking, 
when turned thls way Delight"; (24) "when being yoked, belonging 
to all the gods; when yoked, Prajäpati; when released, the All", 
(25) "That verily has the form of everything, has the form of all, 
has the form of the Cow", (26) "CattIe of every form, all-formed 
approach him (in order to serve him) who knows thus]", 

20, With AV. 10, 10 and AV, 12, 4 he (the officiant) sprinkles a 
(barren) cow with a water-jar which contains (also) the residue, 
consecrates (her with the mantras), pronounces the ritual in
junctions with regard (to her) and, af ter he has been made to 
recite (the ritual words), the giver gives (her), (The mantraa are:) 
(10, 10, 1) "Homage to thee while being bom, [also when bom 
homage to thee; to the hair of thy tail, to (thy) hooves, (thy) 
form, 0 inviolable one, (be) homage", (2) "Whoever knows the 
seven declivities (and) knows the seven distances, whoever knows 
the head of the sacrifice-he may accept the (barren) cow" , (3) 
"I know the seven declivities (and) I know the seven distances, 
I know the head of the sacrifice, and the clear-sighted soma in 
her", (4) "By whom the sky, the earth, these waters are guarded 
- we address the cow of a thousand streams with a sacred text". 
(5) "A hundred metal vessels, a hundred milkers, a hundred 
guardians (are) behind her. The gods who breathe in her, [they] 
know the cow alone" , (6) "The cow, whose feet are worship (?), 
whose milk is refreshing food, whose breath is svadhä, whose 
'world' is the earth (1), whose consort is Parjanya; approaches 
the gods through (our) sacred text". (7) "Agni followed in entering 
thee, Soma followed, 0 cow, in thee, Thine udder, 0 gracious 
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one, is Parjanya; the lightnings are thy teats, 0 cow". (8) "Thou 
yieldest (as milk) the waters first, the cultivated fields later, 0 
cow; as the third, thou yieldest kingship, food, milk, 0 cow". 
(9) "When, called upon by the Adityas, thou didst approach, 0 
thou who occupiest a central position in the universalorder, 
Indra made thee drink soma, a thousand vessels, 0 cow". (10) 
"When thou didst go, following Indra, then the bull called thee. 
Therefore the Vrtra-slayer, angry, took thy juice, (thy) milk, 0 
cow". (11) "Thy milk which the lord of wealth, angry, took, 0 
cow, the firmament now keeps that self-same (miIk) in three 
vessels". (12) "In three vessels the divine cow took that soma, 
when Atharvan, undergoing the consecration, sat on a golden 
barhis". (13) "Since she had united with soma, and with all that 
has feet, the cow stood upon the ocean, together with the 
gandharvas (and) Kali (cum suis)". (14) "Since she had united 
with the wind and with all the winged ones, the cow began to 
dance on the ocean, bearing the rg-verses and the sämans". 
(15) "Since she had united with the sun and with all sight, the 
cow has overlooked the ocean, bearing excellent lights". (16) 
"When thou didst stand decked with gold, 0 thou who occupiest 
a central position in the universalorder, the ocean, having become 
a horse, covered thee (in copulation,) 0 cow". (17) "There the 
excellent ones united, (viz.) the cow, De!i!~ri and also Svadhä, 
where Atharvan, undergoing the consecration, sat on a golden 
barhis". (18) "The cow is the mother of the nobleman; the cow 
is thy mother, 0 Svadhä. Of the cow the weapon is bom (Paipp., 
or "worship (the sacrifice) is the weapon of the cow" , as handed 
down in Saun.); from her was born the (enlightened) thought". 
(19) "A drop went forth, rising upwards, from the summit of 
bráhman. Of that thou art bom, 0 cow; from that the hotar was 
bom". (20) "From thy mouth came the (stanzas called) gäthäs, 
from thy (two) nape-bones, 0 cow, force; from the underpart 
of thy belly was bom the sacrifice, from thy teats the rays". 
(21) "From thy (two) fore-Iegs and thighs motion wa.s bom, 0 
cow; from thine entrails were bom 'devourers', out of thy belly 
the plants". (22) "When, 0 cow, thou didst enter the belly of 
Varll1.la, thence the brahmán (priest) called thee out, for he knew 
thy conduct(ing)". (23) "All trembIed at the embryo, when it 
was bom, of (him) who gave birth to one who does not herself 
give birth. For indeed they said: "He has given birth to her, viz. 
(to) the cow". For that is her original connection, weIl ordered 
by the manifestations of brahman (by the powerful formulas)" . 
(24) "He engages in contests who alone is in control of her. The 
sacrifices became powers-to-overcome-and-acquire; the cow be
came the 'eye' of (these) powers-to-overcome-and-acquire". (25) 
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"The cow accepted the sacrifice; the cow supported the sun. 
The rice-dish entered into the cow together with the brahmán 
(priest)". (26) "They call the cow 'immortality'; they regard the 
cow (reverentially) as death; the cow became this all, gods, men, 
asuras, Fathers, r~is". (27) "Whoso knows thus may accept the 
cow, for so the 'all-footed' (i.e. integral) sacrifice yields, without 
lashing out, ('milk') to the giver". (28) "Three tongues glitter 
in the mouth of VaruJ)a; of these, the one which stands forth in 
the middle is the cow, hard of acceptance". (29) "The semen of 
the cow was (divided into) four parts: the waters were (became) 
aquarter, 'immortality' (amrtam) a quarter, sacrifice a quarter, 
cattie a quarter". (30) "The cow is the sky, the cow the earth, 
the cow Vi~J)u (and) Prajäpati. The sädhyas and the vasus drank 
the yield of the cow". (31) "Having drunk the yield of the cow, 
the sädhyas and the vasus approach her milk courting at the 
summit of the yellow one". (32) "Some milk soma out of her, 
others sit courting near the ghee. They who have given the cow 
to the one who knows thus have gone to the highest heaven". 
(33) "Having given the (barren) cow to brahmans one gains 
(access to) all the 'worlds', for rta is founded on her, also bráhman 
and, moreover, tapas". (34) "The gods subsist on the cow, and 
men also on the cow. The cow had become this all, as far as the 
sun looks]". (AV. 12, 4, I) " 'I give', [thus he should say, if they 
have noticed her, 'the (barren) cow to the brahmáns who ask 
(for her)'. That (gift) produces (much) progeny (and) descendants". 
(2) "He barters away his progeny, he becomes deprived of cattie, 
who is not willing to give the cow of the gods to the descendants 
of the r~is who ask for her". (3) "By a hornless one (cow) they 
break down for him; by a lame one he stumbles into a hole; by 
a crippled one his house is burned; by a one-eyed one his property 
is given away (or, captured, Paipp.)". (4) "Anaemia (?) visits 
the owner of the cow from (her) standing-place, (viz.) from (her) 
dung. So is the covenant of the cow: 'Thou art indeed said to be 
'swallowing evil' " (Paipp., or "hard to be injured"?, Saun.). (5) 
"The (disease called) viklindu, indeed, visits (him) in (his) foot 
from her standing-place. Because of (her) unfriendly disposition 
break down those (cows) which she snuffs at with (her) mouth". 
(6) "He who punches her ears estranges himself from the gods; 
if he thinks 'I am making a mark (upon her), he diminishes his 
(own) property'''. (7) "If for any advantage any one cuts off 
her tail-tuft, then his colts die, and the wolf kills his calves". 
(8) "If a crow has pulled her hair, as long as she is with her owner, 
then his boys (children) die, (and) the cachexy attacks (him, 
them?) because of (her) unfriendly disposition". (9) "If a female 
slave mixes her dung, (which so to say is) lye (with water etc.), 
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then is bom a monstrosity that will be inseparably associated with 
this sin". (10) "In her very birth the (barren) cow is bom for the 
gods together with (and) the brahmans. Therefore she is to be 
given to the brahmans; that, they say, means the preservation 
of one's property". (11) "To those who come to win her belongs 
this cow made by the gods. They called it oppression of brahmans, 
if one keeps her for oneself". (12) "Who is not willing to give 
the cow of the gods to the descendants of the r~is who ask for 
her, estranges himself from the gods and (incurs) the wrath of 
the brahmans". (13) "Whatever may be the use he (derives) from 
the (barren) cow, he should then seek another (cow). When refused 
she injures a man, if he refuses to give her when she has been 
asked for". (14) "The (barren) cow is as a treasure deposited 
for the brahmans (or "the cow of the brahmans is as a deposited 
treasure"). Thus they come for her, with whomsoever she is bom". 
(15) "They come thus to their own property, when the brahmans 
(come) to the (barren) cow; as one might oppress them for some 
motive or other, so is the keeping back of her". (16) "She may 
roam about up to a period of three years, without her disease 
(disability) being ascertained, but should he (the owner) find her 
to be a barren cow, 0 Närada, then (the) brahmans are to be 
sought for". (17) "If he denies that she is a barren cow, the 
deposit (treasure) deposited for the gods, Bhava and Sarva, both, 
having advanced round (him) hurl their arrow upon him". (18) 
"To him who is neither acquainted with her udder, nor with 
her teats, with both the (barren) cow yields milk to him, if he 
has prevailed upon himself to give her away". (19) "Hard to 
injure she lies on him, if he is not willing to give her when asked 
for (or, "he sinks down on evil, if he does not give her when she 
is eagerly sought for" (Paipp.,? n. Ris desires are not fulfilled, 
if he wishes to accomplish them without giving her away". (20) 
"The gods asked for the (barren) cow, having made the (repre
sentative of) brahman (power) their mouth, the indignation of 
them all incurs the man who does not give (her)". (21) "He incurs 
the indignation of cattIe who does not give the (barren) cow to 
the brahmans, if a mortal man keeps for himself the share deposited 
for the gods". (22) "If a hundred other brahmans should ask the 
owner of the cow for the (barren) cow, yet the gods said of her: 
'the (barren) cow belongs to him who knows thus' ". (23) "If one 
who has not given the (barren) cow to him who knows thus then 
gives (her) to others (another, Paipp.), the earth with its deities 
is difficult to go upon for him in (his) abode". (24) "The gods 
asked the (barren) cow (ofhim) with whom she was, in the beginning, 
bom. That same one might Närada have known; together with 
the gods he drove her along (with himself)". (25) "The (barren) 
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cow renders a man destitute of progeny, poor in cattie, if, when 
(she has been) asked for by (the) brahmans, he yet keeps her for 
himself". (26) "For Agni and Soma, for Käma, for Mitra and for 
Varu1).a, for these the brahmans ask her; from these he estranges 
himself, ifhe does not give (her)". (27) "So long as her master should 
not himself have heard the sacred verses, so long she may go 
about among his cattie ; she may not stay in his house af ter he 
has heard (these)". (28) "Ofhim who, af ter having heard the sacred 
verses (relating) to her yet made her go about among his cattle, 
the gods, having become angry, cut off his (complete duration 
of) life and his prosperity ("good fortune", Paipp.)". (29) "The 
(barren) cow (even) when she wanders about in many directions, 
is a treasure deposited for the gods. 'Make thy forms (manifes
tations) evident, when one desires to obstruct thy (rightful) 
place (?)' ". (30) "She (indeed) manifests herself, when one desires 
to obstruct her (rightful) place. Then the (barren) cow directs 
her mind towards the brahmans that they (may) ask (for her)". 
(31) "She has the impulse with (in) her mind; that (thought) 
reaches the gods. Then the brahmans come to ask for the (barren) 
cow". (32) "By the call svadhä to the Fathers, by the sacrifice 
to the deities, by the gift of the (barren) cow the nobleman does 
not incur the wrath of the mother" . (33) "The (barren) cow is 
the mother ofthe nobleman. So it has prevailed from the beginning. 
They call it a non-surrendering that she is given to the brahmans". 
(34) "As if one might take away (or, waste) from the spoon the 
sacrificial butter which is stretched forth to Agni (the fire), thus 
he who does not give the (barren) cow to the brahmans estranges 
himself from Agni". (35) "With the sacrificial cake as calf milking 
well, she approaches him in the world (obligingly). The (barren) 
cow yields (fulfills) to him who has given (her) all his wishes" . 
(36) "The (barren) cow yields (fulfills) all his wishes in Yama's 
realm to him who has given (her). Moreover they call infernal 
the world of him who withholds her when she has been asked 
for". (37) "When he tries to have her impregnated, the (barren) 
cow lives in anger at her owner: 'Since he thinks me to be a cow 
that miscarries he must be bound in the fetters of Death' ". 
(38) "And he who, thinking her to be a cow that miscarries, 
roasts the (barren) cow at home - his sons (children) and grandsons 
(grandchildren) also does Brhaspati cause to be asked for". (39) 
"Fiercely she radiates heat downwards, when she goes about as 
merely a cow (gauM among cows (go~u); the barren cow (vaSa) , 
moreover, milks poison for the cow-owner who has not given her". 
(40) "It pleases the cattie, that she is presented to the brahmans. 
It pleases, moreover, the (barren) cow that she will be an oblation 
among the gods (of, to, the deities, Paipp.)". (41) "From the 
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(barren) cows which the gods had fashioned af ter having come 
upwards from a sacrifice (or, ... had fashioned out of a sacrifice 
af ter having arisen from it) Närada drove out (for himself) the 
terrible vilipti". (42) "With regard to her the gods questioned: 
'Is she a (barren) cow or not a (barren) cow1". Närada said of 
her (to them, Paipp.): 'She is of the (barren) cows the (barren) 
cow par excellence'''. (43) "How many are the (barren) cows, 
o Närada, which thou knowest to be bom among men? I ask 
thee who knowest about these; of which maya non-brahman 
not partake1". (44) "Ofthe vilipti, 0 Brhaspati, and (ofthe cow) 
which has given birth to a barren cow (or, rather, "which remains 
barren af ter her fust calf"), (and of) the (simple barren) cow 
(herself), of these the non-brahman, who wishes to attain to 
prosperity should not eat". (45) "Homage be to thee, 0 Närada! 
The (barren) cow (belongs) to him who knows (this) at once 
("Homage be to thee, 0 Närada, who knows the (barren) cow 
at once", Paipp.). Which one of them (these cows) is the most 
terrible, by withholding which one would perish1". (46) "The 
vilipti, 0 Brhaspati, further the cow which has given birth to 
a barren cow (or, rather, "which remains barren af ter her first 
calf"), (and) the (simple barren) cow (herself), of these (Paipp.) 
the non-brahman who wishes to attain to prosperity should not 
eat". (47) "Three indeed are the kinds of (barren) cow, (viz.) 
the vilipti, the cow which has given birth to a barren cow (or, 
rather, "which remains barren af ter her fust calf) , (and) the 
(simple barren) cow (herself). These one should present to the 
brahmans; (then) one does not estrange oneself from Prajäpati". 
(48) "'This, 0 brahmans, is your oblation', thus, when asked 
(for) her, should one think, if they should ask him for the (barren) 
cow which is terrible in the house ofhim who refuses to give (her)". 
(49) "The gods, having become angry (saying) 'he has not given 
her to us' (Le. because he had ... to them) reviled Bheda with 
regard to the (barren) cow, with these verses. That is indeed why 
he (Bheda) perished (succumbed)". (50) "And Bheda did not give 
her, when asked by Indra for the (barren) cow. On account of 
that sin the gods 'cut him off' in the contest for pre-eminence". 
(51) "They who, wheedling, recommend not to give the cow 
estrange themselves, the villains, from lndra (incurring) through 
infatuation (his) wrath". (52) "Those who af ter leading the owner 
of the cow away then say: 'Do not give', run through infatuation 
into the missile hurled by Rudra". (53) "If one roasts the (barren) 
cow at home, whether as offered or not as offered, one offends 
the gods together with the brahmans and forfeits the (heavenly) 
world]". 

21. (The officiant) accepts her (the cow) with (AV. 3, 29, 8): "[Let] 
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Earth [accept] thee [, (and) this great Atmosphere. Let me not, 
having accepted, be deprived of breath, nor with (my) self (person), 
nor with progeny]". 

22. With AV. 9, 3 that which he is about to give together with the 
house, is (placed) within (the house), locked up. [(The siikta runs 
as follows): (1) "Of the props, of the supports, and also of the 
connecting beams of the house which possesses all desired objects 
we loosen the ties". (2) "What of thee is tied, 0 thou that 
possessest all desired objects, the fetter and knot which have 
been made (on thee), we cause that to fall down (to get loose) 
with (our) word, like Brhaspati (did) Vala". (3) "One has drawn 
(thy frame) tight, one has joined firmly, has made firm knots 
(upon) thee. Like a skilful dissecter the joints we loosen (thy 
'joints') with Indra('s aid)". (4) "Of thy beams, bolts, connections 
and thatch, of thy 'walls' (sides), 0 thou that possessest all 
desired objects, we loosen the ties". (5) "Of the clamps, of the 
coverings, and of the matting of the Lady of the building we now 
loosen the ties" (" ... we loosen all the ties", Paipp.). (6) "These 
suspended things which they have fastened within thee for 
pleasure, 1 loosen from thee. Be thou propitious to our persons, 
o Lady of the building, when (thou hast again been) erected". 
(7) "The havirdhäna, the 'house' for keeping the sacrificial fires, 
the seat of the wives, the sadas, the seat of the gods art thou, 
o divine house". (8) "The ak~u, the turban which with a thousand 
eyes is extended on the central (ridge-pole), which is tied on, 
put on (or, fastened, placed upon, Paipp.), we loosen with brahman 
(mantras)". (9) "He who accepts thee, 0 house, as well as he 
by whom thou hast been built, let both these, 0 Lady of the 
building, live to attain old age". (10) "Do thou go to him in the 
world to come, firm, tied, prepared, thou of which we loosen 
Iimb by limb, joint by joint". (ll) "He who, 0 house, (A VS., 
"formerly" Paipp.) erected thee, who brought together the stems 
of the forest-trees, with a view to progeny he has made thee, 
o house, (a) Parame~thin ("the Supreme" or "Highest Being") 
Prajäpati". (12) "We pay homage to him, and homage to the 
giver, the lord of the house; homage to the Fire which (Agni 
who) discharges (its, his sacred function) and homage to thy 
puru,?&". (13) "To the cows, the horses homage, (to) what is born 
in the house. 0 thou that hast brought forth (children etc.), 
(that art) rich in offspring, we Ioosen thy fetters". (14) "Thou 
shelterest within the fire, the men together with the cattIe. 0 thou 
that hast brought forth (children etc.), (that art) rich in offspring, 
we Ioosen thy fetters". (15) "With the expanse which (there is) 
between heaven and earth, I accept this house from thee. I make 
the atmosphere which measures out space a receptacle for 
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treasures. With that I accept the house in the interest of this 
one". (16) "Rich in (strengthening) food, rich in milk, erected, 
(built) upon the earth, bearing all food, 0 dwelling, do thou not 
harm those who accept (thee)". (17) "Wrapped with grass, clothing 
itself in coverings is the house, providing, like night, men and 
animals with a resting-place. Built on the earth thou standest, 
like a she-elephant, firm of foot". (18) "I loosen what of reed is 
tied on thee (by way of covering), opening (it). Let Mitra in the 
morning uncover thee that hast been closed up by VaruJ).a". (19) 
"Indra and Agni, the immortal ones, must pro te ct the house, 
the seat of soma, the house which was erected by (means of) 
bráhman (consecratory formulas), erected (and) built by inspired 
sages". (20) "A receptacle (a human bodyn upon a receptacle 
(a human bodyn, a case (the scrotum n pressed closely upon a 
case (the womb?) - there the mortal (being) originates, from whom 
everything comes into existence". (21) "In the house which is 
erected with two 'walls' (sides), with four 'walls', with six 'walls', 
with eight 'walls', with ten 'walls', the Lady ofthe building, Agni 
lies like an embryo". (20) "Turning towards (thee) that art 
turned towards me, 0 house, I move forward to thee that does 
not harm me. For fire and water are within, the first gate of rta". 
(23) "I bring forward (present) this water which is free from 
cachexy, and which destroys cachexy. I settIe down in the house 
together with (the) immortal Fire". (24) "Fasten thou not on us 
a fetter; (though) a heavy burden, become thou light. Like a 
bride, 0 house, we carry thee according to wish". (25) "From 
the eastern quarter homage to the greatness of the house! Hail 
to the gods who are to be addressed with hail!" (26) "From the 
southern quarter homage ... hail!" (27) "From the western 
quarter homage ... hail!" (28) "From the northern quarter 
homage ... hail!" (29) "From the fixed (central) quarter homage 
... hail!" (30) "From the upward quarter homage ... hail!" (31) 
"From every quarter homage to the greatness of the house I Hail 
to the gods who are to be addressesd with hail!]". 

23. The (objects) mentioned in the mantras (of AV. 9, 3) are however 
recommended. 

24. With (AV. 9, 3) st. 18 (see above) he moves the door away (or, 
lets it down). 

25. With (AV. 9, 3) st. 22 (see above) they take up the water-jar 
and the fire and enter (the house). 

26. Within, he pours with the (entire) sük.ta (AV. 9, 3) the residue 
(of the ghee) out into that (water-jar). 

27. Af ter he (the officiant) has sprinkled the house (with water from) 
the water-jar which contains (also) the residue and has consecrated 
(it with the mantras) and pronounced the ritual injunctions with 
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regard (to it), the giver af ter he has been made to pronounce 
(the ritual words), should give (the oblation). 

28. (The recipient) while reciting (AV. 9, 3) st. 15, accepts it. 
29. While reciting (AV. 9, 3) st. 1 he loosens the objects mentioned 

in the mantra. 
30. Addressing (them) with (AV. 9, 3) st. 24 he carries (them off). 
31. With (AV. 9, 5, 23 ab) "[He should] not [split] its bones; [he 

should not suck out its marrow]" (he does) as stated (before). 
32. With (AV. 9, 5, 23 cd) "Mter having placed it together as a 

complete whole [he should cause it to enter various (places)]" he 
pierces (it) and scatters it into a pit filled with water. 

33. And (he performs the rite of the cow) accompanied by a hundred 
rice-dishes. 

67, 1. Af ter having procured the objects required for the performance 
of a sava he (the sacrificer) should choose a brahman to (be his) 
sacrificial priest, 

2. (viz.) a !"I?i, a descendant of a !"I?i, who is (worthy) of an appropriate 
dakl?iJ}.ä and is not an interpreter of prognostics. 

3. He verily is a !"I?i, a descendant of a !"I?i, (worthy) of an appropriate 
dakl?iJ}.ä, who has at least three ancestors endowed with (sacred) 
knowiedge, moral conduct, good behaviour and an honest character. 

4. Some (authorities are of the opinion) that (this should take place) 
in the half year from the winter to the summer solstice. 

5. Now we shall explain in detail the rules with regard to the (ancillary) 
practices (to be adopted in performing) the rice-dish savas. 

6. Mter having celebrated savas he (the sacrificer; or, one) should 
place the (sacred) fires (on the sacrificial fire-place). 

7. (He must be) versed in all the Vedas according to some (au
thorities). 

8. All the Vedas means practically two. 
9. The consecration (of the sacrificer: dik~ä) (lasts) at the most a 

month or a period of twelve days. 
10. A period of three days according to some (authorities). 
11. They should eat (only) (those kinds of) substances which are fit 

for sacrifices and observe chastity. 
12. They should (at night) lie on the bare ground. 
13. Until the completion (of the rite) they (other people) should not 

employ the officiant and the giver willingly, if they would like 
to continue uninterruptedly. 

14. According to some (authorities) this rite is brought to completion 
in one day. 

15. For (re-entering) normallife, the giver and his wife or the giver 
(alone) should have the hair of the head, beard and hair of the 
body shorn and their nails (cut). 

16. The wife (ofthe sacrificer) with the exception ofthe hair ofthe head. 
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17. Having bathed, wearing unwashed (i.e. new) clothes, sweet
smelling, undertaking religious observances, behaving suitably for 
religious action they abide in a state of abstinence from food. 

18. The next day he (the officiant) should, invested with the sacred 
thread, make propitiatory water and besprinkle the sacrificial 
ground and af ter having produced (by means of fire-sticks) the 
fire on which the brahmaudana is to be cooked, 

19. with the following three süktas (AV. 6, 114; 6,115; 6, 117), the 
giver seizing hold of him from behind, should offer a complete 
oblation. (The texts are the following:) (6, 114, 1) "H, 0 gods, 
[we have committed, 0 gods,] anything that offends the gods, 
[from that, 0 Adityas, do ye release us by (means of) the essence 
of fundamental truth-and-order (rta-)". (2) "By the essence of 
fundamental truth-and-order, 0 Adityas, (0 ye) that are worthy 
of worship, release us here, if, 0 ye carriers of the sacrifice, we, 
though attempting to accomplish the sacrifice, have proved unable 
(to do so)". (3) "It is contrary to desire, 0 all gods, (if, when) 
sacrificing with what is rich in fat, (when) making oblations of 
sacrificial butter with the spoon, we, though attempting to 
accomplish the sacrifice, have proved unable (to do so)]". (6, 115, 1) 
"If knowingly, if unknowingly, [we have committed sins, do ye, 
o all gods, release from that (evil) us in mutual harmony". (2) 
"If awake, if asleep, I have, sinful, committed a sin, what is and 
what is to be must, as if from a wooden post, release me from 
that". (3) "Being freed as if from a post, as one in a sweat (is 
cleansed) of filth by bathing, like sacrificial butter is clarified by 
the strainer, let all (gods) cleanse me of sin]". (AV. 6, 117, 1) 
"The debt which, not given back, [is with this (person, i.e. with 
me, Paipp.), the tribute due to Yama with which I go about, 
now, 0 Agni, I become free with regard to that. Thou (indeed) 
knowest how to unfasten all fetters". (2) "Being just here we give 
it back; in life we pay it off to the living. The grain which I have 
consumed, owing it (to creditors), now, 0 Agni, I become free with 
regard to that". (3) "Free from debt in this (world), free from debt 
in the other world, free from debt in the third world we might be. 
The worlds which lead to the gods and which lead to the Fathers 
- may we abide in all the roads free from debt]". 

20. Mter having, in the forenoon, outside, added (to the fire) fuel of 
an auspicious tree (placing it) in the eastward direction ; 

21. having swept together around (the fire), having sprinkled around, 
having strewn around the sacrificial grass, having placed a vessel 
with water near-by, having, with due ceremony attended to the 
sacrificial butter ; 

22. having offered the usual introductory oblations and two portions 
of sacrificial butter ; 
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23. having spread to the west of the fire a red hide of a bull or an ox 
which has been tanned and put in order with the neck turned 
eastward and the hairs turned upwards; 

24. he prepares two 'strainers'. 
25. Having washed off two bunches of kusa grass, the ends of which 

have not been split off, he rubs them lengthways with the fibres 
for cleaning. 

26. Bending his right knee, the face directed towards the north-es,st, 
or bowing, with closed fist, with the palm of the hand stretched 
out, with both hands placed side by side, (he scatters) with that 
vessel in which he is to have it cooked the fourth part (of the 
sacrificial substance) ; 

27. with a platter, a measure of four platters (while pronouncing 
the formulas): "I scatter thee, on the impulse of god Savitar, as 
agreeable to the ff?is, thee to the descendants of the ff?is, thee 
to the sole ~i". 

68, 1. "The Vasus must scatter thee with the gäyatri metre. May I 
subsist on strengthening food, which remains undecayed, does 
not decay", thus he makes the giver say. 

2. "The Rudras (must scatter) thee with the trif?tubh metre. The 
Adityas (must scatter) thee with the jagati metre. The All-gods 
must scatter thee with the anuf?tubh metre. May I subsist on 
strengthening food, which remains undecayed, does not decay", 
thus he makes the giver say. 

3. When it has been scattered he touches it with the sukta (relative 
to the particular rite). 

4. The svargaudana and the brahmaudana are the basic form. 
5. In case of colIision (between the basic forms of both odana rites) 

he should pour on so much water as is usual in performing a 
brahmaudana, in portions. 

6. He should neither pour upon any of the grains (of rice), nor pour 
(water in addition to what has already been poured). 

7. If he might pour upon (them) the brahman causes the sacrificer 
to pronounce (AV. 6, 69, 3): "In me (be) the brilIiance of vital 
energy and also renown [, also the quintessence of the sacrifice, 
let Prajäpati make that firm in me, as the celestial light in the 
firmament]" . 

8. And if he pours (water in addition to what has already been 
poured), 

9. he should pour (in addition) with the two fg-stanzas beginning 
with "Swell" (and) "Together thy strengthening juices" (:t;tV. 
1, 91, 16; 18): 

10. "Swell; let thy manly power, 0 Soma, come together from all 
sides. Be in the meeting-place of generative power (väja-)". "Let 
thy strengthening juices, thy generative powers, the manly 
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powers of thee, 0 conquerer of inimical disposition, come together. 
Swelling, 0 Soma, in order to (become and spend) 'immortality' 
(amrtaya) , earn the highest renown in heaven". 

11. If he would not (1) for the sake of mere appearance put, with 
his nail, some salt in it, it turns by that to food for his own use only. 

12. He (the sacrificer) lies on a new garment to the south. 
13. That (garment) is provided with gold. 
14. On it are placed two vessels with water, 
15. one to the south, the other in the interior. 
16. That which is in the interior (is the one) over which he is to walk. 
17. That which is outside is a light vessel. 
18. Having taken water out of that he pours it into the vessel (dish) , 
19. with the wooden ladle into the cooking vessel. 
20. Exactly on that (spot) where (a mixture) was made by the wooden 

ladle he pours (the contents of the vessel, meant in 68, 18) to it. 
21. Af ter having taken off the uppermost (portion of the cooked dish) 

with the wooden ladle a friend of his, who has taken a seat to 
the south ofthe fire, facing the North, holds (it). 

22. He then ladles (the rice-dish) out. 
23. When it has been ladled up and he has placed that which (the 

friend) af ter having taken (it) off holds on the higher (northern) 
part of it, and sprinkled it with juices, the giver brings (it) to 
the receiver. 

24. He (the officiant) has the giver who touches him from behind 
speak (pronounce). 

25. The basic form is (the relative) sükta (recited) quarter by quarter 
with a bath (ablution) and the stanzas beginning with the words 
"These wings of thine" (and) "When thou hast taken thy stand" 
(see 26). 

26. "By the ever young, feathered wings of thine by which thou 
wardest off the demoniac powers, 0 rice-dish, may we go to the 
world of religious merit where (are) the first-born seers, those of 
yore". "When thou hadst taken thy stand on the 'back' ofheaven, 
in the Highest, 0 rice-dish, the brahmans of right religious 
behaviour followed together with Success". 

27. (AV. 4, 14, 2) "Stride with the fire (with Agni) to the vault of 
heaven [, bearing in your hands the vessel-(fires). Having gone 
to the 'back' of heaven, the bright celestial world, abide (there) 
intermingled with the gods]". (3) "From the back of the earth 
I have indeed ascended to the atmosphere; [from the atmosphere 
I have ascended to heaven (divam) ; from the 'back' of the sky, 
of the firmament, I have indeed gone to the bright celestial world, 
to light]". (4) "Going to the bright celestial world, they look not 
away [, they ascend to heaven, (become co-extensive with 1) 
heaven and earth, the very knowing ones who have pe formed the 
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sacrifice the stream of which flows everywhere". (AV. 11, 1, 19) 
"Increase so as to become broad with great greatness [, with a 
thousand backs in the world of meritorious work. Grandfathers, 
fathers, progeny, descendants-I am thy fifteenth cooker]". 
(11, 1, 28) "This [gold is] my [immortal] light [; cooked from 
the soil, this (the cow) which yields all the objects of my desire 
(like milk); I place these riches in the brahmans ; I make a heaven
going path to the Fathers ]". The three [stanzas ] beginning with 
(AV. 12, 3, 46, viz.) "With a view to 'truth' and [with a view 
to 'austerity', to the gods we entrust this deposit, (this) treasure, 
let it not be lost in our game (of dice), nor in company; do not 
release it to another in preferenee to me". (47) "I cook, I give; 
and also my wife at the religious work, the achievement. A 
youthful ('virgin') world has been bom as a son. Seize ye (dual.) 
hold of a superior vigorous age". (48) "No offence is here, no seat 
(of an offence). (It is) not that he (the sacrifieer) is acting under 
pressure from friends. Not empty this vessel of ours is deposited. 
The cooked (dish) will enter again him that cooked (it)]". (50) 
"The fues [are] in concord [, one with another, those which are 
inherent in the herbs as weIl as those (which attach themselves) 
to the streams, (and) all gods that radiate heat in the sky-gold 
is the light of him who cooks]", together with that [rc-]. 

28. Thereupon he should, when (the sacrifieer) has been made to 
pronounce (the formulas), when (the oblation) has been poured, 
when (the sacrificial rite) is completed, while mentioning his name 
(pronounee the formula) "I give you such and such (an animaI)" , 
(and) touch (water). 

29. With the dakl?Ï1).ä (AV. 19, 52), as has (already) been stated: 
"Desire then [came into being in the beginning, which became 
the fust seed of 'mind'. 0 Käma, being of the same origin as 
the fundamental Desire, do thou therefore impart abundance of 
wealth to the sacrifieer". (2) "Thou, 0 Käma, art supporter with 
overwhelming power, (art) mightily pervasive, brilliant, a com
panion for him who attaches himself as a companion; do thou, 
energetic, overpowering in contests, impart overwhelming and 
creative power to the sacrifieer". (3) "The quarters of space gave 
ear to him, who was longing from afar, who trem bIed at the 
undecaying. (Together) with Käma they generated heaven, (or, 
overwhelming power, Paipp.)". (4) "Through Käma (Desire) 
desire has come to me, out of heart to heart. The 'mind' which is 
theirs yonder, let that come unto me here". (5) "Desiring what, 
o Käma, we make to thee this oblation, let that all be successful 
for us. Then eat thou of this oblation. Svähä!]". 

30. The introductory oblations (purastäd homas) (take place) with 
(AV. 2, 35, 1): "Those who eating (sacrificial food) [have not 
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succeeded in making their property thrive; on account of whom 
the fires on the sacrificial hearths were distressed, that Visvakarman 
(will) make the expiation (for, TS.) the defect in their sacrifice 
for us a good sacrifice". (2) "The seers decIare the lord of the 
sacrifice because of his 'sin' excluded (from his portion of good 
results), distressed about his offspring. Let Visvakarman unite 
us with those honeyed drops which he has forfeited". (3) "Thinking 
the soma-drinkers to be unworthy of gifts he is (though) having 
knowledge of sacrificial worship not wise with regard to the 
covenant - the 'sin' whlch he has committed so that he is bound, 
o Visvakarman release him (from that) for (his) well-being". (4) 
"Terrible are the seers; homage be to them! (and homage to) 
their eye and the truth of theÏr mind. For Brhaspati, 0 buffalo, 
(be) excellent homage; 0 Visvakarman, homage to thee; protect 
thou us". (5) "The eye of the sacrifice, (its) offering, and 'face', 
with voice, ear, mind I make oblation. To this sacrifice, extended 
(i.e. carried out) by Visvakarman, let the gods come, with 
favouring minds]". 

31. "0 Agni, be thou our intimate (friend); and a gracious protector; 
affording shelter! We therefore come now to thee, 0 most bright, 
o radiant one, for (, i.e. that thou mayest bestow thy) favour 
(upon our) companions. Procurer of domestic wealth, destroyer 
of trouble, bestower of wealth, augmenter of affiuence, be thou 
a good friend, benevolent", (with these formulas) the two portions 
of clarified butter (are poured into the fire). 

32. Having poured water into the hand, (in the way) as (already) 
has been stated-

33. until the response - , 
34. af ter the response has been pronounced they (plur.) eat (what 

remains of the dish of sacrificial food) af ter (portions) have been 
cut off (from it). 

35. With the stanzas (beginning with) "to the idävatsara" he should 
(, performing) the ceremony of the termination of the ritual 
observance, pour sacrificial butter into the fire. 

36. He should (with the same stanzas) put logs of wood (on the fire). 
[These stanzas are the following: (I) "We announce this to the 
idätvatsara, the parivatsara, the sarp.vatsara. If we have incurred 
something that has gone evil, something malignant in (our) ritual 
observances, with this pollution we (hereby) anoint (the oblations 
and the fuel) " . (2) "If my ritual observance, 0 lord of ritual 
observances, has gone astray, (then) day and night must redress 
that for me. Let the moon arising in the East be the healer; let 
the sun with hls rays accept it propitiously". (3) "The ritual 
observance which I have neglected with (my) intention, with 
(in my) mind (, and) heart, let the Adityas, the Rudras and the 
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Vasus cause that to go up in flames". (4) "I undertake the ritual 
observances for Agni, the lord of the observances. He must make 
(give) me illustriousness, unshakable honour, a long life-time"]. 

37. With regard to this there are two stanzas: "Af ter having performed 
sava sacrifices in the fire which is produced by friction with a 
yajus formula, to which fuel has been added with a yajus formula, 
how should the abandonment of the sava-fire take place? Af ter 
having made (the giver) pronounce all (the formulas relating to 
the) savas and having received (the dakf?ÏI}.ä) according to the 
ritual prescriptions and having sacrificed to the accompaniment 
of the stanzas expressing obeisance, then the abandonment 
(should take place; thus) Kausika has declared". 

38. Turning eastward or towards the north-eastern quarter they 
proceed to the final bath. 

39. Af ter having immersed themselves with the siiktas of the waters, 
turned to the right, touched water they go, without looking back, 
in the contrary direction. 

40. They (try to) win the brahmans with a meal. 
41. The dakf?ÏI}.äs are as mentioned (above). The dakf?iI).äs are as 

mentioned (above). 



COMMENTARY 

For the introduction given in 60, 1~7 the commentator Keáava sub
stitutes that of 67, 1-18 (see also the Introduction, section VII, p. 76): 
"Now we shall explain in detail the regulations ofthe sava acts ofworshlp 
(savayäjnanäm). When the objects required for the performance of a sava 
have been procured (cf. 67, 1) the place where to sacrifice to the gods 
has been described (cf. 60, 18); in the half year from the winter to the 
summer solstice (cf. 67, 4). He (the sacrificer) chooses a !"liIi, a descendant 
of !"liIis, officiants who are characterized by virtues (cf. 67, 1 ff.). Thls is 
the ritual rule regarding the officiants. The madhuparka (a respectful 
offering of a mixture of honey, curds and butter etc. to a guest, in casu 
to the officiants; see e.g. Caland-Henry, L'Agnililtoma, p. 6) has been 
mentioned (prescribed). Mter having, on the eleventh day, made a choice 
and having, af ter the ritual rules of the godäna ceremony (a ceremony 
performed with the side-hair of a youth of sixteen or eighteen: Kauá. 
53, 1-54, 14), the hair of their head, his beard, the hair of their body 
and their nails cut - hls wife with the exception of the hair of her head - , 
he has their nails trimmed. They i.e. the sacrificer and hls wife, remain 
in a pure condition af ter bathing and are wearing new clothes. Mter 
having perfumed themselves the giver (the sacrificer) wears, as is the 
case in the upanayana- (the initiation of an Aryan youth into the Veda 
by a guru), a staff, a girdle and (hls) sacred thread. For three days he 
undertakes together with hls wife the consecration (dïk§ägraharJa-: cf. 
67, 10). Mter having announced his observance (vow: vrata-) to Agni, 
Brahman, and his guru he next places eight pieces of firewood relating 
to the undertaking of the observance (on the fire; 60, 8) (cf. e.g. Caland
Henry, o.c., p. 20; A. Hillebrandt, Das altind. Neu- und Vollmonds
opfer, Jena 1880, p. 5 f.). Thereupon the performer (i.e. the officiant) 
performs the uttaratantra- (i.e.latter part of the basic schema, see the 
Introduction, section VII) from the abhyätänäni (Kauá. 137, 42) onwards. 
The performer, he who has the rite performed (the yajamäna-) and the 
(latter's) wife perform (the acts relating to) the eating of the sacrificial 
food etc. Thereupon he should, on the fourteenth day, in the early morning, 
wearing hls sacred thread, prepare propitiatory water, besprinkle the 
sacrificial place, scatter (it) over with clods from the fields in their natural 
shape (Caland, Zauberritual, p. 15, n. 10) and (material from) an ant-hlll 
(cf. Kauá. 8, 16, like the clods auspicious matter) ... with bunches of 
sacred grass, hairs of cows, horses, goats and sheep ... The sacrificer 
should produce fire by rotating two pieces of paläáa wood, (to the ac-
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companiment of) AV. 11, 1, 1 (see Kaus. 60, 1)". This introduction helps 
us to understand the framework, of which the description beginning Kaus. 
60 forms a part. See the Introduction, section VII. 

60, 1. "To place fires ... ": for the usual expression agnim ä-dhii
(middle forms of the verb) "to place fire on one's sacred fire-place", cf. 
e.g. AV. 13, 1,46; Kaus. 55, 6. I refer to the Introduction, section V.
For sava- and brahmaudana- see the Introduction. -For the ritual signifi
cance of the year and year-long performances see Die Religionen Indiens, 
I, Stuttgart 1960, p. 163 ff., etc.; S. Lévi, La doctrine du sacrifice dans 
les brähmaI)as, Paris 1898, p. 16 etc.; J. Eggeling, The Satapatha
brähmaI)a translated, IV (S.B.E. 43, Oxford 1897, p. XV ff.), and texts 
such as AV. 15, 3, 1; ~V. 7, 103, 1. The 'year' is the full term of pregnancy 
(cf. TB. 1, 6, 2, 2; PB. 6, 1, 3; 10, 1, 9) and of ripening of the crops (cf. 
also J. C. Heesterman, The ancient Indian royal consecration, Thesis 
Utrecht 1957, p. 28 f. etc.). The year is regarded as thewomb of all beings 
(SB. 8, 4, 1, 18), their strength (ibid. 20), and foundation (ibid. 22); it 
shapes and forms all beings (ibid. 21). It is generative power (SB. 8, 7, 
1, 1) and contains all objects of desire (SB. 8, 2, 4, 1), etc. Only af ter 
"gaining the year" the gods became immortal (SB. 11, 1, 2, 12). Thus 
the sacrifice, being identified with the god of biological creation or 
"productiveness" (SB. 5, 1, 3, 9), of creation in general and, in the 
brähmaI)as the highest deity (Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 180 ff.; 185 ff.) 
Prajäpati, is explicitly said to be identical with the year (SB. 11, 1, 1, 1; 
11, 2, 7, 1). 

60, 2. For similar shorter performances and lightening of ritual 
obligations see e.g~ A. Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur (Grundriss), Strassburg 
1897, p. 96; 114 etc. The rites of Full and New Moon which in principle 
are to be executed as long as a sacrificer lives, may be limited to 30 or 
15 years, or, on certain conditions, to one year. See also Eggeling, in 
S.B.E. 12 (Oxford 1882), p. 374 f. Cf. e.g. also ApSS. 22, 7, 14; 22, 25, 
10. The savas, as for instance described by Ap. (SS. 22, 7, 14 ff.; 25-28) 
are so-called ekähas, i.e. ceremonies which last one day. 

60, 4. "Advisabie" : the term p1"aSastam includes also such ideas as 
"considered fit, auspicious, happy". Cf. e.g. AsvGS. 2, 8, 3 in connection 
with auguries relating to a site for a house; 2, 10, 8 in connections with 
cows which are implored to confer happiness on the man who meets and 
addresses them. 

60, 5. The "army-fire" (senägni-) is also mentioned by a comm. on 
PGS. 1, 10, 1: if a king meets with an accident an offering is to be 
presented to the gods af ter adding fuel to the army-fire. If a similar 
a.ccident happens to abridal couple the wood should be added to the 
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marriage-fire. The conclusion is warranted that the seniigni- is meant 
in case the sacrificer is a k~atriya. This fire may be supposed to be 
historicaIly related to that mentioned in descriptions of the royal or 
military lustration ceremonies; see e.g. Käl. Ragh. 4, 25 (and the notes 
by Nandargikar and Kale); AgniPur. ch. 267; PadmaP., U. ch. 107; 
Varäh. B.S. 44, 8; 13: the king has to take his seat on a tiger-skin, near 
the fire which is placed on a sacrificial bank (vedi-); J. J. Meyer, Trilogie 
altindischer Mächte und Texte der Vegetation, Zürich-Leipzig 1937, lI, 
p. 1I6. - "Rubbing": for nirmath- (the usual method of producing the 
ritual fire) see e.g. :..:tV. 3, 23, 1 etc. and SB. 2, 5, 2, 48; 2, 6, 2, 19 etc. ; 
ApSS. 5, 1, 1 ff. For technical details: J . Schwab, Das altindische Thier
opfer~ Erlangen 1886, p. 77 ff. 

60, 6. Aupäsana-: the fire used for domestic worship, in the first place 
intended to prepare the pi1).Çl.a offerings presented to the Fathers (ApSS. 
1, 10, 18; see also the comm. on KätySS. I, I, 20; PGS. 1,9, I; 3, 8,3). 
Cf. W. Caland, W.Z.K.M. 23, p. 59 and Z.D.M.G. 58, p. 508, and the 
same, Die altindischen Todten- und Bestattungsgebräuche, Amsterdam 
Acad. 1896, p. 92, discussing the question as to in which fire the deceased 
Aryan was to be cremated; "ob von alters her das geweihte häusliche 
(aupäsana-) Feuer auch dazu verwendet wurde, ist weniger sicher" . The 
dual no doubt refers to the fires of the sabhä and the ävasatha, which 
where respectively the 'hall' of a Vedic nobleman's house and the place 
of reception for those who came to the sabhä. - The particle ca marks 
the complementary character of 5 and 6. 

60, 7. AV. 6, 114, I ff.: according to the scholiast (on Kaus. 46, 30) 
and the comm. the term devaheq,ana- occurring in the text applies to 
the anuväka (section) AV. 6, 1I4--.J24, the first stanza of 6, 1I4 running 
as follows: "H, 0 gods!, we have committed, 0 gods, anything that 
offends the gods, from that, 0 Adityas, release us ... " (yad devä deva
heq,anam . .. ). (For heq,ana- see S. Rodhe, Deliver us from evil, Lund 
1946, p. 136 f. and L. Renou, Et. véd. et pä~. VII, Paris 1960, p. 12). 
Cf. 63, 29; 67, 19. This section is Kaus. 46, 30--35 (and see the comm. 
on this place) prescribed for expiating the evil arising from the death 
of a guru, from eating certain articles of food, or for expiation in general. 
While quoting Kaus. 60, I, and 7--9 the comm. (on the AV.) observes : 
tatM savän ädhäsyamänalJ savägnau anenänuväkena äjyarp, juhuyät samidha~ 
sakaläm (cf. Kaus. 60, 8 and 9) vä ädadhyät. The stanzas of AV. 6, 1I4 
are to counteract disability in sacrifice, those of 6, 1I5 ff. to deliver a 
person from 'sin' or guilt, to guarantee access to heaven, success of an 
offering etc. In the same savayajiia chapter (67, 19) Kaus. uses 114, 115 
and 117 with the offering of a "fuIl oblation". See also Whitney-Lanman, 
o.c., p. 363 f. - "With the stanzas ... ": it seems useful to recall that 
generally speaking "sacrificial acts should be made to fall in with the 
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close of a mantra" (SSS. 1, 2, 26; cf. MSS. 1, 1, 1, 4 f.; KSS. 1, 3, 5 ff.). 
- "He": cf. Kaus. 7, 17 etc. 

60, 9. Chips (sakala-) are frequently used in Vedic ritual. Cf. e.g. 
Kaus. 13, 5; 29, 30 etc. 

60, 11. "He": the officiating priest. - "Giver", not "sacrificer" is used 
because the text has dätar-. 

60, 12. Anumantra1Ja- is the recitation of a consecratory formula af ter 
a ritual act, to be pronounced in a low voice and forming part of the task 
ofthe institutor ofthe sacrifice (AsvSS. 1, 1,20; ApSS. 4,1,3; SaDkhSS. 
7, 2, 15). The part of the sacrificer in the sacrifice consists, inter alia, in 
muttering those formulas which contain a wish concerning himself and 
in the anumantral).a. -For "benedictions" (Mis-) cf. e.g. TS. 3, 1, 8, 3 
" ... do not destroy my power and virile strength" ; 5, 2, 2, 1 "do thou 
further the donor, bestow strength on our bipeds and quadrupeds"; 
SB. 1, 3, 1, 26 "whatever blessing the officiating priests invoke during 
the sacrifice that is for the benefit of the sacrificer alone" ; 1, 8, 1, 9; 2, 
1, 4, 28 etc. - "Undefined": anirdi~ta-, for the idea expressed by nir-dis
see e.g. PB. 10, 3, 4; TB. 1, 6, 5, 2; 1, 6, 10, 2; TA. 5, 2, 7. 

60, 13. " ... and his wife": for the elliptic dual see R. Delbrück, Alt
indische Syntax, Halle a.S. 1888, p. 98.-Although a married women is 
not authorized to perform religious acts independently of her husband 
or without his consent, she has to co-operate with him in the worship 
of the divine powers (ApDhS. 2, 6, 14, 17-19). Husband and wife share 
the rewards for works by which spiritual merit is acquired: TB. 3, 7, 
5, 11 "let the wife together with her husband partake of meritorious 
deeds; they two became yoked like oxen (i.e. having become fit for 
drawing) to the sacrifice ... ; may they attain non-ageing light in heaven" 
(cf. KS. 5, 4). One of the purposes of marriage even was to enable a man, 
by becoming a householder, to perform sacrificial rites (e.g. J;tV. 1, 72, 5). 
It is also taught (see e.g. GGS. 1, 4, 16-19; Manu 3, 121) that husband 
and wife may offer portions of food by turns. 

60, 14. " ... words": linga- here denotes the distinguishing words of 
mantras. For example Kaus. 28, 13 k~thalingäbhilJ "with the stanzas 
the 'Stichwort' of which is costus speciosus" i.e. with (A V. 5, 4, 1; 3; 4); 
here the word ku~tha- is not initial, but indicates the central idea of these 
stanzas. Thus the authority Sakapuni (quoted Nir. 12, 40) held that 
"only that 'hymn' which has "all" as its 'characteristic word' should be 
used in addressing the 'All-gods' ". Cf. DSS. 2, 1,5; Renou, J. A. 233, p. 153. 

60, 15. The accusatives "both of them" etc. may be supposed to 
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depend on väcayati in 11. - The sacrificer is called dätar- "giver", in ha.rmony 
with the phrase sävän. . . däsyan in 1. 

60, 16. "To fetch water" (udahrt-): cf. 60, 25 and 75, 13 (udähära-). 
- "Direction" : sa'Y(tprai{Ja-, a term denoting, in the srauta rites, especially 
the directions given by the adhvaryu. 

60, 17f. Rules about the choosing of the place ofworship (devayajana-) 
are laid down in SB. 3, 1, 1, 1 ff.; KätySS. 7, I, 10-19; LätySS. I, 1, 
14-19; DrähSS. I, 1, 14-19; cf. also AiB. I, 3. It should be the highest 
place of the district, be even and firm etc. (see Kaus. 60, 18); "for it was 
from thence that the gods ascended to heaven, and he who is consecrated 
indeed ascends to the gods; he thus worships on a place of worship 
frequented by the gods" (SB. 3, 1, I, I). It is required that the sacrificer 
af ter consecration (dik{Jita-) is to walk about and sit usually in the 
devayajana-; he must not leave it at all at sunrise, sunset and when the 
priests are engaged in a particular part of the rites (cf. AiB. 1, 3, 14). 
Compare also AV. 9, 6, 3 and especially W. Caland-V. Henry, L'Agnif;!toma, 
Paris 1906, p. 6 f. ("qualités requises pour Ie terrain de sacrifice"); Caland, 
Todten- und Best., p. 31; the same, Das Srautasiitra des Apastamba, U, 
Amsterdam 1924, p. 162; P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasästra, U, 
Poona 1941, p. 988 n. and 1134 f. The significance and the consequence 
of these properties of the sacrificial place are for instance explained in 
TS. 6, 2, 6; ~B. 2, 10, II ff. (and see W. B. Bollee, ~açlviI!1sa-brähmaJ.la, 
Thesis Utrecht 1956, p. 63). Cf. e.g. TS. 6, 2, 6, 3 "On a place of sacrifice 
which is firm should he make him to sacrifice who desires support. That 
is a place of sacrifice which is firm (prati{Jthitam) , which is level (samam) 
on all sides; verily he finds support". The north is the quarter of men, 
the east that of the gods (SB. 3, I, 1, 2). - "Overgrown": the sacrificial 
place should indeed have many plants growing in it. "Everyone here 
delights in plants" (SB. 9, 4, I, 7); plants and plant life are of ten eulogized 
(cf. e.g. Kane, o.c., Il, p. 894). Vedic religion was very much aware of 
the fundamental importance of vegetative life (Aspects of early Vif;!J.luism, 
Utrecht 1954, passim) and waste and infertile grounds were generally 
speaking considered unfit for normal sacrificial purposes because they 
are seized by Niqti, the goddess of destruction (TS. 6, 2, 6, 4). For the 
special qualities of wild plants see Meyer, Trilogie, I, p. 210 f.; UI, p. 
252 f. - Burnt soil which is infertile was regarded as inauspicious. - "Firm" : 
prati{Jthitam; cf. TS. 6, 2, 6, 3 "on a place of sacrifice which is firm 
(prati{Jthite) should he make him sacrifice who desires support (prati{Jthä
kämam)"; for the idea of "a firm ground, solid basis" (prati{Jthä) see my 
article in Studia indologica intern., Poona-Paris 1954. Man and the entities 
and powers which are of importance to him and to the well-being of the 
universe should be settled and placed on a firm foundation. Then they 
are also able to balance other powers a.nd to prevent the occurrence 
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of abnormal conditions. The TS. ibid. also says that the man who desires 
to go to the world of heaven should sacrifice on a place of worship which 
is elevated in three places. Kaus. is silent on this point, but compare 
83, 10 ff. -For äkrtilo~ta ("clod ... ") see also Kaus. 8, 16 (where Caland, 
Altind. Zauberritual, Amsterdam Acad. 1900, p. 15 translates by "Rasen
stück"), mentioning it, together with earth taken from an ant-hill, as 
used as a res lausta. - For earth taken from an ant-hill see also Kaus, 
8,16; 11,4; 25, 7; SB. 2, 6, 2,17; ants are 'chthonic' animals and hence 
related to the powers of fertility and to the deceased (Meyer, Trilogie, 
lIl, p. 56; 77; 219; V. Henry, La magie dans l'Inde antique, Paris 1904, 
p. 53 ff.). Ant-hills are the ears of the earth (TS. 5, 1, 2, 5) and belong 
to the great creator-god Prajäpati) who is identical with the sacrifice 
(KapKS. 48, 17; cf. ApSS. 9, 2, 4). GeneraIly speaking, ant-hills are 
avoided in choosing a sacrificial place (see e.g. Caland, Todten- und Best., 
p. 31). -Darbhai"b-: the well-known tufts or bunches of kusa-grass used 
for sacrificial and purificatory (SB. 12, 4, 4, 6 etc.) purposes; see e.g. 
H. Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, Berlin 1879, p. 70. Cf. e.g. AV. 6, 43, 1 
(where it is used for 'appeasement'); 8, 7, 20 ("remedial, immortal son 
of heaven"); 10, 4, 13 etc.; Kane, o.c., 1I, p. 657; Eggeling, in S.B.E. 12 
(Oxford 1882), p. 84. - "Hairs": that means that the place is visited by 
cattie. For hairs of animals see also KanS. 26, 14; 21; 27, 15. 

60, 19. AV. 11, 1 is found also in Paipp. 16, 89-92; the order of the 
stanzas is 1-10, 12, 11, 13-18, 22, 19, 20, 21, 23-37. As far as appears 
from Bloomfield's Vedic Concordance etc. the stanza quoted does not 
occur elsewhere. - This stanza (and other quotations from the A V.) are 
also discussed in the Introduction, see esp. p. 55 fr. - The process of 
'churning' - i.e. producing by friction or by rapidly rotating a dry piece 
of wood-fire (AV. 11, 1, 1) which in the mythical sphere was required 
to enable Aditi to co ok a brahmaudana is repeated in the rite. It is however 
not only actuaIly carried out by those busy on the place of sacrifice but 
at the same time ideologicaIly ascribed to the Beven seers who are said 
to be "being-makers" and to perform the process in order to produce, 
not only fire, but also progeny. The deeds of r~is, typified by a particular 
group of Beven and representatives of the 'sacred past', patriarchal sages 
and ancestors of the brahmanic families, are not rarely referred to as if 
they were deeds of divine beings. As is weIl known gods or godlike beings 
are of ten said to have performed a rite for the first time or to have 
'invented' it; cf. e.g. AV. 10, 9, 1. For particulars see A. A. Macdonell 
and A. B. Keith, Vedic index of names and subjects, 2Benares 1958, I, 
p. 115 fr. The adjective bhütakrt-, which is especially characteristic of 
the AV., applies to them also AV. 6, 108, 4; 133, 4 and 5; 11, 1 also 3 
and 24; 12, 1, 39. It is used substantively AV. 3, 28, 1; 19, 16, 2 and 27, 
15-where it obviously refers to those divine beings who preside over 
the creation of new living beings-and 4, 35, 2 (the text being intended 
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to extol a rice-dish offering) "let me overpass death by that rice-dish by 
which the being-makers overpassed death". But see also TA. I, 9, 6 
yad ak~ara'Yfl- bhutakrta'Yfl- visve devii upasate (iikiiSiidi bhutarupe1Ja ni~pannam, 
comm.). -For niithitii Ppp. gives noditii "urged". - "Accompanies", and 
"consecrates": anumantrayate; see the note on Kaus. 60, 12. - "He": 
the officiant. - For the consecratory functions of the Veda word (mantras ) 
see e.g. Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 21 ff.; 32; 108; 335 ff.; The vision 
ofthe Vedic poets, 's-Gravenhage 1963, passim, and see e.g. SB. 1. 9, 1,2: 
the sacrifice realizes the blessings invoked by the hotar (priest). 

60, 20. "Wife": patni- refers to the wife of the sacrificer. - "Adapts": 
for the use of sa'Yfl-namayati (cf. also Kaus. 63, 12) see AsvGS. 3, 8, 7 
iitmani mantrii'Yfl-t sa'Yfl-namayet "he should adapt the mantras so as to 
refer to himself" (i.e., e.g., by replacing "him" by "me"). The names 
of the sacrificer and his wife who repeat Aditi's cooking replace the name 
of the goddess: comm. AV. u, 1, 1 aditikartrkasya brahmaudanapakasya 
piirvam ativrttatvena idiinim abhiiviit aditisabdasya sthiine patniyajamiinayor 
niimagraha1Ja'Yfl- kartavyam. 

60, 21. The acc. yajamiinam must depend on the verb of sütra 19. 
However, the nom. in yajamiinaS ca, which is handed down in the comm. 
on AV. U, I, 1 is to be preferred and has been translated; the comm. 
observing that the names of the sacrificer and his wife are to be pronounced 
instead of Aditi's. For Aditi, the Mother of the gods, in the function of 
a. housewife see VS. U, 56; 57 "may she, 0 ... Aditi, bestow the fire-pan 
in thy hands ... ". 

60. 22. Apart from the difficult and probably corrupt päda band 
kr1Juta .•. Vr~a1Ja1J, in a this stanza is ~V. 3, 29, 9 (kr1Jota ... vr{la1Jam), 
which forms part of a sükta "zur feierlichen Erzeugung und Einsetzung 
des Opferfeuers im Beginn der Opferhandlung" (Geldner). In b viicam 
(i.e. the mantra recited in order to praise the fire which is being generated, 
comm. on AV.; similarly, V. Henry, Les livres X, XI et XII de l'AV., 
Paris 1896, p. 134; for this use of viic- see e.g. ~V. 1, 53, 1; 1, U2, 24) 
seems to be less intelligible than viijam (~V.), which means "generative 
power" rather than "Ziel" (Geldner). Cf. ~V. 5, 9, 7 where Agni is implored 
to assist those praying in winning väja; 5, 23, 2 where he is requested 
to lead to victory in battle (prta~ah-) and stated to be the giver of 
väja consisting of cattIe. Although päda d is metrically deficient it cannot 
be said (BIoomfield, in S.B.E. 42, p. 6U) to give scarcely any sense. 
In connection with Agni prtan~ät see my remarks on the special relation 
of this god to the power called sahas- in Some observations on the relations 
between 'gods' and 'powers', 's-Gravenhage 1957, esp. p. 45 ff. The stanza 
is no doubt intended to stimulate and utilize the overpowering force 
inherent in the fire which is generated and which enabled even the gods . 
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to conquer theit enernies. For smoke as the strength of fire see VS. 18, 51 
(and Mahidhara: savasä: balena) and SB. 9, 4, 4, 3.-"Enemies": dasyun, 
human and superhuman beings characterized by their being devoid of 
(Aryan) rites and addicted to strange religious practices (see e.g. Mac
donell-Keith, Vedic Index, I, p. 347 ff.). Ppp. has satrun.-The comm. 
explains sakhäyalj" by "the seven seers" (cf. st. 1) or "officiants"; "make 
smoke", viz. "by rotating the fire-sticks"; adrogha- (rightly) by sucaritra-, 
making it refer to the sacrificers in general ; however, Agni is J;l.V. 6, 5, 1 
implored as the adruh- "sincere" one, and his words are "absolutely 
reliable" (see Epithets in the J;l.gveda, 's-Gravenhage 1959, p. 141), and 
so the god himself seems to be said to help those who pro duce him.
"Hero": suvira- (on the accent J. Wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik, 
lI, 1, Göttingen 1905, p. 268; 295) is usually taken to mean "with good 
heroes", but compare J;l.V. 1,31, 10, ... tvä (Agni) ráyalj, ... suvira'f!/- yanti; 
7, 15, 7 (Agni); 8, 26, 7 (Asvins, in an invocation to come); and see also 
st. 3a viryäya. - The person for the benefit of whom the rite is performed 
should inhale the smoke (Kaus. 7, 28). 

60, 23. The stanza does not occur elsewhere. According to Kesava 
the pädas a-c are to accompany the birth of fire (jätam), the päda d the 
sacrificer's wife. Otherwise the reading of AVPp. (asme "to us" for asyai) 
might be preferred. - For sarvavira- see my article on sarva-, in Ind. 
Linguistics 16, (S. K. Chatterji Jubilee Volume), Madras 1955, p. 53 ff.
The comm. (on st. 3 and 4) does not omit to drawattention to the power 
of the mantras in the process of generating the sacred fire. - The cooking 
(b) may be an explicative apposition to the deed of heroism (i.e. "ability", 
comm.) in a. -For Agni's name Jätavedas see J;l.V. 8, 39, 6 agnir jätá 
devánäm ... veda "Agni knows the origins (races) of the gods". 

60, 24. The pädas a-c of AV. 11, 1, 4 are not found elsewhere. lnstead 
of "by the firewood" a translation "intensively" would also be admissible; 
for samidhä samidhyasva see my Stylistic repetition in the Veda, Amsterdam 
1959, p. 240. - The participle vidvän is 'verbalappositiv' ("skilfully", 
Bloomfield, in S.B.E. 42, p. 180). - "Firmament": näka-, cf. also H. 
Lüders, VaruJ.la, Göttingen 1951-1959, p. 76 ff.; Ppp. has svarga'f!/- lokam. 
- Whereas in st. 3 the incipient fire is addressed, st. 4 addresses the 
blazing fire. -According to Kesava AV. 11, 1, 4d is pronounced by the 
"giver". The comm. on AV. rightly adds: "af ter death". - This päda 
occurs also AV. 1, 9, 2d and 4d ("for some one's advancement and 
success"); 6, 63, 3d and 84, 4d ("for some one's release from perdition") 
and with some variation in VS. 12, 63d (among mantras relating to the 
treatment of Ukhya Agni and the preparation of the great fire-place, 
and in connection with a formula to avert Nirrti); cf. TS. 4, 2, 5, 3 etc.; 
SB. 7, 2, 1, 10. In TA. 6, 4, 2 it appositely belongs to the formulas used 
af ter the cremation of a dead body. 
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60, 25. The stanza is only AV. lI, I, 13. In d A VPp. (16, 90, 3) reads: 
... vibhajya thvayita. - Päda b no doubt means: "the vessel in whieh the 
water is to be brought is on your head or shoulder" (see Whitney-Lanman). 
Kesava ob serves : "In the early morning of the day of new moon he has 
the water brought. He summons a brahman woman [not the sacrificer's 
wife, as is held by Henry, p. 136] who is adorned, who speaks rightly 
(truthfully) ... and who has taken a water-jar in her hand, (to do so)".
"Screened" (anuguptäm): the water to be used for ritual purposes must 
be covered or protected from evil influences (see e.g. GobhGS. I, I, 9; 
24; I, 5, 19: lest it should be seen by ritually impure persons etc. who 
might pollute it by their evil eye (comm.)); adorned: 'ornaments' are as 
a rule at the same time amulets protecting the person who wears them 
against evil influences; see my article on Ala:rp.kära, in New Ind. Antiquary 
(Festschrift F. W. Thomas), Bombay 1939, p. 97 ff. 

60, 26-28. AV. 11, I, 14 is not found elsewhere. Instead of rabhasva 
Paipp. has bharasva "bear" . - The "young women" are the waters them
selves (see st. 17; 27), not "the water-bringing women" (comm. AV.). 
The woman addressed is the wife of the sacrificer who is invited to accept 
the water brought by the servant. The "strong one" is the "vesseI" 
(Whitney-Lanman, p. 615). On 28 Kesava explains: "at the house-door".
"Happily married": 8upátni, lito "well-provided with a husband". - "With 
(your) husband", or "by, through ... ". 

60, 29 and 34. The stanza quoted does not occur elsewhere, but päda 
b is prescribed also Kaus. 61, 33. Instead of f~ipra8i~~ä Paipp. has 
r~iprabhrtä "introduced or praised by the seers". - In contradistinction 
to Whitney-Lanman who consider "instructed" to refer to the water
bearer and "yours" and "you" to those interested in the ceremony, I 
would pref er connecting the fust word with the wife of the sacrifieer 
and the pronouns to herself and her relatives (yajamänapatnyädayal}" 
comm. A V.). - For val}, in the sense of "you and others with you" see 
J. S. Speyer, Sanskrit Syntax, Leiden 1886, p. 195, for nihita- see the 
note on 62, 9. - The comm. on A V. not ineptly inserts : "this, being brought 
here, is set down". - All utensils are to be consecrated by a mantra 
(Kaus. 7, 16). 

60, 30. The last päda of AV. 11, I, 8 is identical with 6, 121, Id; 
7, 83, 4d (for release from evil and VarUl).a's fetters).-That is to say, 
the sacrificial skin is spread out - to the west of the fue (Kaus. 7, 22, 
and see 67, 23) - as was usual in ritual performances. For the ritual uses 
of an ox-hide (carmopastara'IJam, änruJ,uharp, carma, comm. on AV.) see 
Caland-Henry, o.c., p. 29; 41; 103 f. and M. J. Dresden, Mänavagrhyasütra, 
Thesis Utrecht 1941, p. 59; 70 (with a bibliography): the bride is to sit 
down upon such a red bull-skin, see also AV. 14,2, 22-24; J;tV. 5, 85, I; 
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SB. 7, 3, 2, 1 ("why on a skin 1: for the obtainment of forms, the skin 
being the outward form; - on the hairy side: for the obtaÏnment of forms, 
hair being outward form ... , on (the skin) of an ox: for the obtainment 
of Agni's forms, the ox being the same as Agni; on (the skin spread) 
with the neck towards the east, for that (tends) godward"): here the 
bricks of the fust layer of the so-called fue-altar are "appeased" (sama
vaSamayanti, Latin "placare") on the skin, i.e. the evil infiuences are 
neutralized and destroyed by performing this act. There can be no doubt 
that this of ten was the purport of the rite, the skin constituting a 'natural 
boundary' between two spheres. See J. Pley, De lanae in antiquorum 
ritibus usu, Giessen 1911 and H. Bächtold-Stäubli in Handwörterbuch 
des deutschen Aberglaubens, Berlin-Leipzig 1927 ff., Il, 1332 (sitting 
down upon or standing on a hide in concluding a treaty, contracting a 
marriage, adopting or baptizing a person, taking an oath etc.), mentioning 
several attempts to explain the rite: the hide of a sacrificial animal be
longing to the god achieves a close relation between god and worshipper 
(W. Kroll, Archiv f. Religionswiss. 8 (1905), Beiheft, p. 37); the hide is 
"ein guter Leiter für die Übertragung der in der Erde vorausgesetzten 
Kräfte" (0. Gruppe, Mythol. Lit. 1898-1905, Leipzig 1908, p. 311 etc.); 
or the object is purificatory or "entsühnend" by nature. According to 
Kaus. 7, 22 the sacrificial material (rice, etc.) undergoes a saTfUJkära
("purification, consecration") by being placed on the skin, i.e. it is made 
'ritually fit'. The hide must have belonged to an animal which has not 
died of a disease or of old age (Kaus. 7, 24). - "World of meritorious 
work" (sukrtásya lokám), i.e. the 'celestial' state gained and achieved by 
a person's religious and ritual merits. The comm. on AV. rightly explains: 
yägädijanyasya pury,yasya phalabhüta'TfL lokam. (It is my intention elsewhere 
to revert to this expression). Paipp. reads adhi gacchema sukrtäm ulokam. 
-The comm. on AV. explains "earth" by "sacrificial place". 

60, 31. AV. 12, 3 occurs with slight differences of order in Paipp. 
as 17, 36-41. - This stanza is not found elsewhere. According to Kesava 
päda a is used when the yajamäna is invited to take his stand on the 
hide; b when he is to invite his wife to come near. The translation of 
pumsó 'dhi ti~tha cármehi "a man, upon men; go to the hide" (Whitney
Lanman) is to be rejected. The "man" is the male animal the skin of 
which is used. - The use of the pronoun yatamä need not point to polygamy 
as is suggested by Henry, o.c., p. 238 f.; cf. e.g. AV. 5, 29, 2; 4. - Notice 
yävant- "of what age". - "In the beginning": when they married. - For 
life in the realm of the dead, see E. Rohde, Psyche, Tübingen - Leipzig 
1903, Il, p. 400 f. According to the ancient lranians (Bund. 30, 28) adults 
are to rise from the dead at the age of forty, children at the age of fifteen 
which is the 'age paradisiaque' (Darmesteter) or an eternal 'sweet seven
teen'; cf. e.g. also Yasna 9, 5: in Yima's paradisiac realm, where there 
was no old age nor death, all men went about as youths of fifteen. According 
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to medieval Christians the age of resurrection was thirty. Compare also 
passages such as SB. 12, 8, 3, 7. A collection of Vedic places illustrating 
the bellefs with regard to life in the hereafter may be found in W. Kirfel, 
Die Kosmographie der Inder, Bonn-Leipzig 1920, p. 43 ff.; 49 ff. -Notice 
the expression Yama's realm, "mit dem die Vorstellung von Licht und 
Seligkeit nicht fest verbunden war" (Oldenberg, Religion des Veda, 3p. 
547, n. 2). See also AV. 12,4,36 (Kaus. 66, 20).-After 12, 3, 1 AV. has 
a stanza (2) which is not quoted by Kausika (see the Introduction, p. 69): 
"Your sight (shall be) as great (or, as clear, as formerly; cf. st. Ic), your 
vigour (vïryä'IJi) as many, your brilliant energy (tejaM as great, your vital 
powers (väjinäni) as manifold. When Agni attaches himself to the body, 
to the fuel, then, 0 paired ones, shall ye come into being from what is 
cooked". That is to say, af ter death the rice-dish rite will effect your 
rebirth, as a married coupie, in the celestial world, not that the stanza is 
to accompany, or refers to, an actual cremation (cf. Whitney-Lanman, 
p. 683).-Päda d=9d. 

60, 32. Read patnïm. 

60, 33. As far as appears from the text it is AV. 12, 3, 3 that is meant 
here. It runs as follows: "Unite in this world, on the road traversed 
by the gods (or, perhaps better, "on the road leading to the gods"), in 
the realms of Yama; purified by purifiers call to yourselves whatever 
seed came into being from you". Kesava however observes: "with the 
quarter AV. 12, 3, Ic he must call his children (offspring) to his side". 
For devayäne see AV. 11, 1, 20; 36 (and the note on Kam. 63, 9); 18, 4, 14 
where for the sacrificer who af ter death has ascended the piled fire, about 
to fly up to heaven the heavenly road leading to the gods is said to become 
visible; 8, 10, 20; 12, 2, 21; 15, 11, 3; 12, 5; 9; 3, 15, 2 and 6, 55, 1 speaking 
of "the many roads, traveIled by the gods, which go about between 
heaven and earth"; 6, 117, 3 of "roads travelled by the gods and roads 
travelled by the Fathers" (but "roads traveIled by the Fathers" are 
hardly different from "roads leading to the Fathers") ; 2, 34, 5 "go to 
heaven (svarga-) by the roads which lead to the gods"; 12, 2, 41; 18, 4, 2. 
In TS. 1, 6, 3, 2 etc. the wish is formulated that the sacrifice may go 
along the road that leads to the gods (cf. AV. 9, 4, 3). According to TS. 
2, 5, 6, 2 fuIl and new moon are the path (sic) on which the gods fare. 

60, 34. See also the note on 60, 29. -ä boom; ästïr'IJe carma'IJi äOOra, 
sthiipayety arthal} (comm. on AV.). Here again the quatotion is, in my 
opinion, addressed to the wife, not to the water-bearer. - " ... the seers", 
i.e. the mighty authorities of yore to whom we are indebted for the Veda 
and the ritual and ordinances contained in it. (For r~i- see also my The 
vision of the Vedic poets, The Hague 1963, p. 40 ff.) - "Places" or "sets 
down": nidadhäti-; for the use of nidhii- and nidhi- in these texts see 
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the note on KauS. 62, 9. - "Unimpeded welfare" (gatu-): the adjective 
gatuvid- (: gatoly, svargamargasya lambhakaly" comm. AV.) is ~V. 8, 66, 14 
very appropriately used; lndra is requested to protect those speaking 
and to preserve them from hunger etc.; cf. J. Gonda, Epithets in the 
~gveda, The Hague 1959, p. 18l. For gatu- (cf. AV. 10, 9, 1, Kaus. 65, 1), 
belonging to those 'nomina actionis' which formed part of the ancient 
vocabulary of the spheres of nature, 'sacred law', ritual, crafts, abilities 
etc. see W. Havers, in Anthropos 49, p. 182 ff. - "Refuge": for niitha
implying "help" and "protection" cf. e.g. AV. 9, 2, 7. - "Creatively 
powerful" (ugra-): for this adjective which etymologically belongs to 
ojas-, the power-substance of supranormal creativeness, vitality, and 
powerful inauguratory energy see my Ancient lndian ojas . .. , Utrecht 
1952, esp. p. 13 ff. - 'Heroic': including ideas such as "energetic" , "emi
nent" (henceforth also given as a translation). 

60, 35. That is to say: the couple lie down together, accompanied 
by their offspring, beside (behind) the vessel of water (udakaghatam, 
Kesava) which has been placed on the hide. - The meaning and connection 
of the stanza quoted - which does not occur elsewhere - do not seem to 
be as obscure as Whitney-Lanman held. The sacrificer's offspring is invited 
to surround the water, af ter having come to "this living man", i.e., if 
I am not mistaken, the sacrificer himself. The offspring is directed to share 
the one immortal 'portion' of the waters, viz. the rice-dish (odana- here 
is masc.; cf. 10, 10, 25 etc.) which is to be cooked by their mother. - We 
could adopt the reading vas (Ppp.) instead of vam in d, but vam, at fust 
sight the lectio difficilior, though clumsy, is intelligible if connected with 
pacati, the rice being cooked for the married coupIe, which then is 
addressed in d. - "Children": the plural putraly, may include the female 
offspring. - For abhi-8arp,-vis- see A V. 3, 3, 4 imam . .. abhisarp,visadhvam 
"settIe together around this (man)" ; 8, 5, 20 imarp, methim abhi8arp,visadhvam 
which does not mean "enter ye together unto this post" (Whitney
Lanman); VS. 13, 25 indram iva deva abhisarp,visantu. - The vocative 
jivadhanyaly, "0 ye that are ... " probably is suggestive (Epithets in the 
~gveda, 's-Gravenhage 1959, p. 180 f.) and intended to enhance the 
children's vitality. "Ce sont les enfants qui sont riches de vie, puisqu'ils 
doivent perpétuer la race". For "rich in vital powers" see also the note 
on 61, 34. If the adjective was accented it might here also have belonged 
to "waters". "Water is the cause of the activity of all creatures", (the 
Vi~I).uite) KäsyapaSaIp.h. 17, p. 25. - For the acc. pI. apaly, see L. Renou, 
Grammaire de la langue védique, § 238, n. 2. - BIoomfield rightly prefers 
the reading anunipadyete (duaI.) to -padyate.-After stanza 4 AV. 12, ;3 
expatiates upon 3d and the signification of the rice-dish: (5 and 6) "The 
rice-dish which the father of you two cooks, and which (your) mother, 
in order to be released from 'uncleanness' (riprat) and from pollution of 
speech -that riee-dish of a hundred streams, which goes to heaven (cf. 
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Il, 1, 20 ab), has permeated by (its) greatness both heaven and earth 
(nabhasi). Both heaven and earth, and the worlds of both kinds, the 
celestial (worlds) which are conquered by the sacrificers, in that of them 
which in the beginning (was, and always will be1) fuIl of light, fuIl of 
honey, join (du.) with your sons in old age". 

61, 1. That is : they move towards every direction (cf. Kesava who 
uses a singular verb form (1)). - The stanza quoted here is, apart from the 
different beginning ("catch you two from behind, catch together from 
behind") identical with AV. 6, 122, 3 which forms part of a text to be 
recited with an offering for offspring appearing in Kaus. 63, 29. -Note 
that the sequence of the quarters of the sky as mentioned in the next 
stanzas is in the pradak~i1).a-order; see also Whitney-Lanman, on AV. 
3, 26, Introd. - The expression prácirp, präcirp, pradtSam must mean 
"towards the eastern and (then) every foIlowing point of the compass" , 
not "each forward direction" (Whitney-Lanman) ; cf. st. 8 etc. - "They 
who have faith": sraddadhii:niiJp, that is to say: "they who have every 
confidence in the rites, being fully convineed of their efficacy, and un
conditionally affirming that they are the right and exclusive method of 
achieving religious ends". For this important concept see the type-written 
and unpublished thesis by H. W. Köhler, Sraddhä, Göttingen 1948, (not 
satisfactory), and especially P. Hacker, in Zs. f. Missionswiss. und Religions
wiss. 38 (1954), p. 51 ff.; and the same in Wiener Zs. f. d. Kunde S. u. 
Ostasiens, 7 (1963), p. 151 ff. - "Participate": or, "attach themselves".
See also Whitney-Lanman on AV. 6, 122, 3.-As to the movement of 
the sacrificer in the quarters of space (disaJp) it may be remembered that 
a similar act is also performed in other rites. When the royal sacrifieer 
has been clad and equipped for the unction ceremony the adhvaryu has 
him "mount the quarters" by making a step in each direction. Through 
this rite the sacrificer ascends to heavenly regions (see MS. 4, 4, 4: 54, 3; 
VS. 10, 10 ff.; SB. 5, 4, I, 3 ff.). However, this sacrificer wins at the same 
time the quarters of space or the seasons, thus mastering the whole of 
the universe in respect to space as weIl as to time (see J. C. Heesterman, 
The ancient Indian royal consecration, Thesis Utrecht 1957, p. 103 f.). 
Here the ritual act effects the 'protection' or 'preservation' of the dish 
which is to be cooked. The brähma1).as also teach that the offering must 
be protected, using the same expression: see e.g. SB. I, 1,2,23 by placing 
the sacrificial rice in the centre, i.e. in the lap of Aditi (Die Religionen 
Indiens, I, p. 83 f.), the centre being safe from danger, one protects the 
offering; the enclosing-sticks are likewise intended to protect the sacrifice 
and the sacrificial fire (SB. 1, 3, 4, 8; 3, 5, 2, 18 guptyai); from SB. 3, 9, 
2, 16 we learn that water is carried round for the sake of protection; 
from AiB. 2, 11, I that the gods "placed around three forts consisting 
of citadels made of fire, to protect themselves and the sacrifice". In A V. 
12, 3 also a 'centre' is made in which the ritual act is to take place sMely. 
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See e.g. also W. Caland, Een Indogermaansch lustratiegebruik, Amsterdam 
Acad. 1898; for the religious significanee of the centre also M. Eliade, 
The sacred and the profane, New York 1959, p. 36 ff. Sacred space, a 
break in the homogeneity of space, is "the centre of the world" in which 
heaven and earth are put in communication. In consequence the offering 
is not lost. For "protection" (of the oblation) compare e.g. also TB. 3, 
2, 3, 12 vi§'lJo havya'YfL rak§asvety aha guptyai,. TB. 3, 8, 1, 2 väca'YfL yatvo
pavasati, suvargasya lokasya guptyai. - The verb anvarabh- is the technical 
term for seizing or catching from behind in order to attract the power 
generated through the performance of rites. Thus the sacrifieer had during 
definite ritual acts to catch the adhvaryu etc. (Die Religionen Indiens, 
I, p. 143; cf. e.g. SB. 4, 2, 5, 4; AsvSS. 1, 3, 25): a clear instanee of 
'contactus' (see e.g. F. Heiler, Erscheinungsformen und Wesen der Religion, 
Stuttgart 1961, p. 230; H. Wagenvoort, Roman dynamism, Oxford 1947, 
p. 12 ff. and on the touching of the altar, p. 45 ff.). Compare also TS. 
2, 2, 5, 5 devata evanvarabhya suvarga'YfL lokam eti "grasping the deities 
from behind he goes to the celestial world".-"Served up", viz. to the 
gods. - Paipp. 17, 36, 7 which has sriante ("acquire", 1) instead of sacante 
in b. For cd it has another line: mimathä'YfL pätra'YfL tad va'YfL piir'IJam astu 
sa va'YfL pakval} pitrya'IJa etv amo yal} "measure out (the sacrifieer and his 
wife are addressed) the vessel; that must be full for you; that dish of 
yours which is uncooked must go on the path which leads to the Fathers 
(i.e. not to heaven, cf. AV. 8, 10, 19 f.; 12, 2, 10; 15, 12, 5)". 

61, 2. These stanzas do not occur elsewhere, only 10 d is found also 
MSS. 2, 5, 4, 24 (agnililtoma, conclusion, the offering over the dregs) 
"when he has torn asunder, 0 king Soma, with the pressing stone thy 
firm, dear limbs, thy body, then restore thyself and make thyself grow; 
may I be united with all my limbs". - For the western region see the 
note on Kaus. 61, 32. - Soma is usually (thus also st. 24) the god of the 
northern region, Varu:ç.a the lord of the West. Soma is vital juice par 
excellence, the draught of life and of continuanee of life, "Beleber 
und Erhalter von aIlem" (Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 65). The western 
quarter represents hope and prosperity or distinction (bi-, SB. 11, 1,6,23). 
- For the expression pratici disam see also TS. 4, 3, 3, 1. "Propre à l' A V. 
est, d'une part, l'extension du nombre des 'orients', de l'autre leur pro
traction sur des versets séparés, soulignant en somme des affeetations 
distinctes. Ceci rentre d'ailleurs dans Ie principe de la composition 'étalée', 
typique de I'AV. D'autre part, la notation des orients rappelIe Ie goût 
intense des Atharvan pour les valeurs temporelles et spatiales. L'univers 
prend forme" (L. Renou, Etudes védiques et pa:ç.inéennes, I, Paris 1955, 
p. 76, n. 1). -The sukrtal} are those who have acquitted themselves weIl 
of their religious duties, earned the merits thereof and enjoy the reward 
of their ritual meritorious deeds in the other world. - Whereas A VS. 
reads for 9d as in its st. 2 Paipp. 17, 36 reads c d as follows: tasya'YfL 
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mimäthä1f1- sukrta"fl, sacethäm adhä pakvena saha sa1f1-8uvema "be contained 
in it, belong to the 'meritorious'; then may we generate together with 
the cooked food". 

From AV. 12, 3, 7; 8 and 11 it appears that the ritual acts prescribed 
are also to effect the protection of the offering. See also the note on Kaus. 
61,1. In this connection attention may be drawn to the verb paryävartethäm 
in päda 8 b which may be taken to denote a 'turning round' or circum
ambulatory movements: cf. KätySS. 3, 7, 18 where savyenävrtya is ex
plained by pradak~irJa1f1- paritya ... and Kaus. 6, 15 abhida~irJam ävartate; 
SGS. 2, 3, 4 t~i1f1- prasavya1f1- paryävrtya. The meaning obviously is that 
when they while executing the pres cri bed acts turn to the South, Yama, 
the ruler of the realm of the deceased who resides in the South, will 
protect the sacrificial food which is to be cooked and the cooking of which 
guarantees the sacrificer and his wife continuance of life. - In 12, 3, 8c 
Paipp. gives tasmai. 

Stanza AV. 12, 3, 10: for uttarävat- see AV. 4, 22, 5 uttarávantam 
("possessing, and hence, giving superiority") indra1f1- yéna jáyanti ná 
paräjáyante; 10, 8, 22 yó devám uttarávantam upásätai sanätánam. The 
expression svaly,Sreyasam uttarävat in SB. 2, I, I, 13 was translated by 
Eggeling "a prevailing (or advancing) better-to-morrow", i.e. "a pro
gressive improvement". Paipp. has prajayam uttarävad (1). - For a close 
connection between the North, "the region of men" (e.g. SB. 14, I, 2, 2), 
and offspring (similar to the relation between the South and the Fathers 
etc.) see SB. 14, 2, 2, 28. Kubera who in later times is the god of the 
North is among other things a promoter of productivity, invoked "for 
the man" at weddings. He also entertains close connections with the 
amorous gandharvas who are inter alia concerned with conception (cf. 
E. W. Hopkins, Epic Mythology, Strassburg 1915, p. 147 f.; Meyer, 
Trilogie, lIl, p. 74; Gonda, Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. IOI).-For 
agram see ~V. I, 123, 4 ágram-agram id bhajate vásünäm. -Although 
chandas- may denote a hymn of the A V. (as distinguished from those of the 
J;tV. etc.), and a metrical incantation or 'sacred text' in general, the 
meaning "metre" seems to suit the context best, the more so as correlations 
or homologations with metres are very frequent. See e.g. SB. 5, 4, I, 3 ff. 
The pankti- (or fivefold metre consisting of five pädas of eight syllables 
each) is SB. 8, 2, 4, 3 described as the slow metre in the shape of which 
men were produced. According to SB. 8, 3, I, 12 the northern region is 
the anu~~ubh and the upper region (ürdhvä-, the zenith) the pailkti. It 
may be remembered that in the section of the Räjasiiya rites called 
digvyästhäpanam the quarters of space are associated with (inter alia) 
the metres, the East with the gäyatri etc., and the Zenith with the pailkti. 
In grouping the quarters, i.e. the divisions of space, the seasons, i.e. the 
divisions of time, together with the ritual powers (metres etc.) and the 
forces constituting the 'social cosmos' (brahman-, k~atra-, vis- etc.) the 
authors of the brähmaI).as clearly based themselves on a principle of 
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numerical 'symbolism', articulating the whole on the number five. The 
universe is divided into four parts with a fifth which is its 'centre', that 
is to say, which represents the idea of the whoie, surpassing and en
compassing the constituent parts: the permanent and inseparable dhruva-, 
the "source as wen as the merging place" of them all (see also the chapter 
on the Number sixteen, in Change and continuity in the history of Indian 
religion; A. Bergaigne, La religion védique, II, Paris 1881, p. 123 fr.; 
G. J. Held, The Mahäbhärata, Thesis Leiden 1935, p. 123; Heesterman, 
o.c., p. 13 f.; 104). The number five is, moreover, no doubt not only taken 
from the five :fingers of the hand, but also under the influence of this 
co sm ic and ritual 'philosophy' a frequent 'symbol' of completeness: there 
are five winds, five präJ:.las (breaths), the animal sacrifice is fivefold (cf. 
BAU. I, 4, 17 "the sacrifice is fivefold; the sacrificial animal is fivefold, 
a person is fivefold, this whole world, whatever there is, is fivefold", 
the term used being pänkta-; AiB. I, 5, 13 therefore teaches that the man 
who desires the sacrifice should use paIikti verses) ; in later times the 
Särp.khya system distinguishes five coarse and five :fine 'elements', five 
organs of cognition and five organs of action. In Buddhism also five is 
the number of 'comprehensive' and yet 'simpie' unity or a set. Thus 
man is also fivefold: PB. 2, 4, 2; 14, 5, 26; in AiB. 6, 29, 4 this fact is 
co-ordinated with the fivefold paIikti metre. - It may be remembered 
that puru§a- (translated "person") also is the personal, individual, or 
animating principle in a living being; cf. e.g. also AV. 10, 2, 28; 30. - In 
my opinion visvängaily, is a karmadhäraya compound (a bahuvrihi ac
cording to the Petr. Dict., Monier-Williams, Whitney-Lanman); for the 
tautologic word group see Mbh. 14, 27, 19 sapta saptar§ayaly,; visvavisva
'Y(tbharä, quoted Petr. Dict. VI, 1223, and for tautological paronomasia 
in the AV. see 2, 33, 5; J. Gonda, Stylistic repetition in the Veda, Am
sterdam Acad. 1959, p. 258 f. - The wish expressed in st. 10 is twofold, 
superiority and 'rebirth' in an unimpaired condition, although there is 
a connection between the ofrspring mentioned in the former half and 
the continuance of life alluded to in the latter. 

61, 3. This stanza also is not found elsewhere. - The term dhruvä 
not only denotes, in connection with dis-, the idea of the fixed, but also 
the central 'quarter' or region: AV. 3, 27, 5 and 12, 3, 59 where Vi~J:.lu 
who in the course of time came to represent the Viräj-idea, is said to 
be its regent; 15, 6, 1; AiB. 8, 14, 3 asyä'Y(t dhruväyäm madhyamäyäm 
prati§thäyä'Y(t disi ... ; BAU. 3, 9, 24 where the translation "the zenith" 
(Hume, Radhakrishnan) is incorrect; "Fusspunkt" (Petr. Dict.) or "nadir" 
(Bloomfield, S.B.E. 42, p. 186) likewise lead to misunderstanding. (Cf. 
also B. Schlerath, Das Königtum im Rig- und Atharvaveda, Wies baden 
1960, p. 28 fr.). - Viräj is the all, the totality, the sum of all existence, 
the hypostatization of the universe viewed as a whoie, as evolving, ex
panding and creative; see my Aspects of early Vi~J:.luism, Utrecht 1954, 
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p. 67 f. It may be remembered that Aditi is the divine 'first cooker' of 
the porridge. Aditi and Viräj must here be identical, the former being 
not only the representative of "freedom" , but also a Great Mother, who 
is J;tV. 1, 89, 10 practically identified with the universe: "Sie vertritt die 
Ideen der Breite, Weite, Unbeschränktheit in der erzeugenden und Leben 
im Stand erhaltenden Natur ... " (Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 84).
The epithet visvavära- does not only mean "possessing or containing all 
desired objects", but also "bestowing these", a being or god who wins, 
captures, or possesses wealth etc., being expected to redistribute it among 
hls supporters or adherents or at least to give up part of it (see my 
Epithets in the J;tgveda, 's-Gravenhage 1959, p. 45 ff. etc.). 

61, 4. The stanza quoted, which is not used in other contexts, confronts 
us with some difficulties. The phrase piteva putram (puträn) is a frequent 
occurrence, mostly followed by rak~atäd imam,. e.g. A V. 2, 13, 1 (a text 
to be recited for welfare and long life of a chlld). A father-son relation 
between the god and his adorer is for instance also found J;tV. 7, 54, 2 
pitéva putrán práti no i~a8va "take delight in us as a father in his sons". 
The question arises as to which person or object is addressed here. As 
the simile in st. lId refers to a herdsman, Aditi's behaviour may here 
be compared to that of afather, and she is indeed more likely to "embrace" 
the worshipper than the offering which may be the other possible thing. 

"Embracing" here no doubt is a contactual transference of blessing, 
strengthening and protective energy. Like kissing as "Austausch von 
zauberhafter Seelensubstanz" and a means of transferring 'power' (see 
e.g. K. M. Hofmann, Philema hagion, Gütersloh 1948; A. Schimmel, in 
Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwart, IV, 3Tübingen 1957 ff., p. 
189 f.; X. Wolters, Notes on antique folklore, Thesis Utrecht 1935, p. 76 f.), 
the embrace (with or without the kiss) is not only an expression of love 
and veneration but also a means of contact, and a procedure to bring about 
union, between a bearer of power and a person desirous of strengthening 
himself (see e.g. J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, I, 3London 1907, p . 
40; J. J. Meyer, Trilogie altindischer Mächte und Texte der Vegetation, 
Zürich-Leipzig 1937, I, p. 73, n. 1 on kissing; Hdwtb. d. deutsch. Abergl. 
VIII, 1302; A. E. Crawley, in Hastings' E.R.E. VII, 741). Those who 
implore help or protection are of ten inclined to embrace the person to 
whom they resort. " 'Sei brünstiglich umfangen', betet Zinzendorf, 'mein 
Heil, lasz dich umfassen, von dir will ich nicht mehr lassen' " Johannes 
Frank (F. Heiler, Erscheinungsformen und We sen der Religion, Stuttgart 
1961, p. 230). In kissing Saul during the latter's consecration Samuel 
transferred his 'power' to him (Holy Bibie, 1 Sam. 10, 1). The mystic 
Mechthild von Magdeburg of ten used expressions such as umbevahen 
"encompass" and umbehalsen "to embrace" or as "so Gott sie küsset 
mit süszer Einigung" (G. Lüers, Die Sprache der deutschen Mystiker des 
Mittelalters ... , München 1926, p. 211 ff.) and Margareta Ebner prayed: 
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"Gib uns den Kusz deines ewigen Friedens durch das Herz in die Seele" 
(P. Strauch, Margarete Ebner . .. , Freiburg-Tübingen 1882, p. 165). The 
embracement may, moreover, constitute a 'magic circle'. For pari-~vaj
in this connection compare, besides A V. 10, 8, 25 táta~ pári~vajiyasi 

devátä, AV. 6, 133,5 where a girdle is addressed as follows: "Thou which 
the ancient being-making seers (the mythical prototype) bound on, do 
thou embrace me, that I may live long, 0 girdle". (For the ritual function 
of girdles see e.g. AV. 14, 1, 42; 2, 70; Kaus. 76, 7: the bride is to be 
girded "in order to become 'immortal' or "to obtain wealth and progeny" ; 
SB. 3, 2, 1, 10 the girdle is a source of strength and hence to be worn 
by the man who is consecrated, etc.; see also my Notes on AV. book 14, 
in Indo-Iranian Journal, 8 (1964) p. 22 f.). The contact of the officiant 
performing the consecration with the king who while being consecrated 
is to sit down on a tiger skin (as described in Kaus. 17, 11 ff. (see esp. 13)) 
is AV. 4, 8, 7 also indicated by the same verb : "thus, embracing the tiger 
(i.e. the king) , they stimulate the lion (i.e. the king) unto great pros
perity ... , they rub (him) thoroughly amid the waters" (they pour the 
consecratory waters upon him). Cf. also TB. 2, 7, 16, 4. The birds in the 
famous stanza :!;tV. 1, 164, 20 on the other hand "embrace" (pari-~vaj-) 
the tree of knowiedge. See also :!;tV. 10, 133, 2 where Indra who is stated 
to have plenty of desirabie objects is embraced by those speaking; 10, 
43, 1 the poems of the poet embrace the same god as a wife her husband 
(pári 8vajante jánayo yáthä pátim). The simile contained in AV. 12, 3, 12 
"as afather his sons" alludes to such paternal kisses and embraces as 
are referred to in AsvGS. 1, 15, 9: "when a father returns from a journey 
he holds in his hands his son's head ... and thrice 'smells' (kisses) his 
son on the head" (cf. also my Four studies in the language of the Veda, 
's-Gravenhage 1959, p. 80). 

As to the propitious winds - Paipp. has, in b, 8agmä~ "mighty, effective" 
instead of bhümau-see AV. 7, 69, 1 (a prayer for good fortune) "weal 
for us let the wind blowand the sun shine"; ~V. 1, 90, 6 mádhu vdtä 
rtäyaté ... k~aranti "the winds cause honey to flow for him who sticks 
to truth and order" (see also Lüders, VaruJ).a, p. 339 f.; 479 f.); 9, 31, 3 
tubhyarp, (Soma is addressed) vdtä abhi priyas (Lüders, o.c., p. 240); 10, 
128, 2 máhyarp, vdta~ pavatärp, Mme asmin (i.e. anugu1Jarp, pravätu "ac
cording to merits, i.e. favourably", SäyaJ).a); 10, 169, 1 mayobMr vdto 
abhi vätÜ8rd "erquickend solI der Wind die Kühle anwehen" (Geldner). 
I am under the impression that in popular belief the wind must, in ancient 
India, have played a still more important röle than appears from the texts. 
Generally speaking, the wind, especially the stormy wind, is of ten regarded 
as an evil being who may be intimidated, driven away, or even killed (see 
e.g. Frazer, The Golden Bough, abr. ed. I, London 1957, p. 105 ff.). The 
wind is indeed "unassailable and Ïrresistible" (SB. 14, 2, 2, 4; cf. also 
~V. 10, 115, 4) and in the Veda of ten mentioned because of its swiftness, 
force and intensity. Vedic texts (VS. 16, 65; SB. 9, 1, 1, 36) consider the 
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wind to be the arrows of the Rudras who dwell in the air and who by the 
wind injure whom they wish to injure. Blowing can caU forth a visible 
or invisible activity (W. Aly, in Handwörterbuch des deutschen Aber
glaubens, I, s.v. Blasen 1354), and the wind was also found or believed 
to be a bringer of rain and refreshment and a furtherer of vegetable 
growth (see e.g. A. Hillebrandt, Vedische Mythologie, II, Breslau 21929, 
p. 297, cf. e.g. TS. 2, 4, 9, 1 vayur vai vr~tya ïse; 5, 1, 5, 1; 3, 1, 3 etc.; 
Meyer, Trilogie, IIl, p. 153) and was as a demoniac power in popular 
belief of ten associated with the deities presiding over fertility (Zimmer
mann, in Hdwtb. deutsch. Abergl. IX, 630 ff.). The Wind is moreover 
believed to exert a purificatory function (e.g. AV. 6, 51, 1; 6, 62, 1) and 
a healing power (1;tV. 10, 137, 3). He is able to prolong life, because there 
is a treasure of amrta in hls house (1;tV. 10, 186, 1; 3). Besides, the wind 
is of ten credited with omniscience and regarded as a manifestation, 
messenger, or informant of the Sky-god (cf. SB. 3, 4, 2, 6: the wind teUs 
the gods the thoughts of men); the latter also fertilizes the earth in and 
through the wind (see R. Pettazzoni, The aU-knowing god, London 1956, 
p. 10 ff.). Whereas, for instance in the American religions, the wind is 
among the beneficent spirits (see e.g. A. H. Keane, in Hastings' E.R.E. I, 
p. 252 f.; W. Krickeberg usw., Die Religionen des alten Amerika, Stuttgart 
1961, passim), in Korea and other countries of the Far East the belief 
obtains that air and wind may easily be infested by many malevolent 
beings. 

Who are, in c, the two deities (devate) 1 In aU probability, the sacrificer 
and hls wife, and not, with Henry, p. 241, heaven and earth. As is weU 
known a Vedic Aryan may succeed in attaining the state or position of 
the devas by the dilqlä or consecration (8ee my Change and continuity, 
ch. X, passim: the performance of a Soma rite being a ritual rebirth, the 
dïk~ita-, i.e. the one who has prepared himself for it by a consecration 
undergoes a process of transmution into a divine state), by tapas "gener
ative austerity" or "asceticism" (see e.g. PB. 25, 14, 3), by knowledge 
(PB. 4,8,10; JB. 1,28), by sämans (C. W. J. van der Linden, The concept 
of deva, r, Thesis Utrecht 1954, p. 88). The sacrificer, who is reaUy 
intended to be bom in heaven (SB. 7, 3, 1, 12; "Ie sacrifice étant une 
oeuvre divine et ayant pour object de transformer l'homme en dieu, tout 
ce qui est proprement humain lui est contraire", S. Lévi, La doctrine du 
sacrifice dans les brähmaI).as, Paris 1898, p. 86), may, like the brahman 
in general (Manu 9, 317), be considered a "divinity". When provided 
with the soma-drink he is placed with the deities in heaven (SB. 12, 8, 
1, 2).-For the combination tapaly, ("austerity", "asceticism", based on 
the belief in the creative power of heat, see Die Religionen rndiens, l, 
p. 184 f. etc., and my remarks in lndo-Iranian Journal, 8, 61 ff.) and 
satyam ("sticking to reality, truth"; see my remarks in Oriens, 13-14, 
p. 400 ff.; "Satyam ist gewisz nicht nur die in Worten ausgedrückte 
Wahrheit, das Übereinstimmen einer Aussage mit der Wirklichkeit, 
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sondern das universelle Prinzip des im-Einklang-seins mit dem Seienden, 
dem wirklich Existierenden, der Realität, dem tatsächlichen Sachverhalt 
im Universum, in der Natur, in der Menschenwelt, das universelle Prinzip, 
das auch dadurch im Stande erhalten wird, dasz die Menschen sich im 
völligen Einklang damit betragen" (ibidem, p. 404; 405)), see e.g. AV. 
12,3,46; 11,7, 17; 12, 1, l.-As already observed by Whitney-Lanman 
"that" (tat) in päda d is neuter; one should however hesitate to subscribe 
to their conclusion that it is not correlative to "what" (yam, masc.) in c. 
For exceptions to the rules of concord in gender see e.g. H. Oldenberg, 
1;tgveda, Textkritische und exegetische Noten, I, Berlin 1909, p. 428; 
for occurrences of the 'indefinite neuter' see M. BIoomfield, F. Edgerton, 
M. B. Emeneau, Vedic variants, lIl, Philadelphia Pa. 1934, p. 408 ff. 
and compare, in Greek, Soph. O.R. 542 "CveavvI6a... 8,. Plato, Polit. 
300 D v6f1-Ot ••. naeà -cav"Ca and other cases of the vaguely and indefinitely 
anaphorical use of the neuter. - The thought expressed in the second 
line comes to this: the oblation to be prepared by the sacrificer and his 
wife is supposed to be able to know (or "to take notice of": vettu) their 
moral or religious merits. Compare AV. 6, 123, 5 and 11, 1, 30 which is 
quoted Kaus. 63, 20. (Gods are addressed in a similar way, cf. e.g. ~V. 
7, 31, 4).-Kesava's comment on the sütra runs as follows: "he places 
on the ground; he should perform all ritual acts [i.e. throughout the 
ceremony] with that water". - For udakiirtha- see PGS. 2, 8, 6; Mbh. 
1, 3, 136. 

61, 5. Compare Kesava: "The collection of texts to be used for 
purification is AV. 6, 19, 1; 6, 51, 1; 6, 62, 1; therewith the offerer should 
sprinkle his wife and offspring ... with a means of purification (a strainer 
or a similar utensil)". (According to the comm. on AV. 6, 19 intr. the 
wife should sprinkie her sons). These texts are included in the so-called 
brhacchäntigaJ).a, described by Kaus. in 9, 2. They serve to accompany 
ritual acts "for ceremonial purification and various blessings", cf. also 
Kaus. 9, 6: "these (those mentioned above and many other texts) are 
the (atharvaJ).ic) texts appropriate for appeasement" (siintiyuktiini). 
"Das unter Hersagung der jedesmal vorgeschriebenen Süktas eingegossene 
und eingesegnete Wasser dient dann als Weihwasser zur Besprengung, 
zum Einschlürfen usw." (Caland, Altind. Zauberritual, Amsterdam 1900, 
p. 17, n. 3). In 6, 19, 1 gods, men and all beings are implored to purify 
the man speaking; in 6, 51, 1 soma being purified with Väyu's purifier 
is said "to have run opposite"; 6, 62, 1 asks Agni Vaisvänara "to purify 
us" by his rays and the wind by his breath. 

61, 6. The next portion corresponds to the so-called nirviipakara'fJam 
(Kesava), i.e. "the performance of the 'scattering', i.e. of the preparatory 
acts in connection with the sacrificial material" ; J. Eggeling, The 
Satapatha-brähmaJ).a translated, I, S.B.E. 12, Oxford 1882, p. 168, n. 1 
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"the taking out (lit. throwing out) of (handfuls of) havis from the receptacle 
and putting it into the winnowing basket (or other vessels)"; "nirväpa
peut se traduire par 'apprêt' (des gateaux, consistant à verser les grains 
dans Ie van, à en griller une partie, à réduire une autre partie en farine 
versée dans une écuelle avec du beurre et mise au feu" (L. Renou, Voca
bulaire du rituel védique, Paris 1954, p. 86; see also Caland-Henry, o.c., 
p. 134 f.; A. Minard, Trois énigmes sur les Cent Chemins, I, Paris 1949, 
p. 129 (§ 365 b) "prélever quelques poignées sur la. masse de l'oblation 
(riz, ordinairement ... , parfois un liquide) et les répandre (comme en 
semantn dans un vaisseau ou à part". See e.g. ApSS. 1, 7, 7; 1, 7, 12; 
and compare AiB. 1, 1, 3 and, in connection with the brahmaudana- SB. 
13, 3, 6, 6 dvädasa brahmaudanän utthäya nirvapati "having stepped out 
(of the water) he prepares twelve messes of cooked rice for the priests".
CarmahavilJ, is a dvandva compound of the type tr1Jodakam "grass and 
water", kaSip'Üpabarhanam "mat and pillow". - "Sacrificial grass" (darbha-) 
is homologized with water (SB. 2, 2, 3, 11), it is pure and able to render 
pure what is not (SB. 5, 2, 1, 8; 5, 5, 4, 22 etc.). See also TB. 3, 2, 5, l. 
In SB. 7, 3, 2, 3 we find a complete explication: "whatever sacrificial 
food is buttered (sprinkled with ghee) is palatabie and meet for sacrifice ... ; 
sacrificial food is basted silently, by means of kusa staiks (darbha-) , for 
these are pure and meet for sacrifice; by means of the tops (agra-), for 
the top is sacred to the gods". Similarly, SB. 9, 2, 1, 12 "everywhere 
he sprinkies ... ; everywhere he thus bestows on him the highest form; 
by means of darbha- ... , because it is pure and meet for sacrifice; by 
means of their tops, for etc." The top is the foremost part, which has 
appeared fust and, I suppose, as such a sort of 'fust-fruit', or is at least 
regarded as something similar as the fust-fruits which are in many 
countries sacred to the gods. See e.g. H. Ringgren, Israelitische Religion, 
Stuttgart 1963, p. 152 f. 

61,7 and 8. Kesava explains: "Thereupon he divides, on the ox(-hide), 
the grains of rice into three portions" . (For anaif,uhi - not "sur Ie dos 
d'un taureau" (Henry, o.c., p. 135)-cf. e.g. ~V. 10, 94, 9 gavi=gor adhi 
tvaci (~V. 1, 28, 9).) Then the wife (of the sacrificer) hands the threefold 
rice (set apart) for gods, Fathers (sräddha-) and men (a meal for the 
brahmans, cf. comm. AV.) over to a woman who knows the ins and outs 
(of it). The officiant (kartä) gives the order. The officiant, having put 
down the grains of rice in portions, accompanies (this act) with three 
padas of AV. ll, 1, 5". For the reading of sütra 7 see Bloomfield's critical 
note. The subject must be the wife of the sacrificer. 

61, 7. Instead of yálJ, purti vo Ppp. gives jätavedo. - For jna- - the 
subject is "gods etc." -with the gen., which is remarkable, see e.g. BhG. 
6,44 jijiiäsur api yogasya; however, Mbh. 3, 52, 19 cr. ed. jnatum icchämi 
te, the pronoun has the syntactic value of an ablative, not, as is supposed 
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by Siecke, of a genitive; cf. E. Siecke, De genetivi in linguasa nscritica, 
imprimis vedica, usu, Thesis Berlin 1869, p. 53; C. Gaedicke, Der 
Accusativ im Veda, Breslau 1880, p. 45 ff.; for Gr. ylyvwaxw + gen. E. 
Schwyzer-A. Debrunner, Griech. Grammatik, II, München 1950, p. 106; 
B. Delbrück, Vergl. Syntax der indogerm. Sprachen, I, Strassburg 1893, 
p. 309 ff. For compounds beginning with an a- see J. Wackernagel, Alt
ind. Grammatik, II, 1, Göttingen 1905, p. 79. 

61, 8. The comm. AV. explains: "with the portion intended for the 
gods an offering should be made, with that intended for the Fathers a 
sräddha, with that intended for men a meal for the brahmans". - Instead 
of "that is yours of old" -a reference to the time-honoured and 'original' 
character of this rite-Ppp. 16, 89, 5 reads "0 Jatavedas" , invoking 
Agni. I disagree with Bloomfield, S.B.E. 42, p. 611 who considers this 
vocative a "marked improvement". - The comm. is no doubt right in 
explaining päda d "bring her to the further shore (i.e. the complete 
attainment of) the desired result (i~taphalasya)". Ppp. reads evam "thus", 
leaving the object unexpressed. This is the only occurrenee of the stanza. 

61, 9. Cf. Kesava: "With the portion intended for the Fathers he 
performs at the end of the final ablution of the sacrificer etc. (avabhrtha-, 
see Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 157) a vrddhi8räddha- (i.e. a sräddha 
on a prosperous occasion)". - A sräddha- is a ceremony for the benefit 
of the Fathers, being a reverential homage to them or a supplement to 
the funeral rites and observed at various fixed periods and on occasions 
of rejoicing as weIl as mourning. See Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 136 f.; 
M. Monier-Williams, Brähmanism and Hinduism, London 1891, p. 305. 
Many sräddhas appear to have more reference to the living than to the 
dead . . . Part of them are a homage paid to ancestors before marriage, 
investiture with the sacred thread, etc. A vrddhisräddha is in the BhavPur. 
(quoted by Täränätha Tarkaväcaspati, Väcaspatyam, VI, Benares 1962, 
5151) defined as foIlows: vrddhau yat kriyate sräddharp, vrddhisräddharp, 
tad ucyate ("if the motive is increase in prosperity it is a vrddhisräddha"). 
See also Caland, Altindischer Ahnencult, Leiden 1893, p. 216 f. 

61, 11. The stanza 11, 1, 6 does not occur elsewhere. The comm. 
does not try to give ny ubja a more distinctive meaning than adhomukhän 
pätaya. One could also translate: "overthrow" (Whitney-Lanman).-As 
to the epithets of Agni, sahasvän means "possessed of victorious, conquer
ing, overwhelming power" (see Some observations on the relations between 
'gods' and 'powers' in the Veda, 's-Gravenhage 1957, p. 15 etc. and cf. 
the comm. s6halJ,: paräbhibhavanak~amarp, balam). - The at fust sight 
obscure mäträ in päda c which is wrongly considered an instr. by the 
comm. does not mean "measure", but "smaIl portion of food", cf. e.g. 
KätySS. 9, 11, 25 puror!äSamäträ "a smaIl portion (sük~makhaTJ4am, 
comm.) of the sacrificial cake (made of a mass of ground rice rounded 
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into a kind of pastry and usually divided into pieces, placed on recepta
cles) " ; similarly, ib. 10, 5, Il; cf. also SGS. 4, 15, 8 var1}akasya mäträ
(of unguent) etc. -For miyámänä mitd ca compare my Stilistic repetition 
in the Veda, Amsterdam Acad. 1959, p. 246. These verbal forms do not 
only express the idea of "measuring out" and of "apportioning" but also 
that of "preparing, arranging". - The "relatives" ("kinsmen, fellows": 
sajäta-, cf. AV. 18, 4, 37) are the sacrificer's, not Agni's (as is supposed 
by my predecessors; see esp. Henry, o.c., p. 135). This category of men is, 
in the Atharvaveda in a large majority of cases, either ill-disposed to those 
on behalf of whom the text is recited (1, 19, 3; 3, 3, 6; 13, 1, 31) or 
actually or possibly subjected or subordinate to them (1, 9, 3; 2, 6, 4; 
3,3,4; 4, 3; 8, 2; 6, 5, 2; 73, 1; 2; 3; 19,46,7). Compare especially AV. 
3, 8, 3 "this fire will shine for very long, kindled by (my) relatives who 
do not gainsay." Men, worshippers, being a god's "tribute-bearers", occur 
e.g. also AV. 11, 1, 20; 12, 1, 62. The sense of the passage under con
sideration may be elucidated by AV. Il, 4, 19 "As, 0 breath (prä1}a-, 
the divinity extolled in this 'hymn'), all these creatures are tribute
bearers to thee, so shall they bring tribute to him who will hear thee". 
I tentatively follow the comm. on AV. in regarding the pädas c and d 
as addressed to the sacrifieer; one could however also read: "( our) relatives 
tribute-bringers (to thee), or ... (to thee and us)". 

The right knee is bent in ritual acts belonging to 'the cult of the gods', 
the left in funeral ceremonies etc. See e.g. also SB. 2, 4, 2,1; 12,5,1,12; 
:.;tV. 10, 15, 6. For the knee in general see R. B. Onians, The origins of 
European thought, Cambridge 1954, eh. 1V.-The North-East-here 
called "the unconquered" (aparäjita-) is the quarter of gods and men 
(e.g. SB. 6, 6, 2, 3); there is the gate of heaven (SB. 6, 6, 2, 4); therefore 
libations are offered and other ritual acts performed in that direction 
(ibid.). For a mythical account of its being "invisibie" see AiB. 1, 14, 5: 
here the gods were not conquered by their enemies, the asuras, "therefore", 
the text adds, "one should strive in this quarter" . It is no doubt not by 
chance that in this Kaus. place and Manu 6, 31 this quarter is denoted 
by this name; Manu 6, 31 allows the hermit (if he is incurably diseased, 
comm.) to go in a north-easterly direction until he dies. - "Fist etc.": 
compare on the one hand the expression prahvänjaliputa- "bowing with 
the hands joined" Räm. 2, 14, af ter 17 Bar. and on the other Kaus. 67, 26 
(a passage which is largely parallel) reading: ... prahvo vä mU{l#nä 
prasrtinänjalinä . .. Thus the sense seems to be as given in the above 
translation, the text describing three successive positions of the hand 
and the plural pointing to three different gestures. The verbal adj. prasrta
is in grhya- and srautasütras used to indicate "the palm of the hand 
stretched out and hollowed as if to hold liquids" (cf. Petr. Dict. IV, IlOl). 
-I have not been able to trace the source of N. J. Shende's (Religion 
and Philosophy of the AV., Poona 1952, p. 191) remark: "This share is 
for protecting the wife of the sacrifieer (A V. Il, 1, 6)". 
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61, 12. For "four times" cf. AV. 11, 2, 9 "Four times homage, eight 
times, to Bhava" (Rudra-hymn); for four or eight ladlings taken with 
the dipping-spoon: SB. 1,3,2,7; see also 2, 3, 1, 17; AsvGS. 1, 14,5 a 
ritual act is to be performed three (sütra 4) or four times. In the rice-mess 
offering AV. 4, 34 four vessels (kumbha-) are required (st. 7) which according 
to the comm. are placed towards the four points of the compass. The goat 
which is sacrificed in AV. 4, 14 is in st. 9 requested to stand firm in the 
(four) quarters. The number four-for which see the Introduction, section 
V - is indeed characteristic of the quarters of the sky: see also A V. 1, 
11,2; 1,31,1; 2; 2, 6,1; 2,10,3; 3, 22, 5 etc. Withoutsubscribingto 
all opinions expressed by L. Frobenius, Monumenta terrarum, Erlebte 
Erdteile, VII, p. 301 ff. the number four (Vierzahl) may be regarded "als 
Ausdruck durch den Horizont begrenzten Raumgefühls auf der Pläne". 

61, 13. This is the only occurrence of the difficult stanza. - The 
pronoun tän does not refer to "something" (Whitney-Lanman, on 12, 3, 16) 
but to the grains of rice which have been scattered (Kesava).-The verb 
form paryagrh'IJan being an imperfect the process is thought to belong 
to the mythical or legendary past.-The :!;tV. (4, 7, 5 and 9, 102, 2) speaks 
of the seven forms - dhäman- "la forme, en tant que résultant d'une 
fonction" (Renou, Et. véd. et pal).. I, Paris 1955, p. 21) -of the sacrifice 
(yajnásya) saptá dhámabhily,. "Seven" is also in the Veda (cf. E. W. Hopkins, 
in J. Am. Or. Soc. 16, p. 277 ff.) frequently used to denote "totum, 
universitas, perfectio" (St. Augustinus, Ep. 55, 5 (9) etc.; for some 
particulars and a bibliography see Heiler, o.c., p. 167 f.): SB. 9, 5, 2, 8: 
" ... there are seven seasons, seven regions, seven worlds of the gods ... , 
seven domestic animais, seven wild animais, ... and whatever eIse there is 
of seven kinds, relating to deities and relating to the self, all that he 
secures by that (hymn of seven stanzas)"; AiB. 2, 2, 33 "seven (stanzas) 
he repeats, perfect in form; that in the sacrifice is perfect which is perfect 
in form". The supposition is therefore warranted that there might also 
be seven oblations, but in AiB. 2, 8 which I suppose furnishes the clue 
to the understanding of pada a this distinction is not made, although 
the number seven is implied in the context. The text relates that the 
gods slew man as the victim. His essence ("nourishing sap": medha-) 
left him and entered the horse which became fit for sacrifice. They then 
slew the horse, whose medha entered the ox, etc. The medha of the ox 
entered the sheep, etc. The medha of the sheep, the goat. That of the 
goat, the earth. The medha of the earth became rice (remember that 
Kaus. is describing a rice-mess sacrifice!). "In that they offer (anunirva
panti) also a cake (puro~8am) in the animal sacrifice (it is because they 
think:) 'Let our sacrifice be with a victim with medha; let our sacrifice 
be with a victim which is complete in itself (kevala-)'. Ris sacrifice is 
performed with sap, his sacrifice is performed with a victim which is 
complete in itself) who knows thus" (§ 7 and 8). In ch. 9, 3 the author 
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continues: " ... with the medha of all animals he sacrifices who sacrifices 
with a cake". It may be recalled that the savas-and the brahmaudana 
is a sava-are less complicated sacrificial rites than the elaborate great 
sacrifices. 

Instead of jyoti~n in päda b Ppp. 17, 37, 6 has medhasvan ("and 
j. must be taken as having the sense of m." Whitney-Lanman), i.e. 
"possessing sacrificial essence"; medhas- is apart from the specific force 
conveyed by the suffix -as- (which forms nouns for 'power-concepts', 
see my Anc. Ind. ojas, passim) 'synonymous' with medha- (see e.g. SBM. 
2, 5, 3, 4, where SBK. has medha- in connection with strengthening 
sacrificial food consisting of whole rice-grains; SB. 13, 3, 6, 1 and 2). 
In any case, the adjective and the verb cakarsa "is feeble, lean, attenuated, 
emaciated" must be contrary terms. - In elucidation of the construction 
of the fust half of the stanza it may be observed that in Vedic verses the 
correlative demonstrative pronoun is not rarely wanting (see my Ellipsis, 
brachylogy ... in the ~gveda, Amsterdam Acad. 1960, p. 34 ff.). For 
the construction see also Stylistic repetition in the Veda, p. 344. For the 
translation of ya- see my remarks in Lingua, 4 (Amsterdam 1954, p. 1 ff.) . 
Päda b may syntactically speaking qualify medhiin as weIl as paSaval}, ; 
stylistic (sapta medhiin continued by a 'polare Wortgruppe') and semantic 
considerations however turn the scale in favour of medhiin.-Compare 
AVPpp. (16, 92, 7, corresponding to AVS. 11, 1, 37) tarJt tva pacam1~ 
jyoti~am jyotir uttamarJt sa nas tad dhehi sukrtam u loke "I cook thee 
(i.e. the brahmaudana), the excellent light of lights ; do thou then place 
us in the world of those who have accumulated religious merit". In AV. 
11, 1, 37 ab the gods are said to have gone up to the heavenly regions 
with light (jyotil},) af ter having cooked the brahmaudana. In AV. 4, 35, 5 
the wish is expressed to overcome (escape) death by the rice-mess "of 
which are all the light-filled directions" (cf. 10, 5, 38). The goat which 
is slaughtered and cooked as a victim in AV. 9, 5 is st. 7 identified with 
Agni and stated to be called "light" (jyotil},); cf. st. 11 "This third light 
of yours, 0 Fathers, the goat with five rice-dishes one gives to a priest". 
AV. 9, 5, 6 the same offerings are requested to conquer (their way) unto 
the world of light. AV. 13, 3, 11 brhat and ratharptara are said to clothe 
themselves in light; in l;{.V. 1, 46, 6 (and AV. 19, 40, 4) the matutinal 
light is indicated by the expression "luminous refreshment" or "invigor
ating food full of light" (jyoti~mati i~-). Here the term "light" is used 
for "(spiritual) victory, welfare, salvation". It is not only applied to 
oblations and the essence of the sacrifice, but also to an amulet (AV. 
2, 11, 5). The medha is therefore as a means of salvation called jyoti~mat-. 

The number of the gods is thirty-three (Whitney-Lanman's "thirty" 
must be a slip of the pen under the inHuence of the frequent shorter 
expression); see e.g. ~V. 9, 92,4; SB. 5, 1,2, 13; 12, 8,3, 29.-For the 
verb sac- which, being of considerable frequency in A V. 12, 3, generally 
speaking implies also ideas such as "being attached to, favouring, assisting, 
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furthering", - which however may be absent, since a being's 'association' 
with another mayalso be inconvenient and detrimental-, see e.g. A V. 
6, 116, 3 "the fury of all the Fathers who have associated themselves 
with us be propitious to us". According to 4, 34, 3 ruin or bad fortune 
(avarti-) will never " 'fasten on' those who cook a definite rice-mess"; 
to 4, 37, 11 the Gandharva (see Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 101) -who 
possesses women before marriage - is said to attach himself to women, 
to 4, 21, 3 the lord of kine will "go in company" with those head of 
cattIe with whom one sacrifices to the gods. Paipp. 17, 37, 6 has sajante 
"are attached to".-For the aor. imper. ne~a cf. A. A. Macdonell, Vedic 
grammar, Strassburg 1910, p. 381, § 526. Paipp. has ne~i. -The 'person' 
addressed (thou) is no doubt the rice-mess which is to be prepared. -
The pronoun "us" is plural (naM, i.e. the sacrificer cum suis. 

61, 14. The use of the fust half of AV. 12, 3, 17 which is a 'recapitu
lative continuation' (cf. Stylistic repetition, p. 316 ff.). "To the heavenly 
world shalt thou conduct us; may we be united with wife and sons" is 
not prescribed by Kausika. For similar prayers for, or references to, 
reunion of families in heaven see also AV. 6, 120, 3; 9, 5, 27. Like the 
second half this line does not occur elsewhere. - Whitney-Lanman were 
no doubt right in supposing "her" to be supplemented. The expression 
grh'fJämi hastam occurs also AV. 14, 1, 50 (cf. :!;tV. 10, 85, 36) "I grasp 
your hand in order to (further your) happiness, that with me as husband 
you may live to an old age" the person speaking, the bridegroom, addressing 
the bride. The ceremonious grasping of the hand obviously is to bring 
about union and transference of power. It may, moreover, be 'symbolical' 
of taking the charge and responsibility of the person whose hand is grasped. 
As is weIl known "the taking of the (bride's) hand" is one of the most 
essential acts of the ancient Indian marriage rites; the term pä'fJigraha('fJa)
came even to denote the marriage itself, pä'fJirp, dä- (of a girl) meaning 
"to give the hand in marriage". This rite, which recurs in ancient Rome, 
Germany and elsewhere and which has in many places survived to the 
present day, may be considered to have been 'Indo-European'. See e.g. 
M. Winternitz, Das altind. Hochzeitsrituell ... , Denkschriften Wiener 
Akad., ph.-h. Kl. 40 (1892), p. 48 f.; A. Roszbach, Untersuchungen über 
die römische Ehe, Stuttgart 1853, p. 37 ff.; 308 f.; K. Lehmann, Verlobung 
und Hochzeit nach den nordgermanischen Rechten des frühen Mittel
alters, München 1882, p. 130; 133. The ancient Indian rite-for which 
see e.g. R. B. Pandey, Hindu saIp.skäras, Benares 1949, p. 378 f.; V. M. 
Apte, Social and religious life in the grhya-sütras, Bombay 21954, p. 
27 f. - presents a close affinity to the corresponding part of the upanayana 
ceremony (the initiation of the Veda student by the teacher).-For the 
imper. "must follow" cf. 6, 89, 2 "let your mind go af ter me" (the text 
is to win a woman's affection). One might have expected to find the 2nd 
person. - As to päda d cf. A V. 2, 7, 4 d rru1 nas täri~ur ábhimätaya?t "let 
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not the insidious enemies get the mastery of us" and 6, 124, 3 d má tiirïn 
nirrtir mó áriiti?t "let not Perdition get the mastery of us nor Envi
ousness". Nirrti, the goddess and 'personification' of perdition, occurs 
e.g. ~V. 5, 41, 17; 7, 37, 7; and of ten in the AV. See also the note on 
63, 6. "Envy": ariiti-, also "malignity, adversity, an inimical disposition". 

61, 15-17. Kesava supplies us with the following information: "Mter 
having given the direction to the giver: "Choose three boons" he gives 
(the direction) to the wife (of the sacrificer). He (the officiant) accompanies 
the choosing of these two, choosing each spouse separately, with the 
half-stanza 'three boons ... ' The offerer chooses fust with the formulas 
which cause the prosperity of all rites". For yajiiasya samrddhi- "the 
success of the sacrifice" see TS. 1, 5, 2, 4; cf. also 7, 1, 6, 6; for karma
samrddhi- Salikara on ChU., Intr .. Varäh. BS. 48, 71 makes, in connection 
with verses prescribed in the ritual of the Atharvaveda, mention of a 
ritual text called samrddhi-. See my Change and continuity, ch. X, 5. 
The comm. on AV. 1, 11, 10 explains: karmasamrddhi?t tatphalabhütii 
aihikï samrddhi?t iimU§mikï samrddhir iti (the good results in this world 
and in the hereafter arising from the success of the sacrifice), and "here" 
by asmin yajiie. - Special wishes may, or should, be inserted in rites. 
Compare e.g. ApSS. 8, 3,4; 8, 7, 8; 8, 12, 5. These wishes may be formu
lated in the form of choosing a boon (vara-). Thus the king who has the 
royal consecration rites (räjasüya) performed may choose a boon; "and 
verily, whatsoever boon he who is consecrated chooses, that is completely 
fulfilled for him" (SB. 5, 4, 4, 8). Cf. also TB. 2, 2, 1,5 varam asmai deya?t. 
In the brahmaudana rite as described by Kätyäyana (4,8, 10) the sacrificer 
grants the officiants a boon af ter they have partaken of the rice-dish; 
this boon may inter alia consist of gold. For the fulfilment of wishes 
and the attainment of the place where all desires are satisfied see 
e.g. JB. 1, 22-25 (Caland, Das Jaiminiya-brähmaI).a in Auswahl, 
Amsterdam 1919, § 6). Cf. also AV. 10, 9, 4; 11, 7, 8; KS. 66, 5. 
"C'est Ie thème connu des 'trois souhaits' qui a passé du folk-Iore 
vulgaire à la pratique religieuse" (Henry, o.c., p. 136); if at least such 
a distinction may for pre- and protohistorie times be made between 
folk-Iore and religious practice. Cf. also KaU. 1, 9 and, in the rites 
connected with the great fue-place, the injunction (TS. 5, 2, 8, 2) "three 
boons should he give; the breaths are three; (verily they serve) to guard 
the breaths" and PB. 13, 4, 17 where three boons are granted to three 
persons, the fust of them choosing might, the second priestly lustre, the 
third eattle. For a few remarks on the number three in India, which 
could easily be multiplied (cf. e.g. also cases such as SB. 1, 1, 4, 23 the 
rice is to be cleaned three times, for the sacrifice is threefold; ApSS. 
1, 21, 1 f.; 8, 8, 1; 11, 6, 11), see W. Kirfel, Symbolik des Hinduismus 
und des Jainismus, Stuttgart 1959, p. 96. "Die Dreizahl bedeutet die 
Totalitä.t und Abgeschlossenheit, da sie Anfang, Mitte und Ende umfaszt" 
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(Heiler, O.C. , p. 163 f., vgl. Aristoteles, De caelo, I, p. 268 a 12). Hence 
no doubt also the predilection for tripartition, threefold formulatiollil and 
threefold entities (for three in Vif:"!l).uism see also Aspects of early Vif:"!l).uism, 
p. 55 f.; for three in general also W. Kirfel, Die dreiköpfige Gottheit, 
Bonn 1948, passim). 

61, 15. The first half of stanza A V. 11, 1, 10, which does not oecur 
elsewhere, is prescribed in Kaus. 61, 19. The meaning of the pädas cd 
obviously is "whatsoever wish you have, I bring about its successful 
fulfilment" . 

61, 16. The formula-which as far as I know is not found in other 
texts-rests on a doubtful emendation; see Bloomfield's note. One might 
suggest supplementing lokän äpnuyäm " ... I should like to reaeh un
ehangeable (lasting) 'worlds'''. Imperishableness and durability is not rarely 
wished for; cf. e.g. TB. 3, 3, 11, 2 prajä'f!/- pu§tim afko dhanam dvipado 
naS cat~padalJ, dhruvän anapagän kuru. 

61, 18. This is the fust sütra to prescribe the use of two stanzas, 
one taken from AV. 11, 1 and one from 12, 3.-As to 11,1, 9a and 12,3, 
14a notice the use of grävä'tJau "the soma-pressing-stones" for mortar and 
pestle. As already observed the sava described is a 'symbolical' Soma
sacrifice; rice being the substitute for soma, the pestle and mortar are 
ealled "pressing-stones". The grains of rice are in a similar way referred 
to as a1[t8avalJ, "filament (of the soma plant)". One may eompare AV. 
9, 6, 14 f. "the grains of rice and barley which are scattered out are the 
soma-shoots (a1[t8u-); the pestle and mortar are the pressing-stones". Cf. 
also the comm. on AV. 11, 1, 9 ulükhalamusalayor grävatvena rüpa7Jàd 
vrïhayalJ, somä1[t8utvena rüpyante. - "Smiting down" and "lifting up" are 
the alternate movements of the pestle, each viewed not only in their 
natural function, but also as effecting a 'transcendental' result, the 
annihilation of adversaries and the elevation of the offspring of the 
(sacrificer and his) la.dy. A similar effect is ascribed to the pressing-stones: 
cf. :!;tV. 7, 104, 17 grávä'tJO ghnantu rak~ása upabdailJ,: "the pressing
stones must with their noises smite the demoniae powers" (= A V. 8, 4, 
17); 10, 36, 4 grávä vádann ápa rák~ä'f!l-8i sedhatu "the sounding pressing
stone must drive away the demoniac powers"; 10, 175, 2 grävä'tJO ápa 
duchunàm ápa sedhatu durmatim "0 pressing-stones, drive away the 
misfortune, the bad disposition of mind"; cf. also 8, 42, 4; 10, 94, 2 (where 
the stones are said to achieve good effects); 100, 9; 7, 35, 7 (where the 
wish is expressed that they will operate auspiciously or for good fortune 
(aam)); 9, 80, 4 (where soma, being pressed, is besought to eall, while 
purifying itself, all the gods); in AV. 5, 22, 1 Agni (Fire) , Soma, the 
pressing-stone, and VarUl).a are among the powers invoked to drive away 
fever; in 6, 3, 2 with heaven and earth, Soma and Agni among those 
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powers which may be expected to proteet those speaking; in 6, 138, 2 
these stones are an instrument with which Indra carries out an impre
cation. - For pounding rice on the hide see also SB. 1, 2, 1, 19 fr. and the 
above note on 60, 30.-As to 11, 1, 9d one might compare also TS. 3, 1, 
8, 3 " ... do not destroy my psychical and sensory faculties (indriya-) 
and virility (vïrya-)", a stanza to be recited during the pressing of the 
soma (see ApSS. 12, 7, 11; MSS. 2, 3, 3, 10; Caland-Henry, L'Agni::;~oma, 
p. 153). 

The stanza AV. 11, 1, 9 does not as far as I am able to see occur in other 
works. The verb yundhi - which probably addresses the wife of the sacri
fieer, not, as is stated in the comm., an officiant-may imply the idea 
of "bringing together" as weIl as "using, applying, setting to work"; 
sayujii might also be translated by "companions". - "The fem. participles 
in c, d indicate that the verse is addressed to the wife of the sacrifieer, 
though the comm. understands the fust half as for the priest" (Whitney
Lanman). The wife, however, may be supposed to be the one who actually 
pounds the grains with the pestle and mortar. Cf. e.g. ApSS. 1, 21, 7 f.; 
SB. 1, 1, 4, 13: in former times it was no other than the wife (of the sacri
fieer) who acted as the preparer of the sacrificial food. Then imiim
which, however, is redundant as regards both metre and sense (cf. also 
Henry, o.c., p. 135) -is, af ter jahi (said to the wife, and certainly not, 
with Bloomfield, S.B.E. 42, p. 181, to the earth) strange (cf. J. S. Speyer, 
Vedische und Sanskrit Syntax, Strassburg 1896, p. 40, § 131 Anm. 1). 
If imiim is retained it might, with the comm., be considered to refer to 
prajiim in d (: iitmïyiim prajiim) rather than the wife of the sacrificer. 
In the latter case a maid might be the one who pounds the rice grains 
(cf. e.g. ApSS. 1, 21, 8). -For the construction of prtanyaval},: Speyer, 
o.c., p. 9, § 25.-In d: "our": asmadïyam (comm.), the stanzas being 
spoken on behalf of the married coupie; "your" would however also be 
a possible translation. As appears from the translation I combine udvaha 
and prajiim. Compare the comm.: udbharantï: musalam ürdhva'Y(t harantï; 
udvaha unnata'Y(t sthiinam udgamaya, 8rai~thya'Y(t gamayety arthal},. "Ele
vating" should indeed be taken in the sense of "raising to a high position". 
For the disjunction (the participle separates verb and object) compare 
for the time being Oldenberg, :J;l,gveda, Noten, Berlin 1909-1912, I, p. 
427 and 1I, p. 377 (s.v. Wortstellung) and cases such as AV. 10, 1, 25 
8árva'Y(t bhárantï duritám; 1;tV. 1, 113, 2 vár'IJa'Y(t carata iiminiiné. 

As to AV. 12, 3, 14-which is not used elsewhere-it may be remarked 
that vayas- translated by "energy" implies the ideas of "force" and 
"power" (see Renou, Études sur Ie vocabulaire du :J;l,gveda, Pondichéry 
1958, p. 38 fr. " ... plus souvent, váyas est la 'force' issue de la possession 
des biens matériels ... ; Ie váyas émane aussi de la nourriture").
"Demoniac power": for the term rak~as- see Die Religionen Indiens, I, 
p. 37 f.; 125. - "Purified": for the cleansing of the vessels and other 
utensils used at a sacrifice see AVPar. 23, 13, 2 f.; for the purification 
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(and consecration) of the soma-pressing-stones see ApSS. 12, 2, 15, 
prescribing the use of the formula rak~oghno (vo) valagaghna1), pro~ämi 
vai~avän (KS. 2, ll; 25, 9; MS. 1, 2, ll: 21, 6; cf. also MSS. 2, 2, 3, 32) 
"I besprinkle (thee) who slayest the demoniac powers, destroyest the 
secret charms and belongs to VittlQ.u". - "Place thyself": the verb ä-ruh
should of ten be translated by "go and stand, sit down on, place thyself 
on etc." rather than "mount" or "ascend". - For the hide see e.g. ApSS. 
12, 2, 15.-In c and d the 'pressing-stone' is addressed; cf. st. 21 and 
AV. 5, 22, 1; 6, 3, 2. - "Observer ... l'assonance intentionelle sur cárma 
et sárma" (Henry, o.c., p. 241). -For d pautram agham cf. As-yGS. in a 
rite during pregnancy 1, 13, 7 mäham pautram agharp, ni yäm ("should 
be gäm, probably", Whitney-Lanman); PGS. 1, 5, II yatheyarp, stri 
pautram agharp, na rodät; HGS. 1, 19, 7. The term agha- is a general 
expression for "evil" (S. Rodhe, Deliver us from evil, Lund-Copenhagen 
1946, p. 43 f. etc.).-For the surpa- ("woven basket for winnowing") 
see Zimmer, o.c., p. 238. According to the Nirukta 6, 9 it is an aSana
pavanam "a purmer (strainer, winnow) for food". lts function is def1ned 
by Mahidhara, on VS. 1, 6 as follows: vrihinirväpadhära'tJfLm ulukhale 
vrihiprak~epa1), punaruddhara1Jarp, cetyädaya1), surpavyäpärä1), (GGS. 2, 2, II 
rice is moreover thrown into the fire by means of a sürpa). -For 12, 3, 
14d ("on n'aperçoit pas la suite des idées, mais peut-être n'y en a-t-il 
pas", Henry, o.c., p. 241) compare AV. lI, 1, 9 c d and SB. 1, 2, 1, 19 
where according to Mahidhara's interpretation (on VS. 1, 20) the rice is 
put on the black antelope skin for increasing the life of the sacrifieer 
with a view to a long continuance of the sacrificial work; TS. 1, 1, 6 i; 
ApSS. 1, 21, 7.-The compound ulukhala-musalam, which occurs also 
AV. 9, 6, 15 (singular in Ppp.); SB. 1, 1, 1, 22 (dual); KätySS. 2, 3, 8; 
17, 5, 3 (dual), conflicts with PäI,lini's rule 2, 2, 34 (when a dvandva 
consists of two words of an unequal number of syllabies, the shorter 
word precedes ) but Manu 3, 88 musalolukhala-; 5, lI7. Compare also 
PäI).. 2, 2, 31 and the note by Renou, La grammaire de PäI).Ïni, I, Paris 
1947, p. 70. On PäI).. 2, 2, 34 see Caland, in Acta Or. 9, p. 59 fr. This 
tendency has in modern times been re-discovered by O. Behaghel (the 
so-called Gesetz der wachsenden Glieder), Ind. Forsch. 25 (1909), p. 
llO fr.; cf. also the same, Deutsche Syntax, UI, Heidelberg 1928, p. 
367 f.; a short bibliography in W. Havers, Handbuch der erklärenden 
Syntax, Heidelberg 1931, p. 262. 

61,19. AV. lI, 1, 1O,forwhichseethenoteon61,15,doesnotoccurin 
other contexts. The word sakft- is not elsewhere found used as an adjective 
(Whitney-Lanman). The Paipp. 16, 89, 10 has the equivalent sayujä.
Unlike BIoomfield (Kaus. p. 168, n. 15) I am not convinced that the 
pädas c d are repeated here. Compare also the comm. "with the (first) 
half-stanza he causes the wife of the sacrificer to seize hold of the pestle 
and the mortar for 'striking down' (pounding)" . As to "the wife": this 
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collides with vira in the stanza (Bloomfield, S.B.E. 42, p. 613, n. 1); 
according to the comm. on A V. vira = adhvaryo. The solution of the puzzle 
may lie either in the transference of the stanza from a real soma-pressing 
to this rite or in the homologation of the mortar and pestle with the 
pressing-stones which are manipulated by a man. Cf. also st. 7 b viryäya. 
The officiant in pronouncing the stanzas of the A V. consecrates the action 
of the women. - For success (samrddhi-) and the three boons see the note 
on 61, 15-17. 

61, 20. This stanza also is not found elsewhere. - The term payas-, 
though not rarely - and of ten correctly - translated by "milk" belongs, 
inter alia, with soma, honey and ghee to the ingredients of the heavenly 
reservoirs (see e.g. H. Lüders, VaruI).a, Göttingen 1951-1959, p. 351 fr.). 
Yet, Lüdenl' view (o.c., p. 359 "es ist nicht richtig, in .•• páyas immer 
nur figürliche oder poetische Bezeichnungen des Wassers oder Regens 
oder gar der Fruchtbarkeit zu sehen") may just as welliead to misunder
standing as Geldner's opinion ("payas: 1. Milch; 2. Nasz als Milch der 
Wolke oder Flüsse, Wasser, Flut, oft ist Bedeutung 1 als Bild festgehalten" 
(K. F. Geldner, Der Rigveda in Auswahl, I, Stuttgart 1907, p. 105). It 
is, in my view, the idea of nutritive and refreshing liquid in general which 
is indicated by the term for "milk", just as madhu- "honey" serves to 
denote also juices which are or represent the essence of all vegetable food. 
"Be united with 'milk' " may therefore mean " ... , i.e. enjoy that sub
stantial Huid which is e.g. in the cow, in the heavenly reservoir, in the 
soma, in the sacrificial butter etc. Compare the comm.: payasä: payovat 
särabhütena karmaphalena "the fruit of the rite which is substantial (or) 
essential like milk". One should not forget that milk and spoon-meat 
were the main articles of food (see H. Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, Berlin 
1879, p. 268 f.). For the varied use of payas- in the ~V. see Grassmann, 
Wörterbuch, 773 f. -According to the comm., the person addressed is 
the sacrificer. - "Rouse", the verb ubj- meaning something like "to press 
down, keep under, subdue" the rare compound ud ubj- may express the 
sense indicated in the comm. udgamaya "cause to rise up" rather than 
unnataSiraskärp, kuru "let (her) hold up her head" ("urge", Whitney
Lanman). The sacrificer, not the mortar (Bloomfield) is addressed.
"Her": the sacrificer's wife (comm. AV.). - "Firmament": for the phrase 
näkasya ... vi~tap- see Lüders, VarUI).a, p. 73 fr. and esp. 77, where this 
päda is translated as follows: "Nach oben steige auf die Höhe des Firma
ments ... ", and also K. F. Johansson, in Indog. Forsch. 2, n. 35, and 
N. N. Chaudhari, in Proc. Trans. IXth Ali-Ind. Or. Conf. Trivandrum 
1937.-For the purport of the second line compare e.g. TB. 3, 7, 6, 5; 
8, 2 suvarge loke yajamänarp, hi dhehi (the sacrificial strew is addressed) 
"place the sacrificer in the celestial world", quoted ApSS. 4, 5, 5; 9, 18, 1; 
MSS. 1, 4, I, 26 and the comm. AV. which comes to: "go after death 
to heaven". 
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61, 21. The stanza quoted is Kamt 125, 3 prescribed with reference 
to the sacrificial post in case it puts forth fresh shoots, and Vait. 10, 8 
to accompany the erection of the sacrificial post in the pasubandha 
(animal sacrifice). -Pisäcas are a class of demoniac beings, ghouls 
mentioned in the AV. and later. Being opposed to men, Fathers and 
devas they are associated with the asuras and räkt;lasas. See e.g. Macdonell, 
Vedic Mythology, p. 164; J. Charpentier, Kleine Beiträge zur indo
iranischen Mythologie, Upsala 1911, ch. I; V. Henry, La magie dans 
1'Inde antique, Paris 1904, p. 158; 167 f.; G. A. Grierson, in J.R.A.S. 
1905, p. 285 ff., and the same, in Hastings' E.R.E., X, p. 43.-The forest 
tree (vanaspati-) is of course the pestie. ~V. 1, 28, 6 the same term is 
applied to the mortar, the dual denoting pestle and mortar (~V. 1, 28, 8). 
Elsewhere also implements of wood used in rites - e.g. the sacrificial 
post, which is likewise a means of gaining heavenly worlds (SB. 11, 7, 
4, 1) - are denoted by this term, indicating the material of which they 
were made. This is not, or not merely, a preference for big names (as is 
supposed by Whitney-Lanman, p. 241), but the object made of some 
material was believed to possess the properties and characteristics of that 
material and to represent it. Thus A V. 6, 85, 1 an amulet made of varaI).a 
wood (crataeva Roxburghii) -vara1Javrk{lanirmito manilJ, comm. -, which 
was used in medicine and was supposed to possess magical virtues is 
used as an amulet and called a divine forest tree. In a comparable way 
the war-chariot is AV. 6, 125, 1 addressed as a "forest tree", and products 
of cattie (e.g. strips of cow-hide) are given the name "cow". - In AiB. 
2, 1, 4 the sacrificial post (see above) is in a similar way considered a 
thunderbolt, standing erect as a weapon against the enemy. The erection 
of the yüpa destroys evil and the powers of darkness. So do banners, 
standards, flagstaffs etc. (Aspects of early Vit;lI).uism, Utrecht 1954, p. 
255 ff.). Remarkablyenough, Kesava has the second half of AV. 11, 1, 7 
recited to accompany the setting up of the pestle by the sacrificer's wife 
( ... musalam ucchrayantim anumantrayate).-Cf. also Kaus. 62, 1. 

61, 22. For AV. 11, 1, 9 b see above (61, 18). This is the only oc
currence of AV. 12, 3, 18. -In päda a the term grähi-lit. "a female seizer" 
("Saisisseuse", J. Filliozat, La doctrine classique de la médecine indienne, 
Paris 1949, p. 36) applies to a class of demons of disease (see Rodhe, 
Deliver us ... , p. 38 f.; 73; 148 f.) which cause inter alia swoon, fainting 
fit and death. Cf. e.g. ~V. 10, 161, 1 (ex> AV. 3, 11, 1); AV. 2, 9, 1; 10, 6; 
8; 6, 112, 1; 113, 1 etc. - The term päpman- ("evil"), which appears 
rather frequently in AV., the brähmaI).as and upanit;lads, can generally 
comprise various forms of evil, e.g. diseases, the effects of sin or hostile 
curse and - also without any specifications - other eventualities which 
threaten life and well-being. See Rodhe, o.c., p. 33 ff. etc. -The verb 
form ayäma (subj.) mayalso be translated by: "we hope to ... ", or 
"we see ourselves ... ", this mood generally expressing that the speaker 
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views the process as not (yet) having a higher degree ofbeing than mental 
existence (see The character of the Indo-European moods, Wiesbaden 
1956, esp. ch. VI). - "Darkness" (tamas-) is likewise among the terms 
for a variety of evil; night and darkness are in the Veda of ten mentioned 
as evil phenomena (cf. e.g. ~V. 7, 71, 5; 7, 78, 2; SB. 2, 3, I, 6 and 
7, 2, I, 2). See also Rodhe, o.c., p. 72 fr. etc. -In the pädas b-d the pestle 
is addressed. - "Rice-grain": the word used, tarJ4ula-, applies to grain 
af ter threshing and winnowing. - The second half expresses the fear of 
the annihilation of the sacrificial substance, which is also attested by 
other Vedic texts. Thus the sacrificial animal is strangled, not slain with 
a butcher's knife: cf. e.g. SB. 3, 8, I, 15; A. Weber, Indische Studien, 
IX, p. 222; X, p. 345; Bloomfield, Contributions to the interpretation 
of the Veda, 6th series, Z.D.M.G. 48, p. 556; A. Hillebrandt, Ritual
literatur, Strassburg 1897, p. 122 f.; Megasthenes, Indica, Fragm. ed. 
E. A. Schwanbeck, Bonn 1846, p. ll5: "They do not slaughter the victim, 
but strangle it, in order that it is given to the god, not mutilated but 
complete and sound in all parts". One of the formulas pronounced in 
pressing out the soma-stalks (e.g. ApSS. 12, 10, 2) is: "The King Soma. 
has not been broken to pieces (ahataM" ; see Caland-Henry, o.c., p. 153; 
Caland, Das Srautasütra des Apastamba, Amsterdam Acad. 1924, p. 260. 
Compare also the thought expressed in ~V. 9, 71, 8 yátrá8ayat sámrta 
sédhati sridhály,: "Hier wird der in den BrähmaI].a's wiederholt a.us
gesprochene Gedanke (SB. 3, 3, 2, 6; TB. 2, 7, 4, I) angedeutet, dasz 
dem ausgeschlagenen Soma Gewalt angetan wird. Er wehrt aber die an
getanen Schäden von sich ab, indem er als reiner Saft sein glänzendes 
Aussehen annimmt" (Geldner, Der Rig-veda übersetzt, 111, p. 64). The 
pressing of the soma is considered a murder; see e.g. TS. 6, 4, 4, 4 "when 
they press Soma they kill him". Hence also the custom to lay a root, 
or grassblade or a piece of wood between the soma. and the pressing 
stone, so as to create the impression that it is one of the former objects 
which is crushed (MSS. 2, 3, 3, ll). Cf. also AV. 12, 3, 31 b (quoted 
61, 39). -In c Paipp. has vanaspatyaly, sa'TfllJhrta usriyabhir "made of the 
forest tree, brought together with the ruddy kine" (= A VS. 5, 20, I b; 
5, 21, 3a; in connection with the war-drum!). 

61, 23. AV. ll, I, II does not occur elsewhere; however II d=3 d; 
II c (d) is also prescribed Kaus. 61, 25; as to II c compare 9 c. Probably 
only II ab are to be recited here. For AV. 12,3,19 c cf. the note on 61,24.
In ll, I, II a dhitily, is explained by the comm. as pana- "drinking; drink" 
(root dhe- dhayati, "to suck, drink"). Whitney-Lanman would like to 
derive it from dha- "to put, place", as "place" or something similar. 
In my opinion the word has its usual meaning, viz. "vision converted 
into a liturgical text" (see especially The vision of the Vedic poets, The 
Hague 1963, ch. 111). As these ritual texts are repeatedly said to co
operate in the production of the soma draught (cf. e.g. 1;tV. 9, 68, 7 
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where the P;lis are said to urge on the soma when it has been pressed out' 
"with thoughts and ritual texts (matibhir dhïtibhilj,); 9, 40, 1; 62, 17; 
107, 24); as further this production of soma is not rarely described as a 
"birth" (see ~V. 9, 29, 2; 68, 5; 74,4; 94, 4; 96, 10; 98, 9; 102,4); and 
as, finally, the winnowing basket is homologized with the soma-strainer 
(AV. 9, 6, 16), the päda 11, 1, 11 aseems to be addressed to the rice, 
not - as is contended in the comm. - to the winnowing-basket. The formula 
itself is the dhïti- accompanying the "birth" of the ritual food which 
takes place in the basket. - The idea of "birth-place" (janitram) is not 
foreign to other AV. texts, e.g. 6, 46, 2 "we know thy place of birth, 
o sleep"; 16, 5, 1-6; 13, 3, 21. For the idea of "birth" compare also 
TS. 5, 1, 9, 4 where fire is said to come to life from a pan, for from that 
object it is produced. - Aditi, whose sons are heroes - in later texts she 
is called "Mother of the gods" (devamätä) -, is as we have seen (see 11, 
1, 11) the mythical U rbild of the sacrificer who performs the brahmaudana 
rite. She cooked the rice-mess with a view to becoming the mother of 
sons. The epithet may be supposed to intimate that her hope was realized, 
and that the rite proved to be effective. Although this goddess is otherwise 
implored for lending assistance and for bringing welfare (cf. e.g. ~V. 
8, 18, 7; AV. 19, 10, 9), she is here believed to be active in the person 
who actually takes the winnowing-basket, just as the bride in ~V. 10, 
85, 20 C'.) AV. 14, 1, 61 is addressed as Suryä, her mythical prototype 
(cf. 14, 1, 53; 2, 32).-There is in my opinion no "calembour sur 
süra(puträ) et sürpa-, dont on se sert à ce moment" (Henry).-In päda b 
the winnowing-basket is addressed. 

61, 24. For AV. 11, 1, 9 d see the note on Kaus. 61, 18. The fust 
half of A V. 12, 3, 19 is identical with 12, 3, 53 c d. See the note on. Kaus. 
63, 5. The stanza does not occur elsewhere. - It might seem that the 
winnowing-basket is for obvious reasons described as "increased by rain", 
because when rain is sufficient there will be plenty of rice. However, 
SB. 1, 1, 4, 19 provides good ground for preferring another explication: 
"For rain-grown it is indeed, whether it be made of reeds or of cane 
or of rushes, since it is the rain which makes it grow". This shows, as 
Zimmer, Altindisches Leben, p. 238 observes (cf. also BIoomfield, S.B.E. 
42, p. 649), that a sürpa- was sometimes made of reeds, not of dry wood. 
Compare also Mahidhara, on VS. 1, 16 var~avrddhave1Ju8aläkänirmitatvät 
sürpasya var~avrddhatvam, adding vrïhisürpayor var~avrddhatväd bhrätrtvam. 
Rice is indeed also rain-grown (VS. 1, 16; SB. 1, 1, 4, 22) "Rain-grown 
also are these (grains) ... By these words he establishes an understanding 
between them and the winnowing-basket, in the hope 'that they will 
not injure each other' ". Hence, I suppose, the use of the epithet. 

The adjective visvavyacas- "embracing or absorbing all things" occurs 
e.g. ~V. 3, 46, 4; VS. 5, 33 it applies to the seat of the brahman priest 
where brahman itself is supposed to sit; 13, 56 and 15, 17 to the sun; 
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18, 41 to the wind. However, TS. I, I, 3, I d the adjective qualifies the 
pot or cauldron used for heating the milk (Full and New Moon Sacrifice) ; 
4, 4, 12, 5 the goddess Aditi. It is no doubt to indicate 'co-extensiveness' 
with all things. - The epithet "ghee-backed" belongs to Agni (:!;tV.; 
AV. 2, 13, I), to streams of soma (AV. 9, 5, 15), to heavenly worlds (AV. 
18, 4, 5), to the barhis (sacrificial bed of kusa-grass; :!;tV. I, 13, 5). Ghee, 
which is eulogized already in :!;tV. 4, 58, is homologized with soma and 
said to possess the same salutary and supernatural properties. It has, 
together with the soma, acquired 'immortality' (:!;tV. 4, 58, I). Cf. also 
AV. 9, 5, 15. It is a form of the vital juice of the universe (cf. also SB. 
2, 4, 3, 10; 7, 2, 3, 4) and the term ghrta- is used to indicate welfare and 
happiness (see e.g. AV. 3, 12, I; 3, 16, 7). In Agni's mouth it becomes 
food of the gods (:!;tV. 3, 26, 7) and so it is said to belong to them (SB. 
3, I, 3, 8). The epithet "ghee-backed" does not only help to homologize 
the rice with the soma (cf. AV. 9, 5, 15 "streams of soma, divine, ghee
backed, honey-dripping"), but mayalso be taken anticipatorily to refer 
to Kaus. 62, 17 where the rice-dish is sprinkled with melted butter. 
Ghee being, in Indian ritual, very of ten used to consecrate living beings, 
sacred utensils etc. (see e.g. also SB. 5, 3, 4, 20) the epithet may in any 
case be indicative of a certain transmutation. It would further appear 
to me that the adjectives in AV. 12, 3, 19 ab -notice the masculine 
endings - point also to the identification of the sacrificer and the sacrificial 
substance. The sacrificer indeed is "the body of the sacrifice" (SB. 9, 5, 
2, 16) and the sacrifice becomes his body af ter death (SB. Il, I, 8, 5 f.; 
Il, 2, 2, 5). As the adjective 8ayoni~-which when qualifying the rice
meal must refer to the vessel in which it is cooked - seems to mean here 
"together with its place of origin" , or "in harmony with its place of origin" 
-cf. e.g. TS. 5, 1,4,2; 2, 6, 5; 4, 2, I; 5, 4, 8, 3; 6, I, 3, 7; KS. 14, 10: 
209,2; and see MS. I, Il, 9: 171,3; PB. 18, 6, 9,-the thought to be 
understood may be the following : in performing the sacrifice under 
consideration the sacrificer acquires some qualities which are character
istic of a state of transfiguration, going to the other (i.e. heavenly) world 
together with (or in harmony with) his 'wornb' or place of origin, i.e. the 
sacrifice. As is weIl known the Vedic sacrificer who is in the centre of 
the ritual drama does not only master the universe in respect to space 
as weIl as to time, but is also rebom out of the sacrifice (see e.g. SB. 
3, 2, I, Il "and in like manner as Prajäpati, having become an embryo, 
sprung forth from that sacrifice, so does he become an embryo and spring 
forth from that sacrifice" ; 3, 2, I, 40 "he is truly bom who is bom of 
brahman, of the sacrifice"; AiB. 6, 9, 7, where the sacrifice (yajna-) is 
called the "womb of the gods"; MS. 3, 67: 68, 16 etc.; J. C. Heesterman, 
The ancient Indian royal consecration, Thesis Utrecht 1957, p. 6 f.; 
104 etc.; for ritual birth in general: M. Eliade, Birth and rebirth, New 
York 1958, p. 53 fr.). AV. 6, 122, 4 might be a parallel (yajiiá'f!'b yánta'f!'b 
mánasä • . . anvdrohämi tápasä 8áyoni~ "I ascend af ter the ... sacrifice 
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as it goes with 'mind', with austerity", but 8ayonilj, mayalso be connected 
with tapasä (cf. AV. 3, 5, 8; JB. 2, 30).-As to ghrtapr~tha-, one might 
perhaps compare the compound ghrtapadi, attributed ~V. 10, 70, 8 to 
the goddess I!ä, who represents the oblation and was bom from Manu's 
sacrifice (SB. 1, 8, 1, 9): "whose feet drop with ghee".-For the pronoun 
etam (päda d) in the sense of "the before-mentioned" - it no doubt refers 
to the "heavenly world" in 12, 3, 16 and 17 -see B. Delbrück, Altindische 
Syntax, Halle a.S. 1888, p. 220. AVPpp. 17, 37, 9 has vidvän "knowing(ly)" 
instead of etam. - I t is possible that only the fust half of the stanza is used 
here; see Whitney-Lanman, on AV. 12,3, 19.-For the text ofthe siitra 
see Bloomfield's note. -AV. 12, 3, 19 cd are addressed to the woman. 

61, 25. For the mantras see the notes on 61, 23 and 24.-lnstead 
of "drive away" a verb is, in the usual way, preferred which is in harmony 
with the characteristic function of the instrument used or power invoked. 
Cf. e.g. VS. 1, 16; TS. 1, 1, 5, 2; SB. 1, 1, 4, 21 etc. in dealing with the 
rice to be winnowed for the Full and New moon sacrifices, "He now 
winnows (the rice) with: 'Cleared off is the raksas!, cleared off are the 
evil-doers' (páräpiUarp, rák~alj, páräpiUä árätayalj,)", that is to say, together 
with the fallen husks (Mahidhara on VS. 1, 16 sürperyL tU{Je~u paräpiUe~u 
tadgatarp, rak~o 'pi tailj, 8aha bhümau pätitam,. arätayalj, havilj,pratikülälj, 
älasyädisatravaS ca paräpiUä niräkrtälj,). Cf. also AV. ll, 3, 4. -In päda 
ll, 1, II b-d the winnowing-basket containing the rice is addressed. In 
connection with the above supposition that in ll, 1, II a the rice itself 
is addressed, attention may be drawn to st. 12 which whilst accompanying 
the operation of winnowing (see Kaus. 61, 29) is directed to the grains 
of rice. 

61, 26. The stanza quoted is not found elsewhere. - Adjectives de
noting "of various forms" or "of one form" are often used in connection 
with cattie, sacrificial cows or wild animals (e.g. AV. 2, 34, 4; TS. 3, 1, 
4,2; 7,4,17,1; PB. 6, 8, 8; JB. 1, 160; SB. 2,1,2,6; 3, 3,1,16). Perhaps 
BIoomfield (S.B.E. 42, p. 648 f.) may be right in supposing the (unwinnow
ed) grain to be likened to cattie. The compound ekarüpa- "uniform, of 
one form or kind" ("like water", SB. 4, 2, 4, 18) may of course refer to 
the winnowed grain and the porridge which is to be prepared from it, 
but it is on the other hand also found to give an impression of "the highest" 
(paramam): "where everything becomes of one form". Compare also 
TejobU. 6,72 nityänandamayarp, brahma kevalarp, 8arvadä 8vayam anantam 
avyayarp, säntam ekarüpam anämayam (cf. 2, 42). The state of complete 
concentration, meditative Ver8enkung or identification, indicated by the 
term 8amädhi- is ekarüpa- (SäJ;,J.Q.U. 1, 1), and compare also the advice 
given AnnapU. 5, 9 ekarüpalj, praSäntätmä mauni 8vätmasukho bhava. The 
uniform or homogeneous is also beyond copulation and procreation (cf. 
JB. 1, 330). In Vedänta works the term denotes the "simplicité absolue 
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de l'être pur" (0. Lacombe, L'absolu selon Ie Védänta, Paris 1934, p. 34). 
The general meaning of the fust line seems therefore to be that the sacri
ficer, in contradistinction to natural life which is pluriform, will be 
'homogeneous' and this process is thought to be furthered by the homo
geneous sacrificial matter, which when cooked is of one colour. - The 
translations proposed by Whitney-Lanman for ékarüpo bhavasi sá'Yf/> 
sámrddhyä, viz. "thou becomest one-formed together with success" or 
"thou comest into being one-formed with success" are in view of the 
syntactic peculiarities of sam (Delbrück, o.c., p. 469; Renou, Gramm. 
védique, p. 321) not probable (cf. e.g. also ~V. 10, 125, 8). -For samrddhi
in connection with the sacrifice see Räm. 1, 49, 2; 30 cr. ed. One might 
also translate "successfully". - Mter the completion of the winnowing 
the red skin is obviously put aside. The hide is, according to SB. 1, 1, 4, 3 
used "for the completeness of the sacrifice"; hence not only the rite of 
initiation for the soma sacrifice is performed on an antelope skin, but it 
"is also used for husking and bruising (the rice) on, in order that nothing 
of the oblation may get spilt; and that, if any grain or fiour should now 
he spilt on it, the sacrifice would still remain securely established in 
the sacrifice". - As according to the homologization in A V. 9, 6 the chaff 
is the pomace (or residue of soma af ter the juice has been pressed out: 
rjï~a-, st. 16), as this residue is "an empty body, unfit for offering" (SB. 
4, 4, 5, 16) - there is no juice or. essence in it (Mahidhara VS. 8, 25 
gatasäral}, soma rji~al},,. SB. 4, 4, 5, 1 tasmin na raso 'sti - and redundant 
(MS. 4, 8, 5: 112, 3 átiriktarJt vá etád yajnásya yád rji~áM - cf. also KSS. 
9, 5, 13; 25, 13, 19-and as it should therefore be subjected to a special 
procedure (SB. 4, 4, 5, 1 ff.; ApSS. 12, 12, 11), the chaff should likewise 
undergo a special treatment. In 11, 1, 29 it is enjoined to wipe the 
redundant particles far away. AiB. 2, 7, 1 relates how the gods deprived 
the demons (rak~ases) of the offerings of oblations (of cereals etc.) with 
the husks and the polishings, with blood of the great sacrifice (t'lqair vai 
phalikara1}air devä haviryajnebhyo rak~ä7Jt8i nirabhajam, asnä mahäyajnät). 
That is to say: the chaff is the portion of the demons (TS. 1, 1, 5, 2) with 
which they are contented (TB. 3, 2, 5, 11 t'lqair eva ra~ä7Jt8i niravadayate " 
cf. TS. 6, 3, 9, 2; ApSS. 1, 20, 9 and SäyaI)a's note on AiB. 2, 7, 1).
The translation of the hapax malaga- is a guess. - Kesava, remarking 
asyai rayim iti pädenäva~i!"antïm (sic), prescribes AV. 11, 1, 11 d "[do 
thou bestow] upon her wealth [with unimpaired eminent men]" (see 
under 61, 23), 

61, 27. This is the only occurrence of the stanza. Cf. also 61, 28.
Hyperbolical eulogies of the fundamental principle brahman (e.g. SB. 
6, 1, 1, 8; 8, 4, 1, 3; 11, 2, 3, 11) and of the brahmans-who, whether 
learned or not, are a manifestation of bráhman among men (SB. 8, 6, 1,5; 
BAU. 1, 4, 15), great deities (Manu 9, 317) and by the very fact of their 
birth are an object of honour even to the gods (Manu 11, 84)-a.re often 
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found in the dharma texts and later literature (for some particulars see 
P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasästra, 1I, 1, Poona 1941, p. 134 ff.; for 
the brähmaI)as see however also W. Rau, Staat und Gesellschaft im alten 
Indien, Wiesbaden 1957, p. 61 f.). Cf. also AV. 19, 22, 21 (the brahmán 
as the first of creatures). The sacrifieer for whose benefit the cosmic 
processes are, by means of the rites, set in motion, represents in his person 
the cosmic drama. The whole world is centred upon him. He "becomes 
this all". See also the note on 62, l. As the representative of bráhman 
(cf. also SB. 11, 2, 3, 1 ff.) the brahmán comprises all beings: "all beings, 
indeed, pass into the brahmán, and from the brahmán they are again 
produced" (SB. 11, 5, 3, 12). - "Being commensurate" (saf!tmita-) is from 
the ritual point of view essential (cf. also st. 27; 28; 33). The white
footed sheep which is to be offered in the sava, described Kaus. 64 is to 
be "commensurate with the world" (st. 3; 5); this apparently means: 
it must be proportioned in ritual qualities to the place in the heavenly 
world desired by the giver. In describing the preparation of the sacred 
fire-pan TS. 5, 1, 6, 4 states iyatif!t karoti prajäpatinä yajfiamukhena 
saf!tmitäm. Cf. also TS. 6, 1, 4, 1 the staff is made of udumbara wood 
which is strength ; it is level with the mouth (mukhena aaf!tmitalJ); therefore 
they enjoy strength from the mouth; 6, 2, 10, 3; SB. 1, 2, 5, 5; 14 "let 
the sacrificial bank (vedi-) be of a man's size"; 3, 1, 3, 17 "the sacrifice 
is of equal measure with the year". This commensurateness should be 
viewed against the background of a view of the world according to which 
the "brahmán who knows" and who coincides with the bráhman is by 
his knowledge of connections and correlations able to exert influence 
upon cosmic, mundane, physiological processes by means of a complicated 
system of rites (see e.g. H. Oldenberg, Die Weltanschauung der BrähmaI)a
Texte, Göttingen 1919; S. Schayer, in Rocznik Orient. 3, p. 57 ff.; and 
in Zs. f. Buddhismus, 6, p. 259 ff.). However, brdhma1J€na (accent, cf. AV. 
12, 4, 20, and see A. Minard, Trois énigmes sur les Cent Chemins, I, 
Paris 1949, p. 51; Wackernagel-Debrunner, Altind. Gramm. 1I, 2, p. 130 f.) 
may be regarded as neuter and express the idea of "brahman power" 
(cf. AV. 10, 7, 17 "whoever knows Prajäpati and the chief brahman 
power"; 10, 8, 20; 33; 37; 38 etc.), but this makes no great difference, 
because then the statement may still be considered to refer also to the 
brahman who embodies the brahman power, -if at least it is our en
deavour to interpret this line also so as to fit in with the rite under 
discussion. -For eva af ter dyaulJ see Delbrück, o.c., p. 482. -For "seizing 
from behind" (anvärabh-) see also AV. 12, 3, 47. This act is to bring 
about the transmission of the sacral power inherent in the sacrificial 
substance. Thus it reads SB. 4, 2, 5, 4 rtvijo yajamäno 'nvärabhate "the 
sacrificer seizes the officiants from behind (that is, each of them holds 
on to the hem of the garment of the one who precedes him) .•. ; hence 
the saorificer thereby takes hold of the sacrifice" ; 3, 4, 1, 6 "let him 
(i.e. the adhvaryu) take out (the material for offering) with all speed .... 
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The housewife holds on to it from behind (that is, by touching the adhvaryu 
while he takes out the sacrificial food) " ; 3, 6, 3, 2 "let him who takes 
part in the rite (relatives of the sacrificer) touch (the sacrificer) from 
behind" , and see also TS. 2, 2, 5, 5 devatä evänvärabhya svargam lokam 
eti "grasping the deities he goes to the heavenly world". - "The soma
stalks", i.e. the grains of rice which are scattered out (see above and 
AV. 9, 6, 14).-The verb "to swell" (ä-pyä-) is used in connection with 
the soma :.;tV. 1, 91, 16-18; 9, 31, 4 where it is invited to swell in one 
of the two water-baths to which the soma is to be subjected before it 
can be used. In 10, 85, 5 (ex> AV. 14, 1, 4) the divine draught is stated 
to "swell up" again when it has been drunk. In the A V. this process 
occurs in a simile: "let this man swell (filI) up like a soma-stalk" (AV. 
5, 29, 12; 13); a macrocosmic-microcosmic parallelism occurs 7, 81, 5; 
and this type of increase is also wished for by the man on whose behalf 
AV. 6, 78, 1 is recited. - One might be tempted to parallel the last words 
of the stanza also by a reference to a phase of the preparation of soma. 
We know that the soma also may be spilt (skanna-); cf. e.g. :!;tV. 10, 
17, 11-13. It was deemed important to gather them so as to add them 
to the oblation: :!;tV. 10, 17, 13. There even existed special rites designed 
to atone for these drops of soma: the so-called viprui!4homa (AsvSS. 5, 
2,6; ApSS. 12,7,11; 12, 16, 15); see also Caland-Henry, o.c., p. 153. 
There were also expiations for soma-stalks which feIl and were missed. 
They were put back again on their proper place (ApSS. 12, 7, 11). (One 
should not drop crumbs of sacred food). Kausika's text is not completely 
unequivocal, because the rare verb form used (avak§itl-a-, see 61, 26) 
which while literally meaning "diminished off, destroyed away" (in the 
passive the verb means "to waste away, to be emaciated, to decay"; 
cf. also P. K. Gode and C. G. Karve, Sanskrit-English dictionary, I, 
Poona 1957, p. 239), must refer to the process of winnowing, may at 
fust sight refer to the chaff (thus Bloomfield, S.B.E. 42, p. 649). As 
however the husks which have fallen on the ground are, in other rites 
(cf. SB. 1, 1, 4, 21 describing the Full and New moon sacrifices) thrown 
away, because they represent the evil powers ("cleared off is the rak!}as") 
and as it is for intrinsic reasons the rice which, representing the soma
stalks, must be touched (see above and compare KätySS. 2, 4, 21 with 
the comm.: the grains are touched or looked at while pronouncing VS. 
1, 16 "God Savitar, the golden-handed must grasp you with a hand 
which lets no grains fall") and, as we have seen, fallen soma-stalks or the 
spilt soma-drops are offered also, I would take it in the sense of "husked". 

61, 28. For the mantra as weIl as the sütra see under 61, 27. - The 
verb ud-vap- does not mean here, as sometimes elsewhere "to dig up" 
etc., but "to throw out" (cf. SB. 6, 6, 4, 1; 7, 4, 14; 8, 2, 1; KätySS. 
2, 4, 17 havir udvapati; udvapana- KätySS. 16, 6, 1 ukhäyä bhasmod
vapanam astamite piitre; 16, 6, 3), or rather "to throw up". Compare 
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utkirati in the sense of "to scatter upwards" ("aufwirbeln"): Räm. 6, 
90, 26 viiyur utkira1[lA ca raio mahat; Käl. Ragh. 1, 42. -According to 
the commentary on KätySS. 2, 4, 20 comm. the person who winnowed 
the rice separated the husked grains from the unhusked by holding the 
mouth of the winnowing basket sideways or horizontally and making 
the husked ones fall into the pot; according to SB. 1, 1, 4, 22 the wind 
was to separate the two kinds of grain from each other. Nowadays also 
the rice is, af ter threshing, lifted up in cane winnowing scoops and thrown 
into the air. Of ten the man who is doing the winnowing stands upon a 
high bamboo platform to throw the rice. The heavier grain falls in a 
heap at the foot of the platform, but the lighter chaff is blown further 
away before it falls, so that the natural force of the wind separates grains 
and husks into two piles (J. Hill, The lndian Sub-continent, London 
1963, p. 124; for the religious significance ofthreshing see also W. Koppers, 
Die Bhil in Zentralindien, Horn-Wien 1948, p. 188 ff.). 

61, 29. The stanza does not occur elsewhere, but the second line is 
to roour as A V. 11, 1, 21 cd. Paipp. reads piidayema (d). - The word 
upaSva8a--which apparently is a hapax-in päda a was translated by 
"dröhnend" in the Petr. Dict., by "das Blasen, Luftzug" in the Minor 
Petr. Dict. ("breeze, draught of air", Monier Williams) and, tentatively, 
by "draught" (BIoomfield) and "blower" (Whitney-Lanman). There are, 
as far as I am able to see, two possibilities: it is either a sort of fan or 
instrument for "blowing over, towards, or under" the rice grains when 
they are thrown up, or it is the winnowing-basket itself (compare the 
above quotation from KätySS. 2, 4, 20 etc.). As I fail to see how the 
riee could be said to "sit" in the former implement, the upaSva8a- must, 
I think, be the winnowing-basket itself, which, being made of wicker 
(Zimmer, Ind. Leben, p. 238 and the above note on 61, 24) could be 
qualified as "wooden" . It may have been a 'taboo substitute'. That there 
is in Indian eyes a connection between the winnowing basket and "falling 
out or off" mayalso appear from L. Sarup's translation (The Nighal.ltu 
and the Nirukta, Benares 1962, p. 96) of Nir. 6, 9 (81lrpam . •. srtUUe?t) 
"surpa- is derived from (the root) sf- "to fall off" "(sf- mayalso mean 
"to crush, break"). -The word druvaya- which was in the Petr. Dict. 
considered a substantive ("ein hölzernes Gefäss, der Holzkasten der 
Trommel") obviously means "wooden" (or "the wooden one", of the 
war-drum, in AV. 5, 20, 2); as regards its form see J. Wackernagel
A. Debrunner, Altindische Grammatik, 1I, 2 Göttingen 1954, p. 213 
(§ 109 b). The comm. AV. is mistaken (=dhruva-). -In päda a the rice
grains which have returned (cf. 61, 28) are ordered to sit down in the 
basket. The locative indicates that the subject reaches the place to 
remain there. See my note in Miscelánea homenaje a A. Martinet, La 
Laguna Can. 1957, I, p. 52 f. -The addition of yuyam to the imperative 
expresses friendly insistence. - The grains are addressed as "sacred", i.e. 
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"fit for sacrifice" (yajniyiisalJ) , like the pot in st. 16, the sacrificial instru
ments in 7,28, 1, a sacrificial animal in 10, 9, 3. The translation "worship
ful" (Whitney-Lanman) is not always satisfactory; of ten "associated 
with ritual acts, fit for sacrifice, sacred" would be preferabie. For the 
suffix -iya- (-ya-) see Wackernagel-Debrunner, o.c., II, 2, p. 358; 634; 
651. - "Separated": the verb vi-vic- is also used for 'sifting' grain by 
tossing or blowing : VS. 1, 16 viiyur va vi vinaktu "Wind must separate 
you (i.e. the husked and unhusked grain)"; SB. 1, 1, 4, 22 quoting this 
place and adding that "it is the wind (produced by the winnowing) which 
separates"; AsvSS. 2, 6, 7 in connection with rice (kriJ1Jiijina ulükhalarp, 
krtvetariin patny avahanyiid avivecam). - "Prosperity" : sri-, for which (also 
translated by "welfare, abundance, bliss, fortune, manifestation of power
fulness and well-being") see Aspects of early Vil?l,luism, p. 176 ff.-For 
"under (our) feet" see also AV. 5, 8,5; 8; 7, 34,1; 7, 62, 1.-Theremust 
here also be arelation between the process performed and the words 
spoken. The haters must fall like the useless parts of the rice-grains, 
the sacrificer cum suis must prosper : there is an intimate connection 
between sri- and rice or food in general (Aspects of early Vil?l,luism, p. 
223 ff. etc.; Meyer, Trilogie, lIl, p. 339 s.v. sürpa-). Compare also the 
mantras "cleared off are the fiends; cleared off the evil beings" (VS. 1, 
16) used in similar circumstances in the Full and New moon sacrifice 
(A. Hillebrandt, Das altind. Neu- und Vollmondsopfer, Jena 1880, p. 30 f.; 
cf. e.g. KàtySS. 2, 4, 17 f.; ApSS. 1, 20, 6 ff.; BhàrSS. 1, 22, 2 ff.). 

61, 30. Pàda a of AV. 12, 3, 22 is repeated as AV. 18, 4, 48 a; being 
part of the funeral texts it is there to express the idea worded by the 
English phrases "earth to earth" or "dust thou art and unto dust shalt 
thou return". The pàdas b-d do not enter into the composition of other 
texts. In VaitS. 28, 12 this stanza and 23 accompany the fashioning of 
a cooking pot (ukhii-, made of clay and usually mentioned in connection 
with sacrifices; see W. Caland, Das Vaitànasütra des Atharvaveda, 
Amsterdam Acad. 1910, p. 80).-Forpàda aPaipp. 17, 38, 3reads bhümyiirp, 
bhümim adhi dhiirayiimi "I carry thee (that art) earth over earth". It 
may be remembered that bhümi- usually evokes the idea of "the soH", 
prthivi- that of the earth considered as an expanse. From stanza 23 and 
24 it may, it is true, be inferred that the pot is to be fastened into the 
earth, but at this stage of the proceedings the reading of Paipp. seems 
to be the more suitable. - The adjective vikrtii in b apparently expresses 
its usual sense of "disfigured, misshapen, mutilated, damaged". Not 
rarely the connotations "strange, ugly" and "terrible" (ghora-) are implied ; 
cf. Mbh. 3, 63, 12; 3, 74, 1; 3, UI, 17; Ràm. 7, 22, 9 dr~tvii tathaiva vikrtarp, 
ratharp, mrtyusamanvitam (ghorarp, vikrtasarp,niiharp, ca, "terrible and of 
damaged equipment", comm.). Events or objects which are vikrta- are 
abnormal or defective and hence from the ritual and religious points of 
view unwished for and dangerous, cf. e.g. AVPar. 70 c, 32, 14 vikrtajananam 
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(the birth of misshapen offspring, abortion) ... mahati bhaye mrgapak~i1JQ 
vadanti; Manu 9, 247; Varäh. B.S. 32, 26 sa'f(UihyavikaralJ, "unnatural 
signa at dawn and twilight" (as an omen of evil portent); ibid. 46, 15; 
17. - It is difficult to determine the exact connotation of samani in päda b. 
One might suppose "actually the same (as formerly or, in spite of changing 
circumstances), identical"; cf. BAU. 4, 3, 7 sa samanalJ, sann ubhau lokiiv 
anusa'I'JWarati "he, remaining the same, goes along with both worlds ... "; 
6, 5, 4; but there seems more to be said for Bloomfield's interpretation 
(S.B.E. 42, p. 188) "your substance is the same" (viz. as that of the 
earth). - "Spoilt by fue": the adjective dyuttá (c) confronts us with a 
semantic and etymological difficulty. In SB. 2, 3, 4, 15 the form dyutá
may be translated by "shining"; dyuta'f[t sukra'f[t duduhre ... "(they) have 
milked the shining juice", and so dyuttá- - which occurs also A V. 4, 12, 2 
- might be a verbal adjective of the root dyut- "to shine, be bright, 
brilliant". However, this Bange does not at fust sight seem to suit the 
contexts. AV. 4, 12, 2 ("to heal serious wounds") it occurs af ter ri~tam 
"hurt, torn" (A VS.) or si1"{ULm "broken, crushed" (A VPpp.), and the 
help of the deity (Dhätar) is called in to "put that together again, joint 
with joint" (see A. Weber, Ind. Studien 18, p. 46 ff.). Whitney-Lanman's 
tentative translIlotion "inflamed" is unconvincing because the ideas of 
"brilliancy" and "inflammation" are widely different. That is why Roth's 
assumption that there existed a second dyut- "to break" (Petr. Dict. 
lIl, 790) is worth considering. The causative form in A V. 4, 23, 5 yérw 
f~ayo balám ádyotayan yujá may however be taken to mean "with whon 
(Agni) as an ally the seers made (their) strength be brilliant" (see Th( 
vision of the Vedic poets, p. 272 ff.). The existence of dyut- "to break" 
(see also F. B. J. Kuiper, in Zs. f. Ind. u. Ir. 8, p. 263) was recently defended 
by M. Mayrhofer, Kurzgef. etym. Wörterb. d. Altind., Il, Heidelberg 
1957 -, p. 70 on the strength of the improbability of a metaphorical use: 
"scheinen" > "durch die Tür scheinen"; "durchleuchten" > "durchdringen, 
aufbrechen" -which indeed is highly speculative-and in 1949 rejected 
by Filliozat, Doctrine classique de la médecine indienne, p. 89 f., n. 2, 
mainly because of the terms hrdyotá- (hrddyotá-) and hrdyótana- which, 
though translated by "ein Ïnneres Gebrechen" ("an internal disease" , 
Monier-Williams) and "das Herz brechend" (Petr. Dict. VII, 1647) etc. 
must, he not unconvincingly holds, mean "éclat qui est dans Ie coeur" 
because this disease is intimately associated with jaundice harimán-: 
AV. 1, 22, 1 ánu s-áryam Ud ayata'f[t hrdyotó harimá ca te, where Whitney
Lanman's translIlotion is not quite satisfactory: "let them (both) go up 
towards the sun, thy heart-bum and yellowness". One can indeed hardly 
escape the impression that this disease has something to do with "yellow
ness". Although Filliozat's explication ("dyut- "brilier" , dans un aspect 
péjoratif") is not completely clear to me, one might try to connect this 
disease with an excessive influence of celestiallight. In AV. 6, 24, 1 f. the 
help of cold water is invoked against the hrdyota- as well as against an 
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illness in eyes and feet, the manifestation of which is likewise indicated 
by a derivative of dyut-, viz. ädidyóta ("würde anbrüchig", Petr. Dict. ; 
"has bumt", Whitney-Lanman). In AV. 5, 20, 12 the battle-drum is 
requested to be hrdyótano dvi~atäm "das Herz brechend" (Petr. Dict.) 
or "burning the hearts" (Whitney-Lanman; for st. 3 see further on). 
It might be recalied that AV. 5, 21, 10 it is Aditya, the Sun, who is besought 
to take away the sight of the enemies, and that in st. 12 the armies of 
the gods are called sun-bannered; that the ancient Indians actually 
ascribed some diseases to the heat of the sun (e.g. the sfuyävarta: "in 
den Augen und Augenbrauen tritt bei Sonnenschein starker Schmerz auf, 
der Nachts aufhört" (J. Jolly, Medicin, Strassburg 1901, p. U8); that 
among the diseases resulting from "divine power" was also that brought 
about by lightning (vidyut-, which in contradistinction to the aAani-, 
which may be fatal, does not strike; cf. Susruta 1, 24 with the comm.); 
that children should not only be protected against rain and wind but 
also against sun and lightning (Jolly, o.C., p. 59); that the somewhat 
mysterious words (see Change and continuity in Indian history, ch. X, 
section C, p. 370 f.) Kaus. 82, U nak~aträ1}ii'TfL mä sa'TfLkä8as ca pratikä8as 
cävatäm "the shine and the reflection of the constellations must favour 
me" may attest to the fear of the influence of the light of stars. Last, 
but not least, the root suc- and its derivatives express the ideas of "shining, 
glowing, flaming" as well as those of "suffering violent heat or pain, 
be affiicted", the noun suc- meaning "glow, flame, heat" as well as "pain, 
sorrow, grief". Sometimes it is difficult to make out the exact nuance: 
AV. 5, 20, 3 (for st. 12 see above) sucá vidhya hfdaya'TfL páre~äm "pierce 
thou (the battle-drum) with burning pain (or, simply, pain)"; 3, 25, 4 
where the pain may indeed be "hot": sucá viddM vflo~ayä s'Ii{Jkäsyä ... 
"pierced with scorehing pain, dry-mouthed ... ". See also Ch. J. Blair, 
Heat in the Rig Veda and Atharva Veda, New Haven Conn. 1961, p. 97. 
The conclusion seems to be that there may be something to be said for 
the supposition that dyuttá- etc. belong to dyut- "to shine etc." and 
that AV. 12, 3, 22 the meaning is "damaged whilst exhibiting the effects 
of exposures to heat (in casu, of me)". In this sense Whitney-Lanman's 
"bumt" may for the time being be retained. The wounds mentioned 
in AV. 4, 12, 2 might have been due to excessive heat, or the commentary 
may be right in considering it an expression for heat arising from the 
pain caused by wounds (compare the Eng!. inflammation etc.). 

The noun arpa'tJa- in c was translated by "Einstossen, Durchbohren" 
(Petr. Dict.), "piercing" (Monier-Williams); "driving" (Whitney-Lanman). 
However the verbal adjective arpita- denotes the idea of "putting or 
setting in, being inserted, fixed into, fastened", cf. ~V. 1, 164, 48 (in 
connection with pegs or nails); VS. 23, 51 kány antá~ pûr~e árpitäni 
"which things have been placed in (sthäpitäni, Mahidhara) in the Puru!ila 1", 
i.e. "which things has P. contained within him 1" In connection with 
likhitam Käl. Sak. 3, 24 is worth quoting: manmathalekha ~a nalinipatre 
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nakhair arpitaJ;, "this love-letter incised with her nails on a lotus leaf".
"Brahman" (brahmatui) i.e. with a mantra, Vedic text, in which the 
fundamental power brahman of ten materializes and which therefore, 
being of transcendental origin, is believed to be able to bring about 
supranormal effects. - "Cooking vessel": a kumbhï- is a small earthen jar, 
pot or cooking vessel, not so big in size as a kumbha-, i.e. a big earthen 
jar with a narrow mouth (an utensil for storage etc.; see e.g. V. S. Agrawala, 
India as known to PäQ.ini, Lucknow 1953, p. 144; 147; M. Th. de Mallmann, 
Les enseignements iconographiques de l'Agni-PuräJ.la, Paris 1963, p. 242). 
- "Besmears" : the text is silent on details. The purpose of this pre
scription is no doubt ritual; the ointment must make good the damage 
done to the vessel as far as this is from the ritual point of view relevant. 
"L'onguent est un symbole de santé et de force" (V. Henry, La magie 
dans l'lnde antique, Paris 1904, p. 88). The 'anointing' of persons is in 
Vedic texts of frequent occurrence. Thus the newly wedded bride is, 
before the consummation of the marriage, to be rubbed with an ointment 
from the remains of the oblations up to the nails and the hair (GGS. 
2, 5, 6); the sacrificer is on various occasions anointed (i.e. consecrated) 
-e.g. with fat gravy, while being seated on a black antelope skin at 
the SauträmaJ)Ï rite - see e.g. SB. 12, 8, 3, II f. where gravy is said to 
be excellence and the essence of cattIe (see e.g. also Caland, Srautasiitra 
des Apastamba, 111, p. 457, s.v. Salben; Meyer, Trilogie, 111, p. 294, 
s.v. Einschmieren; Aspects of early VililJ.luism, p. 95 etc). For ritual utensils 
being anointed see e.g. Kaus. 23, 12. - AV. 12, 3, 23 - not used by Kausika 
-runs as follows: "Welcome (it) as a mother a son; I unite thee that 
art earth with the earth (cf. st. 22 a and see the above note); a kettIe, 
a cooking-vessel, do not stagger on the sacrificial bed (vedi-), when the 
implements of sacrifice and the sacrificial butter are brought into contact 
with thee". 

61, 31. The stanza (AV. ll, I, 16) which is not used in other siiktas 
is also ritually applied in Kaus. 2, 7 which, while describing, the Full 
and New moon sacrifices enjoins the person concerned to place the cooking 
vessel upon the fire af ter having cleansed the rice weIl from the husks 
and washed it (compare Hillebrandt, Altind. Neu- und Vollm., p. 31 ff.). 
- "Pot": the term caru- denotes a kettIe, pot or a cooking utensil in 
general made of iron, bronze etc. in which a particular oblation is pre
pared. The contents, i.e. oblation itself may be denoted by the same 
word. - "Has placed itself": the verb form adhyaru~at is no causative, 
the pot being supposed to dis charge its duties of its own free will. 
Compare the similar use of the same verb (in connection with an amulet) 
AV. 10, 6, 31; 32; (in connection with the dead body which has ascended 
the funeral pyre) AV. 18, 4, 14. - "Intensely", literally: "with heat" 
(tápasii tapainam); see Stylistic repetition in the Veda, p. 239 ff. (cf. e.g. 
:.;tV. 7, 10, I ii bhiiti bhiisii; 7, 17, 1 etc.). - In b Agni is invoked; the 
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epithets belong to him, and the commentator may, as far as I am able 
to see, be ofthe same opinion (cf. Whitney-Lanman's note).-The comm. 
on A V. explains: tapasii: sarpiiipakena iitmiyena tejasii. The comm. under
stands iir~eyá daiválp in c of two groups, viz. "brahmans" and "attendants 
on Indra and the other gods" ; BIoomfield, S.B.E. 42, p. 182 of one group 
"the divine descendants of the rl?is"; Whitney-Lanman of "the flames 
of Agni" (it is not clear whether they were led to this interpretation by 
Agni iir~eya-, for whom see Eggeling, on SB. I, 4, 2, 3 (S.B.E. 12, Oxford 
1882; cf. Henry, AV. X-XII, p. 99), p. 1I5, n. I; L. Renou, Vocabulaire 
du rituel védique, Paris 1954, p. IlO). The question however arises whether 
the term iir~eya- - which is to return no less than five times in this text 
- should not convey the same meaning in all these stanzas. In st. 25 
the sense must. be "descendants of the rl?is": cf. Kaus. 63, 3 in which 
this stanza is quoted: four iir~eyas who know the bhrgvangiras (see the 
note on 63,3) and the words te ... prii8itiiralp in 25 d "partakers of thee". 
In 26 the rl?is and the ärl?eyas are invited to the brahmaudana dish. St. 
32 d = st. 25 d. In 33 and 35 the term has the same meaning. Cf. also 
AV. 12,4,2; 12 iir~eya- =brahmán- (st. I). A consistent distinction between 
rl?is and ärl?eyas is made in the Gopathabrähmal).a: 1, 1,5 ff. where brahman 
is said to have elaborated Atharvan into ten Atharvan fl?is and to have 
made from them the ten ätharval).a ärl?eyas; they represent the twenty 
books of the AV. From the sage Ail.giras brahman elaborates twenty 
aIigiras rl?is and makes from them the ten äIigirasa ärf?eyas. It is clear 
that iir~eya- is in a sense "descendant" of the rl?is or "secondary fl?i". 
For iitharva1}a- as referring to the auspicious practices and iingirasa- to 
the spelIs, 'sorcery' etc. of the A V. see M. Bloomfield, The A V. and the 
GB., Strassburg 1899, p. 8; 22 etc. - The word daiva-, translated by 
"those of the gods" (Whitney-Lanman), recurs in st. 23 and 25; it no 
doubt refers to the divine guests. See especially AV. 12, 3, 32 (quoted 
Kaus. 61, 40, see further on), where the gods and the female daivas are 
invited to sit down and to partake of the dish. The comm. may therefore 
be right. That is to say, the brahmans and the divine powers are said 
to heat, in co-operation with the god Fire, the vessel, the former category 
no doubt with their mantras, the latter because-as SB. I, 2, 2, 14 says 
in connection with the baking of the cakes (Full and New moon sacrifices) 
- "it is not a man that bakes, but it is a god". Cf. also 12, 3, 35 b, quoted 
61, 41; 12, 3, 38, quoted 61, 46. -For the vague term daiva- "belonging 
to or adherent of the gods, divine or celestial being" see also W. Caland's 
note on PB. 17, 1 (PaficaviIpsa-brähmal).a translated, Calcutta 1931, p. 
454 f.). For similar activities ascribed to "the divine hotars" see AV. 
5, 3, 5; 27, 9. - What is, in d, the röle of the rtus1 Although this term is 
usually translated by "season", its sense is less limited: "time appointed 
for any, esp. ritual, action or regular worship" ; in the plural "les divisions 
temporelles régulières (ou: organisées)" (Renou, Ét. véd. et päl).. III, 
p. 30); "temps rituels (découpant un continuum)" (the same, ibid. X, p. 
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117); and see especially the same, in Archiv Orientalni 18, p. 431 ff., 
arriving at the conclusion that rtu- is "facteur de répartition, l'élément 
qui sectionne pour ainsi dire une continuité ou la portion ainsi sectionnée" ; 
hence rtu- is a term for "division dans la sacrée, dans un continuum 
temporai" , hence, inter alia, "season". J.ltugraha- is the name of the twelve 
libations of Soma (of as much as can be taken with a ladle) drawn alter
nately by the adhvaryu and his chief assistant, the pratiprasthätar. In 
a fixed order (which in the I;tgveda is not associated with the twelve 
months) these libations are offered to twelve gods, viz. Indra, the Maruts, 
Tva~tar and the wives of the gods, Agni, Indra - Brahman, Mitra
VaruJ).a, DraviJ).odas or "Granter of Possessions" (7-10), the Asvins and 
Agni Grhapati ("Lord of the House"). These gods obviously act as the 
divine patrons of the officiants of the rite. "Nous sommes en présence 
d'une vieille correspondance entre les divinités et les prêtres, d'une répar
tition traditionelle visant à associer certains dieux, certaines fonctions 
divines, aux fonctions sacerdotales" (Renou, Arch. Or. 18, p. 431). The 
libations, with the exception of the last two, are offered up entire. When 
either of the two above-mentioned functionaries is about to offer a libation 
he eaUs on the maiträvaruJ).a, an assistant of the hotar "to prompt" the 
latter "at the right time" (rtunä pre~ya). In the case of the numbers 
7-10 the formula is "prompt at the right times" (rtubhily, pre~ya). Yet, 
"at the right time" is no more than "in his turn" a completely satisfactory 
translation : "rtu- est la fonction distributive en vertu de laquelle officiants 
et dieux sont liés les uns aux autres suivant un système stabie à des fins 
déterminés". The maiträvaruJ).a's formula runs as follows: "Let the hotar 
worship (pronounce the offering formula tol Indra, etc.; ... , allied with 
Heaven and Earth, let him drink soma at the right time (rtunä)" . These 
formulas are slightly varied according to the deity to whom the libation 
is presented. See KätySS. 9, 13; MSS. 2, 4, 2, 1-16; VaitS. 19, 23-20,5; 
SäIikhSS. 7, 8 (for a complete translation of the formulas see Caland, 
SäIikhäyana-Srautasütra, edited by Lokesh Chandra, Nagpur 1953, p. 
177 f.), etc.; Eggeling, on SB. 4, 3, 1, 10 (S.B.E. 26, Oxford 1885, p. 
319 f., n. 1); Caland-Henry, L'Agni~toma, p. 224 ff.; Hillebrandt, Ritual
literatur, p. 131; Geldner, Rig-veda übersetzt, 21, p. 15. The expres sion 
rtubhily, is of frequent occurrence in the I;tV.; see e.g. 1, 15, 9; 2, 37, 1-3 
sómarp, dravi1fOdaly, piba rtUbhily,; 3, 47, 3 utá rtUlJhir rtupäly, pähi sómam 
{ndra devébhily, sákhibhily, sutárp, naly, . . . "und trink den Soma nach den 
Zeiten, du Zeitentrinker, den von uns ausgepressten, 0 Indra, mit den 
Göttern, deinen Freunden ... "; 4, 34, 2; 4, 53, 7; 6, 52, 10. See also 
AV. 12, 3, 32 (quoted Kaus. 61, 40). For the instr. temporis, denoting 
in what time something is accomplished, rtubhily, compare ahnä, ahorä
träbhyäm, dinaily, "in process of days (of time)", and standing phrases 
such as tena kälena. If the subject ceases the action before having reached 
its aim, the instrumental is not employed. See Speyer, Sanskrit syntax, 
Leiden 1886, p. 57 f. The rtus assuming a more or less personal character 
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tend to become genii - a process not uncommon in the 'ritual mysticism' 
of these texts -, whose co-operation may be needed in performing definite 
ritual acts: AV. 3, 8, 1 (an obscure stanza) á yätu mitrá rtubhilj kálpamänalj 
... "let Mitra come, arranging with the rtus ... "; 5, 28, 2 "Fire, sun, 
moon ... , they of the rtus in concord with the rtus ... , let them rescue 
me ... "; ibid. 13; in 17, 29 their protection is invoked. Cf. e.g. also SB. 
8, 7, 1, 6, where everything is said to fit in with its place by means of the 
seasons. The rtus are - as the "seasons" - even identified with "the gods 
and the Fathers" (SB. 2, 1, 3, 2), or with the Fathers (SB. 9, 4, 3, 8). 
They appear in connection with the A!?taka (the ceremonies on the eighth 
day af ter full moon in the winter months, on which the progenitors are 
worshipped), and rank, together with the All-gods and the Fathers, as 
the deities of these ceremonies. Their co-operation in the process of 
heating mentioned in AV. 11, 1, 16 may be reminiscent of the part played 
by the "seasonal bricks" - which are expressly identified with the 
"seasons"; see SB. 7, 4, 2, 29; 8, 2, 1, 16; 8, 7, 1, 1 - in the ritual building 
of the sacred fire-place (agnicayana-); see SB. 8, 7, 1, 1 ff.: (5) "these 
single bricks are the same as those fires". They are however, in general, 
considered creative and generative powers (see also E. W. Hopkins, Epic 
mythology, Strassburg 1915, p. 36). 

61, 32. The stanza, which does not occur elsewhere, is prescribed in 
Vait. 28, 13 - dealing with the piling up etc. of the sacrificial fire and 
the manufacture of the saucepan - to accompany (af ter st. 22 and 23 
quoted in 28, 12) the baking of the saucepan (cf. also KatySS. 16, 4, 
16-19).-For this procedure compare also KatySS. 16,3,26-29; 7, 8-11 
and ApSS. 16, 5, 9 and 10. -It is interesting to notice that Agni who 
in AV. 11, 1, 16 quoted in the preceding sütra has been invoked to heat 
the cooking-vessel, is now, in AV. 12, 3, 24 said to be cooking. - The 
protective function of (the god of) fire is well-known: he burns, slays 
and dispels demons, annihilates hostile magic, protects the sacrifice (e.g. 
~V. 10, 87, 9). See e.g. Macdonell, Vedic mythology, p. 95; Shende, 
Foundations, p. 15 ff.; H. Oldenberg, Religion des Veda, Stuttgart-Berlin 
31923, p. 338 ff.; in general, F. Heiler, Erscheinungsformen und Wesen 
der Religion, Stuttgart 1961, p. 178. In ~V. 3, 13, 4 he is said to protect 
the sacrifice. - According to A V. 3, 27, 1; SB. 8, 6, I, 5 and 6 Agni is the 
protector of the eastern, Indra of the southern region (cf. W. Kirfel, 
Die Kosmographie der Inder, Bonn-Leipzig 1920, p. 22). For Indra as 
the overlord of the southern direction see A V. 3, 27, 2. In later times 
Agni is the guardian of the South-East, Indra of the East (see e.g. ibidem, 
p. 95; Hopkins, o.c., p. 149, with particulars). For the Maruts as Indra's 
allies: Macdonell, o.c., p. 80 f. VaruI}.a is the guardian of the West (cf. 
e.g. A V. 3, 27, 3; Shende, o.c., p. 85). For Soma as the guardian of the 
North: AV. 3, 27, 4; 4,40,3; 15, 14,4; SB. 8, 6, I, 8.-The quarters 
are again enumerated in the pradak!?iI}.a order (from left to right, clock-
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wise).-In c, Ppp. (17, 38, 4) reads: somas tvä drrp,häd dhara'fJe praticyä 
and in d, metrically correct, but otherwise strangely, varu'fJaJ:!, instead 
of somaJ:!,. - For dharu'fJa-, rhyming to VaruI).a, in the sense of "firm 
ground, foundation" see also 1;tV. I, 52, 2 sá párvato ná dharû'fJe§v ácyutaJ:!, 
"he (Indra) is unwavering like a mountain on its foundations"; 9, 89, 5 
samäné antár dharû'fJe ni~attäJ:!,. With the verb drrp,h-: VS. I, 18; for the 
sense ofdrrp,h- see e.g. 2, 12,2; 17, 5.-According to SB. ll, I, 6, 23 
the western quarter-the region of the all-important water (e.g. AV. 3, 
26, 3; 15, 4, 3) - represents hope (ä8ä-) and srï- "distinction, prosperity 
etc." (cf. also SB. 4, 5, 8, ll); according to SB. 7, 3, I, 22 it is "the path 
of the sacrifice". (See also the note on 62, 9). Being VaruI).a's region it 
is, moreover, the quarter which disposes of rta, the fundamental order 
and truth (cf. JB. 2). See also AV. 12, 3, 9 and the note on Kaus. 61, 2 
("the western of quarters is something excellent") and the rite described 
Kaus. 42, 7 (Caland, Zauberritual, p. 144). So one might consider regarding 
pratïcyäJ:!, as a genitive: "on the firm ground of the West". Then however 
the phrasing in päda c would change. Compare also Caland's note on 
ApSS. I, 25, 15 (translation : Das Srautasütra des Apastamba, Göttingen
Leipzig 1921, p. 47) and, on VaruI).a in the AV., L. Renou, in Festgabe 
für H. Lommel, Wiesbaden 1960, p. 122 ff., who (p. 125) invites attention 
to AV. 9, 3,18 stating that Mitra must, in the morning, open what VaruI).a 
- obviously in the evening - had closed up, observing in connection with 
the relations between VaruI).a and the West that "les répartitions spatiales 
sont en général inconnues du 1;tV.". - The translation of sárp, dadätai in d 
"may give (thee) together" (Whitney-Lanman) is incomprehensible; "zu
sammenhalten" (Petr. Dict.) a more felicitous supposition. In view of 
the frequent meaning "to place, put, apply" of dä- in smrti texts etc. 
(cf. Manu 3, 234 kutaparp, cäsane dadyät "let him place a Nepal blanket 
on the seat (of each guest)"; Susruta 2, 28 pattopari ku8àn dattvä; and 
cf. pra-dä~ in cases such as Yäjfi. I, 236 hutaSe§arp, pradadyät tu bhäjane~u) 
I would propose "to place completely, fix". - The object ("you") is of 
course everywhere the porridge. 

61, 33. For the quotation, AV. ll, I, 15 d see Kaus. 60, 29 and 34.
"Takes out": out of a container, I suppose. 

61, 34. Päda a of AV. ll, I , 17 is identical with ll, I, 27 a (see 63, 4) 
and 6, 122, 5 a. The latter belongs to a text to be recited for obtaining 
offspring, used Kaus. 63, 29 to accompany an offering. In Kaus. 2, 8 
it is also prescribed when water is poured. For d compare AV. ll, I, 18 d.
At fust sight the text does not contain any indication that the water
which when running is clear and pure, and from the ritual point of view 
free from dirt and defilement (cf. e.g. 1;tV. 10, 9, 7 ff.; TS. 6, 4, 2, 3; 
SB. 13, 8, 4, 6 etc.) - has been "cleansed" or "purified" (Whitney-Lanman). 
However, the comm. on AV. ll, I, 17 p'ÜtäJ:!, (Ppp. has äpo): pavitriibhyäm 
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utpütä utpavanäkhyasa'YJUIkäre1Ja pavitrikrtäJp assists us in understanding 
what is going on. The water, while poured into the vessel passes two 
blades of kusagrass (darbha-) , called pavitre "means of purification", 
'strainer', (see e.g. VS. 1, 2; 1, 12 pavitre stho vail}1Javyau; KätySS. 7, 
3, 1 kuSapavitra- (explained as kuSä8 ca täni paviträ1Ji ca ... samüläni 
sägrä1Ji tr1Jäni); SB. 3, 1, 3, 18 darbhapavitre1Ja) to which a purificatory 
function is attributed; cf. e.g. SB. 5, 2, 1, 8; 7, 3, 2, 3. Cf. also Kaus. 
2, 8 and 6, 33 adhisraya1Japaryagnikara1Jäbhighära1Jodväsanälarp,kara'lJOtpa
vanaiJp sa'YJUIkrtya. The pavitram or strainer, made of two or three blades 
of kusa grass, is in the Full and New Moon rites fastened to the accompa
niment of VS. 1, 2; see e.g. KätySS. 2, 3, 33 with the comm.: he pours 
the water out into the agnihotrahava1Ji (a spoon with a long handle used 
in the agnihotra) purifying it with the two pavitras with VS. 1, 12. Cf. 
e.g. also ApSS. 1, 11, 9-10; 1, 19, 1; Hir. 1, 16, 8 etc. (see Hillebrandt, 
Altind. Neu- und Vollm., p. 26 f.). Cf. also SB. 1, 3, 1, 22. In ApSS. 1, 
11, 9 this process is described as follows: ... paviträntarhitäyäm agni
hotrahava1Jyäm ". . . in the a. (part of) which is covered by the p.".
The words carûm áva sarpantu are explained by the comm. as sthälirp, 
pravisantu; why "allmählich überziehen" (Petr. Dict.), "to flow over 
gradually" (Monier-Williams)? The compound seems to be a perfect 
expression for the flowing of the water which is slowly and cautiously 
poured down into the cooking-vessel. -A caru- is a vessel in which a 
particular oblation is prepared (see the note on 61, 31). -I translate 
subhräJp as a 'verbalappositives Adjektiv'. - In c the mss. are ab out 
equally divided between bahuldim (with prajäm) and bahulán (with pasün); 
see Whitney-Lanman. Ppp. has dadat for aduJp. -In d the comm. reads 
pakvä instead of paktá (i.e. the sacrificer). Ppp. has eti, not etu. For sukrtäm 
... lokam (sukhopabhogasthänarp, svargädikam) see the note on 60, 30. 

AV. 12,3,25 does not occur elsewhere.-At the end ofb Ppp. 17, 38, 7 
reads dharma1Jä instead of ca lokän. - For pavitraiJp see also st. 3 and 14; 
cf. 6, 115, 3; 12, 1, 30. - "Coming" : for 'ellipsis' (cf. st. 26 a) of the verb 
see my Ellipsis, brachylogy etc., Amsterdam Acad. 1960, p. 47 ff. -For 
abhrät: J.tV. 7, 94, 1. -For the waters in heaven: H. Lüders, VaruI).a, 
Göttingen 1951- 59, p. 111 ff. - "Rich in vital power, in the principle 
of life": see AV. 12, 3, 4. The compound characterizes the waters in 
J.tV. 1, 80,4; 10, 30, 14 (why: "die den Lebenden Glück bringen", Geld
ner, 1); 36, 8; 169, l.-The term pratil}thä-for which see my paper in 
Studia Indologica Internationalia, I, Poona - Paris 1954 - denotes the 
idea of "firm foundation". Thus the earth is, in a natural way, considered 
a pratil}thä (SB. 1, 9, 1, 29). An 'establishment' in the ritual sphere can 
by means of the supposed parallelism between sacrificial acts and processes 
in nature and society automatically produce a desired 'establishment' of 
a person or an object: SB. 2, 2, 1, 19 Aditi is the earth, the earth is a 
pratil}thä; so by offering to Aditi one takes one's stand on this pratil}thä. 
Water is said to be the pratil}thä of everything here in SB. 4, 5, 2, 14; 
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and in 6, 8, 2, 2 it is regarded as the prati~thii of the universe (simiIarly, 
12, 5, 2, 14); this leads to the conclusion that in taking down ashes to 
the water one may reproduce from the water what there is of Agni's 
nature in the ashes. In the AV. prati~thii is associated with äyatanam 
"support, one's own resort"): 11, 3, 49 "without p. and ä. shalt thou die" 
(cf. St. Schayer, in Zs. f. Buddhismus, 6, p. 279 f. "Jede magische Substanz 
hat ihre prati~thä, d.h. sie ist in einer anderen Substanz magisch begründet 
und gegründet. Die Aufgabe des Opfers ist die Substanzen auseinander 
zu stützen"). In the same corpus 15, 12, 7 and 11 äyatanam occurs in the 
sense of "support" for a person who makes an oblation. One who is firmly 
established in his own resort (sva äyatane prati~thitaM suffers no harm 
(SB. 9, 3, 4, 13). In SB. 11, 5, 2, 10 the priest makes the sacrificer reach 
the heavenly world (svarge Zake äyätayati) and establishes him therein 
(prati~thäpayati). The concept of prati~thii sometimes combines with that 
of sänti- "immunity from ritually or magically dangerous powers obtained 
by certain ritual acts etc." (see also Schayer, o.c., p. 281; p. 11 of my 
article). "Being established" can mean: "being in the right or normal 
condition, thrive, prosper, being successful". It may therefore be con
cluded that prati~thii represents the idea of steadiness for which Vedic 
man was eager. The possession of such a foundation was appreciated 
as a great advantage and a cause of welfare: cf. e.g. A V. 2, 34, 5; 4, 14, 9; 
6, 32, 3; 12,5, 3; 14, 2, 15. One's prati~thä in a power-substance implies 
being in possession of it, reaping benefits from it. The man who, for 
instance, has established himself in strength is stronger than cattie (AiB. 
4, 3, 3). The very numerous passages where man is said to be able, by 
means of ritual acts, to establish such a firm foundation testify to the 
well-known fact that the "sacrifice" was considered an important means 
of maintaining the universe, keeping the power-substances in their re
spective spheres or placing them so as to work to man's advantage. It 
may therefore be assumed that the waters - which are full of life - are 
in this verse regarded as a firm basis for the sacrificer on which to build, 
in performing the rite, his expectations of success. Henry's interpretation 
(p. 243), viz. (jïva- )prati~thás is less probable. The word prati~thiifl, is, in 
accordance with äpafl" in the plura!. Instead of it A VPpp. 17, 38, 7 reads 
sametä7y,. -Pari-indh- (not in Petr. Dict. and Monier-Williams) must 
mean "to surround with flames"; cf. abhi-indh- AV. 11, 3, 18 carurp, ... 
gharmo 'bhïndhe "heat burns upon the pot"; SB. 1, 2, 1, 21 abhïndhate 
kapäläni, etc. Paipp. has pary ... t andhyäm (i.e. aiulhiim) "smear around", 
which is less natura!. -For pavitra-, usually a "strainer", made of thread, 
hair or straw and well-known from the descriptions of the preparation 
of soma, see the above note on the blades of kusa-grass. The ~gveda 
does not contain precise statements about the way in which the pressed 
soma was poured out into the strainer (cf. also Geldner, :!;tig-Veda über
setzt, 111, p. 6). - The digression AV. 12, 3, 26 and 27 is not quoted in 
Kausika's ritual handbook: "They come from the sky; they attach 
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themselves to the earth; from the earth they attach themselves to the 
atmosphere; being cleansed they become still more beautiful. They must 
conduct us to the heavenly world" (cf. Kaus. s. 61, 34, and 35). "Whether 
ye are abundant or just sufficient, also bright, pure and immortal-, as 
such do ye, 0 waters, instructed by husband and wife, offering your 
services cook the rice-dish, you of good refuge". 

61, 35. The water is here and elsewhere in the siitras called udakam 
(udan-), in the stanzas äpal:t, the former term applying, e.g. in ~V. and 
AV., to the liquid as occurring in daily life and used for various practical 
purposes, the latter to the waters as divine powers which may assume 
a more or less personal character - which must not, with A. A. Mac
donelI, Vedic Mythology, Strassburg 1897, p. 85, be characterized as "an 
incipient personification" - as young wives, mothers and goddesses who 
bestow boons and so on. The äpal:t may be used in various rites, for medical 
purposes, enter into relation with other divine powers etc. (see Shende, 
Foundations, p. 74 ff.). Some places are instructive: AV. 9, 6, 4 yád 
udakárp, ydcaty apál:t prá 'lJayati "when one offers water (udakam) (to a 
guest), one brings forward the (sacrificial) waters (apaJ:t) " ; 12,3,30; 15, 11,4. 

61, 36. Stanza 11, 1, 18 - for d cf. 11, 1, 17 d - does not occur else
where, but is also prescribed Kaus. 2, 9 in connection with a similar 
ritual act (Full and New Moon rites; see above).-bráhmatuï: cf. AV. 
12, 3, 22, quoted Kaus. 61, 30. Whitney-Lanman who in 12, 3, 22 trans
lated by "spelI", here give "prayer" ("formule sainte" , Henry). Here 
also the fundamental power inherent or materializing in the formulas 
is meant (mantre'IJa, comm. AV.).-Ghee (ghrta-) is the well-known melted 
and hardened sacrificial butter which, being considered a form of life-sap 
(cf. e.g. SB. 7, 2, 3, 4; 7,5,1,3), is offered to the gods and up to the present 
day used for purification and consecration. Ghee is SB. 5, 3, 4, 20 said 
to be a kind of water (both substances being used for consecratory 
purposes) and so the water may be meant; see the comm. which adds 
another explication: the ghee anticipatorily refers to the sprinkling with 
butter af ter the cooking. - For the identification with soma see the Intro
ductiono - d "this. 0 .": cf. also the comm. : imam, sc. odanam. The author 
obviously intends to say that rice-grains will cook the rice-mess. Elsewhere 
the cooking-vessel (Agrawala, India as known to Pär;rini, p. 144) may be 
the subject of this verb: sthäli pacati (PäI).. 1, 4, 54 comm.). 

AVo 12, 3, 28-which is wanting in Ppp.-is not found elsewhere.-In 
my opinion, the countable, i.e. few, drops of water which splash up when 
the rice is scattered into the cooking-vessel are opposed to the innumerable 
grains which mix with the liquid. -The adj. sarp,khyäta- "counted number" 
may be translated by "countable" as opposed to asarp,khyäta- in c which 
means "innumerable"; cf. marta- "mortal" ; BhG. 2, 28 avyaktädini 
bhütäni vyaktamadhyäni "beings have a beginning which is imperceptible 
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and a middle which is perceptible (manifest)". See Wackernagel-Debrunner, 
O.C., II, 2, p. 578 f. -Päda b seems only intelligible in connection with 
the belief that spilling water which is sacrificial material-like being 
touched by drops of water (A V. 6, 124, 1; Kaus. 46, 41) - may be dangerous 
or ominous. For spilling in general compare SB. 1, 1, 4, 3: the black 
antelope skin is used for husking and bruising the rice on, "in order 
that nothing of the oblation may get spilt; and that, if any grain or 
fiour should now be spilt on it, the sacrifice would still remain securely 
established in the sacrifice"; 1, 3, 3, 16; 4, 2, 5, 1 ff. "having drawn the 
cups of soma ... , he offers the oblation of drops (viprU§arJt homarJt juhoti) 
... ; whatever drops of soma are spilt here, to them he now wishes a 
safe journey to the ähavaniya ... "; the drops which are spilt are, to 
the accompaniment of VS. 7, 26 ex> 1;tV. 10, 17, 12, offered and consecrated 
mentally; then the adhvaryu takes two staiks of grass from the sacrificial 
bed (vedi-) and walks with his assistant, representing pra1Ja- and udana
of the sacrifice, and other priests representing other components of it 
are seized hold of from behind by the sacrificer, who now seizes the whole 
sacrifice; 13, 1, 3, 1 f. "just as some of the offering-material may be 
spilled before it is offered, so also (part) of the victim (horse) is here 
spilled ... ; when he offers the 'oblations of drops' (stokïyalJ,) , he offers 
that (horse) as a complete offering, so as to neutralize any spilling (that 
may have taken pI ace) ... ; he offers a thousand (oblations of drops) 
for obtaining the heavenly world, for the heavenly world is equal in 
extent (sahasrasarJtmita-) to a thousand ... ; he offers unmeasured (amita-) 
(oblations) for the obtainment of the unlimited (aparimita-)".-The con
clusion may be that in AV. 12, 3, 28 ab the spilled drops are mentally 
declared to be equivalent to respiration (i.e. the life-sustaining vital airs) 
and herbs (a vital power par excellence) in order to neutralize the evil 
effects of the spilling. - For "expiration" and "inhalation" see Caland, 
in Z.D.M.G. 55, p. 261 f. on pra1Ja- and apana-. The compound pra'f}-apana
is, quite naturally, of ten in the dual, but occurs also in the plural : AV. 
11, 3, 2 (the p. of a rice-dish; JB. 2, 394 speaks of expiration and inhalation 
of the year); 38 "if you have eaten it with other p. than those with which 
the ancient seers ate this, p. will quit you". Here, no doubt, the repeated 
and continuous breathing-process is meant (cf. e.g. KB. 10, 3). -For 
sarJtmita- see AV. 12, 3, 20, quoted in Kaus. 61, 27.-"lnnumerable": 
the emphasis laid on this adjective may, I suppose, be due to the above
mentioned (SB. 13, 1, 3, 1 f.) belief that 'unlimited' oblations hold out 
a prospect of unlimited rewards. Similarly, AiB. 8, 20, 2. Compare also 
SB. 7, 3, 1, 42 where "unnumbered, unlimited" sand is scattered because 
one does not know how great is the lost part of brahman. - "Permeated" 
or "spread through" in d (vyapulJ,): cf. 12, 3, 5; 8, 9, 20; 13, 2, 20; 1;tV. 
10, 114, l. - "Complete cleanness", viz. of the water. For sarva- see the 
note on 60, 23, and for the word group compare cases such as AV. 12, 
3, 52 sarvarJt samalam. - Notice the rare noun sucitvam. 
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The text of the sütra is in most or all mss. corrupt; see Bloomfield's 
note. Af ter the noun äpaly" which must be an acc. (see AV. U, 2, 8; 12, 
3, 4), an absolutive may be wanting. -In ~V. 9, 71, 3 soma is washed 
in water (nenikte apsu) . During the pressing the soma is repeatedly bathed 
and washed in water, see e.g. ~V. 9, 72, 7; 98, 6; 109, 10) and, in general, 
Geldner, Rig-Veda übersetzt, 111, p. 5 f. As the soma is either covered 
with water (e.g. ~V. 9, 65, 6) or flows from the strainer into the large 
soma-cask which is partly fiUed with water (e.g. ~V. 9, 21, 3), the 
"bathing" is only another name for the latter process; for other terms 
("swimming" etc.) used in this connection, see Geldner, o.c., 111, p. 6. 
Apart from the ritual implications the washing mentioned in the sütra 
therefore comes to moistening, bringing into contact with the water.
Hence the translation "mixes with" (Germ. "beimengen") instead of 
"scatters into" for ävapati. Cf. SB. 2, 5, 3, 4 carur u hy eva sa yatra kva 
ca ta'f.l4ulän ävapanti. 

61, 37. The stanza U , 1, 19 is in connection with other stanzas
among which are AV. 12, 3, 46-48 and 50-also employed at 68, 27 in 
another sava-rite (goat- or goat-and-rice-mess, ajaudana-). - For the text 
see BIoomfield, S.B.E. 42, p. 615; Whitney-Lanman, p. 616. -AV. U, 
1, 19 b sahásraPT~thaly,,' sahasrävayavaly, "with a thousand limbs" (comm.), 
not "having a thousand level places" (Monier-Williams af ter the Petr. 
Dict.); the adjective no doubt refers to the "backs" or surfaces of the 
many grains which come to the surface of the water which is already 
heated. One might be tempted to think of the adj. triPT~tha- "with three 
backs" which is used in connection with soma (e.g. ~V. 7, 37, 1; see 
Geldner' s note). - A connection is supposed to exist between the num ber 
thousand and the heavenly world (SB. 13, 1, 3, 1). A thousand, moreover, 
is everything (SB. 4, 6, 1, 15; 8, 7, 4, U; 10, 2, 1, U; 13, 4, 1, 6; cf. 
11, 4, 3, 20). -sukrtasya loke (see the note on 60, 30): pu1Jyasya phalabhiUe 
loke "the 'world' which is the fruit of religious merit", comm. The process 
which is actually going on in the cooking-vessel should however take 
place also in the heavenly world. - "Grandfathers" etc. Although the 
obligation laid on a brahman to pronounee the names of his important 
ancestors who were the founders of his family, whenever he has to perform 
a sacred act dates from later times this so-called pravara-ceremony was 
already in the times of the sütras weIl established as a frequent and 
important element in the ritual, the earliest direct references to it ap
pearing in the YajurVeda texts (for details see J. Brough, The early 
brahmanical system of gotra and pravara, Cambridge 1953, p. 8 fT.). It 
does therefore not appear to be strange that the present poet speaks -
for this must in my opinion be the sense of the ordinal paiicada8ály, - of 
the "fifteenth" person in the same family who performs this rite. See also 
BIoomfield, Atharva-veda and Gopatha-Brähma~a, p. 78. There is al
literation rather than "jeu de mots" (Henry, p. 137). "Fifteen" is, it is 
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true, an otherwise significant number: see Change and continuity in Indian 
history, Chapter IV. -Mter päda c there is aposiopesis (see my Ellipsis, 
brachylogy etc., p. 48 etc.). According to the comm. AV. the ancestors 
are pleased by the (ritual) work carried out by the present sacrificer.
Af ter stanza 19 AVS. has the following stanza which is not used by 
Kausika (see also Introduction, p. 69): "With a thousand backs, with 
a hundred streams, unexhausted the brahman rice-dish (brahmaudana-) 
is leading to the gods, going to heaven. I assign them yonder to thee; 
injure them in (respect of their) offspring; be (then) gracious to me who 
brings tribute". -As to devayäna- the comm. AV. ob serves : "i.e. those 
who have performed meritorious ritual deeds go by it to the gods, i.e. 
it is a means of being raised to the rank of a deity". - "Them yonder" 
must be "rivals" or "enernies" (BIoomfield, S.B.E. 42, p. 182; "well
known relatives", comm. AV.) - "Offspring": cf. Speyer, Ved. Skt. Syntax, 
§ 38. - The comm. and some mss. give re8aya (,' le8aya) "hurt, destroy"; 
Ppp. 16, 91, I, however, r~aya. - "Be": the rice-dish is addressed (comm. 
AV.). - "Tribute": viz. by undertaking the rite and offering. 

This is the only occurrence and employment of AV. 12, 3, 29. In b 
Paipp. 17, 38, 8 has bahularp, ca bindum. - "They": udyodhanti is a very 
felicitous expression to indicate the process which is going on. - In the 
time af ter the menses which is favourable for conception, women are 
more inclined to love-making than in other days; see e.g. J. J. Meyer, 
Sexual life in ancient India, London 1930, p. 215 ff.-Similes derived 
from sexual life are of frequent occurrence: cf. J;tV. 9, 32, 5; 9, 101, 14 
etc. Remember that äpaly, "water" is feminine, tarJ4uläly, "rice grains" 
masculine. - "Makes to cook", or "makes the water to boil": srapayati. -
St. 29 is in A VS. followed by st. 30 which, being a digression, is not quoted 
by Kausika: "Stir (the grains) up, as they sit on the bottom ; let them 
bring themselves into contact with the water. I have measured the water 
here with cups; measured are the rice grains as (yathä A VPpp. 17, 38, 9, 1, 
yadi AVS.) the regions of space (are measured)".-The imper. (sing.) in 
päda a may be addressed to the sacrificer's wife. - The sing. ätmänam 
(cf. BIoomfield, in S.B.E., 42, p. 650) is normal (Speyer, Ved. Skt. Synt., 
§ 127).-Are the last words-the sense of which is uncertain-a reference 
to the relation between the points of the compass 1 (See the Introduction, 
p. 54ff). For another suggestion see Whitney-Lanman, p. 688. 

61, 38. The stanza AV. 12, 3, 31 is in its entirety not found elsewhere. 
Päda a is prescribed at Kaus. I, 24 (Full and New Moon sacrifices) for 
a similar purpose. It - or the whole stanza - is moreover used in the 
section dealing with general directions 8, ll, likewise to accompany the 
handing over of a tooI for cutting grass. For päda b-d see further on. 
This siitra is identical with I, 24. -A parsu is a curved knife or sickle. 
- There are some difficulties. The person addressed by the officiant who 
gives him a. sort of sickle, being, in päda a, in the singular and the usual 
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meaning of prayaccha being "hold out to, offer, give" one expects the 
persons indicated, in b, by the plural to be other people (subordinates 1) 
who have to carry out the order (cf. harantv in Paipp. 17, 39, 1 instead 
of haraU§ám). However, the verb in sütra 39 is in the singular. The 
solution seems to be that the officiant is the subject of "mows, cuts 
through" (lunäti) in 39-this verb as elsewhere in ritual texts meaning 
that the officiant has the action performed by a specialist or specialists. 
This procedure is in harmony with what seems to have been ritual usage, 
viz. that the introductory initial stage of a technical action was performed 
by the officiant, the action itself (e.g. shaving) was left to a specialist. 
See e.g. P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasästra, lI, 1, Poona 1941, p. 262; 
Caland-Henry, L'Agni~toma, p. 11; Caland's note on ApSS. 10, 5, 8 and 
the directions in connection with the ritual tonsure of a body's head 
(see e.g. Mänavagrhyasütra 1, 21, esp. 7 (translated by M. J. Dresden, 
Mänavagrhyasütra, Thesis Utrecht 1941, p. 88 ff.). -In päda a there is 
no hysteron proteron, but the object of ti hara is the grass which is to be 
brought by the person addressed. - According to the paddhati called 
Dasa karmäI.lÏ (see Bloomfield, Kaus. Intr., p. XIV) the quotation pra 
yacha parsum covers a päda and a half, including ahi'YfUJantalJ (note on 
137, 4). However, this participle, being a plural, belongs syntactically 
and semantically to däntu. Since o~adhir däntu parvan occurs also at 
Kaus. 1, 25 to give a similar direction, it may have been a usual in
junction. Parvan is better than sarvam (Paipp.). -For darbha- (a bunch 
of grass, esp. of kusa grass, used for sacrificial purposes) see also Zimmer, 
Altindisches Leben, p. 70. 

61, 39. The mantra beginning with o~adhilJ is Kaus. 1, 25 used under 
similar circumstances. See the note on 61, 38. The grass is indicated 
by the term "herbs" (o~adhiM, no doubt because its salutary and beneficial 
character is to be emphasized. The term o~adhi- is, generally speaking, 
employed to denote plants as possessing a healing power or some other 
useful quality. The verb dä- stands for "cutting, mowing". - "Joints": 
the text has the singular (parvan) . For the procedure compare the elabo
rate description of the way in which darbha is according to the Taittirlya
school of the Black Yajurveda to be cut (ApSS. 1, 3, esp. 1, 3, 13 with 
the comm.): "with the mantra (TS. 1, 1, 2, 1) 'Let me hit thy joints' 
he places the sickIe on the joints". Cf. also Hillebrandt, Neu- und Voll
mondsopfer, p. 8. For the importance of joints in breaking etc. cf. e.g. 
SB. 4, 2, 3, 4; 5; 11, 5, 8, 6; 12, 6, 1, 2; AiB. 5, 32, 6 from which it 
may appear that "joints unite" . Dissolution of joints is especially danger
ous or fatal (AV. 1, 12,2; 2, 9,1; 6,14,1; 8, 3, 4; 12,5,42; 71). So 
cutting the joints seems to guarantee a complete, a definitive severance. 
The gen. parvatw-m with upari in the sütra seems to indicate that the 
blades of grass are only in part concerned in the process of mowing (for 
which compare ApSS. 1, 3, 6 ff.; the mower who obviously must stoop 
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- he does not use a scytl e - takes hold of a tuft of grass, but does not 
cut off all ofit; cf. MS. 4, 1, 2: 3, 7 and Caland's note on ApSS. 1,3,9). 
- For "not injuring" (ahirp,santaJ.t, which is not in the quotation) the 
sacrificial material see the note on 61, 22. In TS. 1, 1, 2, 1; ApSS. 1, 
3, 14 the person who cuts the grass prays "not to come to harm in cutting 
thee". A similar idea is expressed in the second part of the stanza which 
may have been recited also: "let the plants whose kingdom Soma rules 
be without wrath toward us". "Il ne faut pas que les plantes gardent 
rancune à celui qui les fauche" (Henry, p. 244). -For ámanyutäJ.t cf. 
W. D. Whitney, Sanskrit grammar, § 1176 b. - For Soma as the ruler 
of the vegetable kingdom see Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 65. 

61, 40. The stanza quoted does not, as far as I am able to see, enter 
into the composition of other saIp.hitä or sütra texts. - A barhis- is the 
litter of grass strewn on the sacrificial ground - and especiallY over the 
sacrificial bed (vedi-, see the note on 61, 41) on which the gods are 
summoned to seat themselves -, to serve as a sacred surface on which 
to present oblations etc. -Notice the chiasmus in päda b, for the stylistic 
significance of which see my Stylistic repetition, ch. V. -For daivïJ.t and 
rtubhiJ.t see the note on 61, 31. The female divine ones may be wives 
of the gods. Paipp. has devaiJ.t saha daivïr. - "Spreads": that is, to all 
appearance, he leaves the performance itself to the persons addressed. 

61, 41. Päda a of AV. 11, 1, 21 is- but for asmän instead of enäm 
-identical with MSS. 1, 6, I, 21 a used while during the agnihotra the 
milk has been heated and followed by "throw hatred away, let us have 
safety ... "; with these words the pot is removed toward the North. 
See P. E. Dumont, L'Agnihotra, Baltimore 1939, p. 141. The second 
half is identical with 11, 1, 12 cd; see above. Päda b does not occur 
elsewhere. - The vedi- is a somewhat elevated piece of ground generally 
strewed with kusa grass, serving for a sacrificial bed - wrongly called 
"altar" -, on which the oblations and some ritual implements are placed 
(haviräsädanäya pro~a1}iidibarhistara1}iidisarp,skärasarp,skrtä bhümiJ.t, comm. 
AV.). "Leave, 0 porridge, the nearness of the fire and sit down on the 
vedi" (comm.). - "Her" : the wife of the sacrificer. For the question as 
to how far the rite was designed to promote the fecundity of the sacri
iicer's wife see the introd., p. 28. The Paipp. (16, 91, 2) reads enam at the 
end of a and likewise at the end of b; then the sacrificer himself is meant. 
The editor, Barret, however reads enäm. - "Demoniac power": for ra~as 
see 12, 3, 14 and 15 and the note on 61, 18. For the phrase pratará1[t dhehy 
enäm see ~V. 1, 53, 11 drághiya áyuJ.t pratará1[t dádhänäJ.t "unser Leben 
noch weiter recht lange ausdehnend"; 10, 18, 2 and 3. Similarly AV. 
8, 2, 2 "corne ... unto the light of the living ... , I take you in order to 
live a hundred years; loosening the fetters of death ... , I prolong your 
life so as to be uncommonly long" (for the force of the so-called com-
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parative see Speyer, Sanskrit Syntax, p. 187; Renou, Gramm. sanscrite, 
p. 239). 

The stanza AV. 12, 3, 35 accompanies in Vait. 10, 9 the insertion of 
the lower end of the sacrificial post in the ground. Cf. KätySS. 6, 3, 7; 
ApSS. 7,10,8 using another mantra.-For the use ofdhartar- in the AV. 
compare 5, I, I; 18,3,29; 36; 19,58, 2.-Fordharu'Tfa see 12, 3, 24 quoted 
61, 32, and AV. 5, I, 6; I;tV. 5, 15, 2 etc. The words dháru'Tfe prthivyálJ 
may perhaps in itself also mean "being engaged in the maintenance of 
the earth, on account of ... " (for the nimittasaptami see e.g. Speyer, 
Sanskrit Syntax, § 147; the same, Ved. und Sanskrit Syntax, § 77, 4; 
examples are BAU. I, 3, I; KaU. 6, 16). This idea is clearly expressed 
in TS. I, 3, 6 h, accompanying the placing of the sacrificial post: prthivim 
upare'Tfa drrp,ha "make the earth firm with thy base". - For acyuta- cf. 
AV. 5, 28, 14 (of an amulet); 6, 88, 3. - The words "alive" etc. while 
making a statement are intended to bring about continuance of life for 
those concerned. This implies that the act mentioned in this half-stanza 
should not be detrimental to their health and well-being. - "Receptacle": 
for the agnidhäna- see I;tV. 10, 165, 3 (C'0 AV. 6, 27, 3) where SäyaJ).a 
explains agnisahite pradese ("Herd", Geldner; "fire-holder" Whitney
Lanman). - "He removes": these stanzas evidently accompany the re
moval of the dish from the place where it has been cooked to the place 
of offering (see the comm. on AV., quoted above). The verb udväsayati 
is technically used for removing the fire from the fire-place (e.g. TS. 
I, 5, 2, I; SB. 2, 3, 3, 4) or for "removing" the oblation (havis-) , e.g. 
AiB. 5, 26, 6 where the exact place of this act among the sixteen phases 
of the preparation of the Agnihotra milk is indicated: " ... when put on 
the fire ... , when swelling up ... , when pouring over ... , when bubbling 
... , when covered with a film ... , when removed (agnisthänäd bahir 

avasthäpitam, SäyaJ).a) ... , when it is ready (for the hotar) ... , when it 
is being taken (for the oblation) ... , when put (on the vedi) ... " Cf. also 
KätySS. 4, 14, 5; ApSS. 6, 6, 8 etc. 

61, 42. This is the only occurrence of AV. 1I, I, 22. In cd Paipp., 
af ter emendation, reads: svargarp, lokam abhisarp,vahainäm äditya deva 
parame vyoman (16, 90, 9) "bring it (the vessel) to the celestial world, 
o god Aditya, in the highest heaven". -Inpäda a and b the comm. on 
AV. ll, 1,22 reads enän instead of enärp" explaining it as patniyajamänädin. 
Cattle, pasubhilJ is according to the same comm. labdhavyair gomahi
~ädyailJ. - As to päda a, a parallel is, in a text for successful agriculture, 
A V. 3, 17, 9 sá nalJ site páyasäbhyávavrtsva "turn, 0 furrow, hither unto 
us with milk"; cf. also I;tV. 10, 64, I (of deities) ; 7, 59, 4 (of divine help). 
-For pratyan "facing towards, being opposite to" cf. I;tV. I, 124, 7.
The comm. on AV. 1I, I, 22 takes "thee" (tvä) in c as referring to the 
sacrificer or his wife. If one would hold the view that this is only indirectly 
the case, the rice-dish being addressed, it should be remarked that vi-räj-, 
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though elsewhere said of gods and men is, it is true, AV. 3, 12, 6 used 
in connection with the upper beam of a house, but the säpa- and abhicära
fall in the AV. only upon living beings; k~etra-, moreover, is in :!;tV. and 
A V. always "field, landed property, land" etc. - Compare moreover 
MSS. 1, 6, 1, 21 cd used in removing the caldron (sthälï-) mä no hi'YfLSily, 
(read hi'YfLSit, or understand: hi'YfLSily" mä hi'YfLSit) sapatho mäbhicäraly, sive 
k~etre anamitre viräje "that no curse, no incantation do harm to us in 
a propitious, splendid land without enemies" . - For " curse" cf. e.g. AV. 
4, 9, 5; 19, 38, 1. - "Incantation": abhicära- is the employment of spells 
for a malevolent purpose ; see V. Henry, La magie dans l'Inde antique, 
Paris 1904, p. 220 f. - The ritual boiling of the Agnihotra milk comprises 
a circumambulation from left to right of the milk in the pot; the officiant 
while executing this part of his task, bears a flaming torch and pronounees 
mantras stating the annihilation and elimination of evil deeds and demoniac 
powers. Af ter this he removes the pot from the fire. See ApSS. 6, 6, 8; 
BaudhSS. 3, 5, 6; MGS. 1, 6, 1, 20; cf. HSS. 3, 7, 35 ; AsvSS. 2, 3, 7, 
SäilkhSS. 2, 8, 11 f.; KätySS. 4, 14, 5 f. and Vait. 7, 3 being silent on 
this point. For the rite compare also ApSS. 1, 25, 8 etc. 

61, 43. This stanza, which is also ritually employed Vait. 10, 7 -see 
further on -, is not found in other texts. - "Being commensurate ... " 
(cf. 12,3,20; 27; 28; see the note on Kaus. 61 , 27; 36; Henry, p. 244 
is not right in believing that there is a " jeu de mots" sur sa'f!/-mita- "érigé" 
et "mesuré") apparently expresses the equivalence with the elaborate 
ceremony called Agnil?~oma. The performer of this protracted complex 
of rites is a brahman who maintains the sacred fire, the offering is soma, 
the deities Indra etc., the number of the priests required is sixteen; see 
e.g. Caland-Henry, L'Agnil?~oma; Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, Strassburg 
1897, p. 124 ff.; Gonda, Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 150 f. Compare 
AV. 9, 6, 40 "he who knowing thus, pours out milk and presents it (to 
a guest) acquires as much as he acquires by sacrificing with a very 
successful agnil?~oma" and also 10, 9, 8; 11, 7, 7. The purport of the state
ment is to establish the equivalence of the rite with the Agnil?~oma and 
that of the wooden object with the dei ties. - In the large majority of cases 
Tval?~ar is, in the AV., the proper name of the god who, also in the :!;tV., 
is the shaper of forms par excellence (see Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, 
p. 116 f. and compare AV. 2, 26, 1; 5, 12, 9; 25, 5; 26, 8; Shende, Foun
dations, p. 133). One of the feats of his skill was the new cup (:!;tV. 1, 
20, 6) which contained the beverage of the gods (:!;tV. 1, 161, 5); this 
object is usually called a camasa-, but :!;tV. 10, 53, 9 Tval?~ar is said to 
possess the päträ (vessels) out of which the gods drink. As he is also a 
shaper of human and animal forms (see Macdonell, o.c., p. 116) the passage 
AV. 9, 4, 6 "thou bearest a vessel filled with soma", tvá§tä rüpánii'f!/
janitá pasünám where Whitney-Lanman translate tv~tä by "shaper", no 
doubt alludes to the god. If the occurrence of the genitivus qualitatis 
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(Latin Cic. Cael. 64 plurimarum fabularum poetria "a poetess who has 
made many dramas") was, in the Veda, beyond dispute (see B. Delbrück, 
Vergl. Syntax der indogerm. Sprachen, I, Strassburg 1893, p. 348; cf. 
l;tV. 6, 19, 5 n, we could translate "Tval?tar characterized by forms, i.e. 
who makes many forms" ; rüpänam may, like pasünam, depend on janitä; 
the verb jan- may go with "song of praise", "fear" , friendship and 
similar objects. It is questionable whether AV. 12, 3, 33 is the only place 
where Tval?tar does not stand for, or allude to, the god. That is why 
here and 9, 4, 6 1 prefer to translate "the Fashioner", i.e. to give the 
name of the god its original meaning as a common noun (for the ety
mology see Mayrhofer, Etym. Wörterb. I, p. 539; cf. Avestan {}waraxstar
"fashioner" and the verb {}war'iJs- "schnitzen sva. schneidend gestalten, 
schaffen, hervorbringen"). - "Axe" or "carpenter's knife": svadhiti-, see 
A. A. Macdonell and A. B. Keith, Vedic Index of names and subjects, 
II, Varanasi 1958, p. 492; the word occurs also in the above-mentioned 
stanza 9, 4, 6. - "Seen" : the form dadrsräm which must be an imperative 
of the perfect is wholly unsupported by other text-places (Whitney
Lanman), the ending -räm being unique (A. A. Macdonell, Vedic grammar, 
Strassburg 1910, p. 362, § 490); Ppp. (17, 39, 3) gives dadrsyäm. - "The 
eager ones" (ehä7y,) must refer to the rice in the bubbling water. - "Pot": 
the sütra here uses the word pätrim. - Sütra and mantra are in harmony 
but the vocative "forest tree" presents a difficulty. The stanza is on 
the other hand quoted Vait. 10, 7 to accompany a ritual act whjch is 
not mentioned elsewhere (Caland, Vaitänasütra des AV., Amsterdam 
Acad. 1910, p. 29), viz. the laying of the sacrificial post which has been 
cut down, anointed and draped with clothes, upon the barhis. In this 
case "forest tree" - a frequent designation of the sacrificial post (see also 
the note on 61, 21)-is excellent, but the "eager ones" do not fit in with 
the ritual context. If the Ppp. which it is true does not furnish us with 
a completely intelligible päda d, does not contain the word for "the 
eager ones" (hyäs ms.: e~ Barret), giving the verb for "see" in the 
lst person opt. act. (dadrsyäm), there seems to be room for the supposition 
that the application in Vait. is primary and the reading of A VS. exhibits 
a reinterpretation and ritual adaptation. We may escape the implication 
that then the vocative "0 forest tree" was awkwardly retained by the 
assumption that the rice-dish was scooped into a wooden vessel (the 
pätri-, a dish-, pot- or troughlike vessel) which was addressed as vana
spati-. As is well-known the term may apply to various objects made 
of wood, such as drums, amulets, parts of a car etc. 

61, 44. The pädas quoted are AV. 11, 1, 23 cd. For the text see 
Whitney-Lanman's note. I have adopted the reading of the comm. 
arp,sadhrim lito "portion-holder" which seems to convey a better sense 
than arp,sadhrim "shoulder-bearer" or arp,sadrim ("cruche à porter sur 
l'épaule", Henry, p. 100, 1) which is in the editions; the comm. explains: 
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a'fllsän bhägän devamanU1Jyapitrsambandhino dhärayatity a'fllsadhri. For 
Bloomfield's unsuccessful explanation see S.B.E. 42, p. 616.-The mantra 
obviously is a direction given to the housewife to "place near or under" , 
i.e. to hold in readiness-for upadhä- cf. AV. 8, 3, 3; 14, 2, 39-, the 
vessel indicated by the term "portion-holder". A free translation would 
be "Hold up the dish, 0 woman, and put the divine ones' share in it". 
Paipp. gives ava dhehi. For näri as a mode of address to the wife of the 
person on whose behalf the rite is performed see ~V. 10, 18, 8; näri in 
connection with the bride AV. 14, 2, 20; 32. - The other part of the stanza, 
which does not occur elsewhere, runs as follows: "Fashioned by rta (the 
principle of universalorder and truth), placed by 'mind' (manas-, the 
seat and organ of mental and physical activity) is this vedi put in order 
(mahar~ibhiJp kalpitä, comm.) for the brahmaudana in the beginning ... " 
(for rta- and manas-: Lüders, Varu:r;ta, p. 544; for daivänäm AV. 11, 1, 16, 
and the note on Kaus. 61, 31). - "She" : i.e. the wife of the sacrifieer. 
One could also translate "he has (the wife of the sacrifieer) hold the ... 
in readiness". 

61, 45. The stanza AV. 12, 3, 37 is not found elsewhere. Päda d 
may be compared to AV. 8, 5, 21 b imá'fll devä80 abhisá'fllvisadhvam "enter 
ye, 0 gods, this (man) together (in order to let him attain to old age)". 
The verb upa strrfihi is here used in the technical sense of making an 
upastara1}a-, i.e. a covering or substratum, and specifically an under
layer of melted butter under sacrificial food; cf. e.g. KätySS. 9, 9, 24; 
ApSS. I, 8, 3; BaudhSS. 6, 18; SäGS. I, 13, 16; see also SB. 2, 5, 3, 9; 
10 etc. - "Sprinkle", i.e. perform the abhighära1}a- "the sprinkling of 
ghee on the sacrificial food" . - For the phrase pratháya purástät cf. AV. 
11, I, 32; 12, I, 55. - The lowing sound hin is uttered by the cow toward 
the calf: ~V. 1, 164, 27 and 28. The verb hinkaroti is used for making 
a similar sound ("einen gurrenden Laut ausstossen") in ritual contexts 
(cf. e.g. AsvSS. I, 2, 3 hi'fll iti hi'fllkrtya bhür bhuvaJp svar om iti japati; 
ibid. 5). For an understanding of part of the relevant texts (e.g. AV. 
9, 6, 45; ChU. 2, 2, I) one should know that the sound hin precedes the 
lowing proper of the cow (AV. 9, 10, 6), so that in ritual use the hinkära
is a "preliminary vocalizing" preceding the "prelude" or "introductory 
praise" (prastäva-). Cf. also SB. 1,4,1, 1 and 2; 2, 2,4, 12; 9, 1,2,34 etc. 
the sacrifice is not performed without the säman (metrical song of praise) 
and the säman is not chanted without the introductory hin (cf. also 
TS. 2, 5, 7, I). The syllable is further homologized with breath (e.g. 
SB. 4, 2, 2, 11); by pronouncing it one infuses breath. The compound 
abhihinkaroti occurs also Kaus. 62, 21, I (see further on); KS. 27, 9: 150, 
4 gaur vatsa'fll jätam abhihinkaroti "a cow utters the sound hin over a 
calf which has been bom" (similarly, PB. 12, 10, 13); PB. 12, 10, 12 
"when (the fire) has been produced, he utters the hin-sound over it". 
A father who af ter having been away returns should, KaU!~U. 2, 11 says, 
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kiss and embrace his son as weIl as "make the sound hin over him with 
the hin of the cows". These passages may give us an impression of the 
ritual and at the same time emotional connotations of the verb in päda d. 
It implies welcome, kindliness and represents an initial stage (cf. also 
ChU. 1, 12, 4). - "This one": the sacrificer represented by the rice-meal. 
- "Melted butter" : äjya-; cf. e.g. AVPar. 23, 5, 3. - "He makes" i.e. 
"he has another person make" (compare "you have made" in st. 12, 3, 38). 

61, 46. The stanza, AV. 12, 3, 38, which is pronounced when the 
operation mentioned in 61, 45 is completed, does not occur elsewhere. 
-The general meaning of AV. 12, 3, 38 ab may be clarified by SB. ll, 

7, 4, 4 (explaining the animal sacrifice): "He makes an under-Iayer of 
ghee (in the offering-Iadle): this he makes a manifestation (rüpam) of 
the earth; he then puts a chip of gold on it: this he makes a manifestation 
of fire; he then puts the omentum on it: this he makes a manifestation 
of the atmosphere; he then puts a chip of gold on it: this he makes an 
manifestation of the sun; and the (ghee) which he pours upon it 
(abhighärayati), he makes a manifestation ofheavens (divaM ... ".-Notice 
the aorist upästarïlJ expressing a process which has reached its close but 
has not lost its 'actuality' ('topicality'), and the imperfect akarolJ, which 
while expressing continuance helps to suggest that the process, though 
taking place in the past, persists in its results and consequences. Compare 
e.g. AiA. 2, 1, 5 "(because men say) 'he has gone to rest' (samägät)". 
For the significance of an upastara~a see also TA. 4, 1, 1 tasmä aham 
idam upastara'(Lam upastT1Ja upastara'(La'Yft me prajäyai pasünä'Yft bhüyäd 
upastara'(Lam aha'Yft prajäyai pasünä'Yft bhüyäsam. - "This world": lokám 
etám; the pronoun eta- "weist auf etwas dem Hörenden Bekanntes hin, 
sei es, dass es vor seinen Augen liegt, sei es, dass es in seiner Vorstellung 
vorhanden ist" (Delbrück, Altind. Syntax, p. 219); idam "this (world)", 
iyam "this (earth)" primarily express the idea of presence. The forms 
of eta- may, in asense, be more emphatic than those of i~. - The word 
supar'(La- (päda c) lito "well-winged", denoting any large bird of prey 
(as eagle, vulture, etc.), is of ten applied to the sun (e.g. AV. 13, 2, 9; 
32; 36; 37; 19, 65, 1; SB. 9, 2, 3, 18), but also to Agni (SB. 6, 1, 2, 36). 
The term was however applied to other concepts (cf. e.g. SaA. 1, 8) which 
may have occupied the author's or reciter's minds also. In SB. 9, 4, 4, 3 
the sacrificial fire is caIled a heavenly bird, great in vigour (VS. 18, 51), 
by which "we would like to go to the region of the bay (horse, i.e. the 
sun), mounting up to the heavenly world, beyond the highest firmament". 
Similarly, SB. 6, 7, 2, 6 in connection with Agni in the fire-pan (VS. 12, 4), 
and SB. 9, 2, 3, 34 (VS. 17, 72). In SB. 6, 1, 1, 2 ff. the seven vital airs 
are represented as assuming the form of a bird, the Puru!;1a Prajäpati, 
who "is this very Agni (i.e. the fire place) that is now built" (5). The 
golden man who being laid on a gold plate in the first layer of the fire 
pI ace is, on the one hand Agni-Prajäpati (SB. 7, 4, 1, 15) and on the 
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other the sacrificer (ibidem), or his divine body (SB. 7, 4, 2, 17), is SB. 
7, 4, 2, 5 identified with the eagle in VS. 13, 16. As the fire is explicitly 
identified with the sacrificer (SB. 8, 5, 3, 8; 7, 4, 1, 21; 9, 2, 3, 33), and 
the fire pI ace which has the form of a large bird-see e.g. the ground-plan 
in L. Renou et J. Filliozat, L'Inde classique, I, Paris 1947, p. 351-and 
the rites connected with it are also said to be the sacrificer's divine, im
mortal body (SB. 9, 5, 2, 13), the belief that rites performed with fire 
were "conducive to heaven" (SB. 9, 5, 2, 15) was apt to arise. In SB. 
6, 1, 2, 35 the opinion is indeed quoted of those who say that the fire
place is built in order to become a bird which, being Agni himself, will 
bear the sacrificer to the heavenly world (suparr.w mä bhütvä diva'Tfl- vahät). 
A similar function was ascribed to the Supart:la hymn "which is a bird; 
like it becoming a winged one, a bird, so he attains in safety the world 
of heaven" (KB. 18, 4; see H. Oldenberg, in Gött. Gel. Anz. 1907, p. 
229, n. 6; A. B. Keith, Rigveda Brähmat:las, Cambridge Mass. 1920, p. 
446, n.). - The word mahi~alf "bull" is of ten applied to the sun; see e.g. 
AV. 13,2,30 where this luminary is called a heaven-conquering (svarjit-) 
bull; 32 exhibiting the same combination mahi~álf suparr.tálf then trans
lated by Whitney-Lanman "a bull, an eagle", in 12, 3, 38 "the mighty 
eagle"; ibid. 33 "a winged one fuU of light, a vigour-bestowing bull"; 
42; 43; 44. - One might ask oneself, if a representation of the sun as 
meant in SB. 11, 7, 4, 4 (see above) was placed on the sacrificial food; 
in any case, the author and the mantras are silent on it. - The purport 
of the second line seems to be that the sacrificer reaches the heavenly 
regioIlB through the sun. It may be recalled that the access to "Vi~t:lu's 
world" as the abode of the devout deceased (J;tV. 1, 154, 5), which is 
KaU. 3, 9 the end of the journey of the man who knows how to control 
his soul in order to obtain final emancipation, is, according to MaitrU. 
6, 30, through the disk of the sun which is pierced by those who ascend 
from this world. In a similar passage (BAU. 5, 10, 1) a person departing 
from this world gains access to the sun through an opening like the hole 
in a drum. According to JUB. 1, 3, 5 "one escapes through the midst of 
the sun". Compare also the Hindu belief that the sun is a residence of 
the perfect yogin, e.g. SauraPur. 13, 36. For the sun as the goal to which 
the sacrificer leads see also TB. 3, 8, 10, 3 "there are 21 'worlds' of the 
gods ... ; the sun is the 2lth; that is the celestial world" ( ... asäv äditya 
ekamvi'Tfl-salf; ~a suvargo lokalf) ; 3, 8, 12, 2. For other particulars see 
my Aspects of early Vi~t:luism, Utrecht 1954, p. 93 f. On the sun as 
psychopompos in general : M. Eliade, Traité d'histoire des religioIlB, 
Paris 1949, § 42, p. 125 ff.-The middle forms of sri- +locative generaUy 
express the idea of "resting on, clinging to, abiding in or on, going into": 
1;tV. 1, 32, 2; 6, 11, 5; cf. also AV. 11, 3, 51 bradhnáloko bhavati, 
bradhnásya vi~tápi srayate yá evá'Tfl- véda "he comes to have the sun for 
his world, he abides on the summit of the ruddy one who knows thus"; 
10, 7, 38; 11, 5, 11.-"Him": the pronoun enam apparently refers to 
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the sacrificer represented by the porridge. - "Deliver" : for the sense of 
pra yam- ("to extend, assign etc.", cf. AV. 10,2, 15; 18,3,43; 19,64, 1 
etc.) see especially AV. 8, 8, 10 mrtyáve 'mán prá yacchämi "to death 
do I make over those yonder". - "Gods": the divine powers which are 
believed to be active while the ritual acts are performed (see the note 
on 61, 31). Bloomfield, in S.B.E. 42, p. 652 understood: "the acting 
priests shall give the porridge to the priests for whom the porridge is 
prepared", both classes of 'priests' being called "gods".-"Furnished" : 
upastir'tJäm, sc. patrim (8. 43). 

62, 1. Neither stanza (AV. 11, 1, 24 and 12, 3, 36) occurs, as far 
as lam able to see, elsewhere. -In AV. 11, 1,24 a the comm. reads hastam 
and dvitiyam, indicating that he regards the adjective as qualifying 
"hand" rather than "ladIe" . In translating I preferred these readings 
to those of the editions : áditer hástä'f(L (thus also Kaus.) srUcam etá'f(L 
dvitiyä'f(L translated by Whitney-Lanman ("Aditi's hand, this second 
ladle"). See however Bloomfield, S.B.E. 42, p. 616. The form hastä- seems, 
in this sense, to be a hapax. - "LadIe" : a sruc- is a sort of large wooden 
ladle, as long as an arm, with a receptacle (bowl) at the end of the si ze 
of a hand and a beaklike spout; it is used for pouring clarified butter 
(ghee) on a sacrificial fire. There are three (sometimes four) varieties, 
juhii, upabhrt, dhruvä; see e.g. AVPar. 21 , 2, 5; 23, 3, 4; Eggeling, 
in S.B.E. 12, p. 67 and the representations in Caland-Henry, L'Agni~~oma, 
plate 1 af ter p. 256, no 1-3 and plate II, no 3; 4; 9. These implements 
are SB. 7, 4, 1, 36 stated to be arms. Compare also the well-known 
formula TS. 1, 3, 1 a asvinor bähubhyä'f(L PÜ§'tJo hastäbhyäm. - In the 
second half of the stanza this ladle is called darvi- "a wooden ladle or 
scoop" (also darvi-); "die Darvi ist wohl eigentlich der Löffel, den die 
Hausfrau beim Bereiten der Speise verwendet" (Caland, Srautasiitra des 
Apastamba, II, Amsterdam Acad. 1924, p. 40). According to MS. 1, 10, 
16: 155, 14 this "darvi is the hand of the (sacrificer's) wife". The comm. 
AV. identifies sruc- and darvi-.-It may be remembered that it is Aditi 
who cooked the brahmaudana (AV. 11, 1, 1). The same goddess, moreover, 
performs other ritual acts: thus she shaves the beard of the youth in 
the godäna ceremony (A V. 6, 68, 2). - For the "seven seers" etc. see 
AV. 11, ,1, 1 (quoted Kaus. 60,19) and 11 , 1, 3.-Notice the remarkable 
use of gäträ'tJi "limbs".-"It" : the brahmaudana (comm. AV.). 

The stanza AV. 12, 3, 36 does not appear to be so obscure as is the 
opinion of Whitney-Lanman. The person addressed in a and b must, 
I presume, be the sacrificer whose hopes have now been realized. - For 
the idea of "conquering all the 'worlds'" compare AV. 12, 3, 15, quoted 
Kaus. 61, 21 and AV. 12, 3, 20, quoted Kaus. 61, 27. As already stated 
(note on 61, 27) the sacrificer- "to whom belong the blessings of the 
successful sacrifice" (cf. KB. 2, 2) - represents in his person the cosmic 
drama, the whole world being centred upon him. The sacrificial ground 
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being identical with the cosmos - the course of the sacrifice representing 
the year and the three fires being the three divisions of space - the great 
cosmie drama of integration and disintegration, of "death and rebirth" 
is enacted on that pI ace and reversely brought, by the officiants who 
know the rites and their meaning, to bear upon the macrocosmos. In 
the centre of this drama stands the sacrifieer for whose benefit the cosmie 
processes are set in motion. Realizing through the ritual 'symbolisms' 
or 'homologizations' his identity with the universe, he experiences the 
cycli cal rhythm of the same. Hence statements such as SB. 12, 4, 1, 2 
"he who lays down his two fires doubtless spreads himself all over these 
worlds"; AiB. 1, 5, 8 "with twenty-one (verses) each he mounts (rohati) 
these worlds; with the sixty-fourth he finds support (pratiti~thati) in the 
world ofheaven"; cf. also AiB. 5, 10; KB. 2, 2; PB. 7, 10,7; 8, 9, 3; 
AiB. 4, 19, I "in that they perform the Svara Sämans, they give him 
a share in these worlds"; PB. 3, 10, 2 "in that he ... progenerates himself 
in accordance with these worlds" (tri~v api loke§u samrddho bhavati, 
comm.); SB. 12, 1, 3, 19 "when they (perform such-and-such a ritual 
act) , they indeed worship these deities, these 'worlds': they become these 
deities, these worlds, and attain to fellowship and co-existence with these 
worlds", and SB. 12, 3, 4, 11 "'I have placed all the worlds, the gods, 
the Vedas, and the vit;;LI airs within mine own self, and I have placed 
mine own self within all the worlds, the gods, the Vedas and the vital 
airs'. For imperishable indeed are the 'worlds', the gods, the Vedas, the 
vital airs, and this All (sarvam) ; and, verily, whosoever thus knows this, 
passes from the imperishable to the imperishable, conquers recurrent 
death, and attains the full measure of life (sarvam ayur eti)"; SB. 12, 8, 
3, 31; SB. 12, 5, 2, 10 "if ... , one may know ... that he has been foremost 
in conquering the worlds (mukhato lokan ajai~it) and that those behind 
him will be foremost in this world (mukham eva te 'smin loke bhavi~yanti)". 
Cf. also SB. 11, 1,2, 8; 11,2,7,8; 12,8,2,32; KB. 3, 8 "in that he ... , 
verily thus he obtains these worlds"; KB. 4, 1 L - "You (i.e. the sacrifieer) 
have ... ", for the aorist see the note on 61, ·16.-The obtainment of all 
desires is a stereotyped feature in the discussions of the results of sacri
ficing in the brähmal)as. See e.g. JB. 1, 25 etan eva kaman avarunddhe 
ya evarp, vedatho yasyaivarp, vidvan agnihotral'f!, juhoti "of (the fulfilment 
of) these desires that man makes sure who knows thus and also (the man) 
for whom he knowing thus performs the agnihotra". Cf. also TB. 1, 2, 
L 27; 1, 4,8,5; 2, 6, 5, 8; SB. 1,5,2,20; 2,1,4,30; 2, 2,1,21; 4,2,4, 
21; PB. 7, 7, 8; JUB. 1,6, 3, 10; 1, 18,3,4, etc.; SB. 2, 3,4,16 "within 
these two (worlds) all desires are contained; and these two are in accord 
with each other for his (the sacrificer's) benefit, and concede all his 
wishes". For the fulfilment of desires in the AV. cf. e.g. 3, 10, 13; 3, 
29, 2 (the offering of a white-footed sheep); 12, 4, 35 and 36 the cow 
of the brahmans yields all his desires, (also) in Yama's realm. - "Satis
fied": again the aorist. 
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In c two sacrificial implements are addressed, which plunging into the 
rice-dish and ladling it out - for uddhara see further on - are no doubt 
expected to assist the officiant in reaching the transmutative objects of 
the rite. Compare AV. 9, 6, 19, exalting the entertainment of guests: 
"in that he says 'take up (uddhara) the larger one (of the portions), he 
thereby makes his breath longer" . The adhvaryu, while being about to 
draw the Agnihotra milk out of the vessel says, according to ApSS. 6, 
7, 1 c; HirSS. 3, 7, 43: p. 345, orp, unne§yämi havyarp, devebhyaJ;, päpmano 
yajamänam iti "OIP, I will draw the libation (out of the vessel) for the 
gods (and) the sacrificer out of evil" ("OIP, ich werde ausschöpfen die 
Opfergabe den Göttern, (ich werde hinausretten) den Opferherrn aus dem 
bösen Geschick" , Caland, Srautasiitra des Apastamba, I, Göttingen
Leipzig 1921, p. 185). It may be parenthetically observed that pätra
(see further on) "container" mayalso refer to that which contains an 
embryo ("egg-shell" ~V. 1, 104, 8) or to "a body" (R. Schmidt, Nach
träge zum Sanskrit-Wörterbuch, Leipzig 1928, p. 252) and so constitute 
a reference to the new 'womb' into which the sacrificer is to be reborn. 
For this rebirth out of the sacrifice compare e.g. MS. 3, 6, 7: 68, 16 
purU{laJ;, sa vai yajnenaiva jäyate; AB. 6, 9, 8; SB. 3, 2, 1, ll; 40; 4, 4, 
2, 9; ChU. 3, 17, 5. Compare also places such as AiB. 5, 26, 1; GB. 2, 
1, 24, and also AV. 6, ll9, 1. According to the comm. on AV. 4, 14, 7 
(Uddhara pancadhaitám odanám "take up five-fold, that rice-dish") uddhara 
means: sthälyäJ;, sakäsäd uddhrtya barhi§i sthäpaya "take out of the 
cooking-vessel and set on the barhis". Cf. also AVPar. 38, 2, 4; 6. Else
where however the meaning "to rescue from danger etc., to save, deliver" 
comes to the fore: AV. 8, 7, 28 ut tvähär§arp, ... viSvasmäd devakilbi§dt; 
AVPar. 36, 26, 3. - The äyavana- is a stirring stick or spoon (AV. 9, 6, 
17; in AV. ll, 3, 16 and MSS. 1, 1, 2, 2, likewise combining with the 
darvi). This tooI is usually called mek§aTfa-, a wooden stick for stirring 
up the oblation of rice etc. boiled with butter and milk or for taking 
small portions from it (see Renou, Vocab. du rit. véd., p. 126; represen
tation in Caland-Henry, L'Agni~toma, plate 111 af ter p. 256, no 20).
It is, I presume, a matter ofthe merest chance that the Petr. Dict., Monier
Williams etc. give examples of gäh- "to dive in" with the accusative 
only; in their quotations the locative does occur with ava-gäh- and vi-gäh-. 
The words ékasmin pdtre may therefore be understood as an à.nd "OLVOV. 

Or one might punctuate af ter pätre. As however the pätra- is the dish, 
it is more probable that the word indicating the cooking-vessel is not 
expressed, and that the diving of the spoon etc. refers to the latter. -
As observed by Whitney-Lanman, we should expect in c gähetäm (dual 
3rd pers.), as the nouns are not vocative. - The words äyavanarp, ca dárviJ;, 
apparently form a parenthesis (see W. Wüst, Schaltsatz im ~gveda, 
Thesis München 1923; Gonda, Ellipsis, brachylogy ... , p. 75). For the 
nominative joining or 'replacing' a vocative - cf. in Latin, Plaut. Asin. 
691 mi Libane, ocellus aureus and, probably, ~V. 1, 91, 6 tvárp, ca soma . .. 
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priyá8totro vánaspáti"fi" and constructions such as, in Greek a 50 f. vrJO'q> 

lv àflfPl(!{nn • .. / vijaoç ~8v~(!'I]eaaa-see my paper in Lingua 6 (Amsterdam 
1956), p. 89 ff. The nominative, expressing the mere nominal idea (cf. 
PäJ)Ïni 2, 3, 46), is apt to appear in "a position of syntactic rest" ("in 
syntaktischer Ruhelage"), when the construction of the sentence is for 
a moment lost sight of; remember for instance the isolated nominative 
occurring in descriptive passages of a vivid or pathetic character, con
structions such as Mbh. 7, 69, 29 C. hairanyän akarod räjä ye kecit pärthivä 
bhuvi tän brähma'1}ebhya"fi, präyacchat, and formulas such as na saT(IAaya"fi, 
"no doubt" (see also my paper Defining the nominative, in Lingua 5 
(Amsterdam 1956), p. 288 ff.)-"One (and the same)": as opposed to the 
two implements. - I venture to understand enam as referring to the 
sacrificer as weIl as the rice-dish. -For uddhara (singular!) see above. 
This is not the only instance of an otherwise unknown adhy-ud-harati 
"to draw (water) from" (Monier-Williams af ter the Petr. Dict.). -For 
adhi + loc. in the sense of "on ... to", "towards (from above downwards)" 
("bei den Verben der Hinbewegung nach einem Ziele au! ... hin") see 
H. Grassmann, Wörterbuch zum Rig-veda, 46, adhi no 13.-"Stated ... ", 
that is to say, the rice is, on the vedi, ladled out by means of two tools. 
Cf. also comm. AV. before ll, I, 21 ... iti rcä sruca1'fl- vedyä1'fl- sädayet. 
According to Kesava the officiant has this act performed by the wife of 
the sacrificer (patnyä darvi1'fl- grähayati). It is, af ter the preparatives 
mentioned in 62, 2-5, executed in 62, 6. 

62, 2-6 are to return as Kaus. 68, 18-22, sütra 7 being as ... ädhäya 
the fust part of 68, 23. 

62, 2. "Pours": the verb ä-ni- "to bring, carry to aplace, fetch" 
occurs e.g. :!;tV. 9, 96, 24; KätySS. 3, 2, 22; SB. I, 7, I, 16 "when it (the 
milk of each of the three cows) is poured (by the milker from the wooden 
pail through the strainer into the pot) ... "; ll, 5, 3, 4. - "Dish": the 
receiving pätri- mentioned in 61, 43. -For the act itself see the note 
on 62, 4. 

62, 3. "Cooking-vessel": the kumbhi- mentioned in 61, 30 and 42. 

62, 4. "Pours... to": the verb pratyänayati indicating the process 
of "pouring or filling up again, to" is used SB. I, 7, I, 18 (New-moon 
sacrifice) where a similar ritual act is explained: "Af ter having the last 
(cow) milked, and having poured (äniya) a drop of water into the pail 
which he has made the milker use, and stirred it, he pours it to (the 
milk: pratyänayati) , thinking 'let the milk which was left there be also 
here' - (he does so) for the completeness (sarvatväya) of the sap; for when 
it rains here plants spring up, and on the plants being eaten and the 
water drunk, is this juice produced; and therefore (the water is poured 
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to the milk) for the completeness (sarvatväya) of the sap". According 
to TS. 1, 1, 3; KätySS. 4, 2, 32 etc. the priest while doing so pronounces 
the text "Unite, ye that are in harmony with universalorder (rtavariM, 
ye waving ones, ye sweetest (filling the milk with honey, Käty.), ye 
delightful ones, for the obtainment of wealth". See also SB. 2, 3, 1, 16 
(agnihotra) "He illumines it (the agnihotra milk, viz. with a burning 
straw; see Dumont, Agnihotra, p. 13) ... He then pours some water to it 
(pmtyänayati, with the sruva, i.e. a small wooden ladle; see Caland
Henry, o.c., plate I af ter p. 256, no 9; II, no 11), both for the sake of 
appeasement (säntyai), and for completeness (sarvatväya) of the juice. 
For when it rains here ... etc. And therefore, if it should happen to him 
to have to drink pure milk, let him have one drop of water poured into 
it, both for the sake of appeasement and of completeness of the juice". 
(This instruction may remind us of the washing out, or rinsing out, of 
the Chalice, the priest being directed to drink the last drop of (water 
and) wine to complete the sacrifice). SBK. 1, 3, 1, 9: 24 gives some ad
ditional explanation: "that (agnihotra) is sprung from Agni's seed; water 
is a means of tempering or appeasing (säntiM; (it is) for tempering (ap
peasing: säntaya eva)". These pI aces mentioned last refer to the usage 
adopted by some ritual schools to add cold water or cold milk to the hot 
agnihotra milko On the pros and the cons of this procedure as discussed 
by the ritualists see D. J. Hoens, Sänti, a contribution to ancient lndian 
religious terminology, Thesis Utrecht 1951, p. 32 ff. "One ought", MS. 
1, 8, 3: 119, 6 f. etc. argues, "to sacrifice with rice-milk, when it is 
watered. For this, when it has been watered, tempered, and is fit for 
sacrifice, forms a couple which want to produce" (odanena hotavyarp, 
yasya prati§ekyarp, syät; e§a hi pmti§iktaly, sänto medhyo mithunaly, praja
ni§'Yfuly,; cf. KS. 6, 3: 1, 52, 10 ff. = KapKS. 4, 2: 39, 13 ff.). The drop 
of water is added to escape a twofold danger: if one should take away 
the glow of the agnihotra, the sacrificial fire would be extinguished and 
one would be deprived of it'l beneficial effect (see e.g. KS. 6, 3 : 1, 51, 
16 ff.). If one should not temper the blaze of the agnihotra at all, the 
cattIe would perish, and no new cattIe would come forth (e.g. KS. 6, 3: 
1, 52, 10 ff.). -By adding only one drop one "runs with the hare and 
hunts with the hounds". See also TB. 2, 1, 3, 2. -It is clear that this 
act is, in the agnihotra rites, performed at an earlier stage (before the 
removal of the cooking vessel from the fire) than in the brahmaudana 
rites.-For the verb cf. also Kaug. 109, 6 and 7 (describing the prepa
ration of a dish of barley or rice boiled in milk (sthälipäka-) to avert 
the ill omen of the birth of twins) udapätre sarp,pätän (the remnants, 
residue of a Huid) änayati. uttamarp, sarp,pätam odane pmtyänayati.
Kegava explains: tasmin darvikrte se§am ... , i.e. "in that made by the 
wooden ladle (he pours) the rest ... ". 

62, 5. "Uppermost" (uttamam), cf. Kaug. 109, 7 quoted in the note 
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on 62, 4. - As is also the case with many other ritual acts the ladling 
out of sacrificial milk etc. can be varied in order to reach the object of 
a variety of desires; see e.g. ApSS. 6, 7, 1 ff. in connection with the Agni
hotra milko - "A friend of his": viz. of the sacrificer. For suhrdaly, in 
atharva~ic rites see also AVPar. 4, 4, 11; 17, 2, 17. Cf. also Hillebrandt, 
Ritualliteratur, p. 64. - "To the South" : the words dak~i1Jata udanmukha 
äsinaly, occur also in another text belonging to the AV. : GB. 1, 1, 15 
relating a doctrine of the teacher Atharvan (see Bloomfield, The AV. 
and the GB., p. 19) with regard to the function of the brahman priest 
as the curer of the flaws of the sacrifice. Notwithstanding shortcomings 
in the performance of the ritual that man will not be reborn and move 
freely in all worlds for whom a brahman priest "who knows thus offers, 
while being seated in the South, facing the North" -for this cf. e.g. also 
KSS. 5, 10, 4 - oblations consisting of clarified butter (yasya caivarp,vidvän 
brahmä dak§!i1Jata udanmukha äsino yajiia äjyähotir juhoti). For the function 
of the brahman priest in general- he is the 'guardian' of the sacrifice 
-see Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 142. For hls seat see e.g. ApSS. 1, 
15,5; 3,18,4; 14,8,5 (the brahman is seated to the South ofthe place 
where those engaged in a soma sacrifice perform certain important acts); 
14, 9, 3; 14, 10, 5. Cf. also AV. 18, 4, 15 and DrähSS. 12, 1, 1 sarvatra 
brahmä dak~ir.wtaly, ("in all srauta- and smärta-rites the brahman ought 
to be in the South" , comm.); Kaus. 2, 18. He faces the North. For the 
beneficial results of facing the North in general see e.g. ChU. 2, 24, 3; 
7; 11; Manu, 2, 52 (eating while facing this direction) ; 61 and 70 (sipping). 
In general, see also passages such as AiA. 5, 1, 2. For the North as the 
auspicious region see also H. Hartmann, Der TotenkuIt in Irland, Heidel
berg 1952, p. 96 f. - Whatever the exact sense of these directions, the 
friend may be supposed to fulfil the function of the brahman priest 
"protecting" the sacred acts and the sacrifice (cf. also SB. 14, 1, 3, 2). 

62, 6. "She": the wife of the sacrificer, I suppose (cf. Kesava, quoted 
in the note on 62, 1). 

62, 7-8. For the signification of the "northern half" in the ritual see 
SB. 1, 7, 3, 20 "he cuts (the portions for Agni Svi~~akrt) from the north 
part (of the sacrificial dishes) and offers them up on the north part (of 
the fire)"; 4, 3, 5, 7; 4, 4, 2, 16; 5, 4, 2, 10; - 4, 1, 1, 27; 9, 1, 1, 10. For 
the use of the terms uttarärdhaly" dak~i1Järdhaly, etc. in connection with 
the sacrificial ground see TA. 5, 1, 1. We are reminded of SB. 14, 2, 2, 28 
(pravargya), where the milk which is being cooked is said to rise for the 
benefit of the sacrificer; if it does so on the north side, it does so also 
for his offspring. - "Of it": of the rice-dish. 

62, 9. The fust päda of AV. 12, 3, 34 will recur as AV. 12, 3, 41d, 
used in 62, 18. Otherwise the stanza is not prescribed elsewhere.-
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"Years": the text gives, in the usual way, "autumns". AVPpp. 17,39,5 
reads ~a~tä1J1- (sic) saradbhy~ pari dadhmä enam, emended by Barret into 
~~tyä saradbhi~ pari dadhma enam "we envelop him with sixty years". 
Is sixty years the poet's life expectancy1 As a rule the rites aim at a 
full !ife-time of a hundred years (cf. e.g. AV. I, 10, 2; 2, 13, 3 and 4; 
2, 28, 4). Or has sixty been preferred because it is a 'typical' number 
(cf. e.g. SB. 6, 2, 2, 35-37; 10, 2, 6, 1)1 So this number is perhaps to be 
added to the supposedly actual age of the sacrificer (cf. Henry, p . 244).
The locative must mean "at the end of ... ": cf. Delbrück, Altind. Syntax, 
p. 117. - The compound abhichati "to long for" is in the present in the 
Vedic sa:rphitäs found only AV. 12, 3, 34; 41; 42. Cf. AiB. 3, 9, 6 "seeks, 
desires (something lost)". - "Will": it is difficult to translate the sub
junctive which while generally expressing 'mental reality' -that is to say, 
the speaker views the process denoted by the verb which is capable of 
realization or even awaits realization as existing before his mental eyes, 
as not yet having a higher degree of being than mental existence - may 
be prospective, adhortative, voluntative etc. All three verbs in a-c are 
subjunctives. - "Live under": the verb upa-jiv- may express the idea of 
"living under, being dependent on" as weIl as "living upon, being sup
ported by". In the latter sense, the verb occurs (the Fathers being subject): 
AV. 3, 29, 4; 5; 10, 6, 32; 18, 4, 32. The päda could also mean "both 
his father and his relatives of the same generation (i.e. father or parents, 
and uncles, see e.g. Manu 2, 151) and sons willlive under him" implying 
the wish that the father of the sacrifieer etc. will live to see their grand
children. However, Bloomfield's translation (" ... shall live upon it") is 
not impossible. The Ppp. gives upaina1J1- puträn pitaras ca sidäm which 
when emended (upaina1J1- puträ1y, pitaraS ca sidän) may mean: "his sons 
and Fathers (or father and uncles etc.,1) will (shall) approach him (re
spectfully, asking)". The verb upa-sad- may mean "to be or live near" 
(AV. 3, 14, 6, object: kine). - "This one": the sacrifieer. - "Celestial": 
the term svarga- is of frequent occurrence in AV. Il, land 12, 3. In 
Il, I, 20 and 12, 3, 5 (not used by Kaus.) the rice-dish is qualified as 
"heaven-going", in Il, I, 35 (see Kaus. 63, 20) the brahmaudana is styled 
a bull which goes to heaven; cf. 9, 5, 16 (of the sacrificial goat); in Il, 
I, 28 the cooker of the rice-dish makes a road to the Fathers which is 
"heaven-going"; 30 enjoins the ascension of the sacrifieer along this road; 
cf. also 32. Cf. also 12, 3, 16; 17; 38; 41; 42; 44; 54. - "To the west of": 
see the note on 61, 32. For parallels see ApSS. 6, 8, Il where the 
agnihotrahavaJ.Ü (i.e. spoon used at the agnihotra) is to be placed to the 
west of the ähavaniya (i.e. the eastern of the three fires of a srauta rite 
which is to receive the oblations), to the accompaniment of mantras 
which express inter alia the injunetion to place the offering and the 
sacrifieer in the world of the seven f!?is; cf. BaudhSS. 3, 5, 15; HSS. 
3, 7, 59: 347; MSS. I, 6, I, 33; VaitS. 7, 9. The last sütra (7, 9 and IOa) 
is worth quoting: "Nach dem er (die Sruc, die AgnihotrahavaJ.Ü ... ) auf 
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Streu niedergelegt hat, legt er das (Sütra 8 erwähnte) Brennholz (im 
Ahavaniya) an, indem er flüstert: "dich, der du Agni's Glanz hast .. . 
lege ich an für den Himmel (d.h. zur Erreichung des Himmels) ... " 
(Caland's translation). In ApSS. 6, 8, 4 the spoon was placed to the west 
of the gärhapatya fire, the fire on which the oblations are prepared and 
from which the other fires are lighted. The significance of the West in 
this connection finds its explanation in the fact that the sun when setting 
was widely supposed to go to the realms of the deceased without ex
periencing death itself (see also Caland, Todten- und Bestattungsgebräuche, 
p. 174). "Bien qu'immortel, Ie Soleil descend chaque nuit au royaume 
des morts; par suite il peut amener avec lui des hommes et en se couchant, 
les mettre à mort; mais en même temps, il peut, d'autre part, guider les 
ames à travers les régions infernales et les ramener Ie lendemain, avec 
Ie jour, à la lumière" (M. Eliade, Traité d'histoire des religions, Paris 
1949, p. 126). Not infrequently the abode of the blessed af ter death is 
believed to be in the West, e.g. the paradise Sukhävati of the Buddhists 
(H. von Glasenapp, Der Buddhismus, Berlin-Zürich 1936, p. 66; also in 
China). The "towns of the dead" of the ancient Egyptians were situated 
to the west of the dwellings of those alive; "die Sonne ging ja im Westen 
unter, wo der Eingang zur 'andern Erde' war" (H. O. Lange, in A. Ber
tholet und E. Lehmann, (Chantapie de la Saussaye), Lehrbuch der 
Religionsgeschichte, Tübingen 1925, I, p. 467, cf. p. 473; 476; see also 
A. Erman, Die Religion der Aegypter, Berlin-Leipzig 1934, p. 17; 211). 
According to Semitic belief the entrance to the realm of the dead was 
likewise in the West (F. Jeremias, in Bertholet-Lehmann, o.c., p. 585). 
According to the Aethiopian Book of Henoch the nether world is likewise 
in the West (H. Bergema, De boom des levens in Schrift en historie, 
Thesis Amsterdam V.U. 1938, p. 245). There are many beliefs in connection 
with the West in other religions: the Greek Hesperides, daughters of 
Night, dwelt in an island on the western verge of the world and guarded 
a garden with golden apples. Heracles must pluck these: an attempt to 
conquer Death. On the abode of the blessed also E. Rohde, Psyche, 
Tübingen-Leipzig 31903, p. 436 s.v. According to the Celts the islands 
of the deceased are in the West (J. de Vries, Keltische Religion, Stuttgart 
1961, p. 257). In Ireland, St. Brandan's fairy Isle, the abode ofthe blessed, 
is said to be seen once in seven years from the cliffs of Aran looking to 
the West. "Gone West" is the soldier's expression for "killed". See also 
Hartmann, o.c., p. 96; J. G. Frazer, Belief in immortality, London 1913ff., 
I, p. 175; 357; Il, p. 239 f.-The expres sion in d may be elucidated by a 
reference to the well-known pI aces such as ~V. 3, 3, 2 where Agni is a 
messenger between heaven and earth; 3, 3, 10 where he fiUs and spans 
the worlds of heaven and earth; 1, 96, 5 where he shines between heaven 
and earth; 4, 8, 4 where he moves between both worlds; AV. 10, 8, 39 
he goes on burning between heaven and earth, etc. (See also Macdonell, 
Vedic Mythology, p. 96; Shende, Foundations, p. 9 f.). For the purport 
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of the injunction compare e.g. A V. 4, 14, 5 "0 Agni, let the sacrificers 
(who offer a goat) go to heaven" (and cf. ibid. 9); 6, 121, 2. 

The term nidhipa- occurring AV. 12, 3, 34; 41 and 42 confronts us 
with an interesting puzzle. Whitney-Lanman translating literally 
("treasure-keeper") add no comment. The commentary is wanting (see 
W. D. Whitney, in Festgruss an R. Roth, Stuttgart 1893, p. 89 ff.). The 
form nidhipati-, from which it can hardly be dissociated, is found A V. 
7, 17, 4. In later times nidhipati-, like dhanapati- "Lord of riches" is a 
name of Kubera, the god ofwealth and treasures and regent ofthe northern 
quarter (see e.g. Hopkins, Epic mythology, p. 142 ff.), whose name is, 
in another function, first mentioned SB. 13, 4, 3, 10 (see Die Religionen 
Indiens, I, p. 324; cf. e.g. also SSS. 16, 2, 17), and who TA. 1, 31, 3 is 
addressed as sarvabhütadhipati-. In AV. 7, 17 which is a prayer for blessings 
the 4th stanza runs as follows: dhiitá rati!; savitédá'Y(t jU§lantii'Y(t prajdpatir 
nidhipatir no agni!; tvá~ta vi~'Tfu!; prajáya sa'Y(trara'Tfó yájamaniiya drávi'Tfa'Y(t 
dadhatu (the stanza recurs VS. 8, 17; SB. 4, 4, 4, 9 ... nidhipd devó ... ) 
"Let Dhätar (the god who in st. lis implored to give wealth), Räti (the 
'goddess' of gifts), Savitar enjoy this, Prajäpati, Agni, our treasure-Iord 
(VS.: ... the treasure-Iord, the god ... ); let Tvai?tar, Vii?~u (who are, 
inter alia, concerned with the propagation of the human race: Shende, 
Foundations, p. 38; 133), bestowing liberally assign wealth with offspring 
to the sacrificer". This hymn is according to Kesava and the commentary 
(see also Caland, Altind. Zauberritual, p. 117) used in the women's rite 
Kaus. 35, 16 to procure the birth of a male child, and, together with 
other texts from AV. 7 in Kaus. 59, 19 by one who while worshipping 
Prajäpati desires all kinds of benefits. While it may be assumed th at 
nidhipati!; in the text quoted qualifies Agni, one may ask what 'treasures' 
(or, rather "deposits") are meant. The comm. (A V.) explains: nidhiyante 
puru~arthii ye~v iti nidhayo veda!; te~am pata rak~ita. This however is no 
doubt a later re-interpretation, Agni being in the ~V. (5, 4, I) called 
"a lord of goods or possessions" (vásupati'Y(t vásünam) , and elsewhere in 
the same corpus "a giver of goods etc." (I, 96, I dravi'Tfoddm; 2, 6, 3; 
cf. 7, I, 5; 8, 39, 6; 8, 52, 5 etc.). It may be observed that the epithet 
dravi'Tfodas- "granter of property" impresses us at 2, 37, 1-3 as a proper 
noun of an otherwise anonymous god ("Reichtumspender", Geldner, 
Rig-Veda übersetzt, 12, p. 324). With nidhi- though occurring in various 
connections the ~gvedic Agni does not on the other hand concern himself. 
There is however another god who in the ~V. is associated with the 
idea expressed by nidhi-, viz. Püi?an who must be meant - compare 
Säya~a's note - in 8, 29, 6 pathá éka!; pipaya táskaro yathii e~á veda 
nidhindm "one is the guardian of the paths like a robber; he has knowledge 
of treasures" (S. D. Atkins, Püi?an in the Rig-veda, Princeton 1941, 
p. 79: cc ••• , like a robber this one knows (where) hidden goods (are)"). 
Püi?an is a god of wealth and abundance (Atkins, o.c., p. 18 ff.) as weIl 
as the lord of the paths (Atkins, o.c., p. 16 ff.) and as such also a conveyer 
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of the souls of the deceased (see e.g. E. D. Perry, in Class. studies in 
honour of H. Drisler, New York 1894, p. 243, and Die Religionen Indiens I, 
p. 99; compare ~V. 10, 17,3-6, AV. 18,2,54 f.); according to the kalpa 
(collection ofrules for ritual acts) on TA. 6, I , 1 these stanzas are addressed 
to the deceased while being escorted to the pyre; according to AsvSS. 
6, 10, 19 af ter the 'Einäscherung'. If we regard the form nidhipá(M in 
AV. 12, 34; 41 , not, with Whitney-Lanman, as a plur. accusative, but 
as a sing. nominative - in the other ancient texts this word is always 
singular (in st. 42 this is the only possibility) - it may in itself be a 
reference to Pii!?an who while expected to conduct the sacrificer by the 
safest path to the world of the Fathers (~V. 10, 17,3), longs for him- · 
for the ellipsis of the grammaticalobject, which does occur in st. 42a, 
see my Ellipsis, brachylogy ... , p. 41-, af ter he has completed another 
sixty years, as for a treasure. It may in this connection be remembered 
that nidhi- is ~V. I, 183, 4; 7, 67, 7; 7, 69, 3 (in each case in an Asvin 
hymn) used for the offered soma draught, whereas ~V. 10, 186, 3 (Väyu 
hymn (amrtasya nidhily, the "treasure of 'immortality' "-i.e. of con
tinuance of life - must mean the "light of life". 

Whereas therefore th ere might perhaps be something to be said in 
favour of this interpretation as long as the three places in AV. 12, 3 
are considered as a thing by itself, the fact may not be suppressed that 
the other occurrences of nidhipa- do not point to the god Pü!?an. Turning 
our attention to the grhyasiitras we however notice the same term 
nidhipa- in another textual and ritual connection. PärGS. 2, 4, 2 this 
formula is used in connection with the rite of agniparicaryä, the re
spectful maintenance of the teacher's fire by the resident pupil (Hille
brandt, Ritualliteratur, p. 55) and especially with the samidädhäna, Le. 
the placing of the wood on the fire (§ 1; see P. V. Kane, History of 
Dharmasästra, 11, Poona 1941, p. 307): piini'IJiigni'f!l- parisamühati agne 
susravaly, suSravasa'f!l- ma kuru, yatha tvam agne susravaly, susrava asy eva'f!l
ma'f!l- susravaly, sauSravasa'f!l- kuru; yathii tvam agne devana'f!l- yajnasya 
nidhipa asy evam aha'f!l- manWJya'IJa'f!l- vedasya nidhipo bhüyiisam iti, i.e. 
"he sweeps the fire together with the hand, pronouncing the formula: 
'0 Agni, glorious One (the word suSravas- means also 'who hears weIl'), 
make me hearing weIl (i.e. 'learning the Veda weIl by hearing it from 
my teacher', and hence 'glorious'); as thou, 0 Agni, glorious One, art 
glorious, make me, 0 glorious One, hearing weIl (etc.); as thou, 0 Agni, 
art the guardian of the treasure of the sacrifice for the gods, may I in 
like manner become the guardian of the Veda for men (the same noun 
combines with two genitives indicating to different syntactic relations; 
for Greek instances, see R. Kühner-B. Gerth, Ausf. Gramm. d. Griech. 
Sprache, Satzlehre, I, Leverkusen 41955, § 414, A. 4, I, p. 337)". In AsvGS. 
the same words occur in connection with the medhäjanana (1, 22, 21) 
i.e. "the generation of intelligence" by virtue of which it was supposed 
that the student's intellect was made capable of mastering the Veda. 
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Agni's name is however absent and the formula is to accompany the 
pupil's pradak~iI).a of a paläsa sprout with one root, or of a bunch of 
kusa grass, with a pitcher (see Kane, o.c., p. 306). The BhärGS. (1, 10) 
Iikewise prescribes this rite on the fourth day af ter upanayana (intro
duction of the student to the teacher) adding the direction that a paläSa. 
tree with one root is to be anointed (for the paläsa see further on) with 
clarified butter (äjya-) and the mantra su8ravaly, is to be muttered; instead 
of nidhipä- this text (p. 10, 1. 10 and 11 ed. H. J. W. Salomons, Thesis 
Utrecht 1913) reads nidhigopa-. MänGS. I, 22, 17 mentions the rite in 
the form of a special precept for a student who is desirous of wisdom : 
"he (the teacher) has (the pupil) say in the shadow of a paläSa tree 
which is smeared with fresh butter : '0 glorious One ... ; as thou art the 
preserver of the treasure of the Vedas for the gods, may I thus become 
the preserver of the treasure of the Vedas for men". Similarly-with a 
difference in the ritual act which needs not detain us here - in KGS. 
41, 21 (see Caland, Käthakagrhyasütra, Lahore 1925, p. 174, n. 5 and 
177, n. 2), where however the second stanza reads as follows: yathä tva'Y(t 
su8ravo devänä'Y(t vedasya nidhigopo 'sy evam aha'Y(t brähma'f}iinä'Y(t brahmar.w 
vedasya nidhigopo bhuyäsäm (varia lectio, not to be preferred: brähmatto 
instead of brahmary,o, see Caland, o.c., p. 176, n. 3). VärGS. 5, 26 (ed. 
Raghu Vira, Thesis Utrecht 1929, Lahore 1929, p. 26) runs parallel. The 
general purport of these acts and words is perfectly clear. The paläSa 
tree (butea frondosa) is of ten declared to be, i.e. to be a representative 
or manifestation of, brahman: SB. 5, 2, 4, 18; 5, 3, 5, 11; 6, 6, 3, 7; 
12, 7, 2, 15 "the ... vessels are of paläsa wood (cf. also Zimmer, Altind. 
Leben, p. 59); the paläSa is brahman: it is by brahman that he gains 
the heavenly world"; cf. also AiB. 2, I, 10 ff. and EggeIing's note on 
SB. 1, 3, 3, 19 (S.B.E. 12, p. 90). The rite is to effect the elevation of 
the student to the guardianship of the treasure of the Veda (see especially 
Manu 2, 114 f.); for that purpose he has to worship the brahmavrk~a 
(another name of the paläsa) which as a divine being - for trees and herbs 
as devas see C. W. J. van der Linden, The concept of deva in the Vedic 
age, Thesis Utrecht 1954, p. 70-is said to be a 'guardian' of the Veda 
for (or among) the gods. (Compare also AV. 11, 5, 10 mentioning two 
nidhis i.e. receptacles, of the brähmary,am, one on this side of the heavens 
(i.e. in the heart of the brahman who knows the Veda, comm.), the other 
on the other side (i.e. in the form ofthe god(s) taught by the Veda, comm.), 
both of them being guarded by the brahmacärin). In like manner Agni, 
whose relations to worship and sacrifice are manifold (see e.g. Geldner
Nobel, Der Rig-Veda übersetzt, IV, p. 21 ff.), is in the ~V. said to be a 
protector of the sacrifice: 2, 5, 8 yáthä vidvá'Y(t ára'Y(t kárad viSvebhyo 
yajatébhyaly, ayám agne tvé ápi yá'Y(t yajiiá'Y(t cakrmá vayám "auf dass er 
(the sacrificer, SäyaI).a) kundig allen Opferwürdigen es recht mache, (sei) 
dieses Opfer in deiner Hut, 0 Agni, das wir bereitet haben" (Geldner); 
3, 9, 6 viSvän yád yajiiá'Y(t abhipási "that thou guardst all sacrifices" . 
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Cf. also ~V. 1, 1,4; 8 rdjantam adhvard?}Jirp, gopd,m rtásya-for this phrase 
which is in most cases applied to Agni, see Lüders, VaruI:la, p. 402, with 
n. 8; cf. ~V. 3, 10, 2; 10, 8, 5; 10, U8, 7 -, and other places. The parallel 
between Agni and the paläSa tree is closer because the god is identified 
with the oblation as the tree is identified with brahman: :J;tV. 3, 26, 7 
havir asi náma and SB. 5, 2, 3, 6 Agni is like Vil?J.lu said to be the sacrifice 
(yajna-). It is moreover worth noticing that the transference ofthe mantra 
containing the expression under discussion from one divinity to another 
- and this probably means from Agni to the paläsa which is not mentioned 
in the oldest documents-may have been facilitated by the fact that 
they are both identified with brahman: SB. 1, 3, 3, 19 "the paläsa tree 
is brahman, and Agni also is brahman; therefore the Agnis (or enclosing
sticks) should be of paläSa wood". In this connection it is interesting 
to recall AV. 18, 4, 41 where Agni is explicitly declared to "know the 
deposited deposits, the Fathers who have gone away to the distances" 
(sá veda nihitän nidhtn pitfn paräváto gatán). This stanza is (Kaus. 87, 22) 
used, with AV. 12, 2, 34; 3, 47 and 48) in the piI:lgapitryajfia ceremony, 
to accompany the setting up of a lighted stick and piling fuel around 
it and (Kaus. 86, 18) at the end of the ceremony of interment on "making 
the devouring fire blaze up". In AV. 18, 2, 20 the dead person is said to 
be deposited (ni dhiyasva) in the wide space of earth. There can therefore 
be no doubt that nidhi- and nidhä- could be used also in connection 
with the deceased. 

As to nidhi- "deposit, treasure" the term occurs TB. 2, 8, 1, 3 in the 
following series of mantras which are to accompany the unction of the 
sacrificer who has an asvamedha performed: vayárp, syäma pátayo rayïnärp, 
(~V. 4, 50, 6d etc.); rayïndrp, pátirp, yajatarp, brhantarp, (only MS. 4, 14, 
1 a); asmin Mare nftamarp, vájasätau (~V. 3, 20, 22b etc.); prajdpatirp, 
prathamajdm rtásya (cf. AV. 12, 1, 61d); yájäma devám adhi no bravïtu 
(only MS. 4, 14, ld); prájäpate tvárp, nidhipd,l; (text: nidhiyäM puräry,ál; 
(only MS.); devdnärp, pitd janitd prajdnäm (MS.); pátir viSvasya jágatal; 
paraspäl; (MS.); havir no deva vihavé jU§asva (MS.); tavemé loMl; pradiso 
disa8 ca (MS. 4, 14, la; ASS. 2, 14, 12a; ApSS. 20, 20, 9a; cf. also P. E. 
Dumont, L'Asvamedha, Paris-Louvain 1927, p. 281). In these stanzas 
Prajäpati, called the ancient nidhipä-, the father of gods and creatures, 
and the lord of the entire world, is adored; his are the worlds and the 
quarters of space; he is requested to delight in the oblation. 

According to SäyaI:la's commentary the formula containing the term 
under consideration is the puror!ii,Sasya puro'nuväkyä and nidhipä means 
sankhapadmädïnärp, nidhïnärp, pälakal; "guardian of the treasures viz. the 
conch, lotus etc.", puräry,al; being jagatal; sra~trtväd anädil;. Ris interpre
tation of nidhi- however is clearly anachronistic, since the conch-shell 
and the lotus are highly conspicuous among the emblems of Vil?I:lU (Aspects 
of early Vil?I:luism, p. 100 f. and lO3 f.) and belong also to the nine 
treasures of Kubera (Mbh. 2, 4, 8 etc.). There can however be no doubt 
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about the nidhipä-. Here it is Prajäpati who is given the title. In favour 
of the hypothesis that it was transferred to him from the god of fire, 
one could refer to a considerable number of brähmal).a texts which 
identify both divinities (see also Eggeling, in S.B.E. 43, p. XVII; Die 
Religionen Indiens, I, p. 193 f.): SB. 6, 1, 1, 5 "that Person (puru§alL) 
which became Prajäpati is this very Agni (the fire-place), who (is now) 
(to be) built"; 6, 1, 2, 13 "therefore, while being Prajäpati, they call 
him Agni"; 6, 1, 2, 21; 6, 2, 1, 23 "Prajäpati is the Puru!}a, and Prajäpati 
is Agni" , etc. Prajäpati is moreover also the 'sacrifice', i.e. the 'sacral 
act' (yajiia-), the earthly counterpart of the great cosmic drama which 
he, as the creator who is also the created universe, personalizes (see Die 
Religionen Indiens, I, p. 190). The above transference must, in my 
opinion, be understood as follows: a definite superhuman, incompre
hensible, mysterious function, being considered 'divine', was given a 
name or title and could be attributed to one or - in case of partial 
similarity or affinity of functions or of character - more gods: thus 
Dhätar "the estabIisher, founder, supporter" was identified with Savitar, 
Tva!}tar, Prajäpati, Vi!}l).u etc. who each of them were in one way or 
other concerned with establishing, founding or supporting. 

This explains that elsewhere the title is given, i.e. the function is
if appearances are not deceptive - attributed, to Indra, the great champion 
of gods and mankind. TB. 2, 8, 4, 3 yá imé dyáväprthivi mahitvá balenádrrp,had 
abhimätihéndrálj, sá no havilj, práti grbh1fätu rätáye, devánärp, devó nidhipá 
no avyát ... (cf. MS. 4, 14, 12: 236, 2) "Indra, the destroyer of the 
enemies, who by his greatness established (fixed) heaven and earth by 
means of force, must accept our oblation in order to favour (us with 
his gifts); may the god of gods (cf. VS. 20, 41 d, likewise of Indra), the 
guardian of treasures, help us". Here Säyal).a furnishes us with the same 
explication of nidhipä-, but it would again seem preferabie to disagree 
with him: here again those 'goods' may be meant which from the ritual 
and religious point of view are especially valuable. Indra, the protector 
par excellence, is (SB. 1, 4, 5, 4; cf. 9, 5, 1, 33) the "deity of sacrifice" 
(yajiiasya devatä). 

The words TB. 3, 9, 6, 1 ... priyárp, tvä priyá1fäm vár§i§tham ápyänäm 
nidhïnárp, tvä nidhipátirp, havämahe vaso maméty äha "the loved one of 
the loved ones, the greatest of friends, the lord of deposits (treasures) 
we invoke, 0 my wealth" - Säyal).a explaining he asva ... sankhapad
mädinidhivise§ä1fäm pälaka'Yn; athavä kim anena vise§a1fena sarvanidhïnärp, 
pälakam - belong like the parallel texts MS. 3, 12, 20: 166, 9 ff.; VS. 
23, 19 ga'rfdnärp, tvä ga1fápatirp, havämahe; priyá1färp, tvä priyápatirp, 
havämahe; nidhinärp, tvä nidhipatirp, havämähe - nidhïnäm : sukhanidhïnäm 
"of treasures of happiness" (Uvata) ; sukhanidhelj, pälakam (Mahidhara), 
explications which seem more to the point - to the formulas to be recited 
by the queen when they walk round the sacrificial horse (Asvamedha, 
at the moment when the chief queen is to lie down with the dead animal ; 
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see Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, p. 152; Dumont, L'Asvamedha, p. 177 f.). 
MS. quoting the identical formula adds a few words which show that 
the queen was desirous of virile progeny. SB. 13, 2, 8, 4 quoting the 
formula adds nothing to its understanding. Is the horse here and TS. 
7, 4, 12, 1 addressed as a "(treasure-)lord of treasures", and if so, why1 
Has it anything to do with the conviction expressed SB. 13, 2, 3, 1; 
13, 2, 8, 1 that the sacrificial horse knows the way to the heavenly world 
and with its being sacred to Prajäpati (SB. 6, 5, 3, 9; 13, 1, 2, 3; cf. also 
10, 6, 4, 1)1 If so, Mahïdhara's explication (on VS. 23, 19) of ga'l}-apati
in the first of the three parallel lines quoted (viz. ga'l}-änärp, madhye 
ga'l}-apatirp, ga'l}-arupe'l}-a pälakam) may perhaps be regarded as less beside 
the mark than Uvata's ga1}-änärp, tvä striga1}-änärp, madhye tvärp, yugapat 
ga'l}-apatirp, havämahe ähvayämaly,. The title ga'l}-apati- generally denoting 
a leader of a class or troop of inferior dei ties is, it is true, in later times 
given to GaJ'.lesa but in the ~gveda to two other gods, once in the 
complete phrase (2, 23, 1) to BrahmaJ'.laspati and once (10, 112, 9) to 
Indra. The former verse which is no doubt quoted here occurs also TS. 
2, 3, 14, 3 (the chapter deals with special sacrifices) ; MS. 3, 12, 20: 166, 11 
(asvamedha); KS. 10, 13 : 141 , 17; its use is TS. 2, 3, 3, 4 prescribed for 
the man who has recourse to Brhaspati; AiB. 1, 21, 1 (pra vargya) to 
he al the sacrifieer with brahman (BrahmaJ'.laspati); cf. also KB. 8, 5 
(and 9, 6). The verse is moreover used by HiraJ'.lyakesin (GS. 1, 6, 11) 
in a grhya rite, viz. as an introductory formula to the teaching of the 
Sävitrï to a Veda student, the commentator Mätrdatta eXplaining: 
kumäräbhimantra'l}-ärtharp, lingäd brahma'l}-a8pater mä bhud iti. atra brahma'l}-o 
vedasya pätratvät pälayitrtväd vä kumära eva brahma'l}-aspatir abhimataly,. 
That is to say, this BrahmaJ'.laspati mantra is pronounced over the boy 
because he, who is to be a 'guardian of brahman', may be identified 
with the god. However, SGS. 2, 2, 15 has the mantra, at an early stage 
of the ceremonies in connection with studentship, used alternatively for 
those who are desirous of "followers or attendants" (ga'l}-a-; see also 
Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, p. 53). For other ritual applications see also 
SSS. 5, 9, 18; 5, 14, 19. It is therefore intelligible that ~gvidh. 1, 29, 4 f. 
the siikta ~V. 2, 23 is called an "increaser of comfort" to be recited 
by those who wish to destroy their enemies and to increase their possessions 
(cf. st. 4, 5; 7; 8, 10 of the hymn). Turning our attention again to the 
Asvamedha we see that contrary to the tradition handed down in SB. 
13, 2, 8, 4 and MSS. 9, 2, 4, 13, ApSS. 20, 18, 1 has the formulas used 
by the chief queen herself af ter lying down with the dead horse. All 
things considered and notwithstanding certain relations between Brhaspati 
and the horse there seems to be astrong presumption that it is, in the 
Asvamedha, in the first place Brhaspati himself who is invoked, who 
as the lord and representative of brahman, as priest of the gods and 
lord of the gaJ'.las (cf. also ~V. 5, 51 , 12, sárvaga'l}-a-) is expected to favour 
man's ritual endeavour (cf. ~V. 10, 35, 11; 10, 128, 7) and to promote 
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the interests of those who resort to him (I;tV. 2, 25, 1-5; 2, 26, 3). For 
other traits of Brhaspati's character which may have added to the 
importance of his role see my Notes on brahman, Utrecht 1950, p. 66 ff., 
and Heesterman, Royal consecration, p. 60 ff. 

There is no need to cite further text-places. Here it is enough to have 
suggested that nidhi- was used in the sense of something which was 
from the ritual and religious point of view valuable, of a 'deposit' or 
something on man's credit side in the invisible world or in the hereafter, 
and that there was a function of "keeper of the deposit(s)" which was 
not rarely considered one of the activities of Agni, Prajäpati, Brhaspati. 
(An interesting light on nidhi- is thrown by TA. 2, 3 yat kusidam apratita1{t 
mayeha yena yamasya nidhinä (du§tasik§adhikari'lfaly, nidhisthaniyena 
pratyarpayitavyena, comm.) carami). For the above sense of nidhi- one 
may for instance also compare TA. 6, 7, 2 e§a te yamasadane svadha 
nidhiyate grhe, ak§itir näma te asau, SGS. I, 2, 8 (see the Introduction, 
section V); KaU. 2, 10, and the use of the adjective nihita- (see the note 
on 62, 10) in texts such as SvU. 3, 20 and MuU. 2, I, 10; 3, I, 7 (the Atman 
or supreme Person "set in" the heart; cf. also MaiU. 6, 4)-and see ChU. 
8, 3, 2 where the brahma-world is compared to a hidden treasure-and 
Buddhist passages such as Sutta-Nip. 285 (2, 7, 2) "no herds had brahmins 
then, no gold or pelf; their wealth was holy lore and holy life" (Chalmers' 
translation) : brahmarh nidhim apalayurh. In Dhammap. 76 a wise man 
is compared to a revealer of hidden treasures. Khuddaka-pä~ha 8, 9 
speaks of acorahara'lfo nidhi; here Rhys Davids and Stede, Päli Text 
Soc. Päli-Engl. Dict. s.v. aptly compare Matt. 6, 20 "treasures in heaven, 
where thieves do not ... steal". That there existed an association between 
nidhi's and 'deathlessness' becomes also clear from TA. 4, 42, 2 yad ado 
vata te grhe amrtasya nidhir hitaly" tato no dehi jivase tato no dhehi bh€§ajam 
and from the simile AIigNik. ll, 2, 17 (p. 346) "just as if, Ananda, a 
man searching for the entrance to a single hidden treasure (nidhimukharh, 
thus F. L. Woodward, The book of gradual sayings, London 1955, p. 223; 
"treasure" comm., "excellent treasure" PäliDict.) should ... come upon 
the entrance to eleven such treasures; even so I ... in my search for a 
single door to the deathless (amatadvararh) , ... come to win eleven such 
doors to enter in". 

Returning for a moment to VS. 8, 17 (~AV. 7, 17,4 and quoted SB. 
4, 4, 4, 9) it may be observed that according to the commentator Uva~a 
all six gods who are mentioned in the stanza are nidhipäs. They are 
invited to accept the offering and to comply with the sacrificer's wishes. 
The conclusion does not seem to be too hazardous that among the 
"treasures" they are expected to keep or guard are the transcendent 
effe cts of the very oblations offered by their worshippers. The sacrifice 
which is placed "in the womb of the meritorious deed" (I;tV. 3, 29, 8) 
is indeed "a treasure of long standing (dirghó rayily,) rich in refreshment" 
(~V. 4, 2, 5), it is "heaven for the worshipper" (AV. 5, 26, 12). The 
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transcendent effects - for which see e.g. S. Lévi, La doctrine du sacrifice, 
Paris 1898, p. 87 ff. and places such as SB. 10, 1, 5, 4-may consist of 
something valuable of which man on his arrival in the other world has 
the disposal. Cf. e.g. ~B. 1, 6, 1 "the effects of the good deeds (sukrtam) 
of those who ... thus disappears, for in the other world (am'U{lmin loke) 
they cannot dispose of that (na hi tad .•. saknuvanti) which they had 
not made when passing away from this world". Hence the injunction to 
follow the sacrifice to heavens (VS. 18, 58; ibid. 52), the wish "to be 
united with what is cooked" (AV. 6, 119, 2, pakvena : paripakvena svargä
diphalena, comm.) and the hope or conviction that one may go to the world 
of religious merit, to the celestial regions by, or through, the oblation 
(AV. 4, 14, 6). There are also texts to show that the rewards earned by 
sacrifices which are the path to the world of religious merit (sukrtasya 
loka-) invite the sacrificer to a sojourn in these regions or welcome him 
on his arrival: MuU. 1, 2, 6 (cf. 1, 2, 1) "the ... offerings invite him 
with the words 'corne, come' and carry the sacrifieer by the rays of the 
sun (cf. J;tV. 10, 17, 4), ... saluting him: 'this is your holy world of brahman 
won through good (religious) deeds'''. Or the roads to the heavenly 
dwellings open themselves to him (shine for him): cf. AV. 18, 4, 3; 7; 
1, '4, or Agni is invoked to convey the deceased sacrificer to the celestial 
regions (AV. 18,4,1 etc.; Pü~an in 16, 9, 2). Elsewhere (cf. TS. 7, 1, 6, 8) 
a divine power is invoked to proclaim the sacrificer among the gods 
who then take note of him. In the stanzas under discussion the nidhis 
seem therefore to be the deposits in heaven, consisting of religious merit; 
the nidhipäs those divine powers who keep and guard them and who 
afterwards welcome the sacrificer who had earned them. If so this idea 
is neatly parallelled in other religions. 

62, 10. The stanza AV. 12, 3, 42 does not occur in other texts. The 
initial words nidM'Yfo nidhipá abhiJ enam ichät can grammatically be 
hardly different from the last words of st. 41 ... nidhipá abhichät (for 
"concatenation" see my Stylistic repetition in the Veda, Amsterdam 
Acad. 1959, Index, p. 403), that is to say Whitney-Lanman's interpre
tation (in 41d the "treasure-keepers" object, in 42a subject) seems no 
more probable than an interpretation according to which the word 
nidhipá("fi,) is plural in 34 a and 41 d and singular in 42 a. - "No power": 
áni8vara- in päda b does not mean "herrenlos" (Petr. Dict., cf. Henry), 
the fust member of a karmadhäraya being as a rule accented when it 
is the privative particle. Cf. anisa- Manu 9, 104 etc. - "Others" : the 
words yé 'nyé do not mean "those who are others" (Whitney-Lanman) 
but an emphatic "others" (see my remarks in Lingua 4, Amsterdam 1954, 
p. 1 ff.). - "On both sides", sc. the earthly and heavenly side of the 
journey to be made by the oblation. This translation of abhital], ("about" , 
Whitney-Lanman) which can also mean "before and af ter" or "on all 
sides; entirely" is a guess. Cf. also the idea expressed in AV. 11, 5, 10 (see 
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the note on 62, 9). - "Set apart", viz. as sacred, consecrated (nihitaM. 
It is hardly pos si bIe to disconneet this occurrenee of a form of the verb 
ni-dhä- (cf. e.g. 18, 4, 41; 19, 27, 9) in päda c from the above nidhi- etc. 
in päda a. (Compare also the note on 62, 9). This compound is not in
frequently used to express the idea of "placing, putting down, setting 
apart; committing, depositing" something sacred or some substance or 
'power-substance' of religious, ritual or weltanschauIiches import (cf. 
e.g. AV. 2,1,2; 5, 2, 6; 10, 8, 6; U, 1,5; 15; 18, 3, 70 ofthe bone-reIics 
of a dead person) -sometimes (e.g. AV. 2, 1, 2) in secret-somewhere, 
for instanee into another sphere or domain. Thus the verb may apply 
to evil, unfavourable or contagious powers, influences or 'power
substances' (e.g. AV. 3, 23, 1 'that' which makes barren is set down 
elsewhere; 6, U3, 3; 12, 1, 30; 14, 2, 65; 69) or to 'quaIities' which are 
made to be inherent in a being (A V. 6, 92, 2 speed in the hooves of a 
horse). It is on the other hand also used of the Vedas who are AV. 4, 
35, 6 stated to have been deposited in the rice-mess "from which when 
cooked 'immortaIity' (for this idea see P. Thieme, Studien zur indogerm. 
Wortkunde und ReIigionsgeschichte, Berlin 1952, p. 15 ff., and my Four 
studies, Ch. lIl) came into being" and by which the person speaking 
hopes to overcome death. Thus the ritually important powers as weU 
as success, greatness, prosperity etc. or ideas which are beIieved to be 
inherent in, or dependent on, the remnant (ucchi~ta-) of the offering 
which is extoUed in AV. U, 7 are stated to have been "deposited" in it 
(st. 10; 22). Of special interest are AV. 4, 34, 8 where the world-conquering 
heaven-going rice-mess offering is said to have been "put down" in the 
brahmans (here another aspect of the compound comes to the fore; the 
offering is put or deposited in the right place, the brahmans being receivers 
or repositories of the oblation). It is therefore intelIigible that by "de
positing" the cooked rice in the brahmans one makes a heaven-going 
road to the Fathers (AV. U, 1, 28; see the note on Kaus. 62, 22). Cf. 
also AV. U, 1, 33. The goat which together with five rice-dishes is the 
subject of AV. 9, 5 and which is said to drive off perdition and to set 
the sacrifieer in the heavenly region (st. 18) is (st. 19) Iikewise "put" or 
"deposited" in a brahman (brahma1Je), but the god Agni is implored to 
know, later, "in the world of those who have accumulated reIigious 
merit" all the scattered drops of the victim and the rice-dishes. In 6, 
140, 2 the sense of the verbal adjective verges on "set apart for, conse
crated to": the danger inherent in the appearance of the two upper 
teeth of a child before the teeth of the lower jaw is warded off by giving 
them - ritually, of course -, rice etc. to eat, which is called the bhägó 
nihital), ratnadhéyaya "their entrusted portion to be taken as a treasure". 
The gods also have their "deposited deposits" or "treasured treasures": 
in 19, 27, 9 it apparently is gold, discovered by Indra. This expression 
however mayalso mean a deposit, a treasure, which while properly 
belonging to the gods has been committed to the care of men, that is to 
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say, a sacred object, an object "set apart" for, or consecrated to a deity. 
Thus 12, 4, 14; 17; 21; 29 in connection with the cow which belongs 
exclusively to the brahmans. Cf. also AV. 11, 1, 5; 15. In the remedial 
ceremony described Kaus. 28, 17 fr. AV. 5, 9 is employed to invoke 
the protection of various gods; in st. 7 the person speaking (i.e. the 
one on whose behalf the rite is performed) "deposits himself for heaven 
and earth to guard" (st. 7 sá ätmdnarp, nidadhe dyáväprthivibhyärp, 
gopitháya) by entrusting his eye to the sun, his breath to the wind etc.: 
the purport of acts and words obviou.3ly is that by identifying himself 
with, or by being absorbed by, the cosmic powers, one overcomes 
earthly imperfections and bodily infirmities. - It must be conceded 
that päda a admits of other translations, e.g. "as a treasure the g. of t. 
sha11 long for him". We had however better avoid "this treasure" 
(BIoomfield) ; see Speyer, Ved. und Skt. Syntax, § 136. Henry and 
Whitney-Lanman are compe11ed to insert some words. The deposit is 
the oblation. 

"Three heaven~" (trin svargán). As is weIl known (see W. Kirfel, 
Kosmographie der Inder, Bonn-Leipzig 1920, p. 4 f. and Lüders, Var~a. 
p. 59 fr., who does not quote Kirfel) the Vedic Aryan assumed the 
existence of threefold earthly and celestial regions, denoted by the terms 
dyaulJ and bhümi, maki. Besides, there are some pi aces testifying to a 
likewise manifold nature of the svarga, the celestial abode of light and 
bliss, to which those deceased are transferred who have accumulated 
religioUB merit and may have a claim to bliss. Thus JB. 1, 325 atho trayalJ 
sämno svargäs trayo närakälJ "now (we wiIl deal with) the three celestial 
and three infernal regions of the säman". Elsewhere however mention is 
made of the seven celestial regions: AiB. 5, 10, 1, f .... rohati sapta 
svargärp,l lokän ya evarp, veda; GB. 2, 6, 10 ärohati sapta svargärp,llokän. 
According to AiB. 4, 16, 3 there are nine of them. In GB. 2, 6, 2 (p. 246 
Gaastra) mention is made of ten svargälJ, correlated to the ten kinds of 
breath in man etc. Or the text speaks of the celestial regions in the 
indefinite plural: AiB. 4, 16, 3; 7, 1, 3; 6, 18, 9 akinän svargärp,llokän 
sarvarüpän sarvasamrddhän aväpnaväma; 7, 10, 4; KB. 2, 2; 6, 15; 
AiA. 1, 2, 4; SA. 5, 4 "obtain the worlds of heaven, your desire".
"Three portions" , i.e. he divides the rice-dish into three parts. This 
feature is no doubt closely allied to the division of the sacrificial animal 
as described e.g. AsvSS. 12, 9; AiB. 7, 1; GB. 3, 18 (see J. Schwab, Das 
altind. Thieropfer, Erlangen 1886, p. 126 fr.; Keith, Rigveda brähma:Qas, 
p. 289): (AiB. 7, 1, 3) " these thirty-six (divisions) each of one foot 
support the sacrifice; the brhati (metre) has thirty-six syllabies, the 
worlds of heaven are connected with the brhati; verily thus they obtain 
the breaths and the worlds of heaven; verily thus they proceed finding 
support in the breaths and in the worlds of heaven". This statement has 
nothing to do with "les nceuds . . . (qui) symbolisent les pas de Vi~:Qu" 
(Henry, p. 246). 
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62, 11. The stanza and its components do not occur elsewhere.
The second, unaccented paraly, in the fust line is superfluous ; pate "0 
husband" (conj. Henry, Bloomfield)1. Whitney-Lanman, like Bloomfield, 
Vedic Concordance, 758, seem to have interpreted tvát parály,paraly" sur
mising a second pácati to have fallen out af ter jäye; cf. however Renou, 
Gramm. sanscrite, p. 163 top (§ 125 n.). Or should we read páraly, and 
translate "the other, viz."? Compare, for apara-, e.g. Räm. 1, 43, 12 
(B. v.l.) hlädini yavani caiva nalini ca tathäparä " ... and further N."; 
KälPur. 50, 44 where four persons are referred to, two being nä8atyau 
devau, followed by dväv aparau narau. See also Speyer, Sanskrit Syntax, 
Leiden 1886, p. 213, § 283, rem. 2 and my Reflections on the numerals 
'one' and 'two', Utrecht 1953, p. 56 ff. - "Apart from you" (tvát tirálJ), 
or "without your knowing it". - In päda a the husband is addressed, 
in b his wife; in c also the wife, although (cf. the dual participle in d) 
the process meant in c is common to both partners. - "Pool": the verb 
sa'lfo-srj- is used of combining wealth or resources; cf. e.g. Manu 9, 212 
and 216; Yäjfi. 2, 139 with the commentaries. This is the so-ealled 
reciproque ätmanepadam, presupposing the being coneerned of two 
parties ; cf. e.g. sa'lfovadante "they speak together", spardhete "they (dual) 
emulate" ; the verb may however be in the singular : ~V. 1, 61, 15 
praitasam sftrye pasprdhäna'lfo ... ävad indraly,. - Whitney's tentative 
translation of päda d ("agreeing", cf. e.g. AiB. 2, 25, 1 + loc.), though 
Vedic, is less acceptable than Roth's (Petr. Dict. VII, 443) "to reach, 
attain"; cf. Räm. 5, 3, 40 javeruUu lankä'lfo sampädaye dhruvam. There 
is another possibility: "to bring about, produce ; to effect for someone, 
to accord, bestow on (a person)", e.g. AiB. 2, 5, 9 tan manaseritayä väcä 
devebhyo havya'lfo sampädayati ("he provides the oblation for the gods", 
Keith).-For the anacoluthon see my Ellipsis, brachylogy etc., p. 25 ff. 
Practically, however, this comes to "to reach". - "Said in the mantra": 
this seems to allude to a custom to make by a special act that sacrificial 
food whieh is in some way or other superabundant, part of the oblation. 
As we have not read in the text that "chaeun des deux époux a fait 
pour son compte une petite cuisine à part" (Henry), the most plausible 
solution seems to be that this injunction refers to the case that something 
like this has happened. The words yad yat could mean "when (if) some
thing" (cf. Manu 7, 96 yo yaj jayati tasya tat): see Lingua 4, p. 36 ff.; 
Speyer, Sanskrit Syntax, § 454. -After st. 39 AVS. gives a stanza which 
is neither quoted by Kauáika nor found in other texts. It is no doubt 
to invite the children of the yajamäna and his wife to come together 
and to witness the ceremony: "As many of her (children) live on (lit. 
"are attached to") the earth, the sons which have come into being from 
us (AVS.; "from him, i.e. the sacrifieer", AVPpp. 17, 39, 10), call (du., 
the married couple is addressed) all these near to the vessel. Knowing 
the 'navel', the young ones shall come together". - If in b asmät is the 
genuine reading "man and wife are correlated" (Bloomfield, in S.B.E., 
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42, p. 652).-"To ... ", not "in the vessel" (Whitney).-"Navel": see the 
note on AV. 4, 11, 6 (Kaus. 66, 12). 

62, 12. The locative patyau is remarkable, cf. ta'Tfb pä1}äv ädäya; 
AsvSS. 1, 3, 25 a'fJUJe 'dhvaryum anväralJheta pärSvasthena pä7Jinä (a part 
of the person's body being in the locative).-See the note on 61, 1. 

62, 13. The verbal adjective anvärabdha- can be used actively and 
passively; cf. Caland, in Z.D.M.G. 53, p. 215. From Kaus. 7, 21 it appears 
that the sacrificer touches, or takes hold of, the officiant; he is at the 
same time touched by his wife. See 61, 27; 68, 24. For another indication 
of the same situation see LätySS. 1, 3, 1 anvärabdhe yajamäne patnyä'Tfb 
ca.-For this use of karoti cf. ~V. 4, 2, 19; 4, 17, 18; SB. 14, 6, 1, 9; 
Manu 3, 210 agnau kuryät ... brähmanalJ,. From Kaus. 1, 9 it appears 
that he sacrifices while turning to the East and in a low voice. 

62, 14. The stanza is not found elsewhere. -For Agni cf. e.g. ~V. 
7, 15, 10; AV. 8, 3, 26. For demoniac power (or demons collectively) 
see above, note on 61, 18; 41.-Pisäcas are bloody and injurious demons 
(see Shende, Foundations, p. 216). - "Swallow": the verb pä- "to drink" 
mayalso express the ideas of "sipping, drinking" and "feasting upon". 
- For the rather indefinite group of great gods called Adityas see e.g. 
Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 73 fr.; Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 43 fr.; 
Shende, Foundations, p. 115. In AV. 1, 9, 1 they are requested to maintain 
"this one" in superior light; in 5, 3, 9 to protect the sacrificer from 
perdition; in 8, 1, 16 to "bear him up" lest he perishes; they defend him 
from heaven (19, 16, 2); they watch over him (cf. 1, 30, 1). -For the 
mythical Ailgirases, "sons of heaven" or "seers who are sons of the gods", 
sages and mythical fire-priests see Hillebrandt, Vedische Mythologie, I, 
Breslau 21927, p. 169 etc.; Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 142 f.; BIoom
field, Atharva-veda and GopathabrähmaI)a, Index, p. 129, s.v.; Shende, 
Foundations, p. 142 f. They are regarded as the authors of the 'hostile 
sorcery practices' of the AV. (Bloomfield, o.c., p. 8), of the ghora
("terrible") portions of this corpus. They were on the other hand closely 
associated with Agni Vaisvänara, who made their texts efrective (AV. 
6, 35, 3). They are also invoked to avert evil and performers of evil (eg. 
AV. 2, 12, 5; 3, 21, 8) and concerned with amulets etc. (e.g. 19, 34, 6), 
and became the leaders of sacrificial activities (20, 135, 7). Their help 
is invoked together with that of the Adityas and other gods etc. AV. 
2, 12, 4; 11, 6, 13. In 18, 4, 3 the Adityas are in the celestial regions, 
to which, it is intimated, the Ailgirases ascend. - "Carries" : for the 
paryagnikara7Ja-, the ceremony of carrying fire round an object in order 
to protect it against demons, evil, plagues and inimical influences (e.g. 
ApSS. 16, 6, 7) see W. Caland, Een indogerm. lustratiegebruik, Amsterdam 
Acad. 1898; Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, p. 122; Gonda, Die Religionen 
Indiens, I, p. 125. 
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62, 15. The stanza AV. 11, 1, 31 does not occur elsewhere, but päda 
d is identical with st. 28d, quoted by Kaus. at 62, 22 and 68, 27, whereas 
b is quoted at 63, 5. See further on. - The adjective babhri- (Wackernagel
Debrunner, Altindische Grammatik, II, 2, § 186 a , p. 291) means 
"bearing" or "carrying" (~V. 6, 23, 4); "nourishing", tentatively adopted 
(af ter the Petr. Dict.) by Monier-Williams is in itself possible, or sous 
entendu, because the rice-dish, while conveying the sacrifice to the celestial 
regions (I take it thus) may be nourishing. Compare the commentary: 
bhararpasilasya po~akasya pakvasya odanasya. Roth's supposition "corrupt 
for babhru-" (Petr. Dict. V, 22) is superfluous. - The adhvaryu is the 
officiating priest engaged with the ritual actions. - "Surface" : mukham, 
or "upper part" (upariprade8am, comm.). - "Knowingly": or "skilfully" 
pravidvän ('verbalappositives' adjective). - "Butter" : äjyäya, see also the 
note on 62, 17. - "Room": sthänarp, gartarüpam. -Af ter st. 31 AV. 11, 1 
has a stanza which is, in this connection, not used by Kausika. But 
see the note on 63, 20. 

The stanza AV. 12, 3, 45 is not found elsewhere, but päda c is again 
quoted by Kaus. at 62, 17. This means that the fust half of this stanza 
is to be recited here, the second half in connection with the direction 
given in 62, 17. According to Whitney-Lanman AV. 11, 1, 31 is divided 
in like manner; however, the direction given in 62, 15 is not only in 
harmony with 11, 1, 31b, but also with päda d. -For the use of sam-äp
("heranreichen") "to reach, obtain, completely", that is also "to permeate 
all" in connection with heavenly and other worlds see AV. 9, 5, 14; 10, 
9, 6; 11, 3, 19. Cf. also BhagG. 11, 40 sarvarp, samäpno~i tato 'si sarvalJ 
"thou hast all (the totality) within thy reach; therefore thou art all". 
Here the verb seems to have been employed absolutely. Whitney-Lanman's 
insertion "(it)" is not clear to me, because the meaning seems to be that 
the three portions being homologized with the three celestial regions, 
the param~thin-, i.e. the 'mythical Urbild' , obtained from-i.e. starting 
from, or basing himself upon-the highest division or region completely 
that which the sacrificer expects to acquire. - The construction yásmäl 
loMt ('antecedent in the subordinated clause') indicates that the noun 
is essentially determined by the attributive clause, not by other elements, 
the word group introduced by the form ya- being brought into promi
nence. See my remarks in Lingua 4, p. 22 ff. It follows that loMt must 
be considered an apposition to uttamárp, MrJ4am, for which compare st. 
42 d. - Parame~thin ("Highest, Principal, Supreme Being") belongs in 
the AV. to the highest 'beings' or categories of being: 11, 5, 7 bráhman, 
the waters, the world, Prajäpati, Parame~thin ; he is mentioned together 
with deities of high rank among whom is Prajäpati (8, 5, 10; 13, 3, 5; 
15, 14, 12); is distinguished from Prajäpati (9, 7, 1; 10, 7, 17; 15, 6, 9; 
15, 7, 2) with whom he obviously constitutes a complementary pair 
( ... ca ... ca). Alone: 13, 1, 6. He is the object of various speculations: 
"Whoever know the bráhman in man, they know the most exalted one; 
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whoever knows the most exalted one and whoever knows Prajäpati ... they 
know the frame of creation" (10, 7, 17); 19, 53, 9. In VS. 14, 31; SB. 
8, 4, 3, 18 he is however identical with Prajäpati, whose son he is called 
SB. 11, 1, 6, 16, where it is also taught that "he became the waters, 
for the waters are everything here, inasmuch as they abide in the furthest 
place". - Kesava: odanasyopari garta'f!L karoti "he makes a hole or 'canal' 
on (the upper side of) the rice-dish". (Cf. also Kaus. 66, 7). This is in 
harmony with the comm. on AV. 11, 1, 31b: (lokam kr1}uhi:) äjyasya 
dhära1}ärtha'f!L sthäna'f!L gartarupa'f!L kuru, i.e. odanamadhye kalpaya. For 
äpäna- see also Bloomfield, Kaus., Introd., p. XLVII. What is meant, 
may become clearer by a reference to SB. 2, 1, 4, 5 (agnyädhäna, prepa
ration of the brahmaudana for four officiants) tasya sarpiräsecana'f!L krtvä 
sarpir äsicya "having then made a hollow in it (the pap) for clarified 
butter to be poured in, and having poured clarified butter into it ... "; 2, 5, 
3, 6 (säkamedhälj,); SSS. 8, 4, 5 etc.; Rillebrandt, Rituallitteratur, p. 106 
"Inmitten der Speise wird eine Vertiefung gemacht, Butter hinein
gegossen; drei Scheite aus frischem Asvattaholz werden darin gesalbt 
und unter Rersagung von Sprüchen ins Feuer getan". Compare also the 
preparations for the offering of the paSupurtXf,ä8a-; see J. Schwab, Das 
altindische Thieropfer, Erlangen 1886, p. 132: "Der fertige Reiskuchen 
wird in eine eigene Schaale (pätri) auf einer Butterunterlage nieder
gelegt ... ; dann schneidet er . . . zwei Stücke von dem Kuchen ... , die 
für die Rauptgötter bestimmt sind, ab, und ein Stück ... für das Svi!;ltakrd
Opfer; über die Stücke giesst er einen Butteraufguss". 

62, 16. For anadhvaryu- cf. e.g. abrahman- "a non-brahman" in AV. 
11, 1, 32 (not quoted by Kaus.). - 'Modifications' of mantras quoted 
(uha-, lito "shift, transposition") affect the grammatical gender or number, 
a mode of address "wenn statt des in einer überlieferten Formel genannten 
Wortes der Sachverhalt ein anderes Wort erheischt" (Caland, Srautasiitra 
des Apastamba, lIl, p. 387, on 24, 1, 35). 

62, 17. For the stanzas quoted see the relative note on 62, 15.
"Path" : panthäm denotes a way unbeaten and not devoid of risks 
(E. Benveniste, in Linguistics today, 1954, p. 136 f.). - "Reaven-going": 
svarloka'f!L prati rjutvena gacchati tathävidafp (comm.). - "Fathers" : in the 
locative, denoting that those going to the world of the Fathers intend 
to remain there: for the locative as 'Wohinkasus' see also C. Gaedicke, 
Der Accusativ im Veda, Breslau 1880, p. 128 ff.; Speyer, Vedische und 
Sanskrit-Syntax, § 76, and compare Somadeva, Nala (ed. Brockhaus) 76 
panthäna'f!L darsayämäsa damayantyäfp pitur grhe "zum Rause des Vaters". 
- "Melted butter" : according to SäyaI).a, on AiB. I, 3, 5 sarpis- is melted 
butter in a liquid, ghee the same stuff in asolid condition (sarpir vilinam 
äjya'f!L syäd ghanibhuta'f!L ghrta'f!L vidulj,). Modern authorities (e.g. Roth in 
the Petr. Dict.) of ten regard both terms as synonyms: cf. also Täränätha 
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Tarkavacaspati, Väcaspatyam, Benares 1962, I, p. 644 and VI, p. 5257 
who gives, for äjya-, the following meanings: ": 1. ghrta-; 2 melted sarpis- ; 
3 abode of Sri, sandal", and for sarpis- only "ghrta-". Anyhow, A V. 
9, 2, 8 djya7ft ghrtávat "sacrificial butter, full of (containing) ghee" and 
AV. 18,2,3 (cf. 3,17,9) ghrtávat páyaJ;, "milk containing ghee" (cf. also 
7, 68, 2 hávya7ft ghrtávat) might suggest considering sárpir ghrtávat a 
word group (melted butter full of ghee) and sarpis- something different 
from ghrta-. Elsewhere however ghrtavat- qualifies the sacrificial substance, 
see e.g. :!;tV. 10, 14, 14; 10, 45, 9. - "Anoint": the object of sam angdhy 
is tacitly understood. -Ailgiras (see the note on 62, 14) is here in the 
singular. Other places recognizing a father of the race of the Ailgirases 
are ~V. 1, 45, 3; 1, 78, 3; 1, 139, 9and 10, 92, 15 ("the fust A." or "A. 
ofyore"); AV. 19,34,6; ChU. 1,2,10. He no doubt figures here as the 
mythical prototype. The present portion is considered a repetition or 
representation of Ailgiras' mythical portion (cf., mutatis mutandis, :!;tV. 
1,31, 17; 10,92, 15 ("A .... , an dessen Stelle der jetzige Priester steht", 
Geldner, Rig-Veda übersetzt, 111, p. 293); AV. 19, 34, 6).-For the 
pouring ofmelted butter compare the parallels quoted in the note on 62,15. 

62, 18. Päda AV. 12, 3, 41d is, as already observed, identical with 
12, 3, 3480. There are no further occurrences. - "Showers of wealth" 
(vásor yd dhárä) : there is, in the framework of the elaborate ritual connected 
with the building of the sacred fue-place (agnicayana) among the cere
monies to install and consecrate the fire, a rite called "Shower of wealth" 
(vasor dhärä). "Consisting of an uninterrupted series of 401 libations to 
Agni - through which all the powers of the god are to be secured to the 
sacrifieer - ", it is intended as the equivalent of the consecration (abhi~eka-) 
ceremony for the installation of Agni as king, "and, indeed, as a kind 
of superior consecration ceremony for the (royal) sacrifieer himself ... ". 
The same tendency of exalting the efficacy of the agnicayana, and of 
making it take the place of the whole of the ordinary sacrificial cere
monial is mutatis mutandis to be noticed in the text under discussion. 
SB. 9, 3, 2, 1 ff. it reads: "Thereupon he (the sacrifieer; cf. KätySS. 
18, 5, 1; cf. however A. Weber, Indische Studien, XIII, p. 283) offers 
the vasor dhärä. . .. Agni is the vasu; to that vasu the gods offered this 
shower, when~ it is called vasor dhärä ... (2) This is Agni's abhi~eka- (see 
above); for the gods ... showered upon him those objects of desire, this 
vasor dhärä; and in like manner does the sacrifieer ... (4) And in order 
that this shower, be it of milk or of melted butter (sarpil,t) , (may be) 
fraught with wealth, this oblation of ghee is thus offered for the beginning; 
and inasmuch as this shower is fraught with wealth, it is called 'shower 
of wealth'. (5) ... He says: 'herewith I gratify thee, and therewith; here
with I anoint (consecrate) thee, and therewith'; ... and as soon as that 
shower reaches the fire, that prayer (yajul,t) is fulfilled. (6) ... this (sacri
fieer), having gratified him (Agni) by this food ... and having anointed 
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him with this shower of wealth, now solicits from him these objects of 
desire ... ; ... and he (Agni) grants him these objects of desire". Cf. also 
SB. 9, 3, 3, 15. For the general purport of the rites of this description 
see also VS. 18, 65 (quoted SB. 9, 5, 1, 50) "There where all never-failing 
streams ofhoney and of ghee (dhárii1J, . .. mádhor ghrtásya ca) flow, Agni ... 
shall place us in the celestial region among the gods". When, in Mbh. 
1, 8146 C. Agni complains of supersaturation and exhaustion because he 
had consumed too many oblations Brahma observes: tvayii dviida8avar~ii1Ji 
vaaor dhiiriihuta1(t havi1J, upayuktam ... tena te gliinir iivisat. NilakaQ.tha 
explains: vaaor dhiirii piitravis~a1J" yena hüyamiina1(t ghrtadravya1(t 
santatadhiiriirüpe'f}a k~arati tena huta1(t havir arthiid ghrtam eva. vaaor 
dhärä1(t juhotity upakramya ghrtaaya vä enam ~ä dhiireti viikya8~ät. 

Notice the importance attached to the idea of circulation. However the 
term does not only refer to an oblation or a dish, but also to a sacred 
bathing-place (Mbh. 3, 80, 92 cr. ed. = 82, 76 B.), by a visit to which 
one earns the same merits as by a horse sacrifice; af ter bathing there 
one will be glorified in Vi!;lQ.u's celestial world. In Mbh. 13, 80, 5 liberal 
donors are said to go to those places where are golden palaces, vaaor 
dhiirä1J, and gandharvas and apsaras. There can be no doubt that the 
author of AV. 12,3,41 did not invent the term.-For the idea of 'navel' 
(näbhi-) "central spot", "place of origin, source (of creation)", "centre 
of the universe, the birthplace of all existence" etc. see my Aspects of 
early Vi!;lQ.uism, p. 84 ff.; W. H. Roscher, Der Omphalosgedanke bei ver
schiedenen Völkern, SitzBer. Leipzig 80, 2 (1918); A. J. Wensinck, The 
ideas ofthe Western Semites concerning the navel ofthe earth, Amsterdam 
Acad. 1916. The phrase "navel of 'immortality' " (amftaaya ndbhiM, i.e. 
"source of life" occurs J;tV. 2, 40, I where Soma and PÜ!;lan, who are 
known to the poet as creators of wealth (rayi'f}äm) and of sky and earth, 
are said to have been made by the gods the 'navel of immortality', i.e. 
not (with Geldner) "Mittelpunkt der Unsterblichkeit", but "source of 
life". The same predicate is ~V. 3, 17,4 found in connection with Agni 
(cf. also 10, 5, 3); in 4, 58, 1 the same phrase clearly applies to the ghee 
as soma (see Geldner's notes, o.c., 12, p. 488); AV. 4, 1I, 6 (quoted Kaus. 
66, 12; see further on); AV. 9, I, 4 the phrase denotes the 'honey-whip' 
(see Macdonell, Vedic mythology, p. 49; 54; Oldenberg, Religion des 
Veda4, p. 208, n. land p. 51, n. 1; H. S. Vodskov, Sjaeledyrkelse og 
Naturdyrkelse, I, Copenhagen 1897, p. 519 ff.) which is also called "breath 
of creatures" and "dripping with ghee". As the point of contact with 
the high and indispensabIe powers this 'navel' occurs e.g. J;tV. 1, 185, 5. 
Notice the plural of näbhi- (apposition to dhiiräM which in this sense 
seems to be rare.-For svarga- see AV. 1I, 1,28; 31 (Kaus. 62,15); 35 etc. 

AV. 12, 3, 44 does not occur elsewhere.-For the Adityas and the 
Angirases see above, note on 62, 14. - "Announce": the verb prati vedayati 
means "to announce and present (an offering)"; cf. e.g. J;tV. 1, 162, 4; 
Kaus. 42, 17. - "Honey": the word madhu- is often applied to denote 
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substances of similar ritual value, e.g. soma (Die Religionen Indiens, I, 
p. 64; Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 114). - "Hands": the compound 
Buddháhastau, which as far as I know is a hapax, seems to be equivalent 
to the literal English translation (cf. e.g. also suddhabhiiva- "pure of 
mind"; suddhabuddhi- "id."; suddhamati- "id." etc.). A ritual hand
washing (before the performance of ritual acts) is however not unknown 
in Vedic religion, cf. e.g. SB. 1, 2, 5, 23; 3, 2, 2, 17; ApSS. 8, 9, 13; see 
also Kaus. 73, 1. Roth (Petr. Dict. VII, 1506) translated: "mit reinen 
Händen als solche, die am Brahmanen sich nicht vergrifren haben", 
obviously taking the genitive in the 'partitive' sense taught for ni- pra-han
by PäI;1. 2, 3, 56 when "injury or harm to life or property" is meant 
(hi'f!/,8äyä'Tf/,)-see also O. Böhtlingk, PäI;1ini's Grammatik, Leipzig 1887, 
p. 62 (see Renou, Gramm. sanscrite, Paris 1930, p. 304 f.)-, an example 
furnished by a comm. being caurasya nihanti ; cf. also TB. 3, 8, 4, 1 
sunaA caturak~asya pra hanti "er schlägt auf den vieräugigen Hund los"; 
SB. 3, 8, I, 15 tasya na kütena praghnanti: "to hit out at"; BhaWkävya 
2, 35; 8, 121. Compare the 'Genetiv des erstrebten Zieles' in Greek with 
verbs expressing speedy movements, aiming at a goal etc., e.g. Homer, 
IJl 855 rjç äe' àvwyel 7:0;eVelv; P 304 "E"7:w(! tl avo' Alanoç à"ón1l1e tJOV(!t 
(cf. R. Kühner-B. Gerth, Ausf. Gramm. der griech. Sprache, Satzlehre, I, 
Leverkusen 41955, p. 351). Whitney, though translating "not smiting 
down [anything of] the Brahman's" refers to Delbrück, Altind. Syntax, 
p. 161 where the same fact is discussed. - "Religious merit": for 8ukrtau 
see 60, 30. -For "food" and "juices" see also AV. 19, 31, 4. For the 
idea of "juice; essence; Huid bearing vital power, juice of life, life-sap" 
(rasa-) compare e.g. AV. I, 5, 2; 3, 13, 5; 4, 4, 5 etc.; SB. I, 6, 2, I where 
the essence (rasa-) of the sacrifice is compared to the honey of the plants. 
Water is the rasa of the useful, medicinal plants (SB. 3, 6, I, 7), and it 
belongs to heaven and earth (2, 4, 3, I); compare also texts such as 
TU. 2, 7; MD. 5, 2, and Dumont, in Belvalkar Felicitation Volume, Benares 
1957, p. 16 fr. For the explication of this siitra see Kaus. 8, 19 (under the 
heading 'general directions') dadhi ghrtam madhüdakam iti rasälJ, "the 
rasas are coagulated milk, ghee and honey diluted in water", Kesava 
adding that in every ritual act concerning rasas these rasas must be 
understood collectively. The same mixture is prescribed elsewhere, e.g. 
for sprinkling the completed fire-place (agnicayana rite): SB. 9, 2, I, I; 
11 "these three are every kind of food". Cf. also the compound 
dadhimadhughrtäkta- AVPar. 36, 3, 3. Coagulated (thick sour) milk (sour 
curds) (dadhi-) is SB. 7, 4, I, 38 called "life-sap" (rasa-), and ibid. 7, 5, 
1,3 it is regarded as the life-sap ofthe earth, ghee as that ofthe air, honey 
as that of the sky. 

62, 19. There are, as far as I see, no other occurrences of AV. 12, 
3, 49. - Henry (p. 247) may be right in considering evá (in c) an intrusion 
and in supposing karma to have been omitted in a. af ter kfT.Wväma. - What 
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is the purport of päda a in this connection ~ For 'dearness' in general 
compare e.g. AV. 6,47,2; 12,2,34; 19,32,8; 19, 62, 1; ~V. 10, 85, 27; 
10, 151, 2. The man who affronts his relatives and other people may 
expect to incur their displeasure and enmity. The curse in päda b is 
obviously aimed at those who are hostile without having grounds for 
feeling provoked. These enemies may even attempt the sacrificer's life. 
Rence päda d.-For "darkness" (tamas-) see e.g. AV. 1, 21, 2 "make 
go to lowest darkness whoso vexes us"; 8, 1, 10 ("for some one's continued 
life") "do not follow that road ... to that darkness do not go"; ibid. 16; 
21; 8, 2, 1; 24 "do not die, nor go to lowest darkness", etc. - "Vigour" 
(vayas-) may be granted by gods or superhuman powers in general (AV. 
9, 4, 10; 2, 10, 3) or gained (18, 3, 73). From 19, 37, 1 and 2 it appears 
that an amulet which is asked to "place splendour, power, force, vigour 
etc. in someone's body or person" (2) is at the same time addressed as 
splendour, power, force, vigour etc. which "has come" (1). This leads 
us to the supposition that here are meant amulets and other bringers or 
bearers of useful or invigorating power. On the strength of SB. 4, 3, 4, 29; 
8, 2, 4, 9; 10 we may even assume that the two animals are (the) bearers 
of the life-power and vigour denoted by the term vayas-: there the 
draught-ox or steer and the milch-cow are among those beings which are 
expressly identified with vayas- (cf. also :!;tV. 6, 28, 6). The milch-cow 
(for dhenu- see also Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Inde~, I, p. 404), besides 
being a source of food, is a granter of wishes (AV. 9, 5, 10; 12, 1, 45; 
18, 4, 33). The ox, "the chief among moving creatures" (AV. 8, 5, 11; 
19, 39, 4) is highly extolled in AV. 4, 11 where he is stated to sustain 
heaven, earth and atmosphere, is homologized with Indra and said to 
"yield milk in the world of those who have acquired religious merits"; 
by him the gods ascended to the celestial region, etc. A V. 4, 11 is used 
by Kaus. in a sava rite with the draught-ox as sava (66, 12). Cf. e.g. 
also AV. 9, 1, 22. -For vayas- as that which saves the sacrificer also 
SB. 4, 2, 3, 10; for cattle driving off the evil-doer SB. 8, 2, 3, 14.-For 
"coming" see also AV. 13, 1, 14 where brilliant energies (tejä'f!/,8i) are said 
to have "come unto me" from the ruddy one (the sun). For ä-i- "to 
come, approach" in the sense of "fall to somebody's share" see KaU. 2, 2 
sreyaA ca preyaA ca manU{Jyam etalJ. - For apa-nud- "to remove, drive 
away" cf. e.g. :!;tV. 3, 47, 2; for "driving away" death AV. 11, 5, 19; 
12, 2, 2; 3 etc.-The adjective "human" (paurU{Jeyam) may, as already 
observed by Whitney-Lanman, mean "coming from men" as weIl as 
"concerning, coming upon, belonging to men". In view of AV. 1, 30, 1; 
4, 26,7; 10,3,4; 19,20, 1; :!;tV. 8, 71, 2 where it combines with "weapon", 
"fear" , "fury" the former possibility is to be preferred in case the noun 
refers to a cause of harm and grief; cf. ~B. 2, 10, 7 ärtim eväpaurU{Jeyim 
(devakartrkäm, comm.) "pain of superhuman origin"; Mbh. 5, 70, 65 cr. 
ed.; in AV. 8, 3, 15; 8, 6, 23 ("flesh of men"); 11, 9, 10 ("carrion of men"); 
7, 105, 1 we find the other sense. VS. 15, 15 dank§rJávalJ paAávo heUlJ 
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paurW}eyo vadhál], práhetil], means "biting animals are his weapon, death 
caused by men (paurW}ajanital]" Uvata) his missile"; " ... homicide is ... " 
(R. T. H. Griffith, The White Yajurveda, Benares 1927, p. 160). Cf. also 
värttika 2 on PäI.1. 5, I, 10: the suffix -eya with purW}a- to qualify a 
murder, a change, a crowd, or "made by". - It may be inferred from this 
and the next sütra that the animals (etc.) mentioned in the mantra are 
expected to come or are, at this moment, already standing to the north 
of the fire. One may compare here the milking of the agnihotra cow. 
The main oblation to be offered during the daily agnihotra rites was 
milk, to be milked by an Aryan into a pail made by an Aryan and to 
be heated and mixed with water on the gärhapatya, and offered in the 
ähavaniya and gärhapatya fires. Cf. e .g. KätySS. 4, 4, I agnihotri1ft 
dohayati pu1ftvatsäm asüdre'fJa sthälyäm äryakrtyäm ürdhvakapäläyä1ft 
da~1Jatal], präcim udici1ft vä. tato 'gnihotri1ft dhuk{Jveti dogdhära1ft prati 
prai{Jal],. In ApSS. 6, 3, 9 this cow is identified with the earth (cf. also 
Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 84), Agni being her calf, and besought to 
give the celestial world and amrta- ("life") as milko See also HirSS. 3, 
7, 16 ff. etc. This cow is however placed to the south of the fires. - Oom
pare also Kaus. 64, 26. 

62, 20. The form atyäsarat which seems to be a hapax, is an aorist. 
The adjective atyäsärin- occurs TS. 2, 6, 5, 4. The verb suggests that 
the cow has come freely and eagerly. - "Above-mentioned": where~ Cf. 
however VaitS. 7, 2; see also Caland's note "(Subject is) wohl der Yaja
mäna selber". 

62, 21. The three stanzas belong exclusively to Kausika. They con
stitute one of those mantra passages incorporated in this sütra which 
are not derived from the A V. , and therefore are given completely (cf. 
e.g. Kaus. 47, 16). -According to Kesava st. I ab are addressed to the 
cow which is running near (abhisarantim). In this case-as elsewhere, cf. 
BIoomfield, Introduction to the edition, p. XXIX - both the pratika 
(initial words) and the sakalapätha (complete text) of the same mantra 
occur together. - The epithet vaiivadevi- is AV. 12, 5, 53, given to the 
sacrosanct cow ofthe brahman, 7, 27, 1 to the "ghee-footed, soma-backed" 
I«;lä (the personified 'Opfersegen' and sacrificial nourishment, a goddess 
of sacrifice, and a name of the sacrificial cow as a representative of feeding 
and nourishment) who "has approached the sacrifice"; 8, 7, 4 to the plants 
"which give life to men". Cf. also 12, 2, 28 "take hold on that which is 
sacred to all the gods with a view to acquiring brilliant energy (varcase)". 
- "Lead near" (upa ... sriata) for admitting in the usual way a calf to 
its mother in order to make the milk flow, cf. also J;tV. 8, 72, 7; 9, 69, I; 
VS. 8, 51; SB. 1,7, I, 10; 1I, 5, 3, 2; SSS. 2, 8, I and SB. 1,5,2,20.
"When lowing the brahman's cow thunders" (AV. 12, 5, 20); this is an 
auspicious sound. For lowing in general: J;tV. 2, 2, 2 (a cow lows, lowing 
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for her calf). Cf. especially AV. 9, 10, 6 ab "-"> ~V. I, 164, 28 ab gaur 
amimed abhi (ánu ~V.) vatsá'l'J't mi§ánta'l'J't murdMna'l'J't hinn akrrym mátavd 
u "the cow lowed towards the blinking calf; she uttered hin at (its) head, 
in order to lowing". For hin see the note on 61, 45. Cf. also AV. 9, I, 8, 
which being in part identical ends: "she lows loudly, she abounds with 
milk"; ~V. I, 73, 6 .. However, if one's agnihotra cow when being milked 
lows she is supposed to foresee hunger for the sacrificer who should, by 
way of expiation (santi-), make her eat food (AiB. 5, 27, 6; similarly 
SB. 12, 4, I, 12 "let him pluck a bunch of grass and make her eat of it"). 
- "Discharged": cf. AV. 12, I, 10 "let that earth to us, a mother to a 
son, dis charge milk"; ~V. I, 36, 9 of Agni dis charging smoke; 10, 31, 9 
of Agni dis charging heat (the same form vy as[§ta). - For sumanas
"benevolent, well-disposed, gracious, etc." in connection with powerful 
beings or objects see e.g. AV. 3, 12, 5; 17, 8; 3, 20, 2; 6, 123, 5 etc.
According to Kesava he, i.e. in all probability the sacrificer himself
cf. also Caland's note on Vaitänasiitra 7, 2 and compare ApSS. 5, 22, 13 -, 
causes the calf to be urged on with "lead ... near". The words "the cow 
lows" are to accompany the lowing; the other words her uttering the 
sound hin. - For the text of this siitra see Bloomfield's note, p. 171, n. 8. 
The text as edited seems intelligible. 

"Bind": neither the sequence of injunctions nor the succession of acts 
referred to is known to me from another Vedic text. Cf. however SB. 
Il, 3, I, I; 14, 2, I, 6 ff. For the binding of the cow see also ApSS. I, Il, 5; 
I, 12, 7; 9, from which it appears that its hind-Iegs are bound, whereas 
a halter is put on to the calf. However, Kesava conaiders vatsam to be 
the object of "bind": badhiina ... iti vatsam bandhayati; but see his 
comment on stanza 3 ab! - "Bridle": cf. A V. 4, 16, 7 abhi dhehi ... enam. 
For the use of the word see also MaB. 2, 8, 13 munca ga'l'J't varu1!apiisad 
dvi§anta'l'J't me 'bhidhehi. - "Being of service"; the form is feminine, but 
it does not appear which woman is meant. - "Having washed": notice 
the absolutive nijya. -According to Kesava the words bhunjati nijya 
belong together: bh. n. iti niyojayati. Neither the sense nor the caesura 
between these words recommend this interpretation. - For the object of 
"washing" -as far as I am able to see the milking pail (cf. ApSS. 6, 
3, 15) - see Kaus. 48, 43; amapiitram abhyavanenekti; SB. I, 3, I, 2 piitra1!i 
nir1!enijati, and especially ApSS. I, Il, 6 ff. - "Milker": a goduh- is a 
"milkman" or "milkmaid". Cf. ~V. I, 4, I; I, 164, 26; 8, 52, 4; AV. 
7, 73, 6; 7. "With the words 'milker, sit near (the cow)' he causes a brahman 
to approach (the cow) for milking (her)" (Kesava). According to the 
ritual regulations a siidra should not perform the ritual milking, 
"because he has arisen from something inferior, (viz. Prajäpati's) feet" 
(cf. also TS. 7, I, I, 6). "Milk, milked by a siidra is unfit for sacrificial 
use" (TB. 3, 2, 3, 9 sUdra eva na duhyat, asato va e§a sambhutalJ, yac chUdralJ,. 
ahavir eva tad ity ahulJ, yac chUdro dogdhiti). This text however adds that 
this prohibition is to be recognized only in the case of agnihotra milk 
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because this is not purified from ritual defects. If the milk. is subjected 
to a process of purification a sudra may draw it from the cow. See also 
ApSS. 1, 12, 15; 6, 3, 11 ff. - "He has the milking performed- by pro
nouncing the half-stanza together with 'milk.' " (Kesava). - The fust noun 
of the second line, irä-, denotes a refreshing and nutritive drink ("Labe
trank"), for instanee a draught ofmilk, see e.g. AV. 3, 29, 6; 4,11,10; 
5, 13, 1; TA. 6, 6, 2 irä visvasmai bhuvanäya jäyate yat parjanyaly,prthivirp, 
retasävati. - "Intoxicating liquor": the term mada- applies to any spirit
uous liquor, including soma, honey drin.ks etc. - For pinvamäna- in the 
sense of "causing to swell" cf. ~V. 9, 63, 2 ~am árjarp, ca pinvase; VS. 
19, 86 sthälir mádhu pinvamänäly, ; 29, 1 ghrtám ... mádhumat pinvamänaly,. 

"She": the cow. "With this half-stanza he accompanies the unloosening 
of the cow" (Kesava). - "Whose king is Yama" : the form yamaräjnaly, 
may be a sing. gen.: for the ellipsis of "abode, residence" (cf. the Greek 
elç 'Aû5ao), see Delbrück, Altindische Syntax, p. 9 and in later Sanskrit, 
Käl. Pur. 23, 104 dyänasthasya vasi~thasya devaily, saha jagäma ha.
However, the term yamaräjan- is, in other Vedic texts, a bahuvrihi, cf. 
e.g. :!;tV. 10, 16, 9 = AV. 12, 2, 8; AV. 18, 2, 46; as a karmadhäraya it 
occurs BhägPur. 6, 2, 21 (which, it is true, has many archaisms). I have 
preferred the former interpretation also on account of ~V. 10, 6, 9 (see 
above) which is to neutralize the evil influences of the funeral fue: 
kravyddam agnim prá hir,wmi dürárp, yamáräjno gachatu ripravähály, "I send 
far away the flesh-eating Agni (cf. Kaus. 69, 1; 71, 1); let him go, 
carrying impurity to Yama's subjects" (see also Caland, Die Altind. 
Todten- und Bestattungsgebräuche, Amsterdam Acad. 1896, p. 113 ff.). 
One cannot therefore consider päda a an imprecation; it may more 
accurately be described as an incomplete request (aposiopesis?) to carry 
ritual evil away, - or to bring the virtue of the sacral act to the world 
of Yama 1 - The formula to be addressed to the agnihotra cow when being 
milked is TB. 3, 7, 4, 15 "I do not bring you as a sick one together with 
your young one" (cf. ApSS. 1, 12, 7; 6, 4, 4).-Päda b is not clear; the 
form sudughäm is corrupt or amisprint for sudughä (no plur. gen. in 
-äm: see A. Debrunner-J. Wackernagel, Altind. Grammatik, In, Göttingen 
1930, p. 124 f.).-For sudughä- "a well-milking cow" see e.g. AV. 7, 73, 7 
(= 9, 10, 4, the passage st. 4-6 being instructive); 9, 4, 21. - "Given ... ": 
atür'IJadattä in cseems to be a hapax, which I translate literally. The 
sense is not clear. - "Unite" : cf. Kesava's note: "with 3 cd he causes 
(the cow) to be united with the calf". -For the epithet (visvarüpa-) cf. 
AV. 9, 5, 10 (offering of a goat and five rice-dishes) "thou art a single 
milch-cow, of all forms, granting wishes" . Such a cow, which moreover 
was "all-inciting", was fashioned by the :!;tbhus for Brhaspati (:!;tV. 4, 
33, 8; 1, 161, 6). This famous cow is perhaps regarded as the divine 
prototype of the cow mentioned by Kausika. Cf. also AVPar. 9, 2, 6; 
and Hillebrandt, Ved. Mythologie, II, Breslau 21929, p. 382, n. 2. For 
visvarüpa in connection with a cow also TA. 10, 42, 1 ä märp, medhä 
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surabhir viSvarüpä hirar,tyavaT'J'}ä jagatï jagamyä where the adjective is 
explained by Säyal).a: sakalavedasästradhärar,tak~amatvena bahurüpä; MaB. 
2, 2, 16 ~aiva sä yä prathamä vyaucchat. sa dhenur abhavad vi~varüpä, 
explained: bahujanasevyatväd bahurüpä. 

62, 22. The stanza AV. 11, 1, 28 does not occur in other mantra 
collections, but päda d is, as already observed, identical with 11, 1, 31 d, 
quoted 62, 15. It is (together with other stanzas) also used Kaus. 68, 27 
with the goat- or goat-and-rice-mess as a sava; at 63, 5 Kaus. cites 
päda b (see the note on that sütra). - "Light" (jyotis-): for the sense to 
be attributed to this noun in these texts compare the following places. 
The goat of AV. 9, 5, driving away the darknesses, is (st. 7) called "light" 
(cf. st. 11); five gold ornaments become light for him (9, 5, 26); "outwards 
is light for thee, hitherward is no road for thee" (10, 1, 16); "the light 
of the living" (8, 2, 2); "may we, living, attain to light" (18, 3, 67); "we 
have gone to the highest light" (18, 3, 64); "lead us to broad space, 
celestial light" (19, 15, 4). -The adjective amrtam qualifies jyotilj, :!;tV. 
6, 9, 4; 7, 76, 1; AV. 12, 1, 15 always jyotir amrtam; cf. also jyotirajasram 
"perpetual light" (:J;tV. 9, 113, 7; AV. 16, 2, 5) and :!;tV. 8, 48, 3 amftä 
abhümáganma jyótilj,. The a.djective goes on the other hand with hirar,tyam 
in AV. 5, 28, 11 (amrtarp, hirar,tyaml) and 19, 26, 1 (h. a.). For gold and 
'immortality' see e.g. SB. 5, 2, 1, 20 "gold is 'immortal life' " (amrtam 
äyur hirar,tyam); 5, 3, 5, 15; 5, 4, 1, 14; 12, 8, 1, 22; cf. also 6, 7, 1, 2 
"gold is light, and he (the sun) is light" (jyotilj,); "gold is 'immortality' 
and he is 'immortality' "; 10, 4, 1, 6 "gold means light (jyotilj,) •.. and 
'immortal life'''. Cf. A V. 10, 9, 6 (Kaus. 65, 1) and TB. 3, 8, 2, 2 
catuMarävo bhavati, dik~v eva pratiti~!hati . . . catvära är~eyälj, prMnanti, 
disäm eva jyoti~i juhoti. catväri hirar,tyäni dadäti, disäm eva jyotïrp,sy 
avarundhe. See also M. Eliade, Forgerons et alchimistes, Paris 1956, 
passim; for the solar character of gold, "the only metal that corresponds 
to divine perfection" ; the same, Birth and rebirth, New York 1958, p. 
56; 124.-The expression "cooked ... " (pakvarp, k~eträt) is short, but 
intelligible; for brachylogy in Vedic poetry see my Ellipsis, brachylogy 
... , p. 50 f. etc. ; for pakvam cf. A V. 11, 1, 33 where the rice-di.sh is meant; 
similarly 12, 3, 11 (quoted Kaus. 61, 3); also 6, 122, 3 "cooked" elliptically 
instead of "cooked offering". - "Cow which ... ": the famous kämaduh- or 
kämadughä- (Pal).. 3, 2, 70) of lndian literature : "the cow which milks 
wishes" occurs from the AV. onwards. Cf. e.g. E. W. Hopkins, Epic 
Mythology, Strassburg 1915, p. 78 etc.-For ni-dhä- see the note on 
62,9; for the locative pitr~u and svargalj, the note on 62, 15 (AV. 11, 1,31). 

AV. 12, 3, 50, which does not occur in other mantra collections, is 
likewise quoted by Kaus. at 68, 27. As to this stanza the construction 
of the mst line 8oppe8ors to be in 8occordance with the principle of the 
expression of (distributive) specification of a plural. The ye . . . ye groups 
in b specify the plur80l in a; cf. e.g. :!;tV. 2, 27, 10 tvárp, vi8v~ärp, varur,täsi 
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rdja yé ca devd asura yé ca márta"b-. That is to say, two or three kinds of 
fire are - in accordance with A V. 12, 1, 19 "Agni is in the earth, in the 
herbs; the waters bear Agni"; cf. also 3, 21, 1; for "the fires which are 
within the waters" also 8, 1, ll; 10, 5, 21; 12, 1, 37 -rooognized. See, in 
general, Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 68 f.: "Seiner (Agni's) Formen 
oder Geburten sind zwei oder drei; entweder ist er himmlischer und 
irdischer Natur oder aber er wird im Himmel, im Wasser und in den 
Reibhölzern erzeugt (vgl. ~V. 10, 45, 1) ... ". For Agni and the herbs or 
medical and useful plants see also J. Ph. Vogel, Het Sanskrit woord tejas 
in de beteekenis van magische kracht, Amsterdam Acad. 1930, p. 35 f.
The verb sac- is in the sense of "to attach oneself to, to be closely con
nected with" frequent in this siikta and in the AV. in general. -The noun 
sindhu- usually translated by "river" may denote any "stream or flood 
or flowing water"; see e.g. Grassmann, Wörterbuch zum Rigveda, 1519.
Päda c probably refers to the third kind, or abode, of fire, the sky. Gods 
who are concerned with the light and fire of heaven and the diffusion 
of heat and light are e.g. Siirya (AV. 8, 2, 14; 10, 3, 17; 13, 3, 13 etc.) 
and Savitar (see Shende, Foundations, p. 33 f.). The verb a-tap- expresses 
the idea of radiating heat (cf. e.g. AV. 8, 2, 14; 8, 6, 12; 12, 1, 20 and 
the noun atapa- means "heat, esp. of the sun, sunshine"). - For gold, 
light, and immortality see the above remarks in connection with AV. 
ll, 1, 28. -For babhuva "has become and now is" cf. e.g. AV. 2, 36, 4; 
3, 22, 6; 3, 23, 6 (cf. L. Renou, La valeur du parfait dans les hymnes 
védiques, Paris 1925, p. 19 f.). - For placing a piece of gold on sacrificial 
matter (odane hira1JyarJt nidadhyat, comm. AV. before st. 21) see e.g. 
Kaus. 64, 24; SB. 7, 5, 2, 8 ff. where gold is homologized with the vital 
air; 9, 2, 1, 8 where chips of gold are thrown into the ghee for the oblation 
on the completed 'fire-altar'; KätySS. 4, 8, 12 comm. (ciitU{Jprasyam) tena 
caturo brahma1Jiin bhojayitva bhumau hira1JyaAakalarJt nidMya; according 
to 10, 1, 3, 7 Prajäpati became immortal by the chips of gold which 
are scattered on that fire-place. In the piling of that 'altar' a gold plate is, 
moreover, set down to be an image of the sun (7, 4, 1, 10); this gold 
plate had been worn by the sacrificer round hls neck during the ~ä 
or consecration: 6, 7, 1, 1, where it is explained as being truth (or, rather, 
being in conformity with reality: satyam) and being able to sustain the 
fire in the pan (ukhya- agni-) which the sacrificer is to carry about (6, 6, 
4, 10). Pieces of gold are also placed on the Beven openings in the head 
of the deceased (JGS. 2, 4; Caland, Todten- und Bestattungsgebräuche, 
p. 47). Män. Anugr. S. 19 prescribes the use of those formulas which 
are also recited in laying pieces of gold in the human head which is placed 
on the 'fire-altar'. For the protection given by gold against disintegration 
see TB. 1, 7, 8, 2. The intimate connection of gold and fire mayalso 
appear from the ban on studying the Veda in a place where there is 
neither the one nor the other (A. B. Keith, The religion and philosophy 
of the Veda and Upanishads, Cambridge Mass. 1925, p. 67).-Kesava 
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provides us with the following information: "Mter having caused (the 
cow) to be milked in the above way and having sprinkled the rice-mess 
with the milk he has the "giver" (dätar-, i.e. the sacrificer) pronounce 
AV. 11, 1, 28 a and places the gold (on it). The giver makes, with the 
siikta, all ready. Or he has sacrificer, his wife and offspring touch each 
other from behind to the accompaniment of 11, 1, 30 ff." (see further on). 

62, 23. AV. 12, 3, 51 does not occur elsewhere. - "Coverings": for 
tvac- in a wider sense than "skin" see e.g. ~V. 8, 1, 32; 1, 145, 5; AV. 
6, 21, 1. -For the partitive construction ~á tvacám compare mutatis 
mutandis, the Greek Hom. Od. 1, 170 -dç :n:6-&8V elç àv<5(lwv, 4, 640 ... :n:ov 

... àY(lwv; Lat. ubi gentium; unde terrarum ; Gr. Xen. Comm. 2, 8, 3 
Toiç TOlOVTOlÇ TWV lJ(lYwv etc.; Lat. qui captivorum. - "Creatures": the 
idea. expressed by pasu- "cattIe, kine" mayalso comprise human beings, 
cf. AV. 11, 2, 9 " ... there five 'creatures' (pasava"fi,): cows, horses, men, 
sheep and goats". -" ... into being": or simply "is found", cf. e.g. A V. 
12, 1, 23; 3, 3 (see above, Ka.us. 60, 33). - Whitney poses the question 
whether this stanza has anything to do with the legend, as he calls it, 
mentioned under AV. 2, 13, 3 about the cow and her skin which the 
gods took from men and gave to her (cf. SB. 3, 1, 2, 13-17). This question 
may be answered in the affirmative so far that according to that narrative 
as told in SB. (§ 16) none but man wears "that skin, i.e. the garment, 
(having put it on him as his skin)". Whereas on the other hand the motif 
of the asserted fear of kine, on seeing a naked man, that he is going to 
take from them the skin which formerly belonged to him, is absent, 
the thought expressed seems to be: although clothes are proper to men
"the garment is men's outward appearance" (SB. 13, 4, 1, 15) -, it cannot 
be said that the other creatures go naked. For the identity of cloth and 
skin see SB. 4, 3, 4, 26; 30. - The purport of these words is elucidated 
by AV. 9, 5, 14 (the offering of a goat and five rice-dishes) "he should 
give a home-woven garment (the same expression) and also gold as a 
sacrificial gift; so he fully obtains the celestial and earthly worlds", 
obviously the former, by the gold, the latter by the garment. Cf. also 
A V. 9, 5, 29. The same combination, gold and garment, occurs in Kaus. 
68, 12 f.; SB. 4, 3, 4, 7; 13, 2, 8, 1 (see Eggeling's note); 13, 5, 2, 1. 
Cf. also Caland-Henry, p. 289. The garment is apparently characteristic 
of earthly life, because it is taken off and replaced af ter death (AV. 18, 
2, 57; 4, 31; Kaus. 80, 17). For other uses of a piece of cloth in the ritual 
see e.g. SB. 3, 3, 2, 3; 4, 3, 4, 7 (with gold). For the idea of investing 
oneself with a dignity, quality, or honour while covering oneself with 
special clothes compare: AV. 2, 13, 2; 13, 1, 20; 1, 22, 1; cf. also ~V. 
1, 121, 10; 5, 18, 4; for clothing see also AV. 8, 2, 16; 10, 2, 15; 19, 24, 
5; 6 "you have wrapped yourself in this garment in order to well-being" 
(st. 1" ..• in order to attain to royal dignity"); 2,13,3. AgniPur. 210, 30 
prescribes that when a gift of a cow is made, she should have the horns 
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and hoofs tipped with gold and silver respectively, be accompanied with 
a beU metal vessel (for milking her) and be covered with a cloth. For 
cow and gold see also A V. 10, 9, 6. - Päda c impresses me as a parenthesis, 
d constituting the continuation of a. - The dual must refer to the sacrificer 
and his wife. - That the idea expressed by k~atre'f.La should be mentioned 
here is at fust sight somewhat surprising, because it points to "worldly 
dominion" ("wo k~atriya- in einem speziellen Sinne gebraucht wird, be
zeichnet es den Mann aus dem Hochadel [I would prefer 'Adel' ], besonders 
in seiner Eigenschaft als Landesherr", W. Rau, Staat- und Gesellschaft 
im alten Indien, Wiesbaden 1957, p. 70; cf. p. 72). However, k~atra- is 
also used in a less special, rather vague, sense, e.g. A V. 5, 18, 4; 10, 2, 22; 
11, 8, 20; 16, 1, 13. -For mukha- in the sense of "surface, upper part" 
see also AV. 11, 1, 31 (quoted 62, 15); cf. Boehtlingk, Ind. Sprüche, 
1729 vi~akumbha'1'J1 payomukham. Elsewhere however "mouth" is, in 
connection with a sacrificial rice-dish, the right translation (AV. 11, 3, 1); 
cf. also 13, 1, 13; 13, 2, 39.-For agra- "top" see AV. 4, 10,2; :!;tV. 3, 
55, 7 etc. - It may be observed that the covering of sacrificial sub stances 
or sacred materials with a (new) cloth belongs for instance also to later 
Vil?I).uite rites (see e.g. D. B. K. Rangachari, The Sri-Vail?I).ava Brahmans, 
Bull. Madras Gov. Museum, N.S., Gen. Sect. lI, Madras 1931, passim). 

63, 1. AV. 12, 3, 52 is as such not found in other texts; however 
päda c recurs as TB. 3, 1, 3, 1 b samäna'1'J1 tantu'1'J1 paritätanäte. - "Un
truth": anrta-, in connection with verbs of speaking etc. a fairly useful 
translation. As a rule this word signifies sins connected with speech, but 
it mayalso have a wider content, denoting any infidelity to fact or in
conformity with what is true, real and constitutes the established order, 
anything improper. It has in our terminology to do with the physical, 
the moral and the ritual or cult spheres. See e.g. S. Rodhe, Deliver us 
from evil, Lund-Copenhagen 1946, p. 140 ff.; 152 f.; 159 f. ; Lüders, 
VaruI).a, p. 412 ff. who in translating anrta- exclusively by "Unwahrheit, 
Betrug" extends the force of these German terms beyond reason and 
measure, overlooking the fact that ideas of this description do not ex
actly correspond to each other in different languages and civilizations. 
See my remarks in Oriens, 13-14, p. 400 ff., and History of Religions, 1 
(Chicago 1961), p. 256 f. -For protection against the evil consequences 
of speaking untruth (of improper speech) see e.g. :!;tV. 1, 23, 22; AV. 
1, 10, 3; 7, 89, 3; 10, 5, 22.-"Dice", i.e. while gambling, an obvious 
occasion for improper speech and behaviour. The 'sin' produced in this 
way may materialize, although there is no indication in the text that 
it attaches itself to the dice. (For 'witchcraft' in the dice and in the 
company of others: AV. 5, 31, 6; for "brilliant energy" (varcaM in dice: 
AV. 14, 1, 35). - "Company": samiti- not necessarily refers to an "er
lauchte Gesellschaft" or "Gremium höherer Ordnung" (Rau, o.c., p. 82): 
cf. A V. 5, 19, 15; 6, 64, 2. - Cf. AV. 12, 3, 46 c "in our play and in compa-
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ny". - The subjunctive vadiily, here helps to express a general statement; 
cf. e.g. J;tV. 5, 29, 14 yá cin nu vajrin kr'fJávaly, "whatever thou perform(est), 
o bearer of the vajra"; 8, 31, 1 yó yájiiti "(anyone) who worships" (The 
character of the Indo-European moods, Wiesbaden 1956, p. 97). -For 
the syntactic and stylistic structure of the fust line (tricolon abundans) 
see Stylistic repetition in the Veda, p. 68 f. etc.). - "Clothlng": abhi
sa"fl--vas-: one of those numerous verbal combinations with abhi-sam 
occurring in the saIphitäs. - "Web": or "thread": tantu- in the sense of 
"woven fabric". - "Pollution" (samala-): Rodhe, o.c., p. 150. In AV. 
7, 65, 2 those speaking wipe off "the pollution, what we have done 
evilly", by the plant apämärga (for which see H. Oldenberg, Die Religion 
des Veda, Stuttgart-Berlin 31923, p. 327). AV. 12, 2, 40 it reads: "what 
pollution (samala-) we have committed ... from that let the waters 
cleanse me". The idea is that the 'sin', the 'pollution' is 'placed' and 
confined in the garment. For clothes as a 'scapegoat', i.e. as visible and 
tangible vehlcles used to convey invisible and intangible evils, see SB. 
12, 9, 2, 10. Cf. also Kaus. 18, 1 and 4 (a black garment worn during a 
Niqti-rite) and ibid. 79, 20 in connection with AV. 14, 1, 25 (cf. also 
M. Winternitz, Das altindische Hochzeitsrituell, Wien 1892, p . 100).
The term piipacailam used in siitra 63, 2 - and which might be supposed 
to refer to the garment meant in siitra 63, 1 - is however - as far as 
I am able to see - a hapax. - "Garment": 'magic sympathy' being main
tained between a person and hls clothes, community of dress no doubt 
was to bring about a close connection and community of interests between 
those concerned. This is also apparent from Kaus. 27, 13 prescribing, 
in a rite for curing a person of excessive thirst, that the patient and 
another person should be covered with one and the same garment and 
drink the same drink. From s. 11 and A V. 2, 29, 6 which is to be recited 
it appears that the disease which by a previous rite is transferred to 
the other man (cf. Caland, in Z.D.M.G. 53, p. 220) has come to an end; 
both persons have "put on the forms of the (two) Asvins". 

63, 2. "The lowest of men": the synonymous nariidhama- occurs e.g. 
Manu 10, 26 (applied to cal).<;lälas); 12, 52 (in connection with fools). 
Ritually 'dangerous' objects, i.e. objects charged with evil power or 
dangerous potency are not rarely removed, transferred, or neutralized 
by giving them to beings who in some way or other are immune against 
evil influences or cannot be made worse than they already are. Thus 
a bath serves, at the end of the horse sacrifice, as the mode of driving 
out evil in a curious rite (TB. 3, 9, 15; SB. 13, 3, 6, 5): an ugly man who 
is in bad health is driven into water up to hls mouth; "thus one redeems 
oneself from Varul).a" (see Dumont, L' ASvamedha, Louvain 1927, p. 227; 
A. B. Keith, in J.R.A.S. 1908, p. 846; Gonda, Die Religionen Indiens, 
I, p. 171). Here it is the anrtam which is confined in the garment that 
should be given to the lowest of men: cf. SB. 14, 1, 1, 30 "woman, the 
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giidra, the dog, and the black bird are anrtam". The presence of low 
people, particularly that of caQ~alas, is considered a sufficient ground 
for stopping the recitation of the Veda (see e.g. SGS. 4, 7, 33); and the 
very sight of these persons ("these meanest men on earth", Jataka, 
IV, 397) forbodes evil (Jataka, IV, 376; 390 f.). A dik~ita- (a person 
who has undertaken a consecration as part of a rite) is asked not to 
speak to a giidra (SB. 3, 1, 1, 10 etc.). Cf. also R. Sh. Sharma, Siidras 
in ancient India, Benares 1958, p. 77 ff.; 126 ff. Elsewhere a brahman is 
chosen to serve as a 'scapegoat', doubtless because his 'holiness' is supposed 
to be proof against evil influences; cf. e.g. AV. 14, 1,29; SB. 12,4,1,9. 

63, 3. AV. 11, 1, 25 is not found elsewhere, but pada d is to recur 
as 32 d. - "Divine Ones": cf. 11, 1, 16, quoted Kaug. 61, 31, and 11, 1, 23 d. 
- "Sit near" or "approaoh" viz. respectfully, reverently (ya~tavya deva 
upasannii bhavantu, comm. on AV. 11, 1, 25). - "Cooked": the comm. 
on AV. refers to TS. 2, 6, 3, 4 from which it appears that an offering 
which is burnt belongs to Nirrti; that which is not cooked, to Rudra; 
that which is cooked, to the gods. - "Placid" (pra sida): I decidedly 
reject Whitney's "sit thou forward again to them" as weIl as the com
mentary's "approach" (prapnuhi). The verb pm sad- means "to settIe 
down, become tranquil, pleased etc.", the accusative indicating an in
definite relation between the verbal and nominal ideas concerned (see 
my remarks in Misc. hom. a A. Martinet, I, La Laguna Can. 1957, p. 
47 ff. Cf. e.g. AiB. 3, 35, 2 agnin . . . asantan prasidann eti. - For the 
reading of A VPpp. which - af ter emendation: anusrpya ... sarpa in b
is not to be preferred, see also the note by Whitney-Lanman. - The 
pronoun "them" (enan) refers to daivaly,. - "By soma": it may be re
membered that in AV. 11, 1, 18 (quoted Kaug. 61, 36) the rice-grains 
are explicitly identified with soma-stalks. Here however they are said 
to have been purified by the soma juice consisting of "the draught of 
'immortality' in the form of milk and coagulated milk": thus the comm. 
on AV., quoting TB. 3, 2, 3, 11.-" ... p:~is": ar~eyaly" see AV. 11, 1, 16 
(quoted Kaug. 61, 31). Cf. also AV. ll, 1, 32 (see above); 33; 35.-For 
.AiJ.giras see also the note on 62, 14. Bhrgu is the name of a mythical 
priestly race, devoted to the fire cult (cf. also AV. 4, 14, 5) and of ten 
conjoined with the AIigirases, the Atharvans etc. (cf. e.g. AV. 18, 1,58). 
In post-~gvedic literature the Bhrgus are a real family, mentioned in 
connection with various rites. In the AV. the name of the eponymous 
ancestor Bhrgu occurs to exemplify the dangers incurred by those who 
oppress brahmans (5, 19, 1). See also V. W. Karambelkar, The Bhrgus 
and the Atharvans, in Journalof Ind. History (Travancore), 26, p. 107 ff. 
who makes an attempt to show that Atharvans and Bhrgus were 
amalgamated in Vedic times, the post-Vedic Bhrgus continuing to share 
the glory of the ancient Atharvans. - "Texts of ... ": i.e. the Atharvaveda 
which is associated with these mythic fire-priests, and hence also caIled 
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Atharväilgirasal).. See also Bloomfield, Atharva-Veda and Gopatha
BrähmaI)a, p. 1 ete.-Kesava adds the eomment: "Now it is time to 
eaU upon brahmans with a view to the reeitation of texts belonging to 
the Atharvaveda. Mter the "giver" has with the stanza (AV. 11, 1, 26) 
"0 king Soma, extend your eomplaeenee to these (people, pI.) who as 
good brahmans shaU sit (reverentiaUy) near thee (cf. AV. 11, 1, 32 ab). 
1 emphatieally invite these f!?is and deseendants of f!?is, who have been 
bom from austerity, to the riee-dish" invited four deseendants of f!?is 
who know the Atharvaveda ... (the instruetion given in sutra 3 is to be 
followed)" . Here again the riee-dish is homologized with soma (tadätmaka
brahmaudana, eomm.). -For Soma as a king see Die Religionen lndiens, 
1, p. 65 (with a bibliographieal note). - "Complaeenee" (sarrtjfiänam): for 
"eomplaeenee, harmony, (mental) agreement, sympathy" of a divine 
being towards a worshipper see also AV. 3, 14, 4. The eomm. on AV. 
11, 1, 26 explains sarrtjMnam ti vapa as moharrt mä krthälj,; Whitney: 
"harmony", i.e. "mutual agreement"; cf. e.g. AiA. 1, 2, 2 and texts 
sueh as SB. 1,5,2,19; 1, 1,4, 5.-"Born from austerity": reeurs AV. 
4, 34, 1 d. Cf. also ~V. 10, 129, 3; 10, 183, 1; 10, 190, 1 and SB. 3, 3, 3, 8; 
6, 1, 3, 9. The eomm. on AV. st. 26 rightly explains dïk~ärüpät tapasa 
utpannälj" quoting ApSS. 10, 11, 6 "he who undertakes the dïk~ä ("eon
seeration" , whieh is closely assoeiated with tapalj" see my Change and 
eontinuity in lndian religion, eh. 10, p. 340ff.) is bom from brahman" . -
This stanza is not found elsewhere. - The view ventilated by the eomm. 
on AV.: "suhavä feminine and the saerifieer's wife the speaker" is erroneous. 

63, 4. The stanza AV. 11, 1, 27 oeeurs also, with a slight variation 
at the end (dadätu tán me), as AV. 6, 122, 5 (quoted Kaus. 63, 29). The 
young women are the waters and they are addressed as sueh in A V. 
10, 9, 27 whieh oeeur in a text to aecompany the offering of a eow and a 
hundred riee-dishes (see further on). Päda a:=AV. 11, 1, 17 a (cf. Kaus. 
61,34), see also Kaus. 2, 8; cf. also st. 18 a; in Paipp. (16, 91, 7) päda a 
runs (af ter emendation) as foUows: idam apo madhumatïr ghrtascyuto. -
"Pure" and henee "fit to purify something other" (eomm.).-The eomm. 
on AV. 11, 1, 27 needlessly remarks "(in the hands of the brahmans) 
under the pretext of washing the hands"; cf. the same eomm. before 
st. 21 ... t~äm rtvijärrt hastaprak~älanärtham udakarrt dadyät. - "One by 
one": "lest they should be mixed together" (eomm.). -For lndra with 
the Maruts eompare AV. 12, 3, 24, quoted at Kaus. 61, 32.-As to d 
eompare HGS. 1, 7, 11 e indro marudbhir iha te dadhätu and similar pädas. 
It may be remembered that these gods are eoneemed with the proeess 
of raining and with what results from it (Maedonell, Vedie Myth. p. 61; 
80). For the signifieation of the rite compare AV. 10, 9, 27 "1 place the 
heavenly waters, rich in honey ... in separate succession in the hands 
of the brahmans; with what desire 1 now pour you on, let all that fall 
to my share". This stanza is quoted in Kaus. 65, 8. Sprinkling of water 
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takes also place in later Hindu rites, see e.g. Rangachari, O.C., passim. 

63, 5. For AV. ll, 1,28 b see above, note on Kaus. 62, 22 where the 
entire stanza was used.-The second half-stanza of AV. 12,3,53 is identi
cal with the first half of 12,3, 19; see the note on 61, 24. The Paipp. 17, 
41, 3 however has a different line: visvavyacii visvakarmii svargas sayonirp, 
lokam upa yiihy ekam "all-embracing, accomplishing everything, going 
to the celestial world, approach the one world which is connected with 
your origin" (rather to be emended: sayonir "together with your origin"). 
- The phrase "to win (vanute) rain" occurs AV. 4, 15, 10 where Agni 
Jätavedas is implored to "win rain for us, ... amr1;a out of the sky", 
and 15 where the same prayer is addressed to the Fathers. J;tV. 10, 98, 3 
(the story of Deväpi who acting as a domestic priest for his brother 
sang in praise of the gods with the view to win rain; see Brhaddevatä 
7, 155 ff.; Geldner, Der Rig-Veda übersetzt, lIl, p. 308; Macdonell and 
Keith, Vedic Index, I, p. 377 f.). It is therefore not surprising that a 
'divinized' oblation (and sacrifieer) should be implored to obtain rain. 
There were also particular ritual acts which could be inserted e.g. in the 
Agni!il~ma with a view to producing rain (see e.g. ApSS. 12, 11, 3; 13, 
9, 8). Compare, in addition to these texts, SB. 1, 5, 2, 19. -At fust sight 
the word for "skin" (tvac)-here, rather, "bag" (1), cf. J;tV. 9, 74, 5-
seems to denote the cloud also J;tV. 1, 129, 3 vf~ar;,am pinvasi tvácarp, 
(sarp,varar;,avantarp, puf,abandhanavad udakav~f,anavantarp, ... jaladhiirir;,arp, 
megham, SäyaI).a; Indra is addressed; Geldner prefers : "Der volle Schlauch 
ist Bild des Überflusses ... "). For "vapour" compare SB. 7, 4, 2, 22 "this 
(terrestrial world) sheds seed upwards from here (in the form of) vapour; 
it becomes rain in yonder world, and yonder world (sheds) that rain 
from above". Is therefore Henry (p. 247) right in supposing the skin to 
refer to the earth? - For cd see above. - The sense of etam is "that 
which has been mentioned, that which you know". - For the sutra see 
Whitney-Lanman, on AV. ll, 1, 28 and 12, 3, 53. They suppose the 
garment to be the object, whereas the comm., reading upakar~ati,
correctly, I suppose-thinks of the rice-dish; cf. also comm. before st. 21 
. . . barhi~y iisiiditam odanam i~at kar~ayet. 

63, 6. A V. ll, 1, 29; no other occurrences. For päda b (Paipp. upa 
instead of apa) see 63, 7. - "Jätavedas" : Agni. - "Chaff" or "husks" 
(kambuka-): phalikara'f}iin "chaff of rice or smallest grain", comm. AV., 
obviously the palaviil} of AV. 12, 3, 19. Cf. also GrhyasaIpgr. 2, 14.
"Wipe off": pädeniipamiirjanarp, kuru "wipe off, remove with the foot" 
(comm. AV., followingKaus. 63, 7).-"Heard", viz. fromexperts (comm.) 
- "King ... ": this term (grhariija- ) - which does not seem to occur 
elsewhere in ancient Vedic literature - refers to Agni, the god to whom 
the epithet grhapati- "lord of the house" is frequently applied. It is 
especially with the help of Agni giirhapatya-, the sacrificial god of the 
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householder's fire, that the sins of the sacrificer are done away with 
and that he is led to the world of those who have accumulated religious 
merits. - Niqii: (the goddess of) perdition - "whomsoever she seizes upon 
with evil, him she seizes upon with perdition" (SB. 5, 2, 3, 3) -, cf. AV. 
12, 3, 17 d quoted at Kaus. 61, 14. In the ritual Niqii obtains special 
oblations, e.g. pap of black rice split by finger-nails (VS. 9, 35; SB. 5, 
3, 1, 13). The husks (t~iiM belong to this goddess (SB. 7, 2, 1, 7). One 
offers to her af ter having made up a fire in a natural cleft in the ground, 
or on barren land (SB. 5, 2, 3, 2 f.). In the text under consideration the 
t~iilJ, obviously accrue to Agni (cf. also SB. 1, 1, 4, 21 and the comm. 
on KätySS. 2, 4, 20: "the husks are put on the central one of the potsherds 
for the Agni cake"; iigneyasya madhyame kapiile t~iin opya kr~1}ijjina

syiidhastiin nirasyati utkaradde) , the kambükiilJ, to Nirrti, for whom no 
special sacrificial fire is made. - For the husks etc. see above, Kaus. 
61, 23-25; 29; TB. 3, 2, 5, 11 t~air eva rak~iirJt8i niravadayate; ibid. 
1, 6, 5, 5 t~ais ca ni~k~e'(ta ciivabhrtam avaiti. 

63, 7. That is to say, päda 11, 1, 29 b is to accompany this act.
"Left": the left hand is used in rites concerning the deceased (Caland, 
Todten- und Bestattungsgebräuche, p. 172 f.), in witchcraft etc., and 
also in the Niqii rite described Kaus. 18, 17 (cf. also the scapegoat rite 
in connection with the same goddess, Kaus. 18, 16). For the significance 
of the left hand or foot in ritual compare e.g. also SB. 1, 1, 4, 5 f.; 1, 3, 
4, 12 f.; 11, 4, 2, 1 and 3. 

63, 8. There are no other occurrences of AV. 12, 3, 54 but to päda c 
compare ~V. 10, 3, 1 d ásiknim eti rusatim apájan; see BIoomfield, in 
Z.D.M.G. 48, p. 576. Paipp. reads: tanvas instead of tanvam. - "Body": 
tanü- which does not only refer to the phenomenal body. The following 
"one ... " and the other adjectives, being feminine, relate to this noun. 
References to the assumption of another body by the deceased who af ter 
cremation goes to heaven are e.g. found ~V. 10, 15, 14, where the deceased 
himself is invited to assume a new body (see Geldner's note); 10, 16,5; 
AV. 18, 3, 59; cf. also AV. 7, 104, l.-" ... colour", or "outward ap
pearance": anyávar1}ijm. The three colours meant in this stanza recur 
in other connections. In the Nirrti rite described at Kaus. 18, 17 a dark
coloured undergarment, a red upper garment, and a white head-band 
are required. (Cf. also A. Weber, Indische Studien, 5, p. 308). In the 
doctrine propounded by Arul).a with regard to the sun (ChU. 3, 3) this 
luminary has a red, a white, a dark, an exceedingly dark colour. Ac
cording to the Mbh. (12, 291, 45 cr. ed.) there are three colours, white, 
red, and black, which affect all things in prakrti (suklalohitakr~'(tiini 
rüpii'(ty etiini tri'(ti tu sarvii'(ty etiini rüpii'(ti yiiniha priikrtiini vai). These 
colours are set parallel to the three gUl).as as signs of the soul which goes 
to helI if it is tiimasa- (dark), to a human condition if riijasa- (red), to 
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heaven if sättvika- (white). SvetU. 4, 5 makes mention of a tricoloured 
being (ajäm ekärp, lohitasuklakr~1fÜm), obviously "die Materie mit ihren 
drei Konstituenten" (R. Hauschild, Die SvetäSvatara-Upan., Leipzig 
1927, p. 23); see also Mbh. 5, 44, 19. The doctrine of the colours is also 
found in a more elaborate form, that is to say, a simple idea of a pure 
white or colourless soul (SvetU. 4, 1) which assumes colours through 
its union with the body and matter - that is, it is tinged with the fruit 
of acts - in general is in the Mbh. worked up into a confused theory 
which need not detain us here. The soul passes out from the heart through 
the sun to immortality (ChU. 8, 6) and the channels of the heart which 
arise from the finest essence and through which the soul passes are stated 
to be of five colours, viz. reddish-brown, white, dark (blue), yellow, and 
red (8, 6, 1). The sun, it is added, has the same colours, and rays starting 
from it enter into these channels, and the soul enters these rays. 
Yäjiiavalkya, in describing the 'journey' of the soul of the released who 
is brahman, observes (BAU. 4, 4, 8 f.) that there is an ancient narrow 
path, by which the wise, the knowers of brahman, who are released go 
up to the 'celestial world'; on that path there is white, dark (blue, black), 
yellow, green and red. (It is very questionable whether we should think 
of "kleine Regenbögen aus einem Bambusgeflecht - wie die noch heute 
üblichen Hängebrücken", W. Ruben, Die Philosophen der Upanishaden, 
Bern 1947, p. 207. One is rather reminded of the popular belief which 
inspired the poet ofthe old song "Riding on a rainbow"; in the Netherlands 
children were-fifty years ago and perhaps also nowadays-told that the 
deceased travelled to heaven by the rainbow.). For the doctrine of the 
different colours of the souls compare also Mbh. 12, a. 28 (in P. Deussen's 
translation : Vier philosophische Texte des Mbh., Leipzig 1906, p. 493), 
where six colours are distinguished; E. Abegg, Indische Psychologie, 
Zürich 1945, p. 105; H. von Glasenapp, Der Jainismus, Berlin 1925, p. 
183 f., and, in connection with other epic texts, E. W. Hopkins, The 
great epic of India, New York 1902, p. 179 f. The stereotyped number 
of colours is usually five, corresponding to the five cosmic elements: 
water is white, earth black or yellow, fire red, air yellow or blue, space 
(äkäsa-) green. These five colours (pancaranga- or pancavartw-) play an 
important röle in Indian art and ritual. See e.g. J. J. Meyer, Trilogie 
altindischer Mächte und Feste der Vegetation, Zürich-Leipzig 1937, 11, 
p. 168 (with references to magical uses). In later religious and iconographic 
systems a deep spiritual significance attaches to colours. In Buddhism, 
for instance, a single deity may take any colour according to the particular 
(Tantric) rite in which he is invoked. That is to say, in a propitiatory 
rite the god takes the white or yellow colour; if total destruction is the 
aim of his appearance his colour is blue (see e.g. B. Bhattacharya, The 
Indian Buddhist iconography, Calcutta 1958, p. 389 f.; for the fixed 
symbolical significance of colours in Buddhist art see also D. SeckeI, 
Kunst des Buddhismus, Baden-Baden 1962, p. 277; and for colours in 
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connection with the doctrine of the three bodies or levels of existence 
on which the Buddha is believed to exist simultaneously, the same, 
Buddhistische Kunst Ostasiens, Stuttgart 1957, p. 18 f. etc.; for the 
symbolism of colours in general also W. Kirfel, Symbolik des Hinduismus 
und des Jainismus, Stuttgart 1959, p. 95 ff.; the same, Symbolik des 
Buddhismus, Stuttgart 1959, p. 70). The cakras or 'mystic circles' which 
according to the Tantric views are distinguished in the human body
the 'centres of predominance' in the conduit of vital force before it leaves 
the body through the cranium - are likewise characterized by colours: 
like a fiame, like the sun, red, golden, etc. See e.g. A. Avalon, The serpent 
power, Madras 1950, p. 118 ff.; 141; Die Religionen Indiens, by the present 
author, II, p. 38 f.; Garuc.laPur. , Pretakalpa 15, 74 ff. (E. Abegg, Der 
Pretakalpa des Garuc.la-PuräI).a, Berlin-Leipzig 1921, p. 210 f.) . Already 
in the brähmaI).as special importance is attached to colours; cf. e.g. 
SB. 13, 4, 2, 2 "as to its (the sacrificial horse's) being one marked with 
all colours, it is for the sake of his (the sacrificer's) obtaining and securing 
everything, for colour (outward appearance) is everything". Whereas SB. 
8, 7, 2, 16 black is called the colour of the sickly, red is 7, 3, 2, 1 stated 
to comprise all other colours. - For the unusual vidé, a form of the 3rd 
sing. middle coincident with the Ist sing. see W. D. Whitney, A Sanskrit 
grammar, Leipzig 51924, § 613. - "Getridof" or "overcome": the compound 
apajayati literally means "to get rid of something by defeating, sur
passing, or conquering it"; the simple verb is - e.g. Manu 2, 70, 98; 
6, 34; 7, 44 - used in the sense of subduing, overcoming or removing 
desires, diseases, difficulties. The compound combines with objects such 
as "death" (PB. 25, 15,4 "through this rite the serpents overcome death"); 
"repeated death" (SB. 10, 1, 4, 14; 10, 6, 1, 4, by means of rites or ritual 
knowIedge). For ajait see Lanman's note on AV. 6, 32, 2 and Bloomfield, 
in Z.D.M.G. 48, p. 576 ff. - "Shining": rusatim "brilliant, bright, shining, 
white": as is weIl known, colour names are of ten untranslatable (cf. 
e.g. A. E. Kober, the use of colour terms in the Greek poets, Thesis 
Columbia Univ. 1932; S. Öhman, Wortinhalt und Weltbild, Stockholm 
1951, p. 136 ff.).-"Producing ... ": rûsatim punänálJ,; the accusative is 
regarded as denoting the predicative adjective as e.g. in the German der 
die Berge test setzt; liesz ein Huteisen tertig schmieden (compare Dutch 
constructions such as iemand dood slaan "beat a person to death"; iets 
schoon wassen and the synonymous English to wash clean). - "Chaff etc.": 
cf. s. 8, notwithstanding Kaus. 7, 5. 

63, 9. AV. 4, 14, 5 forms part of a swda of nine stanzas which is 
to accompany the sacrifice of a he-goat (see A. Weber, Ind. Studien, 18, 
Leipzig 1898, p. 51 ff.). The stanzas 1-6 are in different order AVPpp. 
3, 38, 3 and occur also in various texts of the YajurVeda, viz. -as far 
as this stanza is concerned - as VS. 17, 69 (with some variants, for which 
see Whitney-Lanman, AV., p. 171) among the propitiatory and pre-
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paratory ceremonies in connection with Agni being placed on the 'fire
altar' : Agni is carried forward by the adhvaryu who mounts the 'fire
altar' (forthe ritual application: SB. 9, 2, 3, 28); as TS. 4, 6, 5, 2 (similarly, 
and cf. 5, 4,7, 1 f.); MS. 2, 10,6: 138,4; KS. 18,4: 236, 1 (parallel). The 
stanza is quoted pratikena Vait. 8, 17 to accompany the transfer of the 
two ähavaniya fires (see Caland, Vaitänasiitra, p. 24; cf. ApSS. 8, 5, 22; 
KätySS. 5, 4, 2-7), and Vait. 15, 9 likewise in similar circumstances (viz. 
when the fire is brought to the uttaravedi: agni~~oma). Besides, st. 2-5 
are used Vait. 29, 17 in the (above-mentioned) ceremonyas the priests 
mount the 'fire-altar'. The 5th stanza is also used Kaus. 137, 27 (äjya
tantra) likewise to accompany the bringing forward of fire. The use of 
the complete hymn is prescribed in Kaus. 64, 23 (sava sacrifices) with 
a goat or goat-and-rice-mess (ajaudana-) as sava. The comm. on 63, 9 
holds that st. 5 is to be used with an oblation in all savas. - It is worth 
noticing that the ritual application in Kaus. 63, 9 differs from that in 
the above YV. texts. In AV. 4, 14 the goat which is offered and through 
the intermediary of which the sacrificer ascends unto the higher regions 
is said to have been "bom" from Agni's heat. The sacrificer, bearing the 
vessel-fire (ukhya- agni-, see e.g. A. Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, Strassburg 
1897, p. 8 and 162) is supposed to go to these spheres and to the gods 
with the fire. It is especially päda d of st. 5 "let the sacrificers go to heaven" 
which makes it suit this ritual context, and these words have no doubt 
also led to its insertion in the ritual described . in Kaus. 60-63. The im
perative prehi is explained by the comm. (in connection with AV. 4, 14) 
as ähavaniyadesarp, präpnuhi "approach the place of the ahavaniya fire 
(the consecrated fire taken from the householder's perpetual fire and 
prepared for receiving oblations)". This remark is not pertinent to the 
rite under discussion. See the note on 60, 6. - Päda c of AV. 4, 14, 5 
occurs also MS. 3, 3, 9: 41, 20 as part of a series of verses to be used in 
erecting the fire-place (agniciti-): kramadhvam agninä näkam ity äha, 
svargasya lokasya sama~tyai ; divaJ;, pr~tharp, svargatveti, pr~thena hi yanty; 
ürjarp, no dhehi dvipade catU{Jpadä iti, dvipätsu caiva catU{Jpätsu ca pam
~ürjarp, dadhäti; iyak~amä1fä etc. - For Agni as the first of the gods see 
e.g. ~V. 4, 11, 5; TB. 2, 4, 3, 3 agnir agre prathamo devatänäm; for his 
greatness and superiority ~V. 1, 68, 2; on his precedence my remarks 
in Studia Indologica, Festschrift-Kirfel, Bonn 1955, p. 109 ff.; the comm. 
refers to his precedence at definite sacrifices. - For Agni as the eye of 
gods and men see ~V. 5, 8, 6 tvám agne ... tv~árp, cák~ur dadhire codayán
mati: 6, 7, 6 his eye is the sun (cf. 3, 2, 14); elsewhere Agni's glow and light 
are called his eyes (cf. e.g. ~V. 4, 2, 19). We need not endorse the com
mentator's view: Agni is dear to the gods like the eyes because he conveys 
the oblations and to men because he shows the way to heaven. The author 
of TS. 5, 4, 7, 2 is of the opinion that "with (these words) he bestows 
eyesight upon both gods and men". - "Desiring ... ": the desiderative 
iyak~amä1fÜJ;, is correctly explained as ya~tum icchantaJ;, (comm.); cf. 
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J. von Negelein, Zur Sprachgeschichte des Veda (Verbalsystem des AV.), 
Berlin 1898, p. 68, n. 2; Macdonell, Vedic grammar, p. 388 (§ 542 a); 
Renou, Gramm. védique, § 36. - Bhrgus: see the note on 63, 3 ("together 
with the Bhrgus", Eggeling, SB. 9, 2, 3, 28). - "Celestial sphere": svargam, 
karmaphalabhütam (comm.) - "Happily": svasti, k~emery,a (comm.), trans
lated as "to well-being" (Whitney); "in safety" (Griffith, VS. 17, 69); 
"hail" (Eggeling, SB. 9, 2, 3, 28); the form may indeed be used adverbially 
(cf. Renou, Gramm. védique, § 271, n. 2). 

In this form the stanza AV. 11, 1, 36 does not occur elsewhere. One 
might however compare MS. 2, 12, 4: 148, I agne cyavasva sam anu 
prayähi, and VS. 15,53; TS. 4, 7, 13,4; 5, 7, 7, 2; MS. 2, 12,4 : 148,4; 
KS. 18, 18: 278, 16; SB. 8, 6, 3, 22 sarp, pra cyavadhvam upa (TS. anu) 
sarp, pra yäta for päda a; VS., TS., KS., SB. (see above) agne patho deva
yänän krry,udhvam, and MS. (2, 12, 4) ävi~ patho devayänän krry,udhvam 
for b; MS. (2, 12, 4) ebhilJ, sukrtair anugachema devälJ, and ibid. idam 
idarp, sukrtam ärabhasva for c; AV. 9, 5, 15 d ndkasya pr~thé ádhi saptá
rasmau for d. In MS. päda d runs as follows yaträ r~ayo jagmulJ, prathamä 
ye purär,tälJ, and yatra nalJ, pürve pitaralJ, paretälJ, (MS. has two stanzas). 
- "Gather ... up" ("dispose-toi en couches régulières" , Henry): for samd
cin~va AVPp. 16, 92, 6 reads samätan~va "to extend (oneself)", which 
is not usual in the Veda. In c it reads ebhis ... prage~ma. The translation 
proposed bythe Petr. Dict. and Monier-Williams, Dict. "to fill up cavities 
in a road" is erroneous. The interpretation of the AV. comm. which 
regards päda a as addressed to the rice-dish-which is to "gather up 
all its members" (samäcayanarp, sarv~äm angänärp, samühibhavanarp, kuru) 
-is no doubt correct. It implies the rice-dish's going af ter the fire , which 
is a quite intelligible thought. The sacrifieer in his turn follows the sacred 
dish. - "0 Agni", in päda b (Whitney's emendation; see Whitney-Lanman, 
p. 619).-For "leading to the gods", not, with Whitney-Lanman, "god
travelled" (devayäna-) in connection with the rice-dish see AV. 11, I, 20 
(not used by Kaus.). The heavenly road leading to the gods (pánthälJ, ... 
devaydnalJ,) shines for the sacrifieer who has ascended the funeral pile 
(AV. 18, 4, 14). Similarly AV. 8, 10, 20 (where Whitney's rendering is 
correct). See also the note on 60, 33 and ~V. 10, 51, 2; VS. 12, 73. The 
Mbh. likewise speaks of a devayäna-: 3, 114, 6 cr. ed. devayänena patM 
svargam upey~alJ,; beyond and over the high mountains of the North 
goes the devayäna-, i.e. the devalokasya märgalJ, and the divyo devapathalJ, 
found by the mortal who however might not go upon it (3, 147, 41 cr. 
ed.). The home of Kubera is on the top of mount Kailäsa and beyond 
it stretches the path leading to the heavenly world, "a terrible uneven 
path only wide enough for one". Elsewhere ho wever the devapatha- is 
"the path by which the gods go", but then also the path leads to a 
celestial abode. For example, by such a path ascended Rudra to heaven 
from a place in the Kalhiga country (Mbh. 3, 114, 6 cr. ed.). - "Make 
ready": cf. ~V. 10, 52, 4 agnir vidvdn yajnárp, nalJ, kalpayäti. -For päda c 
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AVPp. has yebhilp sukrtair anu praiiiestharJ28 sa yaJne, i.e. yebhilp s. a. 
praget}ma yaiiia'f!/,. - "Act ... " : yaiiiam "sacral act", usually translated 
by "sacrifice". - "Heaven ... ": náke . . . saptárasmau; for this phrase 
compare AV. 9, 5, 15 where the goat is implored " to establish sky and 
earth upon the seven-rayed back of the firmament" (nákasya prt}thé ádhi 
saptárasmau). If Roth's explication (Petr. Dict. VII, 665) "von den 
Gurten, die unter der Himmelsdecke gezogen sind" is right, the quali
ficatory adjective has been borrowed from the expression rathalp sapta
rasmilp (J.l,V. 2, 18, 1 ; 6, 44, 24) "a chariot with seven 'webs' " (intended 
to support the body of the vehicle, cf. Zimmer, Altind. Leben, p. 246), 
or, rather " ... with seven reins" , the vehicles being mythical and the 
number seven indicating, in contexts of this character, that the object 
qualified belongs to the divine sphere (cf. SB. 9, 5, 2, 8 "whatever else 
there is of seven kinds, relating to dei ties ... , he thereby secures"; ibid. 
10, 2, 4, 4), that it is complete in itself, regarded as perfect, etc. One can 
hardly avoid the conclusion that "the firmament with seven rays or 
reins" in AV. 11, 1, 36 is reminiscent of the vehicle of ~V. 6,44, 24 where, 
according to Säyal).a, the chariot of the sun is meant. Compare also the 
occurrences of "seven" in ~V. 1, 164, 3; 12; 2, 40, 3. As far as this vehicle 
is concemed, I agree with Lüders, o.c., p . 690 f. who is however strongly 
inclined to explain rasmi- "rein" as denoting the heavenly rivers : "mit den 
sieben rasmis sind die sieben Himmelsströme gemeint". Cf. 2, 12, 12 
yálp saptárasmir vrt}abhás tûvit}män aväsriat sártave saptá stndhün "the 
mighty bull with seven reins who let loose the seven streams to flow"; 
Lüders' interpretation is no doubt correct in th at he explains saptárasmilp, 
not as "hard to restrain (Geldner, Macdonell , Vedic reader, p. 54), but 
as "having seven reins"; disputable in that he identifies the reins and 
the streams: "Indra ... hält sieben Zügel in der Hand, weil er die als 
Rosse gedachten sieben Ströme zum laufen herabsendet". Why should 
he send the horses down, and why should the rain be regarded as horses? 
The comm. on AV. 11, 1, 36 says: saptarasmau,' ädityamaryJ.alasyopari. 
In AV. 9, 5, 1 ; 3 ; 6 it is the goat of the goat-offering which is said to set 
foot on the "firmament" or rather "heaven" (näkam). In AV. 11, 1, 4; 
30; 37 the wish is expressed that the sacrifieer mayascend to it, and in 
9, 5, 10 the goat pI aces him there. As shown by Lüders, Varul).a, p. 73 
ff. (p. 76, 1. 2 f. b. read "sichtbaren") näka- which, at first meant "firma
ment, the (visible) sky" came, more generally, to denote " (the) heaven(s)" 
(cf. ~V. 1, 164,50 ; AV. 3, 29, 3 ; 6, 123,5; 7, 80, 4 etc.). The comm. on 
AV. 11 , 1, 36 accordingly observes : näke,' dulpkhäsarJ28prt}te svarge loke.
The connection between the sütra and the mantra which was not clear 
to Whitney-Lanman is according to the comm. to be elucidated by Manu 
3, 76 "an oblation duly thrown into the fire reaches the sun". Offering 
melted or clarified butter (äiya-) is of ten recommended to the man who 
desires to gain the brilliant energy called teiah, cf. e.g. TS. 3, 5, 9, 3 
(because, the text states, äiya is teiaM. Ghee is on the other hand considered 
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sacred to Agni, and in offering butter to (the god of) Fire "one regales 
him with his own juice" (SB. 9, 2, 2, 3). It is evident that butter causes 
the fire to flare up more intensively (cf. e.g. ~V. 1, 58, 2; 1, 132, 6; 2, 
7,4; 4, 58, 8; 7, 3, 5; for Agni's burning and flaming compare also AiB. 
3, 4). Nor is it surprising to see that ~V. 4, 58, 10 (VS. 17, 98) it is the 
butter which is implored to bear the oblation offered to the gods (imárp, 
yajnárp, nayata devátä no ghrtásya). Then again, Agni, af ter having been 
covered with butter, is urged on to bring the gods to the sacrificial place 
(~V. 1, 188, 3; 5, 26, 2). Thus the fire, sprinkled with, and made to flame 
through, butter is the conveyer of the sacrificial gifts (cf. ~V. 1, 96, 3; 
1, 128,2; 5, 8, 6; 5, 28, 5 and 6; 8, 44, 8; 10,57,2). The god is therefore 
also the friend and the protector of the sacrificers (1, 68, 6; 94, 14; 3, 
4, 2; 8, 44, 15 etc.). Agni moreover rules over 'immortality' (5, 28, 2), 
to which he according to 1, 31, 7 conducts mortal men (tvárp, tám agne 
amrtatvá uttamé mártarp, dadhiisi). He also brings, not only the offerings 
of the man who has sacrificed, but also the sacrificer himself, af ter death, 
to the heavenly regions (AV. 18, 4, 1). 

63, 10. For sava- see 60, 1. - The term "sacred ceremony" (sarp,skära-) 
- of ten translated by "sacraments" - is used in a narrower and a wider 
sense. Generally expressing the idea of a "ceremony leading to perfection 
and accomplishment" it embraces purificatory, eliminatory, sanctifying 
and transformative rites by which a human being, body mind and soul, 
is raised to a higher state of perfection, so that he will be able to co me 
up to the requirements of the next phase of his existence; a saIpskära 
endows the person who undertakes it with an almost undefinable re
ligious merit, with a peculiar excellence residing in soul or body. In the 
narrower sense the term applies to the twelve, sixteen or eighteen do
mestic rites su eh as conception, birth ceremonies, Veda studentship, the 
bath on completion of studentship, marriage etc. (see e.g. R. B. Pandey, 
Hindu saIpskäras, Benares 1949; P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasästra, 
11, Poona 1941, ch. VI, p. 188 f.; Gonda, Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 
115 ff.). In its wider sense the concept of saIpskäras comprises also a 
number of sacrificial rites, according to Gautama (DhS. 8, 16 ff.) the 
performance of the five daily sacrifices to gods, Fathers, men, 'goblins' 
and brahman, seven simple or cooked sacrifices (piikayajna-) , seven acts 
of worship comprising burnt offerings (haviryajna-) , and seven soma
sacrifices. There is however a great divergence of opinion among au
thorities about the number of the saIpskäras. The term is moreover used 
to denote various ritual acts of the above description executed in con
nection with human beings, offerings, or sacred utensils (for examples 
see Kane, o.c., 11, p. 190). Sabara (comm. on Jaimini, MimS. 3, 1, 3: 
p. 660) therefore explains it as that which being effected makes a certain 
object or person fit for a certain purpose. This fitness is of two kinds, 
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because it arises from the removal of negative qualities and from the 
generation of positive qualities. 

63, 11. "The ... ": the term arthalopa- denotes "failing or non
existence of an aim or object" (KätySS. vikrtau vacanärthalopavirodhebhyo 
'pravrttily, ; SäSS. 3, 19, 2 arthalope pratinidhily, "if the object proper fails, 
a substitute (is adhibited)" . - For the technical sense of nivartate in 
ritual works see e.g. Lä~ySS. 1, 12, 19 pravaräs tu nivartante; 2, 4, 15; 
2, 9, 16; tasyäpr~thasya sato nivarteran dharmäly,; Kaus. 141, 7. 

63, 12. Cf. 60, 20. - "One": the sacrificer or officiant. - "Mantras" : 
the text has the singular, this term being also applied to a division of 
the Veda, or to a particular Vedic saIJlhitä collectively (vedabhede, 
vedavise~e, vedä'f[/,se). 

63, 13. 'Index': the term linga- signifies the "characteristic mark" 
or "sign", which gives some information, especially with regard to the 
divinity with which a stanza or a mantra is concerned. (For references 
see L. Renou, Terminologie grammaticale du sanskrit, lI, Paria 1942, 
p . 74). - " ... the conclusion": the verb pari-dhä- and the noun paridhäna
are used to express the idea of "closing or concluding the recitation of 
liturgical words"; see e.g. AiB. 1, 16, 35 ... ity uttamayä paridadhäti; 
4, 10, 15; KB. 18, 4 ; 26, 4; SSS. 6, 6, 20 ... iti sa kälaly, paridhänasya 
äntaryämäd vägyamanam. 

63, 18. "Different use(s)": vibhäga- "difference, diatribution". 

63, 19. - "Sükta": i.e. the entire text AV. 11, 1. The phrase sa'f[/,pä
tavanta'f[/, karoti must be seen here in the light of the comment given by 
Caland (Altind. Zauberritual, p. 11 f., n. 8) on Kaus. 7, 15 : " ... wo im 
Folgenden das Essen (eines Pfannkuchens usw.), das Umbinden (eines 
Amulets usw.), das Begiessen (mit Wasser), der Gebrauch eines Fuhrwerks 
oder Reitthieres, das Geniessen (von Reisbrei, Opferkuchen oder Säften) 
vorgeschrieben wird, sind die betreffenden Gegenstände immer mit den 
Neigen der vorher dargebrachten Butterspende zu versehen oder zu be
streichen". Compare also the details and references added by Caland and 
Kaus. 7, 27 sa'f[/,pätavatäm asnäti nyankte vä "von den (Substanzen), 
welche mit den Neigen versehen worden sind, isst er (wohl der Yajamäna) 
oder er salbt sich (die Augen) damit". In the paradigm of the regular 
rites as described in ka:r:tc;likä 1-6 three subdivisions are distinguished, 
the invariable former part (pilrvatantra-), comprising the introductory 
sacrifice and the two äjya oblations; the principal oblation(s) (pradhäna
homa-), which vary according to the special exigencies of the rite and 
for which the Vedic texts, as a rule a complete sükta, which are to be 
recited are given in Kausika's sütras and the invariabie final part (uttara-
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tantra-) , comprising inter alia the "last oblation" (pascäddhomaly,). "Mit 
den Neigen nun der Opferbutter, die von den Hauptspenden im Opfer
löffel zurückbleiben und die natürlich voller Heiligkeit und magischer 
Kraft sind, wird das Amulet, das man umbindet, die Speise die man 
geniesst usw. getränkt". Caland was no doubt right in supposing the 
phrase uttaral} sampatal} which occurs e.g. Kaus. 20, 13; 34, 4; 41, 22 etc. 
to signify the remnant of the oblations of the uttaratantra. In the text 
under discussion the anointing with the remnant clearly is a double act, 
which may take place with the uttaral} and p'Ürval} sampatal} (cf. s. 21 and 19). 

63, 20. AV. 11, 1, 30 does not occur in other texts. "Or": "option
ally" (vikalpena), comm. AV.-"Stanzas ... ": this seems to mean: with 
AV. 11, 1, 30-37, except 31 and 36 which have already been used. See 
also the note on AV. 11, I, 32. - "Have ... notion" : an attempt to trans
late viddhi + genetive (cf. E. Siecke, De genetivi in lingua sanscritica ... 
usu, Thesis Berlin 1869, p. 47 f.; Delbrück, Altind. Syntax, p. 158). The 
comm. takes the three participles in päda a as plur. accus., reading enan 
in b. - The verb sram- is also used of the one who exerts himself in 
performingritual acts ~V. 8, 67,6 srantáya sunvaté "für den abgearbeiteten 
Somapresser" (Geldner); cf. also ~V. 1, 179, 3. The comm. explains 
dïk~arüpa'TfL tapas tapyamiinam,. it is true that sram- occurs also in con
nection with 'asceticism', cf. e.g. SB. 1, 8, 1, 7; 10, 6, 5, 2. - "Cooking" , 
viz. the rice-dish. - "Pressing", because the sava-sacrifice is considered 
to be the equivalent of a soma-sacrifice (cf. the comm. savayajiia eva 
somayiigatvena rüpyate). -The comm. incorrectly takes vayal} in päda c 
as "bird" quoting TS. 5, 4, 11, 1 "becoming a hawk he Bies to the world 
of heaven". - Päda d may be considered to continue päda b. A VPp. 
16, 91, 10 reading, for b, svarga'TfL lokam adhi ... , omits d. - It is true 
that the sütra casts no light on this stanza (Whitney-Lanman), but its 
content speaks for itself, since the comm. is no doubt right in regarding 
the rice-dish as the 'person' addressed (cf. stanza 33). - "Vigour", not 
"fullest age" (BIoomfield, SBr. 42, p. 184). For vayas- see the somewhat 
onesided explication by Renou, Études sur Ie vocabulaire du ~gveda, 
Pondichéry 1958, p. 38 ff. - "Highest heaven": uttama'TfL niikam,. this 
phrase occurs e.g. also AV. 1,9,2; 4; 6, 63, 3; 6,84,4; 11, 1,4; VS. 12, 
63 etc. - "VauIt" : the phrase parama'TfL vyoma is, in the locative, frequent 
in the ~V., e.g. 1, 62, 7; see also 1, 164, 34 and 35 (VS. 23, 61 and 62) 
where "the extremest limit" of the earth is identified with the vedi-, 
the sacrificial bank as the "place nearest heaven, and the brahman with 
the vacál} paramá'TfL viJoma. 

AV. 11, 1, 32 ff. The stanzas 32-37 (except 36) are quite intelligible 
if taken as relating to the rice-dish. The comm. is no doubt right in 
explaining e.g. the vocative babhre (32 a) as being equivalent to brahmau
dana. The stanzas 31, in which the priest is addressed (cf. Kaus. 62, 15) 
and 36 (cf. 63, 9) interrupt this coherent sequence of stanzas. 
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11, 1, 32. This is the only occurrence, but päda d = AV. 11, 1, 25 d 
(see Kaus. 63, 3) . - "Bearing", cf. the note on 62, 15. - "Demoniac power": 
the form rak§as usually is, in the AV., put on a par with other evil powers 
and the object of verbs of smiting, burning, destroying; cf. also 11, 1, 21; 
12, 3, 14; 15; 43 (see also Grassmann, Wörterbuch zum Rigveda 1131). 
This makes the commentator's view of this passage - he combines rak~as 
into a compound with samádam, neglecting the accent - understandable
Henry and Bloomfield, putting rák§al}, and samádam on a par, take rak§al}, 
to be an accusative - and any identification of babhre and rak§al}, including 
Whitney's interpretation "0 bearing one (as) a demon" questionable. 
Yet the demons, though as a rule injuring spontaneously and particularly 
aiming at sacrifices (see Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 162 ff.) are 
sometimes thought to act at the instigation of men. AV. 2, 24, 1 etc. 
calls upon them to devour him who sent them; AV. 7, 70, 2 ("let the 
'sorcerers', perdition, also the demon (rák§as) smite ... ") is a spell meant 
to nullify the sacrifice of an enemy through the wiles of the rak~as. The 
latter text is used Kaus. 48, 27: "To the detriment of an enemy who 
has established the sacral fires one scatters-in order to make his sacri
fices a failure - grains of corn, prepares with them porridge and offers 
that to the accompaniment of this text" (cf. Caland, Altind. Zauber
ritual, p. 169). Af ter all however, the most satisfactory solution seems 
to be to regard rak{Jas as an acc. in the sense of "demoniac power' '(cf. 
AV. 4,17,5; 8, 2,12; 12, 1,49; 13,4, 25; ~V. 7, 104, 23; 8, 60, 20).
For ä vap- cf. the use of this verb in A V. 11, 1, 26. - "Sit near ... ", viz. 
in order to partake of the rice-dish (comm.). - With the fust line compare 
stanza 26 ab, quoted by Kesava (see note on 63, 3). - "Strife": samadarp, 
kr- or dhä- + dat. likewise occurs in the sense of "to causa strife among 
or between ... " (cf. ~V. 10, 125,6; TB. 2,1,2,10; cf. also SB. 1, 1,2,18 
täbhya eväsamadarp, karoti "he establishes concord among them"). -For 
abrähma'T}a- see AV. 5, 17, 8; 12, 4, 43; 44; 46. The readings of AVPpp. 
sumatim (instead of samadam) and subrähma'T}äs (cf. st. 26 b) give another 
sense: "0 bearing One, demoniac power, strew a good disposition to 
all those good brahmans who ... " - On puri{Ja-, puri{Jin-, here translated 
by "fertile soil" (which may perhaps be taken in an extended or meta
phorical sense) , see Geldner, Rigveda übersetzt, 21, p. 225 (on ~V. 1, 
163, 1 incorrectly assuming the sense of "Urquell" for puri{Ja- in the 
early Vedic texts); Renou, in Journal asiatique 1939, p. 387 ff.; the same, 
Ét. véd. et päI,l. IV, Paris 1959, p. 81 f.: "un domaine ou terroir riche, 
fécondant". This general sense must indeed underlie the uses in ~V. 
5,53,9; 5, 55, 5; 6,49,6; 10,48,4; 10,65,9. For the meaning "ordure, 
excrement" in later texts compare also Aspects of early Vi~I,luism, p. 213 
etc. (in connection with karï{Jin-); for the sense "loose earth used to fUl 
up interstices" e.g. TS. 2, 6, 4, 3 quoted in the comm. on A V. 11, 1, 32; 
5, 6, 10, 2; MS. 3, 3, 3 : 35, 2 ff. However, this "loose earth" is (TS.) 
homologized with offspring and cattIe. In connection with A V. 11, 1, 32 
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the use of puri§in- in ~V. 1, 164, 12 is of some interest: the Universal 
Father is said to be seated páre árdhe puri§in- "in the higher half of heaven 
possessed of a 'fertile soil' ". In J;tV. 10, 27, 21 a puri~a- ("Wasserquell" 
Geldner, 1) is attributed to the sun; in 4, 21, 3 Indra is said to come 
"from the sky, from the earth, from the sea, from the puri~a-, from 
tbe region svar'!l-ava- (which is rich in soma) ... ". Here the word seems 
to refer to "a land of milk and honey". For the etymology, Mayrhofer, 
Etym. Wörterbuch, II, p. 311 f. (questionable). It is my intention to 
discuss this word elsewhere. - "Spreading" : the verb prath- also implies 
"to become known or celebrated etc."; cf. AV. 11, 1, 19, quoted by 
Kaus. at 61, 37. The comm. explains Zoke putrapautriidisamrddhyä 
vistiryamiir}iflJ, which is possible. - "Descendants ... ", for iir~eya- see 
AV. 11: 1, 16; 25; 26; 33; 35. 

AV. 11, 1, 33. The first päda is together with (and af ter) 25 c quoted 
at Kaus. 65, 12. Päda d corresponds to AV. 5, 3, 4 d ( ... meha) "let the 
All-gods defend me here"; 8, 1,7 c ( ... tveha) " ... you here", the former 
stanza forming part of a series of blessings and prayers for protection, 
the latter of a prayer for someone's continued life; cf. also 5MB. 1,1, 12; 
ApMB. 1, 4, 10; HGS. 1, 19, 7 (wedding ceremonies). In c Paipp. gives 
guptvii instead of goptii. - "Not also", literal translation of na ... apy asti 
(cf. abriihma'!l-a-, AV. 12,4, 43 etc.) i.e. "there is no portion ... ".-For 
Agni as a protector (goptar-) see AV. 17, 30 and compare TB. 1, 2, 1, 24. 
As is weIl known, Agni, the sacrificial god par excellence, who has already 
been mentioned several times, repels rak~as and other evil powers and 
protects the sacrifice (cf. e.g. J;tV. 10, 87, 9; see Macdonell, Vedic my
thology, p. 95).-As to the Maruts as protectors, these gods of wind and 
atmosphere are no doubt invoked because the brahmaudana is to traverse 
the air. These gods are e.g. ~V. 7,56, 9 implored to prevent their weapon, 
lightning, from hurting their worshippers. - The Visve deviilJ "All-gods" 
(see Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 99 etc.) sometimes represent all the 
gods, but are elsewhere conceived as a narrower group, being invoked 
with other deities. Although they are of frequent occurrence in the J;tV. 
- where at least forty entire hymns are devoted to their praise - as weIl 
as in the AV., they have largely escaped the notice of Macdonell (My
thology) and Shende (Foundations). See however Renou, Ét. véd. et 
päI).. V, Paris 1959, p. 1 ff. For their help or protection see e.g. AV. 8, 
1, 7; 2, 21; 9, 2, 7; 9, 4, 18.-For the general purport of these words 
compare AV. 12, 3,11 (Kaus. 61, 3).-1 take me as belonging to pakvam, 
not to goptii: J. Wackernagel's syntactic tendency: Über ein Gesetz der 
indogerm. Wortstellung, I. F. 1 (1892), p. 333 ff. (=Kleine Schriften, I, 
Göttingen 1953); cf. also B. Delbrück, Syntaktische Forschungen, Halle 
1878, III, p. 47 f.; Chr. Bartholomae, Arische Forschungen, Halle 1886, 
II, p. 3 ff. (Die Stellung der enklitischen Pronomina und Partikeln). 

AV. 11, 1, 34: there are no other occurrences. In d Paipp. has po§am. 
- "Yielding milk": the subject of duh- ätm., is not always a cow, but 
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also a river (:!;tV. 7, 95, 2), the soma-stalk (:!;tV. 5, 43, 4), heaven (sky) 
and earth (:!;tV. 6, 70, 2). The object is not necessarily milk, in the proper 
sense (see further on). In AV. 10, 10, 27 the sacrifice likewise yields milk, 
in 4, 11, 4 the sacrifice (yajnaM is homologized with milk; in 5, 26, 12 
it is called heaven for the sacrifieer; for the sacrifice and ever-flowing 
blessings see SB. 8, 6, 1, 20; in SB. 9, 2, 3, 27 the sacrifice is stated to 
be "all-sustaining"; cf. also AV. 7, 5, 2 "let it (the sacrifice) assign wealth 
to us". - "Swollen up": prápïnam: pravrddhodhaskam "with swollen 
udder". - "Male" : the words yajna- and brahmaudana- (comm.) are 
masculine. For the oxymoron compare e.g. AV. 9, 4, 4. p-umän antárvan 
"a male, (yet) pregnant".-For sádana'Tf/, rayïnám see :!;tV. 1, 96, 7 (of 
Agni); 6, 7, 2; A V. 7, 40, 2 (Sarasvant, a deity concerned with water 
and fertility). - "Continuanee (i.e. 'immortality') ... ": prajamrtatvám, 
the only occurrence of this compound in A VS. and the other sarp.hitäs, 
but cf. AVPpp. (16, 92, 4, this place) and 16, 72, 8 (it is as far as I know 
not found in the brähmaI)as). The word means, not "perpetuity of 
offspring" (Monier-Williams, following the Petr. Dict.) but praja 
putrapautradirüpä, taya yat amrtatvam (comm.); the commentator appo
sitely quotes TB. 1, 5, 5, 6 prajam anu prajayase "you are (re)produced 
af ter (along with) your offspring" and :!;tV. 5, 4, 10 prajábhir agne 
amrtatvám asyam "may I, 0 Agni, attain 'immortality' by progeny".
"The construction of the third päda is very indeterminable; the words 
may be either nominative or accusative; they express in some way what 
the offering is to procure" (Whitney-Lanman). The sentence clearly is 
an anacolouthon (see Ellipsis, brachylogy etc., p. 82), the words ofpäda 3 
being, at a distance, the object of duhanam. - Pädas c and d: compare 
AV. 9, 4, 22 (accompanying the gift of a bull) dyur asmábhya'Tf/, dádhat 
prajd'Tfl- ca rayás ca pó~air abhi naJ.t sacatam "assigning to us a full life
time and progeny; and let him attach to us with 'abundances of wealth' ". 
See also AV. 9, 4, 24 d; 18,4,62; :!;tV. 1, 166,3 etc.-"Life-time": the 
comm. explains (in the usual way) "of a hundred years". 

AV. 11, 1, 35. This stanza does not, as such, recur elsewhere. Compare, 
however, with a TB. 3, 10, 4, 2 r~abho 'si svargo lokaJ.t (yasya'Tf/, disi 
mahïyase tato no maha avaha vayur bhütva 8arva disa avahi etc.), with c d 
TS. 1, 4, 43, 2; MS. 1, 3, 37 : 44, 2; 4, 82: 109, 7 sukrta'Tf/, loke sïdata tan 
naJ.t sa1[/,8krtam "sit (plur.) in the world of those who have ... ; (be) that 
perfectly prepared for us" (occurring in a section which deals with the 
offerings accompanying the dak~iI)äs to the priests and pronounced by 
the sacrifieer as he looks at the dak~iI)äs; this is an indispensable element 
in sacrificing. The dak~iI)ä makes the sacrifice complete (SBK. 1, 2, 2, 1), 
"the sacrifice goes to the world of the gods, af ter it follows the dak~iI)ä, 
and holding on to the dak~iI)ä (follows) the sacrifieer" (SB. 1, 9, 3, 1); 
"sacrifice is twofold, oblation to the gods, and dak~iI)äs to the priests, 
the human gods ... ; these two kinds of gods, when gratified, convey 
him to the celestial world" (SB. 4, 3, 4, 4). Hence no doubt the comm.: 
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"thou goest or makest go to heaven". For d see also KS. 4, 9: 35, 7; 
VS. 4, 34, addressing the soma, the sacrificer's "gracious helper", which 
is asked to "fly away, having beeome a faleon, to the "dwelling of the 
sacrifieer". Paipp. has tan navo - "Bull": this term is of ten applied to 
virile, mighty, powerful beings (ef. e.g. also AV. 12, 1, 37; 13, 1, 12; 
25; 33) and even to lifeless objects. Thus J;tV. 9, 72, 7 to Soma, 2, 16,6 
to Indra's vajra and chariot and to the soma-draught; AV. 12, 2, 41 
"upon the baek of the virile (vr~abhá-) mountain the ancient streams 
go about new"; 19, 13, 1 Indra's arms are two successful bulls; 19, 
27, 1 "bull" is used of an amulet the protection of which is invoked; 
similarly 19, 36, 5. On AV. 4, 24, 3 Indra is called a bull and a finder of 
heavens (vr~abhály, svarvit). The idea expressed is that of generative or 
productive powerfulness. The comm. accordingly explains "0 brahmau
dana, thou art one who rains wishes" . - The term sa'Tf/,Skrtam - the verbal 
adjective beside sa'Tf/,Skära- (see the note on 63, 10) -in päda d expresses 
such ideas as "well or completely formed, completed, perfected, well
prepared in order to serve higher purposes, consecrated, sanctified, 
elaborated, refined". Cf. also J. Kirste, in J.R.A.S. 1905, p. 353 (in
correct), and my remarks in New Ind. Antiquary 1939 (A volume of 
Eastern and Indian studies in honour of F. W. Thomas), p. 97 ff., passim. 
The comm. explains: sa'Tf/,Skäraly,: bhoktrbhoktavyätmakaly, "of the nature 
of enjoyer and that which is to be enjoyed", adding sa'l'Jtpatsyate "will 
fall to our share". - "For us both" i.e. the sacrificer and his wife. - The 
comm. rightly elucidates the connection between the two halves of the 
stanza: "af ter having been consumed by the 'r~is' etc. (the brahmans) 
sit in the form of the unseen merit attaching to a man's conduct and 
the corresponding reward in the hereafter (adr~tarüpe1Ja, for adr~tam see 
e.g. E. Frauwallner, Geschichte der indischen Philosophie, 11, Salzburg 
1956, p. 92 ff.; Gonda, Inleiding tot het Indische denken, Antwerpen 
1948, ch. XV) do"7l in the world which is the result of religious merits 
called the "ceiling of the firmament (näkapr~tha-)". 

AV. 11, 1,37: as to päda a compare TS. 5, 7, 2, 2 and 3; MS. 2, 7, 12: 
91, 9; KS. 22, 10; 38: 13; MSS. 6, 1, 4, 20; ApSS. 16, 11, 1; BDhS. 2, 
10, 17, 35, where jyoti~ä dhyäm,. in TS., l.c. (piling of the 'fire-altar') 
"let the sacrificer go successfully with the light with which ... "; adding 
the explanation: "the fire is piled for the world of heaven, with the words 
'with the light ... ' he lights the fire in the pan ... he puts down the 
bricks ... to win the world of heaven". Päda cd is identical with A V. 4, 
14,6 (sacrifice of a goat); see the note by Whitney-Lanman, o.c., p. 17l. 
Päda c also recurs as AV. 4, 11, 6 (in praise of the draught-ox): "may 
we go by him, by whom the gods ascended to the celestial regions ... to 
the world of ... ". - "Light": jyoti~ä. - The (a-modal, a-temporal) in
junctive ge~ma is untranslatable (see The character of the I.-E. moods, 
p. 33 ff.), "may we" (Whitney-Lanman), "would we" (BIoomfield) ; 
."puissions-nous" (Henry) being approximations of equal merit. In Dutch 
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1 would venture "gaan we" which, as 1 feel it, is somewhat less adhortative 
than "let us go". The comm. reads je§ma, explaining it by jayema = 

präpnuyäma. - For the example of the gods who have shown the way 
in "the timeless mythical past" which is reproduced in phenomenal 
reality, see e.g. AV. 3, 22, 3; 3, 30, 4; 9, 2, 17; 1;tV. 10,53,10 etc.-Notice 
the occurrence of brahmaudanam in this final stanza. The comm. rightly 
observes that the words sukrtásya Zokám serve to define or specify the 
term heaven (dyäm). - "Firmament", to avoid a second "heaven" in the 
translation; for näka- see AV. 11, 1,4; 7; 30; 36. Instead ofthe repetition 
Ppp. has a new half-verse: ta1[l- tvä pacämi jyoti~ä1[l- jyotir uttama1[l- sa 
nas tad dhehi sukrtäm u Zoke "I cook thee, 0 highest light of lights, place 
us therefore in the world of those who have acquired religious merits". 

Returning to Kaus. 63, 20 1 punctuate af ter vä because of sense and 
place of that particle (Delbrück, Altindische Syntax, p. 475). -For 
"pronounced ... " (abhi-ni-gad-) see Kaus. 39, 27 and 44, 6; ni-gadati 
means: "to recite, announce, proclaim etc."; nigada- is an audible reCÎ
tation or sacrificial formula recited - by the adhvaryu - and intended to 
urge others on or to ca11 upon them to perform a ritual act. From the 
ordinary yajus formulas they are distinguished by their being spoken 
loudly- (see Jaimini, Pürvamim. 2, 1, 38 ff.). - "Giver", see above, 60, 
11.-"After having ... ": the sütra-which is to recur 63, 20; 22; 28; 
66, 20; 27 - bas been translated as litera11y as possible. It is hardly credible 
that it is the "giver", i.e. the yajamäna, himself who is to perform the 
consecration and to pronounce the mantras. I would prefer assuming an 
irregular syntactic construction. The officiant has the giver perform the 
act of giving and pronounce the accompanying formula (cf. 65, 15; 68, 1). 
For the use of the absolutive compare e.g. JB. 2, 64 tad adbhir abhyuk~ya 
chäyäyä1[l- ni~ektavai brüyät "so sol1 er befehlen, den Rest, nachdem 
dieser mit Wasser besprengt worden ist, (auf die Erde) auszugiessen ... " 
(Caland, JB. in Auswahl, p. 140); ApDhS. 2, 29, 7 pu7Jyähne ... ubha
yatalJ, samäkhyäpya sarvänumate mukhyalJ, satya1[l- praAna1[l- brüyät "a 
person who is possessed of good qualities . . . sha11 answer the questions 
put to him according to truth on an auspicious day ... and with the 
consent of all (of both parties etc.) af ter having been exhorted (by the 
judge) to be fair to both sides" (G. Bühler, S.B.E. II, p. 170); cf. also 
sentences such as MGS. 2, 11, 5 garta1[l- khätvä yat tailJ, pii1[l-8ubhilJ, prati
püryeta tad vä "(and a spot), where a pit, which has been dug, can be 
filled up (again) with the same earth (i.e. which has been dug out)"; 
VaikhSS. 3, 1 yad ... vrttavayalJ,sa1[l-pannam ähüya ... kanyäZa1[l-krtä 
däsyate "when a girl, when adorned, sha11 be given to a (young) man of 
good conduct and in the prime of life who has been invited ... ". 

63, 21. The note in Bloomfield's edition (p. 173, n. 16) and index 
(p. 409) is incorrect; the sükta AV. 12, 3 (which has 60 stanzas) is no 
doubt meant; that may perhaps mean (cf. 63, 19 f.), those stanzas of 
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12, 3 which have not yet been used, or, rather, as may be implied in the 
next sütra, these together with 12, 3, 55 ff., 54 being the last stanza 
used in Kaus. 63, 8. The 'hymn' to the sun including an imprecation on 
an evil-doer has nothing to do with the rite under consideration. 

63, 22. For the interpunction see the no te on sütra 20. - The 'stanzas' 
12, 3, 55 ff. are partly unmetrical. For the text of Paipp. see also the note 
by Whitney-Lanman and Barret's edition 16, 41, 5 ff. The powers men
tioned in the fust divisions of these 'paragraphs' may be compared to 
the corresponding ones in A V. 3, 27, 1 ~6: "Eastern quarter; Agni regent; 
the black (serpent) defender; the Adityas arrows. Homage to these 
overlords ; homage to the defenders; homage to the arrows; homage bI.' 
to them. Who hates us, whom we hate, him we put in your jaws" (an 
imprecation against enemies). The sequences ta1[L no etc. , and di~ta1[L no 
etc., and jarii etc. are not found elsewhere. The concluding päda of the 
metrical refrain is identical with AV. 6, 119, 2 d. The three stanzas of 
6, 119 serve to relieve somebody from guilt or obligation; Vaisvänara is 
implored to lead that person to the world of religious merit and the 
wish is expressed "to be united with what is cooked", that is, the comm. 
explains, with the "quite ripe fruit of heaven etc." See the introduction. 
-For the quarters etc. see also AV. 12,3,24 where Agni, lndra, VaruI,la 
and Soma are in the same quarter as in 55-58 (for Agni see e.g. also 
11, 1, 33). - The term adhipati- "regent, overlord" is of frequent oc
currence in the AV.; see e.g. 4, 8, 1; 4, 35, 6; and 5, 24, passim, dealing 
with various gods as "regents" of a large variety of 'concepts' and 
entities. - That the black one in 55 and the being mentioned in 56 are 
serpents becomes evident from 57 and 58, the prdiiku- and svaja- being 
"adders" or "vipers" . - Aditya with the arrows must be the sun (cf. e.g. 
AV. 2, 32, 1; 6, 52, 1 etc.). - For the classificatory systems of the quarters 
and the co-ordination of other entities with them compare, in the AV., 
e.g. 3, 26 and 27; 4, 40,1-7; 5,10,1-6; 9, 3, 25-30; 15,4,1-6; 15,5, 1-6. 
Cf. e.g. J. Ph. Vogel, lndian Serpent-Lore, London 1926, p. 198; 212 ff. 
etc.; G. J. Held, The Mahäbhärata, Thesis Leiden 1935, p. 116 etc.
The padapä~ha rightly divides gopayata á asmákam á-etoly,. - "Appointed 
(lifetime)" : for di~tam "fate, destiny etc." see AV. 10, 3, 16 purá di~tat 
puráy~aly,,. VS. 30, 7; Mbh. 14, 52, 16 na di~tam abhyatikriintu1[L sakya1[L 
buddhyii balena vii,. cf. also Räm. cr. ed. af ter 2, 95, 12 di~tii1[L gatim, 
euphemistically for "death". - Notice the difference between the acc. 
di~tam and the (final) dative jarase "unto old age", i.e. "with a view 
to reach old age". - "Let old age ... ", i.e. "let us not die before old age", 
the untimely death being feared as abnormal and terrifying. 

AV. 12, 3, 56. "Cross-lined", the term occurs also AV. 6, 56, 2 (for 
protection from serpents); 7, 56, 1 and elsewhere, the comm. explaining: 
tirasciniis tiryag avasthitii riijayaly, valayo yasya sa tirasciriijily, (6, 56, 2). 

AV. 12, 3, 57: whereas the connection between the Sun and the East, 
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and between Yama and the South in 55 and 56 is clear, that between 
food and the West may have been founded on the intimate relation 
between VaruI).a, the protector of that region, and com, agriculture and 
fertility, cf. e.g. MS. 1, 10, 12; 151, 18 where VaruI).a and barley(yava-; 
are identified ; barley-pap is offered to him (SB. 5, 2, 5, 13; 5, 3, 1, 5 
13, 3, 8, 5) to him belongs also what is cooked by fire (SB. 5, 3, 2, 8) and 
what grows in ploughed ground (SB. 5, 3, 3, 8). In SB. 12, 7, 2, 20 he 
is explicitly identified with Viräj, who is called the lord offood (annapatif1,). 
See also J . J. Meyer, Trilogie altindischer Mächte und Texte der Vege
tation, Zürich-Leipzig 1937, Register, lIl, p. 325. 

AV. 12, 3, 58. As to the thunderbolt (and thunder) and the North cf. 
AV. 3, 27, 4 . See also AVPar. 59, 8 (D. J. Kohlbrugge, Atharvavedar 
parisi!?ta über Omina, Thesis Utrecht 1938, p. 54 f.); for lightning and 
Siva to whom belongs the North (E. Arbman, Rudra, Uppsala 1922, 
p. 45 f.) cf. Arbman, o.c. , p. 11 f. ; E. W. Hopkins, Epic Mythology 
Strassburg 1915, p. 222. 

AV. 12, 3, 59. For the "fixed or central quarter" (dhruvä-) see AV 
12, 3, 11 (and the note on Kaus. 61, 3). -The presence of Vi!?I).u in 'this 
connection becomes clear when we realize that this god is concemed 
with the axis mundi, that he thus occupies the centre of the world, that 
he is the god of the yüpa- (sacrificial post), which being a representative 
of the axis mundi is essentially identical with the fulcrum or pillar of 
the universe (skambha-) described in AV. 10, 7 (cf. Aspects of early 
Vi!?I).uism, p. 81 f. etc.) ; that, on the other hand, Vi!?I).u was in the course 
of time identified with the Viräj, i.e. the All, the Totality, the hypo
statization of the conception of the universe as a whole (Aspects, p. 67). 
The dhruvä dis- is according to AV. 12, 3, 11 (see Kaus. 61, 3) identical 
with Viräj. -The sütra: "Mter having ... ", cf. s. 20. 

AV. 12, 3, 60. Brhaspati, the priest of the gods, is the divinity of the 
zenith: TS. 1, 8, 13 e etc.; he was bom in the highest heaven (~V. 4, 
50, 4), to which he is also said to ascend (~V. 10, 67, 10). In the TS. 
(4, 4, 10, 1) he is the deity of the constellation Tililya, and in post-Vedic 
literature he is the regent of the planet Jupiter. For an explication of 
the relations between the upper region and this god see also SB. 5, 1, 
1, 4 ("the upper region belongs to him") ; 5, 3, 1, 2; 5, 5, 1, 12. Rain 
comes down from the upward regions : SB. 7, 4, 2, 22. Elsewhere winter 
is associated with the zenith (VS. 10, 14 etc.). In ~V. 10, 98 it is Brhaspati 
who enabled Deväpi, who had sacrificed to him, to praise the gods when 
he was desirous of rain; cf. st. 1 "0 B. cause Parjanya to rain"; 3 B. 
and D. will "win" rain ; st. 7 B. gives D. rain-winning speech. 

63, 23. "Singly or severally" : prthak. - Prakrti is " the basic or 
fundamental form, the pattem, standard, rule or model". Cf. e.g. ApSS. 
24, 3, 32 where the Full and New moon sacrifices are called the Prakrti~ 
of all ililtis (i.e. of the bloodless sacrifices). As appears from a finaI remark 
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in Kesava's commentary the brahmaudana was considered the basic 
form of all savas: "Thus is brought to completion (the description of) 
the rules with regard to the savas, the standard of which is the b.". 
See also the Introduction. 

63, 24. "According to ... ": compare (in Brähm. and Srautas.) yatho
papädam "just as (or where) anything may occur (or happens)" ; yathopa
pädin- (Kaus. 138, 2) "as it happens to turn up". The term utpatti- is 
also used for "occurrence", or "the being quoted or mentioned (as a 
Vedic passage)". - "Authorities": an äcärya is a teacher, a spiritual 
guide, especially one who imparts instruction in the Veda, in the rules 
of sacrifice, religion, doctrines and the rules of right conduct and be
haviour. - For the paficaudana see the siikta AV. 9, 5 (which is to ac
company the offering of a goat and five rice-dishes) and AV. 4, 14, 7. 
Compare Kaus. 64, 6, 1-16 and the relevant notes. 

63, 25. "The difference of a mantra (indicates) the difference of a 
(ritual) act" (SaIikhSS. 1, 2, 24). 

63, 26. Dak~iJ}.ä: the offer to be presented to the priest, not as a fee, 
but as a part and a "key-stone" of the oblations; see the Introduction; 
Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 43; J. C. Heesterman, in I.I.J., 3, p. 241 ff. 
When nothing is specified a cow is presented (KätySS. 15, 2, 13; Lä~ySS. 
8, 1, 2). Milch-cows are for instance the dak~iJ}.ä to be given af ter the 
performance of a soma-sacrifice (cf. e.g. ApSS. 13, 5, 1; 14, 11, 1 ff.); 
for gold, cow and other objects and animals ibid. 18, 21, 6. A milch-cow 
(dhenu-) is stated to be vigour (SB. 8, 2, 4, 10). For gold (cf. Zimmer, 
Altind. Leben, p. 47 ff.) and cattie cf. e.g. ApSS. 5, 29, 1; 18, 21, 6; 
AVPar. 31, 7, 3; SB. 4, 3, 4, 7. Were the horns of the animal covered 
with gold (cf. AgniP. 210, 30; AV. 19, 36, 5)1 

63, 27. The name Kaurupathi occurs also, together with the names 
of other authorities, Kaus. 9, 10. 

63, 29. A sa1JU3thitahoma- is a closing libation, sa'l'JUlthä- meaning the 
completion of a rite. Cf. Kaus. 3, 19; 6, 3; 47, 10, and in connection 
with yajna- SB. 1, 9, 3, 1; 1, 5, 3, 21; with yajniya'l'ft karma SB. 13, 8, 
1, 17. - The stanza 6, 122, 1 belongs to a hymn designed to accompany 
an offering for offspring; st. 5 has, according to the comm., been used 
by Kaus. at 63, 4 (see above). Vait. 22, 23 has both 6, 122 and 6, 123 
(see further on) together with AV. 7, 41, 2 employed in the agnilil0ma. 
The stanza does not in this form occur elsewhere; cf. however TA. 2, 6, 1 
asmäbhir datta'l'ft jarasalJ, parastiid achinna'l'ft tantum anu sa'l'ft carema. -
"I commit", viz. 'in order to protect it' (ra~a'T}iirtham, comm. AV.)
"This portion" : "this cooked food or portion of the oblation" (comm. 
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AV.).-The name Visvakarman ("whose work is everything, or the whole 
world" , i.e. "the creator of the universe" , comm. AV. 6, 122, I) is in 
AV. 2, 34, 3 used to qualify the sacrificial god Agni, but in 13, I, 14 it 
denotes an individu al god to whom a sacrifice is prepared. In AV. 19, 
17, 7 and 18, 7 he is invoked for protection. In AV. 2, 35 the god Visva
karman is besought to repair the mistakes or to redeem the errors made 
in sacrificing and to release a man who has committed a sin; besides, 
he is invoked for protection (st. 4); the sükta ends by inviting the gods 
to come "to this sacrifice, extended by V.". Especially the last-mentioned 
text-places show what was expected of the god by those who remembered 
him at this moment. See also further on. Other occurrences of Visva
karman in the AV. are irrelevant. -The phrase "beyond old age" (i.e. 
"af ter death", with the implication "(may we enjoy) until old age a full 
length of life", comm. A V.) recurs in st. 4 "may we, being called upon, 
o Agni, beyond old age revel ... in the third heaven".-For comparable 
and otherwise interesting uses of parastat see also SB. I, 4, 2, 4; 1, 9, 
3, 10; 2, 4, 2,14; 4, 6, 9, 6.-For tantu-, lito "thread, line" and expressing 
the idea of "uninterrupted continuity or succession" compare e.g. AV. 
10, 2, 17 "who put in him seed, saying 'let his line be extended' 1" (notice 
the 'figura etymologica': tántur d tayatam) - cf. also comm. A V. "the 
continuation of one's family" -and, on the other hand, 1;tV. 10, 57, 2 
(=AV. 13, I, 60), where Agni also brings about the "(uninterrupted) 
connection" between sacrificers and gods (cf. TB. 2, 4, 2, 6 (d tántum 
agnir divyárp, tatana, tván nas tántur utá sétur agne) and therefore is a 
tantu himself and is called the bridge or way which leads to the latter 
(TB. ib. tvárp, pántha bhavasi devaydnal} , tváyagne pr~tárp, vayám druhema) 
is meant by the words yó yajfiásya prasddhanas tántur dev~v dtatal} "the 
'line' which brings about the act of worship is stretched to the gods". 
(According to AiB. 3, ll, 19 this tantu- is offspring). For the "thread 
of the sacrifice" compare SB. 8, 6, 3, 22 and ~V. 10, 53, 6 (see Geldner's 
note): the sacrifice is the thread uniting heaven and earth: cf. e.g. 1;tV. 
1, 142, 1 etc. (see Geldner's note). In AV. 9, 4, 1 the words Mrhaspatyá 
usriyas tántum dtan seem to mean "he, the ruddy (bull) ofB., has stretched 
the 'line' ", i.e. "has extended or performed the sacrifice (Whitney
Lanman) (and so brought about the connection with the transcendent)". 
Cf. also GB. I, I, 34 and 36 avichinno 'sya tantur avichinnarp, jivanam 
bhavati ya evarp, veda. Elsewhere the term seems to denote the 'line' 
connecting heaven and earth (AV. 13, 1, 6; the above TB. 2, 4, 2, 6). 
Compare also TB. 2, 5, 2, 3 róhito dydvaprthivi jajana, tásmi'1fi8 tántu 
(sic) parame~tM tatana and places such as MaitrU. 6, 22 "as the spider 
moves upwards by the thread (tantuna) and obtains free space, thus 
indeed the meditator moving upwards by the syllable aurp, obtains 
independence" . (For the expression rtásya tantu- see H. Lüders, Varul).a, 
Göttingen 1951-9, p. 470 ff.). One is also reminded of the "bond" or 
"connection" said to exist (~V. 10, 129, 4) between "sat" "the 'cosmos' " 
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and "asat-" "the 'non-existent' " or rather a sort of 'chaos'. For similar 
'connections' between heaven and earth, and especially between heaven 
and sacred mundane space see Eliade, Traité d'histoire des religions, 
Paris 1949, p. 319 ff.; C. J. Bleeker, The sacred bridge, Leiden 1963, 
p. 180 ff. 

AV. 6, 123 which is not found in Paipp. serves to make an offering 
successful. Stanza 1, which is quoted here recurs (with some variants) 
VS. 18, 59 (VS. 18 contains the formulas for the performance of the 
"shower of wealth" - cf. the note on 62, 18 -, the adhvaryu reciting the 
mantras which are to gain for the sacrificer all the temporal and trans
cendent blessings indicated therein); this place is quoted, in a discussion 
of the oblations to Visvakarman - SB. 9, 5, 1, 42 "this agnicayana indeed 
includes all sacrificial rites (visväni karmä?Ji) , and all its rites have been 
performed in it ... ; moreover, this Agni is Visvakarman: it is him he 
thereby gratifies" -, SB. 9, 5, 1, 46; TS. 5, 7, 7, 1; KS. 40, 13; MSS. 2, 
5, 5, 21, at the end of the soma-sacrifice, in the so-called breaking up 
sacrifice. It is worth while to quote also the next stanza as occurring 
e.g. in MSS.: "Know him then in the highest firmament, 0 gods Seats; 
know the 'form' ('appearance': rüpam) of him who will co me by the paths 
which lead to the gods; reveal then to him (asmai) the merit of the rites 
(performed) by him and the awards of his meritorious work (stored up 
in heaven)" (for the other occurrences see Whitney-Lanman, p. 373).
"This" (etam) : it is worth mentioning that the comm., more probably 
(cf. päda c), adds havirbhägam ("share in an oblation"), whereas Mahidhara 
on SV. 18, 59 supplies yajamänam, explaining these words as follows: 
"0 heavenly Seat (sadhasthal},=svargal},), I commit this sacrifice to Thee, 
the treasure which Jätavedas brings (there)" ; cf. also Uvata: etarp, 
sadhastham etarp, yajamänarp, sadhastharp, samästhänam. - "Seats": for 
sadhástha- see F. B. J. Kuiper, in LI.J. 1 ('s-Gravenhage 1957), p. 309 ff. 
The use of the vocative of this word is exceptional. For the idea conveyed 
by it compare ~V. 3, 6, 4 where it refers to the "seat" of Agni who moves 
between heaven and earth (cf. 10, 11,9); 3, 62, 15; 9, 1, 2; 9, 16,4; etc., 
where it indicates Soma's seat (i.e. one of the wooden vessels into which 
the soma is poured); 10, 17, 6 with reference to Piifilan who moves in 
heaven and earth, and especially 9, 48, 1 where Soma is said to convey 
the manly deeds (nrm?Jäni) to the seats of the great heaven (to remain 
there). The "seats of heaven" are VS. 34, 32 called dival}, sadärp,si. The 
conclusion may be that the word especially applied to the seats of 'sacred 
entities', and in the text under consideration to the heavenly seats which 
are to receive the oblation and the sacrificer. The comm. (saha ti~thanty 
ekatra svarge loke sthäne yajamänena saha nivasantiti sadhasthä deväl},) 
explains the term, no doubt incorrectly, as meaning "the gods".
"Commit": paridänarp, ra~a?Järtharp, dänam "to give something in order 
to be kept and guarded (by the donee) " , (comm.)-For Jätavedas see 
the note on 60, 23 and the comm.: jätänärp, veditä. Has the name been 
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chosen intentionally1 (cf. however Epithets in the ~gveda, 's-Gravenhage 
1959, p. 256). - "Treasure": sevadhi- (see e.g. AV. 5, 23, 14) used in 
connection with the brahman's cow AV. 12, 4, 14; cf. also 9, 3, 15 and 
especially ~V. 2, 13, 6 sá sevadMrp, ni dadhi~e vivásvati "du (Indra) hast 
dir bei Vivasvat (dem typischen Opferer) einen Schatz angelegt" (Geldner). 
For the idea of treasure see the note on 62, 9. Significantly enough, nidhi· 
and sevadhi- occur in collocation in AV. 12, 3, 46 (quoted Kaus. 68, 27). 
- "(No doubt)" : the use of a periphrastic future implies that the author 
wishes to emphasize that the occurrence is sure to take pi ace (see my 
relative article in Lingua 6, Amsterdam 1957, p. 158 ff.).-"Notice" i.e. 
"do not fail to recognize his merits": avagacchata, mä vismaratety arthal} 
(comm., which rightly calls attention to the emphatic particle sma).
"Heaven": vyoman, for the use of which compare e.g. also A V. 5, 17, 6; 
7, 5, 3; 8, 9, 8; 9, 10, 18; 12, 1, 8. 

AV. 10, 9, 26 belongs to a series of stanzas intended to accompany 
the offerings of a cow and a hundred rice-dishes. Being a prayer for 
successful offering it is also described in Vait. 4, 9. In this form the stanza 
does not occur elsewhere; as to päda a cf. however ulukhale musale yac 
ca surpe in VSK. 2, 5, 2a; TB. 3, 7, 6, 21a; KätySS. 3, 7, 19a; ApSS. 
3, 10, la and ... yat kapiile in MS. 1, 3, 5, 13a. In order tci illustrate 
the purpose of the stanza it may be observed that according to TB. etc. 
the All-gods are invited to accept all the oblations, whether they stick 
to the mortar etc. or have fallen aaide: cf. TB. 3, 7, 6, 21 ulukhale musale 
yac ca surpe asisle~a dr~adi yat kapäle ... visve devä havir idarp, j~antäm. 
The last päda is identical with AV. 6, 71, ld and 2d.-For the mortar, 
the pestle etc. see 61, 18; for the wind see no te on 61, 28. - For the wind 
as purifier compare Macdonell, Ved. Myth. p. 77; 82. Mätarisvan (see 
J. Charpentier, Kleine Beiträge zur indoiran. Myth., Uppsala 1911; 
Macdonell, p. 71 ff.) is the 'Indian Prometheus' and the messenger of 
Vivasvat, the first sacrificer. Sometimes M. is a 'secret name' of fire, 
in post-~gvedic texts of the Wind, and of ten used as an apposition to 
Väta. - For Agni as the hotar see Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 70 ff.: 
"Als Ausrichter des Opfers wird er der beste und kundigste Opferer und 
sehr häufig ein Hotarpreister genannt. (Er ... ) macht die Gaben ... für 
die Menschen erfolgreich ... ". 

63, 30. What is meant by ä-vap- appears from places such as AsvSS. 
2, 16, 4 (and the comm.): "if the fire which is being produced by applying 
the firesticks does not manifest itself the person concerned inserts the 
mantras "Agni thou killest the devourer" (i.e. J;tV. 10, 118, 1) etc. and 
repeats this siikta until the fire is actually produced (agne ha'YfLBY atri!W-m 
iti suktam ävapate punal}, punar ä janmanolJ,); ibid. 2, 16, 9 dhäyye viräjau 
nava prayäjäl}, präguttamäc catura avapeta duro agna äjyasya vyant~äsä 
naktägna äjyasya vitärp, daivyä hotärä 'gna äjyasya vitärp, tisro devir agna 
äjyasya vyantv iti, that is, the comm. explains, barhir agna iti prayäjä-
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nantaram etän ävapeta,' ibid. 7, 2, 16 mahävälabhidarp, eee eha1'Jt8ed (subject 
is the maiträvaruI).a, one of the officiants, comm.) ürdhvam anurüpebhya 
(the antistrophes) ärambhaniyäbhyo (the 'commencements') vä näbhäkä1'Jt8 
treän (triplet composed by Nabhäka) ävaperan (subject: the priests 
called hotrakas, comm.) gäyatrikäram,' LätySS. 4, 4, 1 paneavirp,se eatur
virp,sasyottame paryäye pariearäyäm (particular verses which may be put 
at the beginning or middle or end of a hymn) avaped iti gautamal},,' ibid. 
6, 6, 17; SB. 13, 5, 1, 18. In AiB. 6, 19, 8 ff. the object of ä-vap- is äväpam 
"insertion", the author observing that by means of these insertions the 
gods and the p;;is conquered the world of heaven, so that the sacrificer 
by following their example will also go to heaven. 

64, 1. According to Kesäva Kaus. 64, 1 describes the "sava four 
platters in size" (eatul},sarävasava-) and 64, 2(-5) the ram-sava (avi-sava-). 
Notice the succinctness of these descriptions. The comm. on AV. (intro
duction to AV. 3, 29) has the rite referred to by AV. 3, 29; Kaus. 64, 
2 ff. take pI ace in the framework of an odanasava, which is taken by 
Whitney-Lanman o.c., p. 135 to be the "four-dishes sava" (64, 1). Kesava 
does not say that all four stanzas of AV. 1, 31 are to be used, although 
this is beyond doubt. The stanzas 2-4 implore the deities invoked to 
release those speaking from "the fetters of perdition and distress" (st. 2), 
to bring welfare etc.; "having perfect use of my limbs I sacrifice to thee 
and make oblations to thee with ghee; the god who is the fourth guardian 
ofthe regions must bring welfare to us" (st. 3); "well-being be to our father 
and mother, to cattle, creatures, men; all welfare be ours ... ; long may 
we see the sun".-AV. 1, 31 which is directed to the divine guardians 
of the points of the compass and af ter its initial words is called äsäpäliyam 
(Kaus. 38, 11) is Kaus. 38, 16 used in a ceremony for establishing a house 
and 127, 6 in a portent ceremony against obscuration of the constellation 
called the Seven ~~is, i.e. the Plough and Ursa Major. Vait. 36, 20 has 
it used in the asvamedha sacrifice to accompany the turning loose of the 
horse. See also Whitney-Lanman, p. 31. Stanza 1 occurs also TB. 2, 5, 
3, 3 (with tvä af ter äsänäm in a) and AsvSS. 2, 10, 18 (without variants); 
ApSS. 4, 11, 1 (prescriptions regarding the share of the sacrificer in the 
ritual acts), not to mention single pädas. Cf. also TB. 3, 7, 5, 8. - For 
"what exists" (bhütasya) cf. also AV. 1, 32, 2; 3, 10, 9 and 10 (bhütásya 
pátaye yaje); 4, 2, 7 (where the golden embryo is called the sole lord 
of existence) ; 5, 25, 7 etc. The comm. explains: sattärp, präptasya sthä
varajangamätmakasya jagatal},. - For "superintendents" or "overseers" 
(adhyak~ebhyaM cf. also ~V. 10, 129, 7; AV. 5, 3, 1 where Agni and 
9, 2, 7 where Käma, when implored for help, are given this qualification; 
in 10, 1, 6 the Ailgirasa-who likewise is a helper-is the ádhyak~al}, 
puróhital}, of those speaking. The comm. explains: adhipatibhyal}, indrä
dibhyal},. - "Now" : i.e. "at the moment of offering the sava of four dishes" 
(comm.) ; "oblation", viz. "the rice-dish prepared and sanctified (sa1'Jt8-
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krtena) by mantras" (comm.). - "Platters": a sariiva- is a shallow cup, 
plate, dish or platter, or earthenware vessel. The ritual act of cooking 
a cake four sarävas in size is mentioned TS. 3, 3, 8, 4 (the section deals 
with the avabhrtha or final bath of the soma sacrifice; "on the ekä~taka, 
the divider of the days"), and TS. 3, 4, 8, 7: "if the head of a family is 
expelled, one should ... cook a brahman's rice-mess of 4 s. in size": 
brahmaudanarp, catu~sariivam; the section deals with the rä~trabhrt 
mantras, which are part of the agnicayana (construction of the 'fire· 
altar'). See Kaus. 67, 27 and the Introduction, p. 55. 

64, 2. Avisava (see the note on 64, 1).-Rere the entire hymn AV. 
3, 29 is meant. Being intended to accompany the offering of a white· 
footed ram it expresses the conviction that this victim - being unexhausted 
like refreshing drink - fulfills all desires, causing the offerer to ascend 
unto the vault of heaven and to live in the world of the Fathers. For 
these stanzas see Whitney-Lanman, o.c. p. 135 ff. Stanza 1 does not occur 
elsewhere. By offering the white-footed ram one is obviously released 
from the payment of one-sixteenth of one's ritual merits otherwise due 
to Yama's councillors on admission into the other world. For this idea 
- which is rarely attested to - see Rille brandt, Vedische Mythologie, 
Breslau 1891, I, p. 511; A. Weber, Sitz. Ber. Berlin 1895, p. 845. -The 
"assessors" of Yama - sabhiisada~ ("those who assist at a meeting, the 
members of a council") -, here called "kings", are, according to the 
comm., dU§l!anigrahe si§taparipalane ca niyuktii~ "in charge of the coercion 
of the wicked and the protection of the disciplined". - For the idea of 
one-sixteerith see Change and continuity, ch. IV. In later times the tax 
levied by kings seems in many cases to have been the sixth part ofproduce 
or output. The ruler also received one-sixth of his subjects' merit or 
demerit (Manu 8, 304 f.; 11, 23; their demerit in case he did not protect 
them). (For taxes in general see W. Rau, Staat und Gesellschaft im 
alten Indien, Wiesbaden 1957, p. 104; J. J. Meyer, Das altindische Buch 
vom Welt- und Staatsleben, Leipzig 1926, Sachregister, p. 928, s.v. 
Steuem; J. W. SpelIman, Political Theory of ancient India, Oxford 
1964, p. 284, s.v. Revenue). The comm. explains as follows: "they 
substract from the total of merit (pu'lfyam) the demerit (evil: papam) 
which amounts to one-sixteenth", adding that this part is "cleansed 
away" by Yama's assistants, and also that offering the ram on the occasion 
of the sava under consideration delivers a person from the evil which is 
taken away by Yama's assessors. The undesirability of the assessor's 
activity obviously needs no showing. The other explication: "the sixteenth 
part of the i§!iipilrta-" is preferabie. See also the note on st. 3. - The 
expression i§tiipurta- - a dvandva compound, see e.g. AiB. 7, 21; SB. 
13, 1, 5, 6-is explained, e.g. by the comm., as follows: i§tarp, srutivihitarp, 
yiigiidikarma, pilrtarp, smrtivihitarp, viipikupatatiikiidinirmii1falak§a1farp, kar
ma, i.e. "the performance of V edic rites and of meritorious works"; by 
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E. Windisch, in Festschrift O. v. Böhtlingk, Stuttgart 1888, p. 115 ff. 
as "what has been sacrificed to the gods and presented to the priests". 
It must however be observed that there was no hard-and-fast line between 
acts of 'pious liberality' such as feeding a brahman or digging a weIl 
and meritorious acts in what we would call the 'ritual sphere' such as 
giving dakfili:Qäs and the performance of rites which produce useful effects. 
In any case pilrta- "filled, complete(d), perfected; granted" belongs to 
pf-, piparti etc. "to fill", but also "to satiate, to satisfy, to grant abun
dantly, bestow", and i~ta- to yaj- (TS. 1, 7, 3, 3; SB. 13, 1, 5, 6). Cf. 
e.g. J;tV. 1, 125, 4; 6, 28, 2. See also J. Filliozat, Les doctrines indiennes 
de la charité, Annuaire Collège de France, Paris 1955, p. 229 ff. From 
~V. 10, 14, 8 it appears that the i~täpilrta- of a man were believed to 
be accumulated for him in the hereafter: sárp, gachasva . .. i~tapilrténa 
paramé vyoman "triff ... mit deinen Opfern und den (anderen) guten 
Werken im höchsten Himmel (zusammen)" (Geldner). - " ... oblation": 
the noun svadhä-, explained by the comm. as either "oblation and food 
for the assistants of Yama" or "libation offered to the deceased ancestors" , 
is elsewhere, not incorrectly, said to mean havirla~a'T}am annam "re
freshing food in the form of oblations (in generai)" (comm. on AV. 6, 
97, 3); see also AV. 2, 29, 7; 4, 34, 8; 8, 10, 11; 23.-"Looks at": the 
supplement is suggested by the stanza quoted, which speaks of a ram. 
Cf. also BIoomfield, KaUlt ed., p. 174, n. 7 and Kesava's note, mentioned 
in connection with 64, 1. Cf. e.g. also ApSS. 7, 17, 2; Schwab, Das altind. 
Tieropfer, p. 104; Srautakosa, pub!. by Vaidika Sarp.sodhana Ma:QQ.ala, 
Poona, Eng!. Sect. I, 1958, p . 265; for the power of, and the contact 
established by, looking see e.g. Henry, La magie dans l'Inde antique, 
p. 283, s.v. Regard. The look may, inter alia, direct a magic or ritual 
act (cf. e.g. Kaus. 15, 6; 35, 16), transfer will-power (S. Seligmann, Die 
Zauberkraft des Auges und das Berufen, Hamburg 1922), or co-ordinate 
mind or intention and action (cf. SB. 6, 7, 2, 16); see especially TS. 6, 
6, 7, 1 f. "they look at the victim (soma), for soma is a purifier; verily 
they purify themselves ... Having made it (the somacaru) full all round 
he should look at (it), for in it he sees himself; verily also he purifies 
himself. He whose mind is gone should look at (it), (saying): "That mind 
of mine which has gone away ... we keep within us by means of King 
Soma". See ApSS. 13, 14, 2; SSS. 8, 4, 5 "the hotar having gazed on the 
mess of rice for Soma touches the butter (on the mess)". The same direction 
occurs e.g. in the Jaim. Br. Weber's guess (Ind. Stud. 17, p. 303: avok~ati 
"to sprinkle" instead of avek~ati) is senseless. 

St. 2. Päda 2d is to recur as 6d. - "All ... ": putrapa8vädivi~ayän, 
comm. - The three related participles in 2 are misunderstood by Ludwig, 
Der Rigveda, Prague, 1876 ff. , lIl, p. 375 ("kommend, entstehend, 
lebend"), Weber (Ind. Stud. 17, p. 303 "da seiend, tüchtig und kräftig"), 
and the comm.: vyäpnuvan, phaladänäya samartho bhavan, vardhayi~'I}uJ;, 
san. For ä-bhu- cf. e.g. ~V. 10, 129, 7 iyárp, visr~tir yáta äbabMva "whence 
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this phenomenal emanation has come into existence" (similarly, 6) and 
ibid. 4 tuchyénäbhu ápihita'l'fl- yád tZsit "which, being virtually existent, 
was covered with the void". The text refers to three successive stages of 
development. Cf. e.g. also AV. ll, 4, 20 ábhüto bhütálj, sá u jäyate punalj, 
"having come into existence, having existed, he is born again" and, 
especially, TB. 3, 10, 1, 2 äbhavan prabhavan sa'l'fl-bhavan sa'l'fl-bhüto 
bhütalj,. - "Accomplisher ... ": äküti- the 'original' sense of which seems 
to have been "what one sees before the mental eye or has in view" (The 
vision of the Vedic poets, p. 43); äküti- = sa'l'fl-kalpa- "conception, idea, 
intention formed in the mind or heart". - "Given", i.e. on the occasion 
of this sacrifice (comm.). - "Is not ... ": i.e. "it increases according to 
desire" (comm.). 

St. 3. Päda b recurs as 5b.-For "commensurate" (sa'lJ'llfnita-) cf. AV. 
12, 3, 20; 27; 28; 33 and the note on Kaus. 61, 27. The comm. explains: 
"the sacrifieer who offers a wh. sh. which is commensurate - i.e. wholly 
determined (as congruent) and of unfailing results - with the fruit, the 
dimensions of which guarantee the obtainment of a better world ... , or 
commensurate with, i.e. conformabie to the earthly world ... ". Whitney
Lanman rightly explain: "proportioned in value to the place in . the 
heavenly world sought by the giver".-"Vault ... ": näkam.-"Tax": 
for the reading 8ulka- see Whitney-Lanman; for the meaning of this 
term my article on the är~a and äsura forms of marriage, in Sarüpa
bhärati, L. Sarup Mem. Vol., Hosiarpur 1954, p. 223 ff. The comm. 
paraphrases it as "a kind of tax (kara-) which must be given to a king 
of superior power by another king of deficient power situated in his 
neighbourland". The term 8ulka-, which probably is of non-aryan origin, 
usually refers to money levied at ferries, roads, passes and other tolls, 
customs and taxes, to be paid by those who travelled for commercial 
purposes, made use of a ferry etc.; a considerable part of these people 
were, I suppose, foreigners in the locality where the tax was levied (see 
e.g. J. J. Meyer, Das altindische Buch vom Welt- und Staatsleben, 
Leipzig 1926, p. 217 f.). The sheep however was an oblation and as such 
was out of the commercial sphere. It was to guarantee the sacrifieer 
"an unexhausted life" (cf. st. 4 and 5) in the hereafter, fulfilling all his 
desires (st. 2) and hence, of course, also freeing him from 'duties' (st. 1) 
and conveying him to a world beyond all taxation (st. 3). So the fact 
that the offering of the sheep exempts the sacrifieer from this 'tax' (cf. 
st. 1) does not, as has been supposed, mean that this offering was itself 
considered a tax; that Weber, followed by Whitney, is right in: saying 
that 3d "in einem gewissen Widerspruch mit 1 steht"; and that this 
sükta is "eine Abfindung mit dem ZoU im Jenseits" (Weber, Ind. Stud. 
17, p. 304; 302). 

St. 4. The pädas a-c are to return as 5a-c. - "Five cakes" : the comm. 
rightly refers to Kaus. 64, 3 and 4. - "Undecaying ... ": the comm. 
explains pitf1fäm vasvädirüpa'l'fl- präptänä'l'fl- loke somalokäkhyesthäne 
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ak~ita'Yft k~ayarahita'Yft phalam "undecaying result in the world-of-the-moon 
of the Fathers who have obtained the nature of (the classes of gods called) 
Vasu and so on". Of the world of the moon (cf. Kaul}U. 1, 2; PrU. 5, 4) 
there is an indication in stanza 5. The sheep will be an "inexhaustible 
supply for the sacrificer's needs" (Whitney-Lanman). 

St. 5. For a-c see 4 a~c. - "Sun and moon": Weber's interpretation 
"so lange Sonne und Mond bestehen" (o.c., p. 304) was rightly ignored 
by Whitney-Lanman. There is more to say for the view (cf. the comm.) 
that the thoughts expressed in 4 and 5 are identical. For the sun as the 
entrance to "immortality" cf. ChU. 8, 6, 5; for sun and moon, ChU. 
4, 15, 5; 5, 10 1 ff., etc. For the moon as a 'Totenseelengottheit' see Meyer, 
Trilogie, 1I, p. 230 etc.; for the moon and 'immortality' my Change and 
Continuity, ch. 1I. 

St. 6. No other occurrences; pada dis 2 d. - "Gods": the Asvins (comm.; 
Weber), or heaven and earth (Ludwig), or sun and moon (Whitney
Lanmanp The adj. saväsin- occurs also AV. 2, 29, 6, the Asvins being 
mentioned in the same context. In favour of these gods ~V. 1, 139, 5 
may be adduced: md vä'Yft rätir upa dasat kádä cana "your (i.e. the 
Asvin's) liberality will never fail" (the same verb is used in the text 
under consideration); they drive, moreover, one and the same vehicle 
(e.g. ~V. 10, 106, 11). 

St. 7. Cf. the long note by Whitney-Lanman, p. 137. This non-metrical 
series of formulas is - with some variations - found in a considerable 
number of texts (inter alia VS. 7, 48; KS. 9, 9; PB. 1, 8, 17; TA. 3, 10, 
1-2, 4), as a formula for expiating or avoiding what may be improper 
in connection with the acceptance of a dakl}iI)ä (cf. TB. 2, 2, 5, 1 ya eva'Yft 
vidvän vyävrtya dak~i'l)ii'Yft pratigrh'l)iiti naina'Yft dak~i'l)ii vlinäti). According 
to Lä~ySS. 2, 7, 18 and DrähySS. 5, 3, 19 it is to be muttered af ter each 
formula of acceptance. Although Whitney-Lanman (p. 137) may be right 
in supposing st. 7 and 8 "to have nothing to do with the preceding part 
of the hymn" - the anukramaI)Îkä supports the view that the sükta had, 
in accordance with the norm of book 3, six stanzas - it may perhaps have 
served a similar purpose. Cf. e.g. SB. 4, 3, 4, 32 f.; and whatever other 
gift he (the sacrificer) gives that he gives with the hope 'may I also have 
this in yonder world'. That he (the priest) accepts with these formulas, 
assigning the gift to a deity, or according to other authorities without 
assigning it to any deity because an oblation offered in kindled fire and 
a gift offered to a learned brahman are equivalent. St. 7 and 8 occur 
also Kaus. 45, 17. - "Desire" , viz. on the part of the giver the desire for 
transcendent results, and on the part of the acceptor the desire for 
mundane fruits (comm.). - "Ocean": samudra- may suggest here the idea 
of a remote and extensive region (cf. e.g. AV. 10,5,23; 16, 1,6) from which 
desire, being satisfied, is not likely to return. Elsewhere however (cf. 
~V. 10, 114, 4) entering the ocean implies contemplating the whole world. 
The time-honoured motif of the rivers entering the ocean is on the other 
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hand in ChU. 6, 10, 1 etc. made a 'symbol' of the merging of individuality 
into the whoie. According to TB. 2, 2, 5, 5, reading (in the formula under 
discussion) kdma'lfL samudrám ct visa, desire and ocean are identified, both 
of them being "endiess" (ibid. 6). 

St. 8. It is still more doubtful whether this stanza - which is to return 
at 66, 21-was to be recited at this place. There are no other occurrences. 
- "Thee": the object accepted (comm.). - "Let me ... ": "because of the 
'guilt' (do~a-) produced by accepting" (comm.). - "(Whoie) person" : 
ätmanä, i.e. either "life" or "body" (comm.), the latter meaning being 
preferabie : in the brähmal,las etc. the word not rarely denotes the person 
or the whole body considered as one and opposed to the separate limbs 
and parts ofthe body: SB. 9, 5, 2,16; 12,2,3,6; BAU. 1, 1, 1. 

Sütra 2. "He looks": see the note on 65, 16. 

64, 3-4. Compare the introductory remark in the comm. on AV. 3, 
29: yad räjänalJ, iti ... odanasave karma'fJi pa8vavayave~u paficäp'Üpani
dhäna'lfL niruptahavirabhimarsanädika'lfL ca kuryät. - "Washed": for the 
bathing etc. of the sacrificial animal see Schwab, Das altindische Tier
opfer, p. 74; Srautakosa (see above), Eng!. sect. IJ, Poona 1962, p. 808; 
cf. e.g. also ApSS. 7, 12, 1 ff. and especially Kaus. 64, 9.-As appears 
from AV. 4, 14, 9 (quoted Kaus. 64, 22; for the entire sükta cf. 64, 23) 
the victim is supposed to stand with its four feet firm in the points of the 
compass ; that means, that it becomes universal: one is reminded of the 
sacrificer's "mounting the quarters of space" by making a step in each 
of the five directions (TS. 1, 8, 13; SB. 5, 4, 1, 3-8; KätySS. 15, 5, 23 
etc.). -As to the navel and the ideas associated with it, see my Aspects 
of early Vi~l,luism, p. 84 ff., where places are collected and discussed 
from which it appears that in the Veda also the navel was considered 
a centre or central spot, an 'omphalos'. This idea of ten denoted the 
centre and souree of creation, the central and most important point of 
various things (cf. e.g. SB. 1, 1, 2, 23). The navel is, as appears from ~V. 
1, 185, 5 the centre of the universe, the birthplace of all existence where 
heaven and earth meet and kiss each other. Here the navel is clearly 
meant to express the fifth surpassing and encompassing a four-partite 
whole (see above, note on 61, 2). See also the note on 64, 18.-For the 
ritual act des cri bed see 64, 19 f. 

64, 5. See the more detailed description in Kaus. 64, 23 f., and 62, 22 f. 

64, 6-16. According to Kesava 64, 6 is the beginning of the de
scription of the paiicaudanasava, "the sava with the five rice-dishes". 
For the numeral "five" cf. e.g. AV. 9, 5, 18 (and the note), 37; SB. 11, 
7, 4, 4 "the sacrifice is fivefold, the sacrificial animal is fivefold, and 
there are five seasons in the year; this is why the omentum consists of 
five portions" ; BAU. 1, 4, 17 "so this sacrifice is fivefold, fivefold is the 
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animal, fivefold is the (human) person, fivefold is all this world, whatever 
there is. He who knows this as such obtains all this". Cf. also ~V. 10, 
52, 4; 10, 124, 1. As already observed (Introduction, section V, note 91) 
Indra is given a paficagaräva odana (TB. 3, 7, 1, 8), of which the rite 
under discussion may be the atharvaQ.ic variant. - It will be noticed that 
Kaug. 6-16 prescribes AV. 9, 5, 1-6 in the order in which these stanzas 
appear in the AV., where they introduce a long sükta of 38 stanzas 
designed to accompany the offering of a goat and five rice-dishes. Ac
cording to the comm. A V. the sükta 'praises' the goat which is led from 
the North-East and immolated at this 'five rice-dishes' sacrifice. The 
animal is to satisfy Indra and af ter going to heaven to destroy darkness 
for the sacrificer etc. who has gone there before: asmin sükte paiLcaudane 
näma save hüyamänasyäjasya jivato märitasya ca prasa"Mäparäjitäyä 
äniyamäno 'jaly, proktaprakäre'l'fa hataly, sa"Mkrtas ca indra'Yfl- tarpayitvä 
trtiyanäke näma svargabhäge yad vä sukrtä'Yfl- pU'l'fyaloke gacchati. tatra 
gatapürvasya yajamänädes ca tamohantä bhavatityädi var'l'fanam. The sükta 
is, the comm. continues, used to accompany the touching of the oblation 
presented, the anointing with the residue, and the formal offering. The 
stanzas of this sükta - for which see 64, 28 - are for the most part also 
found in AVPpp., but not all together, not even all in the same book; 
the greater part, however, among which are 1-6, occur in Paipp. 16. 
That is to say, AVPpp. 16, 97, 1 corresponds to AVS. 1 ab and 3 cd; 
2 ab to AVS. 3 ab; 3 to AVS. 4; 4 to AVS. 5; 5 to AVS. 6; 6 to AVS. 8. 
It is interesting to observe that AVPpp. 16, 97 follows af ter AVPpp. 
16, 89-92 which correspond to AVS. lI, 1; 93 which is somewhat similar 
to the end of S. 3, 96, of which 1 a is AVS. 12, 3, 1 a; AV. 16, 94 and 
95 constituting a continuation of 93. 

64, 6. The stanza is Vait. 10, 14 quoted in connection with the 
sacrifice of an animal, to accompany the first of the same series of ritual 
acts which is prescribed by Kaug. in 64, 6-17 ("anumantraQ.a zum Her
anführen des Opfertieres, Herumtragen des Feuerbrandes, Töten, Ab
waschen der Füsse des Tieres, Zerschneiden, ... ", Caland, Vaitänas., 
p. 30). For päda a see also 64, 27; for pada c cf. 3 c; päda d recurs as 
3 d. - For prajänäti in the more special sen se of "knowing the way" 
cf. e.g. AV. 8, 10, 19 prá pitryá'l'fa'Yfl- pánthä'Yfl- jänäti; 20; 15, 12, 5; 
elsewhere the verb refers to knowledge of (the way or methods leading 
to) the celestial world : AV. 9, 5, 16 tváyä lokám ángirasaly, prájänan, 
tá'Yfl-loká'Yfl- pU'l'fya'Yfl- prá jne§am; AiB. 2, 1, 1 (svarga'Yfl-lokam); PäQ.. 1, 3, 76 
comm. svarga'Yfl- loka'Yfl- na prajänäti mürf,haly" or to knowledge of the 
effective methods of sacrificing: AiB. 1, 7, 3 "when the sacrifice had gone 
away from the gods they could not perform ritual acts (kartum) , they 
did not know the ritual methods (na präjänan); they addressed Agni : 
'through thee let us come to know the sacrifice (yajna'Yfl- prajänäma)' ". 
In AV. 9, 5, 1; 3 Henry, Les livres VIII et IX de l'AV., Paris 1894, p. 
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93 rightly translated: "connaissant sa route". - "Manifoldly": for bahudhii 
qualifying an adjective cf. AV. 10, 4, 23 (b. mahánti); 3, 4, 7; 4, 15, 16; 
12, 3, 2l. - "Darknesses": tamii'fJ'/,Si is a pluralis extensivus, cf. W. Havers, 
Zur Bedeutung des Plurals, in Festschrift P. Kretschmer, Wien 1926, 
p. 47 ff.: "Eine besondere Schattierung des intensiven Plurals zeigt sich 
bei Raum- und Zeitbegriffen, wo durch den Plural die ununterbrochene 
Ausdehnung und Erstreckung zum Ausdruck gebracht werden kann"; 
cf. e.g., in Latin, Curtius 4, 7, 6 steriles harenae ("endlos sich ausdehnende 
Sandwüsten") iacent (see also G. Landgraf, in Archiv für lat. Lexicogr. 
14, 66); E. Löfstedt, Syntactica, 1,2 Lund 1956, p. 29 ff.; Engl. the high 
seas etc. Similarly, st. 3 c. - "Heaven" : niika-, see the notes on 61, 20; 
63, 9; 20 - "North-eastern": apariijitiit; see the note on 61, 11. For the 
expression: AiB. 1, 14, 5 "the gods and the asuras contended for these 
worlds ... ; they contended for the North-eastern quarter; they were not 
conquered thence. This is the unconquered quarter; therefore one should 
contend there ... ". 

64, 7. In AVPpp. this stanza comes af ter what is in the AVS. st. 24, 
reading as follows (16, 100, 3) indriiya bhiigarp, samitii kr1Jotu yajiiarp, 
yajiiapatis ca süril} / ye no dve~anty anu tiin dravasviiri~tii virii yajamiinas 
ca sarve which, while being in itself somewhat more convincing, is not 
weIl suited to the purpose mentioned in the sütra: "The slaughterer 
must prepare a share for Indra, the lord (institutor) of the sacrifice, the 
patron, (perform) the sacrifice; whoever hate us, pursue them; the heroes 
(heroic sons) and all the sacrificers (must remain) unhurt". The stanza 
AVS. 9, 5, 2 impresses me as an awkward adaptation to the exigencies 
of the paryagnikara1Ja- (the carrying fire round the victim). Cf. ApSS. 
7, 17, 2 exhibiting a partly untranslatable variant, which is to accompany, 
in the description of the kiIling of the sacrificial animal, the looking at 
the animal when it gives a cry: indrasya bhiigas suvite dadhiitanemarp, 
yajiiarp, yajamiinarp, ca sürau / yo no dv~ty anu tarp, rabhasviinagaso yaja
miinasya viriil}. - The meaning of the fust half of the stanza A VS. 9, 5, 2 
seems to have been misunderstood by Henry and Whitney-Lanman. It 
is the fue which is led round. Cf. Schwab, Tieropfer, p. 97: "Der Agnidhra, 
den Feuerbrand mit der rechten Hand den betreffenden Objecten zu
gewandt haltend, (geht) ... urn das Thier, das Sämitra-Feuer (the fire for 
cooking the sacrificial flesh) ... , wobei er urn jedes einzelne mit dem 
Feuerbrande einen Kreis beschreibt ... ". - "(Lustral) fue": cf. the note 
on Kaus. 62, 14. - For the dative indriiya compare phrases such as yüpiiya 
diiru "wood for, i.e. in order to make, a sacrificial post" which must be 
ancient (Lat. satui semen; receptui signum etc.); that is to say, the dative 
is also used to denote a direct object of a verb which could be supplied: 
"a share for, i.e. to gratify, Indra". See also my note in Lingua 11 (Am
sterdam 1962), p. 145.-For agnim (anu)pari1Ji- see e.g. Kaus. 54, 8; 
55, 7. - "Patron" : the term süri- is not rarely applied to gods, to Agni 
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1;tV. 2, 6, 4, to an amulet AV. 2, 1I, 4. For similar imprecations see :!;tV. 
3, 53, 21; 10, 164, 5; AV. 12, 2, 3; Kaus. 13, 62 etc. 

64, 8. For the stanza see the note on 64, 7. For similar imprecations 
see :!;tV. 3, 53, 21; 10, 164,5; AV. 12; 2, 3; Kaus. 13, 62 etc.-"Eminent 
men": as of ten elsewhere the term vïrälJ, denotes the brave, helpful and 
competent men, leaders, heroes and spokesmen, but also the capable 
sons, followers etc. of the sacrificer; not rarely however in the fust place 
his vigorous and energetic sons. Cf. also Geldner in Z.D.M.G. 52, p. 738. 
Renou, who translated suvïrya- by "possession d'hommes économiquement 
utiles" (Ét. véd. et päl).. lIl, p. 25), is inclined to follow G. Dumézil, 
Révue des études latines 31, p. 175 in associating this term with the 
'third estate', but the conclusion drawn from this association by Mrs. 
J. Manessy, Les substantifs en -as- dans la :!;tk-Sarp.hitä, Dakar 1961, 
p. 223 "ViralJ" ce sont les hommes de la troisième fonction qui sont un 
élément nécessaire de la richesse des hommes de la deuxième fonction" 
is not free from onesidedness. - "Quieting": sarp,jiiapyamänam .. the verb 
literally means "to cause the victim to acquiesce (in the killing)"; 
'euphemistically', because the animal ought not to be led forcibly to its 
death. Cf. e.g. SB. 2, 2, 2, 1; 4, 5, 2, 1; SSS. 4, 14, 14; Kaus. 44, 17; 

64, 9. AV. 9, 5, 3 is as such not found elsewhere. For pädas cd see 
further on. - The verb nij- "to wash" seems to combine here with two 
accusatives, one denoting the object washed and the other indicating the 
dirt which is washed away (cf. e.g. Mbh. 1, IlO, 17 and 12, 9, 27 cr. ed. 
sunir1}iktätmakalma~a-). The form padálJ, probably is acc. pl., because all 
the feet are to be washed. The metrical redundancy of the päda may 
however prove its secondary character. The compound ava-nij- is es
pecially used for washing hands or feet; the Paipp. has pra ... nenigdhi. -
"Wickedness", or "ill-conduct": duScaritam, cf. e.g. VS. 4, 28; KU. 2, 24; 
Manu 1I, 48 etc. The comm. explain by päpacarar;,a-, päpa- ("evil"), 
prati~iddha- srutismrtyavihita- päpakarman- ("evil deeds forbidden by 
sruti and smrti"), ni~iddhäcara1}a-. - "Knowingly": as above (note on 
64, 6).-Päda cd: cf. AV. 9, 5,1 cd (64; 6). Instead of cd Paipp. (16, 97, 2) 
has: jyoti~mantarp, sukrtärp, lokam ipsan trtïye näke adhi vi kramasva 
"wishing to reach the luminous world of those who have earned religious 
merit (go) away (and) set foot on the third heaven". Thus the repetition 
of 1 cd is avoided. - "Looking out ... ": an attempt to translate bahudhá 
vipásyan. - "Step to", or "approach". - "Washes" : the sütra has the verb 
prak~älayati which does not occur in the :!;tV. and AV. sarp.hitäs. 

64, lO. This is the only occurrence of AV. 9, 5, 4. However, päda d 
recurs in the form oft.n.a. vi srayasva as 8 d and AV. 18,4,3 e (in connection 
with the deceased who is to go to heaven).-The adj. "dark" (syäma-) 
qualifies ayas- "metal" in AV. 1I, 3, 7 (the combination no doubt stands 
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for "iron"). However, syamena which is metrically redundant may be 
a gloss (Henry, o.c., p. 134). - "Joint": cf. the note on 61, 39. - "Knife": 
asi-, usually denoting the sacrificial knife (~V. 1, 162, 20; 10, 79, 6 etc.), 
but occasionally also a weapon used in war; see also E. W. Hopkins, in 
J. Am. Or. Soc. 13, p. 284. - "Injure" : cf. e.g. AV. 5, 19, 9; 6, 6, 1; 
8, 1, 12; 11, 2, 8; SB. 13, 3, 4, 3 na tatra rudraJp pasün abhimanyate; 
3, 6, 2, 20; VS. 13, 41 "spare him with thy heat, harbour not evil thoughts 
against him", i.e., SB. 7, 5, 2, 17 explains, "do not hurt him" (mainarp, 
hirp,sil}). For the idea expressed see e.g. Weber, Indische Studien, 9, p. 
222; 10, p. 345; Hillebrandt, Ritualliteratur, p. 123 and, e.g., ~V. 1, 
162, 20 which was misunderstood by Henry, l.c.-For abhidruh- "to be 
hostile, to assail maliciously" cf. AV. 7, 89, 3; ~V. 1, 5, 10; 1, 23, 22 
etc. - "Direct ... ": ádhi vi srayainam obviously corresponds to a kramatam 
in 3 d. Paipp. 16, 97, 3 d reads sukrtarp, madhye adhi vi srayemam. 

64, 11. AV. 9, 5, 5 a does not occur elsewhere. Paipp. 16, 97, 4 has 
bhümyarp, tva bhümim adhi dharayami "I carry thee (who art made of 
earth) over the earth". Cf. AV. 12,3,22, quoted at Kaus. 61, 30. - "Sacred 
verse": rea. 

64, 12 and 13. AV. 9, 5, 5 b: no other occurrences. 

64, 14. AV. 9, 5, 5 c: no other occurrences. - "Il résulte de la de
scription que Ie bouc est bouilli, non roti, ... " (Henry, l.c.). - "Allayers" 
(samitaral}); notice the plural (the sfitras have the singular) ; the term, 
which avoids mentioning the idea of slaughtering, implies also the idea 
of "preparer" . They are in charge of the killing, dissecting and preparing 
of the victim, but do not belong to the officiants proper. 

64, 15. AV. 9, 5, 5 d: no other occurrences. - "Removes" : for the 
technical term udvasayati cf. 61, 41 and the note. 

64, 16. AV. 9, 5, 6 has no parallel in other texts. "Heated": "The 
translation of a implies the emendation to átapthas, which seems very 
probable (mss. ataptas)" (Whitney-Lanman, p. 534). AVPpp. 16, 97, 5 
has ... pari eed uddhatas "if thou hast moved upwards, or, rather, hast 
swelled up". - "Heaven": again the term naka-. - For päda d Paipp. 
reads jyoti~man gaccha sukrtarp, yatra lokaJp, the qualification "luminous, 
possessed of light, celestial" appositely applying to the oblation (cf. 7 a). 
- As the imperative "conquer" is no doubt directed to the victim which 
in 7 c is explicitly identified with Agni and in 13 is said to have been 
bom from Agni, it is preferabie to translate by "Agni" , not by "fire". 
The goat belongs to, i.e. is slaughtered for Agni (SB. 6, 2, 1, 5) and is 
said to go in search of the god (SB. 6, 3, 2, 6). - "Takes": for ud-harati 
in this sense cf. TS. 3, 4, 8, 7, the comm. adding that this "taking out" 
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takes place with a ladle (darvi-; cf. AV. 4, 14, 7, quoted Kaus. 64, 18); 
KatySS. 26, 1, 25 pakvän uddharanti. - "Wast": see the note on 62, 9.
"Tufts ... ": darbhe§u; for the use of the plural cf. AV. 10, 4, 13. 

64, 17. The next quotations are taken from AV. 4, 14 which is to 
accompany the sacrifice of a he-goat (see the note on 63, 9). The words 
quoted in 17 occur in st. 6 "I anoint the goat with milk, with ghee, (him), 
the heavenly eagle ... , by it will we go to the world ofreligious merit ... ". 
For parallels see also Whitney-Lanman, p. 171. The purport of the verse 
is obviously to consecrate the sacred act of anointing so that the he-goat, 
adopting the nature of an eagle and going to heaven will be able to carry 
the sacrificer with it. Cf. also AV. 12, 3, 38 (quoted Kaus. 61, 46). The 
expression divyá7y, 8uparry,á7y, is AV. 7, 41, 2; 13, 2, 9 applied to the sun. 

64, 18. AVS. 4, 14, 7-9 are not found in other texts; they are ho wever, 
with variants, as 16, 98, 10; 99, 1-3 included in AVPpp.; that is to say, 
af ter stanzas which run parallel to AVS. 9, 5, 16; 17 and 37 a, and before 
a stanza corresponding to AVS. 9, 5, 37 bc and 38. Weber's comment 
on the sükta AV. 4, 14 (Ind. Stud. 18, p. 51) is largely antiquated.
Although the comm. AV. cannot be followed in every respect (he explains 
páficaudanam, against the accent, as pancadhä vibhaktam odanam) , the 
information he gives is not worthless : uddhara means "take out of the 
vessel and set on the barhis". Cf. the note on 62, 1. He has the 'odana', 
i.e. the cooked rice, divided into five portions, substituting, both here 
and in the next stanza, for the actual part of the animal the cooked meat 
taken from such a part with the share of the rice-mess that goes with it. 
As the meat of the victim can hardly be called an odana Whitney's 
interpretation, according to which páficaudanam qualifies odanam (in b) 
cannot be right. Obviously the cooked victim must be taken out with 
the fingers, the porridge quite intelligibly with a ladle. The rice which 
has been cooked in one vessel is to be ladled out into five portions. The 
chiastic order of the words (antithetical chiasmus) is an argument in 
favour of this interpretation (Stylistic repetition in the Veda, p. 124; 
126). Compare also 9, 5, 37 a ajá'Yfl- ca pácata páfica caudanán, and 9, 
5, 8 ff. - The comm. continues: "Put one portion (of the rice) and the 
cooked head of the goat (i.e., in his view, the meat of the head) in the 
east( ern direction) etc.". - "Southern" and "right": both ideas are 
expressed by dak§iry,a-. - Instead of the above padas cd Ppp. reads präci'Yfl
disa'Yfl- dak§iry,ä'Yfl- praticim udicim dhruväm urdhvä'Yfl- disam ä kramasva, i.e. 
"move towards the six regions of the universe". AVPpp. 16, 99, 1 ab is 
identical with A VS. 4, 14, 7 cd. - The purpose of the ritual act under 
discussion obviously is to achieve the coincidence of the sacrificial animal 
and the 'divisions of space' . Under the seal of the number five (see above, 
the note on 61, 2) entities of a different nature are, here again, grouped 
together, viz. the five portions of the sacred porridge, the four legs and 
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the middle of the victim and the four regions of the compass and the 
centre. This ritual realization of this system of correspondences is to 
make the victim - and with it, the sacrificer - "mount" or "win" the 
quarters of space, so as to master the whole of the universe in respect 
of space. - As st. 7 mentions only two quarters of space one can hardly 
imagine that st. 8 - to which corresponds, with some variations in the 
order of words Paipp. 16, 99, 1 cd; 2 ac - was not recited, although the 
text is silent about it and (as already observed by Weber, Ind. Stud. 
18, p. 57 f.) it adds not three, but five regions more. Rather than con
sidering this a case of "secundäre Exuberanz" (Weber) I would ob serve 
that the ürdhvä and the dhruvä disal; constitute together with "in the 
atmosphere, midway" a threefold reference to the centre. The three parts 
of the victim's body are obviously placed over each other. For the centre 
cf. e.g. SB. 9, 5, 1, 36 in connection with 7, 2, 3, 1 f. and also places such 
as ~V. 10, 42, 11; TB. 3, 1, 1, 6. It may be noticed that in this way the 
centre forms so to say a pillar, which was no doubt homologized with 
the cosmic pillar and that here again the sacrifice is placed at the very 
he art of reality, spreading out, like the cosmos itself, toward the four 
horizons. It is worth recalling that in Tantrism the spinal column is 
known as MerudaJ).9.a, the Meru being the mountain which is thought 
to be situated at the centre of the world (see e.g. S. B. Dasgupta, An 
Introduction to Tantric Buddhism, Calcutta 1950, p. 161 f.). Notice also 
the significant distribution of the parts of the animal's body over the 
regions, from which we may conclude that päyasya- means "underpart 
of the belly" (in Latin, inguen) (cf. also Bailey in BB.O.A.S. 12, p. 326), 
not "Hanks, side". Compare also BAU. 1, 1, 1 (the world as a sacrificial 
horse) " ... the sky is the back (cf. the sacrificial animaI), the atmosphere, 
his belly (udaram); the earth his päjasyam (sic) ... ". 

64, 19. There is-contrary to the view expressed by the comm. on 
AV. 4, 14, 7 (see above)-no indication in Kausika that the victim is 
completely dissected in as many portions. We may suppose the stanza 
AV. 4, 14, 8-or, rather, parts of it-to have been recited to accompany 
the corresponding acts. The translation of this stanza which runs parallel 
to AVPpp. 16,99, 1 cd; 2 abc is: "Place his hinder parts in the western 
quarter; place his left side in the northern quarter ; (place the goat's 
backbone in the upper quarter; place his belly in the dhruvä quarter ; 
see the note on 61,3); midway in the atmosphere his middle". The com
mentary continues explaining ... udicyä'Yfl- diSi odanabhägasahitam uttara
pärSvasa'Yfl-bandhi mä'fJ1-8a'Yfl- dhehi; dhruväyäm is explained as sthiräyä'Yfl
bhümyätmikäyäm adhastäd disi, i.e. the nadir, and dhehi in this connection 
as nikhana "dig (it) into the ground" , which does not seem probable. 

64, 20. This is another example of the importance attached to the 
highest number of a series in general and to the number five with regard 
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to the numbers 1-4 in particular. The fifth is the central one which not 
only concludes but also exceeds and encompasses the four others. For 
a similar ritual practice compare e.g. the description of the so-called 
"five-holed porridge" rite in SB. 5, 5, I, 1. For the use of the ordinal 
number (the ordinal very of ten characterizes a person of an object which 
by joining a definite group or number completes it; hence the Indian 
term püra'IJa-: PäI:1ini 2, 2, ll; 5, 2, 48 etc.) see Wackernagel-Debrunner, 
Altind. Gramm., 111, Göttingen 1930, § 201; E. Benveniste, Noms d'agent 
et noms d'action en indo-européen, Paris 1948, p. 158, with whom I do 
not agree in every detail; and my paper 'Observations on ordinal numbers', 
Binkisan Budi, 'Festschrift'-Ph. S. v. Ronkel, Leiden 1950, p. 135 ff., 
esp. p. 139 f. 

64, 21. The term pascärdha- occurs also SB. 5, 2, 4, 5; 5, 5, I, I; 
AiA. 5, I, 4. - "Broth" (y~a-), a sort of soup made from the flesh of the 
sacrificial animal (cf. TB. comm. B.I., I, Calcutta 1859, p. 668; Zimmer, 
Altind. Leben, p. 271 "Fleischbrühe"). See ~V. I, 162, 13 (in connection 
with the horse-sacrifice); TS. 6, 3, ll, land 4 where the "soup" (Keith, 
The Veda of the Black Yajus School, Cam bridge Mass. 1914, p. 526 f.) 
is called the "sap" (rasa-) of cattIe. The sülagava rites require a mixture 
of a mass of boiled rice, broth, meat and liquified butter (SSS. 4, 18, 10); 
in Gobhila's description of the a~takä ceremonies it reads (4, I, 6): 
tasminn evägnau srapayaty odanacarurp, ca mä'TfoSacarurp, ca prthak, and 
12 caror uddhrtya bilvamätram avadänaily, saha yu~e1Ja sarp,nayet. 

64, 22. AVS. 4, 14, 9 corresponds to AVPpp. 16, 99, 3 which however 
reads ekam instead of ajam in a, prehi instead of ito abhi in c; päda d 
occurs twice, as 2 d and 3 d. There are, as far as I am able to see, no 
other occurrences of the stanza. - According to the comm. on AV. the 
samitar is addressed in a. - The compound anub~ddhasiraly,päda- ("from 
which head and legs have not yet been severed") in the sütra occurs 
also Kaus. 24, 10 and 81, 28 in description of magical and funeral rites. 
The importance of this detail is also clear from the comm.: as~air 
hastapädädyavayavaily, sarp,yuktarp, sarväkäram ... , the goat being sarvä
ngasahitaly,. For the idea expressed by sarva- "complete, intact, undamaged, 
unimpaired etc.", cf. the note on 60, 23. - For the adj. sarp,bhrta- in the 
sense of "united, provided, or furnished with" cf. e.g. AV. 5, 20, I; 
5, 21, 3.-The adj. "omniform" (visvarupa-)-for which see Epithets in 
the ~gveda, p. 112 f. - is used with reference to someone who approaches 
"immortality" ~V. I, 162, 2 in connection with the he-goat(!) who is 
to walk in front towards heavenly regions when 'the sacrificial horse' 
-the victim-is led away (ajó ... v. indrä~1Jóly, priyám ápy eti päthaly,); 
AV. 9, 5, 10 the goat who conducts the one who offers him to heavens 
is, when presented with five rice-dishes to a priest, addressed as a "wish
fulfilling omniform milch cow"; ~V. 3, 38, 4 (AV. 4, 8, 3; VS. 33, 22); 
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AV. 4, 34, 8 (a rice-mess oblation). AV. 9, 1, 5 speaks of an "all-formed 
embryo" (gárbho ... visvárupaM; this word is not rarely used to qualify 
very highly important ideas or representatives of universalor fundamental 
power, e.g. the Vedas (AV. 4, 35, 6) which are deposited in the sacred 
rice-dish by which the sacrificer hopes to overcome death; the sacrificial 
bull who assigns life-time and progeny (A V. 9, 4, 22); the cosmic or 
universalox (AV. 9, 7, 25); the "milk of the honey-whip" (AV. 9, 1, 2); 
that which sustains the earth and, combining, becomes one (AV. 10, 8, 
11); the bride who when entering the nuptial bed is explicitly compared 
to her mythical prototype Sfuyä (AV. 14, 2, 32). Anyhow, this adjective, 
to which it is my intention to revert elsewhere, helps to suggest the 
ideas of universality, omnipresence etc. - "Rise up": the goat is addressed. 
- "Heaven": niikam. - For päda d cf. st. 7 and 8; "quarters": the 
cardinal points of the compass, i.e. the regions of the universe. 

64, 23. Here the entire sükta 4, 14 is no doubt meant (cf. 63, 19), 
not the stanza 4, 14, 1 or 9, 5, 13 (cf. Bloomfield's note, ed., p. 175, n. 7). 
See also KeSava's remark ajó hy agnér ájani~teti suktena ajaudanasavam. 
- Stanza 1 occurs (with slight variation) also VS. 13, 51 (used when in 
performing the ceremonies connected with the so-called great fire-altar 
the head of the he-goat, one of the victims, is removed); MS. 2, 7, 17; 
KS. 16, 17; SB. 7, 5, 2, 36 (explaining VS. 13, 51); cf. also TS. 4, 2, 10, 4. 
The stanza is prescribed Vait. 29, 3 (cayana or piling of the fire place, 
when the head of the he-goat is put down; cf. KätySS. 17, 5, 17; ApSS. 
16, 27, 7; 12. -For the goat and Agni see above, the note on 64, 16.
According to SB. 7, 5, 2, 36 and the comm. on AV. the generator of the 
goat is Prajäpati, who is identified with Agni. Cf. SB. 6, I, I, 5 (beginning 
of the long dissertation on the combination of the 'fire-altar'): "the same 
Person (pur~aM became Prajäpati, and he is this very Agni". And see 
Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 191 ff. Hence also the thesis that the goat 
is Prajäpati (SB. 5, 2, I, 24). See also the note on AV. 9, 5, 13 (Kaus. 
64, 27). - "In the beginning": agre, i.e. 'before or beyond phenomenal 
time', in the mythical past which ia the prototype (Urbild) of the reality 
which is known to us and in which we live (see my Inleiding tot het 
Indische denken, Antwerpen-Nijmegen 1948, p. 40). The comm. on AV. 
explains agre as "before the creation of all (other) creatures by Prajäpati", 
quoting TS. 2, I, 1, 4.-The gods who are elsewhere stated to have been 
created from Prajäpati's breath (SB. 11, I, 6, 7) or from his upper vital 
airs (SB. 6, I, 2, 11) are here said to owe their divinity to the primeval 
goat. - It is difficult to say what were the author's ideas about the goat's 
ability to confer divinity upon other beings. (For the goat as the "first 
progenitive principle" see also V. S. Agrawala, The thousand-syllabled 
speech I, Benares 1963, p. 134). The he-goat was, partly because of the 
possibility of explaining his name as the "unborn one" already at an 
early date the object of speculative thought. The sure-footed animal was 
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in any case believed to be able to find the passage to the next world. 
That is why it was slain with the sacrificial horse to show the way (~V. 
1, 162, 2; 3) and, partly for similar reasons (A. B. Keith, The religion 
and philosophy of the Veda and Upanishads, Cambridge Mass. 1925, 
p. 423 f.) burned together with a dead body (~V. 10, 16, 4; 7; cf. also 
Caland, Die altind. Todten- und Bestattungsgebräuche, Amsterdam Acad. 
1896, p. 60; p. 61 f., n. 235* for the right interpretation of the words 
aio bhägaly, in ~V. 10, 16, 4 which has even in modern times given rise 
to unfounded speculations). Other places showing the supranormal 
qualities ofthis animal are e.g. AV. 9,5 passim; 10, 7, 31; 10,8,41; 
13, 1, 16; 18, 2, 9. - "Heights" (rohiin): "heavenly worlds etc." (comm.). 
-The perfect ruruhuly, means "have ascended ... (and remain there)". 
"Therefore", the comm. concludes, "the goat-rice-dish sava which achieves 
such effects brings about the obtainment of all results such as divinity 
etc.; this is the meaning". - ". . . described" : see 63, 19. - For a trans
lation of the stanzas 2-4 see 68, 27; for 5 see 63, 9; for 6, 64, 17; for 7, 
64, 18; for 8, the note on 64, 19; for 9, 64, 22. 

64, 24. Cf. 62, 23. - It is difficult to determine the meaning of uttaraly, 
if it does not stand for uttarataly, "from the North" or "to the left". Cf. 
also 62, 5; 6; 8; 19; 64, 26. 

64, 25. Here the difficulty is that both AV. 9, 5, 25 and 26 begin 
with páiica rukmá. The former is left undescribed in the AnukramaJ)ikä; 
the latter sooms to be more in harmony with the purpose of the rite. 
Neither stanza is in this form found in Ppp.; compare however the divergent 
and corrupt A VPpp. 16, 100, 4. The translation of st. 25 is: "Five golden 
ornaments, five new garments, five milch cows millring his desire come 
to be his (i.e .... grant to him his wishes who ... ) who gives a goat with 
five rice-dishes, with the dakf?iJ)ä as (his) light". Notice, here also, the 
emphasis laid, for obvioUB reasons, upon the number five. The compound 
dak#1Jii-iyotis- does not seem to occur in other texts. For the idea 
compare SB. 14, 1, 1, 32 where the dakf?iJ)ä is called yasa8- ("glory") 
which is in the same context identified with the Bun, and places such as 
~V. 10, 62, 11 "his dakf?iJ)ä should come keeping pace with the sun". 

There are no other occurrences of AV. 9, 5, 26. - For the relations 
between gold and the light of heaven see ~V. 6, 51, 1; 7, 63, 4 where the 
sun is said to have risen like a golden ornament of heavens; cf. also ~V. 
5, 1, 12; 5, 61, 12. For the importance of light in general see also my 
remarks in The vision of the Vedic poets, The Hague 1963, ch. XI and 
the literature quoted in the notes. - " ... armour" (varma), for the impli
cations of this idea cf. e.g. AV. 8, 2, 10 "we make brahman a defensive 
armour for him" (similarly, 1, 19, 4; 9, 2, 16); 8, 5, 10; 14; 18; 19 etc. 
where the term is used with reference to an amulet (similarly, 10, 6, 2); 
14, 2, 21; 19, 16, 2; 19, 20, 3; 4 etc. 
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64, 26. Cf. 62, 19. - "N orth" : injunctions of this character are frequent 
in ritual texts. - For coverlet (ästara~a-) and cushion or pillow (here 
upadhäna-, in the AV. upabarha~a-) cf . . AV. 15, 3, 7; AiB. 8, 12, 3.
From AV. 9, 5, 14 it may appear that these objects were intended to be 
the dak~il).ä. 

64, 27. For "remnant" cf. the note on 63, 19. Here the form sa'f!l-pä
tavantam is masculine, in 65, 9 feminine. That means, that here ajam, 
in 65, 9 gäm (being the oblation) is to be supplied. - For the text of 
st. 1-6 see 64, 6 ff. 

St. 7. Päda cd = 11 cd. - Generally speaking, the correspondences 
between AVS. 9, 5 and AVP. 16, 97-100 are varied and at times not 
close. -Paipp. 16, 97, 7 reads in a ajam evägnim ... -According to 
V. Henry, Les livres VIII et IX de l'Atharva-véda, Paris 1894, p. 94 
and 135 jivatä means: "par Ie survivant", i.e. "celui qui survit au mort 
pour qui se fait l'offrande". - "To a brahman"; similarly st. 10; 11, i.e. 
to be consumed by (a) brahman(s).-"Faith": see AV. 12, 3, 7, quoted 
Kaus. 61, 1. - "Darknesses": pluralis intensivus. 

St. 8. Päda d is to return as AV. 18, 4, 3 e, cf. also 9, 5, 4 d, quoted at 
Kaus. 64, 10.-In päda cd, as in AV. 18,4,3 the deceased, the sacrificer 
might be addressed. - In d Paipp. reads jyoti§mantam abhi lokam jayäsmai, 
which Barret has ineptly altered into ... asmän, the meaning being 
"conquer that world of light for him" (the goat being addressed), not 
"win the ... world from us"; cf. AVS. 6 d (Kaus. 64, 15). - "Five": cf. 
st. 25; 26; 37; the being five-fold is of course closely connected with 
the five rice-dishes, over which the parts of the victim's body have been 
distributed. Cf. also the paficasaräva odana TB. 3, 7, 1, 8. - "Traverse" 
(vi kramatäm): cf. the note on st. 20. - "Three" : the same expression 
recurs AV. 10, 7,40. What is threefold belongs to the gods (SB. 5,1,4,11) 
and light is immortality (SB. 7, 4, 2, 21 and 9, 4, 2, 14). However, the 
three great lights to which Prajäpati is attached (VS. 8, 36) are Agni 
(on the earth), Väyu (in the atmosphere), the sun (in the sky); see also 
Uvata and Mahidhara. 

St. 9. Päda c = IOc. No other occurrences; for Paipp. see further on. -
In later times a sarabha- (see also Zimmer, Altind. Leben, p. 87) is a 
fabulous animal, supposed to have eight legs and to equal or surpass 
the lion and the elephant in strength; in ancient texts it is an undefined 
wild animal which lives in forests (VS. 13, 51; TS. 4, 2, 10, 4). From SB. 
1, 2, 3, 9 (see also AiB. 2, 8,5) it seems to appear that the 'relation' between 
the goat and this animal was held to be similar to that between a man 
and a depraved man (dwarf, savage?: ki'f!l-purU§a-) , or that between a 
horse and a bos gaurus, between an ox and a bos gayal (bos gavaeus), 
a sheep and a camel. Although it seems impossible to specify this relation 
biologically so much is clear from the text that the kiqtpuru~a etc. were 
ritually impure. We should therefore not conclude, with Macdonell-Keith, 
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Vedic Index, 11, p. 357 f. (cf. p. 365), from AV. 9, 5, 9 that the animal is 
"akin to the goat". The reading sarabha- "locust" in Paipp. is in any 
case "more sensible" (Whitney-Lanman), and according to H. H. Wilson, 
quoted by Monier-Williams, Dict., sarabha- can be , synonymous with 
salabha-. Henry's (o.c., p. 135) conjecture sarabhbJa ("dissimulé par Ie 
bouquetin") has little to recommend it; his reference to the he-goat 
which in the J ewish tradition replaced Isaac is beside the mark.
"Hastens": e§al},: e§-, e§ate gatau Dhätup. 16, 17; cf. AV. 8, 6, 17 (of a 
demon) upe§antam "hastening up" (Whitney-Lanman); 6, 67, 3 párän 
mitra é§atu ... "let the enemy hasten away"; these forms may however 
belong to i~-, e§ate, {~yati. - Here again the text shifts from the 2nd pers. 
sg. to the 3rd pers. - "Greatly": literally "with satisfaction", but see 
Stylistic repetition, p. 239 ff. - In A VPpp. st. 10 d reads visvarupä käma
dughäsy ekä "thou (curiously enough feminine!) alone art of various forms 
(and) yielding the objects of desire" (cf. AVS. 10d), AVS. 9, 5, 9d is 
Paipp. 16, 98, 2 but dhätäram instead of dätäram. - Before this stanza 
Paipp. has a stanza consisting of 10 c (= A VS. IOc), A VS. 1 d = 3 e; vica
kramäry,as sukrtasya loke svar jyoti~ä tamo apa hantu duram. 

St. 10. Päda d=AV. 4, 34, 8 (with me astu instead of asy ékä), forming 
part of a sükta which is to extol a rice-dish offering, used in Kaus. 66, 6 
(see the relative note). - Trirpäká- is considered a synonym of tridivá- ; 
cf. ~V. 9, 113, 9 trirpäké tridivé divál}, "im dritten triJ).äka Himmelsraum 
des Himmels", Lüders, VaruJ).a, p. 61, who p. 75 prefers tri1Jäká- = tridivá
("Verstärkung des Ausdrucks") to the translation "mit drei Firmamenten 
versehen" , doubting (n. 8) the correctness of Whitney's translation in 
AV. 9, 5, 10: "sollten nicht aber trirpäká- und ebenso tripr~thá-, nach 
dem Muster von tridivá- gebildet, einfach wie jenes Ausdrück für den 
höchsten dritten Himmel sein 1" For the accentuation see Wackernagel, 
Altind. Gramm., 11, 1, p. 295 f. - Paipp. 16, 98, 2 reads in b 8ukrtä'Yfi 
loke for nákasya pr~thé; its päda d corresponds to A VS. 9 d. 

St. 11. Päda b = 12 b; 11 cd = 7 cd. - Henry's translation is also possible: 
"La voici, ö Manes, votre troisième splendeur: (Ie sacrifiant) donne ... "
"Light": cf. st. 8. If appearances are not deceptive the goat is here 
identified with the third light mentioned in AV. 18, 3, 7 N ~V. 10, 56, 1 
where the deceased is addressed as follows : "Here is one (light) for thee, 
in the hereafter is one for thee; enter thou into union with the third 
light". According to SäyaJ).a on the ~V. the third light is the splendour 
(tejal},) called the sun (äditya-). This explication is decidedly to be pre
ferred to the view expressed in the comm. AV.: the three ritual flres, 
the third being the ähavaniya, a view shared by the comm. on Kaus. 
80, 36 (see also Whitney-Lanman, p. 851). Still more probable, however, 
is the opinion upheld by Geldner (Rig-Veda übersetzt, 111, p. 220) "das 
im entferntesten unsichtbaren Himmel, mit dem der Tote sich vereinigt" 
and Whitney-Lanman, p. 851: "three regions of light, to the highest of 
which the deceased is to be translated". 

http://isyati.-H.ere
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St. 12. Päda b = II b. No other occurrences. Paipp. 16, 98, I reads: 
jyoti~manta1J1- sukrtä1J1- lokam ipsan ... I sa vyäpto ne{Jy (e conj.: sa vyäpo 
ni~y ms.) abhi loka1J1- jayäsmai ... edhi "desiring the luminous world of 
those who ... ; obtained do thou therefore conduct (1, the meaning may 
be: "having obtained that conduct (him) to that world", the last word 
being used ànd UOLVOV; for ne{Ji Renou, Gramm. véd., § 316); "conquer 
for him the world; be ... ". - "Have worshipped": perfect participle, i.e. 
the process is so to say continued in its results. "Complete ... ": vyäpti
cf. A V. ll, 7, 22. - Päda c might, again, be addressed to the sacrificer. 

St. 13. Päda a is identical with AV. 4, 14, I a (Kaus. 64, 23; see the 
note); as to b compare ~V. 5, 81, I b etc. viprä viprasya brhato vipaScitalj,; 
as to c, ~V. I, 162, 15 c (VS. 25, 37 c; TS. 4, 6, 9, 2 c etc.) i~ta1J1- vitam 
abhigürta1J1- va~atkrtam (describing the sacrificial horse which is accepted 
by the gods!); d is not found elsewhere (see Geldner, o.c., 12, p. 223 f.).
For the goat and Agni see the note on Kaus. 64, 23. When viewed in 
association with päda b the fust päda impresses us as suggesting that 
the goat is a manifestation or representative of the heat of Fire (for the 
expression of this idea by terms of blood-relationship etc. see Some 
observations on the relations between 'gods' and 'powers' in the Veda, 
's-Gravenhage 1957, passim). - "Seer" : a vipra- is "a man who experi
en ces the vibration, energy, rapture of religious and aesthetic inspiration" 
(The vision of the Vedic poets, p. 39). - "Conquering power": sahas
"victorious, conquering or preponderating power, irresistibility, over
whelming force etc." ('Gods' and 'powers', p. 15 and passim). It may be 
remembered that Agni is "the son, i.e. representative or manifestation 
of sahas". Agni is also repeatedly stated to possess sahas, the adjectives 
sahasävan and sahasvat- being well-known epithets of this god ('Gods' 
and 'powers', p. 45). Like inspired seers (Vision, p. 37), the goat is said 
to have sprung from Agni, who - being a great furtherer of inspiration, 
rapture and enlightment - is also characterized as a vipra- (~V. I, 14, 9; 
3, 26, 2 etc.). - "Inspired ... ": this adjective (vipascit-) not rarely qualifies 
gods (Agni, Soma, Indra etc.). Paipp. (16, 98, 3) has vayodhälj, "possessing 
or bestowing vigour" instead of vipascit. In päda c Paipp. reads: hutam 
i~tam abhipürtam v. Ludwig, o.c., lIl, p. 370 proposed to emend to gürtam 
abhigürtam (cf. ~V. I, 162, 15 c etc.). Although abhipürta- "what has 
been fulfiUed" is rare, the text is however intelligible. - "Merit" cf. 
i~täpürta- AV. 3, 29, I (Kaus. 64, 2). - "Dispose" : kalpayantu which may 
express also nuances such as "set in order, arrange, to help anyone in 
obtaining anything etc.".-In ~V. I, 162, 15 cd etc. (see above) the gods 
are said to accept with favour the sacrificial horse which has been 
consecrated etc. - Va~at: an exclamation uttered by the hotar at the end 
of the sacrificial verse, on hearing which the adhvaryu casts the oblation 
offered to the deity into the fire. 

St. 14. Päda d recurs as AV. 10, 9, 6 b, where the man who gives "a. 
cow of a hundred rice-dishes" is stated to obtain both worlds. - " ... gar-
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ment" and "gold", cf. Kaus. 64, 26. - For gold as the foremost dak~i:t;lä 
see Kane, History of Dharmasästra, 1I, p. 855. 'Productivity' being one 
of the main characteristic features of the dak~i:t;lä it is the donor who 
is considered to derive benefit from his gift (cf. my artiele 'Gifts' and 
'giving' in the ~gveda, in Vishveshvaranand Indo!. Journ. 2, Hoshiarpur 
1964, p. 9 ff.). 

St. 15 does not occur elsewhere. Paipp. 16, 98 reads: etiis tvä dhäriis 
samayanti visvatas ... I so nthivi'Yft diva'Yft sadasva näke ti~thiisy adhi s. 
"these streams appease thee from all sides; do thou therefore sit down 
on heaven and earth, thou wilt take thy stand above the vault of heaven". 
-Compare with the pädas ab the refrain to AV. 4, 34, 5-7, and see the 
note on 66, 6. - "Streams of ... ": dhdräly, somydly" i.e. the streams are 
homologized with, and considered to be of the nature of, soma. - For 
"ghee-backed" cf. AV. 12,3, 19; 53 (Kaus. 63, 5).-"Overflowing ... ": 
this adjective occurs A V. 7, 56, 2 in connection with a potent plant; 
18, 2, 20 (funeral stanzas) with sacrificial offerings (svadhä7y,): "the s. 
which you made when living, be they dripping with honey for you"; 
~V. 9, 62, 7 with streams of soma. Honey (cf. AV. 12, 3, 41; Kaus. 
62, 18) here also is the essence of all vegetable food. - "Seven-rayed ... ": 
for this epithet (saptárasmi-) cf. AV. 11, 1,36 and the note on Kaus. 63, 9. 

St. 16. Päda c is VS. 20, 25 c and 26 c (Sauträma:t;ti): "I would know 
that holy world where the deities with Agni dweIl ... , ... where want and 
languor are unknown".-I am not quite certain whether Henry, o.c., 
p. 95 is right in translating "Tu es Ie non-né, 0 bouc ... ", although it 
must be admitted that the other possibility is a truism. In any case it 
is no "play on words" (Whitney-Lanman, p. 535). Ifthis text is considered 
as it is there is nothing in it which would induce us to translate aja· by 
"the unborn" (KaU. 5, 1; SvU. 4, 5 etc.), i.e. "the eternal One". We 
know that many savas centre around an anima!. This is however not 
to contend that the ritual function of the he-goat in ceremonies like the 
one under consideration may not - together with the homonymous aja
"unborn" - have led to the speculations on the he-goat as the individual 
soul and the she-goat as the "primary substance" (prakrti-). For specu
lations on the "goat" (aja-) in connection with aja- "unborn" see the 
Introduction, p. 64 f. and A. Bergaigne, La reIigion védique, Paris 21963, 
lIl, p. 236 ''l'une de ces formes multiples du père ... "; Macdonell, Vedic 
Mythology, p. 73 f.; P. E. Dumont, in J.A.O.S. 53 (1933), 326 ff.: "The 
Vedic god called the one-Iegged goat, the god who rises in the east, seems 
to be the sun. In the Mahäbhärata, Aja is one of the names of the sun, 
and Ekapäd is one of the names of Vi~:t;lu, who himself identified with 
the sun (Mbh. 3, 3, 6; 13, 149, 95 vuIg.). The 'leg' is the support which the 
sun needs in its journey through the sky"; H. Oldenberg, Die Lehre der 
Upanishaden, Göttingen 1923, p. 186 etc. ("Der Bock ist der Geist, der 
von der Verbindung mit der Natur ungelöste und der göttIiche oder 
gelöste", in connection with the SvU.).-.Ai:tgirases: cf. AV. 12, 3, 43 ff. 
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(Kaus. 62, 8; 14; 15). - "Holy": pu,!,-ya-. - "I co me ... ": the injunctive 
jne{lam admits also of the translation "shall I ... , would I ... ". In Paipp. 
(3, 38, 9; 16, 98, 7 Barret) the last päda reads tarp,lokam anu (pra) jne{lma, 
Ist. pers. plur. (Renou, Gramm. véd., § 344 n.). 

St. 17. This stanza corresponds to VS. 15, 55 (construction of the 
great fire-place; see also SB. 8, 6, 3, 24). - "With which": Mahidhara 
supplies samarthyena "power, ability, fitness'. - "A thousand": i.e. "a 
sacrifice with a thousandfold dak!?il).ä" (Mahïdhara). The compound 
saha8radak~i,!,-a- occurs AV. 18, 2, 17=J;l,V. 10, 154, 3 to qualify sacri
ficers.-For "thousand" also AV. ll, 1,6; Kaus. 61, Il.-"To go to ... ": 
"when the sacrifice has reached heaven we shall go also" (Uvata). Simi
larly, TS. 4, 7,13,4; 5, 7, 7, 3; MS. 2,12,4; KS. 18, 18. For its occurrence 
in connection with the vaisvakarmahoma (also in the agnicayana) which 
according to SB. 9, 5, I, 43 ff. constitutes the final rite of the cayana 
proper, see Vait. 29, 23. 

St. 18. Päda c is TB. 3, 7, 6, 14 c; ApSS. 4, 8, 4 c to accompany the 
sacrificer's touching the sacrificial gifts when these have been prepared. 
-"Perdition": nirrtim, cf. AV. ll, I, 29; 12, 3, 17 (Kaus. 61, 14).
"Worlds": pluralis intensivus. Henry's translation ". . . les mondes ou 
règne Sfuya" is worth considering. Sürya is indeed said to be "heaven, 
the highest light" (SB. 12, 9, 2, 10; 14, 3, I, 28); J;l,V. 5, 47,2 perhaps 
refers to his horses "which have taken their stand on the navel of im
mortality". - Here Paipp. has a stanza: "Cook (plur.) the he-goat as 
weIl as five rice-dishes; af ter having cooked the goat (and) the five rice
dishes they have reached the worlds of the gods". 

St. 19. Päda d occurs also TB. 3, 7, 13, 3 d yat ta asthitarp, sam u tat 
te astu, janitat ... , etarp, janitat parame vyoman and Vait. 24, I d. -
"Deposited" (nidadhé) (not "disposé pour", Henry): cf. the use of nidhi
etc. AV. 12, 3, 42 etc., and AV. 4, 34, 8. One should also remember that 
"all beings are again produced from the brahmán" (SB. ll, 5, 3, 12). 
- The word vik~u (" ... people") given by AVS. may mean "in the houses", 
"among the people (in generaI)", and "among the vaisyas". Cf. also 
AV. 2, 2, I; 8, 3, 10; 8, 4, 18. Parts of the offerings are indeed consumed, 
not only by the priest but also by the sacrificer's relatives and other 
people concerned in the ceremony (see 66, 3). However, Paipp. 16, 99, 5 
reads dik~u "in the regions (of the sky, the universe)". Cf. AV. 18, I, 46 
"The Fathers who are now in the regions (of the universe), having 
good abodes" and especially 4, 14, 9 where the sacrificial goat is enjoined 
to stand with his four feet firm in the quarters. The regions of the universe, 
which are sometimes expressly said to be the heavenly world (SB. 8, 
6, I, 4) and to be exempt from death (SB. 8, 4, 2, 10), are "both inside 
and outside of these worlds" (SB. 6, 5, 2, 7) and "between these two 
worlds" (SB. 7, 3, I, 27) and hence are an intermediate place from which 
it is possible to rise above the limitations of the mundane condition 
(cf. e.g. SB. 5, 4, I, 3 ff.): "from the quarters he goes to the heavenly 
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world" (MS. 4, 44: 54, 3); "(from the quarters) he 'mounts' the seasons, 
the year, he is high, high above everything" (SB. 5, 4, I, 8). - "Drops" 
(viprû~aM or "bits" and Agni: cf. Kaus. 63, 6 f. and the vipruif4homa
mentioned in one of the notes on 61, 27. - "Rice-dishes of the goat": 
thus with Henry ("of the r., of the g.", Whitney-Lanman); thus the 
goat is mentioned in päda a, the rice-messes in b. -Agni is to carry these 
substances to the higher regions. - "Meeting ... ": the euphemistic sense 
of the expression is clear; however, the usual meaning of sa'f!I{Jamána
is "gatherer, assembler" (AV. 4, 30, 2; 7, 79, 3; 10, 8,42; 18, 1,49; 18,3,13). 

St. 20. This stanza does not occur elsewhere. Paipp. 16, 99, 6 reads: 
a. pancaudano vy a. tasyora i. a. I udaram ant. dyaus te pr~tharp, disalJ, pärsve. 
- "Traversed" (vyakramata) or "went beyond, strode through, moved 
on": it may be noticed that this is the typical verb for indicating that 
activity of divine powers-first and foremost of Vif?~u (Aspects of early 
Vif?~uism, p. 55 ff.) -which consists in traversing and pervading the 
universe. By imitating these steps the sacrifieer ascends these worlds 
and is high above everything here (cf. e.g. SB. 5, 4, 2, 6). In that one makes 
these steps one becomes the traversing god (Vif?~u) and wins these worlds 
(TS. 5, 2, I, I; 7; ApSS. 4, 14, 6 etc.). Cf. also AV. 4, 8, 4. - Compare, in 
general, passages su eh as ~V. 10, 90, 14 (in connection with the Puruf?a); 
SB. 7, I, 2, 7 (Prajäpati, whose dismemberment means the creation of 
the universe, cf. Eggeling, in S.B.E. 43, p. XV); obviously the goat is 
put on a par with primordial and universal divine beings who represent 
the idea of totality. 

St. 21. Like 20 prose in cadence. Continuation of 20. No other oc
currences. - Henry, o.c., p. 136 was right: viSvarp, satyárp, doivent recéler 
une corruption. The Paipp. - which before satyam has some words more: 
disa8 cätidisa8 ca srnge "the quarters of space and the 'extraordinary' 
quarters its homs", reading parulJ, "limb" instead of "head" (siraM -
gives viSvarupam indicating thereby that the correct reading was ruparp, 
"form" instead of satyam. - For the more or less traditional translations 
"truth" and "order" (cf. AV. 4, 35, I; Kaus. 66, 11; A V. 12, 3, 12 and 
46; Kaus. 61,4 and 68, 27) which cannot ever be regarded as satisfactory 
approximations, see my no te in Oriens, 13-14, p. 400 ff. Satyam may for 
particular purposes be considered to denote "the act of sticking to truth, 
to one's word, keeping close to truth and reality", rtam "die auf Gesetz
mässigkeit und Regelmässigkeit beruhende normale und deshalb richtige, 
natürliche und deshalb wiederum wahre Struktur des kosmischen, welt
lichen, menschlichen, rituellen Geschehens" (Die Religionen Indiens, I, 
p. 78). Both concepts of ten are complementary. - "All": for visvam in 
this sense ("all, everything") cf. e.g. AV. 8,9,9; 9, 3, 20; 9, 10, 26; ~V. 
I, 81, 5; cf. also "all existence" (visvarp, bhûvanam), e.g. AV. ll, 4, 22.
"Form" (rupa-): i.e. "outward or sensuous appearance", i.e. that which 
is realized by perception or imagination, cf. also AV. 9, 4, 7; 9, 7, 15 
and see M. Falk, Näma-rupa and dharma-rupa, Calcutta 1943, esp. p. 
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19fr. -"Faith" (sraddhii-): see st. 7 and 11 and the note.-Viräj: cf. 
AV. 12, 3, 11 (Kaus. 61, 3).-"Unlimited" (aparimita-): cf. e.g. AV. 
15, 15, 9 " ... seventh (and last) unlimited by name, that is the creatures"; 
SB. 3, 6, 4, 26; 6, 5, 2, 7 (the quarters of space); 7, 3, 1,42; 10,4,3,5. 

St. 22. No other occurrences, but päda c is to return as 24 d; 25 c; 
26 d; 28 c. - "Unlimited" (aee st. 21): cf. SB. 3, 6, 4, 26 " ... and in like 
wise does he now conquer the unmeasured with that unmeasured thunder
bolt (the sacrificial stake); therefore it may be unmeasured". - "Whose 
light ... ": the compound dák~ir.Wjyotis-, which occurs several times in 
this siikta, was translated "durch die Opferspende Glanz empfangend" 
(Roth, in the Petr. Dict.), "dont la splendeur est la dak~irJ-ä-" (Henry), 
"with the light of sacrificial gifts" (Whitney). I would venture "whose 
light (as opposed to "darkness") is the dak!?iI)ä", i.e. without the light 
of the sacrificial gift the oblation (the goat) would not find its way to 
heaven; cf. e.g. ~V. 1,33, 10, and especially AV. 11, 1, 37.-These lines 
are wanting in Paipp.-AVPpp. 16, 99, 7~AVS. 9, 5, 21 ab is followed 
by 8 ab = S. 21 cd and nir apriyarp, bhrätrvyarp, dahati bharaty ätmanä I 
paräsyati yo bhrätrvyo bhavati which are not found in A VS.: see the 
translation of, and note on, st. 31 fr. 

St. 23 and 24. Paipp. 16, 100, 1 has nirdahet " consume by fire" instead 
of nirdhayet, and, in c, sarvärJ-i, both readings being inferior. - Stanza 23 
is also quoted at Kaus. 66, 31 f. (see the note); it does not occur elsewhere. 
- It is another example of the ritual fiction that the victim should not 
be destroyed. - "Various ... ": idam idam (cf. ~V. 8, 21, 9), referring to 
a variety or plurality of places or entities near the speaker, known, or 
present. - The idea of entering (pra-vis-) is of ten expressed in the A V. 
Cf. e.g. 10, 7,8 and 9; 11,4,20; 11,6,23; 11, 8, 11; 11,8,23; 30.-The 
meaning of 23 cd and 24 ab which belong closely together seems to be 
that by entering various pi aces the victim pervades them and fills them 
with its virtue so that they become his "manifestations" (rüpa-). For 
rüpa- "Körperlichkeit" see e.g. E. Frauwallner, Geschichte der indischen 
Philosophie, Salzburg 1953, p . 193. -Stanza 24 does not occur in other 
texts. Paipp. 16, 100, 2 reads idam idam asya rüparp, ... Isvadhäm ürjam 
ak~itirp, maho 'smai duhe ya evam vid~o 'jam . .. " ... he yields 'inherent 
power' (manifesting as invigorating food), vigour, 'imperishableness' (i.e. 
continuanee of life) , greatness ... ". This stanza is followed by a stanza 
corresponding to AVS. 9, 5, 2. - "He endows ... ", viz. the sacrificer. 
"Greatness": mahaJ.t, see Journal Orient. lnst. Baroda, 8 (1959), p. 234 fr. 
- "Yields", lito "gives as milk" (duhe). 

St. 27 does not occur elsewhere. - This stanza and 28 are in A VPpp. 
8, 19, 10 and 11. - In 27 d Paipp. reads pacatas "cook" for dadätas "shall 
give" and vy aiicataJ.t instead of vi yo~ataJ.t. - "Separated", viz. in the here
af ter ; the subject obviously is the married coupie. As is weIl known, 
among brahmans and other groups holding or endeavouring to hold a 
high place in the hierarchy of socia} orders and castes widow remarriage 
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has been forbidden for many centuries. How far a widow was in Vedic 
times at liberty to marry again is difficult to decide (see e.g. Zimmer, 
Altind. Leben, p. 328 f.; M. Winternitz, Die Witwe im Veda, in W.Z.K.M. 
29, p. 172 ff. ("keinesfalls lässt sich aus dem Veda ein Verbot der Witwen
heirat entnehmen"); Kane, Hist. of Dharmasästra, H, Poona 1941, p. 
608 ff.). The grhyasütras, for instance, are silent on this point. From 
AV. 5, 17, 8 and 9 (discussed by Kane, o.c., H, p. 614) it may be inferred 
that remarriage of a widow was not altogether unknown to the poets 
of this corpus. Cf. KS. 31, 7 didhi~upati- "a husband married for the 
second time". It does not seem necessary to hold (with Kane, p. 614 f.) 
that this place and 9, 5, 27 and 28 refer to the promise of a girl in marriage 
and the subsequent death of the intended bridegroom before the marriage 
ceremonies, so that she could be given to another. Nor should we un
reservedly follow the same author (p. 615) in considering the ritual act 
a means of removing "some sort of sin or inferiority attached to the 
remarried widow". Although to certain authorities (cf. Manu 3, 166) the 
husband of a remarried widow must be as carefully avoided as a carrier 
of dead bodies, an unbiassed examination of st. 27 and 28 viewed in their 
context seems to warrant the conclusion that the author is concerned 
with the problem of the relation of the second husband to his wife in 
the hereafter. "These two" will therefore-also for syntactical reasons
refer to the woman and her second husband. 

St. 28. There are no other occurrences of the pädas ab. In c Paipp. 
reads ajarp, ca instead of yo 'jarp,. - "Remarried wife": the authorities 
on dharma while holding different views distinguish many kinds of 
punarbhu-, e.g. a maiden whose hand was taken in marriage but whose 
marriage was not consummated; a woman who returns to her former 
husband af ter having betaken herselfto another man; etc. From Kasyapa's 
enumeration of possibilities (Smrticandrikä I, 75; see Kane, o.c., I, p. 
343 ff.) it appears that this term was applied to girls whose 'bridegroom' 
due to a variety of circumstances, died or left the further prosecution 
of the marriage rites before the consummation as weIl as those who had 
had sexual intercourse or who had even borne a child (for further par
ticulars see Kane, o.c., H, p. 608 ff.). As these differences obviously were 
largely unessential we had better make no conjectures about the marital 
condition of woman "who renews herself' , (punarbhu-) mentioned in this text. 

St. 29 is not found elsewhere. - "Which ... " seems to be a hapax. 
Such an animal may, I suppose, guarantee continuity. - Some of these 
däk!}il,lä gifts are already known to us. Cf. e.g. st. 14 and compare yad 
annam admi bahudhä viruparp, vaso hira'Tfyam uta gäm ajäm avim in TA. 
2, 6, 2. For milch cow and draught-ox AV. 12, 3, 49; Kaus. 62, 19; see 
the relative note. - According to the comm. on AiB. 8, 12, 3 an upabarha'Tfa
is a "pillow" (sirasa upadhänam). 

St. 30 has no parallel in other texts. - Af ter the statement of the 
dak!}il,lä the sacrificer specifies those whose presence and assistance is 
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wanted. As is well known, the relatives of the sacrificer could derive 
benefit from their presence. - "La nécessité pour Ie sacrificiant de 's'in
voquer soi-même' vient de ce qu'il est Ie centre d'ou rayonne et en qui 
s'unit la lignée à laquelle il sacrifie" (Henry, o.c., p. 136 f.). - "Mother 
who ... ": the last member of the enumeration is bipartite (the Behaghel 
tendency to make the last member(s) longer; see Stylistic repetition in 
the Veda, p. 407, s.v. increasing magnitude). - "Dear", not: "(tous) ceux 
qui sont chers (l'un à l'autre) ... " (Henry), but, I suppose, the unnamed 
relatives of the sacrificer. 

St. 31-36 are represented by similar, but briefer material in Paipp. 16, 
100, 5-12. "Les six 'saisons' sont respectivement: l'été, l'automne, qui 
produit les dons de la terre; l'hiver, parce qu'iI unit hemanta- et sisira
(i.e. the winter proper and the cool season); la saison des pluies, qui 
'gonfle' Ie ciel et la terre; Ie printemps; et enfin, l'année, qui les comprend 
toutes; d'autant qu'il manquerait quelque chose à la divinisation du 
bouc, s'il n'était identifié à l'année entière" (Henry, o.c., p. 137). Whereas 
the names of the seasons are, in AVS., naidägha-, kurvant-, sarp,yant-, 
pinvant-, udyant- and abhibhü-, those enumerated in A VPpp. are äyant-, 
sarp,yant-, bhavant-, atibhavant-, abhibhavant-, udyanti- (sic editor, rather 
udyant-, ms.), mürdhan-, and sarva-, i.e. the approaching, the meeting, 
the thriving one or that which co mes into being, the excelling, the 
superior (surpassing) one, the rising, the highest ('skull', topmost), and 
the whoIe. As to the number of the seasons-which in later times is six 
(see e.g. W. Kirfel, Die Kosmographie der Inder, Bonn-Leipzig 1920, 
p. 131) -in Vedic texts (the J;tgveda excepted) the usual division is into 
five, viz. spring (hemanta-) , summer (gri§ma-) , rains (varsä(l,) , autumn 
(sarad-) and winter and cool season (hemanta- with sisira-; see e.g. AV. 
8, 2, 22; 13, 1, 18; TS. 1, 6, 2, 3; 4, 3, 3, 1; 2, etc., for other places see 
Macdonell-Keith, Vedic index, I, p. 110, n. 4). Sometimes six seasons are 
reckoned, hemanta- and sisira- being divided (e.g. AV. 6, 55, 2; 12, 1, 36; 
see also Macdonell-Keith, o.c., p. 111, n. 6). In AVS. 9, 5, 31-36 the year 
is the sixth season, that is, the one which surpasses and encompasses 
the totality of the seasons. This is in harmony with places such as SB. 
6, 1, 2, 18 "Prajäpati is the year, and those five bodily parts of his ... are 
the seaSOllil; for there are five seasons ... ". The he-goat is therefore 
identified with all the seasons i.e. with all aspects of cyclic time - the 
seasons "making the year continuous" (SB. 8, 7, 1, 3) -as well as with 
the year, i.e. with the fuIl time cycle, which as a cosmological entity (cf. 
also PB. 18, 9, 7) is space (SB. 8, 4, 1, 11), and the womb of all beings 
(SB. 8, 4, 1, 18); it is spread over all things and is their strength (SB. 
8, 4, 1, 17; 20); it is generative power and "everything here" (SB. 8, 
7, 1, 1); beyond it lies the wish-granting world which is 'immortality' 
(SB. 10, 2, 6, 4); only af ter winning the year the gods became 'immortal' 
(SB. 11, 1, 2, 12). Hence the year is an aspect of totality, of the Absolute 
and hence is identified with Prajäpati (SB. 10, 2, 6, 1; 11, 1, 1, 1 etc., 
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cf. also 8, 4, 1, 11 etc.). The last "season" of the eight enumerated in 
Paipp. may of course be likewise identified with the surpassing and 
encompassing whoie. It possibly was added, as the eighth, to the seven 
seasons mentioned AV. 6, 61, 2; 8, 9, 18, SB. 6, 6, 1, 14 etc. The names 
of these seasons are largely a variation on the sterns of the participles 
of "going" and "becoming", although bhavant- may correspond to pinvant
in A VS. etc. - The sentence "he burns out . . . thrives himself" occurs 
also as the second clause of Paipp. 16, 99, 8 af ter a clause corresponding 
to AVS. 9, 5, 21 cd and before paräsyati yo bhrätrvyo bhavati "it throws 
down the riva.l". 

St. 3l. "Rival" : bhrätrvya- lito "cousin", also "(hostile) relative, adver
sary etc.".-"Burns out": nir ... dahati: "one would expect ni .. . 
dahati, to correspond with naidägha-" (Whitney-Lanman). 

St. 32. "Productive" : kurvant-, lito "making, performing" (see above). 
St. 33. "Meeting" or "coming together": sa'Tftyant-. 
St. 34. "Distending" or "causing to swell": pinvant-. 
St. 35. "Rising": udyant-. 
St. 36. "Superior" or "surpassing": abhibhu-. 
St. 37. Päda a is Paipp. 16, 98, 9 a; b is A VS. 6, 88, 3 c, which forms 

part of a sükta accompanying the establishment of a sovereign: "fixed, 
unmoved, do thou slaughter the foes ... ; be all the quarters ... ". A V. 
6,88 is-together with 6, 87-used by Kausika, in a kämya rite (59,13), 
by one desiring fixity; in a rite of expiation of earthquakes (98, 3) and 
in the indramahotsava (140, 8). The comm. regards these süktas as 
intended by dhruvau "immovable" at Kaus. 136, 7. - "Intermediate ... ": 
the term antarde8a- occurs several times in the A V. (cf. antardis- MGS. 2, 
5, 3). The purport of AV. 9, 5, 37 becomes more clear if we notice that 
4, 40, 8 faces up to the possibility that enernies may by magico-ritual 
means open hostilities from the intermediate quarters (similarly, 5, 10, 7). 
According to 15, 14, 12 there is a sort of relation between the intermediate 
directions and the most exalted One (parame§thin-) which corresponds 
to that between the western quarter and Varur;ta, progeny and Prajäpati, 
the Fathers and Yama, etc. However, in 9, 5, 37 the wish is expressed 
that the regions, i.e. (the universe viewed as) space, by accepting the 
sacrifice may protect and "establish" it, i.e. that they may impart safety 
a.nd 'fixity' to it. The quarters are mentioned among the divine powers 
whose protection is invoked AV. 5, 28, 2; 11, 6, 6; cf. also 19, 20, 2 and 
19, 45, 3 and 4 " ... make the quarters, the directions, propitious to 
you"; "be all the quarters safe for thee". 

St. 38 does not occur in other texts. - "Them" : i.e. the quarters 
mentioned in st. 37. - "For you ... ": sic (te . .. tava tubhyam). - Sacrificial 
butter : cf. the note on 62, 17. -It may he remembered that the breaking
up ohlation (udavasäniye§ti-, Caland-Henry, L'Agni~toma, p. 411) for the 
dasapeya rite etc. is a series of offerings to the quarters of space called 
disäm ave§tayalJ,. These offerings are intended to form the counterpart 
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of the ceremony of "mounting the quarters of space" , by which the 
sacrificer mounts to the zenith. Now he descends to earth and thus obtains 
a firm footing, the ritual act redeeming him from the quarters (SB. 5, 
5, 1, 2 ... evainam etena ni~kri1Jàti). Otherwise he would be lost and 
even go mad (TB. 1, 8, 3, 1; MS. 4, 4, 9: 60, 7 ff.; SB. 5, 5, 1, 2). "Having 
gone ritually through these two terminal stations, the sacrificer secures 
his safe journey along the road to heaven and back to the earth" (Heester
man, The ancient Indian royal consecration, p. 197). We may remember 
also that the regions being "inside as weIl as outside of these worlds" 
(SB. 6, 5, 2, 7) are an indispensable intermediary in the sava process.
In Paipp. the two concluding stanzas (16, 100, 13 and 14) which have 
no parallel in other texts run as follows: "As many hairs of it (viz. of the 
goat) the brahmans (priest) scatters up on the sacrificial bed (vedi-), so 
many showers (of invigorating Huid) it has, unbroken (uninterrupted) 
like (the streams of) the ocean". (14) "It must yield milk, it must be 
clarified butter for them. Having become a sovereign it will (must) 
approach (and attend upon) the drinker of spirituous liquor. It must 
milk, a stream of honey, generative power (ojaM for the rulers. It must, 
rejoicing, take its stand in (the vault of) heaven". 

64, 28. "As far ... ": i.e. the performances ending with sütra 17. 
Whereas the goat, assimilated to Aja Ekapäd, and garnished with five 
rice-dishes is the subject of ch. 64, 6 ff. the offering of the cow correlated 
with the heavenly cow and accompanied by a hundred rice-dishes is 
discussed in the following sütras. The main AV. text used is 10, 9 (see 
also Kesava's note: "with AV. 10, 9 the sataudana sava") which is, as 
16, 136-138, found also in Paipp. According to the comm. on AV. (introd. 
10, 9) thii; sükta is designed to accompany the offering of a barren cow 
which is said to excel even the Agni~toma rite. Those who kill her attempt 
to set her at ease by assuming her that she will be a goddess in heaven, 
protected by all the gods. The man who slaughters, cooks and offers her 
will go to the highest heaven. The comm. quotes the complete section 
Kaus. 65. 

65, 1-2. The stanza AV. 10, 9, 1 does not enter into the composition 
of other texts. The unexpressed (female) victim is the cow ofpäda c and d 
which is to be immolated. I subjoin the translation of these pädas, followed 
bya commentary on the whole stanza: "Given by Indra, formerly, (this 
immolated cow) with a hundred rice-dishes, (is) rival-slaying, a facilitation 
of the progress of the sacrificer" . - "Intend to ... ": for aghäy- cf. also 
AV. 10, 4, 10, etc.; cf. also the adjective aghäyu- "mischievous, malignant" 
(1, 27, 1 etc.); for agha-, a general expression of evil see also S. Rodhe, 
Deliver us from evil, Lund-Copenhagen 1946, p. 43 f. - "Fasten .. . ": cf. 
AV. 7, 70, 4; 5 ("against an enemy's sacrifice"); 6, 50, 1. - "Thunderbolt" 
(vajra-) , in connection with Indra e.g. AV. 2, 3, 6, but 6, 134, 1; 2; 3 
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applied to a girdle by which the operator hopes to slay his enemy referred 
to by the term vrtra- (cf. Kaus. 47,14 ff.) ; cf. 6,135,1. Rivals and enemies 
may indeed be combatted with 'vajras': AV. 13, 1, 30 etc. In AV. 19, 
66, 1 Agni when about to destroy the asuras is called a th.; 4, 32, 1 Fury 
("Kampfwut") is addressed as "missile th."; in 5,22,6 Fever is invoked: 
"make (that) woman meet a th."; in 12, 5, 18 the brahman's cow is said 
to be a th. when running (cf. st. 54). In 11, 10, 12 and 13 the gods are 
related to have conquered the universe with an offering, which is called 
a thunderbolt and an asura-slaying weapon, "poured" by Brhaspati; 
sacrifices indeed may slay an opponent (8, 5, 15). In AV. 10, 9, 1 the 
performance of a rite and especially the power inherent in the victim are 
no doubt meant. - Indra: this god is obviously believed to have instituted 
this sacrifice. lndra who was very much a favourite with the poets of the 
AV. and particularly dear to the brahmans is inter alia said to be superior 
to death (and its opposite?) (AV. 13,4, 46) and to lead the pious worshipper 
to the place where the knowers of brahman go (19, 43, 6). Besides, Indra 
is the deity of the sacrifice (SB. 1, 4, 5, 4; 9, 5, 1, 33) or its leader (SB. 
4, 1, 2, 16), and the god to whom the cows are sacred (SB. 12, 7, 2, 7). 
For special relations between Indra and kine see also A V. 4, 21. - The 
term gätu- (cf. 60, 34 and the note) , translated by "facilitation ... ", 
occurs also in the sense of "track": see e.g. ~V. 10, 14, 2 a=AV. 18, 
1,50 a "Yama first found for us a track (viz. to the world ofthe blessed)" 
(cf. 13, 1, 4); in 13, 2, 44 the bull is called "the gätu- of the implorer" , 
i.e. "the facilitator of his progress". "L'animal qui va au ciel (svarga-) 
est censé Ie chemin du ciel" (Henry, Les livres X, XI et XII de l'AV., 
p. 83). In AV. 7, 97, 7 the gods are called gätuvidal], i.e. "finding 'ways' 
or the 'way' ", and this compound which is translatabIe by "finding or 
opening a way, promoting welfare" is in the :!;tV. very appropriately 
used, e.g. 8, 66, 14 where lndra is asked to proteet those speaking and 
to preserve them from hunger etc. - "Mouth": the sacrificial animal is 
to die the death from asphyxiation: KätySS. 6, 5, 18 and 19 sa'Yf/{Jrhya 
mukharp, tam ayanty ava,syamänarp, 8väsarodho yathä syät ... See also 
Schwab, o.c., p. 106 f.; SB. 3, 8, 1, 15; Caland, Srautas. d. Ap., I, p. 248. 
-"Pressing-stone" : cf. also AV. 11, 1,9; 10 ; 12, 3, 14; 21; here again, 
the rite is, at least at this moment, obviously viewed as, or identified 
with, a soma offering. For the dancing of the pressing-stones cf. ~V. 
10, 94, 4; AV. 5, 20, 10. The pressing-stones are believed to slay the 
demons etc. with their noisea (AV. 8, 4, 17). A similar thought is 
expressed ~V. 10, 36, 4 grdvä vádann ápa rá~ä7Jt8i sedhatu d~vápnyarp, 
nirrtirp, viSvam atri1Jam "the sounding pressing-stone must ward off the 
demoniac powers, the evil dream, Perdition, every 'devourer' ". "You" 
(tvä) in päda d may therefore be taken to refer to the speaker's enemy, 
who must be slain by the falling cow which for a moment is identified 
with a pressing-stone of the soma sacrifice. However, the reading dve~o 
handed down in Paipp. and improbably altered by the editor is clearer 
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a.nd preferabie : "Let this p.s. dance over the enemies" . The reading 
offered by AVS. may be due to 2 a-c (quoted in sütra 3), the idea being 
that the pressing-stones dance over the cow('s skin)? 

65, 3. The stanza AV. 10, 9, 2 does not occur elsewhere. Whitney 
Lanman correctly comment: "The parts of this and the preceding verse 
are ... to be used to accompany certain sacrificial acts to which they 
are adapted". -For the "sacrificial bank" (vedi-) see AV. 11, 1, 21 (Kaus. 
61,41); for the "layer" (of kusa grass) (barhis-) AV. 12,3, 32 f. (Kaus. 
61, 40). - "Strap" : cf. KätySS. 6, 5, 19 tathä drr!harp, mukhasya grahor;o'Yfl 
krtva. 

65, 4. "Row": for srayar;i- which is handed down in part of the mss. 
and must be equivalent to srer;i- see Bloomfield, in Am. J. Phil. 5 (Balti
more 1884), p. 27; and cf. ibid. 12, p. 421 A; J. Wackernagel, Altind. 
Gramm., I, Göttingen 1896, p. 53 f.; A. Debrunner, Nachträge zu J. W., 
Altind. Gramm., Göttingen 1957, p. 31. - "Leathern thong": vadhri-.
One might compare, in the Vi~I).uite KäsyapajfiänakäI).çla, i.e. the Kasya
pasarphitä (ed. Tirupati 1948), ch. 58 (describing the presentation of 
young sprouts, ankurarpar;avidhi-): "Having collected such vessels, he 
should on the northern or eastern side of the temple besmear (a spot 
or pavillion) with cowdung, adorn it with five colours, and make (on it) 
a 'row' (pankti-) by means of vrihi or taI).çlula rice grains, with a length 
of five hastas ... ". 

65, 5. "Aperture" (viz. between the dishes) : notice the form randhri-
n. (beside randhra- n.) "hole, aperture, opening, cavity, fissure" . - "Curds" 
(amik~a-) is a mixture of boiled and coagulated milk, a mess of clotted 
curds. See e.g. TS. 2, 5, 5, 4; 3, 3, 9, 2; MS. 2, I, 9; 11, 3; VS. 19, 21; 
23; SB. I, 8, I, 7; 9 etc. - "Encloses" : the verb parisrayati is used to express 
the idea of enclosing, for instance a piece of ground (SB. 2, 2, 4, ll), 
a ritual fire (SB. 12, 4, 2, I; KätySS. 25, 2, 2); for drawing a rampart 
round a place (SB. 6, 3, 3, 24) etc. Such an enclosure serves ritual purposes 
(cf. e.g. SB. 4, 6, 7, 9). 

65, 6. " ... cakes": puroifiiS-, "a mass of ground rice rounded into 
a kind of cake, usually divided into pieces, placed on receptacles". 

65, 7. "Gold" which represents eternal light, 'immortal life', immor
talityetc. (cf. e.g. SB. 5, 2, 1,20; 5, 3, 5, 15; 7,4, I, 15 etc.); cf. Kaus. 62, 23. 

65, 8. The stanza AV. 10, 9, 27 is in part coincident with AV. 11, 
1,27 and 6, 122,5; see the note on 63, 4, where 11, 1,27 has been quoted. 
It has the same pratika as AV. 1, 4, 3 (invoking the waters for blessings), 
which however can hardly be meant here. A stanza beginning apo devir 
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madhumatir agrhty,an (agrbh7Jäm) occurs TS. 1, 8, 11, 1 (with reference 
to the waters of consecration; räjasuya rites); MS. 2, 6, 8: 68, 9; KS. 
15, 6 ; ApSS. 18, 13, 19 (räjasuya; see above). For päda c cf. PGS. 2, 
17, 9 c tan me sarva'f!/- samrdhyatiim and TB. 3, 11,2,4; Kaus. 56, 7 etc. 
tan me samrdhyatiim (samrddham). The final päda is of very frequent 
occurrence, especially at the end of a sukta; see e.g. ~V. 4, 50, 6 d; 5, 
55, 10 d; AV. 3, 10,5 d; 7, 79, 4; 7, 80,3 etc. The Paipp. reads imii apo 
m. . . . - The placing of jars containing water (udakumbha-) on a sacrificial 
place or elsewhere for ritual purposes is already mentioned in the SB., 
e.g. 3, 3, 2, 5 (the purchase of the soma: see W. Caland-V. Henry, 
L'Agni~toma, Paris 1906, p. 36). What it means is described in full detail 
in SB. 1, 9, 3, 1 ff. "The sacrifice being now complete, he (the adhvaryu) 
walks round (the fire) to the south, and pours out a vessel (of water); 
for thus it is (poured out) towards south; therefore he pours it out af ter 
walking round to the south. He who sacrifices, does so with a desire 
that he mayalso obtain a place in the world of the gods ... Now water is 
(a means of) lustration; hence he thereby lustrates that path. He pours 
out a fuU (vessel), because fuU means aU : hence he thereby lustrates 
that (path) by means of aU (the All). And again ... , where anything is 
done wrongly at the sacrifice, there they tear or wound it; and - water 
being (a means of) lustration-he lustrates it by that (means of) lustration, 
viz. water; he heals it with water .... He pours it out continuously, un
interruptedly; hence he thereby heals it in a continuous, uninterrupted 
manner ... ". Cf. also SB. 4, 4, 3, 14 and SSS. 4, 11, 3 and 4 "Having 
touched (subject is the sacrificer) the vessel fun of water with the formula 
'The good thou art; may good come to me. All thou art, may all come 
to me. FuU art thou, may the full come to me. Imperishable art thou, 
mayest thou not perish for me .. .'''. Compare also AV. 3, 12,8; 19, 53, 3; 
KätySS. 3, 8, 9 f.; 7, 6, 6; 13,3, 18; ApSS. 3, 10, 8; Vait. 4, 17, etc. The 
ritual importance of this vessel appears also from AVPar. 37, 18, 1 
teaching a ceremony required in case it is destroyed, moves, or breaks. 
In Hindu ritual the udakumbha- is of ten to make the lustrative (Heiler, 
Erscheinungsformen, p. 186 ff.) and fertilizing (Meyer, Trilogie, lIl, p. 
328) power of the water feIt (cf. also Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 162), 
the form of the vessel contributing to this effect (see F. D. K. Bosch, 
De gouden kiem, Amsterdam 1948, p. 126 ff.). Cf. e.g. also St. Kramriseh, 
The Hindu tempIe, Calcutta 1946, p. 112, 221; 245; 405 etc. 

65,9. The Stanza AV. 10, 9, 3 (=Paipp. 16, 163, 3) does not, as 
far as I am able to see, occur elsewhere but 3 d recurs as 11 d. Obviously 
the rest of the sUkta 10, 9 from this stanza onwards is to be included 
in the recitation. - ". . . for sprinkling" : the term prok~a1JilJ, "sprinkling 
waters (mixed with rice and barley)" occurs also AV. 5, 26, 6; see however 
also VS. 1, 28 where this water is caUed upon to aid in defending the 
sacrifice from interruption; AiB. 5, 28, 1; TB. 3, 2, 9, 14; SB. 1, 1, 3, 3 
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etc. - At first sight the function attributed to the hairs of the victim's 
tail is somewhat surprising. It should however be remembered that a. 
tail-whisk was thought to turn awayevil (SB. 12,7,2, 13) and was a means 
of purifying (SB. 12, 8, 1, 14 "such a tail-whisk is a manifestation of 
kine and horses; with kine and horses they thus purify him"). In AV. 
9, 7, 8 the soma which is purifying itself is identified with the tail-whisk 
of the cosmie ox. The importance of the tail is also emphasized in AV. 
10, 10, 1; 12, 4, 7. The word viila- mayalso mean "a sieve made of hair" 
(e.g. VS. 19, 88). -For the tongue cf. VS. 19, 88 jihvii pavitram "his 
tongue is the strainer (purifier)" . For the tongue in the AV. compare 
e.g. 5,18,8; 10, 7, 19.-Ifthe etymology repeatedly proposed for aghnya
"bull", fem. "cow" (cf. Av. ag'Jnyii "milch cow") is right ("he, she, that 
is not to be slain") it is a very ancient epithet which must have replaced 
a common noun for this animal (see esp. W. Schulze, Kleine Schriften, 
Göttingen 1933, p. 207). In Epithets in the ~gveda, p. 245, n. 130 I re
marked that this sense cannot be attributed to aghnya- in the ~V.; the 
contexts in which it occurs do not point in this direction. Remember 
the other 'euphemisms' in connection with the animal sacrifice: sarp,
jnapayati "to cause to agree or acquiesce" : the victim ought not to be 
led forcibly to its death: samayati "to appease, pacify, calm" (instead 
of "to put to death"); iilabhate "to take hold of" (instead of "to kill, 
sacrifice"). The above etymology which has recently been defended by 
L. Alsdorf, Beiträge zur Geschichte von Vegetarismus und Rinder
verehrung in Indien, Akad. d. Wiss. Mainz, Geistesw. 1961, 6, p. 64 ff., 
is decidedly to be preferred to the untenable etymological explanation 
by H. W. Bailey, in B.S.O.A.S. 20, p. 44 ff. ("the animal which is full 
of liquid as well as wanton"). Some incorrect notions have also crept 
into the paper 'Opfergaben' by B. Schlerath, in Festgabe~H. Lommel, 
Wiesbaden 1960, p. 163 f. 

65, 10. For the circumambulation (lustration) with fire cf. e.g. SB. 
12, 9, 3, 9 (it shuts out or wards off demoniac powers); one performs 
circumambulation of an oblation whilst holding a fire-brand in one's 
hand: SB. 1, 2, 2, 13; 3, 8, 1,6; 13, 2, 4, 3; KátySS. 2, 5, 22 ("removed 
is the demoniac power; removed are the enemies etc."); 6, 5, 2 one of 
the priests circumambulates three times the place comprising victim, 
ghee, sacrificial post, slaughtering-place etc. For pradak§i1J-a- cf. KauB. 
61, 42; and see AV. 12, 3, 25, quoted KauB. 61, 34. For anu-pari-1J-ï
Kaus. 54, 8; 55, 7.-"Washing": cf. also Kaus. 16, 1; 52, 12. Before 
proceeding actually to offer the sacrificial gifts the adhvaryu had to 
wash his hands (Schwab, Thieropfer, p. 53; Caland, Srautas. d. Apast. 
I, p. 33); cf. e.g. KS. 31, 3: 4, 5 "Water is the favourite abode of the 
gods; it destroys the evil powers, it is sraddhii "faith", (hence) he washes 
his hands"; HirSS. 1, 4, 21 f. "af ter having washed his hands with the 
formula: 'For the rite you two; may I be able for (the sake of) the gods' "; 
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ApSS. 1, 15, 4. - "Sipping" (acamana-); before religious ceremonies water 
must be sipped from the palm of the hand for purification. - "Mentioned" : 
viz. by the authorities. 

65, 11. In ritual contexts the compound ä-ni- litt. "to lead near, 
bring, fetch" is used for "pouring into, mixing", e.g. J;tV. 9, 96, 24; 
KätySS. 3, 2, 22; AsvGS. 1, 24, 5. 

65, 12. "Cut off" : the verb ava-dyati is especially used to denote the 
cutting off or dividing of the sacrificial cake or other objects offered in 
a sacrifice. - For the fore-part (pürvärdha-) of the oblation to be eaten 
by the sacrificer see SB. 1, 8, 1, 13; 39. - "Portions" , viz. those mentioned 
in 65, 4. Cf. e.g. SB. 2, 3, 1, 21 " ... in any other (havis-)sacrifice one 
pours into the fire all that one cuts off (from the sacrificial dish)". In 
SB. 1, 5, 3, 25 the sprinkling is said to render the dishes or kinds of sacri
ficial food efficient. "Hence also from whatever sacrificial food he ... cuts 
off (a portion for a deity), that he again sprinkles (with butter), that he 
replenishes and renders efficient ... ". For cutting off from a definite part 
of the dishes see also SB. 1, 7, 3, 20; for a special part of the body of the 
victim, 3, 8, 3, 15 f.; AsvGS. 1, 11. -The mantras are quoted in fuU. 
For AV. 11, 1, 25 c cf. Kaus. 63, 3 and the note. AV. 11, 1, 33 has not been 
quoted before. Päda a does not seem to occur elsewhere. - "Descendants 

". cf. A V. 11, I, 16 etc. 

65, 13. Cf. also Kaus. 7, 15 from which it-as already observed
appears that that what was to be eaten should have been anointed with 
the remnants of the ghee. - "He", i.e. the officiant. 

65, 14. Bloomfield (ed., p. 176, n. 8) observes: "Cf. up to ("Varu1).a") 
VSKä. 2, 3, 5; 7 (Weber, p. 58); KätySS. 2, 2, 20"; cf. also AsvSS. 1, 
13, 1. One might for the former half of the formula compare also Vait. 
3,11; GB. 2, 1,2; SB. 1,7,4,15; KB. 6, 14; SSS. 4, 7, 8; LätySS. 4, 
11, 13; see also TS. 2, 6, 8, 6; ApSS. 3, 19, 7; MSS. 5, 2, 15, 18 a. t. ä. p., 
brahmaty,asyodarety,a ... - Formulas of this character are of ten used in order 
to secure the assistance of mighty divinities or temporarily to 'substitute' 
the parts of their body for one's own limbs and organs: cf. e.g. SB. 1, 
7, 4, 13 " ... I receive thee with the arms of the Asvins, with the hands 
of Pü~an"; Vait. 3, 4 "I look at thee with the eye of the sun". According 
to GB. 2, 1, 2 Agni's mouth, Indra's beUy and Varu1).a's stomach harm 
nothing. - "Jaws", or rather, "mouths", the text using the synonyms 
äsyena and mukhena. -Cf. SB. 1, 7, 4, 15 "for it does not injure Agni 
in any way, and so neither does it injure him (the brahman)" ; KB. 6, 14 
"Agni is the appeaser of foods; verily thus he appeases it"; SB. 1, 7, 
4, 21 " ... he has recourse to Brhaspati, because he is the brahman of 
the gods". -As to Indra's belly cf. KB. 6, 14: "At the end he touches 
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his navel (saying): 'In the belly of Indra I place thee', for Indra thus 
appeased it"; ApSS. 3, 20, 1 "Enter Indra's belly ... ; do not mix with 
my food". Indra is moreover the soma-drinker par excellence, whose 
"belly" or "stomaeh" (jathara-, the word also used here) is repeatedly 
mentioned in the ~V., e.g. 1, 140, 9; 2, 16, 2; 2, 22, 2 etc. The other term 
(udara-) occurs e.g. ~V. 1, 30, 3. It is worth noticing that the duplication 
varu1Jasyodare occurs only in the AV. texts GB. and Kaus. Varm.la's 
help is sought in various atharvaI).ic rites (Shende, Foundations, p. 85 ff.) 
and there seems to have been special relations between the atharvaI).ic 
poets-who in other cases appeal to Indra (ibidem, p. 25 f.)-and this 
god (ibidem, p. 88). IncidentalIy, however, VaruI).a is said to drink soma: 
~V. 9, 64, 24 etc. - The formula introduced by tad yathä is not known 
to me from elsewhere. The tenor obviously is that the sacrifieer now eats 
the sacred food in a divinized state. - "Offered ... ": hutam i~tam, lito 
"what has been made an oblation and what is the material object with 
which to worship" . - The words beginning with ätmäsi reeur Vait. 3, 11 
and (as ätmäsy ätmanätm . ... , "wo wohl aueh ätmäsy ätmann ä U.S.W. 

zu lesen ist", Caland, Vaitänasütra, p. 8) GB. 2, 1, 3, to aeeompany the 
detailed description of the brahman's partaking of the prMitra- (i.e. of 
that portion of the oblation which is eaten (or more exactly, put into 
the mouth; see further on) by the brahman) at the Full and New Moon 
ceremonies; however, in these texts the formula is followed by svähä. 
GB., l.c., observes: anna'Yf/, vai sarv~ä'Yf/, bhütänam ätmä, tenaivainac 
chamayä'Yf/, cakära. - The term ätman- ("the centre of a personality 
determining its individuality" or "the substratum underlying the phe
nomena and functions oflife"; see e.g. Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 200 ff.; 
H. G. Narahari, Atman, Adyar 1944) may be translated here by "principle 
of life". The food representing 'divine life' is besought not to be detri
mental to the eater. The ritual formula mä mä hi'Yf/,8ïl}, "do not harm me" 
is of eonsiderable frequency; also (e.g. VS. 38, 16) in connection with 
sacrificial food eaten by the sacrifieer. - "Food": notice the form prMitam 
which though used by Manu 3, 74 in connection with the daily oblation 
to the deceased progenitors, occurs SB. 1,8, 1,39 to denote the (symbolical) 
eating of the irfii, oblation ("dieOpfersegen": Die Religionen Indiens, I, 
p. 106) by the priests and the sacrifieer (which they are supposed to 
"offer in their vital airs"). From pI aces such as Manu 2, 62 it appears 
that pra-asnäti is especially used to denote putting food into the mouth 
(ka1Jtham apräpta-, KulIüka), which may be in harmony with Vait. 3, 11 
"he partakes of the präsitra without touehing it with hls teeth"). The 
sacrifieer must swallow the food without chewing it (ApSS. 3, 19, 7; 
cf. KätySS. 2, 2, 18 präsnäti dantair anupasprsan; MSS. 5, 2, 15, 18). 
(An English lady informs me that at her confirmation she was told not 
to bite the Communion bread with her teeth). For the term prMitra
"portion of havis, of the saerificial cake which is to be consumed by 
the brahman at a saerificial session" (see above) see ApSS. 3, 1, 1 and 
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GB. 2, I, 2 ff. Here it is eaten by the officiant, who of course is a brahman. 
For the special portions of the 0 blations see SB. ll, 4, I, 11. 

65, 15. The fust line occurs in the same form GB. 2, I, 3 and Vait. 
3, 12. The third part of the quotation corresponds to tasmin ma etat 
suhutam astu prMitram in the two other texts. It cannot be decided which 
formulation is t,he more original one. Accordingly GB. and Vait. read 
tad instead of sa in the next part of the formula. The words so asmabhyam 
etc. are on the other hand not given by the two other texts. - The adjec
tive nrmary,as- - which is rarely found outside the ].tV. - may mean some
thing like "whose mind is (weIl, kindly) disposed towards men" (or, in 
other contexts "manly-minded"); Geldner translates it ].tV. I, 51, 5; 4, 
16,9, where it qualifies Indra, by "Mannherziger" or "mannhaft Gesinnter"; 
for the occurrences in the Agni-hymn ].tV. 10, 45 see Geldner, ].tV. über
setzt, lIl, p. 201. Cf. AV. 16,3,5 brhaspátir ma iitmá nrmáry,ii náma hfdyaly,; 
VS. 22, 19. -BAU. 5, 9, 1 "this is the universal (vaisviinara-) fue which 
is here within a person, by means of which the food that is eaten is cooked 
(digested)"; MaiU. 2, 6; 6, 17; 6, 26; 6, 34. See also J. Filliozat, La 
doctrine classique de la médecine indienne, Paris 1949, p. 48 who draws 
attention to AV. 6, 71 where the connection between the "universal 
fire" and digestion seems already to be implied, "car iI constitute une 
bénédiction de la nourriture prise et non seulement iI demande qu'Agni 
rende cette nourriture comme "bien présentée en oblations" (suhuta-) 
mais veut encore qu'une nourriture mangée indûment et douteuse soit 
rendue "mielleuse" "par la grandeur du grand Agni vaisvänara" (st. 3). 
An allusion to this intern al fire is possibly also made in ].tV. 10, 5, 1 
(see also A. Bergaigne, La religion védique, Paris 21963, I, p. 34; Filliozat, 
o.c., p. 48, n. 4; Lüders, VaruI).a, p. 100; 305; 386; 613 f.; 629).-Agni is 
implored to make the oblation "well-offered" (suhuta-), e.g. ].tV. 8, 60, 14; 
AV. 10, 9, 26. - "Heaven": vyoman (twice). 

65, 16. "Explained": vyiikhyiitam; see e.g. KätySS. I, 2, I, a vyii
khyiina- being an "exposition, explication, comment, interpretation". 
That is to say, the next acts are not specified because they may be 
known from another (parallel) rite. - Vait. 3, 8 explicitly prescribes that 
the brahman before accepting the prMitra- (see above s. 14) should look 
diit with the formula "With the eye of the sun I look at thee" (süryasya 
tvii cak~u~ii pratik~e). The other occurrences of this obviously atharvaI).ic 
lormula are GB. 2, I, 2 and Kaus. 91, 2. From GB. 2, I, 2 (dealing with 
the präsitra) it appears that this act is to exert a salutary influence 
oecause "the eye of the sun harms nothing" . Cf. also R. Gopal, India 
" f Vedic kalpasiitras, Delhi 1959, p. 458. In TS. 2, 6, 8, 5 (cf. ApSS. 3, 
19, 6) the purpose ofthe formula (s. t. c. prati pasyiimi) is explained in the 
same way. Cf. also KätySS. 2, 2, 15; MSS. 5, 2, 15, 17 ("with the eye 
ofthe well-winged heavenly bird I look at thee"); at Ap. 15,4, 7 discussing 
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the pravargya ceremony a similar formula (s. t. c. amik~e) is followed by 
rjave tvä sädhave tvä suk~ityai tvä bhütyai tvä (TA. 4, 3, 3): according to 
TA. 5, 3, 7 the sense is: "who looks at the pravargya is liable to go blind; 
hence he pronounces this formula, viz. in order to protect his eyes from 
injury". Cf. also MSS. 4, 1, 26. For this ritual act compare also AsvGS. 
1,24, 14; PGS. 1,3, 16 etc. deaIing (Iike Kaus. 91, 2; see above) with the 
ceremonious reception of a guest: mitrasya tveti madhuparka'YfL pratik~ate 
"with the formula '(with the eye) of Mitra (I look at) thee' he (subject 
is the guest to be honoured) looks at the mixture of honey". It is clear 
that the circumstances are similar : an important person receives a special 
portion of sacred food. (For particulars see Kane, Rist. of Dharmas., 
II, p. 543 f.). Cf. 64, 2. 

66, 1. For the words quoted compare AV. 19, 60, 1. As to the use 
made by Kaus. of AV. 19 see Whitney-Lanman, p. 896. The sükta 19, 60 
which contains only two sections is wanting in Paipp. as weIl as the comm. 
A si mil ar enumeration (cf. also AV. 19, 60, 2) is found in TS. 5, 5, 9, 2 
(the piling of the fireplace), where the formula is prescribed in order 
to prevent the breaths departing from the man who piling that place 
steps down on it; similarly, ApSS. 16, 21, 14; MSS. 5, 2, 15, 20 (deaIing 
with the behaviour of the brahman priest at the Full and New Moon 
rites), the text adding: "(with this mantra) he touches his limbs according 
to the indications"; similarly, ApSS. 3, 20, 2; cf. also GB. 2, 1, 3; PGS. 
1, 3, 25 (describing the respectful reception of a guest; see further on, 
the note on Kaus. 66, 2; AV. 7, 67) "af ter the host has sipped water he 
touches his five organs of sensation while speaking the formula ... "; see 
also TA. 10, 72 vän me äsan, nasoly, prärpaly, ... ari~tä visväny migäni 
tanüly, tanuvä me saha ... ; BaudhDhS. 2, 10, 18, 11; Vait. 3, 13 f. again 
in the Full and New Moon rites. Vait. quotes the formula in fuIl; it 
corresponds to AV. 19, 60, 1 and 2, minus the words "my hair not gray, 
my teeth not broken" which differ from the other elements of the formula. 
I suppose Kaus. to have pres cri bed the same 'abridged' (Caland, Vaitäna
sütra, p. 8) or, rather, 'non-enlarged' form of the formula, perhaps minus 
the last words which are, in Vait. 3, 14, to accompany the touching 
of the navel which is not explicitly mentioned in the mantras. It is worth 
recalling that elsewhere man is said to consist of nine vital forces, with 
the navel-the centre-as the tenth (KS. 9,16: 119,7; cf. AV. 5, 28, 1; 
SB. 5, 4, 1, 13 etc.; for the number ten e.g. SB. 6, 8, 2, 12); according 
to SB. 8, 3, 4, 5 there is one in each limb; according to SB. 8, 4, 3, 8 there 
are ten, with the ätman ("person") as the eleventh. Notice the ninefold 
formula in Vait., the elevenfold in AV. 19, 60.-The general purpose 
of these formulas no doubt is to guarantee or to effect the completeness 
and the unimpaired condition of one's person. From a variety of texts 
it appears that the ancient Aryans attached much value to "completeness" , 
i.e. psychical and bodily integrity (see my article on sarva- in Vedic texts, 
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Festschrift Chatterji = Ind. Linguistics, 16 (Madras 1955), p. 53 ff.). This 
ideal played an important rale among the objects pursued in religion. 
Rites concerned with 'death' and 'rebirth' imply disintegration which 
must be counteracted by ritual reintegration. For instance, when Indra 
was anointed his strength disintegrated into ten parts and the sauträmal).i 
rite was performed for his reintegration (TB. 1, 8, 5, lff., in 3: nava vai 
pur~e prä'tJ-äJ.t, näbhir dasami). - "(Generative) power": ojas- "inaugu
rative, creative and regenerative power or energy", distinct from physical 
force: see Gonda, Ancient-Indian ojas, Utrecht 1952. It was very of ten 
attributed to Indra, the god who while exhibiting his mighty exploits, 
re-established the world. In Indian medical theory ojas being the quint
essence of the seven essential constituents which form the human body 
is the bearer ofthe vital functions (e.g. Vägbhata, A!?tängahrdayasaI!lhitä, 
11, 37; übers. von L. Hilgenberg und W. Kirfel, Leiden 1941, p. 66). 
For the thighs cf. Anc.-Ind. ojas, p. 5 and R. B. Onians, The origins 
of European thought, Cambridge 1954, p. 109; 182 f.; 280, where evidence 
is discussed th at for various ancient peoples (Egyptians, Hebrews, Greeks) 
the thighs contained life-power and were considered to be sources of 
procreation. As appears from Vait. 3, 14 the navel is touched while 
pronouncing the last words. The same text 3, 13 prescribes sipping water 
and cleansing oneself with water before proceeding to perform the ritual 
acts of touching the parts of the body. 

66, 2. "He": the priest.-The fust text quoted is AV. 5,10,8 (prose), 
the parts 1-7, which being to defend the person speaking from all quarters, 
are used in the ceremony for the welfare of a house in Kaus. 51, 14. In 
Vait. 29, 11 these parts are addressed to the stones of enclosure in the 
agnicayana. The final part is alien to the contents of 1-7. lts fust com
ponent occurs GB. 2, 3, 5 - GB. 2, 3, 1-6 dealing with the agni!?toma and 
presenting with slight modifications AiB. 3, 5-3, 8 - ; AiB. 3, 8, 3 (the 
same context). In AiB. and GB. the formula however reads like this: 
b. m. u. h. vyänena sariram. The other components do not occur else
where. - "Mind": manas-, used in a vague and wide sense to denote not 
only the mental powers (perception, cognition etc.) but also the seat of 
feeling and volition. See e.g. H. Oldenberg, Vorwissenschaftliche Wissen
schaft, Göttingen 1919, p. 69 ff.; P. Tuxen, Forestellingen om sjaelen i 
Rigveda, Acad. Copenhagen 1919, passim; E. Abegg, Indische Psychologie, 
Zürich 1945, p. 8 etc.; R. N. Dandekar, Der vedische Mensch, Heidelberg 
1938, p. 65 f.; A. K. Coomaraswamy, in A. C. Woolner Commem. Vol., 
Lahore 1940. - Taking for granted that in the following formulas sariram 
("the bodily frame, the solid parts of the body") represents, in a way, 
feeling (touch, sparsa-, also called tvac- "skin" and cf. BAU. 2, 4, 11; 
"feeling ("Berührung") is perceived by the skin, and is especially charac
teristic of the 'element' earth", Prasastapäda, Padärthadh. p. 106, 8 ff.), 
the seat of which is the whole of the body, and that breath is related to 
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the sense of smeU, this passage refers in a somewhat primitive form to 
the five 'senses' , sense-organs or 'faculties of sense perception' with 
manas-, the 'inner sense' as the sixth (e.g. KaU. 3, 3f.; MuU. 2,1,3; 
and R. Garbe, Die Sä:rpkhya-Philosophie, 2Leipzig 1917, p. 314 ff.). As 
is weIl known, the enumeration of, and the terminology applied to, the 
sense organs are in the oldest texts including the upani~ads not yet fixed 
(P. Deussen, Alg. Geschichte der Philosophie, I, 2, 4Leipzig 1920, p. 241 ff.; 
for manas- e.g. also O. Strauss, Ind. Philosophie, München 1925, p. 37 
etc.; J. Sinha, Indian psychology, London 1934, p. 2 etc.; E. W. Hopkins, 
The great epic ofIndia, New York 1902, p. 33 f., etc. etc.; R. N. Dandekar, 
Der vedische Menseh, Heidelberg 1938, p. 40 ff.). -For "firm" -an 
attempt to translate brhat--see my Notes on brahman, Utrecht 1950, 
p. 31 ff. In all probability the sky is meant, cf. J;tV. 1, 52, 13 (as opposed 
to the earth) and see also J;tV. 5, 10, 4; AV. 9, 9, 18 the mind is called 
"heavenly" (devam) ; 13, 2, 42 "the sun ascends the brhatib-". -Mätarisvan: 
the 'Indian Prometheus' who in post-J;tgvedic literature is identified 
with wind: J. Charpentier, Kleine Beiträge Z. indoir. Myth., Upsala 1911 ; 
Gonda, Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 69; 94. - "Expiration ... ": pra1}ii
piinau: see Caland, in Z.D.M.G. 55, p. 261 ff. - For the intelligible corre
lation between sun and sight and between wind and breath see already 
1;tV. 10, 90, 13, and further also BAU. 2, 5, 5 and 4. In J;tV. 10, 90, 14 
and BAU. 2, 5, 6 the ear (hearing) and the regions or quarters of space 
(disab-) are correlated. BAU. 2, 5, 1 is in harmony with AV. 5, 10, 8 in 
that it conneets earth and 'body' ; in 3 speech is however correlated with 
fire and in 7 manas with the moon; according to J;tV. 10, 90, 13 the moon 
arose from the manas of the primeval Puru~a (cf. also AV. 19, 43, 4; 
BAU. 1, 3, 16; AiU. 1, 1, 4 etc.), Indra and Agni, the god of fire, from 
his mouth. According to the later theory 'space' (akasa-) "bears" sound; 
the atmosphere, feeling; fire, sight; water, taste; and earth, smeU, the 
typical qualities of the 'elements' being audibility, tangibility, visibility, 
capacity of being tasted and capacity of being smeUed (Garbe, o.c., p. 
300). Passages exhibiting similar co-ordinations are, in the AV. 8, 2, 3 
(breath ; sight); 19, 43, 1 ff. "let Agni impart to me wisdom (medha-: 
see Renou, Ét. véd. et päI).. I, p. 3; IV, p. 13); the sun, sight; the moon, 
mind etc. - Sarasvati: Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 36; 44; 96; M. P. L. 
Sastry, in The Poona Orientalist 6 (1941-42), p. 190; H. Willman
Grabowska, in Rocznik Orient. 17 (1953), p. 250; Gonda, The vision of 
the Vedic poets, p. 85 ff. In the J;tV. she inter alia furthers the poems 
and prayers of the inspired poets; in the brähmaI).as she is identified 
with Väc "Word, Speech". - The adjective manoyuj- (with Sarasvati also 
AV. 5, 7, 5) does not only, in the 1;tV., qualify the horses of Agni, Väyu 
or the Asvins, but also the vision or inspiration of the poets: 8, 13, 26 
etc. ; VS. 4, 11 it qualifies devab- "the gods" generally. 

For an enumeration of the various uses of AV. 6, 53, which implores 
the protection of a variety of divinities, see Whitney-Lanman, p. 320. 
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Kaus. prescribes it also 31, 9 in a remedial rite, and 59, 28 in a rite for 
recovery of lost valuables. Possibly, all three stanzas are meant here, 
because in st. 2 the wish is expressed that breath, sight etc. may come 
to those speaking, and st. 3 states their being united with body, mind etc. 
See also the note on AV. 7, 67. 

For the text of st. 1 see Whitney-Lanman, l.c. The fust päda is practi
cally identical with :!;tV. 10, 36 2 a; KS. 37, 9 a; for a-c cf. especially 
TB. 2, 7, 8, 2; 16, 2. - "Attentive": pracetasau, denoting a special aspect 
of practical knowledge and applied to various deities. - "The Bright 
One": Soma (Whitney-Lanman), as of ten in the :!;tV., although the comm. 
explains it as sürya- "the sun" and Soma occurs in päda c. - For the 
dakf}ir,lä cf. :!;tV. 10, 107; SB. 10, 1, 1, 10 (quoting :!;tV. 10, 107, 7) where 
it wins food and ibidem, 12, 7, 1, 14 where it is said to be healing medi
cine. -Svadhä: its fust sense is "institution propre à (un dieu etc.)": 
Renou, Études sur Ie vocabulaire du :!;tgveda, Pondichéry 1958, p. 18 ff.; 
the other meaning "sacrificial offering (due to each god)" is in all proba
bility secondary. - "Favour" : anu-ci- elsewhere unknown, but cf. anu-jiLä
(thus the comm.); anu-man-. - "Me": I follow the Paipp. which reads mä. 

Stanza 2 is quoted Vait. 11, 15 in the description of the rites of the 
agnif}~oma: af ter the performance of the dikf}ä (consecration of the yaja
mäna) and ofthe acts mentioned in Kaus. 24, 28-34 (being seated, standing, 
looking about etc.) the person concerned should pronounce this stanza 
over the entities enumerated in it; cf. ApSS. 10, 18, 3; SB. 3, 2, 2, 23, 
where the use of a similar mantra is enjoined in case the dikf}ita (the 
person undergoing the consecration) has slept and does not wish to fall 
asleep again ("for thought ... , breath etc. depart from him when he 
sleeps"). Cf. also MGS. 1, 3, 2 to be muttered by the Veda student if the 
sun has set up on him (for details: M. J. Dresden, Mänavagrhyasiitra, 
Thesis Utrecht 1941, p. 11 f.), that is again in case the person concerned 
might fear that 'the components of his personality' might remain dis
integrated. - "Self" or "soul": ätman. - "Life": asu-, the vital physio
logical aspect of the human personality; see e.g. Tuxen, Forestellingen, 
passim; E. Arbman, Untersuchungen zur primitiven Seelenvorstellungen 
mit besonderer Rücksicht auf Indien, Le Monde oriental, 21, p. 1 ff.
Vaisvänara, i.e. an aspect of Agni (in the ~V. both names are always 
found together): see Epithets in the :!;tgveda, p. 95 f.; Macdonell, Vedic 
Mythology, p. 99. For Agni as a protector and a benefactor see e.g. 
Geldner-Nobel, Rig-veda übersetzt, IV, Register, p. 28 f.; for (Agni) 
Vaisvänara e.g. AV. 4, 36, 1; 6, 35, 1; 6, 119, 1; 8, 1, 11 etc. - "ReliabIe" : 
adabdha- "free from deceit etc." (see also Renou, Ét. véd. et pä:r;t., IV, 
p. 87). -For the use of antar "between, in the middle" cf. antar-dhä-, 
med. "to place oneself between a person and an object", hence "to hide, 
conceal or obscure, nullify", e.g. AV. 5, 28, 8 ántardhänä duritáni visvä. 
Like all words on IE. -ter(o)- and -ter (e.g. Lat. alter, Gr. lueoç, Lat. 
dexter: sinister, Gr. ~/uheeoç: Vfléueoç, oeéaueoç etc.), Lat. inter, Skt. 
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antar etc. presuppose a complementary relation, i.e. the (actual or virtual) 
presence of two persons, entities, sides, parties etc. concerned. (See also 
E. Benveniste, Noms d'agent et noms d'action en Indo-Européen, Paris 
1948, p. 120 f.). 

St. 3. This stanza occurs among the texts required at the Full and 
New Moon ceremonies, e.g. VS. 2, 24; SB. I, 9, 3, 6; when the sacrifice, 
by which the sacrifieer intends to go to the world of the gods, is complete 
this formula serves to heal what might have been "torn". (See also 
Eggeling, in S.B.E. 12, p. 268, n. I). Similarly, VS. 8, 14; SB: 4, 4, 3, 14 
(at the end of the Soma sacrifice) : wherever they in this rite gall or 
scratch themselves they heal the wound by touching vessels filled with 
water while pronouncing this formula; TS. 1,4,44, I; MS. 1,3,38: 44, 8 
etc. belonging to the concluding ceremony of the animal sacrifice (see 
Schwab, Thieropfer, p. 160 f.; Keith, Veda of the Black Yajus School, 
p. 64, n. 4). According to SSS. 4, ll, 6 one should af ter having touched 
the full vessel meant at SB. I, 9, 3, 1 ff. touch the openings of one's vital 
breath with this stanza, ending with "may he (Tva~t;ar) make even what 
was injured in our body". Omitting a discussion of other occurrences 
(see also Whitney-Lanman, p. 321) I drawattention to Vait. 4, 17 where 
the formula is -likewise at the end of the Full and New Moon rites and 
likewise af ter the sami~~ayajus (Hillebrandt, Neu- und Vollmondsopfer, 
p. 168; Renou, Vocabulaire du rituel védique, p. 160)-to be used by 
the sacrifieer while touching his face (cf. also Caland's note, referring to 
KätySS. 3, 8, 9 f.; ApSS. 3, 10, 8); no comment is given, but the purpose 
of the ritual act obviously is, again, the establishment of all elements, 
organs and functions in the person of the sacrifieer so as to make him 
whole and sound. This is specially essential to the sacrifieer who wishes 
to go to, or to be reborn in, the next world: cf. e.g. SB. 4, 6, I, 1 as a 
result of a definite ritual act "the sacrifieer is bom with his whole body 
(sarvatanü-) in yonder world"; ll, I, 8, 6; 12, 8, 3, 31. For the formula 
cf. also PB. I, 3, 9. - "Lustre ... " other translations are: "with splendour, 
with fatness" (Whitney-Lanman), "with lustre, vital sap" (R. T. H. 
Griffith, The White Yajurveda, Benares 1927, p. 73); "with glory, with 
milk" (Keith, o.c., p. 64). Like tanübhiJp and manasä (which, being the 
last word, is followed by an adjective: tendency to increasing length 
of parallel word groups etc.: O. Behaghel, Berliner Phil. Wochenschrift 
1919, p. 193 etc.; see e.g. also E. Lindholm, Stilistische Studien zur 
Erweiterung der Satzglieder im Lateinischen, Thesis Lund 1931) varcasä 
and payasä seem, in a way, to complement each other; payas may denote 
"miik, water" but also other important fluids, including the semen virile, 
which may be meant here. - Tva~~ar: the skillful artisan of the gods who 
not only produces various objects but also develops the germ in the womh 
and shapes the human and animal forms. See e.g. Macdonell, Vedic 
Mythology, p. ll6 ff. - "No narrow room": variyaJp i.e. "rather wide, 
comparatively wide, hut on no account narrow"; cf. tariyas- "easily 
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passing through"; alpiyasä kälena "in a rather short time". For the 
aversion of Vedic man to, and his fear, of physical, social and economical 
narrowness including scarcity, trouble, distress etc. (arp,has) see my 
artiele in LLJ. 1, p. 33 f. - "Injured": viri~tam: for the implications of 
the root ris- "to hurt, tear, injure, harm" see e.g. AV. 1, 15, 1-6; 2, 6, 2; 
3, 12, 6; 6, 109, 2; 7, 9, 3 etc., the adj. ari~ta- meaning "unhurt, secure, 
safe, proof against injury or damage", a state eagerly wished for: AV. 
5, 3, 5 "may we be uninjured in our body (person: tanvä)" ; 4, 5, 6 "let 
me be awake uninjured"; 7, 50, 7 "may we be fust among kings, un
harmed"; 7, 53, 5; 8, 2, 8 "unharmed, whole-limbed, hundred years old"; 
8, 2, 24 "you, uninjured one, shall not die", etc.; the fear of 'incom
pleteness' and disintegration is not rarely obvious. 

A V. 7, 67, consisting of only one stanza and serving to bring about 
the recovery of the senses, is employed by Kaus. for several purposes 
which have in common expiation or propitiation in order to avert the 
bad consequences of an action or event (sänti-) and the re-establishment 
of a safe condition (cf. also Kaus. 9, 2) 45, 17 and 18, af ter any ceremony 
performed, in a sacred act connected with the due acceptance of the 
dak~i:t)ä, an occasion on which according to other texts mantras are 
required such as VS. 7, 47 a "may I gain 'immortality' (i.e. "life")", the 
dak~iI,lä cow being besought to be breath for the giver etc. (Caland-Henry, 
o.c., p. 294 f.; P. V. Kane, History of Dharmasästra, 11, Poona 1941, 
p. 1189 f.). The purpose of the mantra obviously is to prevent the gift 
from carrying with itself the donor's vital power and to guarantee him 
the possession of that important entity. As is weIl known property is 
widely considered to be closely attached to its owner and to be the vehicle 
of his religious, social and spiritual power. Even when abandoned by 
the giver, a gift still forms a part of him; "to give" means to place oneself 
in relation, and then to participate in another person, by means of an 
object which actually is a part of one's own self. (See e.g. G. van der 
Leeuw, Religion in essence and manifestation, London 1938, p. 351 etc.). 
The mantra is also prescribed Kaus. 54, 2, together with AV. 6, 53, 2 
in the godäna ceremony (first shaving). A mantra used elsewhere, being 
"do not deprive him of life" (AsvGS. 1, 18, 5); 57, 8 in the ceremonies 
regarding the Vedic student, when supplying the place of a staff lost 
or destroyed, on occasion of which SGS. 2, 13, 3 prescribes a penance. 
With a variant of this stanza SSS. 8, 10, 1 has the performer of a Soma
sacrifice, before the avabhrtha (final purification) fix his looks on all the 
dhi~I,lyas (subordinate fue-places); that is to say, when about to give 
up his consecrated state he expresses the wish that 'the components of 
his personality' should 'return' unharmed. Cf. also MGS. 1, 3, 1: the man 
who has slept while the sun rises upon him should, for the sake of 
atonement, pronounce a parallel verse (see also AsvGS. 3, 7, 1-2); 
AsvGS. 3, 6, 8 that mantra is prescribed in case one should have had 
illicit sexual intercourse, have sacrificed for somebody for whom one 
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must not perform sacrifices etc.; GGS. 3, 3, 34 in case the person concerned 
has touched a post on a place of cremation; when his ears sing or his 
(left) eye flutters; BAU. 6, 4, 5 in case he has spilt semen (cf. Manu, 
2, 181). Cf. also HGS. 1, 17, 4. In all these cases one obviously has to 
correct mistakes, to retrieve errors, to make good damage and to re
establish the norm al , safe situation for fear of personal harm and dimi
nution of vital power. Compare also TA. 1, 30, 1 (and the kalpa mentioned 
in the commentary, explaining, inter alia: etat sarva'l'Jt mama punalj punar 
vardhatäm ity arthalj; the text also makes mention of the spilling of 
semen, which then is for the sake of longevity and vital splendour 
(varease) "taken back again"; the words are addressed to Parjanya. 
imploring him to drive away evils from the place of sacrifice. See also 
TA. 1,32, l.-The reading punar maitv ... (as against punar mäm aitu) 
in päda a is proper to AV., Vait. and Kam~. - "A complete command of 
all bodily and psychical faculties, including virile power etc." was in all 
probability the meaning of the singular indriya- in passages like this. 
Cf. on this word Renou, J. A. 1939, p. 357 and Ét. véd. et päI).. X, p. 66 
"Ie propre d 'Indra" and, hence, in the course of time "force ou mani
festation concrète, sensorielle (comme y prêtait la vision d'Indra)"; O. H. 
de A. Wij esekara , in Univ. Ceylon Review, 2 (Nov. 1944); A. Minard, 
Trois énigmes sur les Cent Chemins, Paris 1949, p. 31; H. W. Bailey, 
Analecta Indoscythica, J.R.A.S. 1953, p. 103 ff., who may be right in 
tracing indriya- "faculty, senses" to an adjective *indra- "forceful", not 
to the name of the god, although the attempt undertaken by the same 
scholar (see also J. Charpentier, in Le monde oriental, 25, p. 1 ff. and 
esp. p. 27) to derive this word from nar- "man" fails to carry complete 
conviction, notwithstanding the occurrence, in Celtic, of Ir. nert "strength" , 
in Welsh of nerth "force, strength" and "host" etc. (cf. also Mayrhofer, 
Etym. Wtb. I, p. 89 and E. Polomé, in Revue beIge de phil. et d'hist. 
30, p. 450, n. 1). In AV. 15, 10, 10 f.; 19, 42, 4 the term indriya- is as
sociated with Indra and translated by Whitney-Lanman as "Indra's 
quality" (elsewhere as "sense" or "force"). The comm. explains "(virile) 
power (viryam) given by Indra". - "Sacred power": an attempt to trans
late brähmary,am ("sacred knowledge " , Whitney-Lanman, p. 433, which 
is not essentially different; mantrabrahmary,ätmako vedalj, comm.); cf. 7, 
66, 1; 10,7, 17; 8, 20, 33; 37; 38 etc.-dhi~ry,ya-: see above and, e.g., 
Renou, Vocab. rituel védique, p. 80. The dhi!?I).yas are to prevent dis
continuity of the sacred work (SB. 7, 1, 2, 23). While establishing them 
one prays that they may protect and do no wrong (Caland-Henry, 
L'Agni~~oma, p. 104 f.). Among them is the märjäliya- which serves for 
purification. (For the protective function of Agni in general cf. e.g. also 
TA. 1, 28). -" ... practicabIe and successful" : a tentative translation of 
kalpayantäm (cf. the comm.: samarthälj pravrddhä bhavantu; "officiate" , 
Whitney-Lanman); cf. e.g. the adj. kalpa- in the sense of "feasible, 
practicabIe" (cf. SB. 2, 4, 3, 3), "competent" (BhägP.). - " ... in re-
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sponse" : the verb pratimantrayati occurs also Kaus. 68, 34 (cf. 33 
pratimantra1Ja- "Erwiederung", Petr. Dict.); 90, 18; 92, 13. See also 
LätySS. 1, 10; 2, 10, 5 tam (camasarJt bhak~artham) ahriyamii'TfarJt prati
mantrayeran. It does not mean "zurufen" (Petr. Dict. , where for epic 
occurrences the meaning "mit einem Spruch besprechen" is given), but 
"to pronounce mantras in response to other mantras", cf. e.g. pratigara
"responsive call of the adhvaryu (to words spoken by the hotar)" ; 
prativac- "to answer, reply"; pratijalpa- "response"; pratiprasna
"question in return". The formulas quoted in the sütras 1 and 2 are 
obviously to be pronounced alternately by the sacrificer and the priest. 
Cf. also Kaus. 68, 33 f. 

66, 3. "Cut off": the verb avadyati is especially used for cutting off 
portions of the sacrificial cake and other objects offered in a sacrifice. 
See e.g. TB. 3, 8, 20, 4; SB. 1,3,2, 10; 1,5,3, 25.-"They" : i.e. those 
concerned; cf. e.g. also KätySS. 3, 8, 31; ApSS. 7, 27, 11 ff.; 4, 16, 17 
etc.; AV. 4, 34, 8 a quoted Kaus. 66, 6. 

66, 4. " ... 112": cf. W. D . Whitney, A Sanskrit grammar, § 479. 
Why 112? While the number 100 is intelligible, the offering consisting 
of 100 rice-dishes - cf. e.g. ApSS. 21, 5, 9: 1200 cows are the dak~iI).ä 
at a twelve-day sacrifice; 18, 3, 4: 17 horses , 17 elephants, etc. at the 
Väjapeya at which this number prevails (Eggeling, S.B.E. 41, p. 8) -, 
the number 12 occurs rather frequently in the A V. to qualify concepts 
or entities ofreligious importance (4, 11,11 ; 6, 113,3 ; 9, 9, 12; 13; 9, 
6, 43 (twelve-day sacrifice); 10, 8, 4; 11, 6, 22; 11 , 7, 12). In AV. 4, 35, 4 
the "twelve-spoked year" is said to have been fashioned out of the rice
mess. Does this furnish us with the clue?: the year - characterized by 
the number twelve-is "the womb of all beings" (SB. 8, 4, 1, 18), the 
imperishable world (SB. 11, 1, 2, 12) and identical with Prajäpati and 
the sacrifice (SB. 11, 1, 1, 1 etc.) . For 12 in connection with dak~iI).äs 
see also ApSS. 18, 21, 6; for ot her large numbers ibid. 13, 5, 1. 

66, 5. "Fulfilment ... " , for kamapra- see A V. 11 , 7, 8 where the 
kamapraly, (masc.) is, together with the establishment of a ritual fire and 
the consecration (dik~ä) said to be "set" in the remnant of the offering, 
and especially 10, 9, 4 where the man who cooks the oblations under 
discussion is said to be qualified for the fulfilment of wishes, " for all 
his priests, being gratified, go as they should" . SB. 11, 1, 6, 17 makes 
mention of an act of worship (yajna-) which fulfils wishes (kamapra-), 
and 10, 2, 6, 4 of the "wish-granting world", "the wish-granting one 
being the 'immortal' (amrtam)"; cf. also SäSS. 17, 16, 4 athottararJt bhagam 
atmano 'tiharan japati visve tva deva an~tubhena chandasarohantu tan 
aham anvarohiimi kamaprayeti; this formula follows af ter some other 
mantras of similar structure and purpose ending in rajyaya, svarajyaya, 
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sämräjyäya, kämapräya. - "A surplus" ("more than is required": adhikam), 
cf. also Säyal).a on AiB. 2, 3 adhika'Yfi na do~äya. For the significance of 
the surplus or of "the something given into the bargain" (the English 
baker's dozen) -the one which exceeds an even number "remains over 
for ... prosperity" (SB. 3, 9, 3, 34) - see also my Reflections on the 
numerals "one" and "two" ... , Utrecht 1953, p. 46 f. 

66, 6. According to Kesava - brahmäsya 8ir~am iti süktena brahmä
syaudana'Yfi savam - the text now passes on to the so-called brahmä
syaudana sava, named af ter the beginning of AV. 4, 34, 1 which, as will 
appear from the siitras 6 ff., accompanies the making of pools and 
channels in the rice-mess, filling them with juices and setting plants on 
the ground. "Doubtless it is on account of this treatment that the rice
mess in questionis (AV. 4, 34, 1 d) called vi~tärin- "out-strewn, expanded" " 
(Whitney-Lanman, p. 206). Kesava is no doubt right in considering the 
whole siikta to he meant by the text; it is to accompany also the acts 
mentioned in the siitras 7-10. The title given to this siikta by A. Weber, 
Ind. Studien, 18, Leipzig 1898, p. 136: "Ein Muss für gute Buhlschaft 
im Jenseits" is somewhat deceptive. - "Pools" etc., compare Kaus. 62, 15. 

AV. 4, 34 occurs, as 6, 22 (see J.A.O.S. 34, p. 407) also in Paipp., for 
the readings of which see also Whitney-Lanman, p. 206 ff. Other oc
currences are not known to me. - The comm. explains brahman- as 
signifying here the rathantara säman which indeed is of ten mentioned 
together with the brhat, adding that the r. has together with the brahmans 
sprung from Prajäpati's mouth. For these two powerful sämans (liturgical 
melodies and combinations of melody and liturgical text as collected and 
taught in the Sämaveda) see e.g. Eggeling, S.B.E. 41, p. XIV ff. The 
rathantara is said to he connected with the brahman, i.e. the social class 
of the brahmans (SB. 5, 4,1,3; JB. 1, 128)-who have arisen from the 
mouth of the Primeval Being, ~V. 10, 90, 12-and the brhat-säman is 
related to the kl?atriyas. In JB. 1, 128 the rathantara is identified with 
speech or word (väc-), brhat with 'mind' (manas-). Cf. also PB. 7, 6. 
In any Agnil?toma helonging to the series of the longer soma sacrifices 
the rathantara has indeed precedence (Caland-Henry, o.c., p. 306). Cf. 
also TB. 2, 7, 1, 1 brahmavarcasa'Yfi vai rathantaram. The vämadevya, 
another säman, is SB. 9, 1, 2, 38 identified with the vital air (breath) 
and Väyu. Compare, in the AV., also pI aces such as 8, 10, 13 ff.; 9, 10, 3; 
11, 3, 16; 15, 3, 5 and especially 13, 3, 11 f. (addressed to the sun) "the 
brhat dresses itself in him in front; the rathantara accepts (him) hehind" 
... ; "the b. was his wing on the one side, the r. on the other". We should 
realize that these sämans are elsewhere (e.g. SB. passim) identified with 
mighty divinities, heaven, quarters of the sky etc. The meaning obviously 
is that the component parts of the deified rice-dish are equivalent to 
the might inherent in these sämans or representations of that power just 
as the rathantara must be united with the greatness in the cows, in water, 
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in fire, etc. (PB. 7, 7, 19). - "Truth": satyam. According to the comm. 
either the säman is called satyam - such a säman indeed exists - or the 
highest brahman. - Vi~tärin-: see above; according to the comm. this 
means "the members (portions) of which are spread out" (vistiryamä?Jä,
vayavalJ). The term does not seem to occur elsewhere. - "Austerity": 
tapasal]" that is, the comm. observes, from brahman's (i.e. Prajäpati's) 
tapas. For Prajäpati creating the sacrifice as a counterpart of himself 
SB. 11, 1, 8, 3. 

St. 2. "They" : those who perform the sava sacrifice. - For life af ter 
death in general see e.g. Zimmer, o.c., p. 412 f. - "Boneless": i.e. ac
cording to the no doubt anachronistic interpretation of the comm. "they 
have no body which is enveloped in the six sheaths" (~ätkau8ikam); cf. 
e.g. NilakaJ).~ha, on Mbh. 14, 21, 7 (634) vuIg. retojanye sarire 'bhimänavän 
tasya käye ~ätkau8ike vijiiiitä jival], suk~ma8arirabhrt lingäbhimänï asti; in 
accordance with the SäIpkhya doctrines, the body is said to consist of 
six sheaths, viz. hair, blood, ftesh, tendons, bones, and marrow; see also 
Mädhva, Sarvadarsanas. Bib1. Ind. 1858, p. 98, 1. 10 (Rasesvaradarsana). 
Notice the boneless existence of the beatified, which does not exclude 
sensual pleasures. For the former idea compare the A vestan astvant- lito 
"having bones" to characterize bodily or material existence, and places 
such as ~V. 1, 164,4; SB. 6, 6, 2, 9.-For "sexual intercourse in heaven" 
~V. 10, 16, 5 and AV. 14, 2, 32 cannot with Ch. R. Lanman, A Sanskrit 
reader, Boston 1888, be quoted; the sexual union of the gods (AV. 14, 
2, 32) and "their birthplace" (AiB. 1, 22, 14) are unrelated to the case 
at issue. Weber, Ind. Stud. 18, p. 136likewise pronounced one-sided views. 
(See also J. Muir, Original Sanskrit texts, V, London 1872, p. 307 ff.).
Paipp. makes pii,täl], and suddhäl], in päda a exchange place which seems 
preferabie - and has been followed in the translation - because of the 
paronomasia p. p. and the tendency to place the longer or longest word 
group at the end ofthe sentence or päda. Cf. e.g. also AV. 18,3, 11 pávanail], 
punantu; AVPar. 20, 7, 9 pavanena pUtäl],; according to the comm. the 
pavana- is Väyu, the wind which goes through the atmosphere. As it 
appears from AsvGS. 4, 5, 7 that the bones of the deceased were carefully 
cleansed (pavanena sa'Yf/,pii,ya) af ter cremation, the instrument used being 
a winnowing basket, and as the smrtis and puräJ).as provide that the 
corpse should be first bathed with water and then cremated (Kane, Hist. 
of Dharmasästra, IV, Poona 1953, p. 241 and 216), the text may however 
refer to the ritually pure condition of the beatified. - "Undefiled": the 
translation chosen here for suci- (see 11, 1, 16; 12, 3, 27; 28) which may 
also be rendered by "clean, pure (lit. and fig.), bright, radiant, 'holy' 
etc." (dïpyamäna'Yf/, jyotirmayam, comm.). - "World": "worlds" (lokän) , 
Paipp. -For the fear to lose one's generative power see e.g. V. Henry, 
La magie dans l'Inde antique, Paris 1904, p. 130 ff.; Meyer, Trilogie, 
lIl, p. 297 s.v. Geschlechtliches. The human, and manlyself-respect (which 
may be lost if one's generative power is annihilated), the fear of dis-
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integration in genera I and the importance attached to procreation may 
have contributed to th is sensual passage, which, though stigmatized by 
Lanman, l.c. , as " repulsive" , may be parallelled by ideas of heavenly 
joy prevalent in other religions (see e.g. Heiler, Erscheinungsformen und 
Wesen der Religion, p . 529; 535 etc. ; J. de Vries, Keltische Religion, 
Stuttgart 1961 , p. 258 f.) : in the religions of Finnic peoples earthly life 
is af ter death continued : "Verwandte wohnen zusammen ... Die Toten 
besuchen einander, heiraten und haben Kinder ... Morduinen und 
Tscheremissen glaubten, dass der Tote im Jenseits kein ewiges Leben 
hat ; auch er stirbt einmal wieder ("zweiter Tod") und wird dann entweder 
auf Erden wieder geboren oder man weiss nichts mehr von seiner weiteren 
Existenz zu berichten" (1. Paulson, in Die Religionen Nordeurasiens und 
der amerikanischen Arktis , Stuttgart 1962, p. 272); as is weIl known 
the faithful Muslim will af ter death enjoy the company of the houris 
or nymphs of Paradise. As to India, cf. TS. 5, 3, 7, 2 apsarasa evainarp, 
etä bhütä amusmirp, loka upasere " they (bricks of a certain type) becoming 
apsarases wait on him in the other world"; KaU. 1, 25 rämälj, sarathälj, 
satüryälj,; the long description of the apsarases in the brahmaworld in 
KausU. 1, 4, who however only offer fruits etc. and adorn the beatified 
with the adornment of brahman. - For strai,!"am "the female sex, 
womankind" see AV. 8, 6, 4. -Af ter this päda Paipp. has: naisärp, yamalj, 
pari mU§'!"äti retalj, I äste ( 1) yama upa yäti devän sarp, gandharvair 
madate (1) saumyailj,. 

St. 3. "Bad fortune", "Herabgekommenheit (Grassmann)" : avarti
«ava-rti-), see ~V. 1, ll8, 3; 3, 58, 3; 4, 18,13; 5, 76, 2.-"(Such a 
one)": notice the transition from the plural to the singular and the 
comm.'s remark af ter sacate: "comprehensive singular" . - Yama: this god 
is here not yet looked upon as a dreadful punisher of men. In the ~V. 
he is mostly a beneficent ruler of men, although there is an element of 
fear associated with him (cf. st. 4). The AV. of ten refers to him in the 
same strain, making no mention of torture in his realm. He is the king 
of the Fathers (AV. 5, 24, 14), yet he is only the Father of the oldest 
standing (ll , 6, ll). See e.g. Macdonell, Vedic Myth. , p. 171 ff.; Kane, 
o.c., IV, p. 159 f. ; Shende, o.c., p. 53 ff. - "Soma-drinking": somyebhilj, 
(somärhailj" comm.) AVS. (cf. e.g. ~V. 3, 51, 11); saumyailj, AVPpp.
The gandharvas, handsome divine beings, associated with the apsarases 
and concerned with marriage and fertility (see e.g. MacdoneIl, o.c. ; Die 
Religionen Indiens, I, p. 101 f.) are in the ~V. not rarely connected with 
soma, which they are said to guard (somapälälj" comm.) and cherish, 
keeping it for the gods (MS. 3, 8, 10). The gandharva Visvävasu stole 
the soma: PB. 6, 9, 22 (and cf. ~V. 10, 139, 4 f.); AV. 4, 37, 9 the 
gandharvas are generally said to eat oblations. Elsewhere (AV. 8, 10, 27) 
they are held to live on pure or sacred fragrance. The Fathers are said 
to be worthy of soma in ~V. 10, 15, 1 ; 5 ; 8. - " Revel" : amrtamayasoma
pänena mädyati. 
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St. 4. "Rob", see the relative note on st. 2. - "Those": for eniin as an 
antecedent, see Delbrück, Altind. Syntax, p. 567. - "Going ... ": a refer
ence to status and prestige. As is weIl known the gods are of ten said to 
own and use chariots and chariot races were a favourite 'amusement' of 
the ancient Indian nobility. For particulars see Macdonell, Vedic Myth., 
p. 18 and my Change and continuity, ch. lIl. - "Skies" : pluralis exten
sivus : antarik~aprabhrtin uparitanän lokän. - "Winged": the Petr. Dict. 
IV, 349 takes pak~i to mean "a bird"; but cf. PB. 14, 1, 12. The 
upani~adic view is that the soul may wander like a goose (ham§a-): BAU. 
4, 3, 11; 12; SvU. 1, 6; 3, 19 and hence is a harru;a-. As is weIl known 
the name of this bird is also given to the supreme spirit with which the 
individual soul is identical (cf. also MaiU. 6, 34 f.). In the epi cs Brahmä 
and Varul)a assume the shape of a harpsa. (Cf. also J. Ph. Vogel, The 
goose in Indian literature and art, Leiden 1962, p. 12 ff.). 

St. 5. "Extended": vitata?t, i.e. vistrta?t (comm.); cf. the name vi~tärin
(a particular oblation, "the outspread one"), due to the fact that the 
rice-mess was kneaded into furrows and juices were poured into them 
(Whitney-Lanman, p. 206). - "Carrier" (thus the comm. as against 
bahi~tho of most mss.; see Whitney-Lanman), the idea being that a 
sacrifice carries the sacrificer to heaven. See e.g. AiB. 1, 13, 29 where the 
sacrifice is called a ship that conveys easily across; SB. 4, 2, 5, 10 "every 
sacrifice is a ship bound heavenwards"; SB. 11, 1, 8, 5 and 6; 11, 2, 2, 6 
etc.; for other places: S. Lévi, La doctrine du sacrifice, Paris 1898, p. 
87 f. - "Heaven": divam (svargam, comm.). - "The things mentioned in 
c, d appear to be edible parts of water-lilies: the bulbous roots, leaf
sterns, and radical fibres, which in some species, as the Nymphaea escu
lenta, are savoury, and which are eaten sometimes as asparagus", Whitney
Lanman, who though being right in observing that this passage suggests 
a region abounding in standing waters may err in supposing these artic1es 
to be "special gifts to (to be eaten by) the pious" indicating "quite primi
tive conditions". The presence of lotus-ponds, lotus-plants or flowers and 
lotus fibres is from early times a very frequent representation of vege
tative fertility and hence of creative energy and of the renewal of life 
(cf. e.g. SB. 7, 4, 1, 8 "the lotus means the waters"). "Wenige Pflanzen 
sind in der Tat so geeignet, die sich selbst reproduzierende Fruchtbarkeit 
des Bodens und die Macht des Grundwassers, das alles nährt und das 
Leben im Stande erhält, zu vertreten" (Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 319; 
see also F. D. K. Bosch, De gouden kiem, Amsterdam 1948, Engl. transl. 
The golden germ, The Hague 1960, passim). The lotus, moreover, is the 
immortal element, immortal light (amrtam, arci?t: SB. 10, 5, 1, 5). 
Sprouting from the mysterious depths of water and mire this plant was 
an excellent 'symbol' of life arising from darkness and expanding itself 
in light. For the lotus in Indian art and iconography e.g. also M. Th. de 
Mallmann, Les enseignements iconographiques de l'Agni-Puräl)a, Paris 
1963, passim; Gonda, Vi~l)uism, Index, p. 267, s.v.; J. Ph. Vogel, Indian 
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serpent-Iore, London 1926, Index, p. 304, s.v.; O. Viennot, Le culte de 
l'arbre dans l'Inde ancienne, Paris 1954, passim; S. Morenz and J. Schubert, 
Der Gott auf der Blume, Ascona 1954, p. 116 ff.; E. Baktay, Die Kunst 
Indiens, Budapest 1964, p. 51, 85 etc.-The translation of pädas cd is 
only tentative. - "Egg-shaped": är.uf,ika- also AV. 5, 17, 16 to qualify 
bisam, and Kaus. 66, 10, the comm. (AV. 4, 34, 5) explaining ar.uf,äkrtelJ, 
kandäd utpannam "sprung from an egg-shaped bulbous root". For bo
tanical particulars see R. Zimmer, Myths and symbols in Indian art and 
civilization, New York 21947, p. 90 ff. and the same, The art of Indian 
Asia, I, New York 1955, passim. Paipp. reads pur.uf,arïkarp, "white lotus 
flower" . - "Stretch": there apparently is no object as in A V. 8, 7, 16 
bMmi1[L sa1[Ltanvatir ita (o~adhayalJ,). - The kumuda- is the white water
lily. - "Root-stock": bisa-, according to the comm. the root-bulb of the 
nelumbium speciosum, is the film or fibre of the lotus and the part of 
its stalk which is underground and which may be eaten. - " ... root": the 
sälüka- is the esculent root of different kinds of lotus; according to the 
comm. however the bulbous root of the nymphaea or blue lotus (utpala-). 
- The same comm. regards the term saphaka- as meaning a "hoof-shaped 
water-plant"; cf. sapha- in the sense of "root of a tree" 1 It may however 
be right in identifying mulälï and mrt"älï "the edible fibrous root of some 
kinds of lotus; the fibre attached to the stalk of a water-lily". (Cf. 
Mayrhofer, Etymol. Wtb. 1I, p. 657). Like bisa- this word answers to 
"rhizome" or "root-stock" extending itself in horizontal direction. Ac
cording to the comm. these components of the lotus must be constructed 
in the lakes or pools of the rice-dish, in order to guarantee that the person 
concerned will be enabled to enjoy lotus ponds. (Cf. also päda g; 6 e; 7 e). 
This may be true on the understanding that these primarily have also 
a religious purpose. Rence also päda e. Weber, o.c., p. 138 regards the 
botanical names as indicating the material from which the mess has been 
prepared. This does not however appear from the text. - "Streams": 
o bviously the streams led through the canals made in the rice; streams 
of coagulated milk, honey and ghee filling the canals extending to the 
quarters of space (comm.). - " ... on all sides": cf. Paipp., in which the 
pädas e and gare preceded by 7 ab (with variants and corruptions), 
e reading etäs tvä kulyä upa yanti visvahä ; in f svadhayä instead of madhumat. 

St. 6. "Slopes" : "we should expect rather madhukulyälJ, "with canals 
(filled) with honey" (Whitney-Lanman). For the refrain-which "appears 
much more in place with this verse than in st. 5" (Whitney-Lanman) 
Paipp. has etäs tvä1[L kulyä upa yanti visvatalJ, svarge loke svadhayä mäda
yantïlJ, "these canals approach you from all sides, spontaneously delighting 
(you) in the heavenly world". - "Liquor": surä, "strong drink", a kind 
of beer or ale (Whitney-Lanman); it was originally made from barley, 
later from rice (for the preparation cf. KätySS. 19, 1,20 ff. and Mahidhara 
on VS. 19, 1; for particulars see P. Aalto, in Jfiänamuktävali, Comm. 
Vol. J. Nobel, New Delhi 1963, p. 19 etc.). -This stanza is to guarantee 
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the sacrifieer a large quantity of refreshing and invigorating - and of 
course enjoyable - drinks and food in the hereafter. For ghee and honey 
cf. 12, 3, 41, quoted Kaus. 62, 18. Milk is said to be "breath" or "life" 
(SB. 6, 5, 4, 15) and "vital sap" (SB. 9, 2, 3, 31); sour curds (dadhi-) 
life-sap (SB. 7, 4, 1, 38). Even the surä might be appreciated, because 
it is held to be food (SB. 12, 7, 3, 8 "for milk is soma, and the surä-liquor 
food, through the milk he secures the soma-drink and through the surä
liquor food") and the essence of waters and plants (SB. 12, 8, 1, 4); it 
purifies the sacrifieer (SB. 12, 8, 1, 16) and faUs to the share ofthe Fathers 
of him who drinks it (SB. 12, 8, 1, 6). For its ritual and medical uses see 
e.g. Die Religionen Indiens, I , Index, s.v. sura, and Aalto, o.c., p. 25. 

St. 7. "Four ... ": the adverb caturdha and dadhami (instead of dadami) 
are explained by the comm. as pragadidigbhedena catu~prakara'T(t dik~u 
nidadhami. - A VPpp. has the pädas a and b in its st. 5, reading catu~
kumbhya'T(t caturdha dadati. lts st. 7 is A VS. 5 cd, together with 5 cd 
and the last two pädas of the refrain. 

St. 8. "Brahmans", who partake (of it, comm.). - "Conquers ... ": 
Weber errs in considering l.s. to stand for svargalokajitam (o.c., p. 139); 
the rice-dish is a means of winning a 'world', i.e. a well-founded position 
and hence leading to heaven, i.e. "being a means of acquiring that un
surpassed happiness that is separated from SOITOW and known as 'heaven' " 
(comm. who like AVPpp. reads svargyam). -" ... by its own virtue" : 
svadhaya ( : k~iradirasena, comm.), "by its own nature", "spontaneously", 
rather than "with a sacrificial oblation"; see the relative note on 66, 1 
(AV. 6, 53, 1). - "Of all forms": visvarüpii, i.e. such as to grant various 
good results (comm.). Cf. AV. 4, 14, 9, quoted Kaus. 64, 22 and the 
relative note. - Paipp. has for a yam odanam pacasi misrad dadhano ... 
"the rice-dish you co ok making it mixed (diverse)". 

66, 7. Cf. Kaus. 62, 15. 

66, 8. For kulya- cf. AV. 5, 19, 3; 18, 3, 72; 4, 57. 

66, 9. For rasa- cf. Kaus. 62, 18. 

66, 10. For the text see Bloomfield's edition, p. 177, n. 15, from 
which it appears that a'f.l4ikadivanti is a doubtful conjecture. - For a'f.l4ika
see AV. 4, 35, 5 (the note on siitra 6). 

66, 11. Compare Kesava's note: "with the siikta AV. 4, 35 the atimrtyu 
sava (is to be performed)". - According to the comm. this siikta, which 
does not occur in the Paipp. text, was also used in the ceremony of 
expiation (sprinkling and oblation with fue) for the birth of twin calves 
meant Kaus. 109, 1. See Whitney-Lanman, p. 208. -The refraÏn (päda d) 
occurs also ApSS. 4, 11, 3 d (and HSS.) in an exposition of the rules 
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regarding the task of the sacrificer. The Ap. sütra is in some respects 
too close a parallel to be left unquoted here: "He (the sacrificer) touches 
the anvähärya- (i.e. a gift, consisting of food prepared with rice and to 
be presented to the rtvij priest at the Full and New Moon sacrifices; 
e.g. Renou, Vocab. rit. véd., p. 14 f.) ... saying: "0 ruddy one, swel!: 
(My property) as I give must not waste away, (my act) as I work not be 
exhausted. Thou art the portion of Prajapati, full of strength and milko 
Protect my expiration and inspiration ... Thou art imperishable; (I touch 
thee) for imperishableness. Thou must not perish for me, neither in yonder 
nor in this world" (cf. also TS. 1, 6, 3, p-t, and the stanza TB. 3, 7, 6, 11; 
ApSS. 4, 7, 2; 4, 11, 3). "This dish filled with amrta, an exhaustible 
fountain with a thousand streams, supports the earth, the atmosphere 
and heaven. By means of this rice-dish I will overcome death". 

St. 1. Prajapati: the creator god "Lord of creatures"; see Die Religionen 
Indiens, I, Register, p. 364, s.v.; Shende, Foundations, p. 131 f. He appears 
as the fust-bom of rta (i.e. the fust and most important manifestation 
of the fundamental order, norm and truth; the prototype of those beings 
or ideas embodying rta) also AV. 12, 1, 61 where he is appositely besought 
to fill up everything deficient of, or in, the earth. The phrase is used 
in connection with Agni 1;tV. 10, 5, 7 and in other connections. Thus the 
plant addressed in AV. 4, 4, 5 is the "fust-bom of the waters"; an amulet 
the fust-bom force of the gods: 1, 35, 2; cf. also 8, 9, 16; 2l. See especially 
Some observations on the relation between 'gods' and 'powers' in the 
Veda, 's-Gravenhage 1957, p. 74 ff. -For Prajapati's austerity (tapas) by 
which he created the worlds see SB. 11, 5, 8, 1; for his creative activity 
in general e.g. SB. 10, 4, 2, l. - " ... Brahman": this translation is de
liberate. I have some doubt ab out the correctness of Whitney-Lanman's 
translation " ... cooked for Brahmán". The occurrence of the god Brahma, 
who generally speaking does not make his appearance before the later 
brahmal).as (Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 73), in the A V. is - notwith
standing the comm.: brahma'IJe: 8vakära'T}-abhütäya deväya - somewhat 
questionable, places such as A V. 10, 8, 1 and 11, 8, 30 being for instance 
misinterpreted by P. D. Mehta, Early Indian religious thought, London 
1956, p. 76 f. In most cases the word brahmán- clearly denotes the brahman 
as a well-informed authority or officiating priest. From several places it 
however appears that "the brahmán" - who is said to have been born 
as the fust of creatures (19, 22, 21) and hence is unassailable-was as an 
embodiment of bráhman considered able to exert a favourable influence 
upon the 'divinization' aspired to by the sacrificer; see e.g. AV. 9, 5, 9 
etc.; 10, 10, 25. Thus brahrrui may even at 19, 9, 12 and 19, 43, 8 (where 
the comm. explains by jagat8ra~tä hira'IJyagarbhaly,) refer to the human 
embodiment of the fundamental power (cf. 19, 9, 12 ab mentioning the 
seven p;;is and the ritual fues beside Prajapati and Dhatar) who "knows 
the gods eye to eye" (10, 7, 24). "A brahmal).a descended from a flili re
presents all the deities" (see SB. 12, 4, 4, 6) and to him belongs the 
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realization of the sacrificer's i§täp'Ürta- (SB. 13, 1, 5, 6). Sometimes a 
brahmán enters into a special relation to an individual god: A V. 2, 6, 2 
"be thy (Agni's) brahmáns glorious!"; cf. 9, 4, 11. Finally, the comm. 
on st. 2 explains "cooked": "that is to say, gave (the dish) to the brahmans 
af ter having cooked it which belonged to that god (Brahmä)". - For the 
text of the difficult päda c see Whitney-Lanman. -The noun vidhrti
(cf. also AV. 19, 54, 5) mayalso mean "disposition, arrangement"-not 
only "separation" ("separator", Whitney; cf. the comm.: vidhärayitä)
and anything which "separates or divides, a boundary-line" (cf. e.g. TS. 
1, 5, 2, 2; 5, 2, 3, 5; SB. 1, 3, 4, 10 between nobility and the third estate). 
The rice-mess may be said to constitute a boundary-line between the 
worlds because it is a means of transcending the world in which the 
sacrificer has hitherto lived.-For the verb cf. e.g. SB. 12, 4, 1, 5 yad 
vai yajiiasya ri§ta1[t yad asäntam "what has gone wrong or remained 
unpropitiated in the sacrifice"; ChU. 4, 16, 3 yajiia1[t ri§yanta1[t yajamäno 
'nuri§yati "when the sacrifice suffers damage (goes wrong) the sacrificer 
fails". Conjectures-e.g. Weber, Ind. Stud. 18, p. 139 näbhir esä1[t "is 
their navel"-are superfluous.-"By that ... ", viz. "by giving that ... " 
(comm.). 

St. 2: no other occurrences.-For "being-makers" see AV. 11, 1, 1,3; 
24 and the note on Kaus. 60, 19. Here the comm. explains it as "the gods 
who create the animate beings", but elsewhere r§ayalJ, is the noun used 
with it. - "Discovered" (anvavindan); it is worth while to collect the 
objects accompanying this compound; in the ~V. e.g. the hidden light 
recovered by the Fathers (7, 76, 4); the obscured sun, found by the 
Atris (5, 40, 9); the hidden ghee found by the Pal).Ïs (4, 58, 4), Agni, 
concealed and found by the Ailgiras (5, 11, 6) etc.; in the AV. immortality 
found by the gods (4,23,6; 13, 1,7); the "ruddy one", i.e. the sun, dis
covered by the six spa ces (13, 1, 4); the hidden treasure of the gods 
discovered by Indra (19, 27, 9); a potent plant, discovered by the eagle 
(2,27,2; 5,14,1); further, heaven (TB. 3,12,2,2 tá1[t yajiiakratûbhir 
nánvavindat); the brahma-world (ChU. 8, 4, 3); the self (ätman-, ChU. 
8, 7, 1), etc. - "Exertion": srama- of ten is a means of realizing religious 
aspirations, cf. e.g. AV. 6, 133, 3; 11, 5, 4; 11, 7, 17 etc.; SB. 1, 6, 2, 3 
"for by (religious) toil the gods indeed gained what they wished to gain" 
(Eggeling) ; 6, 1, 1, 1, and see TB. 2, 4, 1, 11 päM no manyo tápasä sráme'Tfa. 
- "Cooked" see the comm. quoted on st. 1. 

St. 3. Not found elsewhere. - "Upwards": ürdhvalJ,; cf. AV. 5, 27, 1 
"uplifted becomes his fuel and the bright burnings of Agni"; 10, 7, 4; 
5, 27, 9 "sing unto our uplifted sacrifice" (Whitney) and especially 11, 1, 7 
quoted Kaus. 61, 20 (see above). - "All-nourishing": visvasya krtsnasya 
prä'Tfijätasya bhogyabhütäm ; visva1[t bhunakti pälayatiti visvabhojälJ, (comm.). 
- "Supported" or "established, fixed firmly" (astabhnät): for a similar 
idea AV. 9, 5, 15 where the goat to be offered with five rice-dishes (Kaus. 
64, 6 ff.) is besought to "establish sky and earth upon the back of the 
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firmament"; 10, 7, 7 Prajäpati is the subject. -For mahimnii "by its 
greatness" : cf. AV. 4, 30, 8 ; 6, 71, 3 ; 11, 1, 19 (quoted Kaus. 61, 37); 
13, 1, 8. The idea of "greatness" implying "mighty character, energy 
and powerfulness" mahiman- was one of those power-sub stances which 
were believed to lead - to a certain extent - an autonomous existence. 
(See also Journ. Orient. lnst. Baroda, 8, p. 257). 

St. 4. No other occurrences. - The general meaning obviously is: the 
divisions of time owe their origin to the rice-dish under consideration, 
but even the largest division, the cycli cal year, does not reach it, because 
it is beyond the compass of the year or of any earthly time ("the odana
surpasses the year etc." , comm.). For the year as the encompassing time 
unit, the womb and foundation of all beings, from which all creatures 
evolve see SB. 8, 4, 1, 13 ff. ; beyond the year lies the wish-granting 
world which is 'immortality' (SB. 10, 2, 6, 4). It may be remembered that 
Prajäpati is as a rule equated with the year (e.g. SB. 11, 1, 1, 1) , that 
the year is also considered identical with the universe (SB. 8, 2, 1, 17; 
8, 7, 1, I), and with "everything" (SB. 10, 2, 5, 16). For the 30 spokes 
of the month ("because they turn round like a wheel", comm.) cf. Mbh. 
I, 3, 150 cr. ed. and see also AV. 13, 3, 8 (30 members). The metaphorical 
use of "spokes" is illustrated by places such as AV. 3, 30, 6 "worship 
ye Agni united, like spokes all round in a nave". - For the year with 
12 spokes: ~V. I , 164, 11 ; AV. 9, 9, 13; and cf. TB. 2, 5, 8, 12. - According 
to the comm. the rice-dish is brahmätmaka-, i.e. "ofthe nature ofbrahman". 
- "Reach" : äpul,l" the perfect, as of ten elsewhere, indicating that the 
process expressed by the verb took pI ace in the past, but the situation 
resulting from it continues in the present. Similarly dädhära in st. 3 a; 
papäca in 2 c "cooked so that the result of the cooking continues to 
exist in the present time" ; babhüva in st. 5 a "has become and now is"; 
st. 6. For the text of the stanza see the note by Whitney-Lanman. 

St. 5. No other occurrences. - For prä1fa- as "life-breath" or a life
bearing principle ("central life-potency") see e.g. Arbman, in Le monde 
oriental, 20, p. 85 ff. ; 21 , 1 ff.; A. H . Ewing, The Hindu conception of 
the functions of breath, J.A.O.S. 22, p. 249 ff.; J. Filliozat, La force 
organique et la force cosmique dans la philosophie médicale de l'lnde 
et dans Ie Véda, Revue philosophique 116 (1933), p. 410 ; A. K. Cooma
raswamy, in B.S.O.(A.)S. 8 (1935) ; O. H . de A. Wijesekara, in Univ. of 
Ceylon Review, 2 (1944) ; E. Frauwallner, Geschichte der indischen 
Philosophie, I, Salzburg 1953, p. 55 ff.; G. Oberhammer, in Ammann 
Festgabe, Innsbruck 1953 f. , p. 27 ff. -For prä1fada- cf. e.g. VS. 17, 15 
(Agni) ; AsvGS. 2, 4, 14 sarp,vatsaro 'dhipatil,l, prä1fadal,l,,. Mbh. 1, 143, 15 
cr. ed. pu1fyarp, prä1fän dhärayati pU1fyarp, prä1fadam ucyate. - The hapax 
prä1fadávän (which is misunderstood by the comm. and suspected by 
Weber, Ind. Stud. 18, p. 140) seems to signify that the rice-mess also 
encompasses other principles which may grant the life-bearing principle 
"breath".- " Rich in ghee" : for ghee see e.g. AV. 11 , 1, 18 ; 31; 12,3,37; 
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41; 44 and the note on 61, 36. The adj. ghrtavant- occurs e.g. AV. 3, 12, 2 
(of a house); 3, 17, 9; 7, 68, 2; ~V. 6, 70, 1 (heaven and earth, being 
also called "giving honey"). Here the word "worlds" in any case includes 
heavenly worlds. Cf. also AV. 11, 3, 19; 15, 13, 1 ir. and places such as 
18, 4, 4; 10, 7, 36 etc.-"Flow" seems to mean "give forth a stream 
of ghee", cf. e.g. ~V. 1, 90, 6 mádhu k~aranti sindhavalJ,; AV. 7, 18, 2 
dpas cid asmai ghrtám it k~aranti; Manu 2, 107 etc. - "Regions": the 
term pradisalJ, denotes, as weIl "direction" in a vague sense as "inter
mediate points of the compass". - For "luminous" (jyoti~mant-) see AV. 
12, 3, 6 and 16 (Kaus. 61, 13). In AV. 10, 5, 38 "the quarters (disalJ,) 
full of light" are besought to give property and the illustrious dignity 
of a brahman. The explication of the comm. may be substantially right: 
the directions are luminous (prasastatejaskiilJ" comm.) by, or because of, 
the tejas of the rice-dish. 

St. 6. No other occurrences. - "Immortality": amrtam (viz. dyulokastham 
"being in the world of heaven", comm.); see AV. 11, 1, 28 (Kaus. 62, 22 
and the relative note) and AV. 12, 3, 4 (Kaus. 60, 35). For amrta- "con
tinuance of life and security against death" see e.g. K. Rönnow, Trita 
Aptya, Uppsala 1927, p. 64; G. Dumézil, Le festin d'immortalité, in 
Annales Musée Guimet 34, Paris 1924; P. Thieme, Studien zur indogerm. 
Wortkunde ... , Berlin 1952, p. 15 ir. -Gayatrï: a well-known Vedic 
metrical schema of 24 syllabies, and of any text composed in it. The 
Vedic metres not rarely occur in 'mystical' passages (e.g. AV. 8, 9, 14; 
9, 10, 1 ir.; 13, 1, 10; 18, 2, 6): like the words and the melodies they 
occupy, so to say, an intermediate place between the phenomenal world 
and the unseen, so that by using and operating them one believes oneself 
to be able to influence the divine powers. Like other important concepts 
and entities the metres are also identified or homologized with various 
other powers; see e.g. AV. 8, 10, 12. SB. 5, 4, 1, 3 the gayatrï is connected 
with brahman (as the first order of society). Cf. especially AV. 10, 8, 41 
"higher, as it were, than the gayatrï, upon the immortal (amrta-) he 
strode out"; 13, 3, 20 antár gayatrydm amftasya gárbhe "within the g., 
the womb of immortality"; SB. 11, 4, 1, 8 "the golden, brilliant-winged 
g. which bears the sacrificer to the heavenly world". - Weber, surprised 
at the statement that "the amrtam" derives its existence from the rice
dish, obviously misunderstood the purport of the text. - "Deposited" : 
nihitalJ" for ni-dhii-, nidhi- etc. see the note on Kaus. 62, 9. Obviously, 
the Vedas are so to say stored up in this famous metrical schema.
"Of all forms": visvarüpiilJ,; for this idea cf. AV. 4, 14, 9 and the note 
on Kaus. 64, 22, the comm. explaining "of all forms in consequence of 
the diirerences of schools". 

St. 7. This is the only occurrence. - For ava-biidh- "to keep oir, beat 
down" cf. e.g. ~V. 2, 14, 4; MS. 1, 3, 12 b: 34, 12; ApSS. 12, 22, 5 b. 
-"Reviler ... ": devapiyum; cf. e.g. AV. 5, 18, 5; 8; 13, where this 
man "who has swallowed poison" is said to be excluded from "the world 
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to which the Fathers go"; 12, 5, 15 the cow of the brahman is said to 
bind him in the shackle of death (cf. also st. 60 and 65); 11, 2, 23; 12, 
1, 37; 19, 57, 4. For these enemies of gods and men see S. Rodhe, Deliver 
us from evil, Lund 1946, p. 46 ff. - " ... far away": cf. the noun apabhüti
in a similar imprecation in AV. 5, 8, 5; the verb is used in the ~V. to 
express the wish that evil thought, illness etc. must be far away (1, 131, 7; 
9, 85, 1; 10, 67, l1).-"Rival", a stereotyped translation of sapatna
which in the ~V. does not occur outside the IOth ma:.;tc).ala, but is very 
of ten used in AV., SB. etc. to denote the human enemy who is supposed 
to injure those speaking, to be always down on them or to attempt to 
get the upper hand over them. - "Brahman-rice-dish": interestingly 
enough the term brahmaudana- which we know from AV. 11, 1, 1 etc.; 
Kaus. 60, 1 recurs here. It is characterized as visvajit- "a.Il-conquering" 
(cf. e.g. AV. 6, 107, 1 ff.; 11, 7, 12), which is ~V. 2, 21, 1 and AV. 17, 
1, 11 applied to Indra; ~V. 8, 79, 1 and 9, 59, 1 to Soma, both being 
deities of the highest rank; ~V. 10, 170, 3 to the light par excellence, 
i.e. the light of the sun; 4, 11, 5 (see 66, 12) to the draught-ox who is 
to achieve the sacrificer's victory over death. Light is further shed upon 
the connotation of the word by its use as the name of a particular one
day sacrificial ceremony, by which one is believed "to win all"; the 
dak~i:.;täs to be presented on its occasion might, accordingly, consist of 
all one's property (see also Lä~ySS. 8, 1, 28; Die Religionen Indiens, I, 
p. 158; Eggeling, in S.B.E., 26, p. 426 f.). Curiously enough it is ApSS. 
22, 1, 6 said to be instituted for the man who is desirous of precedenee 
or supremacy (cf. also PB .. 16, 4, 1 f.) or who seeks to gain everything 
(SB. 13, 7, 1, 12). SB. 10, 2, 5, 16 it is called the substitute for a year 
of soma-pressing, "for the year is everything" (see above, the note on 
st. 4) and "the visvajit- means everything" (cf. also SB. 14, 2, 2, 47). 
The result of this ceremony was heaven (comm. on Jaimini, Mim., 
Introd.). - "Full of faith": sraddadhänasya; for sraddhä- (for want of a 
better translation rendered hy "faith") see e.g. M. Bloomfield, The 
religion of the Veda, New York 1908, p. 69 ff.; 186 ff.; H. W. Köhler, 
Sraddhä, (typewritten) thesis Göttingen 1948 (not in all respects con
vincing); P. Hacker, in Zs. f. Missionswiss. und Religionswiss. 38 (1954), 
p. 51 ff.; the same, in Wiener Zs. Kunde S. und Ostasiens 7 (1963), p. 
151 ff. The concept imp lies faith, trust, confidence and especially affir
mation ('Bejahung'), i.e. an active, positive and affirmative attitude 
towards religious acts including the confidence in their transeendental 
effects. Devala defines the term as follows: pratyayo dharmakärye/}u tathä 
sraddhety upährtä, nästi hy asraddadhänasya dharmakrtye prayojanam 
"sraddhä is confidence (in the efficacy) of religious acts; one who has 
no 'faith' has no motive for engaging in religious acts" (see Kane, Hist. 
of Dharmasästra, IV, Poona 1953, p. 352). Cf. e.g. ~V. 2, 26, 3; 9,113,4; 
KB. 7, 4; according to AVPar. 4, 4, 11 a priest should perform a rite 
only for the man who has sraddhä. "Sraddhä", the comm. on Patafijali, 
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Y ogas. 1, 20 observes, "is the mental approval or the composure of mind 
which like a good mother watches over the man who strives af ter re
ligious perfection (yoginam)". However, sraddhä is also a dynamic force, 
a psychical disposition urging a religious man towards an ideal (e.g. 
self-realization) and to avail himself, to the best of his ability, of the 
means (rites etc.) by which this ideal may be realized. Cf. e.g. JB. 1, 
266; SB. 12, 8, 2, 4. Thus sraddhä is the unwavering confidence in the 
infallibility and efficacy of the rites, the power of the gods whose as
sistance is invoked (e.g. ~V. 7, 32, 14) and the ability and competency 
of the priest(s) employed (e.g. TB. 3, 11, 9, 8 f.) which urges someone 
to resort to these. 

66, 12. "With the sükta AV. 4,11", Kesava informs us, "one (performs) 
the draught-ox sava". The comm. observes that this swda is to accompany 
the touching of the oblations offered, the sacral act with regard to the 
remnant and the recitation incumbent upon the sacrificer. Cf. Whitney
Lanman, introductory note to AV. 4, 11, p. 163, who remarking that 
"the hymn offers an example of that characteristic Hindu extollation, 
without any measure or limit, of the immediate object of reverence, 
which, when applied to a divinity, has led to the setting up of the baseless 
doctrine of 'henotheism' " seem to have overlooked the fact that it is 
not exactly a feeling of respect, affection, and admiration which prompts 
the author to extol the draught-ox, but the animal's indispensable function 
in a rite of paramount 'practical' importance. Other authors who failed 
to grasp the meaning of this text are P. Deussen, Allg. Gesch. d. Phil., 
I, 1, Leipzig 41920, p. 230 f. according to whom it represents a popular 
and symbolical version of the conception of Prajäpati as the great gener
ative power in nature and has nothing to do with the sacrifice of an ox, 
and M. Winternitz, Geschichte der indischen Litteratur, Leipzig, I, 21907, 
p. 134, who is of the opinion that any effort to clear up 'das mystische 
Halbdunkel' of these stanzas would be futile. "Wir dürfen keine grosse 
philosophische Wahrheiten in einem Hymnus wie AV. 4, 11 vermuten, 
wo der Ochs als Schöpfer und Erhalter der Welt gepriesen wird ... Es 
kann uns auch nicht imponieren, dass dieser Ochs mit Indra und anderen 
höchsten Göttern gleich gesetzt wird . . . Es ist mit diesem Ochsen nicht 
viel weiter her als mit dem Stier, der in AV. 9, 4 überschwenglich gefeiert 
wird ... und von dem sich schliesslich herausstellt, dass er nur ein ge
wöhnlicher Opferstier ist". The view pronounced by J. Muir, Original 
Sanskrit texts, V, London 31884, p. 399 that the ox metaphorically 
stands for the cooking-vessel used in performing rites is likewise un
acceptable. See also M. A. Muusses, Koecultus bij de Hindoes, Thesis 
Utrecht 1920, p. 10 ff. - This sükta is found in the AVPpp. as 3, 25 (in 
a different verse-order; published J.A.O.S. 32, p. 370 ff.). In CülikäU. 11 
it is designated as ancujvän. Among the innumerable souIs, this upanil?ad 
teaches, there is one, God, who, though inactive, partakes of the fruits 
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(cf. ~V. 1, 164, 20) and whom the Atharvaveda proclaims as the brahma
cärin- "the chaste Veda student" (AV. 11, 5); the skambha- or "frame of 
creation" (AV. 10, 7 and 8; see further on), as rohita- "the ruddy one", 
i.e. the sun (AV. 13, 1; 2; 3); as ucchi~ta- or "remnant of the sacrificial 
food" (AV. 11,7); as käla- "time" (AV. 19,53; 54); as prä1Ja- or "vital 
breath" (AV. 11, 4), as bhagavän ätmä "the reverend soul" (AV. 10, 8, 
44) ; as pur~a- or "primeval man" (AV. 19,6), as ïsvara- (and pur~a-) 
"the Lord" (AV. 19, 6, 4), as Prajäpati, the creator god (AV. 2, 1; 4, 2 
etc.), as Viräj, the hypostatization of the conception of the universe as 
a whole and a female principle of creation (AV. 8, 9 and 10), as the 
draught-ox which is the subject of the text under discussion etc. etc. 
For other particulars see P. Deussen, Sechzig Upanishad's des Veda, 
Leipzig 31921 (Darmatadt 1963), p. 637 ff. The tendency clearly is to 
identify the many and various important ideas representing the last and 
most general principles which were on the one hand believed to be of 
universal and fundamental importance, and on the other hand assumed 
to be promotive of the realization of the ideals of those who by influ
encing them by the proper ritual technics or by identifying themselves 
with them by means of the right 'mystic' and ritual knowledge aspired 
to the highest good. The man who proclaims this God, who is brahman 
and who inter alia is also the draught-ox, and who recognizes him as 
the Highest, will eventually be absorbed in Him (CiilikäU. 20 f.). It is 
in this connection worth noticing that the comm. (on st. 1) allows us 
the alternative of regarding dharma, in ox-form, as the subject of the 
siikta. As is weIl known dharma, the socio-religious norm and right 
conduct, is in certain contexts translatabie by "religious merit" and is, 
in later times, sometimes identified with the Supreme Being. The comm. 
refers to TA. 10, 63, 1 dharmo visvasya jagatalj, prati~thä "dharma is the 
firm foundation of the whole world". 

St. 1 does not as such occur elsewhere, but compare MS. 4, 14, 7: 
225, 3 f. indro bhütasya bhuvanasya räjä indro dädhära prthivïm utemäm I 
indre ha visvä bhuvanä sritäni indra'Yfo manye pitara'Yfo mätara'Yfo ca (for 
Indra cf. A V. 4, 11, 2 a; 3 a) and the oft recurring verse sa dädhära prthivïm 
uta dyäm or p. d. utemäm etc.: ~V. 10, 121, 1 c (subject is the unknown 
Supreme God) ('-.)AV. 4, 2, 7 c); AV.11, 5,1 c (subjectisthe brahmacärin; 
see my remarks in Change and continuity, chapter IX, p. 285ff.); VS. 13, 
4 c; 23, 1 c; 25, 10 c (Hiral).yagarbha, the original golden germ, see :.;tV. 
10, 121, 1 c); SB. 7, 4, 1, 19 (Prajäpati) etc. While this AV. stanza is 
clearly reminiscent of the verse describing the fundamental power of the 
Highest or Primeval Being, it is on the other hand, as already observed 
by Whitney-Lanman, p. 163 nearly identical with AV. 10, 7, 35 where 
the same all-sustaining function is attributed to the "support or frame 
of creation" (skambha-) , a manifestation of brahman (see e.g. Muir, Orig. 
Skt. texts, V, p. 380 ff.; L. Scherman, Philos. hymnen aus der ~g- und 
Atharva-SaI!lhitä ... , Strassburg 1887, p. 50 ff.; M. Lindenau, in Zs. f. 
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Indol. u. Iran. 3, p. 235 ff.). This points to the assumption of a partial 
functional identity of this frame and the sacral draught-ox. That is to 
say, the rite under discussion is to transfigure, for the benefit of the 
sacrificer, the ox into a mighty being whose function in this important 
respect coincides with that of the frame of creation. - The comm., while 
emphasizing that the ox is meant in his capacity of draught-animal, says 
that he sustains the earth, i.e. causes it to prosper by ploughing, carrying 
heavy weights and conveying loads. This consideration may indeed lie 
at the root of the animal's extollation and 'divinization'. The comm. 
adds that the ox helps to realize (po~ayati) the heavenly world by the 
sacrificial oblations (carupuroif,ä8ädihavi~ä) produced by agriculture. - For 
the perfect dädhära see the note on AV. 4, 35, 4 (Kam~. 66, 11); in d the 
perfect á vive8a is explained as pravisya vartate (comm.). -For "directions" 
(pradisaM see the note on AV. 4, 35, 5. For the number six see A V. 3, 27; 
BAU. 4, 2, 4. According to the comm. the directions are east etc., which 
is correct, and the "six wide ones" are "heaven, earth, day, night, waters 
and plants" (enumerated in AsvSS. 1, 2, 1), which is erroneous.
"Entered" (á vive8a): "for the sake of protection". The verbis of ten 
used to indicate the entering of a power into a being or entity, for instance 
illness into the human body (AV. 1, 12, 3); the wise one into the one who 
is simple (AV. 9, 9, 22); brahman into the structure of man (AV. 10, 
2,33); speech in heaven and earth (~V. 10, 125, 6=AV. 4, 30, 5); see 
also AV. 3, 29, 7; 5, 1, 2; 7, 82, 4 etc. 

St. 2. No other occurrences. - "Indra" : cf. MS. 4, 14, 7 quoted under 
st. land the note on st. l. The use of the adjective sakra-, a well-known 
epithet of Indra, for which see Epithets in the ~gveda, p. 64 ff. etc., is 
in harmony with this identification. It may be remembered that Indra 
is of ten called a bull (Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 18; 150). Paipp. 
has indrasya for indraly, sá, which is no doubt corrupt (cf. st. 3 a; 7 a).
The translation of the difficult words sá pasubhyo vi ca~te is a guess: 
"er schaut hin (sorgt) für das Vieh" (Weber, Ind. Stud. 18, p. 40); "he 
looks out from (for?) the cattie" (Whitney-Lanman). The comm. gives 
us the option between "he becomes visible (for the sake of the domestic 
animais, viz. under the influence of his sexual desire (like Indra)" and 
"he appears as virile (, going away) from the presence of other animais, 
af ter having like Indra fecundated some of them and so contributed to 
the maintenance of earthly life". The sexual aspect of Indra's bull nature 
is however not emphasized in ~V. and AV. Perhaps the draught-ox is 
said to show his divinity by "looking away" - i.e. by keeping his distance; 
cf. also AV. 3, 31, 3-from ordinary domestic animals.-Päda b may 
perhaps be interpreted in the light of ~V. 10, 45, 2 where mention is made 
of Agni's "three times triple places" which are in any case located in 
the threefold universe. In SvU. 1, 9 "threefoldness" is identified with 
brahman. Cf. also ~V. 8, 70, 6 where Indra is said to have "filled all". 
The comm. reads stiyän, explaining this as iipaly, (Yäska, Nir. 6, 17).-
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For ways (adhvanaJp) cf. e.g. 1;tV. 1, 71, 9 and 3, 30, 12 (of the sun); 1, 72,7 
(leading to the gods); 7, 60, 4; 10, 22, 4 in connection with divinities. 
Here the meaning seems to be "he penetrates the threefold universe" . 
-For vi mimite cf. ~V. 1, 154, 1 (Vi~l.lu is the subject, the terrestrial 
regions the object). - "Existences" : the term bhuvana- may denote "being, 
creature" as weIl as "world"; the meaning proposed in the comm.'s 
explication ("the present time")-which is followed by Weber, p. 40-
is unusual. The sense seems to be that the draught-ox having become 
commensurate with the universe creates what is and what will beo The 
sequence bhütarp, bhavi~yat is rather frequent: AV. 11, 7, 17; AsvGS. 2, 
4, 14 etc., and JB. 2, 72 bh. bh. bhuvanarp, prajäpatily,. - For the "rules 
of functional conduct" (vratäni) of the gods cf. e.g. ~V. 7, 76, 5; 10, 33, 9 
etc.; vratäni car- (Lat. colere "to cultivate, practise, devote oneself to, 
respect" etc.) ~V. 8, 25, 16; cf. vratacärin- "engaged in any religious 
practice or observance" (7, 103, 1). The sense ofthe nearly untranslatable 
vrata- was amply discussed by H. P. Schmidt, Vedisch vratá und awestisch 
urvdta, Hamburg 1958, whose uniform translation "Gelübde" fails to 
convince me (see my Notes on the study of ancient-Indian religious 
terminology, in History of religions, 1 (Chicago 1961), esp. p . 259 f.). 
In the ~V. where the term occurs over 200 times a vrata is never, like 
a vow or solemn and inviolable promise, made or taken; it is, moreover, 
practically limited to the sphere of the gods. The word sometimes seems 
to verge on the ideas of "rule of conduct, fixed and regular behaviour, 
observance, (divine) order, function". The above translation is merely 
approximative. Some other opinions may be found in Rönnow, Trita 
Aptya, p. 175 n.; W. Gampert, Die Sühnezeremonien in der altind. Rechts
literatur, Prag 1939, p. 29; V. M. Apte, All about 'vrata' in the ~gveda, 
Bull. Deccan College Res. Inst. 3 (Poona 1942), p. 407 fr.; H. P. Schmidt, 
o.c.; Renou, Ét. véd. et päl.l., lIl, Paris 1957, p. 67; IV, Paris 1958, p. 46 
("domaine ou s'exerce la volonté divine"); Hist. of rel. (see above), 1, 
p. 260. The meaning seems to be that the ox combines, and so transcends, 
the functions of the great divine powers which are active in the phenomenal 
universe. 

St. 3. No other occurrences. Weber and Whitney-Lanman are in all 
probability right in translating gharmaly, by "Glühtrank" and "hot-drink" 
(cf. also st. 5 and 6 and the comm.). The text may indeed be taken to 
refer to the hot milk boiled in a cauldron (which is also known as gharma-) 
and ofrered in the pravargya rite (Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 153). 
The cauldron which may be regarded as representing the sun (cf. TA. 
4, 8, 22, and Eggeling, in S.B.E. 44, p. XLVI) may have been intended 
to give the sacrificer who partakes of the milk a share in the glow of that 
luminary. According to TA. 5, 2, 6 this important rite-which "is treated 
with a considerable amount of mystic solemnity" - was to procure a head 
to the sacrifice and, hence, to the universe and the sacrificer; according 
to AiB. 1, 22, 14 f. to give a new body to the sacrificer and to make him 
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attain to the deities. Hence the identification attested to in this stanza. 
The rough cooking-vessel-probably a ritual equivalent of the sun; cf. 
also the comm.: gharmaly,: diptaly, süryaly, san - is, like the draught-ox of 
AV. 4, 11, the object of the highest respect and regarded as a deity of 
well-nigh paramount power.-Päda a: or, with AVPpp., "he is 1".
"Continues" : the comm. explains as "wanders (about in the upper 
atmosphere) " , which is also possible. Paipp. has sarp,Sisänaly, "being 
whetted thoroughly". The comm.'s explication of "heated" (taptaly,) , viz. 
"by his exertion in ploughing etc." is, like Weber's "wegen seines Feuers 
und Schnaubens", wide of the mark. - U dära- must mean "rising fog or 
mist" (cf. also AV. 11, 10, 1; AiB. 2, 31, 4) and this place is elucidated 
by AV. 6, 113,2 where "seizure", the evil meant in that sükta (J. Filliozat, 
La doctrine classique de la médecine indienne, Paris 1949, p. 36 f.), is 
ordered to "go unto the mists and the fogs" and to disappear "along 
the foams of the rivers" (see also the note by Whitney-Lanman, p. 363). 
- The second half of the stanza is a promise to whoever will abstain 
from eating the ox. Compare e.g. 5, 18, 1 directed against those who would 
eat the cow of a brahman (Bloomfield, .Atharva--veda and Gopatha
brähmal')a, p. 77). - "Run": the form sar~at (aor. subj.) seems to be a 
hapax (cf. A. A. Macdonell, Vedic grammar, Strassburg 1910, § 523).
"Understanding": cf. AV. 12, 5, 17 and for the connotations of the verb 
9, 9, 15; 9, 10, 15; 10, 7, 43; 10, 8, 5 (understanding facts, relations, 
connections of special ritual or 'mystic' importance). - The comm., though 
mistaken in explaining sa'f{/- (instead of san) sar~at as sa'TfiSarati "undergoes 
transmigration", draws attention to the interesting text PB. 18, 3, 3 f. 
where in a description of the dü~a-ceremony the man who knows this 
and performs this rite is said to reach the world of the ox, the luminous 
holy world (i.e., the comm. explains) the world of the sun (ädityaloka-). 

St. 4. No other occurrences. - "Yields milk" (duhe), i.e. "undecaying 
result": ak~aya'f{/- phalam dugdhe (comm.). Milk being "Sinnbild aller 
Fülle", the verb duh- is not rarely used for "yielding highly desired 
objects".-"The one who ... ": according to the comm. the soma under
going the process of clarification (see e.g. Geldner, Rig-Veda übersetzt, 
111, p. 1 ff.); similarly e.g. Lüders, Varul')a, p. 475, n. 3. Whitney-Lanman 
give the option between soma and the wind. However, milk is identified 
with soma (see e.g. SB. 12, 7, 3, 7) and Soma is repeatedly implored to 
give refreshing food etc. (~V. 9, 41, 4; 49, 3; 94, 5; cf. 9, 110, 11 etc.). 
Notice that the ox here is treated as a cow, without change of the gram
matical expression to feminine forms. For the same paradox see ~V. 
3, 1, 9; 4, 3, 10; 4, 22, 6; 7, 36, 3, and Geldner's note on ~V. 4, 3, 10 
(Der RV. übers. 12, p. 421). An androgynous character is attributed, not 
only to deities presiding over vegetation etc. (J. J. Meyer, Trilogie alt
indischer Mächte und Feste der Vegetation, Zürich 1937, 111, p. 288) 
but also to Primaeval and Highest Beings: Die Religionen Indiens, I, 
p. 103; 11, p. 207; 212; J. W. Hauer, Glaubensgeschichte der Indo-
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germanen, Stuttgart 1937, p. 191.-For purastät "ofold, formerly, before" 
-rather than "in front", "von vorn" (Lüders-Alsdorf)-cf. AV. 4,1,1; 
~V. 3, 29, 5 etc. - Parjanya, the god of rain, should give milk and honey 
and hence happiness: ~V. 4, 57, 8; for relations between Parjanya and 
the bull, ~V. 3, 55, 17; 5, 83, 1; 7, 101, 1; 6. For P. as a fructifier etc.: 
Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 84. For the celestial udder, e.g. ~V. 1, 
64, 5; 7, 101, 1. Rain is ~V. 5, 63, 5 represented as the milk (payas) 
of heavens, with which the Maruts fecundate the earth (~V. 1, 64, 5). 
The Maruts are of ten concerned with rain (see e.g. Macdonell, Vedic 
Mythology, p. 79 f.), which they are ~V. 5, 85, 4 said to produce, and 
1,64,6; 8, 7, 10; 16 said to milko In ~V. 1, 166,3 rain is their milk.
"Sacrifice": this is SB. 11, 6, 3, 9 stated to be cattie and 7, 3, 1, 34 
happiness. The author no doubt intends to say that the ritual act is a 
source of invigorating food: cf. e.g. ~V. 4, 2, 5 "the sacrifice gives cattie, 
horses, heavenly food, children ... , it is an abiding treasure". Here the 
sava is of course meant (comm.) - "Milking": doha- (cf. also st. 9 and 12) 
is not likely to mean "miik" here, rather the process of milking, the 
technical operation resulting in the yield or output. For "milking" see 
e.g. also VS. 8, 62 "spread far and wide is sacrifice's milking; eightfold 
along heaven has it extended"; SB. 1, 5, 2, 20. The comm. winds up with: 
ittham indrädidevatätmakasya anaiJuho doho 'pi devatätmakaly, sarp,panna iti 
ak§ayaphalakam. Weber's comment (p. 40 f.) is beside the mark. -The 
dak!;1iI).ä is an indispensable offering presented to the officiating priest(s) 
by which the sacrifice is made complete (SBK. 1, 2, 2, 1) and which, 
following the sacrifice, and in its turn clutched by the sacrificer, goes 
to the world of the gods (SB. 1, 9, 3, 1; Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 43). 
"L'action de la dak!;1iI).ä ne s'exerce pas seulement sur Ie sacrifiant; Ie 
sacrifice même en éprouve l'efficacité; c'est à la dakfiliI).ä qu'il doit de 
ressusciter après chaque mise à mort" (Lévi, Doctrine du sacrifice, p. 91). 
The dakfiliI).ä is ~V. 1, 125, 4; 5 expressly called an ever yielding milch 
cow; to the man who gives one streams of ghee come up from all sides, 
its returns being the result of one of those impersonal processes which 
were of ten assumed to take place in the ritual sphere. 

St. 5. This stanza is not found elsewhere. - "Lord ... ", i.e. the sacrificer 
who institutes and bears the expense of a sacrifice. The tenor of the fust 
line is: the draught-ox is in all respects a master and not to be ruled over; 
this idea is developed in the second line (comm.) - "All-conquering": 
visvajit-, see AV. 4, 35, 7 (quoted Kaus. 66, 11) and the note. The Paipp. 
reads visvadrk "all-seeing". - "AlI-supporting": "either the sustainer of 
all or the nourisher of all" (comm.); in AV. 5, 28, 5 this compound 
visvabhrt- qualifies the earth. MaitrU. 6, 6 and 13 speaks ofthe all-supporting 
form ("body"; tanü-) of Prajäpati and VifilI).U, observing in connection 
with the former that the whole world is hidden in it - a statement of 
interest in connection with the identification of the draught-ox and the 
highest concepts (see above) -, and it is hidden in this whole world, 
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and in connection with the latter that it is food. The Paipp. reads visvakrt 
"all-making".- Visvakarman, generally speaking, is either a qualification 
ofa divine being-e.g. :t;tV. 8, 98, 2 Indra; 10, 170,4 the Sun; AV. 2, 34, 3 
Agni - "creating or accomplishing everything", or, as ' 'a proper name', 
the divine creative 'architect' (e.g. AV. 2, 35). In later Vedic texts the 
idea is attributed to Prajäpati (VS. 12, 61) and the divine figure is 
expressly identified with this great creator god (SB. 8, 2, I, 10; 8, 2, 
3, 13). See Macdonell, Vedie Mythology, p. ll8. The comm. accordingly 
takes the adjective to refer, in view of st. 7 b, to this god. We should 
rather eonsider it a qualification of the ox which is to be identified with 
the highest beings and concepts. -Päda d: "the intended answer, of 
course, is that this wondrous sacrificial drink is the ox". - The comm. 
is mistaken in identifying the gharma- (see above) with "the blazing sun". 
- Weber's note (p. 43) on the winter solstiee is senseless. 

St. 6. Päda c recurs as AV. 4,14, 6c (Kaus. 64, 17) and AV. ll, I, 
37 c (Kaus. 63, 20); see the above notes. Cf. also Bloomfield, in Am. 
J. of Phil. 17, p. 419. - "Heaven" (svar-): see also AV. ll, 1,37; 12,3,34. 
-For the gods' entering heaven from below, e.g. SB. 8, 6, I, 23; in the 
beginning the gods were mortal: SB. 9, 2, 3, 6; JB. I, 120; 121; 135; 
cf. also PB. 9, 2, 9 etc. - "Body", viz. "the earthly body" (comm.).
"Navel ... ": cf. AV. 12, 3, 41, quoted Kaus. 62, 18 and the relative 
note. This is-somewhat anachronistically-the "gate of final emanci
pation" (mok~advära-,. comm.). Being the plaee "which is kissed by 
heaven and earth" meeting each other there (:t;tV. I, 185, 5), the omphalos 
indeed represents the point in which the axis mundi reaches the earth. 
As this axle is believed to eonnect earth with heaven it in a sense touches 
heaven, so that the territory sUITounding it is holy ground because from 
here it is possible to reach heaven. See also M. Éliade, The myth of the 
Eternal Return, New York 1954, p. 10 ff.; the same, The saered and the 
profane, New York 1961, p. 38-47. For "the gate of heaven" see the 
book mentioned last, p. 26. For heaven as "navel or birthplace of 'im
mortality' " see also Aspects of early Vi~IJ.uism, p. 87 f. Paipp. has dhäma 
instead of näbhim, for which cf. :t;tV. 9, 94, 2; 9, 97, 32 ("dhäman- est 
'séjour' et 'institution' à la fois", Renou, Ét. véd. et päIJ.. IX, p. 108). 
- In e the comm. has j~ma, explained as jayema. - "Prestige" : the eomm., 
quoting TA. 10, I, 2 ná tásyese ká8 cana tásya (,' paramätmanaly" comm.) 
náma mahád yá8aly" argues that here also the term yasaly, - whieh may 
be translated by "prestige", glory, renown, honour, dignity" -refers to 
the unique brahman, adding again the anachronistic eomment that the 
persons speaking strive af ter the unsurpassed bliss of final emancipation 
eharacterized as yalialy,. On yalia8- see especially J. Manessy, Les substantifs 
en -a8- dans la :t;tk-Sarphitä, Dakar 1961, p. 223 f., who observes, inter 
alia, "cette manière d'auréole ne se conquiert pas; ce sont les dieux qui 
la donnent". - "By ... with": a tentative rendering of vrata-,. cf. the 
above note on st. 2. - Weber, p. 43 misunderstood the function of the 
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gharma-. - "Austerity": tapas-, see AV. 12,3,12; "l'échauffement provoqué 
par la préparation spiritueIle, la tension interne de l'officiant, comme en 
~V. 10, 183, 1 il est la chaleur née dans l'époux qui s'est préparé à la 
procréation, qui se trouve régénéré par Ie tápas- (né du tápas-) ... Ce sens 
de chaleur préparatoire et nécessaire à la génération va peu à peu l'em
porter" (Manessy, o.c., p. 243). 

St. 7. Päda b recurs as AV. 8, 5,10 c and TS. 5, 7,4, 4b.-"Indra ... ": 
this is no doubt a reference to Indra's buIl-like nature (cf. st. 2). However 
there seems also to be room for the observation that the ~gvedic poets 
not rarely dweIl on Indra's outward appearance and that according to 
the well-known stanza ~V. 6, 47, 18 this god rüpá'f!/- rüpam prátirüpo 
babhüva and mäydbhil}, pururápa iyate, i.e. "he is corresponding in form 
to every form ... by his wonderful creative power he goes about in many 
forms" (cf. also BAU. 2, 5, 19; JUB. 1, 44, 1; 4).-"Agni ... ": the 
comm., followed by Weber, erroneously explains vaha- as "the place that 
carries the yoke, the shoulder". The word must mean "the act of bearing" ; 
the verb vah- is used in connection with Agni in the sense of "carrying, 
conveying" (viz. the offerings to the gods), Agni being the vahni- and 
the havyavähana- (cf. e.g. ~V. 1,60,1; 3,11,4; 10,51,5; 10,52,1; 3; 4). 
However, Agni also takes the deceased to the other world, to the Fathers 
and the gods (~V. 10, 16, 1-4; 17, 3), to the world of those who have 
acquired religious merit (~V. 10, 16, 4), placing the mortal in the highest 
'immortality' (~V. 1, 31, 7). Through Agni, the divine bird, men go to 
the highest heaven, to which the ancient seers have gone (VS. 18, 51 f.). 
Cf. also AV. 6, 120, 1 (Shende's notes on this point (Foundations, p . 11) 
are inexact). In SB. 6, 1,2,36 certain authorities are referred to as making 
the fire place (Agni) take the form of a bird in order to carry the sacrifieer 
to heaven. There is room for the assumption that AV. 4, 11, 7 the ox 
is identified with Agni because of the same function. - "Prajäpati ... ": 
other identifications; see above, intr. note on AV. 4, 11. - "Parame!;!~hin": 

cf. also AV. 12, 3, 45 (quoted Kaus. 62, 15); parame satyaloke ti{Jthatiti 
parame{Jthi ädibrahmä (comm.). The combination prajäpatil}, parame{Jthi 
(adhipatir äsit VS. 14, 31 etc.) or pro p. (mano gandharval}, MS. 2, 12, 2) 
occurs also elsewhere, p. being an apposition to prajäpatil},. - According 
to the comm. Prajäpati is the subject of the first akramata in päda 3 
(which, he says, means "has entered with identity of nature": tädätmyena 
pravi{Jtal},) , Parame!;!~hin of the second ve~b, whereas Viräj has entered 
the draft-ox (päda d). However ingenious, this explication is too artificial. 
Probably the ox is the subject of pädas a and b, af ter b the subject shifts 
(or b is an tind "owofJ) and Prajäpati, who is at the same time P. and V. 
-read "the Supreme Being" -, is said to have entered the three figures 
mentioned in the second line. The comm. is however right in regarding 
the stanza as "praising the ox as having the nature ofPrajäpati". Weber's 
interpretation is to be rejected ("mit akramata werden wohl die Fest
theilnehmer angeredet"). - Visvänara impresses us as a proper noun (see 
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also the comm. and Petr. Dict. VI, 1237), whereas the poets of the J.l.V. 
use it as an adjective: "belonging to all men" (1, 186, 1 Savitar; 10,50, 1 
Indra; 8, 68, 4 visvdnarasya . . . pátim . . . sávasa~ "the lord of heroin 
power which ... , i.e. Indra; hence, with the comm., the deity Visvänara?). 
- Vaisvänara: for this aspect of Agni (the descending heavenly fire, 
spreading itself on behalf of mankind over all terrestrial fires, and identical 
with all fires, the year etc.) see Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 71; SB. 10, 
6, 1, 11 : V. is the Puruf;'!a or Primeval Man or Soul; and he who knows 
this repels death. - "Went into": kram- with the loc. "to go towards 
and stay in aplace" , hence also, in later texts, "to take possession of". 
- For päda e see Whitney-Lanman, p. 165. - "Established": the active 
forms of drh- (drrp,hati etc.) are used to denote a god's "establishing 
(making firm)" the earth (J.l.V. 2, 12, 2 Indra), heaven (J.l.V. 10, 149, 1 
Savitar), mountains (J.l.V. 2, 17, 5 Indra); in ritual contexts the sacrificial 
stake (VS. 6, 2) representing the axis mundi may be the subject, or 
(VS. 5, 13) the enclosing sticks; SB. 11, 8, 1, 2 Prajäpati is the subject, 
the tripartite universe, the object. - "Sustained": adhiirayat, cf. e.g. J.l.V. 
2,17,5 (Indra) ádhärayat Pflhivim; Prajäpati is AV. 10,7,7 the subject: 
prajäpatir lokdnt sárvärp, ádhiirayat. Cf. also places such as AV. 4, 2, 7; 
6, 60, 3. - A VPpp. has a quite different text: indro balenäsya parame/}~hi 
vratena yena gaus tena vaisvadeva~ I yo 'smän dVe/}# yarp, ca vayarp, dvirmas 
tasya prä1}iin apa vahes tasya prä1}iin vi barha~ (3, 25, 13) which as such 
is not mentioned in the Vedic Concordance; "Indra by his force, the 
Highest Being by (his) religious practice and observance. On account of 
which he is a bovine animal, for that reason he belongs to all the gods. 
He who hates us and he whom we hate (a frequent sequence), mayest 
thou carry off his life, tear his life( -breaths) in pieces". 

St. 8. No other occurrences. -According to the comm. 7 e belongs to 8, 
constituting one sentence with 8 ab: "He (Prajäpati, having entered the 
ox) made the middle (i.e. the body) of the ox firm and able to carry 
loads". - Whitney-Lanman may be right so far that the second half
stanza emphasizes that the two parts of the ox, before and behind the 
point mentioned in päda b, are equa!. That is to say, the second line 
is to stress that that point is exactly in the middle. The reason why 
this is insisted on seems to lie in the importance, from the point of view 
of weltanschauliches theory, of the centre, reference to which has already 
been made. (Places of some interest in the AV. are 4, 1, 3; 14, 8; 15, 15; 
6,89, 3; 9, 5, 8; 10,8; 10,7,38 (8,15); 10,28; 13,2,36; 18, 1, 19; 2, 35; 
19, 36, 2). In the practice of the mar.lçlala known from later texts it is 
assumed that when the mystic identifies himself with the centre of this 
geometric projection of the world and the scheme of reintegration from 
the many to the One, it transforms him and helps him to experience 
the unity of an undiverted consciousness and to restore in himself the 
ideal principle ofthings (G. Tucci, The theory and practice ofthe ma~çlala, 
London 1961, p . 25). In this way he becomes free, a "sovereign", superior 
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to the cosmic powers (for the cakravartin- idea see e.g. K. A. Nilakanta 
Sastri, in New Indian Antiquary 3 (Bombay 1940-41), p. 307 fr.; Gonda, 
in Numen 4 (Leiden 1957), p. 144 fr.). An older expression ofthis intuition 
is found BAU. 2, 5, 15 "as all the spokes are connected both with the 
hub and with the rim, so all creatures, all gods, all worlds ... are held 
together in this ätman". In connection with this passage it has been 
remarked: "Die Nabe ist in der chinesischen Philosophie das Leere, das 
Nichtseiende, und dieses ist die Essenz des Seienden. Denn der Tao-Te
King sagt: 'Dreissig Speichen trefren sich in einer Nabe. Auf dem Nichts 
darin (dem leeren Raum) beruht des Wagens Brauchbarkeit' " (J. M. van 
Gelder, Der Atman in der Grossen-Wald-Geheimlehre, 's-Gravenhage 1957, 
p. 37). The cO'3mic axis along which communication with heaven is possible 
is located in the "middle", at the "navel of the earth" - for these phrases 
see also AV. 12, 1, 12-; hence holy sites and sanctuaries-which are 
held to constitute a link between heaven and earth - are believed to be 
situated at the centre of the world (for details Éliade, The sacred and the 
profane, p. 36 fr.; the same, in Le symbolisme cosmique des monuments 
religieux, Serie orient. Roma 14 (1957), p. 57 fr.). Similar cosmologic 
principles were recognized by other ancient peoples: Babylonian sanctua
ries were considered bonds or links between heaven and earth (Th. Dom
bart, D~r Sakralturm, I, München 1920, p. 34); in Mesopotamia. man 
was believed to have been created on the navel of the earth, where is 
the dur-an-ki "the link between heaven and earth" (E. Burrows, in The 
Labyrinth, ed. by S. H. Hooke, London 1935, p. 45 fr.). The "heart" 
is in a comparable way the organ by means of which one comes into 
touch with the divine (The vision of the Vedic poets, p. 276 fr.), and 
the heart of the fire place (i.e. Agni, Prajäpati), that important device 
for divinizing the sacrificer, is the sun (SB. 9, 1, 2, 40), through which 
according to ChU. 8, 6 the soul passes out from the heart to 'immor
tality'. These considerations, which could easily be multiplied, seem to 
warrant the supposition that the middle of the draught-ox was of special 
importance in regard to the object pursued by the sacrificer. Hence the 
emphatic statement that the 'carrying capacity' of the ox is in its centre. 
If this explication is in the main correct, Weber's objection (p. 44: the 
animal's hump is not in the middle of its body) is no longer valid.
"Brought ... ": the expression, if this is the sense, is indeed strange, 
but remember the persona pro re constructions studied by Th. Kalepky, 
Zs. f. französ. Sprache und Lit. 41 (Berlin-Jena 1913), p. 257 f.; 44 (1917), 
p. 243; W. Havers, Handbuch der erklärenden Syntax, Heidelberg 1931, 
p. 165 f.; 258 etc. 

St. 9. No other occurrences. - The sequence yo veda parame{Jthinam 
opens AV. 10, 7, 17 c; yo veda nihitarp, guhäyärp, parame vyoman TA. 
8, 1, 1; TU. 2, 1, 1; for other examples of the all-important power of 
'knowIedge' (cf. e.g. H. Oldenberg, Die Lehre der Upanishaden, Göttingen 
21923, passim; Gonda, Inleiding tot het Indische denken, Antwerpen-
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Nijmegen 1948, passim) see e.g. AV. 9, 5, 31 ff. -For doha- see st. 4.
Thenumberseven-seeAV. 12,3,16 (Kaus. 61, 13)-, occurringin the 
AV. in connection with rivers (4, 6, 2), VaruI).a's fetters (4, 16, 6), Agni's 
mouths (4, 39,10), the seasons (6,61,2; 3), treasures (7, 29,1; cf. also 
Nilakanta Sastri, in New Ind. Antiquary, 3, p. 307 ff.) etc. etc. is in 
the comm. explained alternatively as "the seven cultivated plants, viz. 
rice etc." or "the seven worlds and oceans". Weber's guess is "the seven 
seasons" , ~ Perhaps the poet did not think of a definite nominal concept. 
See the note on 61, 13. - "Unfailing": anupadasvant-, cf. anupadasta
Kaus. 88, 8 and other forms: "not decaying"; see also st. 12; AV. 2, 36, 5 
of the boat of Bhaga by which a girl hopes to find a suitable husband; 
7, 80, 2 of wealth ("unfailing"). - Here loka- is again used in the sense 
of "celestial world" (svargädilokam, comm.) or "world of religious merit". 
-"The seven seers": see AV. ll, 1, 1, quoted Kaus. 60, 19. The comm. 
quotes their names from Asv. (AsvSrP. 12, 1; BaudhSrP. 48: 12): Visvä
mitra, Jamadagni, Bharadväja, Gautama, Atri, Vasi!?tha, Kasyapa, 
adding the comment that this mystical knowledge of Prajäpati's em
bodiment in the draught-ox was perceived by the inspired r!?is, not by 
other people: "die sieben r!?i als Inhaber der höchsten Weisheit" (Weber, 
p. 44). 

St. 10 is not found elsewhere. -If the literal interpretation proposed 
by Weber ("Nur durch harte Anstrengung gelangt der Stier (wie der 
Bauer) dazu, sein Werk zu vollenden") and Whitney is correct, the 
conclusion in deed forces itself on us that this stanza is rather out of 
pI ace here. Considering a metaphorical or symbolical interpretation one 
might drawattention to the use of sedi--for which see AV. 2, 14, 3 
and 8, 8, 9; 18; 12, 5, 24, where this term for "debility" or "decline" 
(alak~mïm "bad luck, distress" comm.) combines with various other 
manifestations of evil, such as ill-success, mishap, hunger, death; Kaus. 
70, 1 Agni is implored to keep off sedi-, hunger, and thirst-in VS. 12, 
105 (preparation of the great fire-place): "I from this pI ace have fed 
on strength and vigour ... I quit de cline ... " and 20, 26 "I would like 
to know that holy world (heaven) where de cline is unknown". The term 
irä- on the other hand signifies "a refreshing draught (esp. of milk) " : 
Kaus. 62, 21 it occurs with reference to the milk to be used for the 
rice-dish; like VS. 30, II this text combines it with kïläla- "sweet 
beverage". In AV. 3, 29, 6 (see Kaus. 64, 2) the white-footed sheep is 
said to be not exhausted like irä. VS. 30, 11 admits the existence of a 
connection between irä- and the ploughman. - "Drawing out": from its 
unspecified source (cf. AV. 3, 29, 6) ~ - Is the meaning of the second 
line: both ox and sacrificer ("the ploughman") have to exert themselves 
in order to gain the "sweet drink" ~ -For kïläla- (cf. Kaus. 62, 21) see 
also AV. 4, 26, 6 and 27, 5 (together with ghee given by heaven and 
earth and by the Maruts) ; 6, 69, 1; 10, 6, 25 and especially VS. 2, 34 
-drja'rfL váhantïr amfta'rfL ghrtá'rfL páyas kïlálam ... (addressing the waters) 
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"bearing invigorating juice, the power to banish death and disease, ghee, 
'milk', sweet beverage ... "; 3, 43; 20, 65 (: annarasam, comm.). AI
though the word is used in a vague way and the nature of the beverage 
is uncertain - Caland, Kaus. 12, 16 etc. leaves it untranslated -, it is 
by Indian lexicographers sometimes identified with amrta- (cf. e.g. 
Vachaspatyam, III, Varanasi 1962, p. 2061, kiläla-: amrte, madhuni). 
I venture the supposition that here also this 'draught of immortality', 
the object pursued by ox and sacrificer, is meant. 

St. 11. No other occurrences. - Weber's conjectures as to the twelve 
nights (A. Weber, Omina und Portenta, Berlin 1858, p. 388, and Ind. 
St. 18, p. 45) - "die Vorstellung ... beruht auf dem Bestreben, zwischen 
dem Mondjahr von rund 354 Tagen und dem Sonnenjahr von rund 366 
Tagen eine Harmonie herzustellen" - are far from convincing. As the 
term vrata- is not rarely used for präyascitta- "atonement, expiation" or 
krcchra- "religious penance and mortification", the text no doubt refers 
to the well-known präjäpatya-(krcchra-) which is an expiatory ceremony 
continuing, in its classical form, for twelve days (for particulars: W. 
Gampert, Die Sühnezeremonien in der altind. Rechtslit., Prag 1939, p. 
47 f.). Twelve is however also the number of the dïk~ä (consecration, 
initiation, that is to say, the preparation for ritual rebirth) days in so 
important a ritual as the asvamedha (SB. 13, 4, 4, I). The possibility 
of substituting the dik~ä by a wreath of twelve lotus flowers (JB. 2, 200; 
see Heesterman, The ancient Indian royal consecration, p. 179) likewise 
points to a close connection between this ceremony and the number 
twelve. The comm. quoting TS. 5, 6, 7, I "for twelve days should he be 
consecrated; the year has twelve months; the viräj is the year; he obtains 
the viräj" and KäthS. 23, 6: 82, I tasmäd dik~ito dväda8äharp, bhrtirp, 
vanvita seems to be right in recalling this important consecratory ceremony. 
The term vrata-, which of ten denotes a religious practice Buch as fasting, 
continence etc., may indeed be used in connection with the dik~ä (e.g. 
AiB. 7, 23, I). See also Change and continuity, Ch. X, 1. The meaning 
of the stanza seems therefore to be that, twelve being the number of 
the days during which the Prajäpati-vrata is to be performed, and the 
ox being Prajäpati (anadu~i sarp,kräntasya yajfiätmakasya prajäpate~, 

comm.) the religious observances (cf. st. 3 and 6) required for a successful 
performance of the rite under description must continue for twelve days, 
on the understanding that the sacrificer knows that "there is brahman 
within", i.e. that he is aware of the fundamental transcendent power 
inherent in the rite, brahman being one in nature with Prajäpati and 
manifesting itself as the ox (comm.). Such a sacrificer is entitled to the 
draught-ox sava (comm.). - "Indeed" : "the word vai makes clear that 
this point is weIl known from other Vedic texts" (comm.). - "Days": 
rätri~, the night being the unit in reckoning time. The phrase vrat yam 
aha~ ("the day of the religious vow", Dumont, in Proc. Amer. Phil. Soc. 
105, p. 14) occurs TB. 3, 7, I, 9. (For vratya- e.g. also KätySS. 12, 2, 12; 
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SSS. 3, 4, lI). - "That" : the comm. supplies "knowledge" (jiïänam); it 
rather refers back to päda a-c integrally. 

St. 12. There are no other occurrences. - The comm. takes duhe to be 
the Ist pers. sing., which would however interrupt the connection with 
asya in 12 c. For duhe as a 3rd pers. see Päl).. 7, 1,41 and Renou, Gramm. 
védique, § 314. -The former explication of the comm.: "earn(s) the fruits 
of that (rite) being present at it (and performing it) in the form of a god" 
is, because of the construction of doha-, cf. st. 4 and 9, asya referring 
to the ox, less convincing than the alternative : "the ox yields milk, i.e. 
the fruits of the sacrifice for the sacrificer" . For the anaphoric use of 
asya see Speyer, Ved. und Skt. Syntax, § 133. - Weber's translation of 
dóhä yé ("welche seine ... ") is not only impossible German, but also an 
incorrect interpretation of the text. - "Combine": that is to say, "they 
come together and exert their beneficial influence conjointly"; cf. also 
AV. 4, 15, 8; lI, 9, 11 etc. 

66, 13. Bloomfield (ed. , p. 177, n. 19) errs in assuming, contrary to 
Kesava's note, that only AV. 4, 38, 5 is meant. AV. 4, 38 actually consists 
of two parts, the stanzas 1-4 serving to guarantee success in gambling 
(cf. their application in Kaus. 41, 13), and 5-7 being called karkipravädäl} 
"proclaiming, making mention of, the karki-" and used (Kaut~. 21, 11) 
in a rite for the prosperity of kine, and also in the rite under discussion 
performed with a white calf-according to the comm. on AV. 4, 38, 6 
this is the meaning of karki- (lexicographers, e.g. Amara, also give "a 
white horse")-as the sacrificial animal (cf. Kesava). The comm. attempts 
no conclusive explanation of the mutual relation between the two ap
parently unconnected parts of the hymn, which does not occur in Paipp. 
(see further on). Weber's guess (Ind. Stud. 18, p. 149) cannot, as far 
as I am able to see, be substantiated. For a whlte calf see also BaudhSS. 
13, 17 (transl.: Srautakosa, I, Engl. sect., Poona 1962, p. 607). - "Barren 
cow": an anübandhyä (see e.g. SB. 2, 4, 4, 14; 3, 8, 5, 11; 4, 5, 1, 5 ff.; 
KätySS. 13, 4, 6; 24; etc., the word occurs as a subst. and as an adj.) 
is a barren cow which is to be fastened (as a sacrificial animal) for 
slaughtering at the end ofthe sacrifice (ApSS. 13,23,6 yajnam anubadhyate). 

The stanza AV. 4, 38, 5 does not occur elsewhere, but compare, to 
päda a JB. 3, 312,1 d siiryasya raSmin anuyanti sr~täl}; TB. 1,4,4,10 b 
etc. süryasya raSmin anv ätatäna; päda f is to recur as 6 a and 7 a. -
"They": according to the comm. the apsarases, a single apsarä (sic) 
being invoked in st. 1 ff. where she figures as a deity concerned with 
gambling. This apparently is according to the comm. the connection 
between the two parts of the hymn. However mechanical this connection 
the general bearing of his explication is not so fantastic as Whitney
Lanman seem to suppose. So much is indeed clear that the sun is invoked 
(cf. the comm.). Siirya is :!;tV. 5, 47, 3 called a bird as well as a bull. For 
hls generative power etc. see Meyer, Trilogie, lIl, p. 320. The sunbeams 
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constitute a link between the sun and the human world: AV. 6, 108, 1 
and 5 enlightenment (medhä) comes to men with these rays. - For the 
apsarases as sun-motes see TS. 3, 4, 7, 1; SB. 9, 4, I, 8. - "Whose" : 
I consider the sentence an anacoluthon, the pädas a and b being logically 
subordinate statements about circumstances concomitant of sunshine 
which however partly because of their relative independence and the ano
nymity of their grammatical subject, partly because of the formulaic 
character of the line (see above) are not introduced by the masculine 
relative pronoun referring to the sun which might be expected. Syn
tactically more 'regular' would be täsäm at the beginning of c. - "Shining 
motes" (marïcïM: the comm. explains suryakira1Jasambandhinïl} marïcïl} 
prabhäl}, the word meaning "ray or particle of light; shining mote in 
the air". - For väjinïvant- "possessed of what is related to the generative 
power by which new food and new life are obtained" (väja-, a power 
manifesting in animal and vegetative life and very apt to materialize: 
annam asyäm asti, comm.) see e.g. The vision of the Vedic poets, p. 99 f. 
etc.; Aspects of early Vi!?J)uism, p. 48 etc. Thus the Asvins, U!?as, lndra 
and other gods are said to possess representatives of väja- (in the first 
place horses, which are denoted by the term, väjinï- being a mare). For 
the sun-steeds see e.g. J;tV. 1, 163, 10; 4, 45, 6; 5, 45, 9 etc. For the sun 
as a gandharva and the "sun-motes" or "sun-beams" as apsarases see 
TS. 3, 4, 7, I (quoted by the comm.) and for the sun as the heavenly 
gandharva SB. 6, 3, I, 19; for "couples of gandharvas and apsarases" 
going forth from Prajäpati in general see SB. 9, 4, 1,2 ff. - "Atmosphere": 
the comm. regards antarik~e1Ja as an elliptical expression for "the apsarases 
who move through the air", i.e. the sun-beams and the motes. According 
to SB. ll, 8, I, 2 Prajäpati established or steadied the atmosphere by the 
birds and the marïcayal},. cf. also J;tV. 10, 66, 9 "the gods created heaven 
and earth for the sake of the religious observances ... , they filled the 
atmosphere with the light of the sun with a view to assistance (rak~a1Jäya, 
SäyaJ)a)" : ... antárik~a'l'fo svar ti paprur utáye. 

St. 6. No other occurrences, but päda a=7 a (cf. 5 f.); päda b=7 b.
See the critical notes by Whitney-Lanman. - "Atmosphere": the comm. 
again regards this as referring to the apsarases. - "Drops": viz. of milk, 
ghee etc. (comm.). - "Here ... ": iha te manD 'stu: cf., in another context 
AV. 8, I, 3. The comm. reads iha te nama 'stu. 

St. 7. For ab see 6 ab. The pädas c and d are quoted at Kaus. 21, 11 
with the direction to do "as directed in the text". Kesava (on 21, 11; 
see above) explains that a rope is to be made with twelve ties, and that 
with päda c fodder is to be offered to the kine, and with d the calves 
(or "calf" , cf. Caland, Altind. Zauberritual, p. 55) are to be tied to the 
rope. - "Calf" : in connection with the rite under consideration the singular 
is correct (see the note by Whitney-Lanman). - "According ... ": the 
comm. who reads "calves" (d) in the plur. explains: "we are masters 
ofyou and thus we bind (you)". Ifwe retain the singular, val} can, because 
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of yathänämá, hardly be a honorific plural. Does it refer to the feminine 
beings in st. 5? From ~V. 8, 7l, 2; 10,33,8 it appears that divine beings 
may be the object of is- "to have power over" .-"Hail!": svähä, an 
exclamation used in making oblations to the gods. - It may be noticed 
that the contents of AV. 4, 38, 5-7 are different from those of the siiktas 
quoted hitherto. Here a mighty divinity is invoked to protect and to enjoy 
the oblation. There is no question of the divinity and supernatural power 
of the victim and of the divinization of the sacrificer. The stanzas which 
in all probability were an invocation of divine powers for the protection 
of a calf (or of young cattIe in general) may have come to serve as a 
sava text. 

66, 14. To Kesava we owe the information that the three stanzas 
of AV. 6, 31 were to accompany "the sava ofa dappled (cow)" (PTsnisavam) 

and the two stanzas of 7, 22 a "spotted-cow sava" (PTsnigä1fl- savam). 

Kausika however makes mention of one rite. For spotted cattIe in ritual 
see also BaudhSS. 13, 20; 30. - Whatever the original function of AV. 
6, 31 so much seems clear that the words gauly, PTsnily, in 1 a have made 
it suited to sacrificial purposes. Add to this st. land st. 2 c stating that 
the bull has "shone upon" or "looked at" heaven and it obviously proved 
itself fit to serve a sacrificer who attempted to gain access to heaven.
AV. 6, 31 occurs, with variations, also in AVPpp. (19, 45, 11-13) and, 
moreover as 10, 189 in the ~V., as 2, 726-728 in SV., as 3, 6-8 in VS., 
as 1, 5, 3, 1 in TS., as 7, 13 in KS., as 1, 6, 1 in MS. Like 7, 22 and the 
preceding stanzas this siikta has of ten been considered a hymn to Siirya 
(~V. anukr., SayaI.1a, many modern scholars; cf. e.g. C. Florenz, Das 
sechste Buch des AV. übersetzt, in Bezzenb. Beitr. z. Kunde d. indogerm. 
Spr. 12, p. 291: "Das Lied ist an die soeben aufgehende Sonne gerichtet") ; 
others (cf. Brhaddevata 8, 90 f.) were of the opinion that it praises Vac 
(Speech) as occupying the three spheres. The YV. prescribes its use in 
the Agnyupasthäna (worship of Agni at the conclusion of the Agnihotra), 
see VS. 3, 6-8. Hence the view expressed by the commentators on VS. 
-who were followed by Oldenberg, ~gveda, Noten, lI, Berlin 1912, p. 
366-that Agni is the deity praised. Geldner, :!;tV. übersetzt, lIl, p. 403, 
considered that both opinions are acceptable: "Der bunte Stier, d.h. das 
Morgenfeuer, vereinigt sich mit dem Sonnenball (1 c) und wird zum 
Siirya ... Es ist ein echtes Morgenlied ... " Cf. also Florenz, o.c., p. 291: 
"Vers 1 recitiert der Yajamana, indem er an das ... angelegte ahavaniya
feuer herantritt." In TS. etc. these three stanzas accompany the establishing 
of the garhapatya fire (cf. also ApSS. 5, 11, 6; 5, 16, 2 etc.). Vait. 6, 3 
uses them in the agnyadheya ceremony (the preparation of the three 
sacred fires; cf. e.g. MSS. 1, 5, 2, 20) as the sacrificer approaches the 
ahavaniya fire (KatySS. 4, 9, 18; ApSS. 5, 15, 6) and again in the 
daSaräträly, "the Ten days' ceremony" (33, 28; cf. AiB. 5, 23; KB. 27, 4 ; 
TB. 2, 2, 6, 1). These stanzas are of ten designated as särparäjnyaly" 
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because the authorship of them is ascribed to the queen of serpents, 
who is (e.g. TS. 7, 3, 1, 3) identified with the earth. (See also Caland's 
note on ApSS. 5, 12, 1 b (Das Srautas. des Ap., I, Göttingen 1921, p. 
150). They are frequently quoted. When one renews the gärhapatya fire 
with them, one establishes it as 'immortal' (TS. 1, 5, 4, 1); by muttering 
them one obtains all benefits which have not been obtained by other 
means (SB. 2, 1, 4, 29; cf. 4, 6, 9, 17 through the queen of serpents who 
is the earth one obtains everything). An interesting use is taught by PB. 
4, 9, 4 ff. Having entered with their face westward (cf. the note on 62, 9) 
they perform the mentallaud (mänasa- stotra-, cf. Eggeling, in S.B.E. 26, 
p. 451, n. 1; this laud is performed inaudibly, "mentally"; in connection 
with it an imaginary libation to Prajäpati-Väyu is offered) with the 
stanzas of Särparäjfii (LätySS. 3, 8, 1); ... by means of these one removes 
one's dead skin; thus one obtains firm support on these three worlds ... ; 
the mental performance is "for the sake of reaching the unreached". 
(Cf. also Renou, La valeur du silence dans Ie culte védique, J.A.O.S. 69 
(1949), p. 11 ff.). Cf. also PB. 9, 8, 7 ff. (cf. 10 "in yonder world they 
fan him" and Caland's note; see also the same, Srautas. des Ap., I1, 
p. 401 f.). According to SSS. 10, 13, 26 these stanzas should be recited 
whisperingly (see also AsvSS. 6, 10, 16). If a consecrated sacrificer dies 
during the ceremonies, these stanzas should be chanted: ApSS. 14,21,13; 
see Caland's note, I1, p. 401 and JB. 1, 345, from which it appears that 
by a special ritual procedure the chanters prepare him a firm foundation 
in the hereafter. (See also Caland, Altind. Todten- und Bestattungs
gebräuche, Amsterdam Acad. 1896, p. 26). The text was also used in 
präYaScittas (expiations), to be freed of all sins (BaudhDhS. 4, 4, 3). 
As it was connected with the rejuvenation of the snakes (cf. also Caland, 
Sr. d. Ap. I, p. 150) its use in ~Vidh. 4, 23, 4- "by muttering it one 
wards off snakes" - becomes intelligible (see also my note in ~gvidhäna, 
Utrecht 1951, p. 119 f.). - "Cow": the text admits ofthe translations "cow" 
and "bull"; for a spotted ox see also ~V. 1, 164, 43=AV. 9, 19, 25. Cf. 
also st. 2 b mahi~al;. 

The pädas band c have been translated variously: " ... hath sat upon 
his mother in the east, and going forward to his father, the heaven" 
(Whitney); "sat before the Mother (i.e. Earth) and before the Father 
(the Sky), mounting up to heaven" (R. T. H. Griffith, The texts of the 
White Yajurveda, Benares, 21927, p. 21; cf. the commentaries and Florenz, 
o.c., p. 290); similarly, Geldner, ~V. übers., lIl, p. 403 (as to c: prayán 
sval; "oder: als Sonne erscheinend"). There is also difference of opinion 
with regard to the symbolism of the bovine animal. According to some 
commentators (SäyaJ.la on ~V.; comm. AV.) it symbolizes the sun, 
according to others (Uvata and Mahidhara on VS.) Agni (see above). 
Whitney-Lanman expressing the opinion that the stanza seems to de
scribe the rising of a heavenly body, prefer-on account of "spotted" 
(dappled)-the moon. They forget that prsni- in ~V. and AV. never 
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qualifies the moon. It occurs, on the other hand, ~V. 4, 3, 10 vf~ä sukrárp, 
duduhe pfsnir ádhalj, "als Prsnikuh hat der Stier sein helles Euter aus
gemolken", Geldner, who draws attention to the favourite mythological 
motif of the androgynous bull (~V. übers., I, p. 421; "so ist auch hier 
die Milch der irdischen Kuh dem himmlischen Euter der Prsni, d.h. der 
Regenwolke gegenübergestellt"; cf. the note on AV. 4, 11, 4; Kaus. 
66, 12); the cow Prsni is the mother of the Maruts; she "presumably 
represents the mottled storm-cloud", Agni being their father (Macdonell, 
Vedic Mythology, p. 78). Agni is, moreover, repeatedly described as a 
bull or buffalo (cf. mahi~a- in 2 c): ~V. 1, 95, 9; 10, 8, 1 prá ketunä brhatá 
yäty agnir á r6dasi vr~abh6 roraviti; 1, 128, 3; 4, 3, 10; 4, 5, 3; 10, 140, 6 ... 
mahi~á'1!~ ... agnirp, ... dadhire pur6 jánälj,. The term mahi~a- is applied 
to him 1, 95, 9; 10, 8, 1; 10, 140, 6. From these and other passages (cf. 
also AV. 1, 7, 5; 5, 29,1; ~V. 3, 27, 7 etc.) it also appears that the adverb 
purálj, "in front" is for obvious reasons (see my observations in Studia 
indologica, Festschrift-Kirfel, Bonn 1955, p. 110 ff.) found in texts 
dedicated to Agni, the god who is expected to protect man "in front", 
i.e. to be before him so as to avert evil and inimical influences (cf. e.g. 
~V. 10, 140, 6 ... mahi~ám ... agnirp, ... dadhire pur6 jánälj, "people have 
placed the buffalo Agni in front"). As the words "mother" and "father" 
are used for the kindling-sticks out of which fire is made ("als Mutter 
des Agni erscheint zunächst das Holz, aus welchem durch Reiben mit 
dem härteren Holzstücke, dem Vater, das Feuer entzündet wird, daher 
beide Holzstücke als seine Aeltern bezeichnet werden", Grassmann, Wtb. 
1030; cf. ~V. 3, 29,11; 5,2,1; 2; 1,31,4), there can hardly be any doubt 
that Agni is meant here.-For sad- with acc. cf. ~V. I, 13,9; 6,15,16. 
- The words prayán svalj, in c could, as noticed by Geldner, also mean 
"coming forth, appearing as the sun" (cf. ~V. 10, 170, 4 a and Mahidhara 
on VS. 3, 6: ädityarüpe'(ta svarge sa'I'fWaran); compare however, in con
nection with Agni, TB. 3, 7, 4, 3 (agnirp, grh'(tämi surátharp, y6 mayobMM 
ya udyántam är6hati sáryam áhne "who ascends to the rising sun ... "; 
2, I, 2, 10 udyántarp, vávädityám agnir ánu samárohati; ~V. 4, 3, 11 "the 
sun appeared when Agni was bom"; 10, 88, 2 c etc.; AV. 12, I, 20 etc.
Hence also the terminological similarity between this place and AV. 9, 
5, 1 and 3 where the verb ä-kram- is used in connection with the sacred 
goat who goes to heaven. Uvata (on VS. 3, 6) says: äkramit: äkramate 
(grammatically incorrect): aisvaryarüpe'(täyam agnilj, gaulj, gantä. 

St. 2. See the critical notes on the variants in the texts by Whitney
Lanman. The reconstruction and interpretation of the stanza are ex
tremely difficult. So much is clear that prä?Jád apänatálj, is a case of the 
well-known opposition between prä'(ta- "expiration" and apäna- "inha
lation" (Caland, Z.D.M.G. 55, p. 261; cf. also AV. 11, 4, 14). -Basing 
ourselves upon the text of AVS. which seems less obscure than the other 
texts, Ppp. reading yasya prä'(täd apänaty antaá carati rocanä I vy akhyan 
mahi~o divam-and taking svalj, (1 c) in the sense of "sun" we may, 
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considering that luminary's moving through the sky (~V. 4, 16, 12; 
8, 72, 17), the sense of "luminous sphere" ("Lichtraum") of ten attributed 
to rocana- (~V. I, 102, 8; 10, 32, 2; 10, 65, 4 etc.) as weU as Agni's entering 
these spheres (~V. 1, 149, 4 ... tri rocandni ... su8ucänó asthät; cf. also 
Lüders, VaruI).a, p. 68, who however, prefers another interpretation of 
the place under examination, o.c., p. 73), and finaUy the reflexive function 
of asya (Renou, Gramm. védique, § 401, n. 3), venture the interpretation: 
"Agni, ascending traverses the luminous spheres driven on by his own 
breath". For Agni and breath cf. SB. 8, 1, I, 4 prä'IJo hägnir bhütvä purastät 
tasthau; ibid. 5 Prajapati fashioned breath from fire; 10, 1, 4, 12 Agni 
is the prä'IJa- of the gods; 10, 4, 5, 1 according to some teachers Agni 
is Vayu, the wind ... ; 10, 4, I, 23 Agni is the sun as to the deity, and the 
vital breath as to the body, the flame being breath; 11, 8, 3, 7 the sun 
took unto himself Agni's breath, whence fire has to be fanned; see also 
places such as AV. 3, 31, 6. :!;tV. and VS. read apänati (see also Olden
berg, o.c., p. 366, and cf. Ppp.), but I fail to understand Griffith's 
translation "as expiration from his breath his radiance penetrated". 
Whereas Uvata and Mahidhara consider the stanza a eulogy upon Agni 
as Vayu, Grassmann (Wtb. 50) and Geldner supposed Ufilas to be the 
subject; Geldner translates: "Die leuchtende (Ufilasn geht zwischen 
(Himmel und Erde), von seinem Aushauch (Leben) einatmend". Whatever 
its sense, this reading would not fit in with the AV. context. - "Buffalo": 
see the above no te on st. 1. - The last words may by themselves also 
mean "has shone like the sun". The comm. says: svaJ;, svargopalak~itam 
uparitanarp, samastarp, lokarp, vyakhyat vica~te prakMayati. 

St. 3. "Places" (1, other translations are wörth considering): dhtimä 
(dhäma, Ppp.) is explained by SayaI).a on :!;tV., AV. and TS. I, 5, 3, 1 
as weU as the comm. on VS. as the 'moments', "hours" of day and night 
(muhürtäni). For this sense of muhürta- cf. TB. 3, 10, 9, 7 ~a hy eva te 
'hno muhürtäJ;" ~a rätre; 3, 12, 9, 6; SB. 10,4, 2, 18 etc. This 'anachro
nism' (Whitney-Lanman, p. 303) seems more probable than to understand 
the number 30 of the days of the moon's revolution (see also Geldner, 
Rig-Veda übersetzt, lIl, p. 403) or of the 33 gods (Ludwig, Der Rigveda, 
IV, p. 11). Griffith's (The texts of the White Yajurveda, Benares 1927, 
p. 21) explication "all the divisions of the world, the number being used 
indefinitely" is as far as its last part is concerned, unconvincing, because 
numbers are as a rule not devoid of meaning. - "Is illustrious (or emi
nent)", or "rules far and wide". - "Bird ... ": the reading of AVS. implies 
that Speech or the 'Word' (see Die Religionen Indiens, p. 96; 102 etc.) 
is in some way or other identified with a bird ("Vak, the bird in the 
form of the three Vedas", comm.). This is of course not the weU-known 
motif of the talking bird (see e.g. B. Essers, Vac, Thesis, Groningen 1952, 
p. 91). It should be remembered that the bird is a symbol of internal 
light or enlightenment (~V. 10, 177 and Geldner's introductory note; 
10, 189, 3; 6, 9, 4 and 5; for other particulars The Viaion of the Vedic 
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poets, The Hague 1963, p. 31 f.; 277). The "wise" or ill'lpired ones see 
the bird, i.e. the inner light of the visionary illumination and perception 
(:t;tV. 10, 177). The bird is naturally regarded as bringing towards the 
earth what is in the celestial sphere. It is moreover stated to urge on 
Dawn (:t;tV. 1, 48, 5). In :t;tV. 4, 42 Agni's glow is considered a bird. MaitrU. 
6, 34 makes mention of a bird of golden hue abiding in the heart and in 
the sun, and to be worshipped in the fire; it is no other than brahman 
which is infinite, everywhere and luminous. On the other hand, Väc, 
which is sometimes represented as a cow, was also regarded as daughter 
of the sun (:t;tV. 3, 53, 15). - "Sat down": asisriyat, which seems to be 
more difficult if taken as a causative. - "Lights" : dyubhi8 (see Grassmann, 
Wörterbuch zum :t;tV. 601) and e.g. :t;tV. 2, 1, 1 tvám agne dyubhi8 ... 
jäyase "thou, Agni, art born with the lights-of-day"; 6, 5, 6; 7, 31, 8 
etc. As is weIl known, the inspired and visionary word of the poet 
appeared especially at daybreak (Vision, p. 77 ff. etc.). - For other inter
pretations and the readings of the parallel texts see Whitney-Lanman, 
p. 303 f. lt may be doubted whether their statement, that the variety 
of reading of the texts indicates as in many other like cases the perplexity 
of the text-makers, is absolutely true. The reading of :t;tV. 10, 189, 3 
väk pata'f!VJäya dhiyate "to the bird - which must be the light of visionary 
knowledge - speech is given" is in a text dealing with the matutinal light 
not senseless. TS. 1, 5, 3, 1 vdk pata'f!VJdya sisriye, práty a8ya vaha dyUbhiJ,t, 
which may perhaps mean: "Speech resorts to the bird; bear it to it with 
the lights (of morning)" . Ppp. gives ... väk patangäya sisriyat prati va8tor 
ahar divi. 

AV. 7, 22 is also prescribed in Vait. 13, 8 (agni~~oma, the brahman, 
while selecting the soma on the bull's hide: cf. e.g. KätySS. 7, 6, 1-6 
etc.; Caland, Vaitänasütra, p. 36). For a parallel with variants see SV. 
1, 458 where both stanzas form a single long stanza; cf. also ApSS. 21, 
9, 15 (eleventh day of the twelve-day-rite; homage paid to the ähavaniya 
fire); and PB. 4, 9, 1 (tenth day of the ten-day-rite af ter the patnisaf!l
yäjas), in s. 2 this verse is said to be "equal to these worlds", so that 
"they obtain firm support in these worlds". Similarly MSS. 7, 2, 3. For 
the difficult text see Whitney-Lanman, p. 404 and Caland, Srautas. d. 
Apast. lIl, p. 279. According to the comm. the hymn praises the sun, 
st. 1 a meaning: this one, i.e. the sun, comes for a thousand years within 
the range of our eyes. 

St. 1. "Be near": ä,' the verb is no doubt to be supplied (upasargasruter 
yogyakriyädhyähäraJ,t" comm. who supplies bhavatu "must be present"; 
or, ägacchatu1). Henry, Le livre VII de l'AV., Paris 1892, p. 61 arbitrarily 
reads: aya'ffo 8ahasra'ffo drse kaJ,t, kavinäm. -" ... thoughts": mati- "in
spired thoughts of the illumined poets which acquired the shape of hymns 
and formulas". - "Sages" : kavi- is the inspired poet and sage who 
mentally or spiritually enters into contact with divine power, with the 
transcendent and the world of the unseen (Vision, p. 44 ff.). The comm. 
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explains by kräntadarsin-. - "So as ... ": vidharma1Ji: according to the 
comm. vividhe dharmasädhane karma1Ji and a nimittasaptami (Speyer, Skt. 
syntax § 147). SV. ends with vidharma, Apast. with vidharmä ("Be
hälter", Caland). The sense of the noun may, generally speaking, be 
"that which bears, holds, divides, disposes, surrounds; expansion etc." 
In AV. 16, 3, 6 samudró ... vidharma1Jä may mean "an ocean by extent" 
or rather "while extending (myself)" ; in 9, 10, 17 Whitney's translation 
"the seed of existence stand(s) in Vi~J)u's distribution" (vidharma1Ji) is 
worth considering. The use of this noun, and especially of its locative, 
in the ~V. (cf. e.g. 9, 4, 9; 64, 9; 86, 29; 100,7) has been briefly commented 
upon by Renou, Ét. véd. päJ). VIII, p. 52, whose conclusion : "de manière 
à s'étendre (dans l'espace)" may for the time being be adopted. For the 
relations between the sun or light and inspiration, supranormal insight 
and knowledge see Vision, passim, and especially ch. XI. 

St. 2. ".. . yellowish red": bradhnálJ" secondarily "the sun" (Renou, 
in J. as. 1939, p. 333). The comm. explains: "the sun as the one who 
binds (notice the attempt to explain bradhna- by bandhaka-) everybody 
to his deeds and their results"! - If st. land 2 are regarded as a syntactic 
unity Whitney's conjecture airayat (thus SV.) is not necessary. For the 
compound cf. e.g. ~V. 4, 34, 2 asmé rayim érayadhvam, according to 
the comm. with a view to good works. - "All ... ": samicilJ,: sa'lJ1-gatäni 
anukrame1Ja präptäni, comm. - "Spirited" : the frequent meaning "fury" 
(manyu-) does not seem to suit the context; cf. however :!;tV. 1, 24, 6; 
8, 82, 3 etc. ("Eifer, Tatendrang", Grassmann, Wtb.). - "Pen" : on svásara
which is of ten translated by "stalI, fold, nest" (but "Frühweide, Früh
ausflug aus dem Nest, Frühlibation", Geldner and "day", comm.) recently 
Renou, Vishveshv. Indol. Journ. 1, Hoshiarpur 1963), p. 37 ff. ("pasture, 
grazing ground, without reference to time, morning or evening") and 
A. Venkatasubbiah, ibid. 2, p. 73 ff. ("sal!ldhyä time, Le. morning, 
evening etc."). Places such as ~V. 2, 2, 2 and 8, 88, 1 "they cry like 
milch cows (cry out) to the calves svásare§u" seem to point to the sense 
"in the pens (to which they return af ter grazing)" (see Venkatasubbiah's 
relative remarks). In connection with birds (~V. 2, 19, 2) "feeding-place" 
has been preferred by Geldner and other schol ars to SäyaJ)a's "nest".
Gita- can hardlymean "gathered" (Whitney-Lanman). Henry, Le livre 
VII, p. 62 regards the words cité gólJ, as "une ajouture de fantaisie (proba
blement une glose de svásare) ... " (he also arbitrarily alters into svásare§u 
dyumáttamälJ,: "quelques-unes de ces bizarreries peuvent procéder de 
raffinements intentionnels"). The usual sense is "constructed (by being 
piled up)". "Cow" is sometimes used to refer to the inspiration of the 
poets (dhi-) which of ten comes to them in the early morning (Vision, 
p. 126 f.); cf. e.g. ~V. 10, 101 , 9. This "cow" needs a good pasture which 
will give her good grazing and in this connection the poet of ~V. 9, 94, 2 
uses the term svasara-: "elaborated visions which swelllike cows in their 
own places (pens)". See especially W. P. Schmid, in I. F. 64, p. 1 ff. Are 
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the dawns said to make their appearance in the 'pen' or 'enclosure' of 
the inspiration 1 

66, 15. Rere the author deals with a sava called pauna1t8ila- which 
may mean something like "the rite of the repeated gleaning(s)": cf. AV. 
6, 30, 1. AV. comm. on 6, 29, intr. calls it paunasira- "relating to repeated 
veins" 1), informing us that this sükta is to accompany the ritual acts 
oftouching the mantha (see further on). - "Roney-drink": a madhumantha
is a kind of beverage mixed with honey: Lä~ySS. 1,2,7; AsvGS. 2, 5, 2; 
4; Kaus. 29, 15; 35, 9; 83, 31; a mantha- is a drink in which other in
gredients are mixed by stirring (usually parched barley-meal stirred 
round in milk). - The stanza quoted is wholly unconnected in meaning 
with AV. 6, 30, 2 and 3 which were intended to further the growth of 
the hair (see also Whitney-Lanman, p. 302); st. 2 is used at Kaus. 31, 1. 
St. 1 occurs (etam u tyam m . ... sarasvatyäs ... maniiv ... ) also in TB., 
viz. 2, 4, 8, 7, repeated in ApSS. at 6, 30, 20 (accompanying the sacrificer's 
eating of his share in the sacrificial cake at the ceremonies connected 
with the first-fruits) and PGS. 3, 1, 6 (the eating of the fresh-gathered 
products of the fields by a man who has no srauta sacrificial fires); cf. 
also MB. 2, 1, 16; KS. 13, 15: 168, 15. - " ... ploughing": cf. AV. 12, 2, 36 
where kar~ate (ätmanepadam) means: "wins by ploughing". - For adhi 
"on (a river)" see e.g. ~V. 8, 72, 7, and cf. the comm.: sarasvatyakhyaya 
nadyal}, samipe. - The River Sarasvati, the holy stream of the ancient 
Aryans, is of ten mentioned in the Veda. Sütra texts-e.g. KätySS. 24, 
6, 24; SSS. 13, 29, 1-consider sacrifices held on its banks as of special 
importance and sanctity. For geographic and other particulars: Macdonell 
and Keith, Vedic Index, 1I, p. 434 ff. The water from this river was used 
for the consecration of a king (SB. 5, 3, 4, 3), and in VS. 10, 1 this water 
is called "honey-sweet" (madhumatiM. See also Die Religionen Indiens, 
p. 36; 44; 59; 96. - The form ma'IJau (manii KS.; manav TB. etc.) could 
denote a locality, MaJ).i or MaJ).u by name, or also a "water-jar" (= ma'IJika-). 
I guess that it is the locative (nimittasaptami) of the well-known ma'IJi
"jewel, gem, precious object with supranormal properties of which there 
are many varieties" (see also SäAr. 12, 9): "in order to come into possession 
of a maJ).Î". In the AV. a ma'IJi- usually is an amulet (1, 29, 4 etc.). This 
is not to deny that the likewise difficult reading manau might be more 
original. - "Rundredfold ... ": the epithet satakratu- may be equivalent 
to "possessed of hundredfold resourceful intelligence or inventiveness 
enabling a person to proceed to successful (creative) action" : see Four 
studies, p. 182 f.; Epithets, p. 36 f.; Vision, p. 183 f.; 261 f. - "Lord ... ": 
this compound does not seem to occur in other connections. Rowever, 
Indra is in the sütras lord of the plough and is of ten concerned with the 
furrow or combined with the 'goddess' of the furrow, Sitä (Die Religionen 
Indiens, I, p. 59). For names of gods ending in -pati ("Rerr einer Macht 
oder eines Wirkungsbereiches") - an ancient manner of expressing or 
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emphasizing the personal aspect of a divine power - see Die Religionen 
Indiens, I, p. 37. - Maruts : ibidem, p. 51; 56, 61 f.; they are a troop of 
deities particularly associated with the phenomena of wind, rain etc. 
They are called sudänavalJ "pouring out or bestowing abundantly (the 
object being "rain" : dänu- "fluid, drop")" in ~V. 1, 40, 1 etc. (Epithets, 
p. 123), and are of ten , as his train, associated with Indra. 

66, 16. The pavitra sava (Kesava). The siitra texts make various uses 
of the three stanzas of A V. 6, 19 which generally speaking are to conse
crate purificatory acts. In Kaus. 41, 14 the siikta appears in a rite for 
good fortune; in 9, 2 it is included in the expiatory texts to be used for 
averting evil (sänti-). (See also the note on 61,5 and my Vision, p. 105 f.). 
Vait. 11, 10 prescribes it in a purification in the agni~toma and ibid. 
30, 13 it accompanies the pouring out ofthe liquor (surä) in the sauträmaI).i 
ceremony. The comm. on AV. 6, 19 intr. informs us that this siikta is 
to accompany the ritual acts in connection with the touching of the 
offerings, the remnant etc. This sava was no doubt primarily designed 
to serve purificatory purposes. 

St. 1 (Paipp. 19, 7, 11) occurs in sundry other texts with considerable 
varieties of reading: ~V. 9, 67, 27 (see Geldner's note on st. 22-27: 
"Gebet urn innere Läuterung; im ~V. beziehen sich ... die Verse auf die 
vorbereitende innere Läuterung und Weihung des Dichters für die 
Dichtung und heilige Handlung"; Renou, Ét. véd. pä:t:t. VIII, p . 103; 
S. S. Bhawe, The soma-hymns of the ~gveda, III, Baroda 1962, p. 131; 
Gonda, Vision, p. 105 f.). - "Inspired ... ": dhïlJ; it is clear that 'vision' 
or 'inspiration', i.e. a direct form of contact with the unseen and the 
'sacred texts' into which it was converted were considered a source of 
purification. I cannot adopt Geldner's translation of dhiyd "mit Ver
ständnis" and Renou's "grace à (ma) prière". - "Divine people": "les 
devajaná- (expression atharva:t:tique bien connue) semblent résumer 
Aditya's et Rudra's ou équivaloir à Visve Deväl;t" (Renou, l.c.). - "Puri
fying" (pavamänalJ), i.e. the wind or the soma (comm.); either interpreta
tion corroborated by parallels: cf. e.g. AV. 9, 7, 8; 10, 2, 26; 10, 8, 
40; 10, 9, 26. However, from Vait. 6, ll-mentioning Agni Pavamäna, 
Agni Pävaka and Agni Suci-it may be inferred that a particular aspect 
of the god of fire is meant which is also found TS. 2, 2, 4, 2 "he who is 
long ill should offer a cake on eight potsherds to Agni, the purifying, 
to Agni, the purifier, to Agni, the pure (the same names as in Vait.); 
in that he offers to Agni, the purifying, he bestows health upon him ... " 
According to TB. 1, 1, 5, 10 an offering to Agni Pavamäna purifies, an 
offering to Agni Pävaka gives food, an offering to Agni Suci bestows 
pre-eminence in brahmanical sanctity (brahmavarcasá-) on the person 
concerned. AiB. 2, 37, 6 quotes a :r~i: "Agni, the seer, the purifying". 
See also BhägP. 4, 24, 4 where Pävaka, Pavamäna and Suci are related 
to have been previous births of Agni because of a curse; MärkP. 52, 28 
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etc., and ~V. 9, 67, 22-24, imploring Agni to purify with hls 'strainer' 
which is in his ftames and has rays of light. 

St. 2. Päda a occurs also MS. 3, 1I, 10 a: 155, 15 which alone of all 
the other texts has a parallel stanza; päda b is in other contexts 1;tV. 
10, 57, 4 b; AV. 18, 2, 23 b; VS. 3, 54 b; TS. 1, 8, 5, 3 b; Kaus. 89, 1 b 
etc. Vait. 6, 11 has the stanza used among the formulas to be recited 
at the 'Feuergründung'. For päda c Paipp. (19, 7, 12) gives jyok ca suryarp, 
drse which occurs also as ~V. 10,57,4 c etc. and AV. 1,6,3 c etc. ("and 
long to see the sun"). - "Ability": dak~a-; see Vision, p. 111; 132.
" ... preservation" : for ari~tatiiti- see AV. (almost always in the dative) 
3, 5, 5; 5, 30, 12; 6, 80, 2 etc., and for ari~ta- "proof against injury or 
damage" Four studies, p. 104. - The comm. quoting TS. 2, 5, 2, 4 priit}-O 
vai dak~o 'piinal,l, kratul,l, "ability is expiration, inventiveness (is) inspiration" 
leaves it to hls readers to understand: "in order to establish expiration 
and inspiration in (my) body". 

St. 3 is found in all the texts which have st. 1. ~V. 9, 67, 25 and VS. 
19, 43 give, for c, mdm punihi visvátal,l, "purify me on every side".
"Impeller": Savitar, the sun as the divine 'motor', the light of heaven 
viewed in its dynamic aspect (Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 94 f.). "La 
mention de Savitar mène à considérer qu'on a (RV. 9, 67, 24) affaire 
à sava- "incitation (émanent de Savitar)" "(Renou, l.c.). However, the 
forms of su- "to impel, to consecrate" and of su- "to procreate" of ten 
coincide: TB. 1, 6, 2, 2 Savitar, the impeller, is said to cause the creatures 
to be born (cf. Heesterman, Royal consecration, p. 72 f.). According to 
the comm. it is the sun's fiery energy (tejas) which brings about the 
purification. 

"Purificatory ... ": pavitram, cf. Kesava. -A krsara- or krsara- (see 
also Kaus. 84, 3) is a dish consisting of sesamum and grain (a mixture 
of rice and peas with a few spices). It is of ten mentioned in the sütras. 
See e.g. ~B. 5, 2, 3 (where it serves to appease portents); AsvGS. 2, 4; 5 
(where it is offered to the Fathers); GobhGS. 2, 7, 9; 9, 5; Manu 5, 7 
etc. and Petr. Dict. lI, 422. 

66, 17. Here the sava is a cultivated field (urvariikhye savayajne 
comm.).-In explanation of the only stanza of AV. 7, 104-of whlch 
there is no parallel-the comm. refers to AV. 5, 1I: Varu~a had a mind 
to take back the miraculous cow which he gave to Atharvan (the head 
of a semi-divine family of mythical priests; see e.g. Macdonell, Vedic 
Myth., p. 141) or a sacrificial gift, but gave up hls intention at the latter's 
request. Making, on the strength of 1;tV. 10, 121, 1 etc., vain attempts 
to show that "who" (kaM in AV. 7, 103 refers to Prajäpati the same 
comm. maintains that the answer to the question put in thls stanza is: 
Prajäpati. Compare, to päda b AV. 9, 4, 21 c, and to päda d VS. 19, 60 d, 
and AV. 18,3,59 d; and, with kalpayasva ~V. 10, 15, 14 d, where a person 
who obviously has died recently is addressed "form yourself a (new) 
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body at will". "Es wird sich also wohl urn eine der eigentlichen Manenfeier 
angeschlossene Aufnahme des jüngsten Toten in den Kreis der Manen 
handeln" (Geldner, Rig-Veda übersetzt, lIl, p. 147). In AV. 18 and VS. 
19 it is a god who is expected to prepare the new body; see also Geldner, 
l.c. - Instead of tanvaly, Paipp. 20, 3, 6 has tanvam which is also translated 
by Whitney. Both Henry (Le livre VII, p. 41 and ll6) and Whitney
Lanman regard tanvaly, or tanvam as weIl as dhenum as the object of 
the verb: "Qui (disposera comme il faut) la vache ... , (qui,) ... disposera 
. .. les corps (de cette vache)"; " ... shall shape (its) body ... - the spotted 
milch-cow" . As however the parallel texts clearly deal with the (new) 
body of a man who has died and as it is generally speaking the very 
aim of those who perform sava rites to secure continued or renewed 
existence, and as moreover many savas centre around an animal, I would 
consider taking dhenum as the object, tanvam as a predicative accusative. 
It is true that klp- + 2 acc. ("decIare as, consider as, intend for") is foreign 
to the Veda proper (cf. Petr. Dict. II, 168), but it does not follow that 
this usage was unknown in pre-epic times and in ritual milieus. The re
lation between the cow described in the quotation and the fertile soil 
mentioned in the siitra seems enigmatic. If a sava-dish is prepared with 
the products of the soil the cow may in the above way (cf. 66, 14) have 
been associated with it. - Brhaspati, in later Vedic texts the brahman 
priest of the gods (Oldenberg, Rel. des Veda, p. 382), has already in 
the ~V. , where he occupies a position of considerable prominence, some 
functions and qualities which may be of interest in this connection (see 
Macdonell, Ved. Myth. p. 101 ff.; Shende, Foundations, p. 129 ff.). Being 
among the gods who inspire and further the words of the human seers 
and poets (Vision, p. 48; 78; 107; 280; 353 f.) he is associated with the 
eulogists (~V. 7, 10, 4; 10, 14, 3; cf. also 2, 23, 10), who are called his 
friends (10, 67,3); cf. also 10,108,11. Homage is paid to him along 
with father Atharvan (see above) "in order that thou mayest be generator 
of all, inspired poet, god, 'immune', possessed of thy own nature" (AV. 
4, 1, 7). He belongs to the Fathers (~V. 10, 14, 3; AV. 18, 1, 47). He is 
implored to protect the sacrifice and make it effective (~V. 10, 35, ll; 
128, 7). Being the lord ofthe upward direction (AV. 3, 27, 6) he is moreover 
spoken of as ascending to heaven (~V. 10, 67, 10), bearing light. He is 
a dispeller of darkness, who found Dawn, light, and Agni (~V. 10, 68, 9). 
Protecting the pious man from all dan gers and calamities (~V. I, 18, 3; 
2,23, 4ff.; 26, 4), he is remover of disease, prolonger of life (1,18,2; 
2, 25, I; 10, 100, 5), a releaser of the fetters of old age and death (AV. 
3, ll, 8), who is alive to the interests and the happiness of his favourites 
and associates (~V. 2, 25, I ff.; 26, 3), causing them to enjoy the celestial 
waters (2, 25, 4). He releases the eulogist from the existence in Yama's 
world (AV. 7, 53, I). By order of Brhaspati the plants and herbs will 
deliver his followers from distress (~V. 10, 97, 15; 19). He is the head 
of the sacrificial rice-dish (AV. ll, 3, I). Is the conclusion too incon-
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siderate that also in AV. 7, 104, 1 the favourite of Brhaspati hopes to 
continue his existence by means of the cow-for which see also AV. 
9, 4, 21; Kaus. 66, 18 - and the rite under discussion ? Brhaspati is, more
over, directly called an Ailgiras when-in the Indra myth-he drives 
out the cows (~V. 4, 50, 5; 2, 23, 18; see Macdonell, o.c., p. 102; 142; 
cf. also AV. 9, 4, 1, quoted at Kaus. 66, 18), and the Ailgirases are like the 
Atharvans-and the Bhrgus whose ancestor is VaruI).a (SB. 11, 6, 1, I), 
who however has also generated "father Atharvan" (AV. 5, 11, 11)
"Fathers" and closely associated with Yama (~V. 10, 14, 3-5). Did all 
elements of the siitra and the stanza once fit in with, or form, a greater 
mythological theme? -For nityavatsiim (b) Paipp. 20, 3, 6 awkwardly 
reads: dhenum etiim,. for sakhyám (c), sakhyii. 

66, 18. The bull-sava is to be performed with the entire siikta AV. 
9, 4 (Kesava). The siikta occurs also in Paipp. 16, viz. 24, 1 fr. (the order 
of the stanzas is different in places). It is quoted (together with AV. 
7, 111) in Kaus. 24, 19 in the ceremony of turning a bullloose (vr~otsarga- " 
Caland, Zauberritual, p. 64; A. F. Stenzler, Ind. Rausregeln, II, 2, Abh. 
deutsch. morgenl. Ges., Leipzig 1878, p. 94 f.; Kane, Rist. of Dharmasästra, 
IV, Poona 1953, p. 539 ff.; Ram Gopal, India of Vedic kalpasiitras, Delhi 
1959, p. 431). Whitney-Lanman are too pessimistic with regard to the 
possibility of drawing some conclusions from the occurrences of AV. 9, 4 
in Kausika. In Kaus. 19, 1 it is said to belong to a number of texts which 
are beneficial to well-being and fecundity of cows. The man who wishes 
to be successful in an undertaking should use the same text whilst offering 
a white bull to Indra (Kaus. 24, 23). The vr~otsarga- rite of 24, 19 ff. 
consists in the ritual letting loose of a young bull which will be "the 
husband of some young calves" instead of the old one. The bull is (Kaus. 
24, 20) "to fecundate the calves to put vital power into them, to form 
a herd, to pro duce prosperity ... ". Like other texts discussed in this 
book, the text AV. 9, 4 serves a double purpose : it is also to further the 
prosperity of the yajamäna who is the owner of the animal : cf. Kaus. 
24, 22 and AV. 9, 4, 1; 18; 22; 24. The correctness of the interpretation 
of the Vrf?otsarga proposed by StenzIer (see above: "die Überlassung 
eines jungen Zuchtstiers an die Ortsgemeinde") and endorsed by Rille
brandt (Ritualliteratur, Strassburg 1897, p. 85) has been questioned by 
Meyer, Trilogie, II, p. 77 ff. This was in any case only one aspect of the 
ceremony; the other was formulated (Meyer, o.c., p. 81) as follows : "Mit 
jungen Kühen zusammen ... solI der ursprünglich offenbar rote (cf. also 
A V. 9, 4, 22) Stier seine Zeugungskraft gehörig betätigen und damit 
vermöge der magischen Analogiewirkung auch die Totenseelen zu segen
voller Vegetations- und Zeugungsenergie bringen". This interpretation 
explains at least why this ceremony is so of ten considered part of the 
rites for the benefit of the dead (Meyer, o.c., II, p. 79 with the note). 
There is however a third aspect: "the pool at which the bull which is 
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let loose drinks water serves the Manes and the earth which it scratches 
becomes abundant food for them" (ViDhS. 86, 19 f.; cf. VäP. 83, 45-48). 
Thus the animal contributes something to the subsistence of the Fathers. 
The use of AV. 9, 4 in Kaus. 66, 18 implies that presenting a bull while 
reciting this text was also believed to activate regenerative power for 
the benefit of the sacrificer himself. 

The comm. AV. provides us with a valuable introduction to this sükta. 
The brahman (officiant) kills a bull and offers its flesh, each portion to 
a different god. The bull is praised (praAa1Jt8ä, i.e. its good qualities are 
enumerated by a competent person) and its limbs etc. are divided and 
offered to various gods, to each of them that portion which is especially 
dear to him. The greatness of the offering of the sacrificial portion of the 
bull is described and the bliss which ensues from it is extolled. The sükta 
is traditionally used as follows: at the Vfl?otsarga (see above) it consecrates 
the bull which is let loose. The calf is sprinkled af ter it has been con
secrated with the six formulas of Kaus. 24, 20 (see above) and the stanza 
AV. 9, 4, 24. The man who is desirous of prosperity (~#käma-) should 
in the same way, while reciting this sükta, according to the ritual rules 
of (the immolation of) the barren cow (Kaus. 44), worship Indra with 
a bull. The man who is desirous of success (sa"!,,patkäma-) should also 
in the same way, with this sükta, according to the ritual rules of (the 
immolation of) the barren cow, worship, at the full moon day, Indra 
with a white bull. Mter quoting Kaus. 24, 19-23 the comm. continues: 
one should in the same way at the bull-sava perform, with this sükta, 
the ritual acts concerning the touching of the presented oblations, the 
residues, the recitation of the offerer and the gift (Kaus. 66, 18). The 
comm. refers also to his explanations apropos of AV. 1, 31, adding that 
also in AVPar. 18 c, 1, 7 this sükta is prescribed. AVPar. 18 c is indeed 
an expanded version of the ceremony described in Kaus. 24, 19-23.
The text is not noticed in the Vaitänasütra. 

St. lis identical with Paipp. 16, 24, 1. There are no paraIleIs. - In 
st. 1-10 this sacrificial bull "est essentiellement confondu avec Ie Taureau 
céleste" (Henry, Les livres VIII et IX de l'AV., p. 128), or rather the 
animal is represented as the primeval bull. - "Impetuous": for tve{Ja- see 
Epithets, p. 73. - "Thousand": sähasra- may mean "relating to ... , con
sisting of ... , bought with, procuring a thousand". The sense mentioned 
last, or "worth a thousand, equal to a thousand" (cf. st. 2 and 9) seems 
most probable. Cf. also SB. 13, 4, 2, 2 "as to its being worth a thousand 
(cows: sahasrärhaly,) , it is for the sake of his obtaining and securing 
everything". The number 1000 is very frequent in connection with cows 
(see Petr. Dict. VII, 868 f.), the expression vr{Jabhaikasahasrä gälj, (Manu 
11, 128 etc.) meaning "a thousand cows and one bull". - For payas
"semen" see ~V. 7, 101, 3, etc. "Parce qu'il prend toutes les formes? 
ou équivalent de sahasradhäral), cf. AV. 7, 15 etc.?" (Henry). - "Belly": 
vak{Jár;iisu: cf. ~V. 10, 27, 16 "the mother bears the embryo in her ... "-
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"Excellent", or "auspicious, prosperous, good, pleasant, dear": bhadram. 
- Brhaspati: see the note on 7, 104, 1 (Kaus. 66, 17). It should be added 
that Brhaspati is the ruler of the tame animals (SB. 8, 4, 3, 11). - The 
word tantu- "thread, line" is of ten used in connection with any continuity, 
and especially with the propagation of a family in regular succession : 
KätySS. 3, 8, 25 tato 'si tantur asi,. ibid. 27; TU. 1, 11, 1. Cf. especially 
AV. 10, 2, 17 kó asmin réto ny adhiit tántur á tayatam iti "who has put 
seed in him (man), saying let his line be extended 1" (similarly Whitney
Lanman, in AV. 9, 4, 1 explain: "has extended or performed the sacri
fice"). Similarly, AV. 13, 1, 6. 

St. 2 = AVPpp. 16, 24, 2. No complete parallel but c=st. 4 a (see the 
note). - "In the beginning" : agre, see AV. 9, 4, 2. - Pratima is in the 
Petr. Dict. IV, 968 translated: "Schöpfer, Bildner" (cf. ~V. 10, 61, 191), 
by Whitney-Lanman: "counterpart" which seems to be the sense AV. 
8, 9, 6; the bull as weIl as the waters represent fertility. In my opinion, 
the waters are to be understood as the foundation and origin of the 
universe (cf. AV. 4, 2, 6; 8; SB. 6, 8, 2, 2; 3; 11, 1, 6, 1; see also Shende, 
Foundations, p. 75 f.) and the bull resembles them, being their "image" 
or "counterpart": cf. also TB. 3, 2, 8, 8 paSor vai pratimii purorJä8alJ,,. 
TS. 5, 5, 3, 2. - Prabhü- with the dative here no doubt means "a match 
for" (Päl.l. 2, 3, 16, Värtt. 2), not "prevailing for" (Whitney-Lanman).
The earth is in the AV. the supporter (12, 1, 6) and the mother of all, 
who bears the embryos of all beings (12, 1, 4), the source of water (Shende, 
Foundations, p. 67 ff.). Indra is her bull, i.e. the divine power fecundating 
her (12, 1, 6). She is the mistress of what is and what is to be (12, 1, 1). 
In the beginning she was water (12, 1, 8). -For prthivt devi see AV. 
11, 1, 8 quoted Kaus. 60, 30. - "Cows": for aghnya- see the note on 
AV. 10, 9, 3; Kaus. 65, 9. 

St. 3 = A VPpp. st. 3; no other occurrences. - "Pregnant": cf. st. 1. For 
the idea of the androgynous primeval bull see 1;tV. 1, 141, 2; 3, 38, 7; 
10, 5, 7 etc., Geldner's notes and AV. 11, 1, 34 (Kaus. 63, 20). - "Strong" : 
sthavira-, also "broad, thick, compact". - "Semen": to be in keeping with 
the translation of payas- in st. I.-Jätavedas see AV. 11, 1,3 and 4 
(Kaus. 60, 23 and 24). - "Roads" or "paths ... ": see AV. 11, 1, 36 
(Kaus. 63, 9) etc.-Indra's sacrificial animal is the bull: SB. 5, 3, 1, 3; 
6, 2, 1, 5. 

St. 4. A VPpp. st. 5. The stanza occurs with some variants also TS. 
3,3,9,2; MS. 2, 5, 10: 61, 16; KS. 13,9: 161,18; cf. ViDh. 86, 13, using 
these words among the texts accompanying the special animal offerings, 
that is the vp~otsarga (offering up of the aged bull when a new one is 
substituted); the stanza is intended to accompany the havis offering. 
See also the note on stanza 24. - "Churns": I would prefer this epic 
meaning of gargara- to that occurring AV. 4, 15, 12, viz. "gurgles" 
("comme dieu de l'orage", Henry, p. 129; 1). 

St. 5. Ppp. 4 oceurs also in the texts mentioned under st. 4, preeeding 
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however in TS. and MS. our st. 4; in MS. AV. 18, 4, 28 intervenes. As 
may appear from Ppp., the order in AVS. may hardly be regarded as 
original; 5 amoreover follows naturally af ter 3 cd. For the numerous 
variants see also Whitney-Lanman, p. 530. "In this stanza some infiuence 
of YV. texts is discerned" (Barret, o.c., p. 26). As the stanza is according 
to ApSS. 19, 17, 5 to accompany the offering of the omentum (see also 
Keith, Veda of the Black Yajus School, p. 262) this must be the object 
meant by the text. TS. reads: " ... the germ of waters smeared up on 
the plants" (see Schwab, Thieropfer, p. 111 ff.); MS.: "the lord of the 
waters, the bull of the herb". The omentum is rich in fat and is also 
in other ancient ritual systems treated separately (Keith, Rel. and philos., 
p. 281).-" ... of the gods": cf. Schwab, o.c., p. 112 f.-In c, TS. and 
MS. read: "Pii~an chose a drop of soma". In ~V. 8, 4, 15 this god
who is the protector of cattIe - is addressed as sakra, a standing epithet 
of Indra. Cf. also 7 c. Here the bull seems to be meant (see also st. 6 a). 
- "Drink": bhak~am. - "Firm": brhat. - "His body": these words are 
emphasized (yác cháriram). The reading of TS. "a great stone was there 
then for them" is not clear. 

St. 6. Ppp. 6 reading somasya instead of somena is unintelligible in 
c and d. - The bull is no doubt addressed. For "forms" cf. st. 1 b; "shaper": 
tVa§t(i. Notice the relation assumed to exist between the two generative 
powers, soma and bull. In the ~V. Soma is called, or compared to, a bull 
(Macdonell, Vedic Myth. p. 106; 108). Here soma stands for the bull's 
semen; cf. st. 7 a and Meyer, Trilogie, III, p. 180 ff. - Why pütam 
(Barret) "pure" for püxxxrp, in the Ppp. text? (AVS. pür~m). - For 
"pudenda" (prajanvaM see TB. 3, ll, 4, 2 tasmin yonau prajanau 
prajiiyeya, where the term likewise applies to a female being. - "Pro
pitious": or "benevolent" (siviiM. - "Knife" (svadhiti-): used for dissecting 
the sacrificial animal (cf. ~V. 1, 162, 9; 18; 20), not-with Macdonell 
and Keith, Vedic Index, II, p. 492 - the carpenter's axe. The sacrificer 
hopes to have, by means of the victim, access to female pudenda in 
heaven, which are opposed to those in this world (päda c). See also the 
notes on AV. 4, 34, 2 (Kaus. 66, 10). Henry, o.c., p. 130, obviously 
thinking of male genitals (1) interpreted: "que les parties génitales (sacri
fiées) du taureau terrestre (imiis) augmentent la vigueur fécondante du 
Taureau céleste (but are not these identicaH), et que d'autre part, Ie 
sacrifice nous procure la fécondité que versent les parties génitales du 
Taureau céleste (amÜ8)". 

St. 7. Ppp. st. 8 reads ... sahasrapo~as ... -" ... butter" : iijya-.
The wish is obviously expressed that the bull when sacrificed will, assuming 
Indra's form, be propitious to the sacrificer cum suis. For Indra's bull-like 
nature see e.g. Macdonell, o.c., p. 150. In SB. 2, 5, 3, 18 the bull is stated 
to be Indra's form; cf. also TB. 1, 6, 7, 4 r~abham iihvayati ... atho 
indriyam eva tad viryarp, yajamiino bhriitrvyasya vrnkte, etc. - "Given" : 
cf. st. Ic. 
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St. 8: Ppp. st. 7 (where caujo). Of this stanza also there are no other 
occurrences but compare A V. 10, 5, 1-6; VS. 37, 6 etc. indrasyaujo stha, 
a formula used in AV. to address a jar from which handfuls of water 
are to be hurled for magical purposes (Caland, Altind. Zauberritual, p. 
171 f.), in VS. to address the pütikas, used to expedite, in the pravargya 
ceremony, the curdling of the sacrificial milk, and as substitutes for the 
soma plants when these are not available (cf. SB. 14, 1, 2, 12 "and 
inasmuch as Indra . . . encompassed him with ojas, therefore he says: 
'Ye are Indra's ojas' "); in AV. 6, 125, 3, used for success with a war
chariot, this vehicle is likewise identified with Indra's ojas, and, moreover, 
with the Maruts' front, Mitra's embryo and VaruI).a's navel. For Indra's 
relation to the creative and inaugurative power called ojas see Ancient
Indian ojas ... , Utrecht 1952, esp. p. 9 ff.- VaruI).a: although the 'anthro
pomorphism' of his personality is not much developed on the physical 
side, the ~V. says that VaruI).a (like Mitra) stretches out his arms to the 
eulogist or the worshipper that the latter may live (5, 64, 2; 7, 62, 5) 
and that these gods drive their chariot with the rays of the sun as with 
arms (8, 101, 2). It may moreover be remembered that VaruI).a is the 
representative of the static aspects of kingship (see my observations in 
Numen (Leiden 1956), 3, p. 63) and that kingly and protective power 
was widely believed to reside in the ruler's arms (see my observations 
in Kuhn's Zs. für vergl. Sprachf. 73 (1956), p. 151 ff.; epithets such as 
dïrghabahu- and AV. 10, 2, 5; SB. 6, 3, 1,33 etc.).-Asvins: in AV. 9, 
7, 7 Mitra and VaruI).a are said to be the two shoulders of the ox which 
is extolled in that hymn, but among the numerous formulas accompa
nying the oblation made of the various parts of the sacrificial horse it 
reads (VS. 25, 3) "I gratify ... Speed with his two thighs; the Way 
with his two fore-Iegs ... ; the Asvins with his shoulders". Obviously a 
definite relation was assumed to exist between the Asvins and the shoulder 
(as is expressed also VS. 25, 2 "with his breath I gratify Wind ... ; with 
the pupils of his eyes, Lightning etc."). Has the association anything to 
do with the difficult verse ~V. 10, 106, 2 a? However, according to SB. 
8, 2, 1, 11 the Asvins took the part of Prajäpati below the waist and above 
the feet (which is sacred to them). - "Hump" (viz. on the shoulders of 
the Indian bullock": kakud-): according to VS. 25, 6 (see above) the 
upper part of the back (the region from the neck to the shoulder-joint: 
skandha-) belongs to the Maruts who ~V. 1, 64, 7 are called buffaloes, 
and 5, 87, 9 are said to rise high into the air like mountains. In AV. 9, 
7, 5 the hump is however associated with Brhaspati. - " ... have received 
... ": dhïräJ.t; see Vision, p. 209 ff. etc. - "Sage poets": kavayaJ.t; ibidem, 
p. 44 ff. - "Possess ... " manï~in- must have meant something like 
"powerful and purposeful, inspired and non-discursive thought" (ibidem, 
p. 51 ff.).-The participle sarp,bhrtam occurs e.g. also AV. 4, 14,9 (Kaus. 
64, 22; see above); 7, 56, 1 (in connection with different sorts of poison 
gathered from various animals and combined into one); 8, 7, 18; 10,2,1; 
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it seems to have been used in connection with the coming into being of 
structures, organisms etc. which are composed of a variety of com
ponents (cf. also Mbh. 1, 3, 15). Here our "synthetic" might serve; I 
translate "composed" ("d'ensemble il est B.", Henry, p. 91).-Brhaspati, 
the father of the deities (~V. 2, 26, 3) and the lord of brahman (7, 97, 3), 
is said to belong to all the gods (3, 62, 4; 1, 190, 2; 4, 50, 6) and to be 
the most godlike (devatama-) of them (2, 24, 3). As a god he moreover 
embraces and penetrates all things (compare 2, 24, 11); he has all 
forms (visvárupa-; 3, 62, 6). The poet obviously intends to say that the 
combination of Indra's force etc. in the sacrificial animal results in its 
being a manifestation of Brhaspati. 

St. 9: Paipp. 9. - "Rich in milk": paya.svan; cf. st. 1. - "Celestial 
tribes" : the expression daivir visal,t occurs also VS. 28, 14 c; TB. 2, 6, 
10, 2c (sauträma:t:li); MS. 4,12, 2c: 181, 14; KS. 8, 17c.-For a tanoti 
cf. e.g. AV. 12, 1, 15. - "And" (päda b): for the anaphora tvam ... tvam in 
the text see Stylistic repetition in the Veda, p. 128 ff.; 318 f. etc. - Sa
rasvant: the male correlative of the river goddess Sarasvati (Die Religi
onen Indiens, I, p. 96 etc.) who ~V. 7, 96, 4-6 is invoked by worshippers 
desiring plenty and assistence, wives and offspring, and 7, 95, 3 is called 
the male young bull among the female deities, whereas 1, 164,52 identifies 
him with Agni, the Sun, the Divine Eagle. AV. 7, 40, being a prayer to 
this god-who according to the Petr. Dict. VII, 785 is "ein Bewahrer 
der himmlischen Wasser, der durch Regen und Bäche Fruchtbarkeit 
schenkt" -, describes him as the liberal lord of prosperity, whose es
tablished course all the cattie go. In PB. 16, 5, 15 he is explicitly declared 
to be the celestial world, in MS. 1, 4, 15 he is identified with the full 
moon and the full moon-sacrifice is conducive to heaven (comm. quoting 
TS. 3, 5, 1,4; see also 2,5,4,2). These data may help us in understanding 
the occurrence of the god's name in this stanza. - According to Monier
Williams following the Petr. Dict. ekámukha- here means: "having the 
face turned towards the same direction" which seems preferabie to 
Whitney's (and Henry's) "with one face" because a herd of cattie may 
not rarely be seen to graze etc. this way. Cf. also AV. 13, 4, 6 which 
does not-as is supposed by Henry, p. 131-prove that here also the 
rays of the sun are meant. - (Petr. Dict. VII, 1635 quoting this place 
reads brahmar,ui r§abhám). - Whitney's interpretation of brahmar,ui (+ 
vowel; cf. also st. 18) implies the idea that the victim is given to a 
brahman. The locative moreover signifies that the oblation is poured into, 
or offered in, a brahman (cf. e.g. SäilkhGS. 1, 10, 7 brahma'IJe hutal,t; 
see also Henry, p. 131 and especially Oldenberg in Indog. Forsch. 6, 
Anz., p. 183 f. "es handelt sich urn einen Freigebigen, der dem Brahmanen 
den Stier gibt; eine solche Gabe aber wird von der Phantasie jenes Zeit
alters (sic) als ein Opfern in dem Brahmanen (wie in einem Opferfeuer) 
aufgefasst ... "). It seems as if this stanza which in a way interrupts the 
enumeration of the parts of the bull's body, deals, in anticipation of 
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st. 19 (cf. also st. 18), not with an immolated animal but with a dakêiJ.lä 
bull. See the Introduction, lIl. Henry's (p. 91) translation "Ie brähmane 
(nom.) qui sacrifie Ie taureau ... " is grammatically admissible. - I do 
not see why päda c should mean "il procure (au sacrifiant) les mille 
femelles" (Henry, p. 91). The author seems to say that the sacrifice 
under discus sion is equivalent to a gift or to the offering of a thousand 
cows, the number thousand meaning "everything" (SB. 8, 7, 4, 9; 10, 
2, 1, 11; cf. also AV. 8, 8, 7; 18, 4, 35). Compare statements such as 
SB. 9, 5, 1, 42 "the agnicayana includes all sacrificial rites", "the agva
medha is the bull among sacrifices" (13, 1,2, 2) and, in this sukta, st. 18 a. 

St. 10: Ppp. 10 where manD ("mind") instead of vayo ("energy, vigour"; 
see AV. 11, 1,30; 12,3,1; 47; 49) in a and abhutam instead ofubhe stäm 
in d; not found elsewhere. For the sequence brhaspatily, savitä see AV. 
8,5, 5b; 19,24, 8d; 31, 5d; KS. 16, 12b eto. In :!;tV. 7,45,4 Savitar 
and in 10, 68, 12 Brhaspati is implored to bring vayaly,. - "Brought ... "; 
for pary ä bhr- cf. AV. 7,45,1; :!;tV. 6,47,27; 9, 86, 24 (the soma brought 
from the celestial regions by the eagle). - "Self" or "person" : ätmä; see 
also AV. 7, 67, 1 quoted Kaug. 66, 2. Tvaê~ar is the lord and shaper of 
all human and animal forms (Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 116); cf. 
e.g. also AV. 2, 26, 1; SB. 11, 4, 3, 3; TB. 1, 4, 7, 1 etc. For the connection 
between the ätman and wind see Macdonell, o.c., p. 166.-The verb hu
meaning, with the locative, "to sacrifice or present an oblation in (e.g. 
fire, AV. 12, 3, 54), to pour sacrificial material into", the third päda 
probably means that the atmosphere is the material recipient of the 
offering. - "Mind" (in its widest sense) : the traditional but unsatisfactory 
translation of manas-, i.e. the psychical organ in which the processes of 
thought, will and feeling take place; for its activity see e.g. Vision, p. 
278 etc. The process described is represented as taking place 'mentally', 
which doeg by no means exclude the conviction, on the part of the per
former of the rite, that it is rea!. - The barhily, is the 'sacrificial bed', 
a layer of kusa grass which is usually strewed over the sacrificial ground 
and especially over the vedi (see AV. 11, 1,21; 23; 24; 12, 3, 23; Kaus. 
61, 41) to serve as a sacred surface on which to present the oblations, 
as a seat for the gods who come to partake of the offerings etc. The 
thought expressed in päda d becomes more comprehensible if we remember 
that :!;tV. 1, 185, 1 heaven and earth are said to bear anything and that 
2, 41, 20 they are supposed to convey, or to present, the sacrificial gifts 
to the gods. A parallel is SB. 12, 8, 2, 36 where the sauträmaJ)Ï rite (Die 
Religionen Indiens, I, p. 173) is identified with the year, i.e. 'totality 
in its temporal aspect' ("everything here, whatever there is, is the year"), 
the vedi being identified with the earth, the barhis with the sky, the 
priests with the quarters, the sacrificer with the sun etc. 

St. 11: Ppp. 16, 25, 1 where aindriva deve~v e~u (ya indra iva deve~v 
eti ... , Barret); there are no other occurrences. According to the Atharva
paddhati this stanza was at the Vrêotsarga-ceremony (Kaug. 24, 19) to 
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be whispered in the right ear of the released cow. - The simile is based 
on the bull-like nature of Indra; cf. st. 7. Indra is the fust among the 
gods (I;tV. 1, 102, 9; 4, 22, 3 etc.; Shende, Foundations, p. 22).
"Brahman": the officiating priest. - "Properly" and "completely": sarrt 
(stautu); for the force of sam see The aspectual function of the I;tgvedic 
present and aorist, 's-Gravenhage 1962, p. 225 ff. - "In ... ": bhadráyä, for 
which compare AV. 3, 30, 3; 4, 12, 2; 12, 1, 52 etc. This stanza may at 
fust sight seem to be out of place here, but the next stanzas - which 
in a way form the continuation of what precedes - may be considered 
to be the content of the brahman's "praise", which, consisting mainly 
of an enumeration and 'confirmation' (in the literal sense) of characteristic 
qualities and excellencies of the deity addressed, is a potent means of 
strengthening a being: "das Wachsen durch Lob usw. liegt auf derselben 
Ebene wie das Kräftigbleiben durch die beim Opfer dargereichte Speise: 
I;tV. 4, 22, 1; 6, 24, 7; 8, 7, 19" (Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 41; see 
also G. van der Leeuw, Religion in essence and manifestation, London 
1938, p. 430). 

St. 12: Ppp. 2 where mrtyur instead of mitro (päda d). -As to contents 
and syntax cf. st. 8. All the nouns are duals. For a better understanding 
of st. 12 and 13 the thought expressed in 14 d has to be supplied. - The 
parts and limbs of the animal are set apart or intended for the gods 
mentioned. -Anumati, "Approval, Goodwill" (cf. also AV. I, 18, 2; 7, 
20) is in AV. and VS. also a goddess of love presiding over propagation 
(AV. 6, Il, 3; 6, 131, 2 where her other function is at the same time 
obvious). - Bhaga, the gracious bestower of wealth, is also the patron 
of connubial happiness. He and Anumati occur together AV. 5, 7, 4.
"Flanks" : anuvrj- seems to be a hapax: "ein Körpertheil in der Nähe 
der Rippen" (Petr. Dict.). - Presuming that the poet had his reasons for 
associating these two gods with the sides of the body - cf. the correlation 
in st. 8 and IO-we are led to the conclusion that in Vedic times the 
conviction existed that there is a certain connection between this part 
of the body and sexual love. - "Knees": these joints and the parts sur
rounding them were in some ancient civilizations believed to be a seat 
of strength or of the vmxi}, the source of semen and the place of birth 
(R. B. Onians, The origins of European thought, Cam bridge 1954, esp. 
p. 175 ff.). Has this association anything to do with a life-giving function 
of the god as discussed in connection with the Iranian Mithra by 
I. Gershevitch, The Avestan hymn to Mithra, Cambridge 1959, p. 32 f.11 
In a similar passage in AV. 9, 7 Dhätar and Savitar are considered the 
knees of the sacrificial ox (st. 10), Mitra and Varu1).a being his shoulders 
(st. 7). 

St. 13: Ppp. 3; no other occurrences. - "Hinder and secret parts, (also) 
the mons veneris etc.": b'hasad-: cf. also Mayrhofer, Etym. Wtb., IJ, 
p. 489. Why is the region of the anus and genitals correlated with the 
Adityas whose function is, generally speaking, not specifically charac-
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terized 1 Has it anything to do with the belief that the man who has 
won their favour will have offspring (cf. ~V. 2, 27, 13), a function which 
is however more evidently attributed to other dei ties 1 Among other 
peoples however the belief is not unknown that the abdomen is the seat 
of spirit and intellectual functions (Onians, o.c., p. 485 ff.). - "Buttocks": 
or "hips and loins": sro~i.-Brhaspati (cf. st. 8) is AV. 9, 7, 5 brought 
into relation with the hump, the thighs being (st. 9) correlated with 
physical force. Is Brhaspati's powerful nature (~V. I, 190, 8; Epithets, 
p. 115) the missing link 11 - "Wind" : Väta, in contradistinction to Väyu 
"das herumfahrende, in der Luft gehende, . .. ungesehene, nur durch sein 
Sausen wahrgenommene ... Phenomenon" (Die Religionen Indiens, I , p. 
51). - The explanation of the relation between tail and Wind - which is 
to recur in AV. 9, 7, 8 - is implied in päda d. ("Seul détail quelque peu 
topique", incorrectly Henry, p. 131). Moreover, tails were, at least in 
later times, used as fly-flaps. 

St. 14 ab: Ppp. 5 ab; 14 cd: Ppp. 4 cd, where ... pado yad r~abharp, ... ; 
no other occurrences. - Sinivälï is a patroness of childbirth, implored to 
grant offspring. - Süryä is the sun-maiden or "daughter of Sfuya, the 
Sun". There can be hardly any doubt that she was believed to have a 
fair skin; cf. the adj. süryatvac- (~V., AV., e.g. 2, 2, 2) "whose skin is 
like the sun". Henry, p. 131 opines that the Sun himself is meant who 
is not otherwise mentioned in these stanzas. - The Riser is no doubt a 
"Sondergott" (Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 26 f.), not "Beschliesser" 
(PW. I, 897 followed by Monier-Williams), but "the one who rises" (cf. 
ChU. 7, 8, 1). 

St. 15 ab: Ppp. 4 ab; 15 cd: Ppp. 5 cd, where deväs ... sarvam in c; 
no other occurrences. - Jämisa:rp.sa does not occur in other texts; A V. 
2, 10, I it follows "perdition" (nirrti-) etc. , meaning "curse pronounced 
by a relative". This idea was obviously-and in the usual way-con
sidered a power which could assume a more or less personal character. 
" On est irrésistiblement reporté a N arasa:rp.sa et à son 'frère', Ie Sa:rp.sä 
des Dieux (A. Bergaigne, Religion védique, Paris 21963, I, p. 307) ... ". 
(Henry, who p. 92 translates: "couple fraternel des Sa:rp.sas",l). It may 
be observed that -sarp,sa- mayalso mean " praise, wishing weIl" (see my 
remarks in Acta Orient. 20, p. 187), the general sense of the root being 
"to qualify or classify (a person) - 'favourably' or 'unfavourably' - by 
more or less solemn or authoritative statements" (cf. also Renou, in J. as. 
1939, p. 177 f.; G. Dumézil, Servius et la Fortune, Paris 1943, p. 76 ff.; 
Gonda, l.c.). - "Rumen" : kalaSa- means "jar, pitcher". It is not clear 
what part of the bull is his "vesseI", although it may be supposed to be 
one of his digestive organs; I guess, his rumen, which is shaped like an 
ancient jar or pitcher. My translation is a guess. The association with 
soma. may be due to the fact that the wooden soma tub (dr~akalaSa-) 
is frequently referred to in the ritual. Cf. also ~V. 9, 86, 11 etc. and 
Geldner, Der Rig-Veda übersetzt, 111, p. 8; Zimmer, Altind. Leben, p. 
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280. - "Divided ... ": lito "arranged in different directions" (vyakalpayan). 
St. 16: Ppp. 6, where sivarätrebhyo (1) in d; not found elsewhere.

"Dew-claws" (or, in general, similar parts of the leg of the victim; cf. 
also AV. 10, 9, 23): ku§thikälj" which were considered worthless for sacri
ficial purposes (cf. AiB. 2, ll, 10). - Saramä is in the :t;tV. Indra's messenger 
but in the later Vedic literature she is regarded as a bitch: "the bitch 
of the gods" (Yäska, Nir. ll, 25). In AV. 9, 7, 10 the apsarases are associ
ated with this part of the victim's body. It would be intelIigible if the 
dew-claw was here also associated with a divine figure which is conceived 
as an (unclean) dog: cc ••• de même qu'on abandonne aux chiens les restes 
dont les hommes ne veulent pas" (Henry, p. 132, referring to Zimmer, 
Altind. Leben, p. 233). Henry's translation is preferabIe to Whitney's 
("those dew-claws (were) Saramä's"). - "Hooves": "ils en firent des 
carapaces pour les tortues" (Henry, p. 132). For the röle of the tortoise 
in ancient Indian thought see Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 80; 102; 189; 
192; 226; 250 f. The hooves are AiB. 2, ll, 10 mentioned among those 
parts of the victim that "fall away"; SB. 4, 2, 4, 17 they are called 
"something different from the creatures themselves". - "Carrion-insects": 
"the mss. are divided between savarta- and svavarta-, while two have 
svasavarta-, and one sasavarta-. The occurrence of savartá- in TS. (5, 7, 
23, 1, also in connection with ábadhya-; in an enumeration of the parts 
of the sacrificial horse and of the deities and beings for whom these are 
destined: savavartän uvadhyena) determined the reading of our text ... " 
(Whitney-Lanman, p. 531). The pada text however divides the word, 
which favours the interpretation sva- "dog" +varta- "occurring in" or 
something like this. Hence, Henry, p. 132: "peut-être 'hundsfliegen' ". 
I would suggest : savarta- < *sava-varta- "subsisting on dead bodies", i.e. 
"carrion-beetles" and similar insects such as flies etc. feeding upon corpses 
and dead animaIs. - "Content ... ": ubadhya- or uvadhya- means the 
undigested grass etc. in the stomach or bowels of an animal killed for 
sacrificial purposes (:!;tV. 1, 162, 10 etc.). 

St. 17: Ppp. 7 where ... rak§a r§ad rätim (arätim Barret). As to päda a 
cf. AV. 19,36,2 a, .. nudate, dealing with an amulet (see Whitney-Lanman, 
p. 955); there are no other paraIleIs. - "Pounces upon": r§ati, probably 
from the root r§- "to move (with a quick motion), to flow quickly" (:!;tV. 
etc.), see also Dhätup. 28, 7; according to Monier-Williams (uncon
vincingly) "to stab, kiIl"; cf. also :t;tV. 1, 52, 7 hradá'l'ft ná h{ tvä nyr§ánty 
urmáyalj" not, with Geldner, "erfüIlen" , but "to fall down upon" (cf. 
:!;tV. 9, 95, 3). - "Bad fortune": avartim; according to Ppp. "malignity, 
adversity". - "Lord" or "spouse" (of the cows: patiJ;,). - "InviolabIe" for 
aghnya- cf. st. 2; 4; 19; there is indeed much to be said for Henry's 
translation "sacré". 

St. 18: Ppp. 8, where r1Jvanty (b) and sarve (c); no other occurrences.
cc ••• sacrifice": we nood not follow the Petr. Dict. and Monier-Williams 
in considering this form an adverb (cf. also C. Gaedicke, Der accusativ 
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im Veda, Breslau 1880, p. 241).-Cf. st. 9, and the note on päda 9 d.
"Les mérites du taureau (17) se reportent sur Ie prêtre qui dirige l'oblation 
(18), et ceux-ci sur Ie donateur (19)" (Henry, p. 132). - "Fires": viz. 
when the sacrifieer is to be cremated. It may be remembered that a dead 
Aryan was laid on the funeral pyre in the midst of three tires produced 
from the three sacred tires maintained by him (if he did so maintain 
them); these tires were combined by means of dry grass. The god of 
tire was however implored not to do harm to him (Caland, Todten- und 
Bestattungsgebräuche, p. 63 ff.). - "All the gods" seems preferabie to 
"the All-gods" (cf. Paipp.). - "Animate" : cf. e.g. VS. 8, 7. 

St. 19: Ppp. 9, where brähma'fJäya which seems preferabie (in päda a) 
and vi paSyatu (d); no paralleis. - "Bull": this must be the dakl?inä to 
be presented to the offieiant(s). - "One makes ... ": lito "one makes one's 
'mind' (manalL) wider" (variyaly" or: to a considerable degree wide), (which 
cannot however be adopted, with Whitney, as a translation, because this 
"wide" does not mean, like the English phrase, "of extensive scope, 
comprehending many objeets"), i.e. "one is to a eonsiderable degree 
relieved from mental distress, sorrow, anxiety", etc.; cf. also the Engl. 
a light heart etc.; "il met son eoeur à l'aise" (Henry, p. 92). For the impli
cations of "width, broadness, etc." see my observations in 1. 1. J. 1, 
p. 33 ff. - "Prosperity": ~tim, implying the ideas of thriving, increase, 
well-nourished condition, etc. - "Stabie" , or "cow-house, cow-pen etc." 
(go~tha-). 

St. 20: Ppp. 10, where tat is put af ter sarvam (c); no paralleis. - "Physi
cal ... ": tanübalám which seems to be a hapax. -Notice that here the 
mundane results of the rite are emphasized. 

St. 21: Ppp. 16, 26, 1 where however ayarp, pipäna indriyarp, gayärp, 
bibharti tejani in ab, and duhe instead of duhäm in d; no other occurrences, 
but cf. (c) AV. 7, 104, 1 b átharva'f}e sudUghärp, nityavatsäm. - "Burly" 
(pipänalL): see Bloomfield, in Am. J. Phil. 12, p. 443: "the root pi- 'to 
swell, fatten' ... offers an excellent basis for the meaning, not without, 
however, leaving some phonetic difficulties unsolved"; normally, it belongs 
to pä- "to drink" (cf. also Renou, Gramm. véd., p. 263; 272); is it, then, 
a reference to the usance of making the victim drink before the immolation 
(Dumont, L'Asvamedha, p. 165)?-lndra: cf. st. 9; 11.-"Conspicuous": 
cf. ~V. 9, 31, 1 (subject: the soma juices) rayirp, kr'f}vanti cétanam. -As 
to päda c compare AV. 7, 104, 1 b used Kaus. 66, 17 (see the note). It 
may be supposed that the milch-cow meant is identical with the animal 
mentioned in 7, 104. The bull when sacrificed will easily succeed in milking 
that mythical cow by means of which-if my hypothesis (see the note on 
Kaus. 66, 17) is right - individual existence may be continued. If so, 
Whitney-Lanman's translation : "let this one (bestow) a ... cow .. . ; let 
him yield inspired will beyond the sky" is to be rejected. As the verb 
duh- may mean "to milk" also in its middle forms (e.g. ~V. 7, 101, 1) 
and as with two accusatives it expresses the idea of "extracting, drawing 
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anything out of another thing", the question forces itself on me whether 
the poet intends to say that it is the vipaScit- who is 'extracted out' of 
the cow. The term vipaScit- "inspired (sage)" not rarely applies to divine 
persons (Vision, p. 115); here it may perhaps be the 'deified' sacrificer. 
Elsewhere, however it qualifies a life-giving plant (AV. 6, 52, 3), and, 
what is more interesting, the goat which plays a part in the savas (9, 
5, 13; cf. Kaus. 64, 23). - For vasam "at pleasure" see TS. 2, 1, 7, 7 vaSa'f!l
vä e~a carati yad uk~ä. 

St. 22; Ppp. 16, 26, 2, but with another second line: prajäm asmabhya'f!l
dadhatu rayi'f!l- ca dirghäyutväya sataSäradäya. To päda a compare :!;tV. 
2, 3, 9 a etc. p. subharo v. in connection with a son who it is hoped will 
be born. The second line agrees nearly with AV. 18, 4, 62 cd, where 
dádhatas and sacadhvam; cf. also HGS. 2, 10, 5 c (on the occasion of 
the mäsikam, i.e. oblations to the deceased ancestors to be offered every 
new moon) prajäm asmabhya'f!l- dadato rayi'f!l- ca dirghäyutva'f!l- ca satasärada'f!l
ca; KS. 7, 12 d p. a. janayan r. ca. - "Reddish-brown" or "reddish
yeUow, tawny" the adj. pisangarüpa- qualifies, in :!;tV. 1, 181, 5 the 
buUock of the Asvins; 8, 33, 3 of väja- ("regenerative power") consisting 
in cattIe; the poet of :!;tV. 2, 41, 9 speaks of rayi'f!l-. pisángasa'rfl-drsam 
"wealth of reddish-yeUow appearance". For the significance of this colour 
in general see also Aspects of early Viigmism, p. 107; 219; 235. - " ... 
nature ... " (nabhasá-) according to Roth, Petr. Dict. IV, 38 "dunstig", 
to Henry-who p. 132 suggests nábhaso vayodhá7y, "apportant la nourriture 
(qu'il tire) de la nuée":1-"en forme de nuée", to Whitney "clouded (1)". 
However, nabhas- is in connection with soma pavamäna (soma which 
is purified) used to indicate the rain-cloud as weU as the water with 
which the soma is mixed and the soma itself (:!;tV. 3, 12, 1); see the notes 
by Geldner, Rig-Veda übersetzt, lIl, p. 60 and Renou, Ét. véd. et pä:Q. 
IX, p. 78. Like the soma the clouded firmament represents and produces 
fecundity and continuance of life. It might therefore perhaps be supposed 
that this word-which as an adj. seems to be a hapax-means, as an 
expression borrowed from the Soma sphere, something like "of the nature 
of clouds". As is weU known those other representatives of fertility, the 
elephants, were in later times thought to be the cousins of the clouds 
(H. Zimmer, Myths and symbols in Indian art and civilization, Washington 
D.e. 1946, p. 102 ff.).-"Possessing ... ": for vayodhä- cf. AV. 12,3,14; 
Kaus. 61, 18. - "Valour": s~ma-, a term of ten associated with the name 
of the god Indra, who is su~min- "vigorous, courageous, efficacious, 
impetuous" (Epithets, p. 150; 181). The term applies also to rta- (:!;tV. 
4, 23, 10), medicinal herbs (:!;tV. 10, 97, 8; AV. 5, 5, 7), the irresistible 
war-drum (AV. 5, 20, 2) etc. - "Omniform": cf. also AV. 9, 5, 10, where 
the sacrificial goat, addressed as a unique milch cow is styled visvarüpä. 
Being visvarüpa- a deity "approaches immortal things" (:!;tV. 3, 38, 4= 
AV. 4,8,3); the epithet-which may no doubt imply the idea of "repre
senting and conditioning aU aspects of existence" - applies to the skilful 
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divine artificer Tvat;;tar, not necessarily suggesting that the god himself 
is "omniform" (e.g. 1;tV. 3, 55, 19 "the god T., the vivifier, the omniform 
one"; see Epithets, p. 112 f.). Cf. also AV. 6, 59, 3 where an amulet or 
herb is called "omniform" and "vivifying"; 10, 1, 1; 24 of a product of 
a 'sorcerer'. However, the fust being to be mentioned here is the androgyn
ous 1;tgvedic bull (vr~abha-) "Omniform" (3, 38, 4; 3, 56, 3) who is 1;tV. 
6, 41, 3 identified with the soma and 3, 62, 6 a qualification or manifes
tation of Brhaspati, "the lord of brahman". Cf. also AV. 4, 14, 9 (Kaus. 
64, 22); 4, 34, 8 (Kaus. 66, 6). - "Complete ... ": äyulj,. In the funeral 
stanza AV. 18, 4, 62 (see above) the Fathers are implored to approach 
and to assign the sa.me valuable assets. - Henry, p. 132 proposes, for the 
sake of the metre, to read dadhätu "he must assign". - "Attach": abhi
~ac- "to turn favourably to etc."; cf. sac- in AV. 12, 3, 2; 7; 16 etc. 

St. 23: Ppp. 4, where upehopaparcanam asmin ... priicatu. The stanza 
is a variant of 1;tV. 6, 28, 8 with which TB. 2, 8, 8, 12 and LätySS. 3, 3, 4 
completely agree (ûpedám u-m äsû go~fipa prcyatäm; rétasi for yad retalj, 
in c and viriJe at the end so that the sense is very different). Interestingly 
enough the stanza is in 1;tV. 6, 28 the last of a series of verses to be used 
"als Segen über die heimkehrenden Kühe" (Geldner, Rig-Veda übersetzt, 
lI, p. 127); see SäiJ.khGS. 3, 9. The same stanzas ex cept 8 (!) constitute 
AVS. 4, 21 (not in Paipp.), being prescribed by Kaus. 19, I in a rite for 
ailing kine and 21, 8 in one for the prosperity of cattIe when in the evening 
they return to their pen. In Vait. 21, 24 (dealing with the agnit;;toma) 
the sacrificer greets the cows intended as sacrificial gifts with this hymn.
"0 thou ... ": upaparcanam, according to the Petr. Dict., I, 958 "Bei
mischung", to Monier-Williams "coition, impregnation", to Whitney 
"closeness", the verb upa-prc- meaning "to approach; come near; mix, 
coupIe" (:!;tV. 5, 47, 6). Geldner, o.c., I, p. 128 while translating "Be
fruchtungsmittel" observes: "Am Schlusz ein Fruchtbarkeitszauber ... ; 
der Stier wäre der Stier der Herde, vr~abhásya rétasi in 1;tV. 9, 19, 4 vom 
Somasaft. Man könnte darum auch an die beiden Ingredienzien des Soma, 
Milch und den Pflanzensaft denken. Dann wäre u. 'Mischung'''. There 
can hardly be any doubt that the young bull of the v~otsarga rite is 
addressed here adjectivally rather than as a "means or instrument of 
mixing (sexually)" (for this meaning of -anam see Wackernagel-Debrunner, 
Altind. Gramm. lI, 2, p. 185); cf. also the reading of 1;tV. etc. (see above). 
-The repeated upa ("near (to)") is to enhance the effectiveness of the 
stanza as acharm (Stylistic repetition, p. 145). "Near" in c, viz. "to us", 
or rather "to our cows"; upa, viz. priicatu. - Indra: cf. st. 7; 11; 21.
"Virility": viryam, not "heroism" (Whitney-Lanman); according to the 
Petr. Dict. the 'concrete' meaning "semen" does not appear in Vedic 
literature. 

St. 24: Ppp. 3 without variation. Päda d recurs as AV. 18, 4, 62 d 
(see the note on stanza 22). The stanza is found, in a form which Whitney 
not quite convincingly regarded as much more acceptable, in TS.: 3, 3, 
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9, 1 followed af ter one intervening verse, by our st. 5 and 4 (see the above 
notes) ; and in PGS: 3, 9, 6. These texts read etarp, yuvänarp, pari (patirp" 
PGS.) vo dadämi tena kri(f,antis carata priyerw / mä naly, säpta janu§ä su
bhägä räyas po~e'fJ-a sam i~ä madema (d is nearly AV. 3,15, 8c), i.e. "I 
surrender this young one to you (as a husband, PGS.). Keep on playing 
with him who is dear. Do not curse us in (on account of) birth (1, see 
Keith, Veda BI. Y. School, p. 262). 0 ye fortunate ones; may we revel 
in abundance of wealth, in comfort-and-refreshment". St. 24 is quoted 
in Kaus. 24, 21 to accompany the sending away of the older bull and 
the release of the young one (vr~otsarga). (See also Caland, in Z.D.M.G. 
53, p. 220). The stanza is also referred to in Därila's comm. on Kaus. 
25, 24 (prescribing ritual acts in order to exorcize demons etc.). - "Place 
near", or "offer, present": práti dadhmaly,. - "Y oung male": yuvänam; as 
is well known this word is also used in connection with animals : KätySS. 
4, 9, 13; 25, 12, 9; Mbh. 1, 5570 C. - "Playing": the participle is, of 
course, feminine, the cows being addressed. The verb here denotes amorous 
amusements. - "According ... ": vasärp, anu; notice the piurai. - "Fail": 
the verb hä- expressing ideas such as "to leave, abandon, desert, forsake, 
quit" is also used for "giving up, deserting those who have a claim on 
one, e.g. ~V. 4, 18, 11; 8, 7, 31. Here the sense seems to be: "to fail, 
i.e. not to render the services expected, to disappoint one's hopes" . 
Henry's interpretation (p. 93; 133) is no doubt right: "ne nous frustrez 
pas en naissance", i.e. "ne nous laissez pas manquer de postérité".
"Birth", viz. of calves (and of children). 

66, 19. Here again only the pratika of the fust stanza of AV. 9, 7 
is quoted. Kesava however expressly states that the whole siitra is meant. 
The siikta (prose) is for the most part also found in Paipp. book 16. 
The Vaitänasiitra does not notice it. 

§ 1: Ppp. 16, 139, 1, where yamaly, krkätam is omitted. No paralleis. -
For ... ca ... ca " ... as well as ... " see my notes in Väk 5 (Poona 1957), 
p. 1 ff. - "The Supreme Being" see AV. 4, 11, 7 (Kaus. 66, 12): here 
different from Prajäpati but forming, with this god, a complementary 
pair. - "Horns": for similar correlations see AV. 9, 4, passim (Kaus. 
66, 18). - "Head" : Indra is the highest and mightiest of the gods and 
may as such have pride of place. - Agni is the leader of the gods 
(~V. 1, 188, 11; 4, 11, 5), who goes in front of them (3, 27, 7; AiB. 1, 
30, 8 f.). 

§ 2: Ppp. 2 inserting, af ter masti~kaly" satyarp, cak~ur rtarp, STotre prä'fJ-ä
pänau näsike "Truth (his) eye, ~ta (his) ears, breath and inhalation his 
nose". Satyam and rta occur as a complementary pair; see my notes 
in Oriens, 13-14 (Leiden 1961), p. 400 f. - Soma is of ten called "King"; 
see Die Religionen lndiens, I, p. 65: he is not only the ruler of plants 
and waters, but lord of the entire cosmos as far as it is subject to (peri
odical) growth and decay. Whereas the correlation of the jaws with 
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heaven and earth is clear, the association of soma with the brain is less 
evident. Has it anything to do with an ancient belief that the genius 
is in the brains, and that definite passions are, as fire, burning in the 
head (see e.g. Onians, o.c., p. 146 f.)?; cf. AV. 10, 2, 26; or rather with 
the effects of the soma intoxication which must have been perceptible 
in the drinker' s head? 

§ 3: Ppp. 3, giving only as far as dantäl}, adds pavamänal} prä'f}-al} 
"(Soma,) the one which is purifying himself, breath" : the root p'Ü- "to 
cleanse, purify" and its derivatives are also used in connection with the 
Maruts and wind (e.g. ~V. 10, 128, 2); the latter is correlated with breath. 
- "Lightning" : vidyut; the Hashing phenomenon is compared to a tongue, 
the tongues of fire (Agni) being likewise caIled jihvä-; cf. the compound 
vidyujjihva- "having a lightning-like tongue" (Räm. 7, 23, 1, 74).-The 
Maruts (see AV. 9, 4,8; Kaus. 66,18) are weIl known for their brilliance; 
they are golden, self-Iuminollil and shine like fire (Macdonell, Ved. Myth., 
p. 78); the whiteness and brilliance of the teeth are on the other hand 
of ten referred to in later Indian literature. - Revati(l}): the name of the 
fifth nak~atra ("constellation through which the moon passes, 'lunar 
mansion' "); see W. Kirfel, Die Kosmographie der Inder, Bonn-Leipzig 
1920, p. 139 and-for a list ofthe nak~atras as occurring in Vedic texts
Macdonell-Keith, Vedic Index, p. 409 ff. -Although Whitney (p. 547) is 
exaggerating- "the connection (of these asterisms) with the parts (of the 
body) to which they are assigned is, as in nearly all the other cases in 
this hymn, of the most purely imaginary and meaningless kind" - it must 
be conceded that in this case it is not easy to trace the lines followed 
by the fantasy of the author and his contemporaries. Perhaps the outward 
form of the constellation - which is in later times supposed to be that 
of a tambourine - may have played a part in this process. - The Krttikäs 
are the Pleiads, originaIly, the first, but in later times the third 'lunar 
mansion' . Consisting of six stars, it is sometimes represented as a Hame 
or as a kind of knife or razor. - "Shoulders": skandhäl}, "the upper part 
of the back, the region from the neck to the shoulder-joint".-Gharma-, 
the hot milk or any other hot beverage offered as an oblation and the 
caldron in which it is prepared (pravargya; cf. AV. 4,11,3; Kaus. 66, 12 
and AV. 7, 73); being identified with the sun (SB. 14, 1, 3, 17) it is revered 
as a godhead (deva-) and the lord of the universe (14, 1, 4, 11, quoting 
VS. 37, 18). - "Withers" : vaha-, "the shoulder of an ox or any draught 
animal, that part on which the yoke rests", and also "the shoulder-piece 
of a yoke". See also AV. 4, 11, 7 and 8 used Kaus. 66, 12, where mention 
is made of the animal's vaha- (there translated by "place of his drawing, 
conducting function"). As this part of the body is AV. 4, 11, 7 associated 
with Agni-the god who "bears (vah-) the oblations to the gods" (havya
vähana- etc.) -, the heat of fire communicated to the gharma may 
perhaps be supposed to be the missing link. 

§ 4: ppp. 4, reading viwa1fl- väyul} ka'Yfthal} (this word is omitted in 
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Barret's emended text) svargo lokalJ, kr~rpadrarp, vidhari1fi vivaSvalJ,; and 
then it adds the omitted part of AVS. 3 (but vas instead of vahalJ,). - "The 
words here in part (and in the last clause the distinction of subject and 
predicate) are wholly obscure" (Whitney-Lanman). For Henry's hazardous 
conjectures see ibid., p. 140. - "All", i.e. viewed as analysable, as a sum 
of units ("Ie tout disséminé; comme éparpillement" '. L. Silburn, Instant 
et cause, Paris 1955, p. 53; 120), not as undivided and complete totality : 
in later (Vedanta) philosophy visva- is a term for the faculty which per
ceives individuality, or the faculty experiencing the external world while 
we are awake (S. Dasgupta, A history of Indian philosophy, I, Cambridge, 
31951 , p. 424), hence "the individual" (ibid. 11, Cambridge 1932, p. 76). 
Does the text refer to a similar idea conceived in a more 'primitive' way? 
Is Vayu mentioned here because he is visvadeva- (!;tV. 1, 142, 12) or en
compasses all things in the universe (A V. 4, 25, I)?? - The meaning of 
the hapax kr~1fadrá- is obscure; does the pada-text, dividing kr~1fa-drám 
interpret it as "black -runner"? - "Whirlwind": nive~yá- means "whirlpool 
(SB. 5, 3, 4, 11), whirlwind or any similar phenomenon" (VS. 25, 2 where 
it is associated with the head of the sacrificial horse); according to the 
Petr. Dict. IV, 227 here "ein Theil am Ober- oder Vorderkörper des 
Thieres (viell. Wir bel) " , ?? - "Separator, divider, distributer etc." may be 
'literal' translations of the obscure vidhára1fï-. 

§ 5 : Ppp. 6 and 8 bc inserting as 7 and 8 a A VS. 7. - "Eagle" or "faIcon" 
(see Bloomfield, in J.A.O.S. 16, p. 1 fr.): because this bird (syena-) , "the 
king of birds" , is believed to have co me into existence "from the heart 
in Indra's breast" (SB. 12,7,1, 6)?-" ... belly": päjasya-, see AV. 4, 
14, 8 (päja iti balaniima, tatra hitam udaragatam uvadhyam, comm.), where 
it is correlated with the dhruvii quarter, the middle with the atmosphere; 
VS. 25, 8 "the belly (of the sacrificial horse) belongs to Aditi (who, in a 
way, represents universal motherhood)"; SB. 10, 6, 4, 1 "the atmosphere 
is the belly (udaram) , the earth the päjasyam". Both belly and atmosphere 
occupy a position in the centre.-For Brhaspati see AV. 9, 4, 8 and 10; 
for the hump 9, 4, 8. Brhaspati who is related to the upper region (SB. 
5, 5, 1, 12) is SB. 5, 3, 1, 2; 5, 5, 1, 12 associated with the white-backed 
bullock. - " Brhatï-" is the name of a Vedic metre, consisting of 36 sylla
bIes. Sets of such metres are mentioned SB. 8, 6, 2, 3 in a discussion 
of the hymns and stanzas meant 'symbolically' to represent certain parts 
of Agni-Prajapati's bird-shaped body which the ceremony is intended to 
reconstruct; in the same passage jagati stanzas are said to be the spine. 
Forming a plurality the brhatïlJ, are here associated with the joints of the 
spinal column. In Susruta's medical handbook the term denotes a part 
of the body between the breast and the backbone. - "Vertebrae": kïkasiilJ, 
seem to be the cartilagines costarum, i.e. the cartilages of the ribs connected 
with the breast-bone; according to V. W. Karambelkar, The Atharva
veda and the Ayur-Veda, Nagpur 1961, p. 90 "probably the cervical 
porti on of the vertebral column". The association of this anatomical 
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term with the brhati metre may be explained from the number of the ribs, 
which according to Susruta (see A. F. R. Hoernle, Studies in ancient 
Indian medicine, J.R.A.S. 1906, p. 915 ff.; 1907, p. I ff. ; Karambelkar, 
o.c., p. 82) is thirty-six. 

§ 6: Ppp. 9 where Barret altered P'!§táya (sic) into P'!§tya(M.
"Spouses ... ": ~V. I, 22, 9; 5, 46, 7 etc. Whereas these wives of the 
gods are in the ~V. mentioned occasionally, they have in the brähma:Qas 
an established pI ace assigned to them in the cult (SB. I, 9, 2, Il). The 
terms P'!§ti- and parsu- which according to the dictionarioo are synony
mous ("rib") are likewise found together AV. 10, 9, 20. Does the former 
denote the back (cf. Karambelkar, o.c., p. 81), the latter the front of 
the ribs? (cf. the etymological problem presented by the words (Mayr
hofer, Etym. Wtb., Il, p. 337 f.).-The upasadal}, constitute a ceremony 
preceding the pressing of the soma and lasting several days (see e.g. 
Eggeling, in S.B.E. 26, p. 104 ff.). In SB. 3, 4, 4, I they are said to be the 
neck of the sacrifice. As they are performed twice a day (Eggeling, in 
S.B.E. 43, p. 316) they are SB. 10, 2, 5, I regarded as "the two strong
holds" between which the fireplace is built; according to Il, 2, 7, 27 
they are "(of a) backward direction". Hence the association with the 
ribs? Henry (p. 140) seems to be mistaken in identifying the upasadal}, 
with the wives of the gods. 

§ 7: Ppp. 7 and 8a.-Mitra etc.: cf. AV. 9, 4, 8 and 12. For the 
representations of these gods by other ideas or identities occuITing in 
pairs see Eggeling, in S.B.E. 44, p. 550 f. ; for an association with the arms 
SB. 5, 3, 5, 28; 5, 4, I, 15.-Tva~tar (cf. AV. 9, 4, 10) and Aryaman: 
an uncommon combination. - "Shanks": do§an- is "the fore-arm" and 
the lower part of the fore-foot of an animal. "No part of Tva~tar's physical 
form is mentioned except his arm or hand ... " (Macdonell, Ved. Myth., 
p. Il6). Aryaman, the divine family friend and best man represented 
various social ties. His presence in this company can hardly be due to 
his propensity for giving (e.g. AV. 3, 20, 3). -Mahädeva, "the Great 
God", is a form of the god Rudra-Siva (VS. 39, 8). In SB. Il, 5, 3, 5 
the Agnihotra milk is said to belong to Mahädeva "when lifted up"; 
in 6, 9, 6-9 he is the god who slays the cattIe. For another correlation 
see TA. 3, 21, I mahadevam antal},parsvena "the ftesh at both sides". In 
later texts the elements and provinces of the cosmos were assigned as 
'stations' to the aspects of the great god Siva; see e.g. MärkP. 52, 8 f., 
and especially H . Meinhard, Beiträge zur Kenntnis des Sivaismus nach 
den Purä:Qa's, Berlin 1928. These AV. passages may be regarded as 
heralding the more systematic classification and identifications of 
later times. 

§ 8: omitted in Ppp. - Indrä:Qi, Indra's wife (SB. 14, 2, I , 8), several 
times referred to in ~V. and AV. - "Hinder ... ": cf. AV. 9, 4, 13. - Väyu: 
cf. AV. 9, 4, 13. - "Hairs ... ": valiil}" "whisk" (Whitney) ; the word is 
also used for the "hair-sieve", with which (SB. 12, 7, 3, Il; 12, 8, I, 14) 
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surä "liquor (a sort of beer)" is purified. Soma is purified by means of a 
sieve of sheep's hair. 

§ 9: Ppp. 10. For sro~i- "hips and loins, buttocks" cf. AV. 9, 4, 13.
"Force": Henry, p. 141 , referring to Zimmer, Altind. Leben, p. 194 
supposes the third estate to be meant; the association may indeed have 
been suggested by the fact that "through the third estate nobility becomes 
strong" (SB. 4, 3, 3, 6; 9 visä vai k~atriyo balavän bhavati); cf. also 3, 
6, 1, 24. 

§ 10 : Ppp. 11 where t rtalJ, saphälJ,. -Dhätar, the "Establisher, Order
er" , name of a 'Sondergott' personifying these functions and presiding 
over various processes implying founding, establishing, arranging etc. In 
SB. 9, 5, 1, 37 he is identified with the Sun (Aditya); in AV. 9, 7, 21; 
5, 3, 9; 7, 17, 4; 8, 1, 15; 14, 1, 33; 19, 20, 1; 19, 31, land 3 he is mentioned 
together with Savitar, the sun as a dynamic power and the great stimulator 
of life and motion in the universe. - "Knees": cf. 9, 4, 12. - "Gandharvas": 
genii concerned with conception, procreation etc. (Die Religionen Indiens, 
I, p . 101), partners of the apsarases, nymphs living in water, forest and 
atmosphere, with whom they are frequently associated (AV. 8, 5, 13; 
12, 1, 23; 50 etc.). They are TS. 5, 7, 15 more intelligibly connected with 
the penis and the scrotum of the sacrificial horse. The gandharva Visvä vasu 
is J;tV. 10, 139, 5 called a measurer of space and in several passages "the 
gandharva" is closely connected with some form of celestial light.
"Shanks" : according to AV. 19, 60, 2 the place of speed. Here the hind
legs (from the ankles to the knees) must be meant; see § 7. - "Hoofs": 
cf. AV. 9, 4, 16. -Aditi is J;tV. 1, 136, 3 called a supporter of the races 
of men and their settlements. 

§ 11: Ppp. 12 inserts, af ter medhä, harimä pitum (t harimä cittam, 
Barret, ?) which must mean "jaundice his juice". For hariman- see J. 
Filliozat, La doctrine classique de la médecine indienne, Paris 1949, p. 
89 f. - "Thought": cetas- "intelligence, thought, consciousness" viewed as 
a power-substance (cf. e.g. AV. 6,41,1; 64, 2; 6, 116,3; VS. 34, 3). Cf. 
e.g. R. N. Dandekar, Der vedische Mensch, Heidelberg 1938, p. 66 ff. : 
"Die cit-Fähigkeit ermöglicht dem Menschen, eine unmittelbare An
schauung von Gegenständen zu haben". For the heart as the seat of 
'thought' and as the organ with which one is able to see what is denied 
to the physical eye see Vision, ch. XII etc. - "Wisdom" : medhä-: Vision, 
p. 57f.; 104; 127 etc. ; Renou, Ét. véd. et pä1).. I, p. 3; IV, p. 13 (also 
"enlightenment"). - "Liver" was widely regarded as one of the important 
organs, for instance because it was like heart, head, eye a receptacle of 
power, 'seelenhaltig' (for this idea in general see the now somewhat 
antiquated expositions by E. Arbmann, Zur primitiven Seelenvorstellung, 
in Le monde oriental, 20 (1926), p. 85 ff. and 21 (1927), p. 1 ff. and L. 
Lévy-Bruhl, L'ame primitive, Paris 1927) or seat of emotions (see e.g. 
Onians, o.c., p. 84 ff.; 505 f.; H . Ringgren, Israelitische Religion, Stuttgart 
1963, p. 109). The well-known use of this part of the body of a victim 
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for prognostic purposes ('Leberschau': some literature may be found in 
O. Schrader-A. Nehring, RealI. der idg. Altertumskunde, II, Berlin
Leipzig 1929, p. 144 and F. Heiler, Erscheinungsformen und Wesen der 
Religion, Stuttgart 1961, p. 277 ff.) likewise shows that the liver was 
considered a bearer of knowiedge, or at least a means of obtaining know
ledge. In ancient Babylonia the liver had indeed great importance as 
the organ of the mind and in Rome also it appears to have been the 
seat of consciousness not limited to love and anger: Pacuvius, fr. 83 R. 
plusque ex alieno iecore sapiunt quam ex suo. For the liver as the seat 
or storehouse of vital power see also Bargheer, in Hdwtb. des deutschen 
Abergl. V, 976 ff. ; A. C. Kruyt, in Hastings, E.R.E. VII, p. 233 (Indonesia). 
- " ... observance" or, what would perhaps suit this context more satis
factorily, "domaine ou s'exerce la volonté divine" (Renou, Ét. véd. et 
päI).. IV, p. 46): vrata-, cf. AV. 4, 1I, 6 (quoted Kaus. 66, 12). - "Peri
cardium": according to Monier-Williams, following the Petr. Dict., either 
"the pericardium or some ot her organ near the heart" (thus Henry) or 
"the intestines" ("pituitary gland", Karambelkar, o.c. , p. 93); cf. also 
AV. 10, 9, 15; VS. 25, 8; 39, 9; KätySS. 6, 7, 1I; SB. 8, 5,4,6 etc. There 
exists also a form pulitat- (MS.); the word is etymologically obscure. In 
VS. 25, 8 (horse sacrifice) it is associated with the firmament (antarik~a-), 
Uvata and Mahldhara explaining: hrdayäcchiidakam antram; 39, 9 
(pravargya) with Pasupati. 

§ 12: Ppp. 13, where prasa (plasayalJ" Barret). - "Hunger" etc.: the 
association is evident. - " ... food": irä-, also "refreshment in generai" 
and "any refreshing Huid." -The vani~thu- is according to commentaries 
either "the rectum" or "a particular part of the intestines near the 
omentum"; cf. comm. (SäyaI).a) ~V. 10, 163, 3 ; AV. 2, 33, 4 sthaviräntra
("pelvic colon", Karambelkar, o.c., p. 295). - "Vessel ... ": "pliiSi- nach 
SäyaI).a "Lunge, Milz usw.". Nach den Komm. zu VS. 25, 8 "die Gefäsze 
der Peniswurzel". Komm. AV. 2, 33, 3 bahucchidrän malapäträt" (Geldner, 
~V. übers. lIl, p. 390, on ~V. 10, 163, 4, translating "Gekröse~"); hence 
"the vessel of excreta with many holes" (Karambelkar, o.c., p. 93; but 
p. 295 "spleen". Cf. also SB. 12, 9, I , 3 describing the birth of man from 
the sacrifice ("Indra's cake is his heart etc."): pliiSily, satätr?L1J4 tad yat sä 
bahudhä vitr?L1J4 bhavati tasmät plasir bahudhä vikrttaly, "the (pan) perfo
rated with a hundred holes, the pliiSi-, - and inasmuch as that (pan) is 
much perforated, therefore that organ (p.) is much divided." 

§ 13: Ppp. 16, af ter AVS. 17. - "Kidneys": this organ was e.g. in 
ancient Germany considered an important 'power-bearer' (F. Eckstein, 
in Hdwtb. d. deutsch. Abergl. II, 1602). - "Passion" : manyu-, elsewhere 
translatabie by "ardour, fury, rage (Kampfwut); grief, afHiction".-For 
the relations between diseases, temperament, physical defects and pe
culiarities etc. and the organs of the body see e.g. J. Jolly, Medicin, 
Strassburg 1901, p. 39 ff.; E. Abegg, Indische Psychologie, Zürich 1945, 
p. 98 fr.; W. Kirfel, Die fünf Elemente, Bonn 1951. 
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§ 14: Ppp. 17 reading samudro vastir ("ocean (his) bladder") ruzdi . .. 
üdho var~. pat. stanäly,. - The hapax sütri- was translated by "Geburts
glied" (Petr. Dict.), "matrice" (Henry), "birth-giver" (Whitney), 
"genitals" (Monier-Williams) etc. It may be remembered that the animal 
is androgynous. "Womb" seems to suit the context best. - "Lords": 
patayaly,; for the conception of "Herr eines Wirkungsbereiches" see Die 
Religionen Indiens, I, p. 37. - "Thunder-cloud" - a meaning given for 
later texts, e.g. BhägP. 8, 10, 49 - is no doubt intended, not "thunder"; 
in ~V. 4, 3, 10 the hermaphrodite primeval bull (cf. also Agrawala, 
Thousand-syll. speech, I, p. 136 etc.) is said to have yielded milk from 
his udders, the celestial udder of the cow Pfsni, the mother of the Maruts 
being the rain-cloud (e.g. ~V. I, 64, 5; 2, 34, 10). 

§ 15: Ppp. 18 where visvavyacaly, (neuter) and roma?l-i. - The relation 
between a divine pers on or concept known as "the all-embracing (one), 
the co-extensive with all things" and the hide is easily understood. "Em
bracing or absorbing all things" (vyacas- "expanse, compass") which 
~V. 3, 46, 4 applies to the spring of inspired thoughts, that is Indra, 
is-as we have seen in the note on Kaus. 61, 24-used to qualify the 
sun, the wind, Aditi and the cauldron used for heating the sacrificial 
milko According to VS. 15, 17 and SB. 8, 6, I, 18 Visvavyacas is beside 
Agni, Väyu etc. associated with a quarter of the sky (the West) and a 
season (rainy season); SB. 8, 6, I, 18 explains his name as "the sun"; 
TB. 1, 5, 1, 5 visvavyacaly, parastad visvak~itir avastat; 2, 4, 2, 7 visvavyaca 
aditily, süryatvak; "1'Espace en tant qu'embrasseur" (Henry, p. 141), less 
probable. - For "hair" and "plants" see ~V. 1, 65, 8 where the latter 
are called "the hair of the earth"; BhägP. 4, 24, 22. - "Constellations": 
see the note on § 3. - "Form", because I suppose the constellations are 
mainly characterized by their forms. Similarly, VS. 25, 9. 

§ 16: Ppp. 14 reading ... abhra u. (atra u., Barret).-"Host ... ": 
although literally meaning "(troop or host of) divine beings" (cf. e.g. 
AV. 6, 19, I) the term devajana- is SB. 10, 5, 2, 20 distinguished from 
gods (deva-) as well as 'demons' (asura-) , but 13, 4, 3, 10 it is clearly 
identical with the rak~as- "evil, demoniac being(s)"; in AV. 6, 56, 1 they 
are snakes (euphemism); cf. also 11, 9, 5. The expres sion sarpadevajana
VS. 30, 8 (cf. rak~odevajana- SäIi.khB. 2, 2) seems to convey the same 
meaning; cf. also SäIikhSS. 6, 2, 2; Kane, Hist. Dharmasästra, II, p. 
821, n. 1946 is no doubt right in taking the formula sarpadevajanebhyaly, 
svaha in the sarpabali (cf. e.g. AsvGS. 2, 1, 9) to mean "serpents that 
are a divine host" (or the "d. h. of the s.") ; not "s. and the d. h." or 
"serpents, gods and men" (A. F. StenzIer, Ind. Hausregeln, I, Leipzig 
1864, Abh. De. Morgenl. Ges. 3, 4, p. 65). This is not to deny that the 
compound sarpadevajanavidya- may elsewhere (ChU. 7, 1, 2) rather mean 
"knowledge of (averting) snakes and 'demonology' (i.e. knowledge of the 
means of averting demoniac beings" (euphemism): see B. Faddegon, in 
Acta Orientalia, 4, Leiden 1926, p. 42 fr.; devajanavidya alone occurs 
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e.g. SB. 13, 4, 3, 10. - "Intestines, bowels": cf. 9, 4, 14. The serpents are 
also gratified with the entrails of the sacrificial horse (VS. 25, 7).
"Entrails" : iintra- is by the comm. AV. 1, 3, 6 explained as udariintargata
puritat-; by SäyaI).a on 1;tV. 10, 163, 3 as puritad annapiinayor iidhii
nabhütam; gudii- by the latter, ibid.: yäbhir niüfibhir annarasal}, samäna
viiyunä dhiitut}u niyate. - "Devourer": atra- occurs, as a generic name of 
a class or sort of demons 1;tV. 1, 129, 8; 5, 32, 8; AV. 10, 10, 21 where 
these beings are said to have been born from the entrails of the cow 
meant at Kaus. 66, 20. 

§ 17: Ppp. 15, inverting the order of the two clauses. - " ... beings": 
rakt}ärp,si. - "Other Folk": itarajaniil}" a euphemistic name of certain 
beings who appear to be regarded as spi rits of darkness; AV. 8, 10, 28 
they are correlated with concealment; cf. also 11, 9, 16; 11, 10, 1 ("classes 
of deities other than serpents" comm.); VS. 24, 36 ("so, in England, 
fairies are called Folk, People, Neighbours; in Germany, Little Folk, in 
Switzerland, HilI People and Earth People" , Griffith, White YV. transl., 
p. 263); TS. 5, 5, 19, 1. 

§ 18 : Ppp. 19, following AVS. 15, reading pavarp, ... instead of pibo ... 
and preceding 20 < isiino, Barret > bhütyäl}, prajäyäl}, pasünärp, bhavati ya 
evarp, veda "he becomes a master of prosperity, of progeny, of cattie who 
knows thus". - "Cloud" : abhra- is the "rain-cloud"; in English and in 
Dutch the weather may be called "greasy" ("vet"), i.e. "thick, dirty, 
damp". Cf. also passages such as 1;tV. 1, 181, 8 where clouds are said to 
have swollen. - "Finale": Henry is doubtless right so far that nidhanam 
which means, inter alia, "the concluding passage of a säman" and "any 
finale or conclusion" is deliberately placed at the end of the long enumer
ation. In JUB. 1, 12, 2 Prajäpati af ter creating the creatures gave the 
nidhana- to the Fathers, who "rest on" it. 

§ 19 is wanting in Ppp. - Agni: as the ritual fire. - The Asvins are 
matutinal gods who come from heaven (1;tV. 8, 8, 7), from the air (8, 8, 3), 
from heaven and air (8,8,4; 8, 9, 2) etc. - §§ 19 and 20 are built chiastically. 

§ 20: Ppp. 21. - Indra is, it is true, traditionally connected with the 
eastern quarters but AV. 6, 98, 3 he is king of East and North and also 
connected with the other regions ; in 3, 72, 2 he is the lord of the South, 
whereas in 1 Agni is the lord of the East (cf. also Macdonell, Vedic Myth., 
p. 34); also SB. 3, 2, 3, 16 etc. 

§ 21: Ppp. 22. - For Dhätar see § 10 where he is likewise coupled with 
Savitar. The West is assigned to Savitar in SB. 3, 2, 3, 18, where Pathyä 
Svasti "Happy Journey" is connected with the North, which elsewhere 
is Rudra's region (e.g. SB. 14, 2, 2, 38); but Dhätar is SB. 9, 5, 1, 37 
identified with the sun. 

§ 22: Ppp. 23 where trr}iin. - "King Soma": see § 2. - "Grass" : Soma 
is king of herbs and plants (1;tV. 10, 97, 18; 19; 22), and the essence of 
cows (9, 97, 31). 

§ 23 : Ppp. 24 reading iivrtta iinanda ikt}amär.w miträvaru'f./-au. - The. two-
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clauses form a chiasm. - For the eye of Mitra and VaruI).a, the sun, see 
Macdonell, o.c., p. 23; Mitra sees with never-closing eyes (~V. 3, 59, I); 
the omniscience of these two gods is essentially the power of universa) 
vision (R. Pettazzoni, The all-knowing god, London 1956, p. 120).
"DeJight" (änanda-): intense joy and happiness, sensual as well as ce
lestial; of ten translated, in German, by "Wonne". In ~V. 9, 113, 6 
("Verherrlichung der himmlischen Freuden und der Unsterblichkeit", 
Geldner, Rig-Veda übersetzt, lIl, p. ll9) it is produced by soma (cf. 
st. 12); cf. also AV. 10,2,9: ll, 7, 26; ll, 8, 24; SB. 10,3,5, 13f. 

§ 24: Ppp. 25 reading vaisvänaralf "belonging to all men" instead of 
vaisvadevalf. - The adjective "belonging to all the gods" should be taken 
literally: AV. 7, 27, 1 (I<;lä); 8, 7, 4 (the plants); 12,2,28; 12,5,53 (the 
brahman's cow).-This interesting line assigns to Prajäpati (AV. 4, ll , 7 
and ll; Kaus. 66,12; AV. 9, 7, I etc.), "the first-born ofrta" (AV. 12, 
I, 61), the creator (10, 7, 8) and the Lord of creatures, who maintains 
all the worlds (10, 7, 7) and who is also called "the Highest Being" 
(param~thin-, 9, 3, ll), a position between the plurality of all (visva-) 
the divine powers and the one and unanalysable All (sarvam). - In AV. 
10, 10, 30 the cow is identified with Prajäpati, in 4, ll, 7 the sacred 
draught-ox (Kaus. 66, 12). 

§ 25: Ppp. 26 etad vai va rupam, omitting the two other words. -
"That" (neuter) must refer to sarvam in 24. - " ... everything" ("omni
form"): cf. AV. 9, 4, 22 (Kaus. 66, 18); 9, 5, 10; 9, 6, 55-59; in 13, 1,8 
the sun is said to have examined the "all (visva-)-formed"; in 10, 7, 8 
Prajäpati's creation is called "omniform"; 10, 8, I the omniform, 
combining, becomes one only (ekam eva).-" .. . All" (sarvarupa-): cf. SB. 
13, 4, 2, I (in connection with the sacrificial horse): "who is characterized 
with all forms ... worth a thousand ... "; KätySS. 20, 1,29.-" ... cow", 
rather than "of kine-form" (Whitney), because, it would appear to me, 
the ox is equalized to, or identified with, the cow which is extolled in 
AV. 10, 10 (see Kaus. 66, 20) as a cosmic power of the first rank. 

§ 26: Ppp. 27, where upainam rupavantalf ("with a beautiful form") 
paSavas ... , less acceptable. - " ... who knows thus": the well-known 
closing formula ; see e.g. also AV. 9, I, 22 ff.; 9, 6, 45 ff. and frequently 
in the brähmaI).as. 

66, 20. Here Kesava prescribes the use of AV. 10, 10 (hence Lanman's 
correction in Whitney's introductory note) and the anuväka (section) 
beginning with AV. 12, 4, I, i.e. the siikta 12, 4. - "Cow": vasä-of 
uncertain origin; not with A. Walde-Jo Pokorny, Vergl. Wtb. d. idg. Spr. 
I, Berlin-Leipzig 1930, p. 214; 244 to be connected with vas- "to will, 
command, de sire etc." - denotes especially a barren cow (freemartin 1), 
although this limitation is of ten not indicated by the texts themselves. 
The word seems to have primarily denoted a cow which is neither in 
calf, nor suckling; the commentators however of ten explain it as meaning 
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a sterile cow (e.g. the comm. Därila on Kaus. 44, 1: vasa=gaur ya garbharp, 
na grh'f}iiti; cf. also Petr. Dict. VI, 821). Cf. e.g. ~V. 2, 7, 5; AV. 7,113,2. 
A barren cow may, for economical reasons, have been preferred in sacri
ficing ; a vasa is indeed of ten qualified as anUbandhya- "to be bound for 
slaughtering" (e.g. TS. 2, 2, 9, 7; KS. 10, 1). See also Macdonell-Keith, 
Vedic Index, II, p. 273. There may however also be a magico-religious 
motive for giving an abnormal animal to brahmans; see the note on 
AV. 10, 10, 16. -" ... injunctions": cf. 63, 20; 22. 

AV. 10, 10 occurs with a somewhat varied order of stanzas also in 
Paipp.: 16, 107-110. It is not noticed in the Vaitänasütra.-To the comm. 
A V. we owe the following introduction: "In this sükta the cow is, not 
only according to what has been said in the former sükta, a being 
consisting of flesh fit for sacrifice, but she has immediately af ter being 
slaughtered become a great deity and is, 'consisting (having the nature 
of, identical with) of the All' (sarvatmika) among the gods, being worthy 
of worship among those worthy of worship. In this and other ways her 
glory and exalted position are praised". The same comm. adds that 
according to those who know the tradition one has to perform the following 
acts to the accompaniment of this sükta: the touching of the oblations 
which have been presented, the sarp.päta, the recitation by the 'giver' 
and the presentation of the sacrificial gifts. "Hymne à la Vache, analogue 
au précédent (AV. 10, 9, see Kaus. 65, 1 ff.), à cela près qu'il n'est plus 
question de la Sataudanä: la Vache, qui se nomme Aghnyä et Sataudanä 
en 9, s'appelle ici de préférence Vasä" (Henry, Les livres X, XI et XII 
de l'AV., Paris 1896, p. 85). Ludwig, Rigveda, III, p. 534 places the 
title "Kuhkult" at the head of his translation. P. Deussen, though right 
in stating (Allg. Geschichte der Philosophie, I, I, Leipzig 1920, p. 233) 
that, as appears from "den ihr beigelegten Prädikaten" the vasa- is "das 
schaffende und tragende Prinzip aller Dinge" , did no justice to the 
character of the text: "die Aussagen unseres Dichters über die vasa-, 
über ihr Verhältnis zu dem Opfer, zu den Göttern, zu den Dingen (sind) 
so wenig zusammenstimmend, und die über dieselben vorgebrachten 
Mythen tragen so sehr das Gepräge des Geheimnisvollen, ohne doch 
eigentlich tiefsinnig zu sein, dass wir nicht an den philosophischen Ernst 
des Verfassers glauben können, vielmehr in seinem Gedichte ein Stück 
Philosophie und Geheimnistuerei im Dienste äusserer, materieller Zwecke 
zu erkennen meinen". The author is mistaken in expecting "a piece of 
philosophy" in this text and fails to ask himself what could be the deeper 
sense underlying the "Geheimnistuerei im Dienste materieller Zwecke". 
More convincingly: H. Lommel, Die alten Arier, Von Art und Adel ihrer 
Götter, Frankfurt a. M. 1935, p. 117 f. 

St. lab: chiasmus; see Stylistic repetition, ch. V. - It is not clear to 
me why special mention is made of tail and hoofs. 

St. 2. "Declivities" : see R. Pischel in R. P. and K. F. Geldner, Ved. 
Studien, II, Stuttgart 1897, p. 66; Henry, in Revue critique, 34 (1892), 
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p. 426; W. Neisser, in Fs. Hillebrandt, Halle S. 1913, p. 152 ff.; Oldenberg, 
in Fs. Windiseh, Leipzig 1914, p. 116 ff.; Renou, Ét. véd. et päJ).. IV, 
p. 100; VIII, p. 54; IX, p. 87 ("déclivité, étendue-droite-au-Ioin"); other 
references in Mayrhofer, Etym. Wtb. II, p. 367. These 'declivities' may, 
or may not, be beds of torrents. - "Seven" cf. AV. 4, 11, 9 (Kaus. 66, 
12); 12, 3, 16 (Kaus. 61, 13). Cf. ~V. 4, 19, 3 where in connection with 
the Vrtra it reads: saptá práti praváta äsáyanam,. 9, 54, 2 in connection 
with seven 'streams' of soma (" 'fleuves' pour pravát- avec Hillebrandt 
et Lüders, est moins nécessaire que 4, 19, 3", Renou, Ét. véd. et. päJ).. 
VIII, p. 87). - ~V. 1, 34, 7; 8, 5, 8; 8, 32, 22 the "three distances" seem 
to be the unlimited cosmie distances. The two nouns of line 1 may in 
any case be supposed to refer to cosmie or cosmogonic concepts of funda
mental importance, probably something like the vertical and horizontal 
dimensions of the universe. -The phrase "head of ... " ("most important 
element of ... ") occurs also AV. 13, 4, 40; cf. also SB. 13, 3, 3, 10 where 
the "twenty-one-fold" fue-place (see Eggeling, in S.B.E. 44, p. 334, n. 2) 
is said to be the head and the top of the sacrifice. What is the connection 
between päda c and the fust line? In GB. 1, 2, 16 the stanza is quoted 
and eXplained as follows: the seven declivities are the expirations (pratLäM, 
the seven distances the inhalations (apänal},) , the head of the sacrifice is 
the brahmaudana accompanied by the recitation of mantras. "The man 
who performs a brahmaudana without the mantras performs a sacrifice 
without a head" (the text is corrupt). - "Accept": the verb prati-grh
which occurs several times in this sükta (cf. st. 25; 27) has, in the dharma
sästras, a technical meaning. Medhätithi (IXth cent.) on Manu 4, 5 
observes that "merely taking an object from another person does not 
constitute pratigraha- as understood in the dharma books. The term is 
applicable only to a particular kind of acceptance, viz. when a person 
accepts what is given by the donor with the idea that the latter will derive 
from that act some unseen spiritual result (adr§ta- or pury,ya-) and when 
in making the gift a Vedic mantra is repeated" (naiva grahary,amatra1(t 
pratigrahal},. visi§ta eva svikare pratip'Ürvo grhry,atir vartate. adr§tabuddhya 
diyamary,a1(t mantrap'Ürva1(t grhry,atal}, pratigraho bhavati). 

St. 3. "In her": asyam, viz. vasayam ("the cow"). - "Clear-sighted": 
vicak§ary,a- may mean "visible, bright, perceptible; clear-sighted, clever, 
wise". In the ~V. it is a frequent epithet of soma: e.g. 9, 12,4 divó ndbha 
vicak§ary,al}, "(Ie dieu) qui regarde au loin au nombril du ciel" (Renou, 
o.c., VIII, p. 9); 9, 37, 2 "the well-seeing" (Bhawe, Somahymns, II, 
p. 70); 9, 86, 23 "du Weitbliekender" (Geldner); I also refer to Geldner
Nobel, Rigveda übersetzt, IV, p. 227 f.; Bergaigne, Rel. védique, I, p. 
185 f., and my Vision, p. 193 f.: "clear-sighted, wise, possessed of an 
'omniscience' which is based essentially on the power of sight". - "In 
her": Henry, p. 85 is no doubt right: "tout ce qui a été dénommé réside 
dans la Vache". For the 'identity' of Soma and milk see e.g. ~V. 2,13,1 
and, further on, st. 32; Lommel, o.c., p. 117 f. 
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St. 4. "By whom" is in the text anaphorically repeated. - "Thousand": 
i.e. "infinite", cf. e.g. AV. 9, 4, 9 (Kaus. 66, 18). See e.g. also VS. 17, 74 
"the great cow, the thousand-streamed, teeming with milk" (cf. the note 
on st. 8).-"Streams", viz. of milk; cf. e.g. AV. 9, 1, 7.-" ... text"; 
bráhma1Jä. 

St. 5: in Ppp. 5 Barret's text has kha'TfUJälJ,,? A ka'TfUJa- is a vessel made 
of metal, a cup or goblet, here no doubt used as a milk-pail. - "Af ter 
(in space)" must be the sense of pr~the "behind, at the rear", not "upon 
the back" (Whitney). - "Breathe" : this seems to mean that the breathing, 
and hence the very existence of the gods, is conditioned by the cow. 
Cf. also AV. 1, 32, 1; 13, 3, 3. - "Alone" : ekadhä properly means "(ex
isting) in one way, not in two- or manifold ways" (cf. e.g. pancadhä 
"in five ways, ... parts, fivefold"; ChU. 7, 26, 2 sa ekadhä bhavati, tridhä 
bhavati ... ); A V. 5, 17, 8 "if a brahman has seized the hand of a woman 
he alone is her husband so as to exclude others" (sá evá pátir ekadhá); 
8, 9, 26; TS. 5, 2, 3, 7 ekadhä vai suvargo lokalJ, (as distinct from, in 6, 
the fivefold sacrifice etc.) "existing only in one way"; 2, 1, 2, 9 "he seizes 
the kingdom on either si de and in one way (i.e. at once), he appropriates 
it" (ekadhä samävrnkte); SB. 2,5, 1, 18 tredhä barhilJ, sarp,naddharp, bhavati 
tat punar ekadhä "the barhis is tied up in three (bunches), and then again 
in one"; 5, 1, 3, 6 "they cook the portions in one lot" (ekadhä); 1, 6, 3, 22 
yo haivam etad vedaikadhä haiva svänärp, sre~tho bhavati " ... becomes in 
one (exclusive and uncomplicated) way the chief of his own people"; 
9, 5, 2, 7 ekayä ... ekadhäntatalJ, sarvän kämän ätmann akurvata "made 
once for all, by the one (verse) all objects of wishes their own"; BAU. 
4, 4, 20 "one-and-homogeneous"; KBU. 3, 3. 

St. 6: Ppp. 6 gives yajiiapatilJ, (-padir, Barret) ... mahiloka(lJ,) which 
does not solve the problem of the hapax maMluka. It is nevertheless 
translated here (as a bahuvrihi, cf. AV. 11, 3, 51 bradhnáloka- "having 
the ruddy one (the sun) for his 'world' "). Henry's 'conjecture' maMkula 
"qui a la terre (entière) pour maisonnée", however ingenious, is to be 
rejected; Edgerton's (F. Edgerton, The K-suffixes of Indo-Iranian, I, 
Leipzig 1911, =J.A.O.S. 31, p. 93 ff. and especially p. 149 f.; 296 ff.) 
interpretation as "cow", or "probably nothing more than 'female' ", the 
-ï- being an instance of the tendency to iambic cadence - which is endorsed 
by Wackernagel-Debrunner, I1, 2, p. 482 and Mayrhofer, Etym. Wtb., 
I1, p. 612: mahilä- "woman" and suffix -uka- of dhenuka- "cow, any female 
animai" - is unconvincing; the "cow" which is the subject of the sentence 
is represented by vaSa, and an adjective for 'female' is a superfiuity.
" ... worship" : yajiiapadi-; notwithstanding the accent a more probable 
translation than "taking a step or steps with the feet during a sacrifice" 
(Monier-Williams). As to pada- I waver between "feet" and "station, 
place". - " ... food": ira-. - For svadha- see A V. 3, 29, 1 (Kaus. 64, 2); 
AV. 6, 53, 1 (Kaus. 66, 2).-For "world" (loka-) see also AV. 11, 1,7; 
8 etc.-Parjanya: cf. AV. 4, 11,4 (Kaus. 66, 12). In ~V. 7, 102, 2 the 
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god of rain is said to place the germ not only in plants but also in cows, 
mares and women; in 7, 1 ° 1, 6 he is the bull who impregnates all females. 
- "Through ... ": the consecratory formulas of the priest achieve the 
divinization of the cow which is co-extensive with, or encompasses, the 
universe. One could meet Deussen's criticism (o.c., p. 234) by observing 
that the process of divinization is to be performed constantly and that 
it is presupposed by the gods' "breathing in her" (st. 5). 

St. 7. Whitney's translation "af ter thee entered ... " is incorrect. The 
:!;tV. informs us of the relations between Agni or Soma and the cow; the 
term "cow" is however not always to be understood Iiterally. Soma's 
entering the cow refers to the ritual act of pouring the pressed soma 
juice into the milk with which it is mixed (:!;tV. 9, 68, 2; 74, 8; for particulars 
Geldner, o.c., lIl, p. 6 and Renou, Ét. véd. et päJ).. IX, p. 17; 24 etc.; 
for soma and the cow see also texts such as ~V. 9, 97, 31). For Agni 
cf. :!;tV. 1, 62, 9 emphasizing the remarkable fact that there is boiled 
(hot) milk in the cow: (Indra is addressed) ämásu cid dadhi~e pakvám 
antált páyalt "in die rohen (Kühe) legtest du die gekochte Milch"; similarly 
2, 40, 2; 3, 30, 11 ämá pakvárp, carati bibhrati gault etc. - Parjanya: as the 
shedder of rain. If we realize that the Vedic 'deities' show various aspects, 
that for instance Parjanya sheds rain and fertilizes the soil, we will not, 
with Deussen (l.c.), take offence at finding that this god is (in the latter 
function) the cow's husband (st. 6) (and in the former) called her udder 
(st. 7). In addition to this there is room for the observation that "die 
Lebensmächte Feuer und Soma (der in allen Flüssigkeiten gegenwärtige 
Lebenssaft) alle Lebewesen erfüllen und durchdringen, und so auch die 
Kuh als Urgestalt alles animalischen Lebens" (Lommel, o.c., p. 117, n. 1). 
- "Gracious": bhadre, also "blessed, auspicious, prosperous, friendly, 
excellent, dear etc.". - "Lightnings": "parce qu'ils font tomber la pluie 
(compare, indeed :!;tV. 1, 39, 9 ... á na ütibhir gántä vr~tirp, ná vidyutalt; 
9, 76, 3 prá 'lJ-alt pinva vidyud abhréva ródasi), mais sûrement aussi parce 
qu'ils tonnent (stan- "to roar, thunder": stana- "teat")", Henry, o.c., p. 86. 

St. 8. Already in the :!;tV. the cow is lauded for her liberaIity (2, 18, 8). 
Here the fundamental conditions of physical and social life are said to 
be her 'milk', i.e. to be due to her. Whereas this animal is on the one 
hand extolled as a Highest Being and creator, there in on the other hand 
room for the supposition that the popular motif of the cow of plenty has 
contributed to the idea expressed in this stanza. Compare e.g. VS. 12, 72; 
17, 74 (quoted SB. 9, 2, 3, 38) referring to the famous pt\i KaJ).va who 
was wont to milk his thousand-streamed, great cow, which milked him 
all the objects of his desire; AV. 4, 34, 8 (Kaus. 66, 6); 9, 5, 10; 25 (Kaus. 
64, 25); 11, 1, 28 (Kaus. 62, 22); 12, 1, 61 (the wish-fulfilling Aditi); 
18, 4, 33 ("be these ... thy milch kine which yield what is desired"). 
TS. 2, 1, 5, 4 "he who desires prosperity should offer to Indra (a cow) 
which is barren af ter one birth". In SB. 7, 5, 2, 19 the cow is moreover 
identified with the viräj-concept, i.e. the sum of all existence, the hypo-
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statization of the conception of the universe as a whole and the feminine 
Principle of Creation, and is in its turn identified with food. See also 
VS. 13,43 "do not harm to the cow, Aditi, Viräj". The cow, SB. 6, I, 2, 35 
holds, means these worlds. - For the divine origin and character of king
ship, "the prime cause of social order founded on dharma" (cf. Mbh. 
3, 183, 22 cr. ed.) see my Ancient Indian kingship ... , Numen, 3, p. 
36 ff., 60 etc., passim (e.g. Mbh. 13, 152, 16; Manu 9, 315 f.; AgniP. 
225, 16 ff.). 

St. 9-12 may, with Deussen, o.c., p. 235, be considered a reference 
to a myth: "Indra tränkt sie (die Kuh) mit Soma, sie aber wendet sich 
dem Stier (etwa dem Vrtra) zu, worauf Indra erzürnt ihr die Milch raubt 
und sie in drei Schalen an den Himmel versetzt; hingegen raubt die Kuh 
wiederum vom himmlischen Opfersitze des Atharvan in drei Schalen den 
Soma". Deussen's note: "Eine zugrunde liegende Naturanschauung, und 
damit eine Existenzberechtigung des Mythus, ist nicht erkennbar" is 
however antiquated. 

St. 9. Adityas: i.e. Mitra, VaruJ.la and the other sons of Aditi, cf. A V. 
12, 3, 43 (Kaus. 62, 14). - "0 thou ... ": rtävari, also "keeping within the 
fixed order and truth, being in harmony with the fundamental norm and 
structure of the universe" ; for rta- see AV. U, I, 23 (Kaus. 61, 14), for 
the adjective AV. 3, 13, 7 (the waters); 6, 36, I (Agni); 5, 15, I-U; 
6, 30, 3 (plants used in rites); 6, 62, I (heaven and earth). The word 
-used in the ~V. in connection with U~as (Dawn), the rivers etc. -is 
untranslatable (cf. also Lüders, VaruJ.la, p. 545: "mit der W ahrheit ver
sehen"). - The soma is also drunk by other gods: see Geldner-Nobel, 
Rig-veda, IV, p. 238 f. The myth - cf. also Shende, Foundations, p. 206 f. 
-which is unknown to me no doubt expresses the idea that the Adityas 
and Indra co-operate in granting unlimited vital power to the 'cosmic' cow. 

St. 10: Ppp. 10 gives urdhüci ("going upwards"?) and 'bharad instead 
of 'harad in d. See also Whitney's note p. 606). - "Bull": although the 
demon Vrtra, the typical enemy (~V. 6, 13, 3; VS. 10, 8), is usually 
conceived as having the form of a serpent, he is ~V. 4, 17, 3 called the 
bull (or another male animal: vr~1Ji-) of the waters. The epithet vrtrahan
(=Indra) in c and the consideration that any male animal in connection 
with a cow may be called a bull seem to point in the same direction. 
However, Indra himself is of ten the Bull (Geldner-Nobel, o.c., IV, p. 92) 
and so there might be something to be said in favour of Henry's interpre
tation (p. 86): "Ie Taureau (= Indra) t'appela (et tu ne répondis pas à 
son appel)", if this is not strange af ter a: "the cow followed Indra". 
Is Indra's taking the milk a reminiscence of his stealing the soma (~V. 
3, 48, 4; 8, 4, 4)? Perhaps, therefore, the bull simply is her male who 
prevents her from following her divine vocation. 

St. U: Ppp. 16, 108, I, reading, in b, k~ira'f!l- devy abharad ... (Barret). 
- "Lord of wealth" (dhanapati-) , also applied to Indra in AV. 5, 23, 2.
The imperfects refer to 'mythical' processes. - "Self-same": cf. Delbrück, 
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Altind. Syntax, § 138, p. 212; usually however ta- precedes another 
pronoun. - "Firmament": Henry, p. 87 aptly refers to 1;tV. 7, 101, 4 
where mention is made of the three heavens, from which the waters 
stream threefold, and (where) three pails or buckets all ow the abundance 
of sweet drink to flow in all directions ; according to Lüders, Varur).a, 
p. 78 "stellt der Hinweis auf die drei Gefässe die Beziehung auf den 
dreigeteilten unsichtbaren Himmel sicher". There are no indications in 
the text that that milk is the soma mentioned in st. 12 as is supposed 
by Shende, o.c., p. 207. -Notice the cases of repetition, responsio and 
concatenation in the stanzas 10-12. 

St. 12. Ppp. 2 reads hitam for tam in a (tam, Barret). - "Atharvan" : 
the 'typical' priest and "connection of the gods" (AV. 5, ll, ll); see 
AV. 7, 104, I (Kaus. 66, 17). According to 1;tV. 9, ll, 2 the Atharvans 
had mixed the "miIk" (juice) of Soma with fresh milko AV. 18, 3, 54 
makes mention of "the bowl which Atharvan bore full to lndra and in 
which soma ever purifies itself". - " ... consecration": dïk§ita-; for dïk§ä 
"the consecration of the sacrificer and his preparation for ritual rebirth", 
see Change and continuity, chapter X. - "Barhis": cf. AV. 12, 3, 32 
and 33 (Kaus. 61, 40 and 43). - "Golden", an adjective of frequent appli
cation to objects possessed by divine beings (Indra, Agni, Savitar, Soma 
etc.). 

St. 13-15. St. 13 is in Ppp. preceded by a stanza made up of 15 ab and 
14 cd in AVS. In 4 c (ex> AVS. 13) it reads utti§thät. - "United": it is not 
clear what plurality of beings is addressed if ágata is, with Henry, p. 36 
and 87, taken as a plural 2nd person. Deussen, following Ludwig (ägata, 
imperative) translates: "Nun kommt herbei mit Gott Soma und aIlem, 
was da Füsse hat ... " (cf. Ludwig, Rigveda, lIl, p. 535): "alle Götter 
der drei Weltgebiete, von Soma, Väta und Siirya geführt und von den 
entsprechenden Geschöpfen begleitet, sollen Zeugen der Vermählung der 
Kuh mit dem Ozean, d.h. wohl des Eingiessens der Milch (va8ä-) in die 
Soma-Kufe (samudra-) sein, woraus unser Dichter ein grosses Mysterium 
macht". It is true that samudra- "sea, ocean" not rarely means the jar 
into which the soma, af ter passing the filter, flows and the soma itself; 
the word is however also used to denote the world-ocean (Lüders, Varu~a, 
p. 92 fr.) and the celestial ocean (ibidem, p. III fr.). These 'oceans' may, 
moreover, coincide. - Whereas the correlations contained in the st. 14 
and 15 are perfectly clear it is not so easy to see why in st. 13 the soma 
is closely associated with "all that has feet" and the idea of "standing". 
Soma is on the contrary repeatedly and explicitly described as the ruler 
of the universe (1;tV. 9, 66, 2; 9, 96, 10 etc.), as the lord of heaven (9, 
86, 33) or as otherwise connected with the sun or the celestial regions 
(9, 85, 9-12; 9, 86, 46; 9, 108, 16 etc.); he is moreover the ruler of the 
vegetable kingdom (9, 114, 2; 10, 97, 18 etc.). The solution seems to be 
that pad- "foot" in padvant- was, like päda- in later Sanskrit, also appli
cabIe to the "feet" , i.e. "the roots" of plants and trees. - That the union 
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of the cow, which here is described as a female primeval being, with 
Soma etc. is represented as sexual in character was already observed by 
Lommel, o.c., p. 117, n. 3. This union with eminent representatives of 
the tripartite uni verse enables the cow to perform the activities mentioned 
in these stanzas, which impress me as a triplication and transposition, 
a lifting to a cosmical level, of the ritual process of the union of the cow 
(i.e. her milk) with soma in the soma-vessel (the ocean), upon which she 
(i.e. the milk) is said to stand (see above, the note on st. 7). As 'the ocean' 
may be considered identical with the cosmic ocean (see e.g. Lüders, 
VaruJ).a, p. 202 ff.) this process may be believed to assume a cosmic 
character and to take place on a trifold level. - The gandharvas are, as 
already observed, sometimes associated with Soma; elsewhere they are 
connected with the waters (l;tV. 9, 86, 36; 10, 10, 4; AV. 2, 2, 3). In other 
passages however they are genii of vegetation and fertility (see e.g. Meyer, 
Trilogie, I, p. 98; 153 etc.; A. K. Coomaraswamy, Yakf?as, Washington 
1928; 1931, I, p. 32 ff., II, p. 33; O. Viennot, Le culte de l'arbre dans 
l'Inde ancienne, Paris 1954, p. 56 etc.) and related to live in trees etc.; 
cf. e.g. AV. 14, 2, 9 "the gandharvas and apsarases who take up their 
abode in the trees"; TS. 3, 4, 8, 4 where the nyagrodha and three other 
trees are said to be the homes of the gandharvas and the apsarases, etc. 
- "Kali": interestingly enough the Mbh. makes mention of a 'devagan
dharva' i.e. a divine gandharva of this name: 1,59,43 etc. On Kali Ber
gaigne, Rel. véd. II, p. 482 wrote the following note: "Le mot kali- est 
employé au pluriel au vers l;tV. 8, 66, 15, et paraît y désigner une famille 
de prêtres dont Ie Kali protégé des Asvins serait probablement l'ancêtre. 
Le caractère mythique de ce personnage, lors même qu'il ne serait pas 
confirmé par un vers de l'AV., 10, 10, 13, ... serait suffisamment indiqué 
par sa ressemblance avec ceux qui ont été précédemment étudiés (viz. 
Cyaväna etc.). Nous lis ons en effet .au vers l;tV. 10, 39, 8 que les Asvins 
ont rendu la jeunesse au prêtre Kali vieilli ... ". According to Ludwig, 
Der Rigveda ... übersetzt, III, p. 163 the Kalis of AV. 10, 10, 13 are the 
demons of dice-playing (see also Hopkins, in J.A.O.S. 17, p. 89; Mac
donell-Keith, Vedic Index, I, p. 142: " ... as in the AV. the apsarases, 
the wives of the gandharvas, are fond of dice, and bestow luck at play"; 
cf. also Macdonell, Vedic Myth. p. 135). If the latter supposition is right 
and the plural kalayalj may be regarded as 'elliptical' (Delbrück, Altind. 
Syntax, p. 102; Kali is in any case the most important among the 'dice' : 
SB. 5, 4, 4, 6), the occurrence of this name could perhaps be explained 
from the religious character attached to gambling. Up to the present 
day the game at dice is an obligatory element in the celebration of a 
number of fertility ceremonies and festivities (see Meyer, o.c., III, p. 329). 
It is not only auspicious (B. A. Gupte, Hindu holidays and ceremoniaIs, 
Calcutta 1919, p. 41) but also a 'magical means' of securing one's luck 
for the coming year (W. Crooke, Popular religion and folklore of Northern 
India, ed. R. E. Enthoven, Oxford 1926). The meritorious nature of this 
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game (M. M. Underhill, The Hindu religious year, Calcutta 1921, p. 58; 
B. S. Kothare, Hindu holidays, Bombay 1904, p. 72 ff.), nay its indis
pensability, is also apparent from its figuring in the Vedic rites connected 
with the royal consecration, where it seems to be a sort of 'cosmogonical 
rite' intended to bring about regeneration, especially the (periodical) 
regeneration of the universe and the ritual rebirth of the king (Heesterman, 
Royal consecration, p. 153). The ritual significance of the game and the 
great importance of the dice appears also in other cultures where dice
playing is found at, or side by side with, wedding-ceremonies, divinatory 
or propitiatory rites etc. (G. J. Held, The Mahäbhärata, Thesis Leiden 
1935, p. 250 ff.). It may finally be observed that the ritual preparation 
of the soma juice runs parallel with the activity of genii of fertility such 
as the gandharvas and the effects of ritual gambling. "Während in der 
Natur die himmlische Flüssigkeit sich in Pflanzensaft und mittelbar in 
die Lebenssäfte von Tier und Mensch verwandelt und auf diese Weise ... 
die Lebenskraft darstellt, die alles belebende Feuchtigkeit-deshalb auch 
die Milch der Kuh, die Gras und Kräuter gefressen hat, und die männliche 
Zeugungskraft (TS. 7, 4, 18, 2), den Trank der Lebensfortdauer, wird 
im Kult ... dieser überaus wichtige Prozess von dem Offizianten repro
duziert .. . so dass die Kontinuität des Kreislaufes gesichert ist" (Die 
Religionen Indiens, I, p. 65). As to the presence of the cow in the three 
provinces of the universe reference may be made to similar ideas with 
regard to the creator and Highest Being Prajäpati who, in the brähmaI).as, 
is believed, not only "to be these worlds" (SB. 6, 3, I, ll), but also to 
exist, as Väyu, in the air (8, 3, 4, II ff.), whereas he is believed to go up 
to the world where the sun shines (10, 2, 2, 1); in addition to this 'distribu
tive omnipresence' this earth is stated to be his foundation (prati~tlûj-), 
his downward vital air is said to be the fire on earth, the air his body, 
the sky his head, etc. (7, 1,2, 7).-The above tentative interpretation of 
this difficult passage implies the probability of Whitney's explication of 
the verbal form ágata (sg. 3rd pers. middle root-aorist: Whitney, Sanskrit 
grammar, § 834 b) which, being accented, marks the virtually subordinate 
character of the clause. For hi Macdonell, Ved. Grammar for students, 
p. 467, 19 B. For the aorist of the antecedent process see my Aspectual 
function of the ~gvedic present and aorist, 's-Gravenhage 1962, ch. IV. 

St. 14. Mter having, as noted above, combined AVS. 15 ab with 14 cd, 
Ppp. now combines (as 16, 10, 5) AVS. 14 ab and 15 cd, without other 
variants. - The" association of the birds with the wind - Väta is chiefly 
the element - is self-evident. - "Dance": I fail to see how we could read 
in the text that "she ruled and danced over the rcs and sämans" (Shende, 
Foundations, p. 207). - "J;tg-verses ... ", Le. the J;tg- and Sämaveda. As 
these corpora are embodiments of Speech (Väk) - the adherents of the 
later grammatical schools of philosophic thought conceiving the Supreme 
Reality as Väk or Sabda-Brahman (Vision, ch. XV, esp. p. 346) - and 
as there are interesting connections between speech and the atmospheric 
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powers representing or presiding over wind, storm, thunder etc. (B. Essers, 
Väc, Thesis Groningen 1952, p. 70 ff.; cf. e.g. 1;tV. 1, 166, 7) the idea 
developed in the text is not absurd. 

St. 15. "Sun": sürya-, i.e. the sun as the celestial body. - "Sight", or 
"faculty of seeing": cak~uly,. - "Overlooked" ("looked at ... from a higher 
position"): now the verb of the principal clause is an aorist, which though 
expressing a mythical event is more 'dramatic' . See the 1;tgvedic examples 
of a similar sentence construction examined in Aspectual function, p. 
97. - "Excellent": bhadra-, see the note on st. 7. - "Light": jyotis- primarily 
denotes the light of the sun, dawn, moon, stars, the brightness of the sky 
etc. In 1;tV. 1. 154, 6 the stars seem to be conceived as cattle. 

St. 16 is in Ppp. (st. 7) put af ter AVS. 17. -If we remember that the 
pressed Soma is on the one hand of ten called an ocean (see above) and 
on the other hand repeatedly described as a horse or courser (1;tV. 7, 
42, 1; 8, 1, 19; 8, 24, 22 etc.), and also that the milk which is mixed with 
the soma may be referred to by the name cow (e.g. 1;tV. 7, 42, 1; 9, 77, 1) 
this stanza is not so "bizarre" as it is supposed to be by Henry, o.c., 
p. 87. - "Gold": as the cow here is, in a way, represented as a bride it 
may be observed that before the wedding ceremonies the bride puts on 
new clothes or an ornament (Kane, Hist. of Dharmasästra, I, p. 532 f. ; 
see e.g. MGS. 1, 9, 24). Gold may, here again, indicate the divinity of 
the person who wears it (cf. also st. 12). - "0 thou ... ": see st. 9.
"Covered": cf. 1;tV. 10, 61, 7. 

St. 17: Ppp. 6 where samagacchanti (-nta, Barret). Päda cd=12 cd, 
making the close connection of both passages. - Henry is probably right: 
"trois noms pour une seule entité", or, rather, at this point in the narrative 
the poet realizes that the High Being which is the cow has also other 
aspects. -De~trï: "directress" (Whitney): de~trï- is 1;tV. 10,85,47 (marriage 
ceremonies) no doubt a female 'Sondergott' who at the end of the stanzas 
containing blessings for the newly married woman is, together with 
Dhätar (see AV. 9, 7, 10 and 21, quoted Kaus. 66, 19) invoked to unite 
her intimately to her husband: ... sá'f}t dhätá sám u dé~trï dadhätu nau. 
The name is variously explained: "giver of fruits or good results" i.e. 
Sarasvati (dätrï phalänäm, SäyaI).a); "the deity teaching the socio-religious 
norms, duties, usages, observances etc." (dharmopade~trï devatä, Rä
makrE?I).a on PGS. 1, 4, 14). In accordance with the latter explication 
ApMB. 1, 11, 3 d reads sam u de~trï dide~tu nau. 5MB. 1, 2, 15 (wedding 
ceremonies) sam u de~trï dadhätu nau is explained: äde8adätrï hrdayädhi
~thätrï saktily, devï (comm.). In AV. 11, 4, 12 (extolling breath) health 
(prä,!"a-) is said to be viräj, (the) de~tri, all worship, sun, moon, Prajäpati, 
the comm. explaining: "the highest deity stimulating (directing) all beings 
each into the fulfilment of his own functions" (svasvavyäpäre~u sarve~äm 
prerayitri paradevatä): so much appears from this text that DeE?~ri could 
figure among the highest deities and concepts. None of these explications 
is irreconcilable with the general sense of the root diÎc-, Skt. dis- from 
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which the name derive'3 (see Gonda, LJetX'JIVfU, Thesis Utrecht 1929, esp. 
p. 222 ff.), although the last seems to accord best with de§tra- "direction" 
in ~V. 10, 85, 15 (AV. 14, 1, 14); 10, 114, 2. -Svadhä: see st. 6. 

St. 18: Ppp. 8, no variants, if in A VS. yajiié (c) is emended to jajiié; 
see Whitney's note. However, without the emendation the sense may be 
clear. Now the poet obviously proceeds to enumerate the powers and 
powerful substances which sprang from the union. Here also Deussen's 
comment (o.c., p. 236 " ... wobei der Dichter seinen andächtigen Zuhörern 
wieder einigen mystischen und mythologischen Sand in die Augen streut") 
is wide of the mark. - Päda a recurs as AV. 12, 4, 33 a (this sükta dealing 
with the cow (vasä-) as belonging exclusively to the brahmans). - "Noble
man" (räjanya-) , a man of the 'regal' or 'military' order, also as distinct 
from the 'king' an 'ordinary' nobleman: W. Rau, Staat und Gesellschaft 
im alten Indien, Wiesbaden 1957, p. 67. -Svadhä, here the cow's daughter, 
but in st. 17 apparently an aspect of the cow: manifestation of a divine 
power is not rarely denoted by terms of relationship, especially by a 
father-son relation (Some observations on the relations between 'gods' 
and 'powers', 's-Gravenhage 1957). - "Weapon": äyudha- mayalso refer 
to ritual utensils etc. with which to conquer the evil powers (e.g. ~V. 
10, 101, 2). In later times a god's weapons 'symbolize' aspects of his 
character and are considered worthy of special worship (Die Religionen 
Indiens, lI, p. 116; 205; 279). - "From her": tatalj, is ambiguous : "from 
it (the weapon)" (Whitney), rather: "from the cow" (cf. Henry, p. 37). 
- " ... thought": cittam; see also Oldenberg, Vorwissenschaftliche Wissen
schaft, Göttingen 1919, p. 73 ff.; Dandekar, Ved. Mensch, p. 67 f. "Vor
haben". ("La racine cit- atteste d'emblée les deux aspects, sensoriel et 
intellectuel, celui-ci largement dominant", Renou, Études SUf Ie voc. du 
~V., p. 17). 

St. 19: no variants in Ppp. 9. - Is kákuda- a substantive of a literal 
sense ("summit" Henry, Deussen, Whitney) or an adjective and meta
phorical ("chief, pre-eminent", Indian lexicographers : prädhänya-, vara-, 
sre§tha-; Monier-Williams)? -For "drop, globule" (bindu-) in a cos
mogonical context see AV. 19, 30, 5 (golden; cf. 9, 1, 21). (For "drops 
that spring up" in a simile: MaitrU. 6, 35). It may be suggested that this 
conception is allied to the well-known golden germ or embryo of ~V. 
10, 121 ",here the Primeval Being is said to have come into existence 
as a hira1Jyagarbha- (cf. also AV. 4, 2, 8 (for a collection of text places 
see F. D. K. Bosch, De Gouden kiem, Amsterdam 1948, p. 49 ff. =The 
Golden Germ, The Hague 1960, ch. lI). Is further "brahman's summit" 
- if this is the right interpretation - something like "brahman's town, 
stronghold or rampart" of AV. 10, 2, 28-31 in which the golden principle 
of life is said to abide~ "(Rising) upwards" can hardly convey another 
sen se than "towards heaven".-Hotar, the priest who at a Vedic sacrifice 
invokes the gods and recites portions of the ~gveda; his title (probably 
"the one who offers the oblations") and function seem to originate in 
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prehistoric times (Die Religionen Indiens, I , p. 142). - This difficult stanza 
which interrupts the 'genealogy' (st. 18, 20 f.) may be regarded as a 
parenthesis; or does it belong to st. 22 ~ 

St. 20: Ppp. 10, reading (in a) bhavanti (abhavan, Barret). - "Gäthäs" : 
stanzas, especially those which do not belong to the Vedic sarp.hitäs 
(J;tgveda etc.). The AiB. distinguishes between rc- and gäthä- as divine 
and human respectively (7, 18, 13). For particulars: Macdonell-Keith, 
Vedic Index, I, p. 224f.-"Nape-bones": for u§1Jihä J;tV. 10, 163,2; 
AV. 6, 134, 1; 9, 8, 21; according to Karambelkar, AV. and Ayurveda, 
p. 90 "nape ofthe neck or most probably medulla oblongata. - " ... belly": 
cf. 9, 7, 5 quoted Kaus. 66, 19.-The associations are generally clear, 
the tractive power of a head of cattie residing in its 'neck' (Zimmer, 
Altindisches Leben, p. 236 f.); and squirts (of liquid) and rays (of light) 
being so similar that some languages, e.g. Dutch, use the same word for 
them. The pivotal character of the sacrifice, which is the navel of the 
world (~V. 1, 164, 35; SB. 13, 5, 2, 21), is perhaps not foreign to the 
statement in päda c. 

St. 21 : Ppp. 16, 109, 1 (somewhat corrupted). - "Motion" : here also 
considered a "Daseinsmacht" or "power substance" , i.e. a potency which 
may be conceived as a sub stance or to a certain degree as a person, and 
which within some form of experience is supposed to be present in persons, 
things and phenomena, and · hy virtue of which these are powerful, ef
fective and influential. See especially H. von Glasenapp, Entwicklungs
stuf en des Indischen Denkens, Halle S. 1940, ch. I. - "Devourer": AV. 
9, 7, 16 (Kaus. 66, 19). - "Plants": because they sub sist on cow-dung~; 
for another origin of plants: A V. 8, 7, 2. 

St. 22: Ppp. 2. - "Enter": af ter others (anu) ~ - "Belly ... ": "dans Ie 
sein du ciel nocturne" (Henry, p. 88, basing himself up on the theory 
that Varu1).a is the night sky, Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 74). If this 
stanza is considered by itself perhaps the ocean may be meant (ibid. I, 
p. 80) and "ocean" may, as pointed out earlier (note on st. 13-15), stand 
for the jar into which the soma flows. (In J;tV. 9, 77, 5 the soma juice and 
Varu1).a are identified). - "Thence" or, "then" (tataM. - "Priest ... ": if 
the above explication is right, the text may refer here to the scooping 
out, to the accompaniment of formulas, of cups of soma (cf. e.g. Caland
Henry, l'Ani~toma, p. 182 ff.; Keith, Religion and philosophy, p. 329).
"Conduct(ing)" (or, "guidance"): the noun netar- "leader, conductor" is 
in the ~V. used to denote the divine power which conducts the sacrifice 
and makes it proceed (Agni : 3, 15,4; 8, 34, 6; 10,46, 4); Soma is 9, 103,4 
called a leader of inspired thought ahd the religious · stanzas proceeding 
from it (netá matinám). - It seems, however, that the occurrenee described 
in this stanza also takes place on the cosmic level, or that it has cos
mogonical significance, or rather, that the ritual events-if they are in 
the background-may have led the poet to the conception ofthe Universal 
and primeval Cow which af ter having entered the womb of a high god 
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(see st. 23) was caused by a personal being possessed of the mighty potency 
bráhman, to be born. 

St. 23: Ppp. 3 giving sasuvaitäm in c. - "Much here is obscure and 
doubtful" (Whitney-Lanman, p. 607), but Shende's interpretation (Foun
dations, p. 207) is worth considering : "When she came out all were afraid 
of her", because it is in harmony with "gives birth", the hapax asüsvalJ, 
(asüsualJ,) meaning "giving birth to one who does not herself give birth" 
(Whitney, Skt. grammar, § 1147 c)-the cow under discus sion is indeed 
barren-, not "not bringing forth" (=asii-, Monier-Williams; Whitney, 
translation). This form may moreover refer to a male being: Ch. R. 
Lanman, in J.A.O.S. 10, p. 403; F. Sommer in I.F. 36, p. 177, n. 213 ; 
218; M. Bloomfield, F. Edgerton, and M. B. Emeneau, Vedic Variants, 
lIl, Philadelphia 1934, p. 91 f.; Wackernagel-Debrunner, Altind. Gramm. 
1I, 2, p. 492. Is the idea that the cow was born from Varu:Q.a's womb a 
'variant' of the conception that great gods and important phenomena 
proceed from the womb of rta (for details Lüders, Varu:Q.a, p. 25, who 
p. 26 regards this expression as denoting the water; for rta which not 
rarely is an independent ultimate power see Die Religionen Indiens, I, 
p. 77 ff.) of which Varu:Q.a is lord or guardian (Macdonell, Vedic Myth., 
p. 26)? - "For": the accent of ähUlJ, indicates that M belongs to it, and 
not to sasiiva. - "Cow": for iti distinguishing a single word see Speyer, 
Ved. u. Skt. Syntax, § 292 ; e.g. Mbh. 3, 65, 8 cr. ed. täm . .. tarkayäm äsa 
bhaimiti "her she guessed to be the daughter of Bhima" . One might 
translate also: "understanding her to be a (the) cow" or "as being of the 
nature of a cow" . - To the bisexual nature of primeval cosmogonic 
beings attention has already been drawn in the preceding pages. "Divine 
androgyny is simply a primitive formula for the divine bi-unity ; mytho
logical and religious thought, before expressing this concept of divine 
two-in-oneness in metaphysical terms (esse and non esse), or theological 
terms (the revealed and unrevealed) , expressed it first in the biological 
terms of bisexuality" (M. Eliade, Patterns in comparative religion, 
London-New York 1958, p. 420 f.). The processes of sexual union and 
birth include, in archaic thought, also cosmological processes. Even the 
most supreme masculine or feminine divinities may be androgynous. 
(See also A. Bertholet, Das Geschlecht der Gottheit, Tübingen 1934). 
The antique gnosis for instance assumed the existence of a considerable 
number of bisexual 'Urwesen': H. Leisegang, Die Gnosis, 1924, p . 138 f.; 
289 f. etc.; "nach den Schriften von J. Winthuis denkt sich der Primitive 
Australiens die schöpferische Urkraft oder das göttliche Urwesen als 
androgynen persönlichen Gott und die Menschen der Urzeit, d.h. die 
"vollkommenen" als ... zweigeschlechtig" (Meyer, Trilogie, I , p . 88, 
n. 1); almost all the major gods in Old-Norse mythology preserved traces 
of androgyny (J. de Vries, Handbuch der german. Religionsgeschichte, 
1I, Leipzig 1937, p. 306). The Greek Zeus gave birth to his daughter 
Athene; from Puru!;!a, the cosmic giant of :!;tV. 10, 90, Viräj was born 
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(st. 5); according to BAU. 1, 4 in the beginning the ätman existed, in 
the shape of a person, alone; "being as large as a woman and a man 
in close embrace he caused that (his) self to fall into two parts ... "; 
Siva-Käli, the most important couple in the Indian pantheon, are also 
represented as a single being (Ardhanärisvara). It might also be remembered 
th at deities concerned with fertility and vegetation - and in these VarUI).a 
is also interested - are of ten conceived as androgynous (for particulars 
and non-Indian parallels see Meyer, Trilogie, lIl, Register, p. 288; Attis, 
Adonis etc. are like 'feminine' figures such as Cybele bisexual). - " ... con
nection": in the brähmal).as the bandhu- (lit. "connection, relation") 
denotes the connections between the ritual acts and between these and 
the powers of, and events in, the universe, connections which give these 
acts their deeper sense and make their transcendent efrects possible ("der 
Inhalt der Brähmal).as ist genau genommen die Darlegung des Bandhu ... ", 
Oldenberg, Vorwissenschaftliche Wissenschaft, Göttingen 1919, p. 4); 
cf. e.g. SB. 1, 1, 2, 22; 1, 1, 3, 10; 1, 2, 1, 14; 3, 5, 4, 4; 3, 6, 1, 4; 5, 
1; 5, 8 etc. See also S. Schayer, in Zs. für Buddhismus 6, p. 276 fr. 
("Die anzusetzende Grundbedeutung ist das 'Verbundensein' im Sinne 
der 'Verwandtschaft', woraus die Bedeutung des magischen Zusam
menhangs und der magischen Äquivalenz . . . leicht verständlich ist. 
Denn so wie ... das Band der Blutverwandtschaft die Angehörigen ... 
einer Sippe magisch zusammenhält, genau so beruhen auch die symboli
schen Äquivalenzen der Magie auf einer tiefen, geheimnisvollen Affinität 
der Substanzen"). The term, which occurs also in the sense of "kinship, 
relation", is ~V. 1, 164, 33 used to indicate the relation between a person 
and his 'mother' : dyaur me pitd janitd ndbhir átra bándhur me miitd prthivi 
mahiyám "Heaven (Sky) is my father, my begetter ; there is my 'navel' 
(origin); this great earth is my 'relation' (bandhu-), (my) mother" - "die 
Lösung des Lebensrätsels", die Ausdrücke ... stellen drastisch das Em
bryoverhältnis dar (Geldner, Rig-veda übersetzt, I, p. 234 -, but 10, 
129, 4 the same term serves to make clear the close association between 
'Being' (sat-: the 'cosmos') and 'Non-Being' (asat-, the 'chaos') - cf. Die 
Religionen Indiens, I, p. 181 etc.: "eher ein Organisiertes und ein Destruk
tives als ein 'Sein' und ein 'Nichts' "; W. Norman Brown, in J.A.O.S. 
61, p. 76 fr.; 62, p. 85-: sató bándhum ásati "die Inhärenz des Seins 
im Nichtsein" (Geldner, o.c., lIl, p. 360, n. 1); "la connexion originaire 
de l'être dans Ie non-être" (L. Silburn, Instant et cause, Paris 1955, 
p. 64). Thus TS. 2, 3, 14, 6 (cf. AV. 4, 1, 3), the words prá yó jajné vidvärp, 
asyá bándhurp, viSväni devó jánimä vivakti ... mean "who was born 
knowing his (original) connection, the god declares all births ... " (cf. 
Whitney-Lanman, p. 114). See also Minard, Trois énigmes, I, p. 51, who 
af ter surveying the interpretations proposed by many scholars returns 
to the meaning "sense, meaning". - " ... ordered" : k~ptá-, or, perhaps, 
"being in accordance with" (cf. 1;{.V. 1, 170, 2). - "Manifestations of 
brahman" (cf. also AV. 9, 7, 9; Kaus. 66, 19): bráhmabhil;t, no doubt 
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the formulas recited by the brahmán in st. 22 c. Manifestations or re
presentatives of a power can be denoted by the plural of the term indicating 
that power. 

St. 24: Ppp. 4, where, in c, tparä1'[lAri. - "Engages ... ": the phrase 
yUdhalf sáfJ1 srjati occurs also ~V. 10, 103, 3 where Indra, who is praised, 
is said to be a sá'YJ18ra~tä . . . yUdhalf "the one who engages or implicates 
(people) in battIes or contests" (he is also sa'YJ18r~tajit- "the one who 
conquers those who are engaged (in battles)"). As the ~V. repeatedly 
emphasizes this function of the god (1, 55, 5; 4, 42, 5; 6, 35, 2) there can 
be hardly any doubt that in the fust line of this stanza Indra is meant. 
Indra became the master of the cow when she was born and derives 
from this privilege the power to unchain war and to decide on peace and 
victory (cf. ~V. 2, 12, 9; 3, 46, 2; 6, 25, 6). (These terms need not, of 
course, be taken exclusively in the narrow military and political sense). 
- I cannot subscribe to Henry's (p. 88) view that there is a "jeu de mots 
sur vaSin- 'souverain' et 'pourvu d'une vache'." - "Sacrifice" (or "ritual 
worship": yajna-) is an all-important source of energy (cf. e.g. ~V. 5, 
15,2; 7, 34, 7); it is happiness or satisfaction (sumna-, SB. 7, 3,1,34) 
and confers various powers (SB. 10, 1, 5, 4). It is worth recalling that 
the 'sacrifice' is the counterpart of the great cosmic drama (Lévi, Doctrine 
du sacrifice, p. 13 ff.); the ritual acts were beIieved to influence and 
determine the courSe of the macrocosmic events (for particulars and 
references: Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 190 f.). The taras ("powers-to ... ") 
into manifestations of which the sacrifice is (in päda c) said to result 
or to develop is etymologically-and sometimes in fact, e.g. ~V. 1, 190, 7; 
5, 54, 15; 8, 67, 19; see Renou, Et. véd. et päJ).., VII, p. 97 f. - "a power 
or form of energy to pass across, to get through, to attain an end or aim, 
to accomplish, to surpass, carry through, overcome or acquire" . This 
general sense ofthe term (cf. e.g. ~V. 2, 39, 3; 3,18,3; 7, 91, 4; 8, 66,1) 
seems to be in harmony with the above-mentioned function and signifi
cance of the sacrifice. - The interpretation of päda d is tentative. "By 
means of the eye this body moves" (SB. 13, 3, 8, 4); in AV. 4, 14, 5 Agni 
is requested to "go forth first of the divinities, eye of gods and of human 
beings" (the comm.'s explication "as dear as the eyes" is not the only 
possibility; cf. AV. 2, 35,5 a ?). Is the cow theguideandleaderofthe tarä'YJ18i? 

St. 25: Ppp. 5, reading however süryam in a and yajnam in b. - It is 
difficult at fust sight to ascertain the exact nuance expressed by praty 
agrhr,Uit, which may mean "accepted" as weIl as "seized, appropriated". 
However the compound is usual in cases such as ~V. 4, 4, 15 práti stómafJ1 
grbhäya (Agni is addressed) "accept my hymn of praise"; 5, 42, 2 práti 
me stómam áditir jagrbhyät; 6, 47, 28 the god is requested to accept the 
oblations (havyä); cf. 9, 113, 3 etc.; that is to say, it indicates the ac
ceptance of praise and oblations by a god (and of the dakf?iJ).äs by a priest, 
e.g. TB. 2, 2, 5, 1). - "Supported": this seems to be another reference 
to a well-known ~gvedic motif. In ~V. 1, 52, 8 and 8, 12, 30 it is Indra 
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who supported the sun so that it remained in its proper place to be seen 
by all creatures: ádhärayo divy á sárya'Tfl- drsé, and yadá sáryam amu'Tfl
divi sukrá'Tfl- jyótir ádhärayal],. This famous deed which is an important 
feature in the god's organizing activities by which he created a cosmos 
and a world for men and gods to live in is, if appearances are not de
ceptive, here transferred to the cow which seems to have already been 
associated with the same god in the preceding stanza. - The verb (pra) 
vis- "to enter" is repeátedly used in contexts such as ~V. 6, 36, 3 "the 
songs of praise enter (Indra) as the rivers (enter) the ocean"; 10, 96, 1 
á tvä visantu ... giral], where Geldner's translation "dir ... sollen die 
Lobesworte zu Herzen gehen" is not quite exact - the praise strengthens 
the god, cf. ~V. 3, 46, 4 etc. where the soma saps "enter" Indra-, and 
in a more general way, in cases such as J;tV. 10, 51, 3 where Agni is said 
to have 'entered' water and plants, to indicate a power's or divine person's 
pervading, or be co ming inherent in, another power or divine entity. Cf. 
also AV. 13, 1, 30 in connection with the Ruddy one (the Sun, rokita-): 
"let them (the 'clans', visal]" of thine which co me into being out of tapal},) 
enter into thee"; 12, 1, 55 where well-being is said to have entered the 
earth when she spread and expanded. In AV. 12, 3, 48 (Kaus. 68, 27) 
the rice-dish (odana-) is stated to enter again him who cooked it. The 
idea underlying päda d seems therefore to be that the rice-dish fulfilled, 
with regard to the cow, a function comparable to soma and praise with 
regard to Indra or other gods, pervading and strengthening her like Agni 
who "enters" the plants. This process is obviously shared by the brahmán 
mentioned in st. 22 who may be believed to be represented on the ritual 
level in the world of the kie et nune by the brahman who is engaged with 
the rice-dish. -All the mss. have brakmár;Ji (Whitney-Lanman), yet Henry 
explains as if the text gives brákmar;Ji. 

St. 26: Ppp. 6. - 'Immortality', or rather "continuance of life" or 
"protection against a premature death"; see AV. ll, 1, 28 (Kaus. 62, 22); 
12, 3, 41 (Kaus. 62, 18). - "Regard as": for the meaning of the compound 
upa-äs- cf. e.g. Oldenberg in Z.D.M.G. 50, p. 450 ("verehrungsvolles Sich
hinsetzen"); the same, ibidem, 54, p. 70; E. Senart, in Floril. Vogtié 1909, 
p. 575 ("avoir une connaissance profonde, croire pour certain"); S. Schayer, 
in Rocznik Or. 3, p. 57 ("upa-äs-" sich daneben setzen, ... im Sinne des 
activen Sich-heranmachens an etwas und des beharrlichen Dabei-seins, 
des Umwerbens und des Bedrängens"; cf. ~V. 3, 2, 6; 10, 151, 4; SB. 
1, 3, 4, 15; 14, 4, 2, 23); (in connection with the Buddhist term upäsaka
"a lay devotee") J. Przyluski and E. Lamotte, in B.E.F.E.O. (Hanoi 
1932-33); Renou, Et. véd. et päJ).., 1. p. 95. Etymologically the verb 
means "to sit (in the proper way) near somebody or something which is 
regarded as higher or more important, whose favour is courted, who 
should be won over, or who is considered worthy of worship or veneration 
etc." (the latter connotation is of ten inherent in verbal compounds with 
upa-); cf. e.g. also SB. 1,3,4,15; 3, 2, 3,16; 3, 3, 2, 5; 3, 9, 3, 7; BAU. 
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1,4, 10; 4, I, 7; ChU. 5, 24, 5 and AV. 10, 6, 31; 10, 7, 21; with a predicate 
e.g. SB. 10, 4, 5, I; 10, 6, 3, 1. Here the shade of meaning is "to approach 
(mentally and reverentially) so as to regard as, to identify with etc."
"Death": the second line emphasizes that the cow is from one point of 
view "death", from the other point of view "non-dying"; that is to say, 
in reality the cow is death as weIl as its opposite (cf. e.g. SB. 10, 5, 2, 16), 
that is, she is beyond the polarity expressed by these concepts. A cause 
of death or a deity causing death may on the other hand be called "(a) 
death"; AV. 12, 2, 9; as death the cow is "master of bipeds and qua
drupeds" (AV. 8, 2, 23); cf. also 9, 10, 24. But she is also believed to 
be able to impart that form of freedom from death which is amrta-. 
Compare also A V. Il, 4, Il where "breath" (prä1Ja-) is at the same time 
called "death" and worshipped (upa-äs-) by the gods, and on the other 
hand said to place a certain category of men in the highest world; 11, 7, 3 
stating that in the remnant there are the being one and the non-being 
one, death, väja- (the power which generates new food and new life) and 
Prajäpati; 13, 4, 25 the sun is at the same time death and 'immortality' 
(amrta-); 10, 2, 14; 10, 7, 15. - "This all": i.e. the totality ofthis phenome
nal world viewed as a unity; cf. 1;tV. 8, 58, 2c; AV. Il, 4, 1. This idea 
may of course be analyzed from one point of view or the other: AV. 7. 
20, 6 "Anumati has become this all, what stands, moves and all that 
stirs" and especially 1;tV. 10, 90, 2 pUrU§a evédárrt sárvarrt yád bhUtárrt yác 
ca bhávyam "Puru~a is this all, that has come into existence as weIl that 
which will be", a passage which may have been present to the mind of the 
poet of A V. 10, 10; see also 1;tV. 8, 58, 2 d ékarrt va idárrt vi babhüva sárvam 
"fürwahr das Eine hat sich zu die3er ganzen Welt entfaltet" (Geldner). 

St. 27: Ppp. 7. - "Knows": the well-known and frequent formula of 
the brähmaJ).a texts (e.g. AiB. 6, 2, 4). Vidyä-, " 'Wissenschaft', bedeutete 
praktisch verwend bare Kenntnis, mit deren Hilfe man Zwecke oder Ab
sichten erreichen kann, einen Schlüssel zu besonderen oder ausser
ordentlichen Leistungen ... " (Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 176); without 
knowledge of, i.e. mental identification with, the significance, function 
and effects of a rite and a similar knowledge of its 'theoretical basis' 
and its connections with the divine powers the performance of a rite was 
useless; the knowledge of a mythical truth or a 'theory' based on an 
identification (e.g. AV. 8, 10, I "Viräj was this (universe) in the beginning" ; 
see e.g. Oldenberg, Vorw. Wiss., p. IlO ff. etc.) alone could suffice to realize 
this truth in one's own existence (e.g. AV. 8, 10, 2 etc.; 18 ff.; 9, I, 23 
and 24; 15, 2, 1). See also st. 2 ofthis sükta. - "Integral" : the adj. sárvapad
seems to be a hapax which may mean "with all (i.e. "complete") feet" 
as weIl as " ... quarters" (i.e. "complete"); for pad- in the latter sense 
cf. ~V. 10, 90, 4; SB. Il, 3, 3, 3. According to Henry, p. 88 "Ie sacrifice 
est un 'veau qui donne du lait' ", according to Shende, Foundations, 
p. 207 the va8ä- is the all-footed sacrifice; she yields abundant milk to 
the giver of the va8ä-. As yajiia- "act of worship, sacrifice" mayalso 
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denote the "material object offered" (e.g. ~V. 1, 162, 5) the poet seems 
to call the sacred cow, which is indeed offered, "an oblation with all its 
'feet' ", i.e. a complete or integral sacrifice (this English term now in the 
concrete sense). - "Without ... ": similarly, ~V. 4, 42, 10; 6, 48, 11; 8, 
69, 10, likewise of cows which do not refuse to be milked. - "Giver": 
see AV. 4, 11, 5 (Kaug. 66, 12); 9, 4, 1 (Kaug. 66, 18). 

St. 28: Ppp. 8. - "Tongues": "devinette: les trois langues qui s'agitent 
dans la gueule immense d'entre ciel et terre (soleil, éclair, feu terrestre) ; 
ici donc, la Vache est l'éclair, ce qui s'accommode bien de l'épithète 
en d et n'a rien que de concevable alors qu'elle est dite 'épouse de Parjanya' 
6 c" (Henry, p. 89). For tongue and lightning see above (Kaug. 66, 19, 
AV. 9, 7, 3). I am however not convinced that this explication is definitive. 
In ~V. 3, 20, 2 it is Agni who has three tongues (cf. AV. 6, 76, 1). Mention 
is made of the mouth of Agni (~V. 1, 75, 1; 3, 26, 7; 6, 7, 1), the Maruts 
(1, 166, 11), Indra (8, 96, 3), the Asvins (4, 45, 3) etc., but these places 
do not shed light on the idea expressed in this text, which probably is 
an attempt at bringing out the central position occupied by the cow in 
the universe. The 'image' can hardly be completely understood as long 
as we grope in the dark ab out the author's VaruJ).a concept. So much 
may be taken for granted that for him also this god was the great, but 
ambivalent, lord of the wonders of nature who also maintains the order 
and upholds the universal law. One is reminded of the epiphany in 
Bhagavadgitä 11 which lays special emphasis upon the Lord's mouth 
or mouths (st. 24 ff.). -Although the verb di- "to shine, be bright" is, 
in the ~V., mostly used in connection with Agni it may be accompanied 
by other subjects. - "Stand forth": räjati, for the meaning of which see 
Kuhn's Zs. f. verg!. Sprachf. 73, p. 165. - "Acceptance": cf. st. 27 b. 

St. 29: Ppp. For the idea expressed in this stanza cf. ~V. 10, 90, 3 
where three-fourths of the Puru~a or 'Primaeval Man' are said to be 
what is immortal in heaven and one fourth to be all beings; cf. also st. 4. 
Similarly, with reference to speech ~V. 1, 164, 45. For other instances 
of fourfold division or distribution cf. ~V. 4, 35, 2; 3; AV. 8, 9, 24; 8, 
10, 8. Four is a cosmic number (quarters of space, etc., e.g. Heiler, Er
scheinungsformen und Wesen der Religion, p. 166; for the Indian four 
oceans: Lüders, VaruJ).a, p. 92 ff.). The divine kämadhenu- (the wonder
cow fulfilling all wishes) of Indian mythology had four udders, from 
which four squirts of milk streamed forth. - "Semen" (retaM : again the 
androgynous nature of the Cow. - "Cattie" or domestic and (or) sacrificial 
animals (paSavaM. The combination may at fust sight be surprising, but 
all four objects were of the utmost importance for Vedic man: cattie is 
from the economic as weIl as the ritual point of view indispensable, bovine 
cattie, moreover, representing all animals (SB. 13, 3, 2, 3); water is the 
foundation of the universe (6, 8, 2, 2) and a place of abode to all the gods 
(14, 3, 2, 13), food being produced from them (9, 4, 1, 10); the sacrifice 
is the key to all mundane well-being and celestial happiness. 
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St. 30: Ppp. 10. "Sky ... ": a survey of the data collected by Geldner
Nobel, Rigveda übersetzt, IV, p. 175 ff. will easily show the importance 
of sky and earth in Vedic thought. They are the primeval parents (e.g. 
:!;tV. 7, 53, 2) who sprang from the head and feet of Purul?a (10, 90, 14), 
and made and sustain all creatures (e.g. 1, 159, 1 ff.). They never grow old 
(6, 70, 1), are wise (1, 159, 1) and grant food and wealth (6, 70, 6), etc. 
It is interesting to notice that in the :!;tV. they are called a bull and a 
cow (1, 160, 3), both of them being rich in seed (I, 159, 2; 6, 70, I f.). 
They are, to wind up with, also stated to make 'immortal' or possess 
'immortality' (1,185,3; 1, 185, 6).-"ViI?I).U and Prajäpati": even ifthese 
gods appear here in their ancient functions-the all-pervading god who 
being, inter alia, represented by the celestial light, warmth and energy, 
is closely associated, or 'coincides', with the axis mundi, the navel of the 
earth etc., and the god of biological creation and lord of creatures re
spectively - their occurrence in this context may be due to their increasing 
importance (see e.g. Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 89 f.; 236 ff.; 180 ff.). 
Already in the :!;tV. both gods are associated (10, 184, I where they are 
besought to grant offspring); ritual connections between them are 
mentioned TS. 5, 6, 9; MaitrU. 6, 16 (see Aspects of early Vil?l).uism, 
p. 78 f., etc.). In the course of time they amalgamated. Vil?l).U af ter having 
been a successful competitor of the creator god, who in the brähmal).as 
was the supreme divinity of the world, came to assume part of Prajäpati's 
functions. In the Mbh. both gods are of ten identical. - "Sädhyas": a 
group of minor-and probably older-gods, mentioned already in the 
:!;tV.: 1, 164, 50 (see Geldner's note) and 10, 90, 7; in AV. 7, 79, 2 Indra 
is their chief, in ChU. 3, 10 they are connected with Brahmä. - "Vasus" : 
another vague group of gods, frequently mentioned in the ~V. and of ten 
specially connected with Indra; but in later Vedic texts Agni is their 
leader; see Macdonell, Vedic Myth., p. 130. According to ChU. 3, 6 ff. 
these groups of gods live on 'nectar' (amrtam). 

St. 31: Ppp. 16, IlO, 1 where (c) ime instead of te vai and (d) 'syiim 
instead of asyii(M. - " ... courting": cf. st. 26. - "Her": Ppp. has "in her 
presence" (?). - cc ••• summit ... ": on this phrase (bradhnásya vi~tápi) 

cf. :!;tV. 8, 69, 7 "when I (probably Vil?l).u) and Indra go upwards to (our) 
home, to the summit of the yellowish one we will drink the sweet drink ... "; 
9, Il3, 10 this pi ace is where desires are fulfilled, and in that place Soma 
is implored to make the person speaking 'immortal'. It is clear that here 
again the author's ideas and phraseology were influenced by (:!;tgvedic) 
concepts about supreme deities, heaven and continuance of life. For the 
expression itself compare also Lüders, Varul).a, p. 605 f.; Bhave, Soma
hymns, II, p. 81; Renou, Et. véd. et päl).. VIII, p. 62. - To this stanza 
compare AV. 10, 9, 12 where the cow is requested to yield always milk, 
butter and honey to the gods of sky, earth and atmosphere; for details 
of the milking st. 13 ff. 

St. 32: Ppp. 2.-As already noticed by Lanman (Whitney-Lanman, 
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p. 608) the fust line is a reminiscence of 1;tV. 10, 154, 1 (= AV. 18, 2, 14)
"das Lied schildert die in die Seligkeit eingegangenen Manen aller Schat
tierungen, zu denen der Tote jetzt gelangen soll", Geldner, Rig-Veda 
übersetzt, III, p. 385; st. 1 describes the various enjoyments of the 
Fathers - : "Soma purifies itself for some; some sit reverentially (upa-äs-) 
near the ghee; for whom 'honey' runs forward, unto them do thou (the 
deceased, according to SäyaJ).a on 1;tV. "the dying sacrifieer") then go". 
Päda b=1;tV. 10, 154, 1 b etc.; here, however, the ghee produced by the 
cow may be meant. The "some" and "others" are the divine beings of 
st. 31 as well as those sacrificers who aspire to the excellence of a divine 
status. The adherents of the Taittiriya school use 1;tV. 10, 154, 1-3 in 
the so-called Yama hymn recited for the benefit of the deceased when 
laid on the funeral pile: TA. 6, 3, 2. The AV. text (18, 2, 14-18N1;tV. 
10, 152) is likewise intended to accompany the cremation (AsvSS. 6, 10, 
19; AsvGS. 4, 4, 6). See also Caland, Totengebräuche, p. 66. - For the 
second line cf. Lüders, VarUJ).a, p. 62. The expres sion tridivárp, diválj, 
occurs in the AV. also 10, 9, 5 and 17, I, 10; Whitney translated "the 
triple heaven of the heaven", Lüders "zum dritten Raum des Himmels". 
The universe consists of earth, atmosphere and heaven, and each of these 
regions is again believed to be divided into three parts; hence e.g. 1;tV. 
2,3,2; 7, lOl, 4.-"To the one": here the well-known formula (cf. the 
note on st. 27) is in the dative. Similarly, AV. 8, 10, 30 "for whomsoever 
who knows thus one shall pour out ... "; 12, 4, 23 "whoever, not having 
given her to one who knows thus, then will give the cow to others ... "; 
45 "(be) the cow to him who at once knows it". From the stanza mentioned 
last it also appears that the one who does not give the cow in such a 
case stands a good chance of perishing. Here also it is the giver who 
derives the greatest benefit from the transference of the gift to the 
beneficiary. The gift forges a bond between donor and donee. The former 
pI aces himself in relation to another person, in whom he, by means of 
the gift-which in reality is part of the giver's personality-comes to 
participate. See my artiele on 'gifts' and 'giving' in the 1;tgveda, Vishveshv. 
Indol. Journal II, p. 9 ff.; and Change and continuity, eh. VII. 

St. 33: Ppp. 3 where (in c) ahitam "placed" instead of arpitam.
"'Worlds''': this expression is frequent in the AV. ; cf. 4, 38, 5; 10, 7, 7; 
36 ("who, born from tapalj, attained all the worlds; who made soma all 
his own ... "); 10, 9, 10 (in a climax: "sky, earth, Adityas, Maruts ... all 
the worlds"; 12, 3, 15 (quoted Kaus. 61, 21; see the note); 12, 3, 36 (Kaus. 
62, 1); 13, 2, 10 (of the sun "which encompasses all the worlds"). Here 
all parts of the universe are meant, access to which is granted to the 
blessed. - "1;tta": see AV. 11, I, 23 (Kaus. 61, 44). - "Founded": again 
an expression to denote that a being or entity is inherent in another 
being or entity, rests on it, is founded on it, pervades it, etc. Cf. AV. 
10, 7, 12; 10, 8, 6; 13,3, 10 etc.-"Brahman": AV. 11, I, 18 (Kaus. 61, 
36); 12, 3, 22 (Kaus. 61, 30). - "Tapas" : AV. 11, I, 16 (Kaus. 61, 31); 
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12, 3, 12 (Kaug. 61, 4). For the combination rta, brahman, tapas see 
Lüders, VaruI.la, p. 575, n. 3. Elsewhere (AiB. 3, 6, 4) satya, brahman and 
tapas. "Charakteristisch für eine Zeit, in der eine ganze Anzahl neuer 
Potenzen ... in Wettbewerb treten, ohne dasz man sich aber schon für 
eine von ihnen als ... Zentralprinzip ... entschieden hätte, sind eine 
Anzahl von Stellen des AV .... : 10, 10,33; Il, 7,17; 12, 1, 1; 12,5,1" 
(Lüders, o.c., p. 645). - The Cow is regarded as the foundation on which 
rest the highly important and fundamental powers and principles brahman 
and the "creative glow" by which direct contact with the gods could be 
accomplished and other supranormal objectives realized. 

St. 34: Ppp. 4. - "Men": Lommel's note (o.c., p. 118, n. 1: "Dies ist 
wieder ganz schlicht die wirkliche Kuh, wie man sie im Stall und auf 
der Weide hat") is in my opinion not necessarily incorrect, but in any 
case incomplete: man derives, like the gods, higher benefits from her. 
The verb upa-jïv- "to exist or subsist on" may indeed be used in connection 
with the blessed and the deceased: AV. 18, 4, 32 "the grains became a 
milch cow . . . upon her . . . one lives in Y ama' s world". Cf. also A V. 
10, 6, 32; 10, 9, 12.-"This all": cf. st. 26.-"Had-viz. as is related 
in the preceding stanzas (cf. especially st. 26) - become": in recalling or 
hinting at the content or subject-matter of a myth Vedic poets of ten 
resort to the imperfect, which may be translated by a pluperfect (Aspectual 
function, p. 115 f.). If appearances are not deceptive, this last and somewhat 
recapitulatory stanza brings this as a whole well-composed sükta to a 
real and satisfactory end. - "Sun": for similar phrases AV. 3, 22, 4 c; 
6, 75, 3 f. 

AV. 12, 4. See the introductory note on Kaug. 66, 20. Vait. does not 
notice this sükta, which with slight differences of order is also found in 
Paipp. (17, 16, 1 ff.). Whitney-Lanman (p. 693) give this text the title 
"the cow (va8á) as belonging exclusively to the brahmans; Bloomfield 
(S.B.E. 42, p. 174), "the necessity of giving away sterile cows to the 
brahmans", adding (p. 656): "The hymn is an elaborate plea of the 
brahmans for one of the numerous sources of income which they managed 
to deviEe", an explanation which must nowadays be regarded as at least 
one-sided. Similarly, Henry, Les livres X, XI et XII de l' AV., p. 249. 

St. 1: Ppp. 17, 16, l.-The formula "I give (her)" is also used by the 
father who gives his daughter away according to the brähma rite (MGS. 
1, 8, 6), and in general in making gifts. "The donor should utter the 
name of the subject of gift, its presiding deity and the purpose for which 
he makes the gift, and say "I make a gift to you of such and such an 
article ... " (Kane, Rist. of Dharmag. II, p. 855; cf. e.g. also Manu, 9, 47). 
The words contained in the pädas a and c agree tolerably weIl with this 
formula (for another interpretation: Henry, p. 249). According to some 
authorities (see Kane, o.c., Il, p. IlO) receiving gifts (pratigraha-) from 
a worthy person of the three higher classes is superior to the acquisition 
of wealth by teaching or by officiating as a priest. - "Perhaps ánu ábhutsata 
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is rather 'have recognized', i.e. 'have made her out to be the kind of 
cow that is called vasd .. .', or 'have approved, or taken a liking to' " 
(Whitney, who translates "have noticed"); "les prêtres 'ont songé' à 
cette vache, ce qui revient à dire qu'ils l'ont désirée ('they have a mind 
to it')" (Henry, p. 249). In AV. 4, 24, 6 the meaning of this compound 
seems to be "to notice" : yásya viryárp, prathamásydnubuddham; similarly 
9, 1, 24 ánv enam ... prajäpátir budhyate "P. takes notice of him"; TS. 
7, 1, 6, 8 ; SB. 1, 8, 3, 20; 2, 2, 3, 17 sarvo hi krtam anubudhyate "every 
one becomes aware of what has been done" (Eggeling); 9, 5, 1, 20; "to 
know something of a person" (Eggeling) 2, 3, 4, 7; in AV. 10, 1, 19 it 
may mean "to meditate, contemplate" ("hostile magic that was applied, 
meditated, buried"). - "Ask" (yäc-): while BAU. 5, 14, 5 f. suggests that 
it is only a learned brahman who could properly accept large gifts, some 
dharma texts (Gautama 9,63; Yäjii. 1, 100; Vi~l.lu 63, 1 etc.) emphasize 
that a brahman should approach a nobleman or a rich man for his support 
and livelihood. Manu 4, 33 and other authorities teach that a brahman 
when oppressed by hunger should seek help also from his pupil or from 
one who is able and willing to offer a sacrifice. Hence also statements 
such as SB. 2, 3, 4, 7 uta vai yäcan dätärarp, labhate "he (alone) who asks 
finds a giver". For gifts of cows see Kane, o.c., II, p. 878 ff.; for the 
spiritual or celestial rewards expected by such a gift when made to a 
brahman e.g. Mbh. 13, 70, U vuIg. - "Her": the cow mentioned in st. 2. 
-For the use of the verb yäc- in the AV. see also 6, U8, 3; 7, 57, 1, and 
especially, in the hymn under consideration, st. 2; 12; 13; 19; 20; 22; 
24; 25; 26; 31; 36; 38; 48; 50. This frequency of yäc- in this siikta is a 
remarkable counterpart of the use of prati-grah- in AV. 10, 10 with which 
it is so closely allied. - "Progeny etc."; these words refer to the reward 
expected by the donor; cf. e.g. Mbh. 3, 184, 5 ff. "who gives an excellent 
cow will go to heaven for so many years as she has hairs on her body ... , 
who gives a maiden according to the brähma rite or land enjoys (bliss in) 
the world of Indra", and the enumeration of purposes for which gifts 
are usually made in AgniP. 209, 59 ff. (beginning with children and 
grandchildren ... ). -For the function of the suffix -vant- " 'mit dem betr. 
Nominalbegriff versehen' und zwar meist 'reichlich versehen' ": Wacker
nagel-Debrunner, Altind. Gramm., II, 2, p. 872 ff. -For the position 
and non-repetition of iti: Delbrück, Altind. Syntax, p. 531; Speyer, Ved. 
U. Skt. Syntax, § 290; A. B. Keith, Rigveda Brahmanas, Cam bridge 
Mass. 1920, p. 95. 

St. 2: Ppp. 2. Pädas cd recur as 12 ab. - This stanza is, so to say, the 
negative complement of stanza 1. "A rich man who makes no gifts should 
be drowned" (Aparärka, quoted by Kane, o.c., II, p. 845, n. 1993).
"Barters ... "; lit.: "he carries on bartering away with his progeny" 
("il trafique de sa descendance", Henry); cf. vikraya- in AV. 3, 15, 4 
and the verb in VS. 3, 49. - "Cow": here the word go- is used. "Cow of 
the gods": perhaps a reminiscence of places such as ~V. 1, 73, 6 where 
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the cows are called gifts of heaven, or, what is more probable, of places 
such as :.;tV. 6, 28, 3 stating that cows are intended for the worship of 
the gods. - "Descendants of ... ": är~eya-, see AV. 11, I, 16 etc. quoted 
in Kaus. 61, 31 etc. 

St. 3: Ppp. 3, where jiyate in d. - J ust as not all healthy and uninjured 
cows are, as donations, of equal value and merit - the dark brown, kapilä, 
cow is the best : Mbh. 13, 77 7 ff. vuIg.; Var P. 111 -, so are physical 
defects quite naturally considered to detract from the animal's value. 
It is one of the tenets of rituallogic that there exists a correlation between 
the rite and the results to be expected on the one hand and the nature 
and the condition of the sacrificial gift on the other - a cow given to a 
brahman is no mere transference of a part of one's possessions -, and here 
also the tendency to 'casuistry' has led to a sort of system of correspond
ences. That is to say, as the result of giving such defective cows definite 
disasters will happen. - "HomIess" (küta- i.e. bhagnasrnga-); like the 
following adjectives this word is feminine, referring to the cow given. 
A black hornless cow is TS. I, 8, 9, I the dakr;;il).ä af ter offering to Nirrti 
(Perdition). Cf. also KätySS. 22, 3, 20; 23, 4, 16; LätySS. 8, 5, 16. The 
cow serving as the price of the soma should not be tailless, hornless, one
eyed, specially marked etc. (SB. 3, 3, I, 16). (On küta- see P. v. Bradke, 
in KZ. 34, p. 157 and T. Burrow, in Trans. Phil. Soc. 1945, p. 95 f.).
The author probably intends to say that the homs which are missing 
will crush the donor's descendants and cattIe (st. 2); according to Whitney
Lanman, however, the subject to be understood in a is grhälJ "his house", 
as in c. - For sarp,-sr- with a personal subject cf. st. 5 and AV. 4, 12, 7 
yádi kartárp, patitvá sarp,Sasré "if, falling into a pit, he has been crushed"; 
in PB. 11, 5, 8 a cow is the subject ("broke down"). Henry goes too far: 
"les (bestiaux du donateur) seront déchirés (par les fauves)". - For slo'IJa
cf. TB. 3, 9, 17,2. - "Stumbles ... ": ardati has been variously translated: 
"zerstieben, sich auflösen" (Petr. Dict.; "to dissolve", Monier-Williams); 
"erstöszt" (Ludwig); "il court" (Henry); "faIl" (Whitney); according to 
the Naigh. the verb has the general meaning of "going, moving". "To 
go, walk, run into a pit or weIl", would at least in Dutch be a quite correct 
expression. In all probability the verb was used to denote the stumbling 
and agitated gait of someone who is liable to have an accident: cf. :.;tV. 
7, 104, 24 vigriväso m-áradevä rdantu "may those who have faith in foolish 
gods go down to destruction, breaking their necks" (cf. also H. D. Velankar, 
:.;tgveda Mal).9.ala VII, Bombay 1963, p. 232); :.;tV. 4, 17, 2; hence also 
the caus. "to make agitated, excite" in AV. 4, 15, 6; 11; 6, 49, 2; "to 
do harm, torment etc." in the Mbh., Räm. etc. and "knock about" (:.;tV. 
10, 147, 2). - "Crippled, maimed": for ba'IJrj,a- see, in addition to Mayr
hofer, Etym. Wtb., Il, 403, Petr. Dict. V, 2 (explained as chinnahastaka-, 
hastädivarjita- "without hands" etc.; by the comm. on Läty. 8, 5, 16 as 
väladhivikrta-, i.e. "mutilated as to the tail"); such a person was ill
omened and a representative of evil: AV. 7, 65, 3; AVPar. I, 32, 5; cf. 
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also SSS. 16, 18, 18. - "His": the giver's. - "House": grhiilJ, as a plurale 
tantum. - There is no need for Whitney's (p. 694) assumption that the 
pädas band c have become transposed. - Whitney's translation of päda d 
(" ... his possessions are taken away") implies the 'emendation' (against 
the Padap.) of käryiyä to käryiyti i.e. käryiyä ti (cf. Whitney, in Am. J. 
Phil. 13, p. 302); Henry translated: " ... , sa fortune est donnée (à un 
autre)"; similarly Bloomfield, in S.B.E. 42, p. 174. The reading jiyate 
(Ppp.) "treated badly; acquired by conquest" (cf. Bloomfield, in Am. J. 
Phil. 7, p. 482) would remove Whitney's difficulty. - The one-eyed was 
likewise, as a representative of evil, to be avoided (Manu, 3, 155; cf. 
3, 242 and ~V. 10, 155, 1); the presence of such a man causes the loss 
of religious merit (Manu 3, 177). Manu 11, 119 has a one-eyed ass offered 
to Nirrti. Cf. also SB. 3, 3, 1, 16 (see above) and TS. 6, 1, 6, 7. A one-eyed 
man is an unworthy recipient of a gift (AVPar. 9, 4, 5). The appointment 
of a one-eyed purohita causes loss of two of a king's most important 
possessions, chariot (or draught-animal) and treasury (AVPar. 2, 3, 5). 
Obviously a causal connection was assumed to exist between the loss 
of an eye and loss of property. "In der Mantik gilt jede geistige und 
körperliche Abnormität als ominös und greift in das Naturganze ver
hängnisvoll ein" (J. v. Negelein, Der Traumschlüssel des Jagaddeva, 
Giessen 1912, p. 303; cf. Jagaddeva, 2, 50 f.; 110). 

St. 4: Ppp. 4 reading svä1[t vidyu1[t (= sä1[tvidyam, which is also found 
in some mss. of AVS., see Whitney-Lanman, p. 694) in c and t(Barret) 
duritagrä in d. - "Anaemia( 1)": "vilohita- (AV. 9, 8, 1; 12, 4, 4) selon 
la manière dont on envisage la formation du mot serait un flux de sang 
(du nez1, Bloomfield), la décomposition du sang (Henry) ou l'anémie 
(Whitney)" (Filliozat, La doctrine classique de la médecine indienne, p. 
106). - " ... dung" does the gen. saknálJ, depend on adhi~thdnat (BIoom
field, Whitney) or are both nouns juxtaposed (Henry) 1 The parallel st. 5 ab 
(where however padólJ, and adhi~thdnät are placed in the same päda) 
would point in the former direction, but an explicative abl. saknálJ, 
makes a satisfactory sense-remember the frequent juxtaposition of two 
words with the same syntactic function: tatra vane; Lat. Romae in tora; 
postera die mane; Cic. Div. in Lysandri ... statua . .. in capite instead of 
in L. statuae capite; vgl. W. Havers, Handbuch der erklärenden Syntax, 
Heidelberg 1931, p. 46-; notice the caesura!-"Visits", or "befalls, 
attacks": vindati, cf. ~V. 1,61,6; 1, 189,4 (subject: fear); 7, 84, 4 (thirst); 
8, 93, 14. - "Owner": i.e. the man who does not give her away.
"Standing-place": adhi~thäna- "standing-place, seat, abode, residence, 
settiement, place etc." cf. st. 5 and 23; the phrase kasmirrt8cid adhisthäne 
means "in a certain place". - Henry, p. 249, is of the opinion that "ce 
sont les bouses de la vache qui sont censées dégager des miasmes mortels 
à celui qui la détient indûment", without however substantiating this 
statement by quotations from Vedic texts. Notice Oaland's observation 
(Zauberritual, p. 67, n. 1): "Man hat nach den alten Indern zwei Arten 
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von Krankheiten zu unterscheiden: 1. die welche ihre Ursache in den 
Sub stanzen haben, die man in den Körper aufgenommen hat ... ; die 
welche ihre Ursache in res infaustae haben ... ; nur für diese, die nicht 
von den Aerzten geheilt werden können, geben die Atharvans die Heilung 
an". As is weU known cow-dung is 'sacred' and a potent means of puri
fication and ritual fertilization (Kane, Hist. of Dharmas., U, p. 773 f. ; 
Meyer, Trilogie, U, p. 50, n. 1 with a bibliography); was the dung of a 
cow which the owner did not give away to a brahman, a source of evil ~ 
Cf. AV. 5, 18 and 19 directed against those who rob or withhold the 
cattie of brahmans; these animals become so to say "ill-poisoned udders" 
(cf. 5, 18, 3); they are burning fire (5, 18, 4 f.); the man who eats their 
flesh swaUows down what has a hundred barbs (5, 18, 7); misfortune 
befaUs the kingdom (5, 19, 8). -None of the explications of the second 
line proposed by my predecessors carries conviction : "So haben sie der 
vasä-kuh den Namen gegeben 'weil du unbetrieglich wirst genannt'" 
(Ludwig, Rigveda, UI, p. 449); "teUe est la claire connaissance que 
nous avons de la Vache, quand nous lui disons: 'tu es ceUe qui tue les 
avares' " (Henry); "this understanding there is about the vasä; for thou 
art said to be very difficult to deceive!" (BIoomfield) ; "so is the agree
ment (n of the cow; for door-damaging art thou caUed"; see also the 
notes added by these authors. A form durädabhnä could mean "hard to 
be hurt or injured", cf. ädabh- in 1;tV. 1, 178, 2 etc. The text of the Paipp. 
is perhaps easier to explain. For sä'fJlvidya- "agreement, mutual under
standing, contract, covenant" see TS. 6, 5, 5, 1; PB. 9, 2, 6. The hapax 
durita-gra may mean "swaUowing, i.e. destroying (cf. 1;tV. 1, 140, 9) 
'sin', evil or disaster" . Is it the author's intention to say that man had 
entered into a covenant with the cow (va.sä-), which undertook to destroy 
'sin' and 'evil', with the implication that if man would not keep to the 
agreement she would do the same ~ For the auspicious presence of the 
cow see Kane, o.c., U, p. 774 f. - "Thou" : the cow. - For durita- see 
S. Rodhe, Deliver us from evil, Lund-Copenhagen 1946, p. 74, etc. 

St. 5: Ppp. 6 where (before Barret's emendations) vikula'fJl dvin (in b) 
and äha mukh. (in d). - "Her": enclitic pronouns are of ten placed af ter 
the initial word of a sentence, even if they belong to another element 
(cf. st. 7 a). - If deriving from vi-klid- (klind-) "to become soft, moist, 
rotted, decayed" the hapax viklindu- -which is not explained by Filliozat. 
o.c., p. 106-may perhaps be a sort of (leprous or diabeticn disease 
impairing, inter alia, the feet. - ". .. disposition": the difficult hapax 
(also found in st. 8) anämandt is explained as the name of a disease (Petr. 
Dict.), as an expression for "without sickness" (Ludwig, BIoomfield : 
ämana- "sickness"), as "Ie (mal) sans nom" (Henry), and as "unexpectedly 
(1)" (Whitney). I would suppose "unfriendly disposition"; cf. ämana
in TS. 2, 3, 9, 1 and 2 ... ämanasya devä ye sajätäl), kumäräl), samanasas 
fän aha'fJl kämaye (cf. also MS. 2, 3, 2: 28, 16; KS. 12, 2: 163, 13). The 
meaning seems to be that the cow, being offended and angry is "un-
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friendly disposed": cf. e.g. AV. 5, 18, 11; one should not insult a cow 
(for instanee, by touching her with the foot: ApDhS. 1, 31, 6); see also 
AV. 13, 1, 56; cf. also Manu 4, 162 (and Muusses, Koecultus bij de Hindoes, 
Thesis Utrecht 1920, p. 67); Käl. Ragh. 1, 77 (curse of an insulted cow).
In favour of the supposition that yálJ, (in d) is the object, and the cow 
subject of jighrati attention may be drawn to the belief that a cow was 
'holy' in alllimbs ex cept her mouth (Medhätithi on Manu 5, 128); Manu 
5, 124 accordingly requires food melted or licked by a cow to be purified. 

St. 6: Ppp. 5, reading, af ter emendation, in c, lak~mis kurva iti marp,syate, 
and, in d, kf~ute. - Päda b recurs as 12 c. - "Punches": for piercing or 
marking the ears of cows, cf. Zimmer, Altind. Leben, p. 234 and Miss 
Muusses, o.c., p. 54 f. "En la marquant comme si elle lui appartenait, 
Ie fraudeur pense accroître son bien, et il Ie diminue" (Henry, p. 251). 
Cf. also GobhGS. 3, 6, 5 ; AV. 6, 141, 2 with Kaus. 23, 14 ff.; MS. 4, 2, 9: 
31, 5 iti gaviirp, lak~ma kuryiid bhüyasiniim evottariirp, samiirp, karoti); from 
GobhGS. 3, 6, 5 it likewise appears that this marking was a ritual pro
cedure in order to increase one's stock of cattIe. One might kill such a 
cow to one's own use (JB. 2, 370); hence, I suppose, her unfitness for 
sacral purposes. Besides it may be inferred from MS. 4, 2, 9: 32, 9 that 
cows which were marked were expected "to come, in the hereafter, to 
their possessor" (na vii etam etii amutriigacchanti yii anak~itii iti); that 
implies, that they would not belong to the brahman(s) to whom they 
were presented. On these passages in general B. Delbrück, in Gurupüjä
kaumudi (Fs. A. Weber, Leipzig 1896), p. 48 f. -The exact meaning of 
ii sku- is however not quite certain. SB. 1, 2, 1, 5 angiiram iiskauti is 
explained by the comm. as meaning vibhajati ("divides"), by Eggeling 
as "pulls towards oneself"; TS. 6, 2, 1, 5 ni~kavam (absol.) means "af ter 
tearing". One should, with A. Walde-Jo Pokorny, Vergl. Wtb. d. idg. 
Spr. 11, Berlin-Leipzig 1927, p. 546; 552 distinguish this root sku- which 
is etymologically related to words for "transfixed etc." in other languages 
from sku- "to cover", which belongs to another IE. word family.
"Estranges ... " (or "insulates himself with regard to the gods"): for 
ii vraSc- "to tear off, separate, remove etc." with the loc. see also AV. 
15, 12, 6 ná devé~v á vfscate hutám asya bhavati "he is not estranged from 
(lit. "with regard to", loc. respectus, cf. e.g.1;tV. 1, 114, 8 má no gó~u ... 
riri~alJ, "do not harm us W. r. t. our cows") the gods; his oblation is 
successful". Cf. st. 12. For the construction compare st. 26 d; 47 d. -It 
may be remembered that a marked cow as weIl as the tailless (cf. st. 7) 
was unfit for buying soma (SB. 3, 3, 1, 16). 

St. 7: Ppp. 8, reading in bc tatalJ, kumiirii mriyante yak~mas caraty 
tatyavamniilJ, (Barret) which corresponds to A VS 8 cd. - Here also Henry, 
p. 251 , quite unnecessarily and improbably proposes to alter the text 
(kásmimscid bhóge).-"Tail": cf. AV. 10, 10, 1 (Kaus. 66, 20).-"Wolf": 
this animal (Zimmer, o.c. , p. 81) was quite naturally in bad repute; cf. 
J;tV. 1, 42, 2; 1, 120, 7; 6, 13, 5 etc. ; being an enemy of sheep (8,34,3) 
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it was dangerous even to men (1,105,11; 18; 2, 29, 6).-"KiUs": for 
ghátuka- with the acc. see Delbrück, Altind. Syntax, p. 181. 

St. 8: Ppp. 7 ab followed by AVS. 7 cd (see above). - "Crow" (dhvänk~a-): 
this bird is also in India ominous (Henry, Magie, p. 73; 76), and like a 
südra, a dog etc. a representative of 'untruth' (SB. 14, 1, 1, 31). If it 
alights, even in a dream, on somebody's head it forebodes, as a rule, 
distress (Jagaddeva, 2, 83; cf. v. Negelein, Traumschlüssel des Jagaddeva, 
p. 292 ff.). "Es bedeutet Unheil, wenn Geier, Krähen usw. sich aufPaläste, 
Häuser, Kuh- oder Pferdeställen ... niederlassen ... ; ihre Anwesenheit 
macht einen Ort opferunfähig. Das Nesterbauen der Krähe bringt Unheil 
.. . " (v. Negelein, l.c.). Cf. also Medhätithi on Manu 5, 124; 129. Henry, 
p. 251 was no doubt right in remarking: "päda a: à l'étable; si eUe est 
au patis, apparemment Ie mauvais présage est hors de cause", because 
these birds are especiaUy ominous when they alight on buildings, human 
beings and sacred objects such as Indra's banner. The reference to this 
omen is however not so strange as was believed by Henry ("why are 
not all the cows of the cow-owner mentioned ?" ), because this cow 
properly belonged to a brahman, and so the owner who failed to interfere 
for the cow's protection, aUowed the bird to commit a "sacrilège".
"Cachexy": yak~a-; formerly of ten translated as "disease in general 
or name of a large class of diseases, probably of a consumptive nature; 
pulmonary disease, consumption etc.", this general term for a group of 
diseases-according to VS. 12, 98 there are a hundred forms of yak~ma

-is of ten associated with 'sin' (Filliozat, o.c., p. 80) and hence frequently 
mentioned in the AV. (Rodhe, p. 73 etc.); see e.g. also AV. 2, 10, 6; 
3, 11, 1. Filliozat, o.c., p. 83 f. arrived at the conclusion that the term 
denoted "un dépérissement, une cachexie s'il s'agit d'une maladie géné
ralisée et, sans doute, une atrophie, une paralysie ou encore des nécroses 
... s'il est localisé dans un organe". - "Her": for anämandt see the note 
on st. 5. The sin of slaying a cow becomes diseases: Mbh. 12, 254, 46 ff. 

St. 9: Ppp. where cakrd (misprint) in b (for makrd which is handed 
down), followed by devi (!) and 'pirüpam in c: "if a goddess does what 
is meant in the stanza something beautiful (cf. e.g. apigu1Ja- "excellent") 
will be born".-"Lye": paZpüZana- (cf. Whitney-Lanman) is "lye, water 
impregnated with alkaline salt" (TS. 2, 5, 5, 6; Kaus. 22, 8). "Apparently 
the word is used here for 'urine' " (Whitney-Lanman) -which as is weU 
known is a highly val ua bie and purificatory stuff -; but this sense is 
as far as I know not found elsewhere, and in Kaus. 22, 8 lye and urine 
are mixed. Besides, the verb sam-asyati means "to throw together, mix, 
mingie". Now, the asyndeton marks "a short series" (Delbrück, Altind. 
Syntax, p. 59 f.). As moreover lye apparently was a means of cleansing 
for household purposes, and cow-dung a highly valued purificator for 
many moral and ritual transgressions and other religious purposes (e.g. 
SB. 12, 4, 4, 1, and see Kane, Hist. of Dharmas. U, p. 773 f.; Gampert, 
Sühnezeremonien, p. 48 f. etc.), the transgression meant in this stanza 
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may seem to have been the mixing of these two and, hence, the desecration 
of the latter which ought not even fall on the earth (AVPar. 38, 1, 4). 
The fact that a female slave or maid-servant (däsï, a woman of non
äryan descent), who was considered ritually impure, touched the dung, 
only aggrevated the 'sin'. For asyälJ, cf. st. 5 a; 7 a. There is however 
another possibility which I pref er : the dung may have been called a 
palpülana- (this word to be taken in a wider sense "means of purifying") 
and the verb implies "(mixing) with water", with which cow-dung is 
usually thinned (Kane, o.c., p. 773), or with the other ingredients con
stituting the pancagavya- or purificatory drink consisting of a cow's milk, 
curds, ghee, dung and urine; cf. also BIoomfield, o.c., p. 175: "her dung, 
that bites as lye".-"Will ... ": avye~yat (vi-i- "to go asunder; be lost, 
disappear"); as is of ten the case negative terms beginning with a- are 
preferably translated by positive equivalents (Four studies, p. 95 fr.) -As 
is well known, definite 'sins' were of ten , and especially in later casuistry 
and systematization, supposed to entail definite consequences. Thus the 
marrying of a younger before an elder brother results in a disease called 
grähi (AV. 6, 112); a royal sacrificer is ousted from his 'world' by wrong 
sacrificial behaviour (SB. 8, 5, 3, 8). 

St. 10: Ppp. 10.-"in ... ": jáyamänä "(when) being born".-"For ... ": 
abM jäyate, more literally "unto ... " -Henry (p. 252) errs in regarding 
the statements in band c as a "jeu de mots pour passer du mystique 
à l'utilitaire", but may be right in considering gopanam in d, which in 
some manuscripts is divided go panam in the pada-text, a play upon go-. 

St. 11: Ppp. 17, 17, 1 (nu priyäyate in d). - "Those": the brahmans; cf. 
st. 1. - "Win": for the nomen actionis vani- "the winning, acquisition 
(of an object desired)" see AV. 5, 7, 2; 3; 6.-For devákrta- "made by 
the gods" compare AV. 5, 19, 10 (in connection with the brahman's 
cow); 5, 7, 3 (vani-); 5,14,7 and 19, 35, 5 as opposed to "made by men"; 
6, 138, 4; 14, 1, 63. The J;tgvedic use is similar. It is therefore difficult 
to accept the correctness of Whitney's interpretation: "she is by the gods 
made theirs". In dealing with cows men should be aware that they are 
not of his making. - "Keeps" : nipriyäyate which has always, and probably, 
been translated "to keep for oneself" is a hapax (also st. 21; 25) of a 
somewhat dubious character (nipriya- does not occur). See also the note 
by Whitney-Lanman; priyäyate (Ppp.) would mean "treats kindly"; 
M. Scheller, Vedisch priyá- und die Wortsippe Irei ... , Göttingen 1959, 
p. 92 f. does not solve the problem. 

St. 12: Ppp. 2 reading, for a b ya enä'Yfl- yäcadbhya (yäcamänebhyo?) 
är~eyebhyo nirucchati ('emended' into yo devänä'Yfl- gä'Yfl- yäcadbhya är~eyebhyo 
na ditsati by Barret!). - Päda ab = 2 cd, c = 6 b. - For ä vraSc- c. dat. cf. 
J;tV. 10, 87, 18 á vrscyantäm áditaye durévälJ, "die Bösewichter sollen sich 
der Aditi entfremden!" (Geldner); TB. 2, 1, 2, 10 ä suryäya vrscyate; 
TS. 1, 6, 6, 1 yat te tapas tasmai te mä vrk~i "let me not be separated, 
excluded from thy glow"; MS. 1, 6, 5: 93, 18 tena tasmai nävrscate "so 
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(indem er eine Opfergabe darbringt) wendet er sich von (Agni) nicht ab" 
(Delbrück, Altind. Syntax, p. 143); SB. 12, 1, 3, 22 etiibhyas tvii devatiibhya 
ii vTsciima"&- "we cut thee off from those deities" (Eggeling) ; AV. 15, 2, 1 
devébhya á vTscate yá"&- ... not, with Whitney-Lanman, "he offends all 
the gods who ... "; similarly, AV. 12, 4, 34 agnáya á V., "cuts himself off 
from A." rather than "falls under the wrath of A." (Whitney-Lanman); 
KS. 21, 2: 39, 12 etiibhya evainarp, devatiibhya iivTscati. These middle forms 
- which may be translated by refiexive constructions - are not, with the 
Petr. Dict. VI, 1501 and Bloomfield, p. 658, to be substituted by the 
passive. In st. 12 and 51 ii vrasc- manyáve can hardly mean "to estrange 
oneselffrom the wrath (of a deity etc.)"; probably "to seclude and insulate 
oneself (with no other end or result than, i.e.) so as to incur the wrath ... ". 
See also BIoomfield, p. 658: "The dative manyáve ... involves zeugma". 

St. 13: Ppp. 3 has another version: yasyiinya"&- syiid vasiibhogo anyiim 
iccheta tarhi sa"&- (ischetu barhi§a"&-, ms.) hirp,srii t?Li dhatsvii gopatirp, etc., 
i.e. "the one who might have another use (1) of the cow should then 
seek another (cow); injurious ... the master of the cow ... ". - "Whatever 
... " or "even if there is ... " (in Duteh: "indien ook al"), "however 
useful the cow might be ... ": in relative clauses of a general tenor ya-
is of ten translated by "if someone (something)" : Delbrück, o.c., p. 562; 
Speyer, V.S.S. p. 85 (§ 272, 2). Henry's (p. 252) view ("contamination 
de yásya et de yády asya) is improbable. - "Refused": adattii. - "Man": 
puru§am; "the person concerned (himself)" (cf. AV. 6, lll, 1; 6, 133, 2; 
8, 2, 5; 8, 7, 2 etc.) not, with BIoomfield "(his) folk". 

St. 14: Ppp. 4. - "Treasure": for sevadhi- "an inexhaustible quantity 
of goods, treasure" see AV. 6, 123, 1 (Kaus. 63, 29); 12, 3, 46 (Kaus. 
68, 27). - "Deposited": cf. nihita- and nidhi- in AV. 12, 3, 42; 46; 48 
(Kaus. 62, 10); this noun is to recur in st. 17 and 29. - "Thus" : or 
"accordingly": etát. - "Come for": "come to" (accha iiyanti (Padap.), 
rather acchii yanti, but notice the metre! ; in Ppp. here and st. 15 a etad 
iiyanti) with the implication "come for, attain". 

St. 15: Ppp. 5, reading anyaj jinïyiid (1) in c and adhiroha~m in d. 
-Päda a: notice the responsio (cf. st. 14c).-In päda c anyasmin may 
be taken as a masculine form (Ludwig : "um sie (die br.) in einem andern 
(Wesen) zu bedrücken"; Henry), or as neuter (Bloomfield, Whitney). 
I would consider anya- to be equivalent to our indefinite article (Petr. 
Dict. I, 262; Wackernagel, in Kuhn's Zs. 55, p. III = Kleine Schriften, 
Göttingen 1953, I, p. 338; Gonda, Refiections on the numerals 'one' and 
'two', Utrecht 1953, p. 56; cf. e.g. anyasminn ahani "one day"; anyadii 
"once" etc.) and the locative to be the nimittasaptami (Pä:ç.. 2, 3, 36, 
Värt. 6, "in Bezug auf welchen Zweck"; cf. e.g. BAU. 1, 3, 1 ta e§u loke§v 
aspardhanta "they were competing with each other on account of these 
worlds (which were the motive or purpose of their contest)". The verb 
is stressed, oppression of brahmans being a grave crime; even threatening 
them with assault drew the severest condemnation (TS. 2, 6, 10, 1 f.; 
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GautDhS. 22, 2 ff. etc.). In the brähmaI).as this verb (jya-) is usually 
found in connection with k~atriyas oppressing members of the other 
classes, esp. brahmans: TB. 1,7,2,6; MS. I, 8, 7: 126, 19; SB. 4, I, 2, 4 
yatra vai somaJ:t svarp, purohitarp, jijyau "when Soma had oppressed his 
own domestic chapIain"; 13, 4, 2, 17; 13, 1, 5, 4 "when the prince chooses 
he may oppress the brahman, but he will fare the worse for it"; cf. also 
JB. 2, 196. As is of ten the case the same usage occurs in the AV.: 12, 5, 
5; 13, 3, I; for jya- with two acc. (Paipp.) cf. PB. 21, I, 1 ("to take by 
force from ... "). - "Keeping back", or "refusaI": nirodhanam. Ppp.'s 
reading ("mounting") may impIy that mounting this cow means oppressing 
the brahmans. 

'. St. 16: Ppp. 6. - "This (stanza) is obscure, but appears to mean that 
the cow may not betray herself as a vasä for as much as three years; 
but, as soon as she is recognized as such, she must be delivered over to 
the brahmans" (Whitney-Lanman). Yet the solution had already been 
found by BIoomfield (o.c., p. 175). -gada- in b means "disease" (cf. e.g. 
agada- in AV. 4, 17, 8), not "speech" (Henry, Whitney), or "poison" 
(Ludwig); Henry's note on päda a ("sans qu'on sache à qui elle est") 
is beside the mark. Tt is of course true that the defect of a barren animal 
onIy dawns on the owner af ter a number of years. - "Up to": for a with 
a following abl. cf. PäI).. 2, 1, 13 (limit). For an age of three years in con
nection with calves see Käty. 22, 9, 13 where dak~i1Ja vatsataraJ:t ... 
PTsnayaJ:t is explained as follows: prsnayo vicitraJ:t ("many-coloured, 
motIey"), vatsataryas ca trihaya1JYo 'pravitaJ:t: "weaned calves, i.e. three 
years old, not impregnated" (explained: akamitaJ:t "without sexual desire"); 
Kaus. 12, 8; VS. 18,26; 28, 27; PB. 16, 13,9 (a three years old bull for 
buying soma); 18, 9, 20; 21, 14, 7 f.; KätySS. 22, 3, 40; Lä~ySS. 8, 3, 9 ff. 
For a three years' period in connection with speaking untruth see AV. 
10, 5, 22.-The compound in b seems to be a hapax.-"Barren .. .": 
vasam oe cu pies the initial position in päda c. - The occurrenee of the 
name of Närada in this and several of the following stanzas (cf. also 5, 
19, 9, likewise in connection with the brahman's cow) may probably be 
eXplained from his being considered an expert in questions such as are 
discussed in this text (AV. 12, 4, 42 f.). Being a mythical seer and priest 
(AiB. 7,13,1; SSS. 15, 17) and a teacher (MS. 1,5,8: 76,16) he assisted 
the gods in taking a cow away when they had asked for her (AV. 12, 4, 24); 
he also selected one for himself (st. 41). In 5, 19, 6 and 12, 4, 16 he is so 
to say addressed (or invoked) as a witnessing expert. He is no doubt 
identical with the authority on dharma, to whom the well-known Nära
dasmrti is ascribed (Kane, Hist. of Dharmas. I, p. 196 ff.), in which 
much attention is paid to debts, deposits, gifts and their resumption, 
breach of contract, non-deIivery of objects sold, violation of connections 
etc. -Although it forms no part of the subject under discussion it is worth 
recalling that AV. 3, 28, 3 the advice is given to present a twinning animal, 
in order to avert the ill omen, to a brahman, lest it become a flesh-eater 
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and destroy the cattIe. "So it will become pleasant and propitious to men, 
kine, and field". Cf. also Kaus. 109-111. This practice is no doubt founded 
on the belief that the potent personality of the brahman will be able to 
neutralize the dangerous presence of such an ill-omened animal. For the 
same reason the vessels of a deceased sacrificer should be thrown into the 
water or given to a brahman who is "a remover of corpses" (SB. 12, 5, 
2, 14; KätySS. 25, 7, 32 f.). Cf. also my observations in Studia indologica, 
Fs. W. Kirfel, Bonn 1955, p. 107 ff. and A. Weber, Ind. Stud. 10, p. 61 ff.; 
see also TS. 2, 1, 2, 2; TB. 1, 2, 5, 2. - "Sought for": cf. AV. 12, 2, 39. 

St. 17 : Ppp. 7. This stanza must be understood as closely connected 
with the preceding: "if however, in that case, the owner denies ... ".
"Deposit ... " (nidhi-): see the no te on st. 14. For nihita-: AV. 11, 1,5 
(Kaus. 61 , 8); 11, I, 15 (60, 29); 12, 3, 42 (62, 10) etc. The phrase nidhi
nihita- occurs also A V. 11, 5, 10 (two treasures of a brahman); 19, 27, 9 
(of the gods, like 12,4, 17).-Bhava and Sarva are closely associated, 
and no doubt popular, divinities-their names of ten constitute a dvandva 
compound-who, while foreign to the ~V., are of frequent occurrence as 
'doubles' or 'embodiments' of Siva (cf. E. Arbman, Rudra, Upsala 1922, 
p. 29 f.). They are also in AV. 8, 8, 17; 10, 1, 23 etc. invoked to slay 
enemies or inimical powers, Bhava alone is in 11, 2, 8 implored to avoid 
those speaking, 11, 2, 28 to be gracious to the sacrificer, but 11, 2, 1; 
11, 6, 9 this prayer is addressed to both ofthem. It is true that these gods 
are said to roam about through the jungle like wolves (cf. SSS. 4, 20, 1) 
but this meaning of pari-kram- would require the part. parikramantau. 
So Ludwig's "ihn umwandelnd" , i.e. "surrounding him (as ferocious 
animals or waylayers their prey)" would be the most probable translation. 

St. 18: Ppp. 9 reading, in b, yo 'syä stanän uta, in c, ulJhayenaivainäm; 
päda a in A VS. = 12, 4, 33 a; see the note on that stanza. - "The sense is 
as follows: though he did not perceive her udder, because a young and 
sterile cow is deficient in this mark of prospective maternity, yet when 
he gives her away, she becomes a fruitful source of blessings" (Bloomfield). 
Another interpretation is: when he has not tried to milk her (cf. Ludwig) 
and so has sought no pro fit from her (Whitney). Anyhow, there is no 
reason to speak of an "antithèse bizarre" (Henry). - " ... prevailed ... ": 
aSakat. 

St. 19: Ppp. 8 reading, in ab duritavinapä saye dhävatäfi ca nu dischati 
(tduritav enam ä saye dhävitärp, ca na ditsati, Barret), and in cd kämas ... 
yam. - For duradabhnä cf. the note on st. 4. Emending duritav in Ppp. 
to duritäv and enam to enäm we might perhaps explain its reading as 
"he lies, or sinks down, on evil if he does not give her when she is eagerly 
sought for"; cf. expressions such as ~V. 10, 95, 14 ádhä sáyita nirrter 
upásthe "should lie in the womb of destruction"; and for dhävita- Bhäravi, 
Kirät. 2, 29 (dhäv- + acc. "to run af ter"). - The translation of AVS. 
implies the emendation of ydm to yán in d (so Ludwig, Whitney). -For 
"desires" (käma-) and success cf. e.g. AV. 11, 7, 13; 12, 3, 36; 19, 52, 5. 
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St. 20: Ppp. 10, reading yäcanti (päda a). - St. a = 24 a. Henry's trans
lation ("déguisés sous l'apparence des brähmanes") and interpretation as 
"jeu de mots" ("les dieux ... prenant pour visage Ie principe même de 
la splendeur ou de la sainteté (Ie soleil)") of päda b are wrong. I have 
also my doubts ab out Bloomfield's "mouthpiece". Usually Agni is called 
the mouth of the gods (e.g. SB. 7, 1, 2, 4 "for to whatsoever deity men 
offer, it is into Agni that they offer ... "; 13, 4, 1, 12). An object offered 
or given to brahmans is an oblation offered to the gods. "One should" , 
TB. 3, 7, 3, 2 says, "sacrifice in the right hand of a brahman; the brahman 
indeed is Agni Vaisvänara" ; and in Manu 4, 117 the hand and the mouth 
of a brahman are from the ritual point of view, identified. In VäsDhS. 
30, 3 the brahman and Agni are likewise identified, the former 's mouth 
being (in 5) the ähavaniya, i.e. the consecrated fue prepared for receiving 
oblations. Cf. also Paräsara 6, 53 "brahmans have all the gods in them ... " 
and many other descriptions of the divinity of "these visible gods" (cf. 
TS. 1, 7, 3, 1).-In b one might expect brähmar.tám, not bráhma1Jam; 
see the no te on AV. 12,3,20 (Kaus. 61 , 27).-For "indignation" (heq,a-) 
"indignation, wrath, anger of a god" cf. Rodhe, Deliver us from evil, 
p. 136 f. etc.; devaheq,ana- is "an offence against the gods committed by 
man" (e.g.1;tV. 10, 100,7); cf. also AV. 6, 114, 1; TB. 3,7,12,1 yáddevä 
devahérf,anam déväsas cakrmá vayám ... 

St. 21: Ppp. 17, 18, 1 giving, in d , nu priyäyate. - Notice the parallelism 
(20 d: 21 a). - Päda c: cf. 17 b; päda d: cf. 11 b. - "Cattie" : cf. e.g. also 
AV. 15, 6, 5; 17, 1, 4 etc. 

St. 22: Ppp. 2, where, in c, etän = etärp, (like most mss. of A VS; Roth 
and Whitney's edition : enärp,). - "Owner ... " : gopati-; here and elsewhere 
the cattle-breeder who happens to possess a vasä-, her master. - The cow 
does not belong to every ordinary brahman, but only to him who has 
a profound knowledge of her ritual significance. "Cette stance et la suivante 
n 'impliquent pas seulement les prétentions de la caste sacerdotale, mais 
une concurrence effective entre les membres de cette caste même" (Henry, 
p. 253). Compare st. 27. - For atha (also in the following stanzas) see 
Delbrück, Altind. Syntax, p. 585; Speyer, Ved. u. Skt. Syntax, § 282 ff.; 
Renou, Gramm. véd., § 453. - "Knows": the well-known formula. 

St. 23: Ppp. 3, where, in b, anyasmä 'dadad. See also the note by 
Whitney-Lanman. - "Abode" : adhi~thäna-; cf. st. 4 and 5. - "Deities" : 
not "deity" (Whitney-Lanman). The earth, though specially connected 
with Agni (AV. 12, 1, 19; SB. 6, 2, 3, 2) and Prajäpati, is said to be a 
place of abode for all the gods (SB. 14, 3, 2, 4); it is on the earth that 
these receive the oblations (AV. 12, 1, 22). According to Bloomfield, o.c., 
p. 659 the brahmans themselves are meant. 

St. 24: Ppp. 4, where, in d , udäjitä (udajatä , sic, Barret, read: udäjata). 
- "In the beginning" or "at fust" : agre, cf. AV. 11, 1, 23 (Kaus. 61, 44); 
12, 3, 1 (Kaus. 60, 31) etc. "Manière de dire que Ie droit en vertu duquel 
les dieux (les prêtres) réclament la vache, est immémorial" (Henry, p. 
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253). The reference to Närada (see the note on st. 16) -who here seems 
to be an ancient authority assisting the gods in instituting, on behalf 
of the brahmans, the practice under discus sion - may point in the same 
direction. -Ludwig (o.c., p. 450), backed up by Whitney-Lanman, 
needlessly proposed to read vidván for vidyiit. The latter is however an 
instance of an 'achronic' optative, expressing a mild assertion with regard 
to the past: Gonda, The character of the I.E. moods, Wies baden 1956, 
p. 65; W. Neisser, in Zs. f. Indo!. u. Iran. 5 (1927), p. 283; Speyer, Skt. 
Synt., § 345. The author apparently intends to say that the cow with 
which Närada concerned himself was the same animal as that mentioned 
in päda ab. - The middle form udiijata is not without significance! 

St. 25: Ppp. 5 (in d nu priyiiyate). - Whereas st. 24 might also have 
preceded st. 20, st. 25 could have been more closely connected with 
st. 21. - "Keeps": st. ll; 21. 

St. 26: Ppp. 6 reading in c yebhyo, and, in d tebhyaly" i.e. "The (man) 
who does not give her estranges himself from Agni etc., for whom the 
brahmans ask her", "for whom the b. ask her, viz. Agni etc., from those 
... ".-This stanza could have followed st. 20.-Agni-and-Soma: the 
ritual gods par excellence, and the protectors of the sacrifice, whose names 
of ten constitute a dvandva compound, e.g. AV. 1, 8, 2 (invoked for 
assistance); 3, 13, 5; 6, 54, 2 (invoked to secure some one's superiority); 
6,93,3 (a prayer for protection); 18, 2, 53; see also ~V. 1,93; 10, 66, 7; 
10, 19, 1 they are implored to prevent the cows from running away.
Käma: the god of desire, who in AV. 9, 2 is invoked for the fulfilment of 
a variety of wishes (in st. 5 his daughter is a milch-cow). For kiima- see 
also further on. -Mitra and VaruJ).a (see Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 
73 ff.) are the upholders of the sacred practices and observances (VS. 
10, 9; SB. 5, 3, 5, 34), to whom barren cows are offered (SB. 13, 5, 4, 25). 
- It is time now to revert by way of digression to the vasä-ritual in general 
(see the above note on Kaus. 20). Kausika, ch. 44 and 45, describes the 
so-called vaSusamanam, inserting this rite which has been left untranslated 
by Caland, Zauberritual, in adhyäya V which deals with a great variety 
of rites and charms to ward off evil effects or influences, to remove obstacles 
in sacrifices, to impart power, vigour, ensure success etc. The chapters 
44 and 45 are preceded by rites to avert the evil effects of funeral fires 
and followed by a rite for obviating the bad consequences of a false 
accusation. The inference, plausible in itself, that the vaSusamanam was 
to be performed for a similar purpose is corroborated by Därila's comment 
on Kaus. 44, 1: "this ritual application of the text quoted (AV. 4, 2, 1) 
(is) in fact (prescribed) because it renders noxious influences ineffective 
(siintatviit), adding that the rite is to be performed according to the schema 
of the simple cooked sacrifices - which require only the use of the sacrifieer' s 
domestic fire (piikayajiia-) - for the sake of allaying (samana-) the de
ficiency, 'sinfulness' or detrimental effects (do~a-) inherent in this anima!. 
(The term samana- is frequently used in this sense and explained by 
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sänti-; thus we find rogaSamana-, päpaSamana-, etc.; VaikhSS. 1, 11 and 
20, 27 makes mention of a samanahoma- ("oblations for appeasing the 
consequences of an evil event etc."). If the cow af ter the extraction of 
the vapä- (caul or omentum, see Schwab, Thieropfer, p. UI ff.) is found 
to be pregnant the foetus is, likewise with AV. 4, 2, 1, sacrificed (Kaus. 
45, 1). Among the mantras accompanying ritual acts connected with the 
vasä is (Kaus. 45, U d) satyä7y, santu yajamänasya kämä7y, "let the desires 
of the sacrificer be realized". This off-recurring formula follows e.g. ~V. 
10, U6, 8 d and AV. 19,42,3 an invitation addressed to Indra, to partake 
of the oblations; VS. 12, 44 it is addressed to Agni who is invited to 
increase his body with the presented butter ("that means", SB. 6, 6, 4, 2 
explains: "with ghee indeed make thou grow thy body, and for whatever 
wishes the sacrificer makes up a fire, may they all come true") - see also 
Schwab, o.c., p. 101 f. and Keith, Veda of the Black Yajus School, p. 
227, n. 1- ; the words occur also in MGS. 2, 4, 5 to accompany the oblation 
of the omentum (pasyuyajfia), and ibid. 2, 9, 4 (anval?takya), and in 
other texts in connection with the same ritual act. See also Kaus. 6, 1 d 
(Full and New-Moon sacrifices). Another formula arresting our attention 
occurs Kaus. 45, 16 kämo 'si, kämäya tvä sarvavïräya sarvapuru~äya 
sarvaga'Yfäya sarvakämäya juhomi. This looks like an enlarged version of 
an element of the so-called jaya-formulas - mantras causing victory, to 
be used at each sacrifice at which one wishes to obtain success (MGS. 
1, 10, U) -which are, in different forms, given in various ritual texts 
(TS. 3,4,2, 1; ApSS. 19,7,9; VGS. 14, 12; PGS. 1, 5, 8; KGS. 25, 13 
etc.; cf. also TS. 3, 4, 6, 1; ApSS. 19, 17, 18). The words kämäya tvä may 
also occur as an introduction to the explicit expression of a wish (while 
performing a ritual act): SSS. 1, 15, 11 f.: "While sprinkling water 
around (upon 1) the veda-bunch (i.e. bunch of strong grass made into a 
broom used for sweeping etc. in rites) ... he pronounces the formulas: 
for Desire (kämäya) (I sprinkie) thee. Thou art a bunch. Whereby thou, 
o bunch, hast become a veda for the gods, thereby be thou a bunch 
for us .... Thou art gain. May I gain ... Thou art the winner. May I win 
(saneyam)". The formula mayalso be introduced by the vocative käma, 
i.e. by an invocation of the divine power Desire (see above), e.g. in the 
rite related in JB. 1, 362; TA. 2, 18; GautDhS. 25. In the text under 
discussion the oblation is apparently identified with Desire and offered 
"to Desire, accompanied by (i.e. comprising) completeness and a safe and 
sound condition of heroic men (sons etc.), attendants, associates and 
objects of desire". There is no need to dweIl on this subject any longer, 
but attention may still be drawn to TS. 3, 4, 2, 2 dealing with the offering 
of a barren goat (vasä ajä) for one who desires prosperity (cf. ApSS. 
19, 17, 6-17). This animal, which is (TS. 3, 4, 3, 2) said to be connected 
with, or to be sacred to, all the gods, is sent to the gods (TS. 3, 4, 3, 5), 
finding its support in these worlds. The words "be the desires of the 
sacrificer fulfilled" (= Kaus. 45, U d) are explained as referring to the 
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desire of the sacrificer that the sacrifice should proceed to its conclusion. 
The sükta AV. 4, 2-which according to the comm. on AV. is to be recited 
in its entirety on both occasions - is mostly aversion, with considerable 
variants, of the famous 1;{,V. 10, 121 addressed to "the unknown god", 
the sole lord of all existence, by whose greatness heaven, earth and 
atmosphere are extended. The clue to this at first sight curious application 
of this sükta lies in the last (8th) stanza: "the waters generating a young 
(vatsa-) promoted in the beginning the development of an embryo, and 
of that, when born, the foetal envelope was of gold (viz. the golden embryo 
becoming the sole lord of existence)": it may be recalled that the sükta 
is to be recited, at Kaus. 44, 1, with the preparation of consecrated water, 
and 45, 1 ff. with the sacrifice of the foetus. 

St. 27: Ppp. 7, where, in d sya (syat, Barret) instead of vaset. - "Her 
... ": asyal} gópatil}. - "Sacred verses" : rcal} (a special type of mantra 
with a fixed number of syllabIes, etc., especially those collected in the 
~gvedasaIphita); no doubt those with which the brahmans come to claim 
their rightful property. Is Bloomfield (p. 659) right: "it seems as though 
stanzas of a more antique and floating character respecting the vasa 
existed prior to the Atharvan redaction" ? - " Himself": i.e. he need, or 
should, not act on the authority of others (svayam not, as is suggested 
by Henry (p. 254), to be taken as belonging to rcal}).-pada d: negative 
repetition of a thought expressed affirmatively in the preceding part of 
the utterance: Stylistic repetition, p. 353. In the next stanza this thought 
is elaborated. 

St. 28: Ppp. 8 where (probably) subham "good fortune, happiness" 
instead of bhütim in c. -The gen. asyal} (a) was taken by Henry to depend 
on gopatil} suggested by st. 27. 1 translate it as a gen. relationis ("Zu
gehörigkeit" ), although one might also explain it as implying aim or 
purpose (cf. ~V. 9, 96, 6 svádhitir vánanam "an axt destined to feIl trees"). 

St. 29: Ppp. 9. On -kr,!/-uoJva in päda c (as against -kr,!/-ute in a few mss., 
which was translated by Whitney) see Whitney-Lanman, p. 698. - Pada b 
("treasure ... "): cf. st. 17 b.-The difficult second line has puzzled my 
predecessors to such a degree that attempts have been made to correct 
the text: kr,!/-ute instead of kr,!/-uoJva - so that the difference in meaning 
between 29 cd and 30 ab becomes less - , jiga'Yf/,8ati "desires to go" instead 
of jigha'Yf/,8ati (Petr. Dict. VII, 1326 proposes jihasati). Hence Whitney: 
" ... manifests her forms, when she desires to go (n to her station (i.e. 
her rightful and appointed place)" . This would indeed make excellent 
sense. vVe may take the noun sthaman- "station, place, seat" in the sense 
of "place where she properly belongs, home, rightful place" (cf. AV. 6, 
77, 1; 7, 96, 1); the verb han- is used in a considerable variety of associ
ations admitting of a wide range of translations : "to kiIl, to destroy, to 
repress, to obstruct etc.". - The 3rd person sing. may imply 'the general 
subject' (Fr. "on"). Of course the recalcitrant owner may be meant.
For apostrophe or alternation between the 2nd and 3rd person in the 
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Veda see e.g.1;"{.V. 7, 9, 5 and 6; 7, 28, 3-5; 7, 31, 1O-1l etc.; cf. Oldenberg, 
~gveda, 11, Berlin 1912, p. 379.-For "forms" (rüpä'IJi) cf. also AV. 9, 
5, 21 and 24 (Kaus. 64, 27). 

St. 30: in Ppp. ab have been omitted, and cd (10) are corrupt: uto ha 
vrahmabhyo vaSa t ya a~thaya t kr'IJute manaJ:t (Barret; ... namaJ:t, ms.). 
Read in AVS. d yiicnyáya. - For the verb jighii1[/,Sati see the note on 
st. 29 (altered into jiga1[/,Sati, Bloomfield; Whitney). - "Manifests": the 
same verb (avi~kr-) as in st. 29. Whitney adds to his translation (see note 
on st. 29) the note: "that is, (she) prepares herself to be asked by them". 
I would say: "she shows her real nature as a cow intended for the 
brahmans". - For the use of atmiinam etc. in the A V. see also Deussen, 
AUg. Gesch. d. Phil. I, 1, p. 327.-Pädas cd have in detail been variously 
misunderstood. The noun brahmábhyaJ:t is neither "a dative by attraction 
(Whitney-Lanman), nor to be translated as a genitive, but an example 
of the 'double dative': both forms, b. as weU as yiicnyaya are dative 
complements in their own right: "with a view to the b., with a view to 
asking". Cf. e.g. ~V. 5, 31, 4 indram . .. ávardhayann áhave hántavá u 
"they made Indra increase (stronger) ... to slay the serpent" etc. (see 
The unity of the Vedic dative, in Lingua, ll, p. 144 f). - "Mind": the 
phrases manaJ:t, buddhim, matim etc. kr- mean "to direct the mind (i.e. 
one's own mind) towards an object, to turn the attention to" ( + loc., 
dat. etc.); cf. e.g. ~V. 6, 44, 8. Directing the mind to, or concentrating 
one's attention on, an object is not rarely a method of exerting infiuence 
on that object: cf. AiB. 3, 31, 7 where a pers on who contemplates the 
quarters is able to exert a supranormal infiuence on them; SB. 11,2, 7, 32 
"these then are the divinities that officiate for him ... ; let him direct ... 
his attention to them, then they indeed officiate for him"; 3, 9, 4, 17; 
12,9,1,13; SSS. 5, 9,19 "for a woman who is desirous ofhaving a son ... , 
he should concentrate his attention on a son" etc. Cf. The vision of the 
Vedic poets, p. 293 f. - In this stanza and in 31 the particle ha marks 
the close connection with the preceding part of the utterance and the 
continuation of the argument; see the examples coUected by Delbrück, 
Altind. Syntax, p. 498. 

St. 31: Ppp. 17, 19, 1. - " ... impulse": interestingly enough the verb 
sa'f!/- kalpayati is in this stanza not only closely associated with manasa 
but foUows also af ter the phrase kurute manaJ:t in st. 30 d. The only 
occurrence of sa'f!/-kalpa- in the ~V. is 10, 164, 5, the last stanza of a sükta 
beginning with an invocation of the "Lord of manal;t" (manasas pati-), 
"ein Genius, der als Aufseher der (geheimen) Gedanken gedacht iat" 
(Geldner, o.c., lIl, p. 391), and exhibiting two other uses of manaJ:t. 
According to the ChU. 7, 4, 1 the sa'f!/-kalpa- is "more" than manaJ:t: 
sa'f!/-kalpo va manaso bhüyan. yada vai sa'f!/-kalpayate atha manasyati, atha 
vacam ïrayati tam u niimnïrayati ... (translated by R. E. Hume, The 
thirteen principal Upanishads, Oxford 1934, p. 252) "Conception ... is 
more than mind. Verily, when one forms a conception, then he has in 
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mind, then he utters speech, and he utters it in name ... ". The term 
sa'lJl-kalpa- - which has also been translated by "Vorstellung und Willens
entschlieszung" (E. Abegg, Indische Psychologie, Zürich 1945, p. 13); 
"will" (S. Radhakrishnan, The principal Upanisads, London 1953, p. 472; 
"resolve" (Whitney-Lanman, AV. 3, 25, 2) and otherwise-is of ten 
coupled with käma- "desire", e.g. AV. 3,25,2; BAU. 1,5,3; ChU. 8, 1,5 
etc.; see Oldenberg, Vorwiss. Wissenschaft, p. 72, n. 1. In BAU. 1, 5, 3 
desire, sa'lJl-kalpa-, and a number of other faculties or dispositions are 
collectively said to be "mind" ( ... etat sarvam mana eva), and in 2, 4, 11 
mind is called the "uniting place" of all "sal!lkalpas ("determinations", 
Radhakrishnan), that is to say, all sal!lkalpas unite in manal}. as all waters 
come together in the ocean. It is sufficiently clear that however vague 
the conception, the term sa'lJl-kalpa- has not ineptly been rendered by 
"impulsion réalisatrice" (L. Silburn, Instant et cause, Paris 1955, p. 121, 
n. 1; 427) and, with regard to Buddhist thought, defined as "la pensée 
braquée sur un but; elle apparaît comme une disposition particuIière de 
l'attention qui adapte l'esprit à son object" (the same, 0.1., p. 202). It 
is the mental activity which arranges, classifies and directs our thoughts 
and ideas. The verb sa'lJl-kalpayati which generally speaking expresses the 
idea of a "(productive) arranging" and "aiming at" is here used for an 
"in praktischer Hinsicht Zurechtstellen dessen, was man zu tun gedenkt" 
(Oldenberg, o.c., p. 72). - "That" : is tad (b) pronoun (Bloomfield) or 
adverb (Henry; Whitney) 1 SB. 3, 4, 2, 7 aptly quoted by Bloomfield, 
p. 659 would point in the former direction : "Hence it was in regard to 
this what was said by the glÏ: 'In his mind he proposes, and it goes on 
to the wind; and the wind tells the gods what your mind is, 0 man' " 
(EggeIing): manasä (the instr. as in AV. 12, 4, 31) sa'lJl-kalpayati, tad 
vätam apigacchati (cf. AV. 12,4,31 ab! ) .... Here tad no doubt is the idea 
conceived. - "Gods": the real gods or are deva- and brahman- used 
synonymously1 (Bloomfield). No doubt the real gods, the brahmans being 
supposed to know their will and intentions : "they indeed have all the 
gods in himself and therefore their words do not fail" (ParäsaraSm. 6, 53: 
brähma1}ä yäni bhä§ante bhä§ante täni devatäl;t sarvadevamayä viprä na 
tadvacanam anyathä). 

St. 32: Ppp. 2, reading devebhyal;t, instead of devatäbhyal;t at the end 
of b. - Bloomfield, p. 660, translating "... svadhä befriends him with 
the gods ... , etc.", was of the opinion that this stanza involves a zeugma. 
I follow the other translators. -Svadhä,' this call is the ordinary and 
typical exclamation in connection with formulas addressed to the Fathers 
(see e.g. Kaus. 1, 21). For svadhäkära- cf. also AV. 15, 14, 7; TS. 6, 3, 
2, 5; Kaus. 1, 21 etc. - "Mother" : not, with Henry, p. 254, "il échappe 
même à la plus formidable des malédictions", but mother= va8ä- (Ludwig), 
cf. st. 33 a and AV. 10, 10, 18 a. 

St. 33: Ppp. 3 reading (in c) vasä räjanya te mätä.-Päda a=AV. 10, 
10, 18 a. - Henry observes (päda a): "en ce sens, évidemment, qu'elle 
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nourit Ie vaIsya, lequel paie tribut au k!;latriya". - ". . . prevailed": cf. 
sambhavati in the sense of "to happen, occur, exist, be found, take place; 
to prevail". - "Non-surrendering": anarpa'fJam seems to be a hapax: "sie 
wird (gleichsam) nicht weggegeben ... " (Petr. Dict. I, 177); "they deny 
that the cow is given as a mere present, or that she is committed to their 
charge". The donor indeed is, as we have seen, the one who benefits most. 
For arpayati cf. Yäjfi. 2, 164 yathärpitän pasun (sc. prätaly,käZe gosväminä 
ga'fJayitvä samarpitä7y,) gopaly, säya'Yfo pratyarpayet tatM; 2, 65 haste 'nyasya 
yad arpyate. 

St. 34: Ppp. 4, reading yad äjya'Yfo pratijagräha sä (Barret,?) Zumpet 
s. a. tato 'brähma'fJo (Barret) v. a. v. 'd.-"Stretched ... ": for pra-grh- in 
the sense of "stretching forth in order to offer or to present" see TS. 
2, 1, 1, 4 vapäm agnau prägrh'f}ät; SB. 9, 3, 2, 1; SSS. 7, 5, 1 ff. "having 
stretched out the bowl with the remains of the soma ... to ... ". - "Take 
away", or "waste": the text no doubt refers to (intentionaIly?) with
holding part of the oblation from Agni, the sacrificial fire, which ifhappening 
accidentaIly, requires "expiations" or "atonements" (präYaScitta-): cf. 
MS. 1, 4,13: 62, 9-12; ApSS.19, 13, 1-4; 16, 8; 17, 1 f. Amongtheobjects 
to be presented to a priest in order to neutralize the bad effects arising 
from such a waste of oblations is a herbivorous animal such as a cow 
or a goat. -For päda d see st. 6 and 12. 

St. 35: Ppp. 5, reading, in b, 'syopa t. and, for c, säsmai s. k. duhe. 
-Päda 35 d=36 b.-See also Whitney-Lanman's note.-The "sacrificial 
cake" (puroiJä8-) consists of a mass of ground rice rounded into a kind 
of cake which, being usually divided into pieces, is offered as an oblation 
in fire (cf. e.g. :!;tV. 3, 28), preceding the main oblations. (The cake is 
SB. 1, 2, 1, 2 called the head of the sacrifice). The compound seems to be 
a hapax; it serves to give an idea of the relation between the cow and 
the sacrificial cake, but it should be remembered that according to the 
Indians a cow does not yield milk if her calf is not standing close by. 
Cf. e.g. also AV. 4, 39, 2; 4; 6; 8; 8, 10, 22-29. Thus without offering 
such a cake the cow will not give milko Ritual techniques require a cake 
to be offered for special purposes, e.g. TS. 2, 3, 2, 8 "he who desires cattIe 
should offer a cake ... to Agni and Indra; verily Agni produces cattIe 
for him and Indra makes them grow up"; cf. 7, 1, 9, 1: "the sacrificial 
cake is cattIe and food; one wins these by it". It is clear that here the cow 
is regarded as the divine power which is, by means of the sacrificial cake, 
induced to grant the sacrificer his wishes. - "Approaches ... ": for upa
sthä- cf. AV. 9, 7, 26; 10, 10,9. - "World": no doubt "this world" is meant, 
as opposed to Yama's realm in 36 a. For Zoke alone in this sen se (=iha 
Zoke) see Manu 1, 11; 84; 4, 157 etc.; Mbh. 1, 145, 20 cr. ed. etc. 

St. 36: Ppp. 6, reading tathä for atha in c. - "InfernaI" : according to 
Roth (Petr. Dict.), Ludwig, Henry, Bloomfield, näraka'Yfo Zokam means 
"helI". I would pref er to take this adjective-which is not foundin the 
:!;tV.; the substantive naraka- does not however occur before TA. 1, 19, 1; 
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Nirukta 1, 11 - as a predicate. The pada text reads nárakam and Prat. 
3, 21 noting the difference between this reading and that of the saIJlhita 
text does not attach any significance to the a. Moreover, grammarians 
teach, in connection with Pal).. 6, 3, 137, that naraka-=naraka-; such an 
adjective may indeed easily be used as a substantive, and it actually 
occurs as such VS. 30, 5. In AV. 12, 4, 36 two translations are possible: 
"helI is the world ... ", as weIl as "infernal is the w.". For the concept 
of helI in Vedic times: W. Norman Brown, in J.A.O.S. 61, p. 76 ff.; Kirfel, 
Kosmographie, p. 49 ff. ; Henry, p. 255 errs in considering it "une invention 
postérieure du raffinement sacerdotal". 

St. 37: Ppp. 7. - " ... miscarries": authorities disagree as to the exact 
meaning of vehat-: "a barren cow, a cow that miscarries (garbhaghatini 
gaulJ" Mahidhara on VS. 18, 27), a cow desiring the bull, a pregnant cow" 
(see Petr. Dict. VI, 1384); the comm. on AV. 3, 23, 1 explains by "liable 
to abort" as weIl as "barren" (garbhaghatini vandhya); "a cow whose 
calf is not living" (Srautakosa, p. 889; 893). Cf. also TS. 2, 1, 5, 3; MSS. 
5,2,10,17; ApSS. 19, 16, 19. In SB. 12,4,4,6 such a cow is to be 
presented to a brahman who af ter staying at one's dwelling goes away 
offended; in AiB. 1, 15, 6 an ox or a vehat- is to be kiIled when a king or 
another worthy person arrives as a guest. The above meanings may come 
to the same: "a cow which af ter having desired the bull is (repeatedly) 
pregnant, but (always) miscarries". Anyhow, the stanza seems to have 
been of ten misunderstood: Whitney's "thinking me barren" (c) is im
possible, because she is "barren" (vasa) and an owner who desires to keep 
her for himself would try to prove her to be fecund (cf. st. 16); and this 
is exactly what is related in pada a. Bloomfield attempts to retain the 
translation "sterile" by adding "(without giving me to the brahmans)", 
a thought which we would expect to have been made explicit. - "Lives 
... ": carati kruddhá; cf. Speyer, Ved. u. Skt. Sylltax, § 204, Anm. -For 
the "fetters of Death" cf. AV. 3, 6, 5 (against enemies) ; 8, 8, 10. Mrtyu 
is the god who takes away the life of a man who is to die (see Shende, 
Foundations, p. 56 ff.). 

St. 38: Ppp. 8, where, in b for amii ca, the equivalent grhe~u, asya 
8vaputran in c, and catayate "frightens away" in d. - "Roast": cf. AiB. 
1, 15, 6 (quoted above). - "Brhaspati" is the divine representative of the 
brahmans (cf. e.g. AV. 15, 10, 4; 5) and the brahman of the gods (cf. 
e.g. SB. 1, 7, 4, 21) who undertakes to recover the debt incurred by the 
unrighteous owner of the cow. See also st. 44, and for Brhaspati in the 
AV. in general Shende, Foundations, p. 129 ff. 

St. 39: Ppp. 9, corrupt in a; tato instead of atho ha in c. - The author 
makes mention of other evil consequences of unrightful ownership.
"Radiates ... ": "(ava tapati at AV. 12, 4, 39) might mean that she is 
badly distressed and 'pines away', but this would be the only example 
among the verbal forms (of tap-) in the A V. of the idea of mental distress 
which occurs fairly of ten in the :!;tV." (C. J. Blair, Heat in the :!;tV. and 
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AV., New Haven 1961, p. 37). In my opinion this place is-together 
with ~V. 7, 104, 15 "may I die just today if I were a 'sorcerer' or if I had 
injured with heat (tatapa) a man's life"; 7, 82, 7 ná tám árp,ho ... mártyam 
... ná tápaly, kutas cana "neither distress ... nor heat (overtake) that 
mortal from anywhere" - an example of the widespread belief that "heat, 
warmth" and "being replete with sacred ('magico-religious') power" are 
closely related conceptions. Power is believed to develop heat, or the 
presence of heat is an indication for the manifestation of power (H. 
Webster, Magic, Stanford Cal. 1948, p. 6 etc.). In Indonesia a "warm 
house" is a house affiicted with smallpox, in which power quite intelligibly 
manifests itself (F. D. E. van Ossenbruggen, in Bijdragen Taal-, Land
en Volkenkunde 70 ('s-Gravenhage 1915) a.nd 71 (1916)). Papuans believe 
that those who handle powerful objects without authority may expect 
to be struck by heat (F. E. Williams, Drama of Orokolo, Oxford 1940, 
p. 111 fr.). Thus extraordinary power may be great 'heat' which may 
become not only promotive of luck and welfare, but also dangerous to 
other people. See also my remarks in Indo-Ir. Journal 8 (1964), p. 61 f., 
and for 'heat' and 'fury' of warriors filling their adversaries with terror 
and paralysing them also M. Eliade, Birth and rebirth, New York 1958, 
p. 84. The preverb ava "downwards" is explicable from the divine nature 
of the animal ; cf. SB. 13, 8, 1, 11 "heated from above (by the sun)"; 
KätySS. 21, 3, 16. This explication is in harmony with the poison milked 
according to st. 39, for which see also AV. 8, 3, 16; 8, 10, 38; 12, 5, 31, 
etc. - "Fiercely": mahat, mayalso correspond to our "very, amply, 
highly, violently etc." - "Cow": notice the use of the noun gauly,; the 
meaning apparently is "being treated as an ordinary cow" (Whitney
Lanman). Not "obwohl nur eine Kuh" (Ludwig; Henry), nor "though 
she be a (fruitful) cow" (Bloomfield). - "Merely": api, cf. muhürtam api 
"only a moment". - "Poison": this does not of course be taken literally. 

St. 40: Ppp. 10 which has yad devatähavir asyäly,. - "Cattie" : pa8ünäm. 
That is to sa.y the other cows etc. agree with this religious practice. Without 
their consent the success of the act was problematic. - "The ... cow": the 
victim's consent is emphasized. Cf. Oldenberg, Rel. des Veda, 4p . 357 f. 

St. 41: Ppp. 17, 20, 1 reading, in b, yajnän and, in c, vilapatim. -
"Fashioned": the compound ud-k~p- seems to be a hapax: lito "to arrange 
or shape out". In any case the gods are said to have fashioned the vasä-. 
The imperf. is to be translated bya pluperfect. - What does udetya 
mean ~: "returning" (BIoomfield), "rising up" (Whitney), or "arising" ~ 
"To arise" is the meaning ~V. 6, 51, 1 and AV. 5, 30, 11; 13, 1, 1 (the 
sun); "to go or come up, near" AV. 11, 1, 21; 11, 6, 18. As the idea that 
the gods owe their very existence to a 'sacrifice' (act of worship) is foreign 
to ~V. and AV. (cf. also Macdonell, Vedic Myth., p. 14), the author 
seems to say that af ter performing a sacrificial ceremony-cf. e.g. AV. 
11,10,12; 11, 10,27; BAU. 6, 2, 9-14; ChU. 5, 4, 2-which was to enable 
them to this creative deed they produced the vasä. However, a translation 
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" fashioned the cow out of (cf. ~V. 10, 90, 8; 9; AV. 13, 4, 39) a 
sacrifice, af ter having arisen (themselves) from it" is syntactically unob
jectionable. - The preverb ud- probably suggests that the sacrifice took 
place on the earth. - Närada, see st. 16 and 24. - "Drove ... ": udäkuruta,' 
cf. 10, 67, 4. - Vilipti,' it is altogether obscure what sort of cow is intended 
by the term vilipti- which does not seem to occur elsewhere. The long 
-i- prevents us from comparing the, mostly unaryan, animaIs' names in 
-ti- such as gr~ti- "cow with one calf"; sapti- "horse, courser" (Wacker-
nagel-Debrunner, Altind. Gramm. lI, 2, p. 642) as weIl as from deriving 
the word from lip- "to smear (over)" (as supposed by Henry and Whitney). 
- The mythical narrative upon which the text dweIIs for a rather long time 
is unfortunately not dealt with in full detail. 

St. 42: Ppp. 2, reading, in c, tän ("to them") instead of täm (Barret, 
"of her") and omitting iti at the end. - See also the critical note by 
Whitney-Lanman. - "Questioned": amimä'Y(/,8anta "to consider, reflect 
upon, call in question". - Närada is, as stated above, apparently an 
expert. - "The cow p. exc.": vaSatamä or "the most truly vaSä-"; for 
-tamä cf. Wackernagel-Debrunner, o.c., lI, 2, p. 601, and ~V. 2, 41, 16 
ámbitame náditame dévitame sárasvati. 

St. 43: Ppp. 3 reading, for c, A VS. 45 c which is repeated as Ppp. 5 c. 
- As appears from st. 44 Brhaspati (cf. st. 38) acts as the spokesman 
of the gods. - However plain its language and simple its style this stanza 
presents a difficulty: is the cow meant in päda d included among those 
mentioned in ab or not~ The puzzle is solved in st. 47 a from which it 
appears that it is not the number of cows, but the number of the kinds 
of cows which interests the interrogator. Besides, Brhaspati does not ask 
the cows "of Närada" (Whitney); "er erkundigt sich nach ihnen" (Geldner, 
~V. 9, 89, 3 prchate gäM. - Bloomfield is right so far that at fust sight 
there is considerable disorder in the arrangement of the stanzas 43-47 
but I am af raid I cannot follow him in throwing out 44 and reading the 
passage as follows: 43, 47, 46, 45. It would appear to me that Närada, 
quite naturally, answers the second question (43 a) first. This answer 
evokes the comment of his interlocutor contained in 45 ab and a new 
question in 45 b. Af ter answering this and indicating that this answer 
properly belongs to the question put in 43 d - 44 cd are repeated as 46 cd 
- Närada proceeds to answer to 43 a-c. - "Non -brahman": cf. A V. ll, 
I, 32 (Kaus. 63, 19). 

St. 44: Ppp. 4, reading, in a, viluptyä (this form was supposed by 
BIoomfield, p. 660, to have been the true reading; however, although 
vilupta- means "destroyed, ruined, lost", a derivative in -i- meaning 
"miscarrying" is not known to me, and the form (cf. Wackernagel
Debrunner, Altind. Gramm., 11, 2, p. 375) points to a female "lost, 
ruined", cf. e.g. parimür'IJi- "decrepit, old (of a cow)" beside parimür1Ja-; 
the form with u may be due to popular etymology); in c, täsäm (instead 
of tasyäM which - if Whitney were right (see further on) - might point to 
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viliptiJal}" nom. pI. (in a) instead of viliptyd (see Whitney-Lanman; however 
the word is always in the sing.). I do not alter the text, translating tiisiim 
(as in Ppp.) and considering viliptyd(ly,) the gen. sg.; the word obviously 
is in the same case as kasyii(ly,) in 43. -According to Whitney-Lanman 
päda b refers to one animal : "the cow (vaSd-) that has given birth to 
(such) a cow". However, notwithstanding the absence of another ca, 
stanza 47 ab seems to be decisive. - The compound sutávasii (cf. also TB. 
2,7,4,1) is translated by the Petr. Dict. and its satellite Monier-Williams: 
"a cow which remains barren af ter its first calf" (Säyal).a on TB. l.c.: 
sakrt prajiim utpiidya pasciit bandhyii sutavaSii) and the mythical narratives 
told in TS. 2, 1,5,4; 6, 1,3,6 (where the compound is explained!) support 
that interpretation, which is however inconsistent with the requirements 
of the accent. However, in these AV. passages a cow which is barren 
herself af ter having calved (sUtii-, cf. Manu 8, 242) may be expected to 
belong to the extraordinary kinds of cattIe meant by the author rather 
than an animal which though giving birth to an abnormal calf is quite 
normal herself. So the accent may be irregular. - "Of these": AVS. has 
tasyii(ly,); see above, and for other irregularities in concord some of the 
examples collected by Oldenberg, ~gveda, Noten, I, p. 428; II, p. 378. 

St. 45: Ppp. 5, where, in b, vasiim (vasii, Barret) which is an easier 
reading. However, Närada's knowledge is not limited to the vasä.
"Homage": the formula namas te is frequent in the Veda; cf. e.g. A V. 
2, 2, 1 (the gandharva being addressed). - "At once": the rare adverb 
anu§thu is explained by Säyal).a on ~V. 1,95,3 as follows: samyaksabdasa
miiniirtha'Yfl- su~thv iti (Geldner translates "richtig", Roth in the Petr. 
Dict. "unmittelbar, alsbald"). - This line reminds us of BAU. 4, 1 etc.: 
King Janaka asks the great teacher Yäjiiavalkya for what purpose he 
has come; "because you desire cattIe ... 1", adding af ter a learned 
disputation: "I will give you a thousand cows with a bull ... ".
"Perish": pariibhavet; cf. also AV. 1,29,4; 16,5,5 etc. 

St. 46: Ppp. 6, reading, in a, vilupti'Yfl- (see st. 44) brhaspataye yii ca, 
which was altered by Barret into viliptï ya b-e yii ca; and, in c, tiisiim 
which is translated here. 

St. 47: Ppp. 7 (viluptïs in b). - "Indeed" : the particle vai, sometimes 
translatabIe by the German "ja", of ten emphasizes, in the brähmal).as, 
a sentence on which the next sentence is logically based; see e.g. Delbrück, 
Altind. Syntax, p. 486. It mayalso serve to lay stress on the most important 
of a set of more or less parallel senten ces (e.g. ~V. 8, 58, 2). - "Then one": 
sal},; for the conclusive or consecutive force of an initial sa(ly,) see Speyer, 
Ved. u. Skt. Syntax, § 266. - "Estrange" : here the adj. aniivraska- is 
used. - Prajäpati: why this god who has not been mentioned before in 
AV. 12, 4? The answer is probably given in 10, 10, 30 (see above): "the 
cow is ... Prajäpati ... ". Anyhow, this highly exalted being is naturally 
believed to maintain the closest relations with the high creator-god. 

St. 48: Ppp. 8. - "Oblation" : notice the use of the term havil}, which 
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properly speaking is the usually vegetable sacrificial substance, and in 
general, anything offered as an oblation with fire (butter, milk, soma, 
grain and even the parts of the victim; cf. e.g. BaudhSS. 24, 1). The cow 
is presented as a havil)., not as a dakfiliI,lä. Cf. also Kaus. 45, 17 ... 
pratigrh'f}iiti "he accepts". - "Refuses ... ": an attempt at translating the 
perf. part. adadU{Jal,L. 

St. 49: Ppp. 9, reading upävadan (a); sa no rajata hïlita (b, "if correct, 
its meaning does not fit well into the context", Barret); bhedasya (c).
Bheda " there has been some controversial discussion about this, probably 
nobIe, person. Whereas Roth (Petr. Dict. V, 374, 13) opined that he is 
different from the "arrogant" leader Bheda-who may have been as
sociated with the confederacy over which king Sudäs is related to have 
gained a victory on the Jumna (:!;tV. 7, 18, 18 f.; 7, 33, 3; 7, 83, 4) -, 
Macdonell and Keith, Vedic Index, 11, p. 111, preferred to assume that 
both persons are identical; Bheda's defeat may, they say, have led to 
his being considered a representative of "the evil end of the wicked man". 
One might rather argue the other way round: he perished or was defeated 
(parabhavat, st. 49 d) in the battle on the Jumna because he did not 
honour the brahmans (cf. 50 cd). - "Reviled": pari-vadati (AVS.) means: 
"to speak (ill) of or about, revile, accuse" ; upa-vadati (Ppp.) "to speak 
ill of, decry, abuse, curse". - "Verses" : rgbhil,L; as the pronoun eta- of ten 
refers to what has preceded or to what is known to the audience, these 
stanzas may be grosso modo identical with what has been taught by Närada. 

St. 50: Ppp. 10, utaita'fJt (in a; with some mss. of AVS.); enaso instead 
of iigaso (c); t nr~thinniid ahamuttare (d). - "Indra" : this god who now 
takes action on behalf of his colleagues has not been mentioned earlier 
in this sükta. Is it a mere coincidence that at 1;{.V. 7, 18, 18 etc. (see the 
note on st. 49) it is likewise Indra whose help led to Bheda's defeat?
"On account of ... ": cf. 1;{.V. 7, 89, 5 m4 nas tásmad énaso deva rïri~al,L 
"let us suffer no harm, 0 god, on account of this fault". - "Sin": agas-; 
cf. e.g. Rodhe, Deliver us from evil, p. 138 ff. etc. - "Contest ... ": 
ahamuttaré, cf. also AV. 3, 8, 3; 4, 22, 1. - "Cut ... off": avrscan, cf. st. 
28, i.e. "they forsook him, let him down", or "they deprived him of 
prosperity and a full duration of life" (st. 28 cd). The frequent use of 
this verb no doubt suggests the isolated position in which the asocial 
man who does 'not give to the brahmans places himself. 

St. 51: Ppp. 11. - "Wheedling": parirapi1}al,L; "whispering to, talking 
over, persuading" (Monier-Williams, following the Petr. Dict.); "wheed
ling" (Whitney); cf. AV. 5, 7, 2; 1;{.V. 2, 23, 3; 14 "Ausreden" (Geldner, 
whose comment: "Es bezeichnet wohl den, der sich durch Ausflüchte von 
dem Priesterlohn zu drücken suchte" is, not only in view of the rarity 
of this root, not quite adequate). - "Recommend": vad- with the dative 
indicating the 'object in view'. - "Villain" : jalma- "a vile, despised or 
contemptible person", cf. also AV. 4, 16, 7. - "Estrange ... ": cf. st. 12.
" ... infatuation": acittya; comparatively frequent in the instr.; cf. AV. 
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5, 17, 12-17 of those who annoy and inconvenience the wife of a brahman; 
5, 30, 3 in connection with curse and malice; 5, 31, 10 with witchcraft; 
:!;tV. 4, 54, 3 and 7, 89, 3 of those who sin against gods. 

St. 52: Ppp. 12 yo( n instead of ye (a); hetirp, te (c); 'cetasalp instead of 
acittyä (d). - "Lead ... ": parä-'fJ-i-, cf. AV. 5, 14,4. - "Run ... ": Whitney
Lanman translate pariyanti as if it were prati yanti ("go to meet"), "for 
which it is perhaps a misreading", but compare TS. 6, 1, 6, 4; 7, 5, 8, 3; 
SB. 6,2,1,7; ChU. 3, 6, 4 for the meaning "to reach, attain (completely)". 
Still, the meaning "against, in the direction of, towards" is for pari taught 
by Pä:Q.., 1, 4, 90 (vrk§arp, prati, pari or anu vi dyotate vidyut etc.).
Rudra: cf. Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 85 ff.; for the "unheimliche, 
schreckenerregende Gestalt Rudras" see Arbman, Rudra, p. 6 f.; for his 
missile weapon (heti-) :!;tV. 2, 33, 14; 6, 28, 7 (=AV. 4, 21, 7); AV. 11, 
2, 12, and, in general, Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 74. Rudra is not 
only called upon to destroy demons and other enemies (AV. 6, 32, 1), 
he is also besought for the safety of cattIe (:!;tV. 1, 43, 6; 1, 114, 1; AsvGS. 
4, 8, 40; Kaus. 51, 8), of which he is the lord (cf. AV. 11, 2, 1). 

St. 53: Ppp. 13, reading vä instead of ca (b). - "If": ca, cf. Väk 5 (Poona 
1957), p. 52 f. - "Forfeits": cf. jihma- "oblique, transverse, turned off 
from the right way", with i- and gam-: "to go astray; to miss an aim, 
to fail to attain to" (+ abl.); cf. SB. 3, 6, 2, 22; 5, 2, 2, 20; AiB. 5, 9, 6 
na yajfiät prä7J-ät prajäpatel], pasubhyo jihmä yanti. The verb nirrchati is 
SB. 7, 2, 1, 11 correctly associated with Nirrti "Perdition" : iyarp, vai 
nirrtir iyarp, vai tarp, nirarpayati yo nirrchati "this (earth) causes him to 
perish who perishes ;" the 'privative' character (also "out of, away from") 
of the preverb nis- is weIl known. - ". .. world": loka- - which in the 
:!;tV. also expresses the idea of "free or open space, room, scope etc." 
(e.g. 2, 30, 6; 4, 17, 17)-refers to a positively valued 'residence' of happy 
and blessed people; cf. e.g. AV. 3, 28, 5; 6; 4, 11, 6; 9 "he obtains both 
progenyand 'world'''; 4, 34, 2; 6, 123, 2 "(hls) world is the highest 
firmament". It is in any case a 'place' or condition of freedom, providing 
abundant scope for an unimpeded realization of all positive possibilities. 
- "Belle conclusion et digne de tout Ie morceau", Henry, p. 256. - This 
sükta also is, generally speaking, weIl composed and allows us to gain 
a deep insight into the ideas of those Vedic Indians who strove for success 
in life and bliss in the hereafter by what was called the vasäsava. 

66, 21. The sükta AV. 3, 29, which is intended to accompany the 
offering of a white-footed sheep, has already been mentioned in the note 
on Kaus. 64, 2. Stanza 7 (or, according to the comm. AV. and Därila, 
schol. on Kaus. st. 7 and 8) appear in the ceremonious acceptance of the 
cow in the vasäSamana rite (see above, note on Kaus. 66, 20), viz. Kaus. 
45, 17. St. 7 is also used in Vait. (3, 21) to accompany the acceptance 
of a sacrificial gift (dakfili:Q.á) in the Full and New Moon sacrifices. Tt is 
worth while to quote the AV. comm. (3, 29 introd.) in full : "with st. 7 
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and 8 he must consecrate and accept the material object which is to be 
accepted for the sake of appeasement of the faults inherent in culpabie 
or guiltless acceptance". - Stanza 8 does not occur elsewhere. For a right 
understanding of its purport one should remember that according to the 
ritual precepts (TS. 2, 3, 2, 1; ApSS. 14, 11, 1 f.) the priest who is about 
to receive a dak~iI).ä should accept it af ter inhaling seventeen times. 
"By that he inflames himself with a view to 'fiery energy' (tejase) and 
'manly vigour and energy' (viryäya) or, he accepts by that act the dakl?iI).ä 
so as to become Prajäpati (Prajäpati is seventeenfold)" . He should, 
further, "accept the dakl?iI).ä in such a way as to turn awayor separate 
himself from it, lest he would be pressed together by it" (ApSS. 14, 12, 6). 
For that purpose he assigns it, by means of mantras, to a number of 
deities. Hence such formulas as ApSS. 14, 11, 2 f. "I accept thee ... with 
the arms of the Asvins, with the Lords of Piil?an. King VaruI).a must 
conduct thee, 0 goddess Dak~iI).ä. To Agni the gold; may I by that not 
die prematurely. Vital power must fall to the giver's share, gladness to 
me, the receiver .... To Soma the garment, to Rudra the cow ... etc.". 
For the formulas see also TA. 3, 10. - "Earth": the goddess (comm.).
"Thee": the gift. - The transference of the gift to these two powers 
obviously neutralizes the risk of accepting it, the earth being imperishable 
and the supporter of all things (Shende, Foundations, p. 68) and the 
atmosphere being great and wide (Grassmann, Wörterbuch, p. 65).
"Let me not ... ": "as a result of the fault ("sinfulness" : do~a-) of accepting 
it" (comm.). - "Self": jivena tadvisi~ta8arire'!l-a vä "with (the principle of 
life) or with (my) body which is distinct from it" (comm.). The stanza 
AV. 5, 28, 5 (quoted by Bloomfield, Kaus. ed., p. 178, n. 9) has no 
application in connection with this injunction. 

66, 22-30. This passage deals with a sava in which a house is given 
to a brahman so that the giver would in the hereafter have a firmly built 
mansion. It is true that several stanzas of AV. 9, 3 (viz. 1; 15; 18; 22; 
24) are explicitly quoted, but Kesava and the comm. AV. -säläsavaT(b 
dadäti savayajnavidhänena svargakämaly, - inform us that the complete 
siikta is to be recited in connection with this ceremony. It will therefore 
be translated in fun. AV. 9, 3 is not noticed in Vait., but, with some 
variety in the order of the stanzas, found in Paipp. 16. The arrangement 
of the stanzas being, in both texts, somewhat disorderly, it is difficult 
to make conjectures about the 'original' version ; in the ritual practice 
the order may to a certain extent have been a matter of indifference. 
It may be supposed that single stanzas of the texts were also to accompany 
some actions which are not specified by Kausika. Kesava inserts a note: 
the Brhaspatisava is to be performed with the siikta which is to serve 
that purpose, i.e. AV. 11, 3. In Kausika's text which does not discuss 
this rite this siikta is however not quoted. 

Bloomfield af ter making use of the information supplied by Kausika. 
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and Kesava was the fust to understand, in the main, the purport of this 
sükta (S.B.E. 42, p. 595; cf. the same, AV. and GB., p. 78 f.). Zimmer, 
Altind. Leben, p. 151; 153 had supposed it to be acharm to free one's 
house from imaginary 'witchcraft' practices. His view (p. 153) that the 
ties mentioned in the text are "invisible" is untenable. Ludwig, Rigveda, 
III, translated it under the title "Abbruch eines Hauses", but missed 
the main point. J. Grill, Hundert Lieder des AV., Stuttgart 21888, p. 60; 
188 ff., finding no reason for a removal of the house regarded the text 
as intended for a dedicatory ceremony af ter the erection. Henry, Les 
livres VIII et IX de l'AV., Paris 1894, (p. 87); 121 ff. likewise considered 
it to be a "hymne de bon augure et propitiation, adressée ... à la Hutte 
(siilii-)" and "la bénédiction d'une maison qu'on vient de construire et 
dont Ie propriétaire prend possession". Similarly Renou in J. As. 231 
(1939), p. 501 "l'érection d'une maison". Attempting to account for the 
numerous references to detaching and removal of the constituent parts 
of the structure Henry argued (p. 122): "En construisant la maison, on 
en assem bIe les matériaux en les liant de place en place; puis, lorsqu'elle 
est construite et ses pièces bien ajustées, certains au moins de ces liens 
ne sont plus nécessaires ... On les défait donc, et c'est l'occasion d'une 
cérémonie symbolique impliquant cette idée 'la maison est finie, puisse-t
elle se tenir toute seule', puis, subsidiairement, d'une cérémonie alIégorique 
et propitiatoire sur ce nouveau thême 'la maison était captive (liée), nous 
la délivrons, puisse-t-elle nous être propice .. .' ". It is not surprising 
that his false notions made him write: "Il est remarquable que cet hymne 
aux expressions si techniques et caractéristiques n'ait plus conservé aucun 
emploi caracterisé dans Ie rituel des praticiens" (p. 123). Whitney-Lanman 
p. 525 err in assuming that the sükta and the ritual act relate to a toy 
house. "L'importance de la maison est un des traits de la littérature 
atharvanique" (Renou, o.c., p. 499). See the addenda. 

There is however nothing in the sükta to make us believe that it has 
anything to do with the construction or inauguration of a house for 
normal use or with counteraction in connection with 'witchcraft' practices. 
Oldenberg (in Indog. Forsch. 6, Anz., p. 179) already observed that "das 
Haus ... abgebrochen und an einem andern Orte neu aufgerichtet werden 
solI"; however, he errs in adding that "unser Lied es mit dem Jenseits 
nicht zu tun hat". What is on the other hand right is that "ein Besitz
wechsel im Spiel ist". The clue to a right understanding is, if I am not 
mistaken, first and foremost, furnished by the nine occurrences of the 
verb vi-crt- "to loosen, untie, open". It is the pillars and supports (st. 1), 
the knots (st. 3), the beams etc. (st. 4), the clamps (st. 5), in short every 
"limb and joint" (st. 10)-not only the grass on the door-post (Renou, 
0.('., p. 502) -which is untied. But the reference to limbs and joints as 
weIl as the simile (st. 3) "as an expert slaughterer" may be made arguments 
in favour of the supposition that the house -like the animals which were 
placed in the centre of the preceding sava rites - is in the fust place regarded 
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as an oblation which is to be dissected. The 'house' -there is nothing in 
the text which makes us believe that it is an existing and occupied house 
-is to be offered to a brahman (st. 15) in order to go to, or to be rebuilt 
in, the here af ter (st. 10), for the donor to live in. That the partial destruction 
of the 'house' -or, rather, "the temporary shed" (Shende, Foundations, 
p. 205) - seems to consist mainly in the untying of ties and knots, may, 
I suppose, be eXplained, not only from the constructional techniques, 
but also from the belief th at all knots, ties and fetters may easily become 
chains and snares in which those concerned in the rite are apt to become 
entangled (st. 24), or which may arrest the successful progress of the rite. 
Some instanees may be added: when an Aryan woman was to be confined 
a brahman loosened all the knots in the house (as in Germany all doors 
and locks were, for the same obvious reasons, opened): Henry, Magie, 
p. 143; W. Aly, in Hdwtb. d. deutsch. Abergl., V, 1401. In a rite to avert 
misfortune Kaus. 19, 13 has knots to be untied (Caland, in Z.D.M.G. 
53, p. 222). Compare especially TS. 6, 2, 9, 4 (cf. ApSS. 11, 8, 7) "if he 
were not to unloose the knot which he tied fust the adhvaryu would 
perish from suppression of urine"; cf. SB. 3, 5, 3, 25 (with 1, 3, 1, 16; 
2, 5, 2, 2); TS. 6, 2, 9, 1 "he loosens the knot; verily he sets them free 
from the noose of Varu1).a". As to the significanee of fetters, cf. also AV. 
2, 12, 2 "bound in a fetter, plunged in difficulty"; 6, 117, 1 "now, 0 Agni, 
I become guiltless as to that; thou knowest how to unfasten all fetters"; 
6, 119, 2; 6, 121, 1 and 7, 83, 4 "untie the fetters (with which we are 
bound); remove from us ... difficulty; then may we go to the world of 
those who have earned religious merit", and for a variety of other aspects 
of binding and loosing AV. 2, 10; 7, 83, 6; 112; 7, 77; 2,8, 1; 3, 7, 4; 
4, 36, 10; etc. It may be remembered that binding and loosening are 
widespread techniques in dealing with the unseen powers. "Alle Mittel, 
die eine übernatürliche Fernwirkung schaffen, heiszen schlechthin vin
cula" (W. Aly, in Hdwtb. d. deutsch. Abergl., I, 1325; see also W. Mann
hart, Zauberglaube, Berlin 41909, p. 53 ff.). Hence also the meticulous 
rites in connection with ties and knots (J. Heckenbach, De nuditate 
sa era sacrisque vinculis, Giessen 1911). "Binden ist ein Analogiezauber, 
indem jedes Festhalten, Behindern oder Vereinigen durch ein konkretes 
Binden dargestellt und ... hervorgerufen wird" (Aly, l.c.). 

66, 22. St. 1. AV. 9, 3, 1: Ppp. 16, 39, 1 (af ter correction) upamitas 
pratimito 'tho parimitas ca yaly, I säläyä visvaväräyäs te naddhäni (naddhän, 
ms.) vi crtämasi. There are no other occurrences. - "Props" : for upa-mit
cf. ~V. 1,59, 1; 4, 5, 1 (upasthäpayitä,' sthür,Ui, Säya1).a). Pratimit- "support" 
and parimit- "connecting beam or rafter (?)" seem to be hapaxes. "One 
may imagine that the upamit- is a vertical post, the pratimit- a slanting 
support ... , the parimit- a crossbeam ... ; but no certainty can be reached" 
(BIoomfield, o.c., p. 596); pratimit- and parimit- "les sthür,Ui de tel emplace
ment déterminé" (Renou, in J. As. 231, p. 499). Combinations of ety-
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mologically related forms of this type (two or more syntactically connected 
compounds the second members of which are identical) are not rare in 
the Vedic mantras : Stylistic repetition, p. 270 ff. - "House": sälä (AV. 
etc.) denotes a "house" in the wide sense of the term, including also a 
"stalI" for cattIe, a "shed" for corn etc. "Primarily, (a sälä is) a thatch 
of straw for shelter of men or their cattIe and stores, then the homestead 
inclusive of such stalIs and sheds; then houses generally ; finally a section 
or a single room of a house as in patni-sälä, agni-sälä" (P. K. Acharya, 
An encyclopaedia of Hindu architecture, Manasara series, vol. VII, 
Calcutta 1927, p. 484 with references to later uses; it is however question
ab Ie how far the words 'primarily', 'then' , and 'finally' in the above 
quotation must be understood in a chronological sense). According to 
D. N. Shukla, Västu-Sästra, Hindu science of architecture, Chandigarh 
1960, p. 313 säläs are "private houses, residential houses, suitable abodes 
of the common man, the middle-class and the humbIe ... as opposed 
to the uncommon houses, the ostentatious buildings and the extraordinary 
houses, the great edifices like temples ... ". In SB. 3, 1, 1, 7 and TB. 
1, 2, 3, 1 a sälä is a 'profane' house. Here the dwelling proper (cf. st. 
11; 13) as well as the annexes (st. 7) seem to be meant, not only "une 
résidence rituelle" (Renou, o.c., p. 500). As already observed by Zimmer 
(o.c., p. 153) the house is completely a wood-construction (cf. Arrianus, 
Indica 10, 2 and see B. C. J. Timmer, Megasthenes en de Indische Maat
schappij, Thesis Amsterdam 1930, p. 291). On the construction of houses 
in Vedic times see also Ram Gopal, Indra of Vedic Kalpasütras, Delhi 
1959, p. 151 ff. - "Who possessest ... ": visvavära- "containing all choice 
or desired things etc.": cf. AV. 12, 3, lI, quoted Kaus. 61, 3. The repeated 
use of this epithet (cf. st. 2; 4) is no doubt suggestive. Elsewhere the 
AV. applies it to gods or to goods asked for in prayers (7, 20, 4 Anumati 
"Assent"; 7, 79, 1 Amäväsya "New moon"; 7, 15, 1 in connection with 
Savitar etc.). - "Ties": naddhäni," "fastenings" BIoomfield; "tied (parts)". 
(Whitney). Almost nothing is known about the technique employed in 
fixing the bamboo cross-Iaths (va1JL8a-) to the vertical posts, but Säyal).a 
on TB. 1, 2, 3, 1 says that they are fastened to it by means of cords or 
strings (cf. Nir. 1, 12): loke praurf,härp, sälärp, kurvanto madhye unnatän 
stambhän sthäpayitvä te~äm agre tiryagva1JL8arp, dirgharp, prati~thäpya 

tadädhäre7Jobhau säläpak~au nirmimite ..• yathä loke säläyä7y, pak~advayarp, 
madhyamena va1JL8ena saha puru~o rajvä drrf,harp, badhnäti evam . . . For 
these cross-beams see also Amita Ray, Villages, towns and secular buildings 
in ancient India, Calcutta 1964, p. 89; 97; see also the note on st. 4. 

St. 2: Ppp. 2. - "Word": väc- : for the power of the spoken word of 
brahmans, priests etc. in the AV., see Essers, Väc, p. lI8 ff.- Vala: all 
the mss. of A VS. as weIl as Paipp. read Bala. The text refers to the mythical 
narrative related in J.l,V. 10, 68; see esp. st. 6: B. broke Vala's prison 
open by bis powerful words. It is clear that the brahman speaking com
pares himself and this word to the divine representative of brahman-
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hood Brhaspati, but the aim of the latter was to drive out the cows. 
St. 3: Ppp. 3. - N otice the three perfects in the fust line: the results 

of a former activity continue to exist. Bloomfield (p. 193) aptly explains: 
"(the builder) has drawn ... ". These forms do not point to the simul
taneousness (Renou, o.c., p. 502) of building and demolishing. The forms 
are in any case 3rd persons. I take ä-yam- in the sense of "drawing 
tight(er)" (viz. the beams, pillars etc. by means ofthe ties). For "joined ... " 
(sam babarha) cf. however SB. 1, 7, 3, 4.-Indra: the divine assistant, 
invoked by the person speaking. The mention of this god is due, fust 
to hls being an oft-invoked helper (MacdonelI, Vedic Mythology, p. 62), 
and probably also because his great antagonist, Vrtra, is described as 
lying broken or undone af ter Indra's attack (~V. 1, 32, 7; 1, 61, 12; 
10, 49, 6). - "Skilful": vidvän, also "knowing, clever etc." - "Dissecter" : 
sastar-, no doubt a ritual functionary is meant; cf. 1;tV. 1, 162, 18 páru~ 
parur ... vi sasta. - The house is compared to a victim. Bloomfield (p. 
596) is no doubt right that its parts should not be damaged in the course 
of these activities. 

St. 4: Ppp. 5 (naddhän in d, naddhäni, Barret).-The terms-part of 
which are rare - are again technical and not wholly clear. - A varJtBa- is 
properly a bamboo beam; cf. AsvGS. 2, 8, 13; then also it is a term for a 
"cross-beam", for "rafters and laths fastened to the beams of a house", 
or "laths running across a roof" (Acharya, o.c., p. 451). - A nahana- is 
"a tie" (Whitney), or "bolt" (Bloomfield); "Riegel, Nagel oder Ver
bindungsstück in einer Wand" (Petr. Dict.); see also 1;tV. 10, 67, 3, where 
the nahanas in accordance with the situation are made of stone. According 
to Monier-Williams prä'f.Lä,ha- is "cement"; more cautiously the Petr. Dict.: 
"Verband, Bindemittel". The root nah- does not appear elsewhere with 
the prefix pra-. - Grass (trtl-a-) was used as straw to roof in a hut or house; 
cf. st. 17; Kaus. 18, 10 sälätrtl-a-; AV. 3, 12, 5 "clothing thyself in grass" 
(tf~'f!L vásänä: the 'mistress' of the house is addressed, the text being 
intended to accompany the building of a house). I would not follow 
Whitney-Lanman in rendering päda b "of binding grass". - "WalIs" : 
many interpretations have been proposed of pak~a-: "Zimmer" (Ludwig); 
"Seitenpfosten" (Roth in Petr. Dict., Zimmer and Grill); "des piliers, 
ou si l'on veut, des pièces que délimitent la place et Ie nombre de ces 
piliers" (Renou, in J. As. 231, p. 500); "vierbeschwingtes Dach" (cát~
pak~am, Weber, Ind. Studien, 17, p. 210); "chambranles" (Henry); "side 
or wing of a building" (Monier-Williams); "side" (Bloomfield; Whitney). 
As the many 'meanings' of pak~a- are generally speaking closely connected 
with the 'original sense' of "wing, flank, side" - it mayalso denote the 
"(leaf or panel of a) door" (Shukla, o.c., p. 332)-and lexicographers 
make, on the other hand, mention of a meaning "wall of a house, or any 
wall" (bhitti-, grhabhitti-) and as, moreover, the comm. AV., on 3, 7, 3, 
explains cat~pak~am as catu~kotl-am "quadrangular" (cat~pak~äm iva 
chadilJ, "square roof", Acharya, o.c., p. 287), the conclusion may be 
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warranted that pak~a- denotes some aspect of "side, 'wall' " and that the 
number of pak~as could vary. Cf. also Kaus. 135, p. 287, 5: a~tasthür.w 
dasapak~alj, showing that pak~a- and sthu'T}ii- cannot both mean "pillar, 
post" (Bloomfield, p. 599). The Handbook of Architecture Mänasära, 
34, 58 indeed teaches that the number of waIls may be increased to 
eleven, and the ground floor plans inserted, af ter p. 484, in Acharya, 
o.c., show houses of an irregular form with eight waIls. We might also 
suppose every part of the 'waIl' -if this term is applicable in view of 
the materials used - between two posts to be caIled a pak~a-. 

St. 5: Ppp. 4, where palidänä1fL (a), pari~va1fLCa1fLnadasya ca -(b), sarvä 
(instead of idam; this alone is adopted by Barret) and patni (c), naddhän 
(d). - "Clamps": sa1fLda1[L8a- must be "a pair of tong- or pincer-like 
conneetives"; cf. e.g. also Kaus. 39, 15 ("tongues, pincers"); i;)B. 3, 10, 1; 
MärkP. 14, 62 etc. - "Covering(1)": pala- meaning "straw", the term 
palada- was explained as "a partic. material for building, prob. bundIes 
of straw or reeds used for roofing and wainscoting" (Petr. Dict.; Monier
Williams); hence also Renou in J. As. 231, p. 501 (= tr~a-1); cf. also 
st. 17; not found elsewhere. "Bedeutung und Etymologie nicht sicher 
bestimmt; vielleicht auf das Dachstroh zu beziehen, s. dann paläla- 'Halm, 
Stroh (staIk, straw)' " (Mayrhofer, Etym. Wtb. lI, p. 231). - "Matting" : 
a pari~vaiiialya-, likewise a hapax, ean hardly be "a partic. domestio 
utensil" (Monier-Williams, who probably mistranslated "ein best. zus am
menhaltendes Geräthe am Haus", Petr. Dict.); "frame-work" (BIoom
field), "enceinte (1)" (Henry), more probably "clöture de nattes qui 
'embrasse' la demeure" (Renou, in J. As. 231, p. 501). Cf. also ApSS. 
11, 8, 5. As to the form of the word compare ma~4ala- "anything round"; 
ku~4ala- "ring, ear-ring"; kapucchala- "tuft of hair" (Waekernagel
Debrunner, Altind. Gramm. lI, 2, p. 865 c) and derivatives such as 
upapak~ya- "being along the sides" etc. (ibidem, p. 814) 1 Ppp.'s reading 
might mean "producing or effecting 'embracing'''. Probably a sort of 
'boarding' or 'panelling' is meant. - "Lady .. .": the expression mánasya 
pátnï occurs also st. 6; 21 and AV. 3, 12, 5. It is "addressed directly to 
the house (sälä-) ... (which), af ter it is erected, is deified, since the weal 
or woe of its inhabitants are now dependent upon its behaviour" (BIoom
field, o.c., p. 346). The explanations given by the comm. on 3, 12, 5 
("mistress of the reverend lord of the site" or "of the spoiling grain etc.") 
are useless. The word mäna- "building, edifice" (cf. Acharya, o.c., p. 
418 ff. "a house weIl measured", the root mä- refers to the creative and 
constructive measuring of the architect) occurs also in the ~V. 7, 88, 5. 
Cf. also västo~pati- "the deity presiding over the foundation of a home
stead". Here the house itself and the female deity presiding over it coincide. 
- 'Untying' the parts of the house is, in the poet's mind, at the same 
time a sort of undressing and dissection of the goddess. 

St. 6: Ppp. 6, where amedho ntyäya ka1fL (in b, altered by Barret) pra 
te tä vi (c); sarvä instead of sivä (d). " ... things": The real difficulty is 
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with sikyäni, which is doubtless "an obscure technical term" (BIoomfield, 
p. 597). Generally speaking, it is "a kind of loop or swing made of rope 
and suspended from either end of a pole or yoke to receive aload", and 
also "a vessel, load or balance so suspended". Here the word may denote 
detachable swings, litters or hammocks such as are described in the 
Mänasära, 50, 152 ff. It may be recalled that also other things, e.g. part 
of the kitchen utensils, were suspended (J. Auboyer, La vie quotidienne 
dans l'Inde antique, Paris 1961, p. 175). Lanman (Whitney-Lanman, o.c., 
p. 526) already drew attention to suspended ornaments such as are shown 
in J. Griffiths, The paintings in the Buddhist cave-temples of Ajantä, 
London 1896, I, plates 6; 10; 13. It is however hardly probable that 
"strings of pearls or pendent festoons of precious stones" (Räjasekhara, 
Karpüramafijarï 3, 27) are meant here as is suggested by Lanman. (See 
also Griffiths, o.c., I, p. 16 a). In later times wicker-work was sometimes 
suspended from a sort of curtain-pole and bird-cages or water-jars were 
hung in the windows (Auboyer, p. 176 f.; J. K. de Cock, Een oudindische 
stad volgens het epos, Thesis Amsterdam 1899, p. 120), but these cannot 
be meant either. One cannot with Renou, o.c., p. 501 ignore the words 
raryfläya kam. - "Have fastened": perfect. - "For pleasure": the adj. 
rá'l'fya- means "pleasant, delectable" (e.g. ~V. 9, 96, 9); as a substantive 
"something pleasant" it occurs ~V. 1, 85, 10; however, this word is 
accented ra'l'fya, and as such, it is a hapax. For various attempts to explain 
the crux see BIoomfield, p. 597. However, the AV. has a certain pre
dilection for the accentuation-ya, e.g. parivargya- "to be avoided" (9, 
2, 14); see also Wackernagel-Debrunner, Altind. Gramm., II, 2, p. 802. 
It seems warranted to identify both forms. - For an attempt to emend 
the second half of the stanza (by dropping mänasya patni and ûddhitä), 
which "disturbs the run of the metre" see Delbrück, p. 597. For sivá ..• 
nas tanve bhava cf. AV. 1, 2, 12 sám astu tanve máma; 8, 1, 5; 8, 2, 16.
"Erected": ûddhitä (cf. ~V. 10, 101, 12; AV. 19, 42, 2, see Whitney
Lanman, p. 964); I adopt Bloomfield's addition "again". - "Persons" : 
the text has tanve in the singular; cf., in connection with ätman-, Speyer, 
Ved. Skt. Syntax, p. 39, § 127. 

St. 7: Ppp. 7.-As already observed by Bloomfield (p. 597 f.) "the 
various designations of the house represent a fairly complete summary 
of the huts and other sheltered pI aces which are needed in the larger 
Vedic sacrifices" . Cf. VS. 19, 18. - The havirdhäna( ma'l'frJapa)- is a shed 
for the vehicles in which the soma plants are conveyed; cf. Caland-Henry, 
L'agnif?toma, p. 80 ff. The hapax (Petr. Dict., but cf. Päli aggisäla "a 
heated hall, house with fireplace") agnisäla- "the 'house' or place for 
keeping the sacrificial fires" must be the präcïnavarfl'sa (sala) (Roth, Petr. 
Dict. I, 34), i.e. "the hut the principal supporting beam of which is turned 
eastward" (for fires, vedi etc.); cf. Caland-Henry, o.c., p. 7, and Renou 
in J. As. 231, p. 489 ff. -Elsewhere the hut for the wife (singular, = patnyä7y, 
saw, Mahïdhara on VS. 19, 18) of the sacrificer is called patnïsälä- (e.g. 
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LätySS. 1, 2, 22; 3, 3, ll). It is erected to the west of the präcinavarp.sa 
(Caland-Henry, o.c., p. 7). Cf. e.g. AiB. 5, 22, 8; SB. 4, 6, 9, 8. The plural 
"wives" may be an indication of the prosperity of the owner of the house 
meant by the author, for "many wives are a form of prosperity (or social 
eminence)" (SB. 13, 2, 6, 7 sriyai vä etad rüpa'f(t yat patnyaly,). -Sadas is 
the technical name of the shed erected in the sacrificial enclosure to the 
east of the präcinavarp.sa and containing the dhi§1fiyas or "subordinate 
fireplaces". Cf. Caland-Henry, o.c., p. 97 fr.; Renou, o.c., p. 494. - The 
"seat of the gods" must be the vedi which SB. 8, 6, 3, 6 is called "the 
world (loka-) of the gods"; there they found the sacrifice (AiB. 3, 9, 3). 

St. 8: Ppp. 8, where yak§mopisam (emended by Barret, in a) and 
apinaddham apihitam (c). -Ak§u.' "a covering ofwicker-work, the openings 
in which suggest a thousand eyes, stretched across a beam and slanting 
down from it to both sides (vi§üvati) in the manner of our roofs" (Bloom
field). On ak§u- see also Geldner, Ved. Studien, I, Stuttgart 1889, p. 136 
("Stange", his translation of the stanza is "die in der Mitte als Diadem 
ausgespannte tausendäugige befestigte aufgesetzte Stange lösen wir durch 
Besprechung") and 1;tV. übers. 12, p. 259, and Renou, o.c., p. 501: "une 
figuration poétique soit du chaume qui couvre la sälä, soit du stüpa qui 
surplombe Ie toit", ~ From Kaut. AS. 61 it seems to appear that in the 
times of its author the parts of an ordinary house were fastened to the 
beams by means of iron bolts; this procedure was called setu- "binding, 
'bridge' ". (For another interpretation of this passage see J. J. Meyer, 
Das altindische Buch vom Welt- und Staatsleben, Leipzig 1926, p. 262). 
It is however difficult to decide to which of the technical terms mentioned 
in the handbooks (e.g. Mänasära 16, 121 fr.) ak§u may correspond.
"Turban" : opasa- is explained as "Haarbuseh, Flechte, Zopf" (Grass
mann, Wtb.), "top-knot, plume" (Monier-Williams), "turban" (Renou, 
Et. véd. et päl).., IX, p. 20); 1;tV. 1, 173, 6 Indra is said to bear the sky 
like an opasa- ("Krone", Geldner; srnga-, Säyal).a; cf. also 8, 14, 5). Here 
it must denote part of roof. - "Central ... ": vi§üvat- or vi§uvat- "being 
in the middle, centraI" (cf. AV. 9, 10, 25; ll, 7, 15; 1;tV. 1, 84, 10; 1, 
164, 43). - "Thousand-eyed": the adj. sahasräk§á- is AV. 4, 16, 4 applied 
to Varul).a's "spies" (also 1;tV. 7, 87, 3) who look over the earth, elsewhere 
to gods (e.g. AV. 11, 2, 3; 7; 17) who know everything because they see 
everything. In AV. 19,53, 1 it very appropriately applies to time (käla-). 
The word is 'metaphorically' used AV. 10, 3, 3 where an all-healing 
amulet is said to be 'thousand-eyed' as it is considered to shield (st. 4), 
and to a 'forerunner' (st. 2): it 'sees' what is going on and protects its 
wearer. Cf. also 1;tV. 10, 161, 3. I would prefer a similar 'metaphorical' 
use - the roof and its parts see all that happens in the house - to the 
attempts at explaining the adjective literally ("countless holes" Geldner, 
the "openings of wicker-work", BIoomfield). 

St. 9: Ppp. 9 where (in a) yas citrä prati (yas ca tvä p., Barret); ca ... ca 
is a perfect expression of the thought and the metre is more regular.-
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"Accepts": again the verb prati-grh1,liiti. - "Built": mito,,. the root mi
is in this connection usual: Renou, in J. As. 231, p. 488. - " ... old age": 
jaráda~ti- (see e.g. AV. 2, 28, 5; 5, 30, 5; 8); misunderstood by Henry, p. 125. 

St. 10 : Ppp. 10, where (in b) tridha for drq,ha (emended by Barret), 
apini~thito, which may mean something like "fixed"; (in c) tasyiis.
"Him" : not the acceptor (Whitney), but the donor (BIoomfield). Other 
sacrifices become the sacrificer's body in yonder world (SB. 11, 1, 8, 6); 
a house given to a brahman, his dwelling. According to Oldenberg, o.c., 
p. 179 f. amutra refers to "die neue Stätte, an der das Haus aufgerichtet 
werden soll",? - "Tied": naddho" all the ties loosened with the preceding 
stanzas must again be bound fast in the hereafter. - "Prepared": pa
ri~krto,-, rather than "adorned, ornamented". - It is needless to repeat 
and criticize the remarks made by Henry and others. 

St. 11: Ppp. 16, 40, 3, where (in a) yas tvo, pürvo ... which gives more 
sense than the tautologie al "0 house" which occurs also in c. - Subject 
is again the owner and giver. - "Forest-trees": a vanaspati- is a large 
tree, its stem and also the beams or posts etc. made of it. - For parame~thin
see AV. 12, 3, 45 (quoted Kam~. 62, 15) and 4, 11, 7 (quoted 66, 12).
The päda occurs also AraI).yaS. 3, 1 c; cf. AV. 11, 5, 7 b prajo,patirp, 
parame~thinarp, viro,jam,. KS. 11, 7; MS. 2, 3, 4: 31 , 18 p-ely, p-aly,,. SB. 
8, 4, 3, 19. The man who built the house in order to found a family is 
a replica of the creator-god. 

St. 12: Ppp. 4. - "Him" : no doubt the builder. - Henry's interpretation 
is beside the mark. Does the first line mention two or three (Whitney) 
persons ? Since the giver and the owner must be the same person, two.
"Who discharges ... ": pracarate: as of ten elsewhere Whitney's translation 
("forth-moving") is too literal. Because of his important services and its 
ritual indispensability Agni was considered the grhapati- "lord ofthe house" 
(~V. 1, 12, 6; 5, 8, 2 etc.). This god was moreover the protector of the 
house and the media tor between gods and men. The Aryan who returns 
from a journey has to salute his house and to adore his fire (SGS. 3, 7, 1 ff.). 
Worship of the fire has moreover to take place on other occasions, see 
e.g. MGS. 1, 16, 2.-There are various formulas beginning with nama 
'gnaye or agneye namaly" e.g. SSS. 1, 4, 5 "Homage to Agni the seer".
Puru~a has been differently translated by Ludwig (eine Art lar familiaris? 
oder penates?), Henry ("Génie de la maison, ame de la demeure", "con
ception post-védique, mais possible si Ie morceau est en partie du moins 
de facture relativement récente", BIoomfield ("attendant man"), Whitney 
("thy spirit"). Puru~a is the Primeval Being, the totality of the universe, 
who according to SB. 6, 1, 1, 5 became Prajäpati and according to ChU. 
3, 12, 6 f. is brahman, and who is the One and the All (Die Religionen 
Indiens, I, p. 190; 198; Eggeling, in S.B.E. 43, p. XIV). At 11, 1, 6, 2 
the SB. speaks of "Puru~a, this Prajäpati", at 13, 6, 1, 1 of Puru~a
NäräyaI).a (Aspects of early Vi~I).uism, p. 163); he is also identified with 
Brahmä, Vi~I).u etc.; see also BAU. 2, 4, 14 etc. This Puru~a is in the 
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great fue-place represented by the small gold image of a man (purU§a-) 
which is laid down below the centre of the fust layer, being no other 
than Agni-Prajäpati and the sacrificer (see especially SB. 7, 4, 1, 15 fr.). 
The text is silent on the provenance of this image (cf. 16, 22, 3 f.), but 
is it warranted to imagine that it was kept in the sacrificer's house and 
that it is meant here 1 Or does the pronoun te refer to the donor (as in 15) 11 
(For another difficult occurrence of purU§a- see ~V. 10, 52, 8 with 
Geldner's note). 

St. 13 ab = Ppp. 5 ab; the omission of cd may have been an oversight 
in Paipp. (Whitney-Lanman), but the numbering of the stanzas, though 
not infallible, is against that (Barret). Ppp. 5 cd = AVS. 15 ab. AVS. has 
5 pädas. St. 13 cd = 14 cd. - "Hast ... ": vijävati "(a woman) who has 
brought forth children or, in general, a productive female being" is a 
hapax.-Men and cattie live together in the house; cf. also AV. 3, 12,3; 
SGS. 3, 9; see also Renou, in J. As. 231, p. 503. 

St. 14: Ppp. 16, 40, l.-"Men", purU§än, not only the domestics 
(Bloomfield). 

St. 15: Ppp. 5 cd, 6 (in e = 6 c yac chälärp, instead of tena 8.). - This 
stanza is to accompany, in Kaus. 66, 28, the acceptance of the house. 
It is translated here, in order to avoid interruptions. - To the idea ex
pressed in ab cf. AV. 3, 29, 8 (Kaus. 66, 21 and the note). - "From ... ": 
te; although "of thine" is intelligible, the enclitic pronoun may represent 
an ablative. See Speyer, Ved. Skt. Syntax, § 125 note and pI aces such 
as Mbh. 3, 51, 18 cr. ed. 8rt/-u me; Kathäsarits. 99, 37 khaif,garp, caitarp, 
grhät/-a me; BhägP. 6, 3, 10 tärp,s te veditum icchämaly,; 7, 10, 15 vararp, 
varaya etat te varade8än mahe8vara. - "Space" : rajaly" cf. Renou, Ét. véd. 
et päI).. II, p. 66 f.; T. Burrow, B.S.O.A.S. 12 (1948), p. 645 fr. The phrase 
rájaso vimána- occurs also ~V. 3, 26, 7; 7, 87,6 (see also H. D. Velankar's 
note, ~V. maI).r).ala VII, Bombay 1963, p. 192); 9, 62, 14 etc. in connection 
with gods. - The statement contained in the pädas ab (yat .. . tat) is 
emphatic. - "Receptacle": udara-, lito "belly, stomach" , and "the interior 
or inside of anything". - "In ... one": tasmai, i.e. the donor who actually 
is the one who, in the hereafter, derives great benefit from the brahman's 
acceptance of the house. 

St. 16: Ppp. 2.-Compare, again, AV. 3, 29, 8.-The author no doubt 
intends to say that the house must have food etc., and not injure the 
donees, or that it must not injure them because of dearth of food. - The 
fust adj. urjasvant- "rich in (strengthening) nourishment, in sustenance" 
qualifies "house" also AV. 3, 12, 2; 7, 60, 2; it of ten combines with 
payasvant-, e.g. TS. 1, 1, 1, 1 (addressed to cows); VS. 1, 27 (the vedi is 
addressed); AV. 3, 12, 2. The present päda occurs also AsvSS. 1, 9, 1; 
SSS. 1, 14, 5. - "Miik" is here and elsewhere used in a wider sense. -
For the 'disyllabic repetition' at the end of b see Stylistic repetition, 
p. 224. - "All food": vi8vánna-, cf. vi8vakarman- "every action" , vi8vajana
"all men". - "Bearing": I am not sure Henry is right: "bibhrati implique 
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l'idée d'une femme enceinte". In d there is no "jeu de mots" as supposed 
by the French author. - "Those": notice the plural denoting the recipient 
cum suis. 

St. 17: Ppp. (in b nive8ini, -ani, Barret). - With b compare AV. 12, 
1, 6 b MrarJyavak~ä jágato nivésani (of the earth).-Cf. also AV. 3, 12, 
5. - Night: "a bold and beautiful comparison this, between the house 
and night who gathers to her bosom all creatures" (Bloomfield, p. 599). 
- "Men and animais" : jagat, cf. 1;tV. 1, 80, 14 etc. - "She-elephant": 
I do not agree with Henry: "jeu de mots évident sur hastini". In the 
Mbh. "the elephant is primarily a figure of might and vitality" (R. K. 
Sharma, Elements of poetry in the Mahäbhärata, Berkeley 1964, p. 62), 
which appears in various forms as a standard of prominence (firmness, 
endurance, massiveness etc.). 

St. 18: Ppp. 9. - This stanza accompanies the removal of the door 
(Kaus. 66, 24). -lta- is a kind of reed or grass and a mat or other texture 
woven from it, cf. AV. 6, 14, 3. "Le v. 18 dénoue ce qui du roseau (ita-) 
était noué en forme de couverture" (Renou, in J. As. 231, p. 502). For 
binding grass on the door-frame see Caland, on ApSS. ll, 8, 5 and es
pecially Caland-Henry, L'agnil?toma, p. 90 f. - VaruJ;la: the name of this 
god has of ten - but unconvincingly - been connected with var- vrrJoti "to 
cover, screen, surround, obstruct". Whereas many schol ars adopting this 
etymology assumed that the god 'originally' represented the encompassing 
sky, some ofthem-especially Hillebrandt, Ved. Myth., 11, Breslau 21929, 
p. I; 47 opined that he was a moon-god. Referring for criticism and 
particulars to Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 73 ff. (with a. bibliography) 
I recall here the association of this god with "what is black" (SB. 5, 
2, 5, 17). In the later Vedic period he comes to be connected with the 
nocturnal sky (cf. Bergaigne, Rel. véd. 111, p. ll6 ff., but see esp. p. ll7!; 
L. von Schroeder, in W.Z.K.M. 9, p. ll9). According to the TS. the night 
is said to belong to him and the day to Mitra (2, I, 7, 4; 6, 4, 8); whereas 
he has produced the night, Mitra has created the day (6, 4, 8, 3); cf. 
also TB. I, 7, 10, I maitra'YfL vä ahal}" värurJi rätril},; SäyaJ;la on 1;tV. I, 
89, 3 (rätryabhimänidevalJ,); 7, 87, 1 (asta'YfL gacchan sürya eva varurJa 
ity ucyate). 

St. 19: cf. Ppp. 16, 41, I (af ter emendation) catul},srakti'YfL paricakrä'YfL 
kavibhir nimitä'YfL mitäm I visvänna'YfL bibhrati'YfL sälä'YfL amrtau saumyä'YfL 
mätal}" päda c being a variant of AVS. 16 c. At the end "pätal}, would also be 
possible" (Barret, p. 43; the ms. has matalJ,). This must mean: "Two 
immortal beings measure out (build) the lovely house with four corners, 
enclosed by circles (?, a sort of ring-fencel), erected, built by inspired 
sages, bearing all food". - "Indra and Agni": a frequent and very intimate 
association of two of the most important gods to which in the 1;tV. eleven 
süktas are dedicated. (See also A. A. Macdonell, in J.R.A.S. 25, p. 470 f.; 
the same, Vedic Myth., p. 127 f.). 1;tV. 1, 21, 5 they are stated to be the 
lords of the abode (sadaspati) and to drive away demoniac beings. 
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Whereas Indra is the great warlike protector, Agni (Fire) is the god who 
wards off evil. - "Seat ... ": the phrase somya'YfL sadaly, occurs also I;tV. 
1, 182, 8, where Säya:t:la explains the adj. as somayägasarp,piidaka- "ac
complishing soma sacrifices" . - "Brahman": neither "pious word" (BIoom
field) nor "worship" (Whitney), but the power inherent in the consecratory 

. formulas formulated (and recited) by the inspired sages and poets. Without 
the formulas (mantras) a ritual act was ineffective. For rites and mantras 
relating to the building of a house see Jolly, Rituallit., p. 80 f. AV. 3, 12 
is the oldest text intended to accompany this activity; the ceremony 
itself is described Kaus. 43, 4 ff. Cf. e.g. AV. 3, 12, 1 ihaivá dhruvá'YfL ni 
minomi sáläm "Just here I erect my house firmly" used (Kaus. 43, 11) 
to accompany the ramming down of the foundation. " ... sage" : see Vision 
of the Vedic poets, p. 44 ff. etc. 

St. 20: Ppp. 16, 40, 10, with martyaly, in c. - According to Ludwig the 
first line means "Eine Truhe ist über der andern, ein Korb an den andern 
gedrängt", according to Henry (see also p. 127): "Tressage en tressage, 
tenon en mortaire est assemblé". Renou, in J. As. 231, p. 501 guesses: 
kosa-, "un réduit" corresponding to the upasthäna-, "a sort of niche or 
small sanctuary" mentioned PGS. 3, 4, 9, the construction of which is 
according to the comm. Jayaräma (who explains by devatäyataniidini 
"seats, pi aces for (the images) of deities") obligatory. In view ofthe general 
sense of kosa- "vessel, cask, box, container, case, store( -room), treasury 
etc." this interpretation is worth considering, although ·particulars remain 
obscure. The noun kuläya- means "a web, nest, woven texture, receptacle 
etc." One might however also consider other applications of these terms: 
kuläya- may denote the human body as the dwelling-place of the soul 
(BAU. 4, 3, 12; BhägP. 10, 87, 22 etc.) and kosa- can mean the womb 
(uterus: Susr. 1, 120, 12 etc.) as weIl as the scrotum (Susr. 1, 290, 4). 
These meanings - which I have tentatively adopted - would facilitate the 
understanding of the whole stanza and motivate its occurrence af ter 
st. 19: in the intimacy of the house children are procreated. - With the 
verbs vi jäyate and prajäyate compare vijävati prájävati in 13 c and 14 c. 
- "From whom ... ": cf. TS. 2, 4, 6, 1 yad asyä'YfL visvarp, bhütam adhi 
prajäyate "in that in this (earth) everything is produced". It may be 
remembered that the creator god Prajäpati - "to whom man is nearest" 
(SB. 5, 1, 3, 8) and who is the sacrificer (Eggeling, in S.B.E. 43, p. XV) 
-has also created all existing things (SB. 10, 4, 2, 2). It is the mortal 
which in this world reproduces and regenerates itself. 

St. 21: Ppp. 16, 40, 8. -As to pak~a- ("wall") cf. st. 4. For dasapak~a
see Kaus. 135, 9: p. 287, 5, quoted in the note on st. 4. Considering all 
that has been said on this point I would not objectto thinking ofirregular, 
multilateral sheds or buildings - the dvipak~a- one being open on two sides, 
or pak~a may mean a part of the (a) wall between two pillars. - "To lie, 
re pose in" (si-) with the accusative indicating a general, unspecified 
relation between verbal and nominal concept (see The character of the 
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Skt. acc., in Misc. hom. A. Martinet, I, La Laguna 1957, p. 47 ff.; and 
The function of the acc., in S. K. Belvalkar Felic. Vol., Benares 1957, 
p. 72 ff.). - Here again the house and its personal, divine aspect merge, 
facilitating the use of garbha- which is a nom. ("embryo", with Henry 
and Whitney) rather than a loc. ("womb", Bloomfield, cf. also J.A.O.S. 
16, p. 15 f.): säläm and patnim are in the acc., and Agni is repeatedly 
called an "embryo" or "new-born child" (of water, plants, world etc., 
but also without a genitive), cf. ~V. 3, 31, 3; 6, 15, 1; 10, 8, 2. For the 
'image' cf. also AV. 11, 7, 6. 

St. 22: Ppp. 16, 41, 4 reading at the end prathamo bhä(lJ 1) "first light" 
(1). - In Kaus. 66, 25 this stanza is used to consecrate the "going forward 
with water-pot and fire". Cf. especially AV. 3, 12, 8 and Kaus. 43, 10. 
"The expressions 'turned towards' imply "friendly reception on the part 
of the house, and eagerness on the part of the future possessor" (BIoom
field, p. 600). - For the use of pratyanc- cf. e.g. AV. 11, 3, 26; 12, 2, 55; 
of praticina- 11, 2, 5. - "Not doing harm": cf. st. 16. This adjective has 
a 'magical' as weIl as a psychological implication; it helps on the one 
hand to 'confirm', i.e. to consolidate the power with which the person 
speaking finds himself confronted, on the other to reassure himself of 
the innocent and benevolent character of that power. - "Within": I sup
pose, in the water-pot and fire-pan. - "Water and fire" are not only the 
primal elements but also indispensable in ritual (e.g. as purifiers counter
acting evil influences) and daily life. - "First ... ": Lüders, VaruJ).a, p. 
579, criticizing Bloomfield, p. 600 according to whom water and fire are 
the "door of the order, or the law of the universe, because they are the 
primal elements", is of the opinion that "Tor des ~ta" "mit Rücksicht 
auf die zu durchschreitende Tür des Hauses gewählt ist, die das ~ta 
schützen solI" (1). If "gate of rta" belongs also to the fire, one might, 
indeed, with Bloomfield quote J;tV. 1, 164, 37; 10, 5, 37: Agni as "first
born (prathamajälJ) of rta" etc. As to the water it is the seat of VaruJ).a 
who is the guardian of rta, which as a great "weltschaffende und welt
erhaltende Macht" (Lüders, o.c., p. 568 ff.) establishes and maintains 
order and upholds law, truth and faithfulness. Perhaps the water is 
regarded here as the gate, through which rta manifests itself. 

St. 23 is identical with AV. 3, 12, 9 (the final stanza of the sükta 
accompanying the building of a house) where it is wanting in Paipp. 
and neither Kaus. nor the comm. specify anything as to its use. It is an 
expiation upon st. 22; in 3, 12 the imperative in st. 8 and the Ist pers. 
sing. in 9 form a lack of harmony which may however be explained away. 
-Here it is Ppp. 16, 41, 3 (harämy in a, abhi for upa in c).-"This": 
viz. in the jar (comm. AV. 3, 12, 9). - "Cachexy": cf. AV. 12, 4, 8 (Kaus. 
66, 20). - "Settle down ... " the only occurrence of upa-pra-sad- "to enter, 
inhabit" (Petr. Dict.; Monier-Williams; not explained by the comm.); 
in any case the primary sense of pra-sad- is preserved here. - "In": upa 
expressing the idea of nearness, being on, at, up to, above, in etc.-
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"Fire": agni- is of ten qualified as amrta-, cf. 1;tV. 1, 44, 5; 3, 14, 7; 4, 
11, 5 etc. Cf. also 'Gods' and 'Powers' in the Veda, 's-Gravenhage 1957, 
p. 70 ff. 

St. 24: Ppp. 16, 41, 2.-According to Kaus. 66, 30 the parts of the 
house which have been untied and detached are actually carried off at 
this stage. The stanza is indeed abundantly plain (cf. also Oldenberg, 
o.c., p. 179). Henry's (p. 128) explication (bharämasi in d is used for the 
sake of a 'jeu de mots' with bhäraly, in b) is to be rejected, as dhärayasi 
in Kaus. 66, 30 cannot be misunderstood. - "Do not ... ": cf. st. 16. The 
ties should not fetter the persons concerned, i.e. they should not prove 
to be guilty of destructive activities. As is well known "fetter" (ptlSa-) , 

is a frequent term for the evil consequences of sinful behaviour consisting 
of hardship, diseases, physical inconveniences etc. (Rodhe, Deliver us 
from evil, p. 37 ff. etc.). - "Bride", rather than "woman" (vadhüm). 
Whereas Henry interprets this line in the light of the expression uxorem 
ducere (to which however answer, in Skt., the compounds vi- and 00-
vah-, not bhr-), I would be inclined to think of the ancient custom of 
carrying a bride over the threshold of the house (cf. PGS. 1, 8, 10; Caland, 
in Z.D.M.G. 51, p. 133; Meyer, in W.Z.K.M. 46, p. 87; Schrader-Nehring, 
Reallexikon d. idg. Altert., I, p. 474f.). 

St. 25-31: Ppp. 16, 41, 5-11 putting however the päda sväha d. s. 
before präcyäly, etc. - Again a clockwise enumeration of the quarters of 
space; cf. AV. 12, 3, 7-11; Kaus. 61, 1 f. and 12, 3, 55-60, Kaus. 63, 22. 
These stanzas are to honour and glorify the house. That is to say, the 
whole of the universe in respect to space is made to co-operate in the 
homage and reverential salutation. For a similar division of space see 
AV. 4, 40, 1-7; 5, 10, 1-6 (for defence from all quarters); 15, 4, 1-6; 
15, 5, 1-6; 18, 3, 25-28 (protection); 19, 17, 2-10; 19, 18, 1-10. The 
namaly, is very of ten addressed to gods, or to their functions, also in 
propitiation (e.g. AV. 1, 10, 2; 1, 13, 1 "deterrent homage to lightning"; 
1, 25, 4 "homage to fever") or in order to secure their help (3, 26, 1 etc.). 
- Translators disagree with regard to the construction of the sentence: 
"From the easterly direction of the house reverence (be) to greatness" 
(Ludwig; BIoomfield) ; "From ... h. to the greatness of the h." (Henry, 
Whitney). "11 serait par trop étrange qu'un hymne à la Hutte ne se 
terminat point par un hommage à la Hutte" (Henry, p. 128). Besides, 
the interruption of a genitive group by a regens is very common.
"Greatness" implies ideas such as "sublimity, majesty"; see J. Or. Inst. 
Baroda, 8 (1954), p. 235ff.-Svähä, translated by "hail (to)!" is an 
exclamation used in making oblations to the gods. The adj. svähya- does 
not occur elsewhere (Petr. Dict.). - "Fixed": dhruvä see AV. 12, 3, 11, 
quoted Kaus. 61, 3 and 12, 3, 59, quoted 63, 22. - "Every quarter": 
cf. AV. 10, 3, 10 "let this amulet protect me from every quarter", and 
especially, likewise at the end of an enumeration of the quarters, 18, 
4, 9;_19, 35, 4. 
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Kaus. is quite explicit about the character of the rite: house and other 
things are to be given away. - "Locked up": st. 24 prescribes the re
moving of the door. 

66, 23. "Recommended", because they are most auspicious or most 
suited to the purpose. 

66, 25. "Enter": prapadyante; cf. AV. 5, 6, H; ChU. 8, 14. 

66, 26. "Residue": sampäta-. - "Pours", lito "he makes (the vessel) 
supplied with ... ". For the rite cf. Kaus. 24, 35 ... sira'Y(t yuktam uda
pätre'IJa sa'Y(tpätavatävasincati " ... er begiesst den angespannten Pilug aus 
einer mit den Neigen versehenen Schüssel mit Wasser" (Caland) ; 27, 2 
sünyasäläyäm apsu sa'Y(tpätän änayati "er giesst in einer verlassenen 
Wohnung die Neigen in (eine mit) Wasser (gefüllte Schüssel)", 27, 28. 

66, 27. For this sütra and the formulas see 63, 20; 22 and 66, 20. 

66, 28. See above. 

66, 29. Mantra: i.e. AV. 9, 3, 1. 

66, 31-33. For the mantra (AV. 9, 5, 23, obviously ab; see the note 
on the next sütra) see the note on Kaus. 64, 27 (AV. 9, 5, 23). -In these 
last three sütras the author obviously returns to subjects dealt with 
in ch. 64. 

At the end of this chapter mention may be made of Kesava's note, 
ed. p. 365, 1. 3 ff. "(These) twenty-two sava-sacrifices (savayajiiäM are 
mentioned in the (Atharvaveda) SaIp.hitä. They are, all of them, to be 
performed according to the basic form (ritual schema or model) of the 
svargaudana(sava) or of the brahmaudana(sava), on the strength of the 
injunction 'the svarga- and the brahmaudana's are the ritual schema 
(model)' (Kaus. 68, 4)". See 68, 4 and the note. 

67, 1. "Procured ... ": the fixed phrase; cf. e.g. AV. H, 8, 13; TB. 
1, 3, 1, 5 na swmbhrtyälJ, sambhäralJ,. Thus for the performance of a pravargya 
rite clay, goat's milk etc. (ApSS. 15, 3) are required. A list of various 
objects (kusa-grass, ilowers, fruits, garments, nuts, seeds, incense etc.) 
required at ceremonies may be found in AVPar. 21. - "Sava" : sävika
must mean "rellloting to the savas under discussion" , not "rellloting to the 
extraction of soma" (Monier-Williams). Similarly, VaitS. 23, 20 a, where 
Kaus. 63, 29 may be compared (see Caland, Vaitänasütra, p. 66). - " ... 
priest": rtvij-, i.e. the officiant ; cf. e.g. Renou, Voc. rituel véd.,p. 51. 

67, 2. "~~i", properly an inspired poet of Vedic hymns; also anyone 
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who alone or with others invokes the dei ties with the sacred texts of these 
inspired sages. Cf. e.g. AV. 2, 35, 4; 4, 23, 5; 6, 108, 3. According to later 
authorities (Kane, Hist. of Dh. II, p. 131 f.) a r~i is a brahman of high 
rank who is celibate, of austere life, of truthful speech and able to curse 
or favour.-For är§eya- see the Introduction, VII, the note on 61, 31, 
and cf. AV. 11, 1, 16 etc. (61, 31 etc.). See also J. Brough, The early 
brahmanical system of gotra and pravara, Cam bridge 1953, p. 11. Cf. 
VS. 7, 46 (soma sacrifice): brähma?:uim adyá videyarp, pitrmántarp, paitrma
tyám f§im är§eyárp, sudhdtudak§i1fam "may I find today a brahman sprung 
from an illustrious father and grandfather, an r~i ... " (cf. TS. 1, 4, 43 k); 
obviously part of a fixed formula, which occurs also KS. 28, 4: 158, 1 f. 
- "Worthy ... " the explication given by Uva~a and Mahïdhara on VS. 
7, 46 "one who receives precious metal, gold, as a dak~il).ä" fails to 
convince me. - The adj. sudhätu- qualifies at VS. 1, 12 a (liberal) sacrificer: 
sobhanadak§i1fa- (Uva~a); su§thu dak§i1fädinä dadhäti yajnarp, pu§1fätiti 
sudhätuly,. In 1;tV. 7, 60, 11 "our patrons" are said to "seek to overthrow 
the fury (of their enemies) and to have acquired ample and well-founded 
(place) for their (own) dwelling (uru k§áyäya cakrire sudhdtu) in the 
company of that priest who wins the favour of the gods". At the end 
of a compound -dhätu of ten means "-fold": tridhätu etc.; thus sudhätu 
may analogically mean "existing of all essential elements or constituent 
parts" and hence "weIl qualified, fully adapted to a standard or re
quirement". The bahuvrïhi sudhätudak§i1fa- may mean "one who is 
worthy of d. which are ... ". -" ... prognostics": soothsayers, fortune
tellers etc. were, among the authors of dharma works, in bad repute: 
Manu 9, 258 and the comm. Cf. also Meyer, Das altind. Buch v. Welt
u. Staatsw., p. 935 s. v. Wahrsager.-AVPar. 3, 1, 10 objection is made 
to a purohita who has held that office in another family or who occupies 
himself with incantations, prognostics etc. 

67, 3. "Three ancestors": three is the normal number of the fore
fathers to which the sräddhas or ceremonies for the benefit of dead relatives 
are performed. It may be observed that the only requirement mentioned 
in the earlier texts is learning: SB. 3, 1, 1,5 "whensoever learned brahmans 
who have studied the Veda and are versed in sacred lore, perform the 
sacrifice, there no failure takes place"; according to ApSS. 10, 1, 1 they 
must also be descendants of one of the seven ~is and free from physical 
defects; cf. also AsvGS. 4, 7, 2 (having invited) brähma1färp, chruta8ïlavrtta
sarp,pannän. GautS. 11, 12 f. and ApDhS. 2, 5, 10, 16 require that a 
purohita was to be a learned man of good birth, endowed with polished 
speech, handsome, of a suitable age etc.; ApDhS. 1, 1, 1, 12 f. provides 
that one should desire a guru whose family is hereditarily learned, who 
is himself learned and is devout in following the dharma. - "Moral con
duct": cara1fa-, cf. Mbh. 13, 60, 1. -For sïlasarp,panna- Mbh. 1, 145, 33 
cr. ed., and see e.g. GobhGS. 2, 4, 6; AsvGS. 1, 5, 3; 4, 7, 2 (sräddha) 
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brähmatulrp, chrutasilavrttasarp,pannän, and also GautS. ll, 12 the (domestei) 
priest to be selected should be of a virtuous disposition, live righteously 
and be austere. 

67, 4. "In the half year ... ": udagayana- is not rare in siitra texts; 
in later texts uttaräya1Ja- (Manu 6, 10 etc.). Cf. KB. 19, 3. SB. 2, I, 3, 3 
teaches that the sun when moving northwards is among the gods, guarding 
them; when moving southwards, he is among the Fathers, guarding them. 
The same authority, § I states that spring, summer and rains which 
belong to the northward course of the sun represent the gods. When, 
§ 4 adds, the sun moves northwards, one may set up one's fues, because 
then the gods have the evil dispelled from them (by the sun) , and thus 
the sacrifieer dispels the evil from himself and attains the fuIl measure 
of life. An auspicious day in the light half of the month in the udagayana 
is the normal moment for sacrificial worship (LätySS. 8, I, I). Thus the 
agni!?toma should for instanee be performed in the spring, which is the 
season of the brahmans, the summer belonging to the k!?atriyas (MSS. 
2, I, I, I etc.); for the asvamedha cf. SB. 13, 4, I, 3 and Dumont, Asva
medha, p. 9; cf. e.g. AsvGS. I, 4; AVPar. 13, I, 2. The man who wishes 
to attain to greatness should perform in this period, on an auspicious 
day of the half-month of the waxing moon etc. a definite ceremony (BAU. 
6, 3, I). See also TA. 10, 64, 1. The half year during which the sun 
progresses to the north is a day of the gods, the other half year a night 
(Manu I, 67). It is the auspicious period to die in (BhagG. 8, 24). 

67, 5. " ... practices" : upäcära- (for the variant upacära- see Kaus. 
140, I). The word is rare (SSS. I, I, 12) and may mean "subordinate or 
additional customary religious observance" (upa-äcära-) rather than 
"procedure" (which is given by Monier-Williams). - "Rules" : kalpa
"sacred precept, ordinance, law, rule, etc." 

67, 6. "Celebrated" : thus I translate dattvä, which in certain expressions 
may mean "to offer" and "to sacrifice", "to perform a sacrifice". - " ... 
fues" : the agnyädhäna- "the establishing of the sacred fues, the ceremony 
of preparing these fues" - this term also in KB. - usually called agnyädheya
in AV. ll, 7, 8; AsvSS. I, I, 2, I; Manu 2, 143 etc.; see Hillebrandt, 
Ritualliteratur, p. 105 ff. - With reference to this siitra there is a note 
in Därila (schol.) (quoted in the edition, p. 179, n. 3), stating that heaven 
is the aim of, and is accessible by, those beings who have no body; others 
however desire good results (of ritual acts) which are of limited nature 
and duration, because they aim at prosperity. The direction given in the 
siitra leads to the good results of the ritual preparation of the fue as if 
it were a brahmaudana. 

67, 7. This is the only occurrence of the särvavaidika- mentioned in 
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the Petr. Dict. We find however also traivedika- "relating to the three 
Vedas", i.e. to ~g-, Yäjur- and Säma-, not the Atharvaveda, the latter 
being of ten left out in dharma texts etc. In this text the A V. cannot 
however be dispensed with! 

67, 8. " ... two". The word kalpa- does not seem to mean here "ritual, 
ritual practice", but (at the end of a compound) "similar to, resembling, 
like (with a degree of inferiority), almost". In studying the Vedas con
cessions were made to the shortness of human life and the weakness of 
human mind (Kane, Rist. of Dharmas. 11, p. 327 f.). As a rule, only 
one Veda was studied, but af ter a man had studied the Veda known 
by his ancestors, he could if so minded study a branch of another Veda. 

67, 9. "Consecration": dik~a, the ritual preparation of the sacrifieer 
(and his wife) for the religious ceremony, by which he is, for a certain 
period, brought to a state of sanctity and enabled to receive the good 
results of the sacrifice. In the soma rites this consecration is carried out 
in a completely closed hut near the fire. The sacrifieer bathes, has hls 
hair cut, is anointed, puts on a fresh garment, is girded with hls sacred 
cord and sits down on a black antelope hide in which 'holy power' is said 
to reside. Re sits in this condition in silence until night comes, and keeps 
awake all the night, etc. See e.g. Keith, Rel. and Phllos., p. 300 f.; Kane, 
o.c., 11, p. 1137 f.; Gonda, Change and continuity, ch. X. -Alternatives 
such as "one month or twelve days" are not rare in these texts; cf. e.g. 
TS. 5, 6, 7; ApSS. 22, 13, 1. 

67, 11. "They": those concerned. - "Eat ... ", i.e. "anything fit for 
an oblation (rice or other grain, clarified butter etc.)". Cf. Kaus. 82, 44; 
SSS. 4, 15, 6. For directions regarding the sacrificer's food see also SB. 
5, 2, 2, 2 ff. Among the agni~toma-observances of the sacrificer who under
takes the dik~ä - and hence is in a state of sanctity - is also the precept 
that he (like his wife) should sub sist on milk, some authorities allowing 
rice or barley to be cooked in it (see Kane, o.c., 11, p. 1139). For the 
ritual abstinence from definite articles of food, especially meat, fish, 
alcoholic drinks etc. see also Reiler, Erscheinungsformen und Wesen der 
Religion, p. 194 ff. - " ... chastity": a well-known characteristic of the 
state of sanctity (see e.g. TA. 2, 18, 1 ff. dealing with the evils of sexual 
incontinence; 10, 62 and 63). For the concept denoted by the term 
brahmacarin- "one (practising sacred study whilst) observing chastity" 
see Change and continuity, ch. IX; Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 119 f. 
(the belief in the 'polluting' effects of sexual intercourse whlch exposes 
man to the influence of dangerous powers, the fear of loss of vital power 
and energy, the conviction that any contact with the holy or divine 
requires purity and the complete concentration of all energy have, together 
with the belief that the holiness of rites and spiritual life is incompatible 
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with sexual activity, in India as weU as in other countries, led to various 
forms of ritual chastity and celibacy). For ritual chastity in general : 
Heiler, o.c., p. 198 ff. ("Enthaltsamkeit ist vorgeschrieben vor allen 
ritueUen Akten, sowohl für den Priester wie für den Teilnehmer am Kult. 
Von besonderer Wichtigkeit ist die Enthaltsamkeit vor allen Initiations
riten"); G. van der Leeuw, Religion in essence and manifestation, London 
1938, eh. 29. 

67, 12. "They ... ". adhalJ, sayiran, lito "they should lie below" ; 
adhalJ,saya- (cf. KätySS. 16, 4, 39) means "sleeping on the ground" (SB. 
6, 6, 3, 6). -For the same precept see Caland-Henry, L'agni~~oma, p. 21 
with reference to the sacrifieer who undertakes the dik~ä for a soma 
sacrifice, and, in addition to this, e.g. SSS. 4, 15, 6. As Vrddha-Härita 
teaches us an ascetic, a brahmacäri, a forest hermit and a widow should 
not sleep on a cot but on the ground covered over with a deerskin or a 
blanket or with kusa-grass. The relatives of a deceased person must inter 
alia not use their ordinary beds, but sleep on the ground and observe 
chastity. The same behaviour is prescribed in vratas and präyascittas 
("expiations"); see e.g. Meyer, Trilogie, 11, p. 216 etc.; Gampert, Sühne
zeremonien, p. 52 etc. Keith, Rel. and Phil., p. 308 opined that one of 
the motives of this ritual conduct was the desire to obtain the power 
belonging to the 'earth spirit'. I would pref er considering it on the one 
hand-and perhaps more secondarily-a mild form of, or substitute for, 
the abstinence from sleep which, like night, defiles the 'sanctity' of a 
person, allowing the demoniac powers to approach him or adding to the 
risks of his 'tabooed state' etc. (for many examples, Heiler, o.c., p. 194) 
and on the other a purificatory and at the same time strengthening rite 
(cf. also ApGS. 3, 8, 8 f.): contact with the earth is "heilwirkend" (Meyer, 
o.c., I, p. 125 f.). 

67, 13. "Officiant" : kartr- is the priest acting in a religious ceremony; 
see e.g. Kaus. 92,19; AsvGS. 1, 11, 8; 4, 2,19. - "Completion": samapana-, 
not rarely found in connection with rites, religious observances, etc.: 
AiB. 3, 44, 5; GobhGS. 4, 6, 16; Manu 5, 88. - " ... continue": sa'f!l-tata-. 
The concept of continuity is of special importance in Vedic ritual. Cf. 
e.g. places su eh as SB. 3, 2, 2, 7; 26; 6, 3, 1, 5. Here the uninterrupted, 
"extended" existence of those concerned is meant. Reciting certain 
stanzas without drawing breath, i.e. uninterruptedly, guarantees the 
sacrifieer "to be extended, not cut short (by death)"; SB. 1, 3, 5, 13 
sa'f!l-tatam avyavachinnam. Cf. also SB. 4, 2, 3, 3. Employment of priest 
and sacrifieer would mean interruption of the sacred work and entail 
evil on those who are the cause of the interruption. Similar bad conse
quences of violations of ritual customs are not rarely mentioned; cf. e.g. 
PB. 16, 1, 12; KB. 16, 9; 25, 14. 
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67, 15. "Normal life": it is of ten difficult to find an exact equivalent 
of yäträ which may mean "setting off, march, procession, public festivity 
(with dramatic and other entertainments) etc." (see Die Religionen Indiens, 
lI, p. 25). Here however no ceremonious train, formed by those concerned 
can be meant, but rather what is elsewhere (e.g. Manu 9,25; 27 and of ten 
in the epics etc.) caUed lokayäträ "business and traffic of men, ordinary 
worldly affairs, normal daily life". The same sense occurs e.g. Manu 
11, 185 "it shaU be forbidden to converse (with an excommunicated 
person) and to hold with him such intercourse as is usual among men" : 
yäträ caiva hi laukiki (lokavyavahära- KuUüka). That is to say that when 
about to re-enter the profane state they have to cut their hair etc. Thus 
the soma sacrificer is not only shaved etc. at the beginnirig (dik~ä-) but 
also at the end of the soma festivals (Caland-Henry, L'agni~toma, p. 407), 
and a ritual hair-cutting etc. is likewise performed at the end - as weU 
as at the beginning - of studentship (PGS. 2, 6, 17 etc.; Hillebrandt, 
Ritualliteratur, p. 61). Hair, beard and nails were obviously believed to 
be 'bearers' of a power or substance which might be dangerous when the 
person concerned left the sacred sphere or condition (cf. e.g. HGS. 1, 9, 18 
speaking of "his 'evil' " or, rather, "demerit" (päpman-) , and Dresden's 
note on MGS. transl. 1, 21, 11), and which therefore should by means 
of an 'eliminatory rite' be removed or neutralized. Compare, in general, 
Heiler, Erscheinungsformen und Wesen der Religion, p. 181 ff.; 216 etc. 
Hence also the same precepts with reference to relatives of a deceased 
person: "das alte Haar, dem die Todesmächte nahe gekommen sind, soU 
den Menschen nicht ins neue Leben begleiten" (Oldenberg, Rel. d. Veda, 
4p . 426). Thus the hair etc. was believed to be closely associated with 
'holiness' or a sacred state: "the head is (the seat of) sri- "prosperity, 
good fortune"; the sri- goes to the head of the consecrated person; if 
he would shave bis hair before a year were over (in case of the consecrated 
king) he would shave the sri-, not the hair; but in that he shaves his hair 
af ter the lapse of a year, he, having gathered the sri- in himself by means 
of (the revolution of) the year, shaves his hair, not his sri-" (JB. 2, 204). 
For the interdiction of having his hair cut and beard shaved to which 
the king who has been consecrated see the long, but somewhat one-sided 
note by Heesterman, Royal consecration, p. 215 ff. - "Shorn" for the 
form (väpayita, 'sütra optative') cf. Bloomfield, ed., p. LXI. - For the 
meaning of the particle vä (the latter possibility is to be "realized only 
in case the former cannot be realized") see F. Knauer, Das Gobhila
grhyasütra, Dorpat 1884, p. XXIV. Notice the position of vä. 

67, 16. The hair of a woman is spared ; cf. also Caland-Henry, 
L'agni~toma, p. 14; Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 117; BaudhSS. 2, 12: 54, 10. 

67, 17. For batbing etc. of the sacrificer and his wife af ter a dik~ä 
see also Caland-Henry, o.c., p. 401 (BaudhSS. 8, 20; ApSS. 13, 21, 1 f.; 
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22, 2 f. etc.): "Le sacrifiant et sa femme se baignent ... et se lavent Ie 
dos réciproquement. Le sacrifiant öte sa ceinture en disant: 'Dénoué est 
Ie lien de Varu1J.a .. .' " The texts, e.g. BaudhSS. and KätySS. (cf. 10, 
8, 4; 5, 5, 31 ff.) prescribe putting on new clothes. By the final bath the 
participants in the ceremonies dispose of the power or 'sacredness' with 
which they were endowed. It marks a transition to a new stage or period 
of life. Therefore those who return from this avabhrtha- ("final bath") 
should not look back, "in order to separate themselves from Varu1J.a 
(the 'binding' or 'seizing' god)": TS. 6, 6, 3, 5; TB. 1, 6, 5, 6 "V. is in 
the waters. He ... satisfies V.'s claims by a sacrifice. He is freed from 
the fetter of V.". Cf. also the obligatory bath ofthe absolved Veda student: 
R. B. Pandey, Hindu sarp.skäras, Benares 1949, p. 249 ff.; Kane, Hist. 
of Dharmas. 1I, p. 405 ff.; Gonda, Die Religionen Indiens, I, p . 121 etc.; 
Heiler, o.c., p. 186 f., and for the purificatory, eliminatory and transitional 
significance of bathing in general Kane, o.c., 1I, Index, p. 1340 f. Signifi
cantly enough a young man who wants to remain a 'Veda student' 
(brahmacarin-) all his life does not undergo this rite. - "Clothes": the 
expres sion ahataviisas- is of frequent occurrence in this connection; cf. 
e.g. Kaus. 8, 1; 18, 5 (af ter having performed, at night and wearing a 
black garment, a Niqii rite one should throw that garment into the 
water and put on a new dress); KätySS. 4, 7, 12; SB. 3, 1, 2, 19 ("let 
it be a new garment for the sake of unimpaired vigour"); 13, 8, 4, 6, 
and cf. also BAU. 6, 4, 13! A new dress not only marks but also helps 
to promote the newness of his wearer : see also B. Bonnerjea, L'ethnologie 
du Bengale, Thesis Paris 1927, p. 84; for 'newness' in general Gonda, 
Ein neues Lied, in W.Z.K.M. 48, p. 275 ff. - "Sweet-smelling" (cf. also 
Kaus. 73, 10): for the relations between small or fragrance and a saintly 
or pure condition see E. Lohmeyer, Vom göttlichen Wohlgeruch, in Sitz. 
Ber. Heidelberger Akad. 1919, 9 (for Indian examples AiA. 2, 1, 7, with 
the note by A. B. Keith, Ait. Ar., Oxford 1909, p. 209;-is this the 
explication of the compound attagandha- "hum bIed , insulted, mortified", 
literally "whose smell has been taken away" (of a brahman, Käl. Sak. 
6,25+, otherwise Ragh. 13,7)1-; and see SB. 14, 1,2,12 "they (definite 
plants) are fragrant, for they originated from the vital juice of the 
sacrifice"; AV. 6, 124, 3. For the apotropaeic power of an agreeable 
odour see e.g. AV. 19,38, 1, for the use of incense, perfumes etc. see also 
Keith, Rel. and Phil., p. 427. Evil beings etc. are widely believed to be 
recognizable by their bad odours (ChU. 1, 2, 2): D. J. Hoens, Sänti, 
Thesis Utrecht 1951, p. 62. - " ... suitably etc.": for karmar;,ya- "fit for 
(ritual) work" see also Kaus. 94, 9 and 140, 4 in similar contexts; TS. 6, 2, 1,5. 

67, 18. "Invested ... ": yajnopavitin- i.e. wearing the 'sacred cord' 
over the left shoulder in such a way that it hangs down on the right side 
(GobhGS. 1, 2, 2 ff.); cf. especially Kane, o.c., 1I, p. 287 ff. - " ... water": 
holy water to destroy evil. Cf. Kaus. 9, 8 ff. from which it appears that 
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the brahman while wearing a new dress prepares it in a brass vessel 
using also beneficial herbs; 17, 1 etc. For holy water in general cf. e.g. 
SB. 5, 3, 4, 1 ff.; Henry, Magie, p. 49 f. - "Besprinkie" : cf. e.g. passages 
such as SB. 1, 3, 3, 1 ff.; 9, 1, 2, 1 f. (the sprinkling is for appeasement, 
i.e. for eliminating evil influences); 9, 1,2,20; ApSS. 3, 19,3; Kaus. 53, 8; 
Schwab, Thieropfer, p. 56. - "Brahmaudana": brahmaudanikam for bräh
maudanikam in the text. 

67, 19. The priest comes into contact with the sacred sacrificial 
substance. By touching him the sacrificer participates in this contact. 
See also SB. 3, 2, 1, 7 quoted in the note on 68, 3. See also Die Religionen 
Indiens, I, p. 149: (animal sacrifice) one of the priests touches the victim 
with the roasting-spits, the adhvaryu touches this priest, the sacrificer 
in his turn the adhvaryu so that the special virtue of the victim passes 
to priests and sacrificers ; Oldenberg, Rel. des Veda, p. 497 f.; Caland, 
in Z.D.M.G. 53, p. 215 ff.; Gött. Gel. Anz. 1898, p. 289. Many instances 
of contactual rites were collected by H. Wagenvoort, Roman dynamism, 
Oxford 1947, p. 12 ff. - "Complete oblation": pür'f}ahoma- = pur'f}ahuti-, 
"an offering of ghee made with a full ladle, as a rule at the end of the 
agnyädhäna". See e.g. ApSS. 5, 18, 1; AsvSS. 2, 1, 3; 13; KätySS. 4, 7, 
14 etc. -For the texts quoted see the note on 60, 7, some additions to 
which may find a place here. The section constituted by the süktas AV. 
6, 114-124 incl. is distinct from what precedes and follows because it 
does not deal with diseases, implements of war etc., but with relief from 
guilt and 'sin', disabilities in sacrificing, release from evil (demerit), and 
the success of an offering. Apart from the uses mentioned in the note 
on 60, 7 - add also its application in connection with oblations of butter, 
fuewood and sacrificial cakes-it is, according to the comm. AV., also 
-and appropriately-applied in the Nak!?atra-kalpa 18 (it does not 
however occur in the text of the same name in A VPar. 1), in the mahäSänti 
(expiatory ceremony for averting evil) called yämyä-i.e. "relating to 
Yama, the lord of the deceased", and to be performed in cases where 
one stands in fear of that god (Säntikalpa, 17, 4; 18, 6)-and in the 
funeral ceremony to accompany oblations of sacrificial butter (äjya-). 
The süktas 114 and 115 are, also according to Vait. 22, 15, recited with 
an oblation (offered to Aditya, the Sun) by the brahman priest-adopting 
the AV. ritual-in the agni!?~oma; cf. Caland, Vait. des AV., p. 62; Caland
Henry, L'agni!?~oma, p. 334 (with a translation of the süktas). They are 
used again, in the same ceremony, in an expiatory rite mentioned Vait. 
23, 11 f.: "Im Agnïdhriya-(-Feuer) bring er (der Brahman) die Allsühn
spenden dar (und zwar in der Kaus. 5, 12 f. beschriebenen Weise). Im 
(Agnidhriya-)Feuer opfern alle die Holzspähne mit (den folgenden Formeln 
und mit AV. 6, 114; 115)" (Caland, Vait. des AV., p. 65). Finally, Vait. 
prescribes it 30, 22 in the sauträmal)i rites to accompany the washing 
of the mäsara- (a particular beverage) vessel (cf. VS. 20, 14). AV. 6, 114 
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is moreover prescribed in AVPar. 20, which is the ritual of a ceremony 
in honour of Skanda; the oblations are made with AV. 19, 41, 1; 4, 2, 7; 
5, 3, 1; 6, 114, 1 etc. 

AV. 6, 114. This sükta is, with some variants, Ppp. 6, 49, 1-3. - It 
contains so-called kU§mä1fif,a- formulas (Bloomfield, Vedic Concordance, 
p. 330), expiatory mantras with which prayers for forgiveness of sins 
and ritual omissions are introduced. 

St. 1. "0 gods": Agni etc. (comm. AV.). - "Offends": a verb for "be
coming angry or wrathful" (comm.), viz. "evil or demerit (päpam) provoking 
the wrath of the gods". - "Essence ... ": " ... ist das :.t;tta immerhin die 
Macht, deren sich die Adityas zur Erlösungdes Übeltäters bedienen ... " 
(Lüders, VarUl,la, p. 578). For the comm. AV. the phrase rtasyartena means 
either: "with satya ('truth') connected with the 'sacrifice' ", because rta
is yajfiasya satyasya ca nämadheyam "a name for 'sacrifice' and 'truth' ", 
or: "with the mantra in the form of the pral).ava (O'f!l-) etc. connected 
with the highest brahma (i.e. rta- or satya-) as a means (of effecting the 
aim of the rite)". Translations such as "vermöge der Gerechtigkeit der 
Weltordnung" (Ludwig, Rigveda, lIl, p. 443) or "by virtue of the order 
of the universe" (Bloomfield, in S.B.E. 42, p. 164) are, in any case, to 
be preferred to "by right of right" (Whitney-Lanman, p. 364). The words 
probably are an example of the Ausdrucksverstärkung studied by H. 
Oertel, in Sitz. Ber. Bayr. Akad. d. Wiss. 1937, 3 (satyasya satyam "das 
Wahre des Wahren" = "die Quintessenz des Wahren"). Cf., in English, 
God ot God, Light ot Light, Very God ot Very God (Communion service). 
If so, the expression may have been a more or less 'popular', and in any 
case more emphatical, equivalent of the great (mahat) or "firm, funda
mental" (brhat) rta- (:.t;tV.). Thus also comm. AV. on st. 2: "the repetition 
rta- denotes satya-, satyasya satyam meaning the highest brahman (para
brahman-) , cf. BAU. 2, 1, 20". For similar expressions in other ancient 
Indo-European languages see M. Leumann-J. B. Hofmann, Lateinische 
Grammatik, München 1928, p. 390 f.; Gonda, Styl. Repetition, p. 262. 
Ppp. reads (here and in st. 2a) rtasyantena "with the end, limit, or 
'presence' of rta-"( 1). The sacrificial ground is a seat of rta, through the 
power of which the priest may purify the world from untruth, evil etc. 
(Die Religionen Indiens, I , p. 79). - We cannot discuss here all the other 
occurrences of this stanza (see BIoomfield, Vedic concordance, p. 757) 
and the use of similar formulas to those contained in this and the following 
süktas. The whole sükta 6, 114 is with some variants, TB. 2, 4, 4, 8 f. 
(see Whitney-Lanman, p. 364). In TB. 2, 6, 6,1; MS. 3,11,10: 157,2; 
VS. 20, 14 the second half verse reads: "Let Agni set me free from that 
sin (enas-) and all distress (a'f!l-has-) " : "he thereby delivers him from the 
sin committed against the gods" (SB. 12, 9, 2, 2, quoting VS. 20, 14). 
The comm. AV. on st. 2 correctly observes that those speaking here 
wish to be freed from "all evil (päpa-) arisen because of defects or obstacles 
in the performance of the sacrificial rites". 
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St. 2: Ppp. 2 reading, in c yajfiair yad ... (cf. yajfiair vas in TB.), ànd 
at the end sik~anta (-ntu, ms.) uparima "have made amistake with 
sacrifices" (äsik~anto ná sekima, TB.). -See also the note by Whitney
Lanman. Notice the 'concatenation'; see Styl. Repet., p. 314. - "Worthy 
... " or "reverend" : cf. e.g. AV. 13, 2, 44 and 45. -" ... carriers ... ", voc.; 
qualifying gods ~V. 1, 15, 11 (Asvins); 1, 86, 2 (Maruts) ; 4, 47, 4 (Indra 
and Väyu). Among the translations proposed are: "receiving worship ; 
carrying (the) sacrifice(s)"; "durch das Opfer angezogen" (Geldner, ~V. 
1, 15, 11 etc. 1) ; "bearing the sacrifice" (Keith, TS. 1, 8, 3, 1). In this 
use -vähas- seems to belong to vah- "to take or carry with oneself, carry 
off, fetch". The gods are said to accept the worship, and so help to 
accomplish it (yajfiasya nirvartakä deväl}, comm.). I cannot share Whitney's 
preference for a nominative (yajfiavähas- "bringing, offering worship etc."). 
- "Attempting ... "; cf. e.g. AV. 6, 122, 2. - "We have ... ": an attempt 
at translating the perfect nopasekima. 

St. 3: Ppp. 3. - "Contrary ... ": kämanärahitäl}, papava8äd bibhyata ity 
artkal} (comm. who ascribes the shortcomings to the destructive influences 
of the 'evil' or 'demerit' (papa- )). - " ... fat": sphitävayavena pasunä "with 
the fat sacrificial animaI" (comm.). Cf. TS. 6, 3, 11, 5 "cattIe are dis
tinguished by fat (medas)". -" ... butter" : the melted or clarified butter 
called äjya-. - For "all gods" cf. the note on 6, 115, 1. 

AV. 6, 115. For the use of this sükta see the above note on AV. 6, 114. 
Vait. has it alone in the ägrayaJ)a i~~i (8,7), with AV. 2,16,2 and 5,24,7, 
and st. 3 appears in the sauträmaJ)i (30, 23). 

St. 1: Ppp. 4. - "All gods": notice the accentuation (deväl} is not 
accented): see Renou, Ét. ved. et päJ). IV, p. 2; visva- here also denotes 
a totality composed of individuals. The term visve deväl} is ambiguous : 
"tantOt elle désigne la généralité des dieux et est exempte, pour ainsi 
dire, de valeur technique (c'est Ie cas habituel hors des hymnes dédiés 
aux Visve deväl). (see Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 99 etc.); tantöt elle 
vise une classe à part ... " (Renou, o.c., p. 6). - "From that": "from the 
above evil (papa-, which results from the 'sins'), comm. - " ... harmony": 
only a few mss. accent the adj. sajo~asal}, though it is a nom. rather 
than a voc. Cf. ~V. 3, 8, 8; 3, 20, 1 and especially 5, 21, 3 tvárp, visve 
sajó~asodeváso dütám akrata "dich haben alle Götter einmütig zu ihrem Boten 
gemacht" , etc.; SäyaJ)a explains: aikamatyena paraspararp, sa'f!U)atäl} etc. 

St. 2: Ppp. 5, reading rjat (arjat, Barret) for yadi : probably, "standing", 
or "being in good health". Cf. also the critical note in Whitney-Lanman. -
"What is": bhütam. The combination bhütarp, bhavyam occurs also AV. 6, 
12, 2; TB. 2, 5, 1, 1 bhütarp, bkavyarp, ca gupyate and TS. 7, 3, 12, 1 bhütarp, 
bhavyarp, bhavi~yat; elsewhere also bhütarp, bhavi~yat, e.g. AV. 11,7,17. 
The comm. gives two explications: "living and future beings" and "this 
world and the world hereafter" ; the latter, for which he quotes TB. 3, 
8, 18, 5 f. "this world is what is, yonder, what is to be" (aya1fl vai loko 
bhütam, asau bhavi~yat), is the more probable. - "Wooden post (or 
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pillar)": for the noun drupada- see e.g. also AVPar. 39, 11; it, is as 
observed by the comm., a post to which captives are tied: cf. e.g. ~V. 
1, 24, 13. - "From that": "from the evil of both kinds" (comm.). 

St. 3: Ppp. 6 which in b has sindhau "in a river" instead of svinna?t 
"sweating". - This stanza occurs in several Yajus texts (see the critical 
note in Whitney-Lanman), e.g. VS. 20, 20 (sauträmal).Ï). - "All (gods)": 
visve = sarve devä?t, comm. 

AV. 6, 117 is, together with 118 and 119 used in Kaus. (133, 1) in a 
rite in expiation of the portent of the burning of one's house. Kesava, 
moreover, quotes them as accompanying the satisfaction of a debt af ter 
the death of a creditor (to Kaus. 46, 36). In Vait. (24, 15) sükta 117 goes, 
in the agnicayana, with the burning of the vedi. With the exception of 
st. lcd, 2 cd 117 occurs also in TB. 3, 7, 9, 8 f. 

St. 1: Ppp. 16, 49, 10, reading, in a apamrtyum "sudden or accidental 
death" (apamityam, Barret) asmin for asmi and, as d jivann eva prati 
dadämi sarvam, which is pretty weIl assured by TA. 2, 3, 1, 8 j. e. p. tat te 
dadhämi. Parts ofthis stanza recur, with considerable variations of reading, 
in several other texts; for parallels see the long critical note by Whitney
Lanman, p. 366. Thus it is found TS. 3, 3, 8, 1 f. (final bath, soma sacrifice) 
to accompany the burning of the strew by the sacrificer; MS. 4, 14, 17; 
TA. 2, 3, 1, 8 (mantras of the kUl?mäl.lcJa homa, necessary for the expiation 
of sins); TB. 3, 7, 9, 8 corresponds only in ab (=ApSS. 13,22,5: final 
ceremonies of the agnil?~oma); its other half corresponds with AV. 6, 
117,2 ab.-"This ... ": Ludwig (o.c., p. 444) and Whitney adopted an 
emendation ádmi "I eat" for ásmi; as however Ppp. gives asmin - which 
may replace the pers. pronoun of the Ist pers. (see also Renou, Gramm. 
sanscrite, p. 375) -, TS. mayi, and other texts (MS., TA.) mayeha, I read 
asmin. - "Debt": apamityam (not "wegzuwerfen", Petr. Dict. I, 284), 
also in AsvSS. according to Monier-Williams, "debt of corn etc. which 
must be paid off" (comm. AV.). - "Not given back": viz. "to him (the 
creditor)" (comm.).-" ... (me)": see above, and cf. TS. 3, 3, 8, 1 "that 
loan which I have not yet paid back" (Keith). -For bali- in the sense 
of "tribute, tax, royal revenue" see e.g. AV. 10, 7, 39; 11, 10, 5. The 
comm. erroneously explains balinä: balavatä "strong, intense". - Y ama 
- the king who subjects all men to his authority (Manu 9, 307) - is the 
god who rul es over the settIements of the earth granting them to the 
sacrificers (SB. 7,1,1,3; 13, 8, 2, 6). As stated elsewhere (AV. 3, 29,1; 
Kaus. 64, 2) those who entered Yama's realm were taxed, but the per
formance of atharvaJ.lÎc sava sacrifices enabled the deceased to obtain 
immunity from taxation (cf. also Shende, Foundations, p. 54). Rowever, 
Yama is also among the gods to whom the daily or periodical bali offerings 
(portions of food which may be arranged in a circle or thrown into the 
air outside the house) are due (see e.g. Manu 3, 87; 211). The TA. 6, 5 
spe aks of a special tarpa1Ja- (offering of water) offered to Yama; cf. Kane, 
Rist. of Dharmas. II, p. 695). The comm. explains yamasya, sc. vase 
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("subject to Y.") which is not necessary.-"Free": anr~a-.-Agni: i.e. 
"through thy favour or grace (tvatprasädät) " (comm.). Agni, the repeller 
of all evil (SB. 7, 3, 2, 16) and the great protector and benefactor of his 
worshipper (Macdonell, Ved. Myth., p. 97 f.), frees them of guilt or sin 
(I;tV. 1,94, 15; 4, 10, 7: Oldenberg, Rel. des Veda, 4p . 298 f.). - "(Indeed)" : 
khalu (comm.), the logically superfluous pronoun in this (initial) position 
is of ten indicative of emphasis or emotion; see my article 'Pron. d.I. u. 2. 
Person' in Acta Orient. 19, p. 211 ff. - "Fetters": "springing from debt 
and relating to the hereafter" (comm.). - In Paipp. päda d reads: "still 
in life I give back all (of it)" . 

St. 2: Ppp. 16, 50, 1 which has etat at the end of a; in c, apamrtyu 
and further, jaghäsägnir mä tasmäd anr~a"!1 kr~otu. In A VS. päda 2d = Ic. 
TB. nearly agrees with 2ab (see above), reading however tad yätayämas 
"we requite, return" for dadma enat. - "Here": " in this world" (comm.). 
- "Give ... " : the comm. has dadhmaly, (which would be possible) ins te ad 
of dadma(ly,) which is in the text. - "Pay off": ni harati "to offer (as a 
gift, reward etc.), transfer" occurs also VS. 3, 50; PB. 19,4, 3f.-"To 
the living": "viz. the creditors" (comm.). - "Consumed": jaghasa, perfect! 
- "Owing": " apamityam would be a more manageable form (than the 
absolutive which is handed down)" (Whitney); apamitya is however 
correct and intelligible : "af ter having borrowed it, or having bought it 
without payment". - In Ppp. d reads: "Agni must free me from that debt". 

St. 3: Ppp. 2, reading, in b näke for loke, in c ye d. uta p., in d adïpa 
(?, udïpsema, Barret). Interestingly enough, TB. 3, 7, 9, 8 f. ; TA. 2, 
15, 4 ; ApSS. 13, 22, 5 likewise insert uta before p. (päda c), omitting 
ca lokäly" thus pres enting a regular metre! ; at the end MSS. 2, 5, 5, 22 
(likewise agni!?toma, breaking-up sacrifice) reads sa"!1 caremahi "may we 
go on". Cf. also Whitney-Lanman, p. 367. - According to the comm. 
Agni is still addressed. - The comm. also points out that r~- has here 
both a 'profane' (laukikam "mundane") and a 'sacred' (vaidikam) meaning, 
the latter being the well-known threefold debt of a brahman, who is 
born with the debt of pupilship to the r!?is, of sacrifice to the gods, and 
of offspring to the Fathers (TS. 6, 3, 10, 5). He is no doubt quite right, 
but the Engl. "guilt" (Whitney) is not the correct translation. - "Other 
world": "heaven etc., the pI ace where the good results of ritual merit 
are enjoyed by giving up this body and assuming a divine body; th at is 
to say: may the non-payment of the debt not prevent (us) from enjoying 
the heavenly bliss" (cf. comm.). - "Third": "in the ceiling of heavens 
which is still higher than the celestial region" (svargäd apy utkr~!e 

näkapr~thädau, comm.). - "Worlds" : for devaydna- - usually with "way, 
road" - cf. AV. 11, 1,20; 12, 3, 3 and AV. 9, 4, 3 (Kaus. 66, 18). The comm. 
explains a) "on which the gods go" and " the places (bhümayaly,) of the 
quite uncommon enjoyments of the Fathers", connecting lokän and 
pathaly, by ca, or, more probably, b) "the worlds, i.e. the roads along 
which they go (one goes) to the gods and Fathers". 
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67, 20. The words bähyataJ;, ... upasamadhiiya occur also Kaus. 53, 3 
(godäna ceremony). - "Outside": in the open air. - The auspicious trees 
("zu res faustae gebrauchten Holzarten", Caland) are enumerated Kaus. 
8, 15. Such trees are the paläsa, udumbara, jambu, bilva etc. See also 
AVPar. 23, 6, 4 ff.; Kane, o.c., 1I, p. 308. - "Eastward": i.e. "turned 
from west to east", that is to say, towards the region of the gods (cf. 
e.g. SB. 14, 2, 2, 28). - For similar directions see e.g. Kaus. 35, 23 (with 
Caland's note); ApSS. 5, 14, 5 etc. For other particulars concerning the 
ritual use of firewood see AVPar. 26. 

67, 21. The passage contained in this and the next siitra recurs Kaus. 
53, 4 f. (godäna); 94, II f. (omens, etc.; cf. 135, 4 f.), and AVPar. 13, I, 1l. 
- "Swept": parisamuhya, i.e .... round the fire with his moistened right 
hand in order to remove the grass, rubbish etc. Cf. also Kane, Hist. of 
Dharmas. 1I, p. 307. Compare the comm. on KätySS. 2, 6, 12 ... tato 
agnïd (the priest who kindles the fire) darbhair vedim adhy äpatita'Tfl
tr1}apurï§ädikam apasärya veder uttarataJ;, parisamühanäpasäritasya tr1}apu
rï§äder utkara'Tfl- raAi'Tfl- karoti. SSS. 2, 6, 9; PGS. I, I, 2; 2, 4, 2; GobhGS. 
4, 5, 5; AsvGS. I, 3, 1 "when he is to sacrifice somewhere ... he must 
besprinkle the ground, establish the fire, add (firewood), sweep together 
the fire ... ; the sprinkling takes place silently"; BAU. 6, 3, 1 "having 
swept around, having smeared around, having built up a fire, having 
strewn it around ... ", AVPar. 13, I, 1l.-"Sprinkled" cf. KätySS. 4, 
13, 16 ähavanïya'Tfl- paryuk§ya; 4, 14, 30, and the comm. on the former 
place: ähavanïya'Tfl- gärhapatya'Tfl- dak§inägni'Tfl- paristïrya tatas tenaiva 
krame1}a prathamam ähavanïya'Tfl- paryuk§ya hastagrhïtenodakena samantät 
siktvä tatra ähavanïyäd ärabhya ... udakasya dhärä'Tfl- gärhapatya'Tfl
yävatpratyaksaTfUJthä'Tfl- ninayati. - "Strewn ... ": paristïrya barhiJ;" likewise 
a technical term; the verb denotes the strewing round, or enclosing the 
fire with grass: cf. e.g. SB. I, I, I, 22; KätySS. 2, 3, 6 "having strewn 
sacrificial grass (darbhatr1}aiJ;" comm.) around the fires, beginning on the 
east side", i.e. "he strews eastward and northward-pointed grass around 
first the ähavaniya fire, then the gärhapatya, and last the dakl?iQ.ägni, 
beginning each time on the eastern side, and then moving around from 
left to right, and turning his right side towards the fire, so as to end 
on the north side" (comm.); ApSS. I, 14, 12-15. Cf. also AV. 7, 99, I 
pári str1}ïhi pári dhehi védim (see also Hillebrandt, Neu- und Vollmonds
opfer, Jena 1880, p. 19; 64). Elsewhere, AsvGS. 2, 5, 2, barhiJ;, is the 
object: samüla'Tfl- barhis tris apasalair avidhünvan paristïrya "af ter having 
strewn around the sacrificial grass with the roots three times to the left 
without shaking it". - "Placed ... ": upasädayati occurs, with various 
objects, to denote "the placing or putting sacrificial utensils upon or by 
the side of ... ", e.g. the oblation upon the vedi beside the ähavaniya, 
the offering-spoon to the north of the gärhapatya (SSS. 2, 8, 22) etc.
"With ... " paricara1}a- "going about, - round, attending to, waiting 
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upon", cf. agniparicaratw--; the verb is of ten used in connection with 
ritual fires: ~V. 7, 1, 15; SGS. 1, 17, 8; AsvGS. 1,9,1; PGS. 2,14,22 
etc.; for the ritual care and worship of the fire see e.g. the directions 
given AsvGS. 1, 9, 1 ff.; Kane, O.tl., Il, p. 307. -For the translation of 
paricaratLena paricarya cf. Styl. Repetition, p. 240. " ... butter" äjya-: cf. 
AVPar. 23, 5, 3 äjya1'Jl- ghrta1'Jl- vijäniyän navanita1'Jl- 8usa'fJlSkrtam. 

67, 22. "Usual" : nitya-, i.e. the normal, ordinary, obligatory or indis
pensabie oblations (opposed to kämya- "optional" etc.). - "Introductory 
... ": purastäddhoma-; this term is frequently used in Kaus. and Vait.; 
cf. e.g. Kaus. 3, 17 (D. schol.: p.: äjyabhägasa'fJlSthitahoma-); 4, 9, etc.; 
Vait. 1, 4; 2, 10 "wenn die Opfergaben (auf der Vedi) hingestellt sind, 
so bringt er (der Brahman) die (Kaus. 3, 16 f.) vorgeschriebenen Voropfer 
- bei Behexungen die Behexungsopfer (Kaus. 47, 8; 10) -und die (Kaus. 
6, 3 f.) vorgeschriebenen Schlussopfer dar" (Caland's translation) : "die 
atharvanischen purastäddhomä7y, fallen also unmittelbar vor dem Hauptteil 
des Opfers" (Caland, Vait., p. 5). - "Portions" : two portions of clarified 
butter preceding the main oblation; in the Full and New-Moon rites they 
are offered to Agni and Soma; cf. e.g. SB. 1, 6, 3, 19; KätySS. 3, 3, 10; 
AsvGS. 1, 10, 13. 

67, 23. "Spread": cf. e.g. AsvGS. 2, 5, 2; Kaus. 53, 4; Räm. 3, 41, 
19=IlI, p. 209, 19 Bar. (tvacam).-"Hide" etc.: cf. Kaus. 60, 30 and 
the note. - "Tanned": the form palpülita- occurs also SSS. 3, 8, 12 in 
connection with a garment; see also Caland, on ApSS. 3, 17, 7. N otice 
the dvandva compound; cf. Wackernagel, Altind. Gramm. Il, 1, p. 173, 
§ 74 f. 

67, 24. "'Strainers''': a pavitra- is, generally speaking, a means of 
purification, such as a filter, strainer, straining-cloth, made of thread, 
hair, straw; the term is especially applied to two leaves of kusa grass 
for holding offerings or for sprinkling and purifying ghee etc. ; in preparing 
these the roots are cut off so that they have the length of a 'short span'. 

67, 25. "Rubs ... cleaning": anulomam (lit. "with the hair", i.e. "in 
the natural direction") anumär~#, i.e. not against the fibres of the grass
stalks. Cf. e.g. KätySS. 5, 12, 17; BAU. 6, 4, 21. 

67, 26." knee": cf. 61, 11. - That it is the sacrificial substance 
which is to be scattered mayalso be inferred from Kaus. 7, 5 "when 
the direction 'he scatters (ävapati) , is given (one should supply) rice, 
barley or sesam".-"Fourth": cf. 61, 12. 

67, 27. "Platter": saräva-, also used for a certain measure, equal to 
two prasthas (which is the name of particular weights and measures of 
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capacity). For catu!f,saräva- "of four platters" see also the Introduction. 
- "Scatter", i.e. (as already observed) "scatter and put apart grains from 
a larger receptacle on to a smaller receptacle for preparation and use 
in sacrificing" . - " ... impulses" : devasya tva savitu!f, prasave is a frequent 
formula (Bloomfield, Voo. Conc., p. 494); see e.g. VS. 2, ll; TS. 2, 6, 
8, 6; PB. 1, 8, 1. It is in a more extended form prescribed in preparing 
the brahmaudana (agnyädheya, cf. the Introduction) : KS. 7, 15; ApSS. 
5, 5, 2. "And in like manner as Brhaspati then hasted to Savitar for his 
impulsion - for S. is the impeller of the gods - and said "Impel this for 
me" and S., the impeller, impelled it for him; and, impelled by S., it 
did not injure him; so now also this one (the priest) hastes to S. for his 
impulsion ... etc." (SB. 1,7,4,14). Cf. also Kaus. 91, 3; PGS. 1, 3, 17.
"As agreeable ... ": this part of the formula is modelled on the formula 
brahma'TJe ju§tam nirvapämi with (or without) which one should measure 
out four cupfuls of rice-grains for the brahmaudana in the agnyädheya 
ceremonies (see Srautakosa, Engl. section, I, p. 15). - ":J;t~is" and "sole 
r~i" (ekar~i-): this figure occurs AV. 8, 9, 25 f. (this sükta, of which 
Kausika does not take notice, extols the Viräj) and 10, 7, 14 (dealing 
with the skambha- or frame of creation): among the potencies which are 
said to be fixed in this skambha- is not only the threefold Veda but also 
the "sole r~i" as weIl as the fust-born seers. One might suppose th at 
from the atharva1).Ïc point of view the . ten primeval seers elaborated by 
the brahman (the ten primeval är~eyas) and the great r~i Atharvan (GB. 
1, 1,4 and 5) are meant (for particulars about these beings see Bloomfield's 
extract from the GB. in AV. and GB., p. 107. There are more compounds 
with eka-: AV. 3, 4, 1 (to establish a king) "lord of the people, sole king, 
bear thou rule"; 19, 13,2 Indra is called ekavïrá- "sole hero". In BAU. 
2, 6, 3; 4, 6, 3 ekar~i- is a proper noUll, but BAU. 5, 15, 2 (= ÎSaU. 16) 
it occurs in the prayer which a dying man is to address to Pü~an, the 
Sun, as another name or term for that deity; here Sarp.kara's explication 
("one who travels alone, eka eva r~ati gacchati ity ekar~i!f" i.e. the sun, 
cf. TS. 7, 4, 18, 1) is etymologically incorrect. In PrU. 2, II the ekar~i 
is identified with pra'TJa- "the breath of life"; here Radhakrishnan (The 
principal Upan., p. 658) supplies us with the note: "the name given to 
Agni by the followers of the AV." According to Deussen, Sechzig Upani
shad's des Veda, 4Darmstadt, p. 896 we have to do here with a mythical 
being of indefinite character, which apparently was the "Urbild der 
Weisheit". In the AtharvasikhäUp. (Deussen, o.c., p. 726 fr.) he seems 
to appear as another form of the Puru~a or the Ïsäna (the Lord). 

68, 1. "Vasus" : cf. AV. 10, 10, 30 f., quoted Kaus. 66, 20. - "Gäyatri, 
a well-known Vedic metre of twenty-four syllabies, variously arranged, 
but generally as a triplet of eight syllables each. The gäyatri is said to 
belong to Brhaspati (VS. 9, 32), to be connected with brahman and with 
the eastern region (VS. 10, 10) etc.-There exist various formulas (Bloom-
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field, Ved. Conc., 847) in which the Vasus-who are the lords of the 
East (SB. 8, 6, 1, 5) - are urged on to take with, or by means of, the 
gäyatri part in the sacrificial work, e.g. PB. 6, 6, 7 v. t. g. eh. punantu "let 
the V. purify thee with the g. metre" , the text observing (in 6 and 7) 
that the metres are the divine purifiers ; VS. 23, 8 "let the V. anoint 
thee with the g. metre"; JB. 1,81 "let the V. cleanse the ... ". The Vasus 
are indeed associated with the gäyatri, the Rudras (another class of gods) 
with the tri~tubh metre, the Adityas with the jagati metre (see further 
on and e.g. PB. 6, 6, 7; MS. 3, 12, 19: 165, 14; VS. 23,16). Similarly 
SB. 6, 5, 3, 10 invokes the three above classes of gods to make a utensil 
fragrant by the same three Vedic metres (VS. 11, 60). According to SB. 
13, 2, 6, 4 (VS. 23, 8) the Vasus are invited to anoint the king with the 
gäyatri (in 5 the Rudras with the tri~tubh etc.), etc. etc. The Vasus are 
even held to have fashioned this earth-world by means of the same metre 
(SB. 6, 5, 2, 3). -The second formula ("May I ... ") does not seem to occur 
in other texts. 

68, 2. "Rudras" : a group of eleven gods, who essentially are repre
sentatives of the indefinite number of the partial aspects of Rudra's 
nature (Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 87 f.; Hillebrandt, Ved. Mythologie, 
II, 2Breslau 1929, p. 269; E. Arbman, Rudra, Upsala 1922, p. 164). As 
already stated, they are, in similar formulas, associated with the tri~tubh 
which consists of four pädas of eleven syllabi es each, and by means of 
which they are believed to have fashioned the air-world (SB. 6, 5, 2, 4). 
- "Adityas": another class of gods (Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 74), 
twelve in number and placed in the sky (SB. 6, 1, 2, 10), which they are 
said to have fashioned by means of the jagati (SB. 6, 5, 2, 5), a metre of 
four times twelve syllabies. - "All-gods": there exist similar formulas to 
invite the Visve devii]} (see above, AV. 6, 114, 3, quoted Kaus. 67, 19) 
to co-operate in the sacrificial work. They are associated with the anu~tubh 
metre which consists of four times eight syllabies, and is the northern 
region (SB. 8, 3, 1, 12), cf. e.g. TB. 2, 7, 15, 5 visve tvä devä uttarato 
'bhi~ineantv änu~thubhena ehandasä. To the above formulas compare also 
VS. 1, 27; 5, 2 where the person speaking himself performs ritual acts 
with the metres. 

68, 3. "Sükta ... ": as there are no indications in the text or the 
commentary - as far as published by BIoomfield - with regard to the sükta 
meant by the author, we may infer from the context that in each particular 
rite that sükta is to be recited which is in the previous chapters said 
to belong to it, e.g. AV. 9, 5, in case the rite is a paficaudanasava, etc.
For touching the sacrificial material, cf. 61, 13, and SB. 1, 1, 2, 20; 1, 2, 
2,4; 1, 3,4, 16 "he touches the offerings: 'Protect these, 0 Vi~J).u; protect 
the sacrifice; protect the sacrificer!' "; 3, 3, 2, 7 by touching the soma 
(plants) and saying "Ours thou art" soma becomes as it were one of 
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one's own people. For touching in the ritual see e.g. also SB. 2, 5, 3, 6; 
KätySS. 5, 6, 14 and cf. SB. 3, 2, 1, 5; 7 "and when he says 'I touch 
you' he means to say 'I enter into you' ". 

68, 4. The brahmaudana and svargaudana have been described in 
Kaus. 60-63. The siikta AV. 11, 1 is attributed to the former, AV. 12, 3 
to the latter rite (see the anukramal).is and compare Shende, Rel. and 
Phil., p. 190; 193).-Notice the omission of the second member of 
svargaudana- in the dvandva compound svargabrahmaudanau. The same 
expression is used by Kesava in his note (edition, p. 365, 1, 4). The com
plete expression occurs in comm. AV. intr. on 6, 68. - "Basic form": 
tantram, the technical term for the "basic form, model or 'framework' " 
which sacrifices of the same category (e.g. soma sacrifices, animal sacri
fices) have in common. Hence the translations "Grundordnung, System; 
diejenigen Acte, welche ein Mal ausgeführt für die ganze Dauer der 
Handlung oder für eine Reihe von Handlungen geIten" (Petr. Dict., 111, 
230; cf. KätySS. 1, 7, 1 karmaryiirp, yugapadbhiivas tantram (comm.: yatra 
pradhiinakarmaryiirp, yugapadbhiivaly, sahaprayogaly, tatraräd upakiirakiiniim 
anganiim tantrarp, sakrd anu§thiinarp, bhavati)) and Caland's translation 
(ApSS. 14, 5, 3 tantram angani vibhavanti, the comm. explaining: tatra 
yany angani sakrtkrtany eva sarve~am upakarturp, prabhavanti tani tantram 
bhavanti) "die attributären Handlungen (die, welche, einmal verrichtet, 
für alle Tiere dienen können) sind durchlaufender Ritus (d.h. werden nur 
einmal verrichtet)" ; and expressions such as PB. 23, 19, 1 trayastrirpAam 
ahar ... upahavyasya tantre k~ptam "a thirty-three-versed (day), ... , 
arranged in the manner of the upahavya" (Caland) ; AsvGS. 1, 10, 26 
piikayajiiäniim etat tantram "dies ist die Grundform der Kochopfer" 
(Stenzier). 

68, 5 fT. Here the author adds some supplementary information of a 
general character. 

68, 5. "Collision" : sarp,nipiita- is a general term for "meeting, com
bination, collision, etc.", e.g. LätySS. 8, 1, 1 udagayanapürvapak~a
pury,yahasarp,nipiite yajfiakiilaly,; SSS. 1, 16, 17 sarp,nipiite havi~thaly, "in 
case of a combination (of the deity and the burnt oblation), the latter 
is the determining factor"; ApSS. 24, 3, 47 f. Here collision is meant 
between the basic schema of the svargaudana and the brahmaudana, as 
appears from the comm. AV., intr. to 6, 68, which reads siitras 4 and 5 
as follows: svargabrahmaudane tantrasarp,nipiite ... - "In portions" 
('portion-wise'): vibhaga- means "distribution, apportionment", cf. ~V. 
5, 77, 4 yó bMyi~tharp, násatyabhyarp, vivé~a cáni~tham pitvó rárate vibhagé 
"wer für die Näsatyas (Asvins) am meisten ausgerichtet hat, (wer) das 
Beste spendet bei der Verteilung der Speise ... "; AiB. 7, 1, 1 in connection 
with the division of the sacrificial animal. For the double accusative 
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(C. Gaedieke, Der Aeeusativ im Veda, Breslau 1880, p. 249 fT.) and the 
'epexegesis' ef. SB. 1, 1, 1, 22 dvandva1fl- päträ1JY udäharati "he fetches 
the utensils taking two at a time"; 1;tV. 8, 7, 10 tri1Ji sárärp,si duduhré ... 
mádhu. - "Pour on": for äsecayet cf. e.g. AsvGS. 2, 8, 15 vrïhiyavamatïr 
apa äsecayet; Kaus. 136, 8. - "So much ... " : -mita-: cf. e.g. Varäh. 
BS. 98, 3 abdais tärakämitaily, "in so many years as indieated by the 
measure of the star(s)". 

68, 6. "Any of ... " for yävant-, astrong expression for "all", ef. 
AV. 7, 13, 2; 12, 3, 36; 40; 50.-For prati-~ic-, in German "zugiessen, 
beimischen" cf. TB. 2, 1, 3, 2 yat prati~incet paSukämasya; säntam iva 
hi paSavya1fl- ("the agnihotra which is daily put on fire is an untempered 
glow) that one should add water (to the milk of the agnihotra) of a man 
who desires cattie : for when tempered it brings cattie" : na prati~inced 
brahmavarcasakämasya; samiddham iva hi brahmavarcasam; the comm. 
explaining: yasmäd brahmavarcasam ujjvala1fl- bhäsate, tasmät tatkämï 
prati~ekena k~ïrot~eka1fl- na samayet; AsvSS. 2, 3, 5 sruve1Ja prati~incyät, 
viz. agnihotradravyam anyatrodakenaiva (comm.). For pouring and 
sprinkling aceompanied by eonsecratory formulas as a means of bestowing 
vigour, power, renown ete. see e.g. SB. 13, 1, 2, 5 fT. If the above rule 
is disregarded an expiation or 'rite of atonement' (präYaScitta-) is needed; 
hence sütra 7: ta1Jg,ulänäm avasekapräYaScittärtham (comm. AV., intr. to 
6, 68), etc.; the stanzas quoted indicating the purpose of these acts (see 
further on). 

68, 7. Subject of väcayati is, of course, the priest (brahmä, also in 
comm. AV.).-AV. 6, 69 is several times employed by Kaus., first at 
10, 24, at the end of a medhäjanana-ceremony ("producing mental strength 
etc. in a person") ; twiee (at 12, 15 and 13, 6) in varcasya- rites, which are 
to bestow vital power or vigour (varcas-) on the sacrifieer; then also in 
the eeremony on beginning the study of the Veda (139, 15). In Vait., 
in the sauträmaJ.li rite (30, 13), the sükta accompanies, with two other 
süktas, the pouring out of the surä; cf. st. 1 bc ... yád yMaly, suräyä1fl
sicyámänäyäm "the renown whieh there is in strong drink (surä-) when 
poured out". Stanza 3, which does not seem to occur in Paipp., corresponds 
to 3, 1 in the Naigeya supplement to the Sämaveda (or SV. 1, 603). Parts 
of it occur in AraJ.lyaS. 3, 1 and 3, 7. lts purpose is to atone for the error 
made in the performance of the rite and to prevent the sacrificer's renown 
and vital vigour from leaving him (cf. SämavidhBr. 3, 7, 8; 3, 9, 5).
"Brilliance ... energy", an attempt to translate varcaly, "vigour, energy" 
and also "illustriousness, light, lustre, brillianee"; another, mueh shorter, 
attempt is "prestige" (Renou, Ét. véd. päJ.l. II, p. 64; 86; see also Minard, 
Trois énigmes, II, p. 156); the comm. AV. explains by tejaly,. - "Quin
tessenee" or "strength" : payaly" särabhüta1fl- phalam "the result (fruit) 
which is the quintessence" (eomm. AV.); it is a well-known word for 
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"miIk, (in general) juice". - Prajäpati is also the god without whom there 
is no firm foundation (SB. 7, 1, 2, 1), the creator of all existing things 
(10, 4, 2, 2) who maintains all worlds (AV. 10, 7, 7). - " ... firm": i.e. 
"as he has fixed the luminous sphere of celestial lights (dyam) in the 
atmosphere (sic, divi), the place without a support"; the text uses two 
forms of the same word div- "heaven, sky, light of heaven". 

68, 8. "lf": yadi is, af ter atha, not repeated. 

68, 9-10. Since the mantras are not included in the AV. they are 
quoted in full. Very of ten quoted and used the first stanza is AiB. 1, 17, 4 
designated as the apinavati- because it contains the word apina- "(made) 
fat" (or, rather), a pyayasva "swell, wax great". Both stanzas are SB. 
7, 3, 1, 45 called apyanavati-. They occur, e.g. ~V. 1, 91, 16 and 18 (Soma 
hymn; Soma in the water-bath); TS. 4, 2, 7 mand n and parallel texts 
for which see Keith, Veda of the Black Yajus School, p. 318 (the piling 
of the great fire place, to accompany the scattering of sand); VS. 12, 112; 
113 similarly, when the sand that has been spread on the fireplace is 
touched). See also SB. 7, 3,1,46. In AiB. 7, 34, 7 they are to accompany 
the filling of a goblet . The first stanza is also prescribed PB. 1, 5, 8 and 
elsewhere in the so-called apyayana- rite (Caland-Henry, L'Agni~toma, 
p. 219 f.) but other texts, among which is Vait. Hl, 19, use both mantras 
(see Caland-Henry, l.c.): "Les camasins (les neuf officiants qui ont chacun 
un gobelet à son usage propre, et Ie sacrificiant) procèdent au rite de 
"faire gonfler" sur tous les go bel ets dont ils ont bu. Selon les uns, ce rite 
consiste simplement à réciter surle gobelet ... ~V. 1, 91, 16 ... ". However, 
HirGS. 16, 1; GautDh. 27, 5 uses these stanzas in rites for atonement 
and penance: GautDh. 27, 5 "he (shall offer) libations of water and of 
clarified butter ... , and worship, for obvious reasons, the moon reciting 
~V. 1, 91, 16; 18; 10, 85, 19; for particulars see Gampert, Sühnezere
monien, p. 53 f. According to the ~gvidhäna 1, 21, 3 this siikta has been 
seen by the seer as a means of destroying death for himself (see my 
~gvidhäna, Utrecht 1951, p. 27: to be pronounced while worshipping 
the moon). 

68, 10. According to the ancient, but incorrect explication of the first 
line in SB. 7, 3, 1, 46 "manly power" (vr~1Jyam) is "seed" (reta0). Modern 
scholars translated, either "let thy m. p .... " (Geldner, ~V.; Keith, TS.) 
or "let ... gather in thee" (Eggeling, SB., Griffith, VS.), SäyaIJa explaining 
tava viryarp, (samarthyarp,) sarvataly, sarp,gacchatarp, tvaya sarp,yukta.rp, 
bhavatu. - "Gathering-place" : sarp,gatha-; SäyaIJa explains: "give us food" , 
but although this is the ultimate result hoped for it cannot serve as a 
translation. SB., l.c., identifies vaja- and "food". Cf. ~V. 2, 38, 10 ayé 
vamásya sarp,gathé rayi1Jdm "wenn Gut einkommt und Reichtümer sich 
ansammeln" (Geldner); TB. 3, 6, 2, 1 S. vama.sya (vananiyasya dhanasya 
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samyakpraptinimitte, eomm.). - "Strengthening ... ": an attempt to render 
paya1Jtsi into English. - "Conquering": abhimati~áhal} is in SB. and 
SäyaI).a's eommentary taken as a gen. sg.; cf. also L. Sarup's note in 
~garthadipikä, I, Lahore 1939, p. 449. The adj. is indeed used to qualify 
deities: ~V. 10, 104, 7 (Indra) and Soma is 9, 65, 15 eaIled abhimatihan
"killing ... " . Geldner, translating "deine BuIlenkräfte, die den Feind be
zwingen" prefers taking it as an nom. pI. (syntaetie irregularity).
" Immortality" : the soma, whieh is addressed, may be eaIled amrta
"draught of immortality", cf. 9, 74, 4 where amrta is said to co me into 
existenee when the soma is pressed out and prepared; 9, 70, 4. As this 
draught is however to open up the opportunity to prolong the sacrificer's 
life, the sweIling of the soma mayalso be believed to take place in order 
to procure him 'immortality'. The Indian commentators were already 
aware of this double aspect of the term: whereas SäyaI).a explains: 
asmakam . . . amaratvaya, Skandasvämin takes amrta- in the sense of 
"divinity". - "Renown": the text has the plural srava1Jt8i which by itself 
could be more literaIly translated by "tokens or manifestations of ... ". 
The commentators point out that this "renown" means "food or wealth 
(for the worshipper)" (: kirtim annani dhanani va, Skandasvämin; annani 
asmabhir bhoktavyani havirlak~a'f}iini va, SäyaI).a). However strange at 
fust sight, this interpretation is not devoid of logic, because "they who 
have drunk soma are not hungry in the hereafter" (Mädhava). 

68, 11. "Not": na is omitted in some mss. and in the quotation in 
the Petr. Dict. This wavering of the ms. tradition between two opinions 
- or is it a case of haplography? - is understandable because in some rites 
the use of salt is prohibited. In the ceremonies relating to the adding of 
fuel to the sacred fires one should partake of a meal which is fuIl of ghee 
and curds, but which does not contain salt and meat (Srautakosa, I, 
Eng!. sect., I, p. 219). When undertaking certain vratas one should abstain 
from meat, beans, salt, pungent condiments, etc. (SSS. 4, 1, 3); for the 
Veda student cf. e.g. PGS. 2, 5, 10. Devapäla on KäthGS. 1, 8 says that 
only salt made of sea-water etc. is prohibited if one applies oneself to 
study of the Veda. In other rites the use of this article is however pre
scribed : thus BaudhSS. 23, 7 says that on a certain occasion one should 
offer butter-milk mixed with salt by means of a leaf of an arka tree. 
The proclaimer of the soma sacrifiee is given food mixed with salt (DrähSS. 
1, 1, 12). For the signification of salt, which is "ein Träger von Heiligkeits
kraft" , and also a means of averting evil or of neutralizing the good luck 
of an enemy (E. Thurston, Omens and superstitions of Southern India, 
London 1912, p. 28), in 'magie' see e.g. Meyer, Trilogie, lIl, p. 317; 
J. G. Frazer, The Golden Bough, abr. ed. , London 1957, H, p. 962; S. Eitrem, 
Opferritus und Voropfer der Grieehen und Römer, Kristiania 1915, p. 
309 ff. Judging from Manu 6, 12 (in a discussion of the duties of a hermit 
in the forest) "having offered those most pure sacrificial viands ... he 
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may use the remainder for himself, (mixed with) salt ... " the negative 
particle should not be in the text. That the Aryans usually, and intelligibly, 
ate salted food (R. Gopal, India of Vedic kalpasiitras, Delhi 1959, p. 163) 
appears also from special injunctions, taboos etc.: a newly married couple 
must for instance avoid spiced or salted food (Keith, Rel. and Phil., 
p. 375). It may be observed that the rite referred to by Baudhayana 
(cf. TS. 3, 4, 8, 5 f.) is intended to make an enemy meet with a dis aster 
(cf. e.g. also AVPar. 35, 1, ll; 36, 10, 2). Salt (lava~-) is never mentioned 
in the ~V., and only once in the AV. (7, 76, 1); see Macdonell-Keith, 
Vedic Index, 11, p. 230. - "Some salt": the nomen regens of a partitive 
genitive may be omitted: SB. 1,6, 1,21 äjyasyopastirya ... havi~o 'vadäya 
... "having basted the oblation with butter and made two cuttings from 
it ... "; AsvGS. 4, 4, II ädityasya vä drsyamäne "or when part of the sun 
is still visible". - "For the sake of ... ": "in irgend einem bestimmbaren 
Maasse, d.i. in dem allergeringsten Maasse" (Petr. Dict., I, 987); upädhi
means "qualification, limitation". - " ... own use": vrthännam; thus we 
also find SB. 9, 4, 3, 9 vrthodakäni "das nächste beste Wasser" (Petr. 
Dict.); ll, 7, 1, 2 vrthämä'l'(/,8a- "meat for one's own use" etc. 

68, 12. Here begins another series of precepts to be observed in 
performing sava rites in general. -It is not clear to me why the sacrifieer 
should lie near, and not on, a garment as is suggested by the Petr. Dict. 
VII, 220, although it is true that in other contexts - cf. Kaus. 73, 10 ... 
bhümau 8ucir agnim upaSete sugandhil}, - "to lie near or by the side of" 
is the right translation. As pointed out earlier, the sacrifieer should on 
various occasions wear a new garment. Moreover, the dead body of an 
Aryan should be covered with a new garment before it is placed upon 
the funeral pyre. I cannot for the moment remember a parallel instance 
of the act prescribed in this siitra which may 'symbolize' the sacrificer's 
gaining continuance of earthly - cf. the note on 62, 23 - and - because of 
the gold in s. 13-celestiallife. Was it derived from the well-known and 
no doubt ancient ritual custom to sit on a hide? The article of clothing 
seems to be identical with that mentioned in 62, 23; see the relative 
note. Those who perform the sixteenfold (Hinduistic) devapiija should 
not sit on the bare ground, or on a se at made of bamboo or stone, but 
on a woollen blanket, a silken garment or a deer-skin (Kane, Hist. of 
Dharmas. 11, p. 731). 

68, 13. " ... gold": cf. 62, 23, and for its relations to 'immortality' 
the note on 62, 22 in connection with AV. ll, 1, 28. For the garment 
with the gold see Kaus. 62, 23. 

68, 14. "Are placed": nihite bhavatal}" this periphrastic expression 
indicates that at this particular moment of the ritual proceedings these 
vessels have already been placed there. - The purificatory, apotropaeic 
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and eliminatory function of water needs no comment. For rites with 
water e.g. Die Religionen Indiens, I, p. 111 etc.; Caland, Altind. Zauber
ritual, Index, p. 193. For placing water-vessels see e.g. also AVPar. 17, 
2, 5; 40, 2, 1; VaikhS. 4, 11: "He fiUs a jar ... with purified clear water 
and pI aces it at the right side of the god ... ". In Hinduism there are of 
course many paraUels; cf. e.g. KäsyapaS. ch. 62 (p. 88, 6): "He should 
decorate the sacrificial haU ... with pots fuU of water (pür'f}-akumbha-), 
leaves of kadali and kramuka trees ... ". For the 'symbolism' of the pot 
fiUed with water F. D. K. Bosch, De gouden kiem, Amsterdam 1948, 
p. 121 ff. (Engl. ed. The golden germ, The Hague 1960); H. Zimmer, 
Myths and symbols in Indian art and civilization, New York 1947, p. 
133 etc. One should also notice the remark made by the scholiast on 
Kaus. 6, 21 "the purpose of a fuU vessel is to bring about the prosperity 
of the brahman (officiant) and the performer (of the rite)". - "South" : 
the region of the Fathers (e.g. SB. 9, 3, 4, 11 etc.) the deceased in general 
and the demoniac powers. - "Interior" : that this is meant by antaram, 
which could also mean "being adjacent or near", appears from s. 16. 
One ms. gives uttaram which made BIoomfield ask (edition, p. 181, n. 9) 
whether this ("to the north") should be read in the text. - For the 
'symbolism' of water in general see M. Eliade, Patterns in comparative 
religion, London and New York 1958, p. 188 ff.; Zimmer, Myth and 
symbols, passim; the same, Maya, Stuttgart 1936, p. 44 ff. etc. 

68, 16. " ... walk" : adhicari~yan,. the only meaning given for adhi-car
is "to walk or move on or over" (~V. 7, 88, 3; SB. 1, 9, 1, 8; JB. 1, 291; 
JUB. 1, 50, 3) and metaphoricaUy "to be superior to" (AiA. 2, 3, 1). 
Stepping over a person, animal or object is indeed not rarely a ritual 
confirmation of one's 'superiority'; stepping over persons or even over 
their shadow may for that reason be forbidden. (See e.g. J. G. Frazer, 
The golden bough, abr. ed., London 1957, p. 278; 292 and the data coUected 
by H. Wagenvoort, Roman dynamism, Oxford 1947, p. 180 ff.). Whereas 
this stepping across - which is occasionaUy termed an 'insult' - has the 
same effect as passing through, viz. to make 'contact' and to withdraw 
or diminish the 'power' of the person or object affected, this contact 
may in other cases be of a positive character, bringing about an endowment 
of the person who steps across with somè power or quality inherent in 
the object under him. It would be of interest to coUect paraUels of the 
rite mentioned in the text, which appears to be a means of getting rid of 
the sacred state, like water-which 'purifies' - being so to say a boundary. 
(For water in a Trennungszauber see Meyer, Trilogie, I, p. 36; 116). 
Compare also the rite described AiB. 5, 27, 5: if the agnihotra cow when 
being milked sits down, one should in expiation place on her udder and 
her mouth a vessel with water, etc. 

68, 17. "Light vessel": the word jänmäyana- "a certain kind of water-
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vessel", (see also Bloomfield, edition, p. L; probably a light vessel in 
common use, cf. the scholiast on 3, 2) (v. I. jägmäyana-) occurs also 3, 2 
dak~i1J-ato jänmäyanam udapätram upasädyäbhimantrayate "af ter having 
placed a water-vessel of the j. type in the southern direction he consecrates 
it with a mantra". Compare also Kaus. 6, 17 apare1Jägnim ("to the west 
of the fue") udapätram parihrtya, the scholiast explaining pascäd agner 
jägmäyana'Yfl sarväyanam . . . hrtvä. 

68, 18. This siitra is identical with 62, 2. - "Vessei" : see 61, 43. 

68, 19. This siitra is, af ter emendation, identical with 62, 3. 

68, 20. This siitra is identical with 62, 4. 

68, 21. This siitra is identical with 62, 5. 

68, 22. This siitra is identical with 62, 6. 

68, 23. The fust part of this siikta is identical with 62, 7, where, at 
the end, ädadhäti. - For dätar- and pratigrahitar- which, af ter emendation 
is in the text, cf. Mbh. 12, 37, 33 ff. cr. ed. The use of the latter noun 
corresponds of course to that of the verb prati-grah- which as pointed 
out above is in common use in ritual texts to denote the act of receiving 
dakE?iI).äs etc. - "Juices": cf. Kaus. 62, 18; AV. 12, 3, 44. 

68, 24. The expression anvärabdha- "seizing, catching, touching from 
behind" has been explained in the notes on 61, 27 and 62, 13. -Notice 
the locativ tasmin ; cf. TS. 2, 6, 2, 5 brahmann eva k~atram anvärambhayati ; 
B. Delbrück, Vergl. Syntax der idg. Sprachen, I, Strassburg 1893, p. 229. 
This pronoun can hardly (in accordance with the obvious syntactic 
interpretation) refer to the donee because usually the sacrificer takes by 
this act part in the 'holy power' inherent in sacrifice and priest: SB. 
4, 2, 5, 4; AsvSS. 1, 3, 25 etc. Cf. the occurrence of anvärabh- in AV. 
12, 3, 47 (quoted in s. 27). 

68, 25. The translation is tentative. "Siikta": the technical name of 
a so-called Vedic hymn, i.e. a collection of stanzas which belong (are 
handed down) as such. - Reciting stanzas (mantras) päda by päda 
(pacchalp) is not rarely prescribed in the brähmaJ)as and siitras: Kaus. 
56, 9; SB. 4, 3, 2, 6; 11, 5, 4, 13 (in order to lay the breathings into the 
pupil who is to leam the formula; cf. e.g. also PärGS. 2, 3, 5 and Kane, 
Rist. of Dharmas. lI, p. 283; 300 f.); AiB. 2, 18, 3 the morning litany 
is to be recited by pädas (''feet''), in order to win cattie, because cattie 
have four feet; 3, 11, 2, because the gods gathered the sacrifice by 
quarters. In teaching the procedure of the "mixed potion incantation" 
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ChU. 5, 2, 7 states that one has to recite :!;tV. 5, 82, 1 while taking a sip 
at each päda. - On certain occasions such as the passing away of a relative 
or at the end of a sacrifice, or on coming into contact with certain persons 
or objects (outcasts, 'atheists', Aryans living by unlawful means etc.) 
one must bathe (naimittika- snäna-). 

68, 26. The fust stanza is a variation on a stanza which in VS. 18, 
52; TS. 4,7, 13, 1; SB. 9, 4, 4, 4-the initial words occur also in MSS. 
6, 2, 6 - runs as follows: imau te pak§au ... agne / täbhyäm patema sukrtäm 
ulokam yatra r§ayo jagmulJ prathamajälJ (VS., SB.; y. r. p. ye purä'f!älJ 
TS.). It is one of the formulas for the agniyoga or agniyojana ceremony, 
the "yoking or equipment of Agni", causing the sacrificial fue to blaze 
up (punaSciti- in TS.): "by these never-decaying, feathered wings of thine 
with which thou repellest the demons, 0 Agni, may we fiy to the world 
of those who have acquired religious merit, to which the fust-born seers 
went of old". The stanza occurs with other variants also MS. 2, 12, 3 
and elsewhere (see BIoomfield, Vedic Concordance, p. 236 etc. and Keith, 
Veda Black Yajus School, p. 384). It is clear that it has been adapted 
to the odana rites. - "Go": the text has the remarkable precative pathyäsma 
(Dhätup. 1,900; but see W. D. Whitney, The roots, verb-forms ... ofthe 
Skt. language, Leipzig 1885, p. 94). The precative expresses a prayer or 
wish addressed to the gods almost exclusively. - There are no other 
occurrences of the second stanza which therefore seems to be specially 
made and intended for the odana rites. - " ... taken thy stand": when an 
imperfect is co-ordinated with another past tense it may not only denote 
a simultaneous, but also a preceding process. The imperfect is by itself 
no more a marker of anteriority than the aorist; it is the juxtaposition of 
the two verbal ideas and verbal forms in two successive clauses occurring 
in a definite context which creates the impression of anteriority or 
simultaneity; cf. e.g. :!;tV. 1, 161, 11; 4, 33, 7 and Aspectual function, 
p. 123 f. - "Back": pr§tha- of ten used for "upper side, surface, top, 
height", one might also translate "surface of the sky, vault of heaven". 
The noun pr§tha- which is etymologically related to the Dutch vorst "ridge
pole (of a roof)", OEngl. first "roof", denotes, inter alia, the horizontal 
back of an animal which is prominent in the backbone. - "Highest" : 
vyoman-, also translated by "sky, heaven, air, atmosphere, space" , 
variously paraphrased by the commentators on the :!;tV. - "Of right ... ": 
satyadharman- i.e. "one whose regular socio-religious practices are true 
or in conformity with reality". It is almost impossible to translate 
dharman-; Kane proposed "fixed principle or rules of conduct" (Hist. 
of Dharmas. I, p. 1), Geldner (cf. Rigveda übers., 3, 3, 1; 5, 26, 6) resorted 
to "Satzungen; (heilige) Bräuche". The etymological sense "principle of 
maintenance, of stability, of preservation of order" is of ten perceptible, 
and the belief that man by means of rites and correct conduct contributes 
to the preservation of the right order and the right course of things in 
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the universe should in translating always be taken in consideration. 
When Savitar is ~V. 10, 34, 8 qualified as satyadharman- this epithet 
seems to characterize him as the god "whose regular, 'maintaining' 
behaviour is in conformity with that aspect of reality which he repre
sents", "the one whose norms are realized" rather than the god "of true 
ordinances". See Het begrip dharma in het Indische denken, in Tijdschrift 
voor philosophy, 20 (Louvain 1958), p. 213 ff. - "Success": riidhas- which 
'originally', i.e. etymologically must have meant "Ie fait de réussir, de 
prospérer, d'être bien pourvu" (J. Manessy, Les substantifs en -as- dans 
la ~k-SaIphitä, Dakar 1961, p. 67), hence "prosperity, welfare" (~V. 
1, 9, 5; 7, 77, 4 etc.). The noun is used as a complement to dätar- "giver" 
(2, 22, 3). The translation "success" has been chosen because it comprises 
"fortunate accomplishment of an aim" (~V. 9, 60, 4 indrasya soma rddhase 
sárp, pavasva, where Säyal).a's riidhanäya sarp,siddhyai should not be 
rejected) as well as "prosperity, good fortune" (which when shown and 
converted into a display of liberality may 'develop into' "generosity": 
~V. 1, 48, 2 ... U{laS códa rddho maghónäm "Aurore, stimule la faculté 
de donner des (patrons) généreux!", Renou, Et. véd. päl).. 111, p. 13; 
AV. 7, 46, 3). Here the idea is perhaps conceived as a divine person. 

68, 27. For the other stanzas of AV. 4, 14, see 64, 23 (st. 1); 63, 9 
(st. 5); 64, 17 (st. 6); 64, 18 (st. 7); 64,22 (st. 9); for st. 8 the note on 64, 19. 

St. 2. The parallel texts (VS. 17, 65; TS. 4, 6, 5, 1; MS. 2, 10, 6 etc.) 
differ but slightly, reading ukhyam at the beginning of b. Ppp. - which 
has agnibhis in a - reads ek~äm (~) instead of ukhyän, for which the comm. 
(with one ms.) gives ak~än. - This stanza belongs to the agnicayana ritual 
(construction of the great fire place) (TS., l.c.: the placing of the fire, the 
adhvaryu mounting the fire place). According to the comm. the text 
addresses everybody concerned (he janäl},). - "Fire", viz. "produced for 
the sake of the sava sacrifice" (comm.). - " ... heaven": the highest 
world which is devoid of sorrow and which is the fruit of the sava rite 
(comm.). - "Vessel-(fires)" : ukhya- "contained in a vessel (pan)", of fire 
(VS. 14, 1; 17, 65; SB. 6, 6, 4, 10 etc.). Here also agni- is to be supplied. 
For this ritual custom see e.g. SB. 6, 7, 1, 1 etc.; ApSS. 16, 9, 1 ff. etc.: 
the sacrificer has to carry about fire in a pan during his time of initiation. 
It may be inferred from SB. 10, 2, 6, 9 that only the man who has carried 
Agni in this way for a year attains to 'immortality'. Weber's comment, 
o.c., p. 53: "In der Tat mag wohl mancher dabei sein Leben gelassen haben" 
is undignified. - "Back": see the note on 68, 26 (pr~thavarp,8avad unnata
prade8am, comm.). - "Bright ... world": an attempt to translate svar, 
which in other contexts is "sun, lustre, bright sky, etc." and is of ten 
translated by "heaven"; cf. the one-sided discussions in J. Hertel, Die 
Sonne und Mithra im Avesta, Leipzig 1927, passim; I. J. S. Taraporewala, 
in J. Bombay Br. R.A.S. 26, p. 121 ff. - "Intermingled" : misräJ.!" i.e. 
"united (with them) because they (now) have the same superhuman 
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power" (comm.). - "Gods": deva-, those who are "pure by birth" (comm.). 
Cf. also AV. 18, 2, 5 (~V. 10, 16, 2) which has not ho wever to do anything 
with Buddhism as is supposed by Weber, o.c., p. 54. 

St. 3. The other texts (VS. 17, 67; TS. 4, 6, 5, 1; MS. 2, 10, 6; (3, 3, 9;) 
KS. 18, 4; SB. 9, 2, 3, 26) agree in omitting pr~tly,ät (in a) and adding ud 
af ter aham (likewise in a). -Notice the consistent use of the aorist in 
this stanza: 'passé actuel' (the comm. explains by present forms!) and 
the double 'affective' aham which is strongly affirmative (translated by 
"indeed"). - "Back ... ", i.e. "from the terrestrial world" (comm.).
"Light": cf. AV. ll, I, 28 (Kaus. 66, 28); ll, 1, 37; 12, 3, 50 (62, 22 and 
the note). The comm. explains jyoti~: "known as the golden man which 
is in the orb of the sun". As is weIl known, in constructing a great fire
pi ace a golden figure of a man, who is identified with Prajäpati-Agni 
as weIl as the sacrificer, being the latter's divine body, was to be placed 
in the first layer (see e.g. SB. 7, 4, I, 15; 7, 4, 2,17). "He is made of gold, 
for gold is light ... and immortality", and hence he is the man in the sun; 
af ter the consummation of the sacrifice he rises upwards and enters the 
sun (10, 5, 2, 6). Cf. also texts such as SB. 14, 4, I, 30; 32 ... tamaso mä 
jyotir gamaya, mrtyor mämrtarp, gamaya, quoted by Weber, o.c., p. 54. 

St. 4. There are no variants in the other texts, but Ppp. ends b with 
rohantu rädhasa~. - "Look not away": näpek~anta, i.e. they have no 
consideration (apek~ä) of, or regard to, their mundane happiness, caused 
by their children, cattie (comm. AV., Mahldhara on VS. 17, 68).
"Heaven and earth": rodasï; Mahldhara, l.c., gives a completely impossible 
explication: rodasï ruryuldhi jarämrtyusokädïn, "heaven is called rodasï 
because it stops or withholds (rudh-) the pains of old age and death". 
The comm. AV. ascribes to dyäm the sense of "atmosphere" (antarik~am) 
and to rodasï its normal meaning "heaven and earth" (cf. :!;tV. 5, 85, 3 
ródasï antárik~am); Griffith, White YV. 17, 68 translates: "they rise to 
heaven through both the worlds" (two syntactically 'different' accusa-
tives!); Weber, o.c., p. 54 " ... zum Himmel, zu den beiden Welten 
(sic!)"; Whitney, wrongly, " ... to the sky, the two firmaments". Rather 
than suspect the poet of inattention (Weber, o.c., p. 55) I would consider 
regarding päda b as a compendious climax: "they rise to heaven, become 
co-extensive with the universe (heaven and earth)". As pointed out 
elsewhere the royal sacrificer who is being consecrated "appropriates the 
whole universe" (Heesterman, Consecration, p. 104); TB. I, 4, 9, 5 is 
quite explicit: "he who thus knowing performs the four-monthly sacrifices 
becomes this all"; JB. 2, 289 states that Vasi~~ha by means of a definite 
rite "encompassed by strides" (samasarpat) the three worlds. - "Per
formed": vitenire, lit. "extended, spread", perfect (i.e. they have instituted 
the rite in the past and continue performing the sacrifices; the comm. 
observes: perf. pro praes.).-" ... flows everywhere": visvátodhäram, 
"flowing in every direction" (Petr. Dict.) or "pouring its stream on every 
side" (Griffith) seem preferabie to Mahldhara's "all-sustaining" which is 
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adopted by EggeIing. Cf. e.g. the name of the libation vasor dhärä "stream 
of wealth" (cf. 62, 18); and phrases such as ghrtasya, somasya, andhasas 
etc. dhärä (Grassmann, Wtb.1;tV., 679), and especially VS. 15, 18 ayárp, ... 
sartLyádvasuJ; "this (i.e. "the sacrifice") of ever-flowing, continuous, 
wealth" : not, with Mahïdhara, yajnaJ; samyak yanti gacchanti vasune 
dhanäya yarp, prati janäJ; sa sarp,yadvasuJ; (cf. also Renou, Ét. véd. päJ.l., 
IX, p. 75) . Notice however comm. AV . ... yad vä visvataJ; sarvato dhärakäJ; 
avicchinnaphalapräptyupäyä yasmin tädrsäm. Weber's explication (root 
dhä-, dhi- "to drink") is wrong. 

AV. 11, 1, 19: see the note on 61,37. Notice that here the entire first 
päda is quoted. 

A V. 11, 1, 28: see the notes on 62, 22 and 63, 5. Cf. conun. AV. before 
11, 1, 21 samastä rg dätrväcane viniyuktä. 

AV. 12, 3, 46-48 have not been used before. They occur also in Paipp.: 
17, 40, 6, 8 and 7. 

As far as may be seen from the Vedic Concordance, AV. 12, 3, 46 does 
not occur elsewhere. Ppp. reads, in b dadhma[J;]; in c, mätarisvä instead 
of md sámitya. - For "entrust" (pari dä-) see AV. 12, 3, 55- 60 (Kaus. 
63, 22).-For the combination satya- and tapas- see AV. 12,3,12 (Kaus. 
61, 4), and also 1;tV. 9, 113, 2; AV. 15, 1, 3. We may perhaps paraphrase 
the words satyáya ca tápase as follows: "in order to be in harmony with 
the principle of reality", which practically means "in order to keep my 
word" and "with a view to acquire tapas" . It may be remembered th at 
tapas is the source or origin of the p:;is (AV. 11, 1, 26), of brahman, which 
is identified with the skambha- or frame of creation (10, 7, 36), of the 
rice-dish offering itself (4, 34, 1); moreover, the brahmacärin "rose" by 
means of tapas (11, 5, 5), enters the rays of the sun and the mundane 
fire by tapas (11, 5, 11), fills his teacher as weU as all the gods with tapas 
(11,5, 1 and 2): it is therefore, also in the AV., a highly potent creative 
energy. Of special interest are AV. 19, 43, 1 "let Agni lead me there, 
where the fl?is who know the brahman go by means of tapas and dikl?ä"; 
6, 122, 4 "I, together with tapas, ascend af ter the ritual which is carried 
out ... "; 4, 11 , 6 (Kaus. 66, 12) where tapas is said to be a means of 
ascending to the celestial regions ; 13, 2, 25 the sun has mounted the sky 
by means of tapas. From these places it appears th at tapas enabled its 
"possessor" to gain access to heaven, and AV. 12, 3, 12 (quoted Kaus. 
61, 4) teaches us that the rice-dish was expected "to know the tapas 
and satya of the sacrificer c.s.". The conclusion may therefore be that 
12, 3, 46 affirms that the sacrificer is to keep his word and wis hes to 
acquire tapas which will help him in gaining access to heaven. - "De
posits ... ", BIoomfield, o.c., p. 191 translates "hoarded treasure". As 
pointed out earlier (see the note on Kaus. 62, 9) these treasures seem to 
be deposits in heaven, consisting of religious merit. - "Gods": Bloomfield, 
in S.B.E. 42, p. 653 supposes these devatäJ; to be the brahmans (cf. AV. 
12, 3, 38); in my opinion the nidhipäs (see the no te on 62, 9) are meant 
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who will welcome the sacrificer on his arrival in heaven, cf. also 12, 3, 34; 
41; 42. - "Be lost" or "pass away": ava gat. - "Game ... ": cf. st. 52 a, 
quoted Kaus. 63, 1. Here again gambling, by which a man is liable to 
incur guilt (AV. 6, U8), may lead to loss of religious merit. - "Release", 
or "let go, hand over" ut-srj-; the gods (see above) are addressed. - "In 
preference to", or "before, except, beside": pura. 

St. 47. Ppp. reads, in a, ud vadami (which may point to aham u dadiimi, 
Lanman); in b 'pi instead of 'dhi.-To a cf. AV. 6, 123,4 (for success in 
offering): sá pacänni sá dadami "as that one I cook, as that one I give". 
There are no other paralleis. - "Achievement": karûry,; I see no reason 
to doubt, with Geldner, on ~V. 1, 100, 7 and Wackernagel-Debrunner, 
Altind. Gramm. 11, 2, p. 485, this meaning (Naigh. 2, 1). Possibly SäyaI).a 
on ~V. 1, 100, 7 is right in explaining the words sá viSvasya karûr.taSye8e 
"he is lord of every ... " as "he ... of every work consisting in the bringing 
about of desired results (abhimataphalani~piidanarupasya karma'f.U1M". In 
TS. 1, 6, 4, 4 k. occurs between karma and the verbal form kriyasam; 
parallel texts, AsvSS. 1, U, 1; SSS. 1, 15, 12 read kara'f.U1m. - "I ... , my": 
these words are thrown into relief (at beginning of the pädas a and b). 
- If I am not mistaken päda b emphasizes the co-operation of the sacri
ficer's wife. Cf. e.g. AV. 12, 3, 7, quoted 61, 1. On the wife depend, not 
only procreation, but also the performance of religious rites (Manu 9, 28). 
"The privilege of the wife was to give her co-operation in all religious 
acts" (Kane, Hist. of Dharmas., 11, p. 556). BIoomfield, o.c., p. 653, is 
mistaken: "and (so does) my wife at my doing and instigation".
"World": it would appear to me that Bloomfield ("with the birth of a 
son the world of children has arisen (for you)" completely misunderstood 
this päda. The heavenly world is the 'son' produced by the ritual co
operation of the sacrificer and his wife. - "Superior": uttaravat-, "über
legen, siegreich" (Petr. Dict.); cf. AV. 12, 3, 10 and the note; cf. also 
SB. 3, 1, 3, 16; not "beyond (your years)" Bloomfield.-Anv-a-rabh- is, 
as observed earlier, the technical term for "seizing hold of a person (in 
order to participate in the 'holy power' which that person shares)" or 
for "to follow in close succession (while grasping)" : TS. 2, 2, 5, 5 devata 
evanvarabhya suvarga'Tfl- lokam eti. - "Ye": the dual. - Probably this päda, 
or the second line is pronounced by the priest. 

St. 48. Ppp. reads, in a ' stu instead of 'sti; in c, which is Ppp. 7 d no 
astu instead of na etat; in d, which is 7 c, a visasi. These readings are 
not to be preferred. - The stanza does not occur elsewhere. - "Offence" : 
kilbi~a-; drinking the milk of the brahman's cow is an offence (k.) against 
the Fathers (AV. 5, 19, 5); ~V. 10,97,16 the plants are implored to take 
away every sin against the gods; devakilbi~a- also AV. 8, 7, 28; brahma
kilbi~a- "an offence against the brahmans" J;tV. 10, 109, 1; cf. also AV. 
6, 118, 1 and 2 and Rodhe, Deliver us, p. 38 f. etc. - "Seat" : adhara-; 
"duplicity" (Bloomfield, ? n; "récipient (de péché), i.e. pécheur" (Henry, 
Les livres X, XI et XII de l' A V., p. 247; 201; the noun adhara- meaning, 
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in general, "a support, prop, substratum ; receptacle, container", Monier
Williams, s.v. proposes "the support given, aid, patronage". The word 
may however be used in connection with persons : Räm. 5, 89, 39 Bo. 
gaccha tva'TfL purä'f.UL'TfL prabhum ... / ädhära'TfL sarvabhiUänäm. One might 
also recall the grammatical sense of ädhära-: PäI).. 1, 4, 45 "the seat of 
an action", "das Gebiet einer Wirksamkeit oder Tätigkeit" (0. Böhtlingk, 
PäI).ini's Grammatik, Leipzig 1887, p. 36). So I would, with Henry, suppose 
the word to indicate the person who is the 'seat' of the offence. - "Under 
pressure ... ": sam-am-: "to agree with" (Whitney); "to conspire" (BIoom
field). The general sense of the root am- being "(to advance with) impetu
osity" this compound, which is rare, may :!;tV. 8, 53, 8 mean "to solicit, 
ask eagerly" ( + acc.); SB. 3, 4, 2, 13 etad dha devä bhüyalj, samämire "the 
gods were fully (emphatically) agreed on this point". In my opinion, the 
participle should be translated by a passive. The sacrifieer seems to 
emphasize that he is not offering under pressure from friends, but of his 
own free will. - The difficulty lies in the determination of the subject. 
If it is the rice-dish (Henry), eti may be taken literally; but if-what 
seems more probable-it is the sacrifieer it expresses a continued process 
(cf. SB. 1, 6, 1, 3 vapanto yanti "they are sowing"). - "Not empty": 
anünam is thrown into relief. - "Deposited": nihitam, i.e. as a "treasure" 
(see above; st. 46). This päda was misunderstood by Henry, o.c., p. 201; 
247 "voici la coupe qui jamais ne s'ébrèche (comme Ie disque du soleil)". 
- "Cooked": pakva-, cf. AV. 11, 1, 28; 33 (Kaus. 62, 22; 65, 12); 12, 3, 7; 
8, 11; for "the cooker", paktar- see 11, 1, 17; 19. The idea obviously is 
that the rice-mess, being a treasure deposited in heaven, waits for the 
sacrificer. For the idea of entering cf. TS. 1, 4, 43 n where one of the 
mantras to be pronounced by the sacrifieer as he looks at the dakl?iI).äs 
which he offers to the priests: "Given by us, go to the gods, full of 'honey' ; 
enter the giver (pra dätäram ä visata) ; without leaving us by the path 
which leads to the gods". Cf. AV. 11, 1, 35 and all that has been observed, 
in this commentary, on nidhi- and nihita- (see e.g. the note on 62, 8).
Af ter all, these stanzas, when studied in their ritual context, are not so 
unintelligible as was believed by Whitney-Lanman. 

St. 50 has already been used at 62, 22. - "Together with that": the 
word to be supplied can hardly be other than rcayä; s. 27 being syn
tactically an independent construction these words must refer to the 
preceding stanza. However, s. 26 mentions two stanzas. 

68, 28. "Oblation" : cf. e.g. Hillebrandt, Das altind. Neu- und Voll
mondsopfer, p. 176: "Der Hotar verehrt nachdem er geopfert hat ... mit 
dem Schlussjapa (see further on) ... das Feuer, geht auf seinem Wege 
hinaus ... ". - "Completed": sa'TfLsthite; sa1fL8thä- when applied to rites 
means "to be accomplished, completed " , sa1fL8thä- being "the completion 
or termination". Cf. e.g. Kaus. 3, 19; 6, 3; SB. 1,9, 3, 1; 13, 8, 1, 17; 
TB. 1, 5, 9, 3; KätySS. 25, 9, 15. "Unter Recitierung des sa:q:tsthäjapa 
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(siehe AsvSS. 3, 15) verlassen Alle den Opferplatz" (final words of J. 
Schwab's Alt. Thieropfer, p. 164). - " ... name": for nämagräham cf. e.g. 
SB. 8, 3, 1, 14; 9, 1, 1,24; MS. 2, 4, 8: 45, 13 yathä vä ida'lfL nämagräham 
asä asä iti hvayati. The substantive nämagräha- occurs e.g. AV. 10, 1, 12. 
- "I give ... ": the formula is curious. Either amum represents tam asau, 
tam referring to the receiver and being the object of upasprset and the 
vocative asau being in the usual way to be replaced by the receiver's 
name, or, what seems more probable, amum refers to the object given. 
For the use of the accompanying formula in making gifts see Kane, o.c., 
1I, p. 855: " ... the donor should utter the name of the subject of gift, 
its presiding deity and the purpose for which he makes the gift, and say 
'I make a gift to you of such and such an article', pour water on the 
donee's hand, and when the donee says 'give' the donor should sprinkle 
water on the subject of gift and place it in the hand of the donee, who 
utters the syllable O'lfL and says svasti. Then the dak!}i:ç.ä is given to the 
donee". Thus a detailed formula (see e.g. AgniP. 209) should contain 
the exact date, the name of the donor, his intentions, the name of the 
recipient and the name of the gift. See also the note on s. 32. - "Touch ... ": 
cf. e.g. Kaus. 7, 14. 

68, 29. The stanza quoted is AV. 19,52, 1 "of and to desire (käma-)" 
(Whitney-Lanman). This siikta (cf. Kesava on 6, 37), the Kämasiikta 
(comm . AV.), is Kaus. 6, 37 used, with 19, 59 ("for successful sacrifice") 
at the end of the sections on the Full- and New-moon sacrifices to appease 
the fuel in case there has been an omission of the due ceremony; further, 
in 45,17, (with 3, 29,7; 6, 71; 7, 67) af ter the end of the Va8Mamana
ceremony to accompany the acceptance of something. The paddhati (see 
the note on Kaus. 79, 28, ed., p. 211) adds it at the end of the chapter 
of marriage ceremonies. The use prescribed here is in harmony with these 
other applications (savayajfiapratigrahe 'pi ida'lfL sükta'lfL viniyuktam, 
comm. AV.), to which the comm. on AV. adds that of AVPar. 10, 1 
(the rite of presenting a golden image of the earth). Here also no doubt 
the whole siikta is meant. See also AVPar. 46, 2, 6 (for details G. M. 
Bolling and J. von Negelein, The Parisi!}tas of the Atharvaveda, Leipzig. 
1909, p. 290). The main points of the siikta for which it is used, here lie 
in st. 1 d; 2 d and 5. It occurs also in Paipp. 1: 30, 1-5 (there is also a 
sixth stanza which is AVS. 3, 29, 7, that siikta being used together with 
19, 52 in Kaus. 45, 17). - For ity uktam cf. e.g. 55, 3. 

St. 1. The fust half-stanza is nearly identical with :I;tV. 10, 129, 4 ab 
(adhi at the end is absent), which forms part of the famous bhävavrttam 
("Zustandsbericht"). See e.g. Geldner, Rig-veda übers., lIl, p. 359; the 
same, Zur Kosmogonie des Rigveda, Programm Marburg 1908; S. Radha
krishnan, Indian philosophy, I, London 51948, p. 99 ff.; P. D. Mehta, 
Early lndian religious thought, London 1956, p. 71 ff.; Gonda, Die 
Religionen Indiens, I, p. 18l. If AV. 19, 52, 1 ab has been borrowed 
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from the J;tV. (and adhi at the end has been omitted intentionaIly) the 
question arises whether tad, which in the ~V. clearly refers to tad ekam 
"that one (i.e. the unevolved universe)" in st. 2 c, should with Whitney
Lanman be translated independently of the ~V. ("here"). The verb sam 
avartata may be translated with ("turned to, approached") and without 
("came into being") accusative complement. The neuter tad may be used 
for brahman-. The comm. AV., though explaining it otherwise (see further 
on), points to "then" although he introduces the stanza by observing 
that at the time of universal dissolution the Lord (iSvara-, parame8vara-) 
planned to make the universe arise again. In any case, tad may vaguely 
refer to a concept which though left unmentioned is present to the poet's 
mind. - "In the ... ": agre, i.e. "in the situation previous to the emanation 
(creation) of this aggregate of transformation" (asya vikarajatasya sr~!ely, 
priig avasthayam, comm. AV.). - "Desire" : "der Drang zur Schöpfung, 
bez. zur Zeugung, also der Schöpfungstrieb" (Geldner, Rig-veda übers., 
l.c.; similarly, comm. AV.). - "Which ... ": Geldner, o.c., argues that "das 
ekam, das Eine, zunächst reines manaly" blosz Denken, ganz geistig (see 
further on) (ist) ... In dem manaly" das dem ekam wesensgleich ist, ent
wickelt sich (or, rather, the 'One' was believed to have or to dispose of a 
manaly,) der heisze Drang (tapas-) und (kama-) ... , daraus der Same, der 
der Same der Welt ist (päda b)". Manaly" always difficult to translate 
("mind" is a makeshift ; see e.g. AV. ll, 1, 23; Kaus. 61, 44), is the 
psychical organ in which the processes of thought, will and feeling take 
place and which is "essentiellement façonnant" ("l'homme védique 
confond en lui homo faber et homo sapiens", Renou, Et. véd. päJ.l. VII, 
p. 61). Obviously the manaly, existed, in the eyes of the AV. poet, already 
"in the beginning" ; cf. the comm. : manas tattvam api prathama'Yfl- mayato 
jatam. The comm. AV. quotes TB. 2, 2, 9, 1 tad asad eva san mano 'kuruta 
syam iti. - "Seed" : viz. of the phenomenal universe which was to come 
into existence (comm. AV.). - "First": the comm. AV. anachronistically 
explains: atite kalpe pra1Jibhily, krta'Yfl- pu1Jyapu1Jyatmaka'Yfl- karma. "There
fore", he continues, explaining tad by tato hetoly" phalapradasya sarva
sak~i1Jaly, karmiidhya~asya parame8varasya manasi sisrk~ajayata. That is 
to say, the karman accumulated in a former world period had matured, 
so that in the mind of the Lord who witnesses all, exercises the super
vision of karman and allots the 'fruits', the wish to emanate (create) 
arose. - Whitney's text omits sa at the beginning of päda c which is 
found, however, also in Paipp. It may be metrically superfluous but 
gives a very good sense ("therefore, then" , German "denn auch"). Cf. 
J;tV. 1, 36, 2 (quoted by Speyer, Ved. Skt. Syntax, § 266); Mbh. 1, 170, 
15 vuIg. te yatadhvam; 5, 178, 33 sa gaccha. The realization of the prayer 
addressed to (Desire) Käma is obviously considered a reiteration of the 
initial creative activity of the Fundamental Desire, the phenomenal god 
Käma who is being addressed being "of the same origin" as the trans
cendent or "undivided" Käma. Cf. the comm.: atra kamo jagadvi~aya-
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kiimarüpatvena svaphalasiddhyartha1[l- stüyate. Cf. also AV. 9, 2, 19 ff. and 
BIoomfield, AV. and GB., p. 86 f. - "Fundamental" : brhatä = mahatä 
de8akälavastuparicchedarahitena ... paramesvare1}a (comm.), i.e. the 'un
divided' (ni~kala-) Highest (here called Desire). For brhat see Notes on 
brahman, p. 31ff.-Päda d is identical with AV. 18, 1, 43d (funeral 
stanzas, Sarasvati being implored to assign wealth to the sacrificer) and 
18,4,47 d (similarly); cf. also AsvSS. 1, 10,8 d ... dadhätu; ~V. 10, 17, 
9 d (cf. AV. 18, 1, 43); 10, 122, 8 c (Agni is addressed); ~V. 8, 59 (Väl. 
ll), 7 b (Indra and Varul).a). 

St. 2. Ppp. 2 reads, more probably, s~akhä sakhiyate (with ~V. 10, 
91, 1 d devoted to Agni with which päda b nearly corresponds). There 
are no further correspondences. - "Overwhelming (or, victorious) power" : 
for sahas- (paradhar~a1}asämarthya-, comm.) see Gods and powers, passim. 
- "Supported": prati~thita- "founded, established"; cf. ChU. 5, 17, 1 
tva1[l- prati~thito 'si praiayä ca pasubhis ca "you are supported with off
spring and cattIe" (" ... tu as, en descendance et en troupeaux, un solide 
établissement", E. Senart, Ch. U. traduite, Paris 1930, p. 73). - "Mightily 
pervasive": vibhu- expresses ideas such as "far-extending, all-pervading, 
sovereign"; the term was in the course of time especially connected with 
Vi!?l).u. In MuU. 1, 1, 6 it applies to the imperishable sources of all existence. 
- "Brilliant": vibhävan-, in AV. only in the 19th book, cf. e.g. 19, 48, 2; 
4; in the ~V. used to qualify Agni and U!?as. - For the reading sakhä 
etc. in A VS. see (Whitney-)Lanman, p. 986; I follow Paipp. - "Energetic" : 
ugra- (diffi.cult to translate) denotes an energetic, impetuous, and creative 
powerfulness. It is mostly an epithet of Indra (Anc.-Indian oias, p. 69 ff.; 
Epithets in the ~gveda, p. 71 ff. - "Overpowering ... ": the phrase 
pftanäsu säsaMI}, occurs ~V. 2, 23, II (Brhaspati); 8, 70, 4 (Indra). -For 
the combination saha oial}, see also A V. 4, 32, 1 "by worshipping Fury 
(Manyu) one gains ... "; 10,5,1; 12,5, 7.-Käma, being praised, Le. 
strengthened, with epithets which elsewhere are characteristic of high 
and powerful gods (Agni, Indra, Brhaspati), is implored to impart similar 
qualities (ugra- is the adjective beside oias-) to the sacrificer. 

St. 3: Ppp. st. 3 has, more probably, sahal}, at the end of d. See the 
remarks on the variants etc. by Whitney-Lanman. The stanza corresponds 
to TA. 3, 15, 1 sadyá8 cakamändya pravepandya mrtyáve I prásmai dSä 
asr1}van kámenäianayan p{t,nal}, "the quarters of space gave ear to him, 
trembling Death, who at once (or, daily) was longing; by desire they 
generated again", or what may have been the author's intention. The 
AV. version is no more clear. -In b pratipä1}a- (in some mss.) may mean 
"bartering" , pravipä1}a- "trembling" (probably also in Ppp.). - "Quarters": 
ä8äl}" thus also the comm., not "hopes, expectations". Has the idea 
expressed here anything to do with SB. 8, 1, 2, 4 "the regions (disaM 
become the ear" 1 And AV. 9, 2, 21? - " ... from afar": "who longed for 
the fruit which being far away was extremely diffi.cult to obtain" (comm.)1 
- "Him", probably Käma, whose very nature it was "to be longing" : 
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in Mbh. 13, 85, II Käma is produced as eternal will or desire (sa'f!/-kalpa-). 
In AV. 9, 2, 19 ff. Käma the fust-born is described as being, not only 
superior to the (other) gods, the regions of the universe etc., but also 
unattainable; neither the gods, nor the mortals or the wind attained 
him. Hence "from afar" in this stanza 1- "Undecaying": in later times 
ak~aya- is among the words denoting the imperishable (bliss in) heaven: 
Manu 3, 79 (svargasukham, Kullüka); cf. 3, 202 (see also 6, 64); 275 of 
the perpetual and imperishable gratification the Fathers derive from 
oblations; 4, 23 of the imperishable rewards of sacrifices, 6, 97 of dharma. 
- It is easy to say that the text "is nothing but corrupt nonsense" (Whitney). 
The meaning may perhaps be guessed to be that space, obedient to 
Creative Desire who (which) was far away (transcendant) and him(it)self 
trembied at some aspect of the Eternal, produced, in co-operation with, 
or by means of, Käma, sahaly,. What then is the sense of päda b: "who 
trembied ... "1 Therefore another interpretation might be preferred: the 
longing one is the sacrificer (cf. also st. 5 a!), who is far from heaven and 
trem bles at the thought, whether he will ever gain access to it; but thanks 
to the co-operation of the "regions" which create sahas - or according 
to A VS. "heaven" - he hopes to succeed. It may be remembered that the 
sacrificer may "from the quarters go to heaven" (MS. 4, 4, 4: 54, 3). 

St. 4. Ppp. has no variants. There is a corresponding stanza in TA. 
3, 15, 2 which follows the one quoted under 3: kámena me káma ä 'gäd 
dhfdhayäd dhfdayam mrty6ly,: yád ami~äm adály, priyá'f!/- tád ait'ii 'pa mám 
abhi. There are, as far as I know, no other paralleis. - "Through": the 
author seems to mean that (earthly) desire is conditioned, or, is only 
made possible by the existence of transcendent Desire. - The comm. takes 
hrdayam to refer to the speaker's heart, pari meaning "towards". He 
explains "theirs yonder" as referring to the nine lustful brahmans who 
in the beginning were, in order to create the world, generated by Brahman 
(i.e. the so-called spiritual sons of Brahman, the number of which varies), 
observing that desire originates in manaly" and that "out of heart" stands 
instead of a plural "out of their hearts". Since these brahmans have not 
been mentioned in the preceding stanzas, it would be better to attach 
a more general sense to the stanza. The forms of the pronoun asau of ten 
indicate not only the far and absent, and in addition to this to that or 
those belonging to the other world (A V. 12, 2, 55 amï~äm in connection 
with the deceased), but also the unmentioned; in that case it may be 
replaced by "those concerned", or by a proper name. I take it in the 
last senses: the unnamed ones who are to benefit by the oblations. 

St. 5. Thereare no variants in Ppp. (see Whitney-Lanman, p. 987). The 
stanza is quoted in full at Kaus. 92, 31, prescribed for use at the end of 
the madhuparka ceremony (reception ofaguest). No further occurrences. 
- "Successful": i.e. "let all our wishes be fulfilled" (comm.). - Svähä, which 
may be translated by "hail", or paraphrased by: "maya blessing rest on 
it ", is a consecratory exclamation used in making oblations to the gods. 
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68, 30. The siikta is AV. 2, 35. For a translation and commentary 
see also Weber, Ind. Stud. 13 (1873), p. 211 ff. who incorrectly considers 
the text as quoted in Kaus. 38, 22 to refer to an ordeal. It occurs, with 
variants and with the exception of st. 5, also in Paipp.: 1, 88, the order 
of the stanzas being 2, 3, 1, 4. Being used to expiate errors in sacrificing 
these same four stanzas are found in TS. 3, 2, 8, 1-3 (the order being 
2, 4, 3, 1), containing a miscellaneous series of formulas: supplement to 
the soma sacrifice, oblations in the agnidh's fire (vaisvakarma'(tahoma-: 
Caland-Henry, L'Agni~toma, p. 295 ff. af ter the receipt of the dak~iJ}.äs), 
the next mantra referring to the dak~iJ}.äs given to the officiants. The 
first three (order: 1, 3, 2) occur also in the parallel passage MS. 2, 3, 8. 
The siikta is prescribed by Kaus., at 38, 22 in a rite intended to prevent 
faults of looking (comm.), viz. at food (eaten in the company of others), 
at 59, 21 (together with AV. 2, 34) in rites to obtain special wishes for 
one who desires (over-lordship of) the world (cf. Kesava). The comm. 
AV. quoting Kaus. 59, 21 and 24, declares AV. 2, 35 also to be used 
in all the sava ceremonies, to accompany-as is stated here-the purastäd 
homas. For the purastiid dhomas see Kaus. 67, 22. Weber's opinion
"durch das Ungeschick eines Genossen beim sattra-Opfer sind, scheint 
es, die uebrigen in Schaden gerathen und haben nun ein Sühnopfer an
gestellt; der Schuldige scheint gebunden auf den Opferplatz geführt zu 
sein" - can hardly be substantiated. 

St. 5 is prescribed in Kaus. 3, 16 with a purastäd homa in the Full and 
New-moon rites. In Vait. the siikta appears 9, 7 in the cäturmäsya 
ceremony, with two oblations to Mahendra and Visvakarman, and again 
(29, 22) in the agnicayana (oblations to Visvakarman). Whitney, p. 79, 
is mistaken in contending that "in all these applications there is nothing 
that suits the real character of the hymn". 

St. 1. Ppp. reads, in c duri{Jtä, in d 8vi{Jtarp, tad visvakarmä krr.wtu. For 
the other occurrences see above. "The various readings, here and in the 
following verses, are in good part of the kind which show that the text
makers were fumbling over matter which they did not understand" 
(Whitney-Lanman, p. 79). One should however distinguish between those 
who conceived or "made" the siikta, those who included it in the atharvaI).Ïc 
corpus and those who handed it down. - "Those": the comm. tries to 
show that "we" is meant. None of the three explanations furnished by 
him (na = iva, not eating, squandering food for non-ritual purposes) is 
acceptable. Mter "partaking" Whitney supplies "of soma". Under the 
heading "Verweigerte dak~iJ}.ä" Ludwig, Der Rigveda, 111, p. 302 trans
lates "Die, obwohl sie assen (die iQ.ä ... ) doch ihr Gut nicht gemehrt 
haben ... ". - "Did not ... ": or "did not prosper in good things" 
(Whitney). -" ... hearth" a dhi{J'(tya- is a sort of subordinate fire place, 
generally a heap of earth covered with sand. (For a description see Renou, 
Voc. du rituel védique, p. 80). - "Were distressed": anu-tap- can hardly 
mean "to repent" here, but "to Buffer pain, be distressed on account of ... ". 
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Cf. the comm.: " ... the fires (thought): these people are miserabie because 
although they are possessed of wealth their birth is useless, since their 
sacrifice is defective". He ascribes this defectiveness however to the fact 
that they have not given dakfilil).as etc. For the unsuccessful sacrificer 
compare in general the considerations of the ritualists in connection with 
the punaradheya rite (the renewing or replacing of the sacred fires) , to 
be performed by the Aryan who did not benefit by his rites within a year, 
suffering losses or hardships (see e.g. ApSS. 5, 26, 3), because "fire (Agni) 
desiring a share af ter being established assails the offspring and cattie 
of the sacrificer" (TS. 1, 5, 1, 4); MS. 1, 7, 2: 110, 7, etc. - "Defect" or 
"failure ... ": the reading duri~tyai in TS. (see above) -which has been 
adopted in translating - seems more acceptable than duri~til], in A VS. ; 
a locative (1) duri~tä in Ppp. might be explicable. - "Expiation": avayà-, 
cf. avayàrw,- "appeasing" ~V. 1, 185, 8 ("Abbitte" Geldner); avayàtaheij,as
"whose anger is appeased" ~V. 1, 171, 6, etc. - "Visvakarman": the 
"all-making", or "all-creating god" (Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 118) 
and in later times the sacrificer of the gods, is a beneficent figure, a source 
of prosperity. The comm. on st. 2 identifies him with Prajapati. For 
Visvakarman in the AV. cf. 6, 122, 1; 13, 1, 14. Cf. also the prayer 
addressed in VS. 2, 20 to Agni: "protect me from defect in sacrificing, 
from food injurious to heaIth", and the comm. AV. ani~tiduri~tinivàratw
sàmarthyarp, sobharw,tvam i~tel],. 

St. 2. Ppp. has, in a (af ter emendation) nirbhaktà(lJ,) , which is also in 
TS. (see above); vihàya MS. (see above); for prajà(lJ,) in b Ppp. reads 
bhiigàd, MS. prajàm; Ppp. has, moreover, 2 cd as its 2 cd, reading madhyavàn 
stokàn upa yàn (ms. yà) raràdha sarp, ma tarais srjad visvakarmà. In c 
madhavya- is read with the parallel texts, the comm. and Whitney's 
translation. - "Seers" : rsayal]" "those who see what is beyond the (cogni
zance of the) senses" (comm.). - "Lord ... ": the sacrificer (thus MS.).
"Sin": the comm. unconvincingly says that the instr. enasà expresses 
characterization (Pal).. 2, 3, 21: sikhayà parivràjakal], "un ascète (reconnais
sable) au chignon"). The "sin" (in casu, the ritual imperfections) and 
the "evil" resulting from it prevent the sacrificer from deriving profit 
from his rites. - "Excluded" (nirbhakta-) , i.e. "without a portion (and, 
hence) distressed". - "Drops" : TS. and MS. have the dual here,1. 'Honey', 
being another name for soma, means life-sap (Die Religionen Indiens, 
I, p. 64 etc.); madhyavya- "zum Somagenusz geeignet" (Wackernagel
Debrunner, Altind. Gramm. 11, 2, p. 813. - "Forfeit" : aparàdh- must here 
mean "to forfeit, lose in consequence of a bad act" rather than "to miss" 
or "to offend". Notice the perfect. - "Us": the comm. is no doubt right 
in so far that the sacrificer is included in "us". - Here again Visvakarman 
is implored to redress the evil. 

St. 3. In a Ppp. (emend.) and TS. have ananyàn; MS. reads ayajniyàn 
yajniyàn many. "thinking the fit for offering to be unfit for offering" 
"1' vice versa. ppp. gives the second line as 1 cd, reading ... el}a tato visva-
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karman pra mumugdhy enam. For the texts of TS. and MS. see the note 
by Whitney-Lanman. - The fust line is difficult. The hapax adänya
means "unworthy of gifts" (Whitney) rather than "not giving" (Petr. 
Dict.). - "Soma-drinkers": the adj. somapa- does not only refer to gods 
(e.g. AV. 2, 12, 3; AiB. 2, 18, 8) or to a class of Fathers (SB. 5, 4, 5, 4) 
who are entitled to drink the soma-juice, but also to soma sacrificers, 
or to brahmans or performers of sacrifices in general. Cf. e.g. Caland, 
Srautas. des Ap. lIl, p. 157 (following HirSS.: "Wenn die Zeit da ist, 
den Soma zu geniessen, so ist derjenige zum Somatrunk berechtigt, in 
dessen Geschlechte ohne Unterbrechung bis zum zehnten Vorfahren der 
Somatrunk genossen worden ist. Hundert Brahmanen begeben sich dazu 
in das Sadas hinein, nachdem sie die Vorfahren bis zum zehnten der 
Reihe nach als Somatrinker aufgezählt haben" (räjasüya sacrifice). Cf. 
also ApSS. 21, 5, 16. The comm. explains: "the other performers of soma
sacrifices (viz. other than the person who is the subject ofthe sentence), 
however learned they might be". - "Not wise ... ": the words samayé ná 
dhiraJ;, are difficult: "courageous in a hostile encounter"; "as if one by 
confidence in the strength of his own arm should think the opposing 
soldiers despicabie" , comm.); "bei der Bedingung nicht verharrend" 
(Ludwig); "(doch) im Vertrag nicht achtsam" (Weber); "not wise in the 
conjuncture" (Whitney). For samaya- ('covenant' between sacrificer and 
priests; see also Caland-Henry, o.c., p. 61 and 391 "les officiants et Ie 
sacrificiant contractent une alliance") in ritual texts cf. LätySS. 4, 8, 23 
adhvaryubahvrcaiJ;, samayarp, krtva dik~eran evam avilopo bhavatiti (adhvaryu
bhir bahvrcais ca saha samayarp, krtva vidhirp, prati ye vikalpiiJ;, te~am ekarp, 
kalpam sarve 'ngikrtya dik~eran evarp, kriyamii1fe na viviido bhavati karma1faJ;, 
hetüpadanarp, kimartham iti eed ucyate, etatprakara1favi~ayam eva kevalarp, 
vidhiinarp, miibhüd iti katharp, sarvakarmasv adhvaryubahvrcaiJ;, saha samayarp, 
krtva dik~eran alopahetutvad iti). Cf. e.g. also Caland-Henry, o.c., p. 5 fr. 
and Stenzier, Ind. Hausregeln, I Asvaläyana, übers. (Abh. De. Morg. 
Ges. 4, 1, 2), Leipzig 1865, p. 58. - " ... worship" : yajnasya, i.e. "of the 
whole aggregate of the Vedic rites", comm. who thinks also of an ironical 
meaning: the man meant by the author considers himself an expert par 
excellence. - "Sin": yad is the neuter noun rather than "as" ("as he is 
bound having ... , do thou ... "): cf. the sequences AV. 10, 3, 8 etc. 
yad enaA cakrma vayam (followed by tato naJ;, ... ) and TB. 3, 7, 12, 5 
yad enaA cakrma nütanarp, yat pura1fam. TS. and MS. have na yát at the 
beginning of c. - "Bound": when a deity is besought for deliverance from 
evil there is question of bondage. Thus VS. 12, 62 fr. it reads "loosen 
(vicrta, Niq1;i is addressed) this iron (otherwise unspecified) bond (bandha-) 
etc."; SvU. 6, 16 Siva is characterized as sarp,saramok~asthitibandhahetuJ;, 
"the cause of worldly existence and of deliverance, of permanence and 
bondage". - The ofrence which the author has in view is not so obscure 
as was supposed by Whitney (p. 80): the sacrificer has contracted the 
bad consequences of "sin" (enaJ;,) because he has not given a daqÎ1}.ä. 
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For this 'ritual defect' cf. e.g. KäSyapaS. ch. 67: "The sacrificial ceremony 
which has ... become complete because of the sacrificial gifts presented 
will be fruitful. A ceremony at which only a small dakl;liJ).ä is presented 
becomes fruitless for the sacrificer" ; ch. 68. Atri-SaIph. 35, 17 ff. observes 
that the results of the ceremony will fall to the officiants only, if no 
sacrificial gift is offered; then the sacrificer is called "deluded" or "a fooI" 
(miü!hätman-). As is weIl known, the dakl;liJ).ä is the 'key-stone' or rather 
the 'completing element' in a sacrifice (it makes the sacrifice perfect: 
SBK. 1, 2, 2, 1); there is "no oblation without a dakl;liJ).ä" (SB. 11, 1, 3, 7). 
It is healing "medicine" (SB. 12, 7, 1, 14), counter-balancing, indeed, 
the powers generated or set in motion by the activity of the priests (see 
J. C. Heesterman, in LI.J., 3, p. 241 ff.). 

St. 4. Ppp. has bhimii instead of ghorii, tebhyalj, instead of astv ebhyalj, 
(a); sarrulrk instead of satyam (b); brhaspate mahi~iiya dive nama instead 
of brhaspataye etc. in c. For TS. see Whitney-Lanman. - "Terrible": 
ghora-, implying also the ideas of "awfui, dreadful, vehement etc.", the 
ghora'Yfl- cak~ulj, being the "evil eye" (e.g. AV. 4, 9, 6).-For homage to 
be paid to terrible powerful beings see AV. 5, 7, 9 (Niqti); 6, 20, 2 Rudra 
and fever. - The comm. is no doubt right in understanding päda b to 
mean : cak~ulj, tasmii api nama 'stu. - "Truth" or "veracity" : satya-; 
yathiirthadarsi (comm.); it must, however, be a substantive: the 'mind' 
of the rl;lis is in conformity with reality. Remember also the well-known 
epithet satyadarsin- given to rl;lis etc.: " 'seeing' the truth or the essence 
of things". In transforming the visions of the poets into intelligible poems 
their hearts are assisted by the manalj" cf. e.g. J;tV. 1, 171, 2; The vision 
of the Vedic poets, p. 278. Ppp. reads "the sight of their mind". The 
comm. gives an impossible explanation. - "Buffalo": mahi~a .. the comm. 
is mistaken (mahi = mahat + sat = sobhanam!). This qualification is 
AV. 5, 3, 8 given to Indra; 5, 26, 2 to Savitar, 6, 31, 2 and 13, 2, 30 to 
the Sun. Agni, the god of the sacrifice, might be meant (cf. e.g. J;tV. 
10, 140, 6) or the word may mean "great, powerful" (cf. Grassmann, 
Wtb. z. J;tV., 1022); most likely, however, Visvakarman is addressed 
(cf. 3 d). Ppp. reads: "Homage, 0 Brhaspati, to the buffalo, heaven". 
- "Excellent": dyumat, also "brilliant, light splendid"; the term qualifies 
"word(s)" in ~V. 10,98,2 and 3; cf. 8, 101, 7.-"Protect": the comm. 
-one-sidedly and, generally speaking, incorrectly-understands this as 
protection against the disadvantages arising from the 'cruel' or evil eye; 
in connection with this stanza he also refers to the use in Kaus. 38, 22. 

St. 5. "The verse is found in no other text [but compare, with b, AV. 
13, 1, 13 b], and is perhaps not a proper part of the hymn; it is repeated 
as AV. 19,58,5" (Whitney-Lanman, p. 81); AV. 19,58 is a sort ofpraise 
of the sacrifice and the various blessings resulting from it. - The comm. 
is not certain whether the three nominatives in päda a designate Agni 
or the sacrificial butter. He quotes ApSS. 4, 9, 11 agninii yajiiaS cak~~män 
"by Agni the sacrifice has visual power (, may I, by worshipping Agni, 
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gain visual power)"; Agni is moreover the mouth of the gods (:!;tV. 2, 1, 
13; AiB. 1, 4, 7). It is true that in the ~V. the glare of fire is called Agni's 
eye (e.g. 4, 2, 19), but the butter-portions (äjyabhäga-; see s. 31) are 
SB. 11, 7, 4, 2 stated to be the eye of the sacrifice. - "Offering": prabhrti-, 
translated by "commencement" (Whitney), means, in the :!;tV., the 
"bringing forward, offering (of sacrifice or praise)": 2, 24, 1; 3, 36, 1 
("Darbringung", Geldner). The 'face' of the act of worship is its beginning : 
yajnamukha- AiB. 1, 8, 11; see also SB. 1, 1, 2, 3; VS. 29, 6. Here the 
expression apparently applies to the äjyabhägau (see 31). - "Voice": i.e. 
with the accompanying mantra(s) (cf. the comm.). - "Mind": one should 
caU to mind the deity (to be) worshipped (comm.), cf. AiB. 3, 8, 1 "he 
should think of (meditate on) the deity for whom the oblation is taken 
... ". - "Ear": is mention made of this faculty too, because mind, voice 
and ear (hearing) sometimes form a group1: SB. 12, 9, 1, 13 "whatever 
one thinks in his mind of that he speaks with his speech, and what he 
speaks with his speech that one hears with one's ears". For a parallel 
see AV. 13, 1, 13 "to the Ruddy One (Rohita, the Sun) I make oblation 
with speech, with ear (hearing), with mind". The sacrificer had moreover 
to take notice of the priest's injunctions. - "Extended": vitatam, for 
"performed, accomplished" (esp. of rites and ceremonies).-For the 
figure and róle of Visvakarman see also ~V. 10, 81 and 82. - " ... minds": 
8umanasyamäna-: cf. AV. 13, 1, 13; 35. 

68, 31. The first half-stanza quoted in full is :!;tV. 5, 24, 1 ab; SV. 
1, 448; 2, 457; VS. 3, 25 (agnihotra); 15, 48 (agnicayana); 25, 47 (see 
further on); TS. 1, 5, 6, 2; 4, 4, 4, 8 (agnicayana); MS. 1, 5, 3; 10; 2, 
13, 8; KS. 7, 1, 8; KapS. 5, 1; SB. 2, 3, 4, 31 a; AsvSS. 8, 2, 3; ApSS. 
6,17,7; MS. 6, 2,2; 21; SVidh. 1,8,13 (af ter TS. the second päda may 
not be included in this survey). ~V. 5, 24 is a prayer addressed to Agni. 
In VS. 25, 47 the line is used, at the end of the asvamedha, af ter an 
invocation of Aditi to "vouchsafe us freedom from 'sin', and a prayer 
to Indra"; in TS. 1,5, 6, 2, SB. and elsewhere it accompanies the adoration 
of the gärhapatya fire. SVidh. 1, 8, 13 deals with a curative rite. The 
use of this stanza of two pädas is according to TS. 1, 5, 8, 3 prescribed 
because to the man who knowing thus pays reverence to the gärhapatya 
fire with stanzas of two 'feet' , 'heroic' children with two feet will be 
born. - "Gracious", or "benign, kind, benevolent" (siva-). - The second 
line is ~V. 5, 24, 2 cd; VS. 3, 26; 15,48; 25, 47; TS. MS. as mentioned 
above. - "That (thou) ... ", lito "for favour for our companions" (two 
datives). -Sumna-, "faveur, expression concrète de la faveur ou de 
l'hommage", Renou, Ét. véd. et päl).. lIl, p. 50; see also Geldner, Rig
veda übers. 12, p. 350 f. ("Wohlwollen"); Vishva Bandhu, in Res. Bull. 
(Arts) Panjab Univ. 9, 1 (1952) and Proc. All India Or. Conf. 16 (1955), 
p. 20 ff. ("wholesome word").-The third quotation is the gäyatri stanza 
~V. 1, 91, 12 (Soma hymn); TS. 4, 3, 13, 5; MS. 4, 10, 4; KS. 2, 14; 
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SB. ll, 4, 3, 19 (Full and New-moon sacrifices) etc., all with soma no 
for sumano in Kaus. The relative sections of TS. and MS. contain the 
puronuväkyäs and yäjyäs (introductory or invitatory and words of 
consecration) for the säkamedha offerings described in TS. 1, 8, 4, 1; 
this stanza accompanies an offering to the Maruts as grhamedhins (agnica
yana). - "Procuring ... ": gayasphiina- ("den Hausstand mehrend", 
Geldner) also ~V. 1, 91; 19; 7, 54, 2 (where Västof;'lpati is implored to 
increase the speaker's property with cows and horses; see the note by 
H. D. Velankar, ~gveda maI).çlala VII, Bombay 1963, p. 121; gaya- does 
not however etymologically belong to ji- "to conquer"). - "Trouble": 
amiva- is a general term for "distress, grief, tormenting demons, affiiction, 
disease etc." - The occurrence of the epithet Mtivardhana- makes the 
stanza pu§timant-, i.e. containing a word deriving from the root M
"to thrive, to be prosperous" ; see e.g. Srautakosa, I, 2, p. 615. -It is 
worth noticing that the name of Soma does not occur in the Kaus. version 
of this stanza. The combination of the great liturgical gods Agni and Soma 
is (cf. for instance in SB. 11,4, 3, 19) far from strange although the second 
stanza, as it stands, creates the impression of an invocation of Agni the 
more so as the epithets vasuvit- and Mtivardhana- are given to Agni 
(e.g. ~V. 1, 45, 7 and 1, 31, 5) as weIl as Soma (9, 101, 1; 1, 91, 12). 
However, the iijyabhägau are decisive: to Agni and Soma belong the 
two portions of clarified butter preceding the main oblation (i.e. one 
portion to each). Cf. e.g. KätySS. 3, 3, 10; ApSS. 2, 18, 1 f.; Hillebrandt, 
Neu- und Vollmondsopfer, p. 102 ff.; for the two butter-portions in the 
a.nimal sacrifice see SB. 11, 7, 4, 2. For other performances of this ritual 
act see e.g. Srautakosa, I, 2, p. 1161 s.v. 

68, 32. "Poured" I iiniya "brought, fetched etc."; cf. also ~V. 9, 
96, 24; SB. 11, 5, 3, 4; KätySS. 3, 2, 22. - For water being poured out 
into a recipient's right hand to confirm the donation, see also J. Ph. Vogel, 
Indian Serpent-Iore, London 1926, p. 241, and, e.g., KäSyapaS. ch. 68 
(p. 101, 7): "what has been destined for God (Vif;'lI).u), gold, cattie, land, 
etc. and all other materiais, he should deliver into the hands of the 
spiritual guide (aciirya-) or of the temple priest, (consecrating his gift) 
by means of water (jalenaiva) , saying 'this is Vif;'lI).u's (possession)' ". For 
'dakf;'liI).äs with water' see e.g. ibidem, ch. 67 (p. 99, 1) sodakii'qt dak~inii'qt 
dadyiit " ... the sacrificer should ..• exert himself in presenting to ... all 
these officiants, beginning with the adhvaryu, a sacrificial gift accompanied 
by water". See also Caland's note on Kaus. 21, 17. - "The sipping of 
water (acamanam) with the proper mentality and mantras is enjoined 
on all occasions as a purificatory thing" (K. Rangachari, The Sri Vaishnava 
brahmans, Madras 1931, p. 52). - "As (already) ... ": cf. Kaus. 53, 14 
dak~ine pii1Jau ... uttarasa'qtpiitiin sthiilarüpa ("in the form of a receptacle") 
iinayati. 
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68, 33. For "response" (pratimantra'!l-a-) see 66, 2 and 3. - For -antam 
compare PrasnaU. 5, 1 praya'T}iintam "until the end of one's life". 

68, 34. This sütra is identical with s. 66, 3. 

68, 35-36. Compare Kaus. 42, 15 ff. occurring in a section prescribing 
ritual acts which are to bring about success in studying the Veda. 

68, 35. St. 1 Idävatsara, originaUy probably "the present or current 
year", is one of the names given to the single years of a period of five 
years; one of the five years in which gifts of clothes and food are productive 
of great rewards. See Zimmer, Altind. Leben, p. 370. Cf. VS. 27, 45; 
30, 15; AV. 6, 55, 3; PGS. 3, 2, 2. In Kaus. 42, 15 ff. one has to offer 
sacrificial butter and to add fuel to the fire with the four stanzas beginning 
with idävatsara, which are quoted in full in 24, 17. The implication is, 
here as weU as in eh. 42, that four oblations are poured out and four 
logs of wood are put on the fire, because there are four stanzas to be 
recited. - "Parivatsara" etc.: other names of the above cycle of five 
years. - "Announee" : Caland, Altind. Zaub., p. 145 translates "über
geben". - "Something ... ": for durita-, also "sin, disaster, discomfort, 
committed sin as weU as the evil consequences" see Rodhe, o.c., p. 74 
etc. - "Sin" or "evil" mayalso comprise ritual errors (see e.g. Keith, 
Rel. and PhiL, p 478).-For durhärda- "malignant" cf. AV. 2, 7, 5; 
4, 9, 6; 8, 3, 25 etc ; LätySS. 3, 11, 3. - " ... observances" : vrate{Ju.
"PoUution": samala-, see e.g. Rodhe, o.c., p. 150. The 'sin' or evil deed 
is just a stain which can be wiped off or otherwise destroyed. - "Anoint" 
(anjmas is a conjecture, cf. Bloomfield, Kaus. ed., p. 117, n. 3): the sin 
is to be destroyed in the sacrificial fire. As is weU known Agni repels or 
annihilates all evil. Cf. e.g. SB. 6, 6, 3, 11. 'Sins' mayalso be expiated 
by a sacrifice (ava-yaj-, see e.g. Rodhe, p. 154 f.; 157). Caland: " ... so 
befreien wir uns von diesem Schaden". 

St. 2. "Lord of ... ": vratapate, a name of Agni, e.g. also A V. 7, 74, 4; 
VS. 1, 5; 2, 28. - "Day and night", the recurrent divisions of time, are 
mentioned in connection with regeneration: AV. 10, 8,23; in AV. 11, 6, 
5 and 7 they are among the divine powers invoked to free those speaking 
from distress and curse. - "Must redress": samadhätam, "Indikativ mit 
injunktivischer Funktion" (Caland). For the sun and the moon in this 
connection see e.g. also AV. 11, 6, 5; 5, 28, 2; 8, 1, 12, and especially 
6, 83, 1 "let the sun make remedy; let the moon shine you away". Shende, 
Foundations, p. 35 even goes so far as to say that in the AV. Sürya is 
a tooI in the hands of the witchcraft-makers and medicine-men who use 
him for curing various diseases, removing demonie influences etc. and 
"harness him for the purpose of incantation" (p. 37). 

St. 3. "Neglected": cf. TS. 6, 3, 4, 8 " ... that ofwhich when it is passed 
(atipanna-) men say 'this should have been done' ".-For mind (manas-), 
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heart etc. see The vision of the Vedic poets, passim; these terms have 
already been commented upon. - Adityas etc.: the three classes of gods, 
more or less clearly recognized in Vedic mythology which distinguishes 
the terrestrial Vasus, the aerial Rudras, and the celestial Adityas. See 
Macdonell, Ved. Myth., p. 130. 

St. 4. "Unshakable", or "firm, strongly fixed" (brhat). 
From Kaus. 42, 12 ff. and Kesava's commentary it appears that a 

person who had completed his study of the Veda and wished to give up 
the conduct appropriate to his religious observance had, while pronouncing 
AV. 7, 89, to consecrate propriatory water (säntyudakam), to procure 
fuel and to pI ace it on the fire. Thereupon he sacrifices etc. with the 
idävatsara formulas (see above). In this connection Kesava (ed., p. 344) 
uses the term parimok§avidhi- "the ritual rules regarding deliverance or 
giving up", adding that on the occasion of a vedavrata (Kane, Hist. of 
Dharmas. II, p. 370 ff.), akalpavrata (a religious observance ofsix months, 
see the Ath. Paddh. quoted Kaus. ed. p. 160, n. 12), a mrgäravrata, 
a vi~äsahivrata, a yamavrata, a sirovrata, an aIigirovrata and other such 
observances one should likewise with the idävatsara formulas perform the 
giving up (termination) of the vrata as weIl as its announcement (vrata
sräva~a-). In short this rule obtains in the case of any Vedic or 'worldly' 
(laukika-) vrata, whether they are prescribed in the Veda or in smrti 
texts, purä.ç.as, etc. 

68, 37. This paragraph consists of two slokas. - The phrase savän dä
literally means "to give savas." "Giving" is in this connection quite 
intelligibie. Cf. also sräddha'TfL dä- "to perform a sräddha (for the benefit 
of dead relatives)", e.g. Mbh. 14, 61, 1. - "Abandonment" : utsarjana
"the letting loose, abandoning" is used to denote the intentional going 
out of the sacred fire. Cf. ApSS. 5, 27, 3 and Caland's note: "Nach der 
I~ti läszt er die Feuer nicht sofort verlöschen, sondern legt erst Brennholz 
auf und läszt sie dann verlöschen, worauf sie entfernt werden". The same 
word is used to indicate that a pro ce ss is discontinued (ApSS. 8, 21, 5).
" ... pronounce" : väcayati "to cause to recite or pronounce (ritual formulas 
etc.)"; cf. e.g. PGS. 2, 2, 6, AiB. 8, 6, 9 apä'TfL sänti'TfL väcayati "he makes 
him speak the appeasement of the waters (i.e. the relative formulas)"; 
SB. 3, 1, 3, 24. - "Stanzas ... ": sa'TfLnati- "inclination, subniission, 
humility" is also used for mantras expressing this mood; cf. Kaus. 5, 8 
(see further on); 72, 37 sa'TfLnatibhir äjya'TfL jahuyäd vyährtibhir vä. Such 
a formula is e.g. AV. 4, 39, 1 prthivyám agnáye samánaman ... "on the 
earth they paid reverence to Agni ... " This sükta is prescribed Kaus. 
5, 8 in the Full and New Moon sacrifices with the so-called sa~nati 
offerings, and st. 9 and 10 earlier in the same ceremonies with two so
called purastäd homas (3, 16). It must be meant here also. A siniilar 
passage is found in TS. 7, 5, 23 (horse sacrifice) "To Agni he made 
obeisance; to the earth he made obeisance; as Agni with the earth made 
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harmony, so for me may favourable harmonies be made. To Väyu (Siirya 
etc.) ... ". These mantras accompany the sarp.natihomas (obeisance 
offerings) to which others are added in TB. 3, 8, 18, 5 and ApSS. 20, 
12, 8. Cf. also the comm. on TB., l.c., agnaye samanamat prthivyai 
samanamad iti sa'I'fLnatihomän juhoti, suvargasya lokasya sa'I'fLnatyai ... 
taddhomena svargasya sa'I'fLnatipräptir bhavati. - Kausika: the name of the 
author occurs in a similar way e.g. Manu 3, 222 and elsewhere. 

68, 38. "Turning ... ". notice the inconcinnity of the syntactic 
structure. - "North-east": aparajitäm,. see AV. 5, 30, 1, quoted Kaus. 
66, 15. - "Final bath": avabhrtha-, lito the "carrying off or removing"; 
the purification or ablution of the sacrificer, his wife and the sacrificial 
utensils af ter a sacrifice. According to some authorities the officiants have 
to bathe too, according to others they undergo an ablution. This "concluding 
bath" is the end of the soma sacrifice and also of many other rites. The 
washing concerns the removal of the "mysterious potency" which has 
clung since the diklllä to the sacrificèr, his wife, etc., rendering them unfit 
for normallife. See e.g. ApSS. 13, 19, 1 ff.; SB. 11, 7, 2, 6; AiB. 1, 3, 22 
(avabhrtham abhyavaiti) , etc.; Caland-Henry, o.c., p. 393 ff.; Gonda, Die 
Religionen Indiens, I, p. 157. 

68, 39. The siitra is identical with Kaus. 140, 20; compare also 7, 14. 
- "Immersed", or "bathed, washed" etc.; the verb ä-plu- is also elsewhere 
used in connection with the concluding bath: e.g. Käl. Ragh. 11, 31 
avabhrthäpluta-.-For the siiktas "of (to) the waters" (apä'I'fL süktäni) see 
Därila to Kaus. 7, 14. AV. 1, 4; 5; 6; 33; 6, 22; 23; 24; 57 are meant. 
These stanzas are mostly addressed to the water, with a view to obtaining 
various blessings. - "Turned ... ": the significance of this ritual act have 
already been commented upon. - "Touched ... ": see above. - "Without 
... ", lito "without looking at (the place they left, the water)": "Wie 
nach einem Bade zu tun immer gebräuchlich ist; das Unreine, das Schäd
liche, die 'Tabu-Substanz' lässt man ja hinter sich" (Caland, Zauber
ritual, p. 11, n. 6). Cf. also Kaus. 140, 20 (Indramahotsava) and e.g. 
TS. 6, 6, 3, 5 (and ApSS. 13, 22, 5: soma sacrifice) "they advance without 
looking round, for concealment from VaruJ).a". (One should remember 
that on this occasion one has to sacrifice to VaruJ).a, the god who punishes 
inter alia for ritual transgressions, in order to be freed from the god's 
noose). "Man darf dorthin nicht blicken, wo sich eine göttliche oder dämo
nische Macht bemerkbar macht" (Aly, in Hdwtb. d. deutschen Abergl., 
VIII, 1346; cf. also H. Usener, Kleine Schriften, IV, Leipzig-Bonn 1913, 
p. 55; E. Rohde, Psyche, Tübingen 71921,11, p. 85, n. 2; see also S. Selig
mann, Hwdtb. de. Ab. 1,692; 1,711 etc. Cf. also LätySS. 5, 3, 13; GGS. 
4, 3, 12 (see the Introduction, p. 39). - " ... contrary", i.e. they go back. 
In 7, 14 it reads "they return to the village" (grämam udävrajanti). 
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68, 40. The same formula occurs 54, 22 at the end of the ceremony 
of tonsure (ciüfiikara'Yfa-). The verb upa-ïps- seems to occur only here 
and Kaus. 140, 21 (Indramahotsava) where the sa.me siitra recurs. Compare 
also AVPar. 19, 3, 7 (Indramahotsava-): brähmar;Jin bhaktyä yad ïpsita'Tft 
varapradänailj, parito~ayet. - "Meal" : bhaktena-, see Kaus. 8, 1; 12, 9; 
21, 5 etc. A meal offered to any brahmans, not only the officiants, is 
of ten prescribed at the end of religious ceremonies. See the Introduction 
and cf. also Gautama.Pitrmedha 1, 7 cc • •• He should bathe in a pool of 
water . .. He should feed brahmans with milk or food prepared with 
milk and make them pronounee benedictions. He should give away a 
dak~iI).ä according to hls capacity. (If he does so) the performer (of rites 
in honour of a deceased sacrifieer) is purified"; KätySS. 4, 6, 10 darsa
'JYÜr'Yfamäsän ïjäno ... brähmar;Jin bhojayet; 25, 8, 1; AsvGS. 1, 22, 18; 
2, 3, 13; Kaus. 6, 23; 43, 14; PGS. 1, 19, 13; 2, 1, 5. For the significanee 
of feeding brahmans see e.g. Manu 3, 96 ff. (it saves from guilt and mis
fortune), 3, 125 ff. "a very wealthy man sha11 not be anxious (to entertain) 
a large company"; etc. 

68, 41. The repetition marks the end of the chapter. 
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ADDENDA 

For the language of the Paipp. AV.: Renou, Ét. véd. et pal).. UI, 
Paris 1957, p. 105 ff. 
For the odana- as a creative principle now see also V. S. Agrawala, 
The thousand-syllabled speech, Benares 1963, p. 134. 
For AV. 11, 3 see also Renou, o.c., U, p. 96f., who observes: 
"Nous avons affaire ici à un Principe qui est à la fois lui-même 
et autre que lui-même. D'une part c'est 'Ie plat de riz', avec les 
ingrédients qui Ie constituent, les ustensils servant à sa prépa
ration. D'autre part, c'est un Géant dont on énumère les membres 
et les organes, un Puru~a .... La sUITection au niveau cosmique 
est atteinte vers la fin de l'hymne ... ". 
Translation of AV. 4, 34, 8: one might translate also "that conquers 
a 'world'''. 
For linga- see also L. Renou, Terminologie grammaticale du 
sanskrit, U, Paris 1942, U, p. 72: "indice révélateur, jfiiipaka-; 
plus spéc. "indice" auquel on reconnaît qu'un verset concerne 
telle divinité". 
For devayäna- "road leading to the gods" now see my articles 
"Ways in Indian religion", in Mikkyo Bunka, Koyasan Univ. 
1965, and "Adhvara-", to be published in the Vishveshvaranand 
Vedic Research Joumal. 
For the "world" ofthose who have eamed ritual (religious) merits, 
the sukrtä1fL lokaly, (cf. e.g. also p. 150; 168; 178, etc.) I may 
refer to a publication on "World and Heaven in ancient India", 
which is in preparation. 
Cf. e.g. the fairy-tale Das kalte Herz, by Wilhelm Hauff (motif 
of the three wishes). 
For chaff etc. see also the comm. on AiB. 2, 9, 2. 
For brähmar;,a- see also Renou, Ét. véd. et pal).. UI, p. 116. 
Cf. comm. on AV. 11, 1, 16 gotrapravartakän r~in ye vidus te 
är~eyä brähmar;,äly,. 
For the function of a friend etc. in ritual see for instance also 
Caland's note on JB. 2, 67: Jaim. Br. in Auswahl, p. 143. 
The term svarga- is discussed in the publication on World and 
Heaven (see add. p. 129). 
As to the West see e.g. also SB. 1, 1,4, 5 where the black antelope 
skin is spread on the ground, with its neck-part tumed to the 
west (cf. Eggeling's note, I, p. 25); 1, 2, 1, 14, and ApSS. 7, 16,5. 
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For the West in general see also A. Bertholet, Die Gefilde der 
Seligen, Tübingen 1903. 

189 ff. In connection with nidhi- see also Change and continuity in 
Indian religion, p. 225, and AV. 7, 99, 1; 18, 2, 53. As to the 
idea of a nidhipä- mention should also be made of the interesting 
Iranian parallel: "Ganz allgemein gesehen ist es ein durchgehender 
Gedanke aller Perioden der iranischen Religionsgeschichte, daB die 
Taten der Menschen gewissermaBen eine zweite Persönlichkeit 
sind, die dem Verstorbenen begegnet und ihm willkommen heiBt. 
Diese tritt . . . der Seele in Gestalt eines schönen Mädchens ent
gegen, die in Dätastän i dënik 24, 5 "ein(e) Schatzmeister(in) der 
guten Werke genannt wird. Es empfängt die Seele mit deren 
Vorrat an guten Taten" (G. Widengren, Die Religionen Irans, 
Stuttgart 1965, p. 39; compare also the same, The Great Vohu 
Manah and the ApostIe of God, Uppsala 1945, p . 84 ff.). 

192. There are also Buddhist parallels of the belief that " the treasure" 
awaits the arrival of the deceased in the hereafter: Dhammapada 
219 f. 

209, 1. 2 f. b. and p. 231. For homs of a cow tipped with gold see also 
BAU. 3, 1, 1; Mbh. 18, 6, 130, cr. ed. p. 31. 

213. AV. 11, 1, 26: cf. also AV. comm. af ter 11 , 1, 20 (p. 1303 ed. 
Vishva Bandhu) iti rcä catura är§eyän rtvijo yajamäna ähvayet. 

220, 1. 1. sukrtaily., being accented like those occurrences of this word 
which are substantives, might be rendered by "right deed", i.e. 
"an act which from the ritual or religious point of view is correct 
and meritorious" (see above, add. to p . 129). Then the translation 
would be: "By these (my) meritorious deeds we should like to 
go . . . " (see p. 87) . However, yebhily. in Paipp. (which may be 
corrupt) and the fact that ayam, not e§a, is the proper word if 
the speaker wishes to denote something belonging to himself by 
a demonstrative might be considered counter-arguments. 

222 f. For the remnant see also BhärSS. 1, 14, 6 "He should pour (into 
the milk) remnants of the agnihotra (milk) with the formula 'Thou 
art the continuity of the sacrifice; I spread thee af ter the con
tinuity of the sacrifice' (TB. 3, 7, 4, 17 yajiiasya sa'T(btatir asi; 
yajiiasya tvä sa'T(btatim anu sa'T(btanomi)" ; cf. also 1, 17, 4. An 
interruption in divine worship would have bad results (Kasyapa
Sarph. eh. 1 "temple worship is continued on earth without 
interruption" ; see also T. Goudriaan, Käsyapa's Book of Wisdom, 
Thesis Utrecht 1965, p. 23, n. 10). The similarity of this belief 
and the rites and customs connected with the com-spirit which 
is widely supposed to dweIl in the last sheaf (see e.g. J. J. Meyer, 
Trilogie altindischer Mächte und Feste der Vegetation, Zürich
Leipzig 1937, 111, p. 306 s.v. Kom and p . 307 s.v. Letzte Garbe) 
may help us in understanding the import of the residue. 
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255, st. 20. See Renou, Ét. V éd. et päl).. II, p. 95: "Les identifications 
qui suivent sont senties comme l'effet d'une genèse". 

279 f. Lotus: see also W. Rau, "Lotusblumen" in Asiatica, Fs. F. Weller, 
Leipzig 1954, p. 505 ff. 

283. vidhrti-: boundaries, the sanctity of which is weIl known, may, 
like thresholds, be said to participate in two "worlds"; although 
domains, settlements, spheres of influences are bounded by them 
so as to constitute "worlds" in themselves, they allow the man 
who passes them to enter into another "world". 

290. For bhuvana- see the relative section in World and Heaven. 
314. Sexual intercourse in the hereafter: cf. also BAU. 6, 4, 12. 
324. For the atharval).ic prose see Renou, Ét. véd. et päl).. I, p. 

71 ff., esp. p. 80 ff. 
338, l. 10-1 f. b. Notice also the correlations between "feet" and 

"standing" in 13, between "winged beings" and "dancing" in 
14, between "sun etc." and "seeing" in 15. 

344. On androgyny also Agrawala, The thousand-syllabled speech, p. 
63 ff. 

345. Bandhu-,' now see alsu my article on this term which is to be 
published in Adyar Liorary Bulletin 1965. 

346, 1. 10. This may of course imply that the man who is the rightful 

349. 
349. 

377. 

master of the cow is (like) Indra. 
Lightning and instantaneous enlightenment: cf. also KenaU. 4, 4. 
For the four udders or teats see AiB. 1, 25, 4 and Agrawala, 
The thousand-syllabled speech, p. 96 f. on the elaborate puräl).ic 
conception of the cosmie cow with four teats, shedding four 
streams of milk by which four classes of creatures (r~is, Fathers, 
gods and men) are nourished. 
Add Renou, Ét. véd. et päl).. II, Paris 1956, p. 93 f.: "L'idée 
de base y est, en effet, fort concrète. Il s'agit de 'délier' une 
maison (qu'on vient de construire), d'en défaire ou disjoindre les 
éléments, pour en faire don à un bénéficiaire ( ... tásmai v. 15)". 

384, st. 11: parame~thin- etc.: otherwise (" ... la Maison a été, elle aussi, 
conçue co mme un géant") Renou, Ét. véd. et päl).. II, p. 93 f.; 
cf. II, p. 96 f. 

385, st. 12: ruru~a; Renou, o.c., p. 94 suggests "hommage au Puru~a 
(qui est) toi, (0 Maison!)". 
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ablative, 355; 361; 385 
accentuation, 251; 344; 382; 399 
accusative, 212; 217; 229; 243; 361; 

387 f.; 407 
adaptation of mantras, 87; 122 
Aditi, 25; 28; 55 ff.; 121; 132; 149; 164; 

178; 328 
Adityas, 55 ff.; 197; 405; ' 430 
age of the dead, 125 f. 
Agni, 28; 162; 185; 186 ff.; 197; 200 f.; 

208; 214; 215; 218; 221; 225; 232; 
234; 244; 248; 252; 255; 294; 301; 
308; 331; 364; 369; 384; 386; 388; 
413; 414; 415; 426 f.; 428; 429 

agnicaya.na, 55; 162; 200 f.; 202; 236; 
254; 414 

agnihotra, 204; 206 
a~toDnB, 173; 218; 231; 392; 393 
agniyojana, 413 
agnyadhäna, agnyädheya, 47; 56; 61 f.; 

199; 392; 404 
Aja Ekapäd, 64 f.; 253; 260 
ajyatantra, 218 
All, 230; 348 
alternative, 393 
amulet, 197; 203 
anachronism, 304 
anacoluthon, 196; 226; 300 
anaphora, 316 
ancestors, 391 
androgyny, 291; 303; 313; 323; 330; 

344 f.; add. 
Atigiras, 160; 200 
Atigirases, 197; 200; 253 f. 
animal, 63 ff.; 195; 204 
antecedent, 198 
ant-hill, lI6; 121 
anthropomorphism, 315 
Anumati, 318 
anvähärya-, 21 ff.; 57 
aor~t,176;179;204;340;341;413;415 

<lnO "owoii, 252; 294 
aposiopes~, 169; 206 
apostrophe, 366 f. 
appeasement (see aIso áanti-), 397 
apsaras(es), 278; 299; 300; 339 
armour, 249 

aster~m9, 325 
aávamedha, 53; 58; 62; 190 f.; 235 
Aávins, 239; 315 
asyndeton, 358 
Atharvan, 183; 309; 310 f.; 338; 404 
Atharvaveda., study of, 7 ff. 
átma.nepadam, 196 
atmosphere, 300 
Ausdrucksverstärkung, 398 
ax~ mundi, 230; 246; 295 f.; 350 

barrencow, 98; 101 ff.; 260; 299; 332 ff_; 
344; 370 

basic form (of rites), 88; lIl; lI6 
bathing, 201; 240; 395; 396; 431; 432 
Behaghel's rule, 145; 258; 272 
belly, 343 
Bhaga., 318 
Bhava, 362 
Bheda., 106; 374 
Bhrgu, 212 
bird, 304 f.; 340 
birth, 149; 329 
blood-relationship, 252 
body, 215; 310; 318; 329 
bondage, 205; 378; 389; 425 
boneless, 277 
boons, 142 
boundary, 283 
brachylogy, 207 
Brahma, 282 
brahman, 152 f.; 159; 166; 198; 282; 

345; 351 f.; 384; 387 
brahman (priest), 183; 282 f.; 310; 312; 

346 
brahmans, 28; 48 ff.; 55; 152 f.; 194; 

282; 316; 352; 353; 357; 360; 362; 
363 f.; 366; 401; 422 

brahmaudana, 26 f.; 61; 62 n. 105; 
71 ff.; 140; 142; 149; 169; 230; 392; 
406; see aIso Index of Skt. words 

breath, 39 f.; 167; 175 f.; 195; 284; 335; 
341; 404 

Brhaspati, 191 f.; 230; 310 f.; 313; 316; 
319; 326; 370; 380; 404 

Brhaspat~va, 13; 41; 376 
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bride, 159; 341; 389 
broth, 247 
Buddha, 217 
Buddhism, 216 f. 
bull, 64; 98 f.; 227; 289; 294; 303; 

304 ff.; 313 f.; 321; 324; 337 
bull·sava, 311 ff. 
butter, 198; 199; 221; 399; 403 

cachexy, 388 
cakra, 217 
calf, 85 f.; 98; 204 f.; 206; 299; 300; 361 
cal).çläla, 211 f. 
catul).áaräva-sava, 54; 63; 75 
cäturmäsya rites, 31 f. 
central quarter, 131 
centre, 129 ; 131; 240; 246; 247; 295 
chaff, 152; 154; 214; add. 
chariot, 279 
chastity, 393 f. 
chiasmus, 171; 331; 332; 333 
children, 196 
"churning" fire, 121 
circumambulation, 128 f . ; 130; 173; 264 
classmcatory system, 229 
climax, 351; 415 
clods, 121 
clothes, 209; 211; 396; 429 
cloud, 322; 331 
colour, 215 ff.; 322 
commensurateness, 153; 173; 290 
commentaries, Indian, 9 f. 
community of dress, 211 
complacence, 213 
completeness, 268 f. 
concatenation, 70; 193; 338; 399 
conception, 169 
concord in gender, 135 
conjunctive, 147 f. 
connection with the transcendent, 232 
conquest (of the "worlds", heaven), 

178 f.; 281 
consecration, 122; 124; 125; 133 ; 134; 

145; 194; 195; 200; 228; 245; 263; 
336; 338; 340; 395; 412 

contact, contactus, 40; 129; 132 f.; 197; 
237; 268; 272; 282; 287; 308; 333; 
394; 397; 405 f.; 411 

continuance of life, 130; 172; 226; 410 
continuity, 394 
cooking, 33 f.; 45 f.; 55 ff.; 229; 245; 

347; 418 
cosmogony, 342; 343; 344 

cosmos, 179; 346; 347 
covering, 210 
cow, 24ff.; 65f.; 94f. ; 98; 102ff.; 109; 

195; 203; 204f.; 206; 209f.; 213; 
231; 234; 291; 302; 306; 323; 332; 
333; 335; 336; 339; 340; 341; 342; 
344; 346; 348; 349; 352; 353; 354; 
356; 357; 361; 363; 364f.; 369; 371 

cow-dung, 355 f.; 358 f. 
creation, 288; 384; 386; 422 
cremation, 351 
criticism (destructive), 35 
crow, 358 
curse, 203 

dak~ÏI).ä, 18 ff.; 25; 26; 48 n. 38; 62; 
226f.; 231; 239; 249; 250; 253; 256; 
257; 292; 376; 423 f.; 426 

dance, 340 
darkness, 203 
dative, 229; 242; 313; 351; 367; 374 
dearness, 203 
death, 96 f.; 194; 229; 348; 413 
declivities, 333 f. 
demons, 197 
demonstrative pronoun, 140 
deposit, 192; 194 
desiderative, 218 f. 
desires, 179 
dew-claw, 320 
Dhätar, 328; 331 
dice, 86; 210; 339; 340 
disintegration, 277 f. 
disjunction, 144 
divinity, 248 f.; 301 
divinization, 266; 289; 336 
domestic ritual, 62 
donor, 273; 353;369; 378; 384; 385;419 
draught-ox, 64; 97 f.; 287 ff. 
draught-ox sava, 287 ff. 
durability, 143 
dvandva, 136; 145; 406 

ear, 427 
ear (marking - of a cow), 357 
earth, 313 
East, 229; 402; 405 
eight, 259 
elephant, 386 
elirninatory rite, 395 
ellipsis, 164; 206; 207; 300; 339 
elliptic dual, 119 
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embracing, 132 f.; 176 
emphasis, 398; 401 
enemy, 203; 261 f. 
epexegesis, 407 
epithet, 132; 149; 150; 160; 206; 234; 

253; 264; 315; 414 
euphemism, 229; 255; 264; 330; 331 
evil, 124; 197; 396; 397; 401; 424; 425; 

426; 429 
evil power, 211 f. 
expiation, 239; 273; 302; 397; 398; 

400; 407; 423; 424 
eye, 267 f.; 346; 426 

father, 342 
Fathers, 137; 199; 236; 278; 351; 4-22 
father·son relation, 132; 133 
feasting, ritual, 49 
fecundation, 311 
fecundity, 28; 171 
feeding of brahmans, 48 f.; 55; 432 
fertility, 313; 339 f.; 345 
field, 99; 309 
fifteen, 168 f. 
fire, 45 ff.; 122; 176 f.; 208; 221; 252; 

321; 388; 389; 402 
fire-place, 200; 218; 227; 248; 254; 415 
firmament, 146; 322; 338 
first-fruit, 136 
fist, 138 
five, 130 f.; 216; 240 f.; 242; 245 f.; 

24-6 f.; 249; 250; 258; 429 
food, 230; 266; 268; 281; 393; 432 
foundation, 165 ; 351 f. 
four, 26; 52; 54 ff.; 60 f.; 139; 281; 349; 

add. 
fragrance, 396 
friend, 183; add. 
Full and New moon rites, 24; 26; 50; 

54; 57; 61; 73; 76; etc.; 419; 430 
funeral pyre, 321; 364 

game of dice, 24 f.; 339 f.; 417 
gandharva(s), 130; 141; 278; 328; 339 
garment, 86; 91; ll2; 209; 211; 396; 410 
gate of heaven, 293 
gäthä, 343 
gäyatri, 285; 404 f. 
gender, 251 
generative power, 277 f. 
genitive, 173 f.; 187; 202; 223; 366; 

389; 410 

Gesetz der wachsenden Glieder, 145; 
258; 272; 277 

ghee, 150; 166; 201; 221; 284f. 
gift, 273; 317; 351; 352; 353; 355; 376; 

419; 428; 429 
girdle, 133 
gnosis, 344 
goat, 64; 89 ff.; 194; 207 ; 209; 218; 220; 

241; 244; 245; 247; 248f.; 251; 252; 
253; 255; 258; 260; 322; 365 

god(s), 178; 208; 248; 361; 363; 399; 
415; 416; 425 

gold, 194; 207; 208; 209; 210; 231; 249; 
253; 262; 338; 341; 342; 410; 415 

goose, 279 
grandfathers, 168 
grass, 380 

hair, 121; 264; 330; 395 
hand, 141 
hand-washing, 202; 213; 264 
head, 324 f.; 334 
heart, 328; 430 
heat, 45 ff.; 134 ; 158; 159; 162; 244; 371 
heaven, 52; 55; 65 f.; 74; 134; 150 f.; 

153; 168; 193; 194; 195; 204; 220; 
227; 232 f.; 234; 244; 277 f.; 285; 
293; 401; 414; 417; 422 

heavenly ocean, 34 
helI, 369 f. 
hero, 123; 127 
hide, 124 f.; 136; 144; 145; 152 ; 167 ; 330 
honey, 201 f.; 307; 424 
honey-whip, 201 
hoof, 320 
horns, 324; 354 
- tipped with gold, 209 f.; 231; add. 
hotar, 342 
house, 107 ff.; 235; 269; 376 ff.; add. 
hundred (years), 226; 275 

iambic cadence, 335 
Içl.ä, 204; 266 
Idävatsara, 429 
identifications, 35, 195 
illness, 355 f. 
immortality, 150; 194; 201; 207; 221; 

239; 262; 279; 284; 285; 347; 350; 
409; 410; 414 

imperative, 155; 388 
imperfect, 139; 337; 352; 371; 413 
imprecation, 263 
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incantation, 173 
inconvenience (caused to the worship

per), 40 n_ 58 
indicative, 429 
Indra, 190; 203; 213; 261; 265f.; 289; 

294; 318; 337; 346; 347; 374; 380; 
386; add. 

injunctive, 224 f.; 254 
injury, 244 
innUInerable, 167 
inspiration, 252 
instrUInental, 161 
insult, 356 f. 
interruption (of ritual activity), 394 

Jämi8aIp.Ba, 319 
Jätavedas, 123; 233 f. 
jaya-formulas, 365 
joints, 170 
juice, 202 
juxtaposition, 355 

Kali, 339 
Käma, 364 f.; 419; 420; 421 f. 
Kämasükta, 419 f . 
karmadhäraya, 193 
karman, 420 
Kaurupathi, 88; 231 
Kausika, relation of K. 's work to 

AVSaIphitä, 67 ff. 
Kauáika-sütra, study of, 7 ff. 
Keáava, 9 f.; 76; ll6; 186 
kidneys, 329 
kingship, 315; 337 
kissing, 132 
knee, 138; 318 
knowiedge, 296 f . ; 332; 348; 351 
k~triyas, 360 
Kubera, 130; 186 
kuáagrass, 164; 165; 403 

left hand, 215 
light, 140; 207; 208; 244; 249; 251; 

279; 286; 305; 343; 415 
lightning, 158; 230; 336; 349; add. 
liquor, 206; 280 
liver, 328 f. 
locative, 155; 172; 184; 197; 199; 295; 

306; 307; 316; 317; 357; 360; 412 
looking, 237; 267; 301; 431 
loosing, 378 

lotus, 96; 279 f.; add. 
lowing, 204 f. 
lustration, 197; 242; 263; 264 
lustre, 272 

magic circle, 133 
Mahädeva, 327 
malevolent performance of rites, 41 f. 
mal).Q.ala, 295 
Mal).i (1), 307 
mantra(s), 67 ff.; 122; 231; 366; 387; 

412 f. 
mantras, order of -, 69 
marriage rites, 141; 352; 353 
married woman, 119 
Maruts, 325 
Mätariávan, 270 
meal, 432 
merit(s), 135; 195; 201; 202; 225; 236 
Meru, 246 
metaphor, 383 
metres, 130; 285 
metrical structure, 70 
middle (voice: mediUIn) , 360; 364 
milch-cow, 203 (see also cow); 231; 321 
milk, 205 f.; 209; 226; 281; 291; 292; 

336; 341; 385; 393 
milking, 205 f. 
mind, 367 f.; 430 
modifications (of mantras), 199 
moon, 239; 429 
motion, 343 
mythical past, 228 
mythical prototype, 200 

Närada, 104; 106; 361; 364; 372; 373 
narrowness, 273 
navel, 85; 97; 197; 201; 240; 268; 269; 

293; 296; 343; 350 
neck, 343 
negative repetition, 366 
neuter (gender), 135 
neutralization of evil power, 2ll f. 
new dress, 396; 410 
Nirrti, 142; 212; 215 
nominative, 180 f. 
North, 129; 130; 182; 204; 230; 250 
North-East, 138; 241; 242; 431 
nUInber, 278 
nUInbers, 54 f.; 131 
nyagrodha, 339 
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oblation, 237; 254; 265; 374 
ocean, 239 f.; 338 f.; 341; 343 
officiants, 50; 57; 59 
offspring, 55 ff.; 127; 353 
ointment, 159 
old age, 229; 232; 384 
one.eyed, 355 
optative, 364; 395 
order of mantras, 69 f. 
ordinal number, 247 
ornament, 124 
ox, 100 f.; 203; 294; 295 
oxymoron, 226 

Paippälada, 5 f.; add. 
parallelism, 363 
Parame/ilt-hin, 198 f. 
parenthes~, 180; 210 
Parjanya, 292; 336 
paronomasia, 131; 277 
partitive construction, 209 
path (to heaven etc.), 193; 194; 216; 

219; 241; 290 
pavitra sava, 308 
perfect, 208; 249; 252; 284; 289; 380; 

399; 401; 415 
pericardium, 329 
periphrastic construction, 410 f. 
periphrastic future, 234 
persona pro re, 296 
personification, 166 
pestle, 143; 147 
pillar, 399 f. 
pillar (cosmic), 246 
piáäcas, 147; 197 
plants, 343 
play on words, 253; 386; 389 
ploughing, 307 
plural, 207; 242; 245; 250; 254; 279; 

324; 338 
pollution, 124; 127; 211 
post (sa.crificial), 147; 172; 174 
power, 132; 141; 194; 203; 273; 288; 

289; 342; 343; 371; 388 ; 395; 396; 
398; 412 

pradak/ilÏI;la, 128; 264 
pra~e, 318 
Prajäpati, 25; 38; 41; 51; 66; 190; 

198 f.; 208; 248; 255; 258; 282; 288; 
293; 294; 298; 332; 350; 373; 384; 
387; 408; 415; add. 

Prajäpati.vrata, 298 
pralqti, 230 

pravargya, 47; 61; 268; 290f.; 315; 390 
preca.tive, 413 
pressing.stones, 81; 143; 261 
prognostics, 391 
prose, 324; add. 
protection (of the oblation), 129; 130 
punarädheya, 424 
purification, 70; 116; 125; 134; 135; 

144 f.; 163 f.; 206; 264; 308; 309; 351 ; 
358 f.; 388; 394; 396; 403; 405; 410 f. 

Puru/ila, 349; 384 f. ; add. 
PÜ/iI8.n, 186 f. 

quality, 194 
quarters of space, 128; 130; 139; 162; 

163; 169; 229; 235; 240; 246; 248; 
254 f.; 260; 269; 270; 389; 421; 422 

rain, 149; 213; 214; 230; 292; 336 
rainbow, 216 
räjasüya, 24 f.; 54; 130; 142 
ram, 89 f.; 99; 236 
rebirth, 131; 134; 179; 180; 340 
recapitulative continuation, 141 
recensions of A V., 67 ff. 
reintegration, 269 
relatives, 138; 258 
relief, 417 
remarriage, 256 f . 
remnant (residue), 34; 56; 68; 152; 

222 f.; 250; 265; 275; add. 
renewal of life, 279 
repetition, 338; 379; 385; 432 
revilement, 285 f. 
ribs, 327 
rice, 28; 42 ff.; 60; 139; 144; 145; 149; 

150; 151; 152; 155; 166; 194; 369 
rice -~h, 16; 24 ff.; 27 ff.; 30 ff.; 48 f. ; 

51; 65; 194; 209; 213; 218; 219; 223; 
245; 251; 276; 281; 283; 284 

ritual logic, 354 
rival, 286 
rta, 282; 351 f.; 388 
Rudra, 212; 375; 405 
Rudras, 134; 405 

sacred meal, 50 
sacred space, 129 
sa.crifice, 66; 150; 152; 178 f.; 261; 272; 

292; 317; 329; 333; 343; 346; 426 
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sacrificer, 150; 153; 177; 178 f.; 282; 
287; 292; 314; 393; 394; 396; 397; 
410; 415; 421; 422; 424; 426; 427 

sacrificial animal, 195; 240; 242; 245; 
247; 256; 261; 349 

sacrificial fire, 162; 382 
sacrificial food, 50 f.; 196 
sacrificial horse, 191; 249 
sacrificial implements, 180 
sacrificial material, 210; 405; - not to 

be injured, 171; 256 
sacrificial place, 120 
sacrificial substance (spilling or annihi-

lation of), 148; 154; 167 
sädhyas, 350 
salt, 409 f. 
sämans, 276 
sanctity, 393; 394; 396 
Saramä, 320 
Sarasvant, 316 
Sarasvati, 270; 307; 316; 341 
Sarva, 362 
sava-rites, 11 ff. ; 75 f.; and Introd., 

passim 
sava·rites (atharvaI).ic), 17 ff.; 49 f.; 

140;143;223;260;377;390;400;410 
savas, 22, distinguished by KeSava, 63 f. 
Savitar, 328; 404 
scapegoat, 211 f. 
seasons, 258 f. 
seat, 233; 387 
semen, 314; 349 
sense organs, 270 
serpent, 302; 330 f. 
seven, 139; 195; 220; 297; 334 
sexual intercourse, 277; 314; 339; 344; 

393 f.; add. 
sexual life, 169; 289 
shanks, 328 
ship, 279 
shorter performance of a rite, 117 
shower of wealth, 85; 200 f.; 233 
silence, 302 
sin, 210; 211; 215; 232; 359; 397; 400; 

424; 425; 429 
Siniväli, 319 
Siva, 230; 362; 425 
six, 258; 289 
sixteenth (one-), 236 
sixty years, 184 
skin, 124 f.; 209; 262; 403; add. 
sleeping, 394 
smoke, 123 

soma (sacrifice; god), 27; 51; 61; 81; 
129; 134; 143; 146; 148 f.; 154; 160; 
168; 212; 213; 223; 227; 261; 271; 
291; 314; 322; 323; 324f.; 331; 334; 
337; 338 f.; 341; 351; 364; 394; 395; 
409; 424; 425; 428 

son, 252; 342; 417 
Sondergott, 319; 341 
soul, 216; 279; 288 
South, 130; 182; 411 
spectator, 39 
spokes, 284; 296 
spotted cattie, 301 
sprinkling, 263; 397; 402 
staff, 153 
stepping over, 411 
stream, 280 
subjunctive, 184; 211 
subordination, 340 
success, 142; 146 
áüdra, 205 f.; 212 
sun, 177; 215 f.; 228; 239; 267; 270; 

300; 303 f.; 332; 347; 352; 392; 429 
Supreme Being, 288; 291; 324; 336 
surplus, 276 
Sürya, 301; 341; 429 
Süryä, 319 
Svadhä, 342 
svargaudana, 27; 71 ff.; 406 
syntax, 228 ; 431 

tail, 264 
tail-whisk, 264 
Tantrisffi, 217; 24;6 
tautology, 131 
tax, 236; 238 
technical action, 170 
ten, 268 
term indicating material, 147 
tetrads, see: four 
third estate, 328 
thirty, 284; 304 
thirty-three, 140; 304 
thousand, 168; 254; 312; 317; 335 
thread, 232 
three, 142f.; 195; 215f.; 250; 334; 391 
three boons, 142; add. 
three years, 361 
threshold, 389 
thunder(bolt), 230; 260; 330 
tiger skin, 133 
tongue, 264; 349 
tonsure, 170 
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tooth, 194 
top, 136 
Totality, 230; 258; 348 
touching, see contact 
transfiguration, 150; 289 
transmission of power, 153 
treasure, 186ff. ; 194; 234; 416; 418; 

add. 
treasure-keeper, 70; 186 ff. 
tree, 402 
tricolon abundans, 211 
Tva!1tar, 173 f.; 272; 317 
twelve, 53; 275; 284; 298; 393 

udders, 349; add. 
universe, 55; 150; 336; 338 f.; 340; 

351; 389; 415 
unlimited, 167 
untruth, 210 
urine, 358 

Väc, 305 
Vaisvänara, 295 
Vala, 379 
vapour, 214 
VarUlJ.a, 230; 266; 315; 344; 349; 386; 

388; 431 
VasäSava, 375 
Vasus, 350; 404 f. 
Veda (study of the -), 393; 430 
verbalappositive, 164; 198; 243 
vessel-fire, 218 
victim, 63ff.; 195; 246; 260; 316; 380; 

397 
vigour, 203 
Viräj, 131 f.; 288; 336 f. 
Vi!1I).u, 131; 230; 255; 350 

Visvakarman, 232; 293; 424; 427 
Visvänara, 294 f. 
Visve devä}:l, 225; 399; 405 
vocative, 174; 233 
v!'iilotsarga, 311 f.; 313; 317; 323 f. 

Wackernagel's rule, 225 
wan, 380 f. 
washerman, 81 
washing, 205; 240; 264 
water, 124; 128; 163 f.; 166; 167; 168; 

182; 202; 263; 264; 313; 315; 388; 
396 f.; 411; 428; 430 

waterjar, 124; 126; 263; 315; 382; 388; 
411 

water.lily, 279 
way, see path 
W est, 56; 129; 163; 184; 185; 230; add. 
whoIe, 131 
widow, 257 
wife (of the sacrifieer), 417 
wind, 133 f. ; 234; 319; 340 
winning heaven, 227 
winnowing, 148; 149; 151; 154; 155 
wish, 142 
wives of the gods, 327 
wolf, 357 f. 
word, 304 f. 
"world", 285; 351; add. 

Yama, 130; 206; 236; 278; 400 
Yarna's asse·~sors, 236 
year, 117 ; 284; 286 ; 317 

zenith, 230; 260 



INDEX OF SANSKRIT WORDS 

0.-, 137; 193; 359 
aIpáa.dhri-, 174 f. 
aIpáu-, 143 
a.Ipáugraha-, 51 
ak~ya-, 422 
akt;;u-, 383 
a.gniáala-, 382 
agre, 248; 313; 363; 420 
agha-, 145 
aghay-, 260 
aghnya-, 264; 313; 320 
aja.-, 64 f.; 253 
ajaudana-, 218 
atimrtyusa.va.-, 281 
atÜI'I).adatta-, 206 
atra-, 331 
atha., 363 
adabdha-, 271 
adänya.-, 425 
adfl?~a., 227 
adruh-, 123 
adha}:láa.ya-, 394 
adhipati-, 229 
adhit;;~hana-, 355 
adhya~-, 235 
anaQ.vän, 287 
a.nadhvaryu-, 199 
anarpaI).a.·, 369 
anämana-, 356 f.; 358 
anirdil?t;a-, 119 
aniávara-, 193 
anupadaavant-, 297 
anubaddhaáira.}:lpäda.-, 247 
anuma.ntrBI).a-, 119; 122 
anulomam, 403 
anUl?~hu, 373 
anübandhya-, 299; 333 
anüvrh 318 
aorta-, 210; 211 
antar, 271 f. 
anta.rdeáa.-, 259 
anvärabdha.-, 197; 412 
anvaharya-, 21 ff.; 282 
anya-, 360 
apabhüti-, 286 
a.para-, 196 
aparäjita.-, 138; 242; 431 

apa.rimita.-, 256 
api, 371 
apekl?ä-, 415 
abra.hmBI).a-, 224; 372 
abhigharBI).a-, 175; 176 
abhita}:l, 193 
abhipürta-, 252 
abhit;;eka-, 26 
abhyatanani, 76; 116 
abhra-, 331 
am-, Bam-am-, 418 
amiva-, 428 
amrta.-, 103; 112; 134; 204; 207; 275; 

285; 298; 348; 350; 389; 409 
aräti-, 142 
arÎ!?t;a-, 273; 309 
arthalopa-, 222 
arpBI).a.-, 158 f. 
avakl?ÏI).a-, 154 
avabhrtha·, 396 
avaya-, 424 
avarti-, 278; 320 
avisava.-, 235; 236 
aá·, pra-aá-, 266 
asat., 233; 345 
aai-, 244 
asu-, 271 
aaüsva}:l, 344 
asau, 422 
ahata.vasas-, 396 
aham, 415 

a, 305; 361 
akäáa.-, 270 
aküti-, 238 
agaa-, 374 
äca.ma.na.-, 265; 428 
ajya-, 198; 200; 220; 314 
ajyabhäga.-, 427; 428 
äI).çlika-, 280 
atapa-, 208 
attagandha-, 396 
atman-, 240; 266; 288; 317; 367; 382 
äditya-, 251 
ädityagraha-, 56 
ädityaloka-, 291 
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ädhära-, 417 f. 
änanda-, 332 
äntra-, 331 
äp-, sam-äp-, 198 
äpflna.-, 199 
äpina-, 408 
äpïna.vati, 408 
äpyäyana.-, 408 
~ä-, 262 
äyatana-, 39; 165 
äyavana.-, 180 
äyudha-, 342 
äyus-, 323 
är~ya-, 160; 213; 225; 354; 391; 404 
äáis-, 119 
lis-, upa-lis-, 347 f.; 351 
listarOJ;l8.-, 250 

i-, 418 
-, ä-i-, 203 
-, ud-ä-i-, 371 f. 
-, prati.i-, 375 
i1;a-, 386 
iQ.ä-, 50 f. 
itarajaniil)., 331 
iti, 344; 353 
idävatsara-, 14 
*indra-, 274 
indriya-, 274 
indh-, pari-indh-, 165 
irä-, 206; 297; 329 
~äpiirta-, 236 f.; 252; 283 

ips-, upa-ips-, 432 
iávara-, 288 

ukhya- (agni-), 218; 414 
ugra-, 421 
uooh~1;a-, 194; 288 
uttara-, 249 
uttarävat-, 130; 417 
utpatti-, 231 
utsarjana.-, 430 
udakärtha-, 135 
udakumbha-, 263 
udagayana-, 392 
udara-, 385 
udära-, 291 
upadr~1;ar-, 39 f. 
upanayana-, 116; 141; 188 
upaparoana.-, 323 

upabarhaI].a-, 257 
upaSvasa.-, 155 
upasad", 327 
upastaraI].a-, 175; 176 
upäcära-, 392 
ubj-, 146 
~I].Ïhä-, 343 

übadhya-, 320 
ürjasvant-, 385 
ürdhva-, 283 
ürdhvä- (diá-), 130; 245 
üha., 199 

r-, nir-r-, 375 
ro-, 340; 343; 366 
fI].B-, 401 
rta-, 255; 324; 337; 344; 398 
rtu-, 160 fI. 
rtugraha-, 161 
rtvij-, 390 
rd-, 354 
Th 320 
~i-, 126; 390 f.; 404; 424 

eka-, 404 
eka.dhä-, 335 
ekamukha-, 316 
ekarüpa-, 151 f. 
eka~i-, 404 
eta.-, etad, 176; 214; 374 
enas-, 425 
-eya-, 204 
e'il-, 251 

ojas-, 260; 269; 315; 421 
odana-, 16; 22; 23, n. 25; 24; 30 fI.; 

47 fI.; 51 f.; 127; 284; 347; add. 
odanasava-, 16 f.; 235 
opa.áa.-, 383 
oii!adhi -, 170 

aupäsana-, 118 

ka-, 309 
karpsa-, 335 
kakud-, 315 
kakuda-, 342 
kapilä-, 354 
karuI].B-, 417 
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karki-, 299 
kartr-, 394 
karmaQ.ya-, 396 
kalasa-, 319 
kalpa-, 392; 393 
kavi-, 305; 315 
käma-, 362; 364; 368 
kämaduh-, 207 
kämadhenu-, 349 
kämapra-, 275 f_ 
käla-, 288 
kilbiE?a-, 417 
kikasäl,l, 326 f_ 
kiläla-, 297 f_ 
kumbhi-, 159 
kuläya-, 387 
kUiil1;hikäl,l, 320 
kUi?mäQ.çla-, 398; 400 
kü1;a-, 354 
kro, 197; 367 
krSara-, 309 
krE?Q.a.dra-, 326 
k!p-, X, 252; 274; 309 f. 
-, ud-k!p-, 371 
-, sal1l-k!p-, X, 368 
k!pta-, 345 
kevala-, 139 
kosa-, 387 
kram-, ä-kram-, 303 
-, vi-kram-, 250; 255 
kE?atra-, 210 
kE?iraudana-, 47 n. 33 

gaQ.apati-, 191 
gad-, ni-gad-, 228 
gada-, 361 
gam-, agata, 338; 340 
gayasphäna-, 428 
gargara-, 313 
garbha-, 388 
gätu-, 127; 261 
gäh-, 180 
grh-, pra-grh-, 369 
-, prati-grh-, 334; 346; 353; 384; 412 
grhapati-, 384 
grharäja-, 214 f. 
gopati-, 363 
grähi-, 147 

gharma-, 290 f.; 293; 325 
ghora-, 426 
ghrta-, 150; 166; 200 

ghrtaprE?1;ha-, 150 f_ 
ghrtavat-, 285 

ca, 118; 198; 324; 373; 375; 383 
cakravartin-, 296 
catul,lsaräva-, 75; 404 
catul,lsarävasava-, 235 
car-, adhi-car-, 411 
-, pra-car-, 384 
caru-, 42 f.; 159 
cätuf,lpräSya-, 26; 52; 60; 61 n_ 102 
ci-, anu-ci-, 271 
cito, 342 
cita-, 306 
crt-, vi-crt-, 377 
cetas-, 328 

chandas-, 130 

jagat-, 386 
jäIimayana-. 411 f_ 
jälma-, 374 
ji-, 217 
-, apa-ji-, 217 
jihma-, 375 
jiv-, upa-jiv-, 184; 352 
jfiä- +gen_, 136 f. 
-, pra-jfiä-, 241 
-, sal1l-jfiä-, eaus., 243; 264 
jyä-, 361 
jyotis-, 140; 207; 227; 285; 341; 415 

ta- (sa-), 338; 373 
tanü-, 215; 310; 382 
tantu-, 211; 232; 313 
tantra-, 406 
tap-, 370 f. 
-, anu-tap-, 423 f_ 
-, ä-tap-, 208 
tapas-, 134; 213; 277; 282; 294; 351 f_; 

416 
tamas-, 148; 203 
taras-, 346 
tUiiläl,l, 215 
tejas-, 203; 251 
triQ.äka-, 251 
tridival1l dival,l, 351 
tvac-, 209; 214 
tveiil8.-, 312 
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daki?Ïl}.ajyotis-, 249; 256 
dadhi-, 202 
darbha-, 121; 136; 164; 170 
darvi- , 178 
Jä-, 163; 430 
dätar-, 119; 120; 209; 412; 414 
dä-, ava-dyati, 265; 275 
diSal,l, 128; 285; 341 
dÏi?ta-, 229 
di-, 349 
dik~ä-, 134 ; 275; 298; 338; 393; 394; 

395; 396 
dik~ita-, 212; 271 
dirghabähu-, 315 
duradabhna-, 362 
durita-, 429 
duritagra-, 356 
durhärda-, 429 
duscarita-, 243 
duh-, 225 f.; 291; 321 
-, duhe, 299 
drh·, 295 
deva-, 316; 415 
devakrta·, 359 
devajana-, 308; 330 
devapatha-, 219 
devayajana- , 120 
devayäna-, 126; 169; 219; 401; add. 
devaheQ.ana-, 118; 363 
defjltra-, 342 
dei?tri-, 341 
do~n·, 327 
doha-, 292; 299 
daiva-, 160 
dyutta-, 157 f . 
dyumat-, 426 
dravÏl}.odas-, 186 
drupada-, 400 
druvaya-, 155 
druh-, abhi-druh-, 244 

dharul).a-, 163 
dhä-, antar-dhä-, 271 
-, ä-dhä-, 117 
- , ni-dhä-, 254; 285 
-, pari.dhii-, 222 
-dhätu-, 391 
dhäman-, 139; 304 
dhi~l).ya-, 274; 383; 423 
dhi-, 306; 308 
dhiti-, 148 f. 
dhira-, 315 ; 425 
dhenu-, 203; 231 

dhruva-, 131; 230; 246; 259; 389 

nabhas-, 322 
nam-, sam-, X, 122 
namas-, 389 
nar-, 274 
nahana-, 380 
näka-, 123; 220; 223; 228; 242 
näkaprfjltha-, 227 
nätha-, 127 
näbhi-, 201 
nämagräham, 419 
näraka-, 369 f. 
näri-, 175 
nij -, 205; 243 
-, ava-nij-, 243 
nitya-, 403 
nidhana-, 331 
nidhi-, 186 ff.; 193; 194; 234; 254; 285; 

360; 362; add. 
nidhipati-, 186 
nidhipä-, 186 ff.; 193; add.; 417 
nirrti-, 254; 319 
nirväpa(karal).a-), 135 f. 
nÏfjlkala-, 421 
nihita-, 124; 192; 194; 360; 362; 418 
ni-, nei?i, 252 
-, ä-ni-, 181; 265; 428 
-, praty-ä-ni-, 181 
nud-, apa-nud-, 203 
nrmal).as-, 267 
netar-, 343 

pakva-, 207; 418 
pakfjla-, 380 f.; 387 
pailkti-, 130f. 
paficagavya-, 359 
paficasaräva-, 58, n . 91; 241; 250 
paficaudana-, 64; 68; 88; 231; 240 f. ; 

245; 260 ; 405 
-patio, 307 f.; 330; 367 
patnisälä-, 382 
pad-, 338 
panth-, 199 
payas-, 146; 312; 313; 316; 407 f.; 409 
paramefjlthin-, 198 f.; 259 ; 294; 384; add. 
parastät, 232 
paricaral).a-, 402 f. 
parimok~vidhi-, 430 
parifjlkrta-, 384 
paryagnikaral).a-, 197; 242 
pariräpin-, 374 
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par~vaiijalya-, 381 
pala-, 381 
palada-, 381 
paliiSa-, 188 
palpiilana-, 358; 359 
palpiilita-, 403 
pavitra-, 403 
paáu-, 209 
paSupuroQ.iiSa-. 199 
paácärdha-, 247 
pä-, "drink", 197; 321 
päilkta-, 131 
päjasya-, 326 
pätra-, 49, n . 41; 180 
päpa-, 398; 399 
päpacaila-, 211 
päpman-, 147; 395 
päyasya-, 246 
pMa-, 389 
pi-, 321 
pinv-, 206 
piSanga-, 322 
punarbhü-, 257 
pural)., 303 
purastät, 292 
purastäd dhoma-, 113; 403; 423 
pur~a-, 224 f. 
puru~-, 131; 288; 360; 385 
puroQ.M-, 262; 369 
P1ll?ti-, 321 
pü-, 325 
plÏrI}.ahoma-, 397 
pürta-, 237 
práni-, 301; 302 f. 
pránisava-, 301 
p~ti-, 327 
p~tha-, 413 
paunal).áila-, 98; 307 
paill1ll?eya-, 203 f. 
pyä-, ä-pyä-, 154 
pralqti-, 230 
pracetas-, 271 
pratigraha-, 352 
pratimantraI,la-, 429 
pratimä-, 313 
prat~thä-, 39; 120 f . ; 164 f.; 340; cf. 421 
pratyaiic-, 388 
pradiá-, 285; 289 
prabhü-, 313 
prabhrt;i-, 427 
pravat-, 334 
praSaI!lBä, 312 
prasrta-, 138 
präI,J.a-, 284; 288; 341 ; 348 

präI,J.ada-, 284 
präI,ladavän, 284 
präI,läpänau, 270; 303 
präyaácitta-, 369 
prMana-, 51 
prMitra-, 51; 266; 267 
priya-, ni-priyäyate, 359 
pro~I,la-, 263 
pIMi-, 329 
plu-, ä-plu-, 431 

bBI,lQ.a-, 354 
bandhu-, 345; add. 
babhri-, 198 
barhis-, 171; 262; 317; 402 
bali-, 400 
bahudhä, 242 
bädh-, ava-bädh-, 285 
bindu-, 342 
bisa-, 280 
brhat-, 270; 314; 421; 430 
brhati-, 326 
bradhna-, 306; 350 
brahmacärin-, 288; 393 f.; 396 
brahman-, 276 
brahmäsyaudana-, 276 
brahmaudana-, 53; 55; 57; 59; 60; 62; 

169; 228; 286; 404 
brähmaI,lá-, 316; 363 
brÁhmaI,la-, 153; 274; 363; add. 
brähmaudanika- (fire), 56 f. 

bhakta-, 432 
bhaj-, nirbhakta-, 424 
bhadra-, 313; 318; 336; 341 
bhasad-, 318 f. 
bhuvana-, 290; add. 
bhü-, babhüva, 208 
-, anu-bhü-, 352 f. 
-, ä-bhü-, 237 f. 
bhüta-, 235; 399 
bhütakrt-, 121 f. 
bhr-, pary-ä-bhr-, 317 
bhrätrvya-, 259 

mati-, 305 
math-, nir-, 118 
mada-, 206 
madhu-, 146 
manas-, 269f.; 317; 321; 367f.; 420; 

422; 426; 429 
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mani.;!in-, 315 
manoyuj-, 270 
mantra-, prati-mantra-, X, 275 
manyu-, 306; 329 
malaga-, 152 
mahas-, 256 
mahiman-, 284 
mah~a-, 177; 303; 426 
mahilukä-, 335 
mä-, 381 
-, vi-mä-, 290 
mäna-, 381 
mänasya patni, 381 
mie, 138 
-, apa-mie, 401 
mit-, upa-mit-, 378 
-, pari-mit-, 378 
-, prati-mit-, 378 
mukha-, 210 
muläli-, 280 
muhürta-, 304 
mek!;>aI;la-, 180 
medha-, 66; 139; 140 
medhas-, 140 
medhä-, 328 

ya-, 140; 193; 198; 207 f_; 360 
yak!;>ma-, 358 
yaj-, 218 f_ 
yajfia-, 150 f_; 346; 348; 425; see also: 

sacrifice 
yajîiiya-, 156 
yajfiopavïtin-, 396 
yathopapädam, 231 
yam-, ä-yam-, 380 
yamaräjan-, 206 
yava-, 230 
yasas-, 293 
yäc", 353 
yäträ-, 395 
yävant-, 407 
yuvan-, 324 
yüpa-, 230 
~-, 247 

rak!;>as-, 144; 171; 224 
rajas-, 385 
raI;lya-, 382 
randhri-, 262 
rabh-, anv-ä-, 129; 153 f.; 147 
raémi-, 220 
rasa-, 202 

räj-, 349 
räj-, vi-räj-, 172 f. 
räjanya-, 342 
rädh-, apa-rädh-, 424 
rädhas-, 414 
riS-, 273 
ruBato, 217 
ruh-, ä-ruh-, 145 
rüpa-, 255; 256; 367 
rocana-, 304 
rodasï, 415 
rohita-, 288; 347 

lavaI;la-, 410 
liitga-, 120 (cf. 87); 222; add. 
loka-, 143; 176; 198; 199; 297; 335; 

351; 369; 375; 383; 401; add. 
lokayäträ-, 395 

varpSa-, 379; 380 
vac-, X, 430 
vajra-, 260 f . 
vadhrï-, 262 
vanaspati-, 384 
vani-, 359 
va~thu-, 329 
-vant-, 353 
vap-, ä-vap-, 168; 234; 403 
-, ud-vap-, 154 f. 
-, nir-vap-, 56 
vapä-, 365 
vayas-, 144; 203; 223; 317 
varcas-, 407 
varman-, 249 
vaéam, 322 
vaéä-, 65; 332 ff.; 348; 352; 353; 356; 

361; 363; 364ff.; 368; 370; 372; 373 
vaéäSamana-, 364 ff. 
v~t, 252 
vas-, ud-väsayati, 172; 244 
vasor dhärä, 200 f.; 416 
val:l, 124 
vah-, 294; 389; 399 
vaha-, 294; 325 
vä, 395 
väc-, 122; 340; 379 
väja-, 98; 111; 300; 348 
väla-, 327 f. 
vilqta-, 156 f. 
vikraya-, 353 
viklindu-, 356 
vicak~I;la-, 334 
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vijävati, 385 
vid-, 355 

, vide, 217 
-, anu-vid-, 283 
-, prati-vid-, X, 201 
vidyä-, 348 
vidyut-, 325 
vidharaI).i-, 326 
vidharman-, 306 
vidhrti-, 283; add. 
v ipaácit-, 252; 322 
vipra-, 252 
vipruQ.~oma-, 154; 255 
vibhäga-, 406 
vibhävan-, 421 
vibhu-, 421 
vilipti-, 106; 372; 373 
vilupta-, 372 
vilohita-, 355 
viS-, subst. 254; 316 
viá-, 347 
-, abhi-sam-, 127 
-, pra-viS-, 256; 347 
viáva-, 255; 326; 332; 399 
visvajit-, 286; 292 
viSvabhrt-, 292 
viávarupa-, 206 f. ; 247 f. ; 281; 285; 

316; 322 
visvavära-, 132; 379 
viávavyacas-, 149 f . 
viSväriga-, 131 
vi~tärin-, 96; 276; 277; 279 
vira-, 123; 146; 243 
virya-, 126; 323 
vrt-, ni-vrt-, 222 
-, sarp.-vrt-, 420 
vrtra-, 261 
vrtrahan-, 337 
vrddhisräddha-, 137 
v~otsarga-, 3ll 
vedi-, 153; 159; 167; 171; 175; 260; 

262; 317; 383 
vehat-, 370 
vai, 373 
vaisvadevi-, 204 
vaisvänara-, 332 
vyacas-, 330 
vyäpti-, 252 
vyoman-, 223; 234; 413 
vrata-, 290; 298; 329; 429; 430 
vratacärin-, 290 
vratapa-, 429 
vratya-, 298 
vraác-, 374 

vraác-, ä-vraác-, 357; 359 f. 
vrihi-, 43 

sarp.s-, 319 
áakra-, 289 
áatakratu-, 307 
áataudana-, 64; 75; 234; 260 
saphaka-, 280 
samana-, 364 f. 
samala-, 429 
samitar-, 244 
áarabha-, 250 f. 
saräva-, 55; 236; 403 f. 
áarira-, 269 
savarta-, 320 
áastar-, 380 
Sänti-, 43; 135; 165; 182; 205; 273; 

308; 365 
Sälä-, 379 
sikya-, 382 
Mva-, 427 
si-, 387 
sila, 391 f. 
suci-, 277 
sucitva-, 167 
suddhahasta-, 202 
sulka-, 238 
su~ma-, 322 
siirpa-, 145 
sr-, sarp.-sr-, 354 
sevadhi-, 234; 360 
syena-, 326 
sraddhä-, 128; 256; 286 f. 
sram-, 223 
srama-, 283 
srayaI).i-, 262 
sräddha-, 136; 137 
sri-, 177 
-, pari-sri-, 262 
sri-, 129; 156; 395 
sroI).Ï-, 328 

sarp.skära-, 221 t; 227 
sarp.skrta-, 227; 235 f. 
sarp.sthä-, 418 
sarp.sthitahoma-, 231 
sakrt-, 145 
saqtkalpa-, 367 f. 
sarp.gatha-, 408 
sarp.gamana-, 255 
sac-, 140 f.; 208 
-, abhi-~c-, 323 
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sat-, 232; 345 
satya-, 134f.; 255; 277; 324; 398; 416; 

426 
satyadharman-, 413 
sado, 303 

upa-sad-, X, 402 
-, pra-sad-, 212 
-, upa-pra-sad-, 388 
sadhastha-, 233 
sarpdarpÉa-, 381 
sarpnati-, 430 
sapatna-, 286 
sam, 152 
sam-, 318 
sama-, 157 
samadarp Iq-, 224 
samaya-, 425 
samäpana-, 394 
samiti-, 210 
samudra-, 239 f . ; 338 
samrddhi-, 142; 146 ; 152 
sarpnipäta-, 406 
sarp.päta-, 222 f.; 250; 390 
sarp.pätavantarp. karoti, 222 f. 
sambhära-, 390 
sarp.bhrta-, 247; 315 
sarp.mita-, 153; 238 
sayoni-, 150 f. 
sarpis-, 199 f . 
sarva-, 123; 167; 247; 268; 332 
sarvapad-, 348 f. 
sarvarupa-, 332 
sarvavira-, 123 
sava-, 11 ff.; 15 
sava-, savän dä-, 11, n. 4; 430 
savaáin-, 239 
sahas-, 122; 252; 421 
sahasradaki;liI:la-, 254 
sahasräki;la-, 383 
sahasvant-, 137 
särpvidya-, 356 
särparäjîiyal), 301 f . 
särvavaidika-, 392 
sävika-, 390 
sähasra-, 312 
sic-, ä -sic-, 407 
-, prati-i;lic-, 407 
sindhu-, 208 
sU-, su-, 11 ff. 
sukrt-, 129 
sukrta-, 193; add. 
sukrtasya loka-, 125; 168; 193 add. 
sudughä-, 206 
sudhätu-, 391 

suparl,la-, 176 f. 
sumanas-, 205 
sumna-, 427 
surä-, 280 f . 
suvira-, 123 
suvirya-, 243 
suhuta-, 267 
su-, 309 
sutävaáä-, 373 
sutri-, 330 
sfui-, 242 f. 
sr-, sari;lat, 291 
-, aty-ä-sr-, 204 
srh sarp -srh 196; 346 
setu-, 383 
sedi-, 297 
senägni-, 117 f. 
somapa-, 425 
saumyacaru-, 61 
skambha-, 230; 288; 404 
sku-, ä-sku-, 357 
stabh-, 283 
stro, pari-stro, 402 
straiI:la-, 278 
sthavira-, 313 
sthäman-, 366 
syäma-, 243 f. 
sruc-, 178 
svaj-, pari-f;lvaj-, 133 
svadhä-, 237; 271; 281; 335; 368 
svadhiti-, 314 
svar-, 293; 414 
svarga-, 63; 184; 195; 201; 219; add. 
svargaudana-, 406 
svasara-, 306 
svasti-, 219 
svähä, 389; 422 

ha, 367 
harpsa-, 279 
han-, 366 
hariman-, 328 
havis-, 374 
hastä-, 178 
hä-, 324 
hi, 340; 344 
hin, 175 f.; 205 
hiral,lyagarbha-, 342 
hu-, 317 
hr-, ud-dhr-, 180 f.; 244 f. 
hrd(d)yota-, 157 f. 
he<;ia-, 363 
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